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Versteigerungsfolge – Auction Schedule
Wir freuen uns, Sie in unserem Auktionssaal zu begrüßen:
We are looking forward to welcome you in our auction hall:

VERSTEIGERER – AUCTIONEER: Christoph Gärtner
Montag / 3.

Juni 2013 – Monday / 3rd of June 2013

EINZELLOSE
SINGLE LOTS

ab

Dienstag / 4.

9.00 Uhr ASIEN Spezial-Auk on / ASIA Special-Auc on
9.00 am

Juni 2013 – Tuesday / 4th of June 2013

EINZELLOSE
SINGLE LOTS

ab
ab
ab
ab
ab

Mi woch / 5.

9.00 Uhr
9.00 am
9.30 Uhr
9.30 am
12.30 Uhr
12.30 pm
13.00 Uhr
1.00 pm
16.30 Uhr
4.30 pm

Thema k / Thema cs

4.000 - 4.625

Übersee / Overseas A - Z

5.000 - 6.899

Flug-, Zeppelin & Schiﬀspost Weltweit

7.000 - 7.383

Europa / Europe A - O

7.400 - 9.853

Europa / Europe P - Z

10.000 - 11.430

Juni 2013 – Wednesday / 5th of June 2013

EINZELLOSE
SINGLE LOTS

ab
ab
ab
ab

9.00 Uhr
9.00 am
10.30 Uhr
10.30 am
14.00 Uhr
2.00 pm
20.00 Uhr
8.00 pm

Altdeutschland / German States

11.500 - 12.409

Deutsches Reich - Zensurpost

12.411 - 14.314

Deutschland nach 1945 / Germany a er 1945

14.400 - 16.658

Sonderauk on / Special auc on
(Schloßhotel Monrepos)

1-4
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COLLECTIONS

ab
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10 - 3.996
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9.00 am
14.30 Uhr
2.30 pm
15.00 Uhr
3.00 pm
16.00 Uhr
4.00 pm

Übersee / Overseas A - Z

17.000 - 19.119

Flug- und Zeppelinpost, Schiﬀspost

19.200 - 19.297

Thema k / Thema cs

19.300 - 19.764

Europa / Europe A - O

20.000 - 21.055

Juni 2013 – Friday / 7th of June 2013
ab
ab
ab
ab
ab

9.00 Uhr
9.00 am
11.00 Uhr
11.00 am
13.00 Uhr
1.00 pm
16.00 Uhr
4.00 pm
18.00 Uhr
6.00 pm

Europa / Europe P - Z, Europa Sammlungen

21.100 - 22.080

Nachlässe, Wunderkartons, Nachtrag

22.100 - 22.458

Deutschland vor 1945 / Germany before 1945

22.700 - 24.144

Deutschland nach 1945 / Germany a er 1945

24.200 - 25.382

Münzen / Coins

25.500 - 25.850

U1: lot 2.809 | U2: lot 472 |U3: lot 317, 691, 1.316, 1.330, 1.403, 2.912, 3.774, 2.805 | U4: lot 521, 1.282
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Given that in our print- and online-catalogues lot-numbers have differences between the image and lot
In the event, that a lot-number has differences between the image and text section, (f.e. starting prices are
description (f.e. starting prices are different or the picture does not fit with the corresponding description),
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INDEX ASIEN / ASIA
Jordanien / Jordan
Kambodscha / Cambodia
Korea
Korea-Nord / North Korea
Korea-Süd / South Korea
Kuwait
Labuan
Laos
Libanon / Lebanon
Macau
Malaiische Staaten / Federated Malay States
Straits Settlements
Johor
Kedah
Kelantan
Pahang
Penang
Perak
Perlis
Sabah
Sarawak
Selangor
Sungei Ujong
Malaiischer Staatenbund
Malaysia
Mandschuko (Manchuko) / Manchukuo
Mongolei / Mongolia
Nedschd / Najd
Nepal
Niederländisch-Indien / Netherlands Indies
Nordborneo / North Borneo
Oman
Pakistan
Palästina / Palestine
Philippinen
Portugiesisch-Indien / Portuguese India
Qatar
Saudi-Arabien / Saudi-Arabia
Schardscha
Singapur
Syrien / Syria
Tannu-Tuwa
Thailand

2458 - 2558

3875 - 3899

2352 - 2376

Tibet
Timor
Transkaukasien / Transcaucasian
Trucial Staaten
Vereinigte Arabische Emirate /
United Arab Emirates

2377 - 2426

Vietnam

3936 - 3957

Abu Dhabi
Aden
Afghanistan

10 - 14

Alawiten-Gebiet
Annam und Tongking
Armenien
Aserbaidschan / Azerbaijan
Bahrain
Bangladesch
Batum
Bhutan
Birma / Burma / Myanmar
Brunei
Ceylon
China
Lokalpost / Local Post
Shanghai
Provinzen / Provinces
Ganzsachen
Besonderheiten
Mandschurei
Taiwan (Formosa)
Tibet
Volksrepublik / People‘s Republic of China
Dubai
Französisch-Indien / French India
Französisch-Indochina / French Indochina
Georgien / Georgia
Hedschas / Hejaz
Holy-Land
Hongkong
Indien / India
Vorphila / Prephilately
Flugpost / Air Mail
Used Abroad
Ganzsachen
Kleinstaaten / Feudatory States
Indonesien / Indonesia
Irak / Iraq
Iran
Israel
Japan
Japanische Post in China /
Japanese Post Ofﬁces in China

38 - 42

25 - 37
43
44 - 47
48 - 53
54 - 66
67 - 71
72
73 - 74
75 - 79
81 - 228
229 - 248
249 - 1035
477 - 481
482 - 484
489 - 500
503 - 586
589 - 685
686 - 687
688 - 721
722 - 725
726 - 1035
1036 - 1058
1059 - 1061
1063 - 1119
1120 - 1122
1123 - 1128
1129 - 1154
1155 - 1245
1246 - 1552
1246 - 1275
1422 - 1445
1453 - 1469
1470 - 1486
1495 - 1552
1553 - 1558
1559 - 1857
1859 - 1980
1981 - 1985
1987 - 2426
2253 - 2265

Japanische Post in Korea /
Japanese Post Ofﬁces in Korea

2266 - 2273

Lagerpost Tsingtau / Tsingtao Stock Post
Japanische Besetzung II.WK /
Japanese Occupation II. WK

2274 - 2285

Japan - Ganzsachen
Japan - Besonderheiten
Jemen / Yemen
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15 - 24

2286 - 2351

2427 - 2457

asia

2559 - 2581
2582 - 2599
2600 - 2645
2646 - 2665
2666 - 2678
2679 - 2686
2687 - 2693
2694 - 2761
2762 - 2794
2795 - 2950
2795 - 2880
2881 - 2900
2901 - 2903
2904
2904 - 2907
2908 - 2909
2910 - 2917
2918
2919 - 2920
2921 - 2924
2925 - 2933
2934 - 2935
2940 - 2950
2951 - 2958
2959 - 2965
2966 - 2967
2968 - 2970
2971 - 3047
3048 - 3059
3060 - 3074
3075 - 3085
3087 - 3117
3118 - 3503
3504 - 3518
3519 - 3565
3566 - 3576
3585 - 3630
3631 - 3637
3638 - 3649
3650 - 3734
3735 - 3736
3737 - 3874
3958 - 3996
3900 - 3901
3902 - 3930
3931 - 3932
3933 - 3935

highlights

193 | 8.000 €

318 | 7.000 €

472 | 15.000 €
317 | 4.000 €

CHINA
1912, provisional neutrality„ overprint for Foochow on dues 1 C.
brown and 2 C. brown, unissued values, unused mounted mint, clean
condition. SGD178/179, Scott below J24. EXTREMELY RARE, PENCIL-SIGNED AND PHOTO-CERT. Holcombe (1986)

521 | 9.000 €

691 | 6.000 €
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highlights

792 | 3.000 €
1176 | 2.000 €

1237 | 17.000 €

1282 | 7.000 €

HONGKONG
1863/71, 12 C. pale blue canc. „S2” with „SWATOW A JA 26 80”
alongside on small cover endorsed „By English Mail” to Rugby / England. Transit „HONG KONG JA 27 80“ and arrival ”RUGBY MR 4 80“.
AN EXCEPTIONAL EXAMPLE WITH THE STAMP BEING WELL TIED. A
COVER RARITY.

1316 | 6.000 €

1258 | 5.000 €
4

1462 | 2.500 €

INDIA
1859, UNIQUE MIXED FRANKING CEYLON WITH
INDIA: Folded cover (with some ink erosion) from
Chittoor (31.5.1859) to Jaffna CEYLON franked
by India 1856, ½ Anna (very ﬁne) which paid all
the internal Indian postage and with a Ceylon
1857, 1d (margins only slightly touched on two
sides otherwise ﬁne) for the postage from India
to Ceylon, both stamps cancelled by Madras circle type 6 „C 128” of Chittoor post ofﬁce, as the
charge was payable to the Ceylon postal authorities the Ceylon stamp was accepted as prepayment of postage. ONLY THREE MIXED FRANKINGS
INDIA-CEYLON (FIRST ISSUE) ARE BELIEVED TO
EXIST, THIS COMBINATION BEING UNIQUE. A MAJOR RARITY FOR THE POSTAL HISTORY OF BOTH
COUNTRIES. Certiﬁcate RPS (1963), Provenance:
G. Sattin

1330 | 12.000 €

1414 | 4.000 €

1403 | 6.000 €

1566 | 8.000 €

1493 | 8.000 €

2181 | 3.000 €

asia
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highlights

2345 | 3.500 €

2805 | 9.000 €

STRAITS SETTLEMENTS
1867, „EIGHT CENTS” ON 2 A.
ORANGE: two strips of three on
early entire letter written from
U.S.S. Wyoming Singapore on 3rd
of October 1867 (second month
of usage) and sent via „NEW
YORK 5 PAID NOV 26” to Lynn, Ms
(missent) and forwarded to Chelsea. After arrival from Hong Kong
the ofﬁcer replies to his sister‘s
letter and writes her that he will
shortly travel home via Cape of
Good Hope. ONE OF THE MOST
ATTRACTIVE COVERS OF THIS
ISSUE, NOT BEING „COMPANY
MAIL“ WITH A FIRM‘S H/S. (T)

2809 | 20.000 €

2912 | 10.000 €
PERAK
1883, 2 C BRIGHT-ROSE, WMK. CROWN
CA: horizontal pair with overprint „PERAK”
in type 20 (issue 1891, bold Roman capitals), both fresh colour, mint NH and in VF
condition. This pair is A UNIQUE ITEM IN
PRIVATE HANDS, THE ADJOINING PAIR IS
IN THE ROYAL COLLECTION! (see Dr. Wood
page 33), ex Dorning, Beckton & Dr. Wood,
RPS cert. (1967)
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3108 | 4.000 €

3536 | 10.000 €

3524 | 8.000 €

PORTUGUESE INDIA
1855, REGISTERED LETTER: Entire from Goa to Lisboa sent registered
with „SEGURA‘‘ handstamp, from Goa with red doubly framed‚‘GOA/P.P.‘‘
h/s and endorsed ‚Pagou 120 reis‘ on back and on front with ‚Porto pago
até Lisboa‘ (paid to Lisbon), ‚Segura‘ m/s, boxed ‚‘POR ALEXANDRIA‘‘,
framed ‚‘FRANCA‘‘ and ‚‘120‘‘ h/s. ONE OF THE SCARCE REGISTERED
PRE-PHILATELIC LETTERS FROM PORTUGUESE COLONIES. (ONLY 3 FROM
BRAZIL, TWO FROM INDIA AND ONE FROM MACAO ARE KNOWN UP TODAY.)

3632 | 4.500 €

3774 | 2.000 €

3879 | 2.500 €

3884 | 4.000 €

asia
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16 | 1.500 €

43 | 200 €

230 | 7.000 €

232 | 600 €

234A | 200 €

240 | 1.400 €

241 | 320 €

256 | 100 €

257 | 100 €

258 | 100 €

259 | 100 €

260 | 100 €

261 | 100 €

262 | 100 €

263 | 100 €

264 | 150 €

265 | 150 €

266 | 100 €

267 | 100 €

268 | 2.500 €

269 | 200 €

270 | 70 €

272 | 100 €

273 | 100 €

274 | 100 €

asia

275 | 100 €

276 | 100 €

277 | 100 €

278 | 100 €

279 | 100 €

280 | 100 €

294 | 150 €

296 | 150 €

304 | 120 €

306 | 80 €

307 | 80 €

308 | 80 €

309 | 100 €

310 | 100 €

311 | 800 €

312 | 100 €

313 | 100 €

314 | 150 €

315 | 300 €

316 | 100 €

317 | 4.000 €

asia
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319 | 100 €

320 | 100 €

321 | 100 €

321A | 150 €

323 | 100 €

324 | 100 €

325 | 80 €

327 | 100 €

328 | 200 €

329 | 100 €

330 | 150 €

331 | 150 €

332 | 150 €

332A | 120 €

333 | 100 €

333A | 100 €

334 | 100 €

335 | 100 €

336 | 100 €

337 | 400 €

338 | 200 €

339 | 150 €

340 | 1.000 €

342A | 400 €

343 | 300 €

344 | 250 €

345 | 250 €

383 | 100 €

394 | 80 €

405 | 100 €

497 | 100 €
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688A | 300 €

688B | 150 €

asia

754 | 150 €

1006 | 400 €

1096 | 250 €

1098 | 950 €

1100 | 480 €

1101 | 950 €

1106 | 180 €

1109 | 250 €

1110 | 110 €

1116 | 100 €

1117 | 120 €

1157 | Gebot

1162 | 110 €

1164 | 150 €

1165 | 300 €

1170 | 800 €

1172 | 80 €

1182 | 100 €

1186 | 80 €

1187 | 130 €

1281 | 1.800 €

1294 | 80 €

1295 | 150 €

1306 | 250 €

1307 | 200 €

1310 | 200 €

1311 | 100 €

1312 | 300 €

1313 | 300 €

1314 | 250 €

1317B | 200 €

1366 | 600 €

1458 | 300 €

1508 | 150 €

1370 | 130 €

1402 | 300 €

1413 | 150 €

1446 | 80 €

asia
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1864 | 1.200 €

1870 | 80 €

1871 | 1.750 €

1872 | 700 €

1873 | 700 €

1874 | 700 €

1877 | 220 €

1878 | 1.500 €

1879 | 220 €

1881 | 700 €

1883 | 220 €

1912 | Gebot

1989 | 120 €

1990 | 150 €

1991 | 150 €

1992 | 100 €

1993 | 120 €

1994 | 100 €

2000 | 200 €

2001 | 100 €

2002 | 120 €

2004 | 100 €

2006 | 120 €

2007 | 100 €

2008 | 150 €

2009 | 120 €

2010 | 120 €

2011 | 150 €

2012 | 100 €

2013 | 120 €

2014 | 80 €

2015 | 100 €

2016 | 100 €

2017 | 100 €

2018 | 100 €

2019 | 150 €
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2020 | 120 €

2021 | 100 €

2023 | 100 €

2024 | 100 €

2025 | 120 €

2027 | 100 €

2029 | 150 €

2030 | 100 €

2031 | 120 €

2032 | 130 €

2033 | 180 €

2034 | 200 €

2035 | 250 €

2036 | 150 €

2037 | 150 €

2038 | 200 €

2039 | 120 €

2040 | 120 €

2041 | 120 €

2042 | 170 €

2043 | 400 €

2044 | 350 €

2045 | 550 €

2046 | 180 €

2047 | 180 €

2048 | 300 €

2049 | 500 €

2061 | 120 €

2064 | 200 €

2072 | 120 €

2075 | 100 €

2076 | 100 €

2077 | 150 €

2078 | 100 €

2079 | 100 €

2080 | 100 €

asia
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2081 | 150 €

2081A | 100 €

2082 | 200 €

2083 | 150 €

2089 | 600 €

2090 | 450 €

2093 | 100 €

2099 | 150 €

2100 | 80 €

2103 | 100 €

2105 | 180 €

2107 | 150 €

2108 | 120 €

2109 | 100 €

2111 | 200 €

2112 | 150 €

2114 | 100 €

2124 | 70 €

2125 | 100 €

2127 | 250 €

2138 | 100 €

2143 | 100 €

2144 | 100 €

2147 | 180 €

2148 | 80 €

2159 | 80 €

2193 | 120 €

2200 | 170 €

2585 | 80 €

2590 | 100 €

2595 | 150 €

2668 | Gebot

2679 | 150 €

2765 | 200 €

asia

2087 | 300 €

2088 | 600 €

2772 | 200 €

2796 | 150 €

2798 | 250 €

2799 | 100 €

2807 | 100 €

2808 | 3.000 €

2813 | 70 €

2815 | 60 €

2819 | 450 €

2825 | 100 €

2827 | 80 €

2828 | 80 €

2828A | 100 €

2830A | 100 €

2836 | 1.700 €

2849 | 500 €

2881 | Gebot

2882 | 250 €

2905 | 100 €

2914 | 250 €

2915 | 100 €

2916 | 70 €

2925 | 150 €

2934 | 280 €

2935 | 80 €

3515 | 800 €

2941 | 100 €

3555 | 180 €

2982 | 80 €

3555A | 100 €

3060 | 150 €

3737 | 170 €

asia

3120 | 350 €

3742 | 400 €

3122 | 2.000 €

3817 | 80 €
15

10 | 100 €

ex. 12 | 500 €

14 | 200 €

15 | 700 €
18 | 150 €

17 | 250 €

20 | 100 €

19 | 100 €
ex. 21 | 450 €

23 | 60 €

26 | 160 €
16

24 | 900 €

25 | 900 €

27 | 160 €

28 | 160 €

asia

28A | 250 €

29A | 60 €

ex. 29 | 120 €

33 | 350 €
30 | 200 €

32 | 200 €

38 | 250 €

36 | 120 €

35 | 150 €
ex. 44 | 400 €
41 | 130 €

40 | 250 €

45 | 60 €

46 | 1.200 €

asia

47 | 1.000 €
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50 | 90 €
49 | 120 €
48 | 80 €

51 | 500 €

52 | 100 €

53 | 250 €

54 | 80 €
55 | 100 €

57 | 300 €

60 | 60 €

61 | 300 €

65 | 70 €

71 | 300 €

59 | 500 €

63 | 80 €
18

asia

72 | 200 €

73 | 60 €

ex. 74 | 600 €

77 | 60 €

75 | 100 €

76 | 800 €

82 | 2.500 €

79 | 60 €

81 | 900 €

83 | 1.200 €

84 | 400 €

86 | 400 €

87 | 100 €

88 | 200 €

89 | 300 €

asia
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90 | 150 €
91 | 600 €
93 | 300 €

95 | 400 €

96 | 600 €

94 | 500 €

99 | 400 €
97 | 500 €
98 | 400 €

102 | 400 €

100 | 400 €
101 | 450 €

103 | 400 €
20

104 | 400 €

asia

105 | 300 €

107 | 250 €

108 | 250 €
106 | 300 €

111 | 300 €
109 | 600 €

110 | 600 €
115 | 900 €

113 | 600 €

114 | 600 €

117 | 500 €

118 | 500 €

120 | 250 €

121 | 120 €

116 | 600 €

119 | 250 €

asia
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123 | 250 €

125 | 120 €

124 | 250 €

128 | 120 €

126 | 200 €
130 | 120 €

131 | 100 €

ex. 132 | 200 €
134 | 600 €

22

135 | 600 €

136 | 120 €

137 | 250 €

138 | 250 €

139 | 400 €

140 | 400 €

asia

141 | 250 €
142 | 250 €

144 | 250 €

146 | 120 €

145 | 250 €
143 | 250 €

149 | 100 €
147 | 250 €

152 | 120 €

154 | 120 €
153 | 120 €

160 | 120 €

157 | 70 €

162 | 80 €

asia

164 | 400 €
23

165 | 250 €

ex. 166 | 250 €

167 | 800 €

169 | 200 €

170 | 1.000 €

172 | 1.300 €

173 | 600 €

179 | 500 €

182 | 120 €

184 | 80 €

186 | 200 €

168 | 200 €

171 | 900 €

174 | 100 €

183 | 80 €
24

asia

187 | 200 €
188 | 800 €

189 | 800 €
190 | 2.000 €
191 | 1.000 €

192 | 1.000 €

194 | 700 €
193 | 8.000 €

195 | 700 €

199 | 600 €
197 | 1.000 €

200 | 700 €

201 | 120 €

206 | 1.000 €

asia

207 | 700 €
25

208 | 700 €
210 | 1.000 €

209 | 1.000 €

213 | 400 €

214 | 400 €

216 | 120 €

217 | 120 €

229 | 1.000 €
ex. 224 | 80 €

233 | 600 €
234 | 100 €
236 | 300 €

238 | 100 €
26

242 | 80 €

asia

243 | 60 €

244 | 150 €
245 | 90 €

252 | 150 €

246 | 70 €

249 | 200 €

250 | 500 €

251 | 400 €

247 | 60 €

ex. 254 | 450 €

253 | 300 €

271 | 300 €

282 | 100 €

ex. 283 | 100 €

284 | 100 €

asia

285 | 60 €
27

288 | 150 €
286 | 100 €

287 | 400 €

290 | 300 €

289A | 500 €
289 | 100 €
292 | 80 €

293 | 1.500 €

291 | 100 €

297 | 1.000 €
295 | 200 €
298 | 500 €

299 | 800 €
28

300 | 300 €

asia

301 | 100 €

302 | 200 €
303 | 100 €

305 | 100 €

326 | 200 €
318 | 7.000 €

322 | 300 €

342 | 80 €
341 | 100 €

350 | 80 €

346 | 300 €

348 | 200 €
347 | 300 €

351 | 200 €

353 | 300 €

asia

354 | 100 €
29

355 | 100 €

356 | 100 €

357A | 250 €

361 | 800 €

359 | 200 €

360 | 150 €

362 | 300 €

ex. 363 | 100 €

364 | 120 €

366 | 200 €
365 | 200 €

368 | 1.000 €
30

367 | 200 €

369 | 100 €

asia

369B | 250 €

370 | 200 €

ex. 371 | 100 €

ex. 374 | 150 €

372 | 100 €

375 | 60 €

ex. 373 | 150 €

377 | 1.000 €

378 | 1.000 €

376 | 400 €

380 | 1.000 €
379 | 60 €
ex. 381 | 100 €

384 | 70 €

385 | 60 €

asia

386 | 150 €
31

399 | 200 €

ex. 387 | 300 €
395 | 120 €

398 | 200 €

499 | 1.000 €
32

500 | 500 €

asia

388 | 70 €
389 | 60 €

392 | 100 €

390 | 400 €

396 | 60 €
391 | 1.500 €
393 | 60 €

395A | 70 €

396A | 100 €

397 | 350 €

404 | 60 €

400 | 100 €

402 | 100 €

ex. 403 | 100 €

406 | 250 €

asia
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408 | 60 €

415 | 60 €
409 | 90 €

407 | 220 €

412 | 100 €

411 | 250 €

413 | 60 €

417 | 80 €

416 | 250 €

414 | 300 €

418 | 150 €

419 | 100 €

420 | 60 €
34

420A | 200 €

asia

421 | 200 €

422 | 600 €
423 | 80 €

424 | 100 €

427 | 100 €

425 | 100 €

426 | 400 €

429 | 60 €
428 | 500 €

ex. 431 | 70 €

431A | 170 €

432 | 60 €
433 | 100 €

ex. 435 | 100 €

437 | 60 €

asia

436 | 100 €
35

438 | 400 €

439 | 100 €

441 | 70 €

442 | 60 €
445 | 200 €
ex. 443 | 100 €

446 | 200 €

448 | 150 €

449 | 60 €

451 | 400 €
450 | Gebot

452 | 200 €

455 | 90 €
36

454 | 100 €

asia

453 | 200 €

458 | 250 €

456 | 80 €

461 | 650 €

462 | 100 €

464 | 250 €

465 | 50 €

470 | 700 €

467 | 200 €

468 | 60 €

469 | 80 €

466 | 100 €

471 | 500 €

460 | 150 €

457 | 80 €

463 | 200 €

asia
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472 | 15.000 €

473 | 150 €
474 | 100 €

475 | 80 €

477 | 2.000 €

478 | 2.500 €

480 | 60 €
479 | 3.000 €
481 | 100 €

482 | 60 €

485 | 140 €
38

483 | 250 €

484 | 70 €

487 | 350 €

489 | 200 €

asia

489A | 500 €
489B | 120 €

490 | 70 €

492 | 60 €
491 | 60 €

492A | 700 €
494 | 60 €
493 | 100 €

496A | 150 €

495 | 250 €

497A | 220 €
496 | 60 €

497B | 400 €

498 | 60 €

asia

500A | 250 €
39

500B | 800 €

506 | 1.500 €
502 | 240 €

503 | 3.000 €

503A | 900 €
504 | 100 €

40

504A | 200 €

505 | 800 €

501 | 100 €

508 | 200 €

509 | 60 €

510 | 200 €

511 | 200 €

512 | 150 €

513 | 600 €

asia

514 | 2.000 €

515 | 200 €

516 | 100 €

520 | 110 €

517 | 800 €

518 | 70 €

521 | 9.000 €
522 | 500 €
524 | 300 €

525 | 150 €

528 | 400 €

526 | 80 €

527 | 250 €

529 | 100 €

530 | 300 €

asia
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42

531 | 100 €

532 | 80 €

533 | 70 €

534 | 200 €

535 | 100 €

536 | 300 €

539 | 300 €

540 | 300 €

541 | 150 €

542 | 150 €

543 | 200 €

547 | 800 €

548 | 2.000 €

asia

546 | 1.200 €

549 | 500 €

550 | 300 €

551 | 400 €

552 | 600 €

553 | 80 €

554 | 100 €

555 | 80 €

556 | 120 €

557 | 100 €

558 | 100 €

559 | 200 €

560 | 250 €
ex. 561 | 70 €

563 | 60 €

564 | 120 €

asia

565 | 100 €
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566 | 60 €

567 | 60 €

568 | 100 €

570 | 800 €
571 | 100 €
ex. 569 | 80 €

44

572 | 60 €

573 | 2.500 €

574 | 100 €

576 | 80 €

577 | 80 €

578 | 100 €

579 | 250 €

580 | 60 €

581 | 120 €

asia

582 | 60 €
585 | 130 €

586 | 80 €

589 | 2.500 €

590 | 1.200 €

591 | 350 €

ex. 592 | 100 €

592A | 200 €

592B | 500 €

595 | 600 €
594 | 3.500 €

593 | 80 €

596 | 750 €

597 | 600 €

asia

598 | 800 €
45

599 | 150 €

601 | 200 €
600 | 150 €

602 | 250 €

603 | 60 €

604A | 150 €

607 | 500 €

ex. 605 | 60 €

606 | 800 €

608 900 €

609 300 €

610A | 250 €

611 | 250 €

610 | 170 €
|

46

|

asia

611A | 100 €

613 | 150 €

612 | 600 €

614 | 500 €

615 | 60 €

616 | 400 €

617 | 1.200 €

619 | 250 €
618 | 150 €
618A | 120 €

620 | 600 €

621 | 60 €

622 | 250 €

623 | 200 €

624 | 120 €

625 | 200 €

asia
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626 | 250 €
627 | 150 €

628 | 250 €

629 | 250 €
632 | 150 €
630 | 800 €

633 | 250 €

635 | 120 €

634 | 600 €

637 | 400 €
636 | 400 €

639 | 100 €
48

638 | 200 €

640 | 150 €

asia

641 | 200 €

644 | 500 €
642 | 650 €

643 | 250 €

645 | 100 €

646 | 150 €
647 | 300 €

650 | 200 €
648 | 500 €

649 | 400 €

651 | 200 €

652 | 240 €
655 | 1.700 €

656 | 150 €

657 | 250 €

asia

658 | 70 €
49

660 | 120 €

661 | 70 €

663 | 300 €

664 | 120 €

659 | 100 €

662 | 60 €

665 | 120 €

666 | 600 €
671 | 120 €

669 | 200 €

667 | 350 €

674 | 70 €

674A | 250 €

668 | 80 €

673 | 60 €
50

asia

675 | 70 €

676 | 60 €

677 | 150 €

679 | 200 €
678 | 120 €

679A | 100 €

680 | 200 €

681 | 500 €

684 250 €

682 | 300 €

686 | 150 €

|

683 | 300 €

687 | 80 €

688 | 70 €

asia

689 | 360 €
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690 | 200 €
691 | 6.000 €

692 | 350 €
694 | 130 €

700 | 1.200 €
693 | 350 €

699 | 100 €

695 | 1.400 €

696 | 160 €

704 | 140 €

705 | 100 €

707 | 300 €

708 | 400 €

701 60 €
|

706 | 250 €
52

asia

711 | 150 €
709 | 200 €

712 | 70 €

713 | 150 €

716 | 60 €

721 | 100 €
713A | 100 €
724 | 200 €

723 | 400 €

722 | 700 €

721A | 80 €
725 | 2.000 €

725A | 120 €

726 | 60 €

asia

ex. 727 | 80 €
53

ex. 729 | 60 €

730 | 300 €

731 | 80 €

735 | 400 €
734 | 150 €
736 | 100 €

737 | 80 €

739 | 80 €

740 | 100 €

738 | 300 €

742 | 70 €

ex. 741 | 500 €

746 | 80 €
54

747 | 150 €

asia

748 | 100 €

752 | 120 €
755 | 120 €

749 | 100 €

758 | 100 €
759 | 100 €

756 | 100 €

ex. 771 | 200 €

761 | 200 €
760 | 200 €

772 | 100 €

782 | 400 €

772A | 200 €

783 | 200 €

asia

778 | 400 €

784 | 150 €
55

786A | 300 €
785 | 100 €

786 | 200 €

790 | 3.000 €
788 | 500 €
787 | 140 €

792 | 3.000 €
793 | 120 €

791 | 4.000 €

794 | 60 €

804 | 100 €
56

795 | 4.000 €

796 | 3.000 €

799 | 130 €

797 | 150 €

asia

816 | 120 €
811 | 200 €

815 | 100 €

822 | 200 €
ex. 820 | 60 €

ex. 821 | 400 €

825 | 150 €
829 100 €

837 | 100 €

|

835 | 60 €

833 | 90 €

831 | 150 €

830 | 1.000 €

839 | 1.500 €

840 | 1.000 €

asia
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842 | 500 €

843 | 1.000 €

841 | 300 €

846 | 120 €
843A | 150 €

844 | 140 €

850 | 100 €

846A | 150 €

847 | 100 €

847 | 100 €

852 | 200 €

854 | 1.000 €
853 | 150 €

854A | 1.500 €
58

855 | 1.600 €

asia

855A | 200 €

856A | 80 €
857 | 150 €
856 | 200 €

858A | 80 €

859 | 150 €
858 | 60 €

861 | 150 €

862 | 400 €

860A | 200 €

864 | 200 €

865 | 1.100 €

866 | 2.000 €

867 | 250 €

863 | 80 €

865A | 1.900 €

asia
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871 | 300 €
870 | 700 €
869 | 100 €

875 | 400 €

873A | 80 €

874 | 100 €

881 | 150 €
880 | 100 €

876 | 800 €

884 | 400 €
883 | 150 €

882 | 350 €

885 | 150 €
60

886 | 200 €

asia

887 | 200 €

888 | 200 €

889 | 1.100 €

890 | 1.000 €

891 | 300 €

894 | 80 €

893 | 100 €

895 | 100 €

898 | 80 €

900 | 100 €

ex. 902 | 320 €
ex. 901 | 100 €

ex. 903 | 300 €

901A | 180 €

ex. 904A | 200 €

asia

ex. 906 | Gebot
61

923A | 150 €
908 | 100 €

912 | 70 €

915 | 80 €

923 | 80 €

922 | 400 €
925 | 200 €

932 | 1.000 €
924 | 150 €

940 | 100 €
934 | 200 €
ex. 946 | 400 €

947 | 90 €
62

952 | 150 €

asia

960 | 70 €

965 | 60 €
ex. 963 | 300 €

ex. 964 | 350 €
973 | 500 €
966 | 200 €

967 | 100 €
978 | 150 €
975 | 150 €

976 | 60 €
984 | 200 €

980 | 300 €
981 | 90 €

988 | 140 €

998 | 50 €

asia

1000 | 100 €
63

1007 | 200 €

ex. 1005 | 250 €

1004 | 400 €

1010 | 250 €

1013 | 200 €

1009 | 400 €
1023 | 180 €

1021 | 100 €

1018 | 200 €

1030 | 60 €

1029 | 150 €

1028 | 60 €
64

1031 | 100 €

1032 | 60 €

asia

1033 | 550 €

1035 | 100 €

1036 | 100 €

1034 | 100 €

1038 | 800 €

1040 | 300 €
1039 | 800 €

1037 | 300 €
1042 | 100 €

1041 | 50 €

1044 | 300 €

1043 | 250 €

1047 | 90 €

1045 | 250 €

1048 | 130 €

asia

1050 | 90 €
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1057 | 100 €

1058 | 100 €

1052 | 130 €
1060 | 240 €

1061 | 1.000 €

1059 | 300 €

1064 | 400 €

1065 | 1.500 €
1063 | 2.000 €

1065A | 1.100 €

1069 | 2.500 €
66

1066 | 800 €

1070 | 150 €

asia

1068 | 1.500 €

1071 | 70 €

1072 | 170 €

1073 | 150 €
1074 | 80 €

1075 | 200 €

1076 | 100 €

1077 | 150 €

1079 | 60 €
1078 | 60 €
1080 | 150 €

1083 | 60 €

1081 | 500 €

1084 | 100 €

ex. 1082 | 4.500 €

1085 | 100 €

asia

1086 | 60 €
67

1087 | 550 €

1090 | 150 €

1088 | 60 €

1091 | 200 €

1089 | 60 €

1092 | 600 €

1095 | 60 €
1093 | 150 €

1097 | 130 €

1102 | 100 €
68

1094 | 800 €

1099 | 300 €
1100A | 80 €

1102A | 200 €

asia

1103 | 60 €

1107 | 120 €

1104 | 180 €

1105 | 250 €

1111 | 650 €

1113 | 100 €

1114 | 200 €

1121 | 300 €

1121A | 100 €

1120 | 100 €

1122 | 150 €

1124 | 200 €

1122A | 100 €

1125 | 300 €

asia

1123 | 200 €

1125A | 100 €
69

1125B | 100 €

1128A | 100 €
1125C | 70 €

1127 | 2.000 €

1128 | 2.000 €

1126 | 800 €
1129 | 500 €

1131 | 170 €

1132 | 350 €

1135A | 120 €
70

1133 | 400 €

1135 | 80 €

1137 | 100 €

1138 | 500 €

asia

1139 | 80 €

1139A | 220 €

1140 | 300 €

1141 | 300 €

1144 | 90 €

1145 | 150 €

1146 | 400 €

1147 | 100 €

1148A | 220 €

1148 | 100 €

1149 | 1.500 €

1150 | 1.200 €

asia

1151 | 1.200 €
71

1152 | 600 €

1153 | 1.200 €

1154 | 100 €

1159 | 100 €

1155 | 100 €

1156 | 400 €

1158 | 2.700 €

1160 | 300 €
1161 | 400 €

1167 | 100 €

1166 | 300 €

1163 | 1.500 €

1168 | 200 €
72

1169 | 100 €

asia

1171 | 100 €

1173 | 200 €

ex. 1173A | 700 €

1174 | 100 €

1178 | 400 €

1175 | 150 €

1176 | 2.000 €
1183 | 700 €

1180 | 100 €

1181 | 100 €
1188 | 80 €

1184 | 100 €

1189 | 100 €

1185 | 70 €

1191 | 60 €

asia

1192 | 200 €
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1196 | 800 €

1197 | 700 €

1198 | 800 €

1199 | 60 €

1200 | 170 €

1201 | 2.500 €

1203 | 500 €
1205 | 900 €

1202 | 60 €

1206 | 60 €

1207 | 300 €

1208 | 60 €

1209 | 300 €
74

1210 | 500 €

asia

1211 | 60 €

1214 | 170 €

1215 | 120 €

1212 | 200 €

1218 | 250 €
1217 | 120 €
1216 | 150 €

1220 | 90 €

1219 | 800 €

1222 | 1.000 €

1221 | 100 €

1223 | 190 €
1224 | 850 €

1225 | 80 €

1226 | 60 €

asia

1227 | 100 €
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1228 | 100 €

1231 | 120 €

1229 | 100 €

1230 | 60 €

1232 | 80 €
1234 | 1.000 €

1237A | 200 €

1238 | 60 €

1240 | 2.500 €

1242 | 100 €

1243A | 130 €

1243B | 130 €

1237 | 17.000 €

1239 | 150 €

1243 | 80 €
76

asia

1246 | 400 €

1247 | 400 €

1248 | 400 €

1249 | 1.000 €

1250 | 800 €

1251 | 200 €

1255 | 500 €

1255A | 500 €
1254 | 1.000 €

1258 | 5.000 €
1259 | 400 €
1257 | 800 €

1261 | 100 €

1262 | 200 €

asia

1263 | 400 €
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1266 | 250 €

1267 | 1.000 €
1268 | 2.000 €

1269 | 250 €

1269A | 100 €

1271 | 2.000 €

1273 | 600 €

1272A | 600 €

1272 | 1.200 €

1276 | 1.700 €
1274 | 300 €

1277 | 1.250 €
78

1275 | 300 €

1278 | 800 €

asia

1280 | 100 €

1282 | 7.000 €

1283 | 150 €

1284 | 120 €

1286 | 180 €

1287 | 150 €

1285 | 120 €

1289 | 100 €

1290 | 100 €

1292 | 150 €

1291 | 100 €

1296 | 130 €

1290A | 400 €

1293 | 80 €

1296A | 80 €

1297 | 100 €

asia
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1298 | 120 €

1301 | 120 €

1299 | 150 €

1302 | 3.000 €

1300 | 500 €

1303 | 800 €

1305 | 80 €

1309 | 400 €

1304 | 450 €

1308 | 800 €
1315 | 500 €

1309A | 4.000 €
1317A | 300 €

1316 | 6.000 €
80

1317 | 1.000 €

asia

1318 | 2.000 €

1320 | 300 €

1321 | 500 €

1325 | 300 €
1322 | 200 €

1326 | 150 €

1324 | 100 €

1327 | 300 €

1330 | 12.000 €

1328 | 100 €

1331 | 200 €

1329 | 300 €

1332 | 100 €

1333 | 400 €

asia

1334 | 300 €
81

1336A | 200 €
1335 | 13.000 €

1336 | 300 €

1338 | 400 €

1339 | 100 €

1337 | 900 €

1342 | 200 €

1343 | 180 €

1341 | 200 €

1347 | 400 €
1346 | 200 €

1344 | 200 €

1348 | 2.000 €
82

1350 | 400 €

asia

ex. 1351 | 150 €

1352 | 120 €

1353 | 500 €

1354 | 70 €

1355 | 200 €

1356 | 1.500 €

1357 | 70 €

1358 | 150 €

1359 | 80 €

1360 | 300 €

1362 | 100 €
1361 | 100 €

1363 | 100 €

1364 | 300 €

1365 | 300 €

asia

1367 | 70 €
83

1368 | 200 €

1369 | 250 €

1371 | 600 €

1372 | 80 €

1374 | 100 €

1375 | 100 €

1376 | 150 €

1381 | 200 €
1378 | 100 €

84

1382 | 200 €

1384 | 700 €

1385 | 150 €

1386 | 100 €

1387 | 100 €

1388 | 300 €

asia

1389 | 150 €
1390 | 300 €

1392 | 150 €
1393 | 60 €

1391 | 400 €

1398 | 3.000 €

1399 | 60 €
1397 | 2.200 €

1401 | 100 €

1403 | 6.000 €

1400 | 100 €

1406 | 200 €

1407 | 250 €

1404 | 150 €

1405 | 200 €

asia
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1410 | 300 €

1408 | 500 €

1409 | 4.000 €

1417 | 120 €

1415 | 100 €

1412|4.000 €

1414 | 4.000 €

1419 | 100 €

1418 | 3.000 €

1416 | 200 €

1421 | 100 €
1420 | 100 €

1422 | 700 €
86

1423 | 1.000 €

asia

1424 | 600 €

1425A | 5.000 €
1426 | 3.500 €

1425 | 700 €

1427 | 100 €
1428 | 80 €

1430 | 300 €

1433 | 200 €

1436 | 80 €

1431 | 200 €

1429 | 250 €

1432 | 150 €

1434 | 120 €

1438 | 100 €

asia

1435 | 120 €

1439 | 150 €
87

1442 | 100 €
1440 | 400 €

1441 | 200 €

1447 | 400 €

1444 | 500 €

1448 | 200 €
1450 | 80 €
1449 | 400 €

1452A | 100 €

1453 | 350 €

88

1452 | 100 €

1451 | 100 €

1454 | 150 €

1455 | 150 €

asia

1456 | 100 €

1459 | 200 €
1457 | 1.500 €

1461 | 80 €
1463 | 500 €

1464 | 100 €

1465 | 100 €

1466 | 500 €

1467 | 100 €
1468 | 5.000 €

1472 | 80 €
1469 | 100 €

1473 | 150 €

1471 | 100 €

1476 | 100 €

asia

1478 | 80 €
89

1483 | 60 €
1479 | 1.500 €

1480 | 1.000 €

1484 | 100 €

1485 | 60 €

1489 | 600 €

1487 | 250 €

1494 | 500 €
ex. 1493 | 8.000 €

1491 | 150 €

1497 | 60 €

1498 | 60 €

1499 | 250 €
90

1500 | 80 €

asia

1501 | 60 €

1502 | 150 €
1505 | 120 €

1506 | 120 €

1510 | 100 €
1507 | 120 €

1511 | 150 €

1509 | 1.500 €

1512 | 100 €

1515 | 150 €

1520 | 100 €
1521 | 100 €
1516 | 150 €

1522 | 2.000 €

1523 | 250 €

asia

1524 | 100 €
91

1525 | 60 €

1527 | 250 €

1529 | 300 €

1532 | 700 €
1531 | 500 €
1530 | 300 €

1536 | 120 €

1538 | 100 €

1533 | 200 €

1541 | 80 €
1540 | 120 €
1542 | 130 €

1544 | 400 €
92

1545 | 70 €

asia

1546 | 100 €

1548 | 80 €

1550 | 400 €

1556 | 150 €

1553 | 180 €

1557 | 100 €

1554 | 200 €

1558 | 80 €
1560 | 80 €
1559 | 500 €

1564 | 300 €

1562 | 250 €
1563 | 80 €

1565 | 150 €

1566 | 8.000 €

asia

1568 | 120 €
93

1569 | 100 €

1573 | 80 €

1570 | 200 €

1574 | 60 €

1576 | 120 €
1575 | 80 €

1580 | 120 €
1578 | 60 €
1577 | 60 €

1581 | 100 €

1583 | 60 €
ex. 1582 | 200 €

1584 | 120 €
94

1585 | 250 €

asia

1586 | 100 €

1587 | 100 €

1588 | 80 €

1589 | 120 €

1591 | 60 €

1594 | 60 €
1592 | 80 €

1593 | 150 €
1595 | 300 €

1596 | 600 €

1597 | 200 €

1599 | 100 €

1598 | 200 €

1600 | 400 €

1601 | 600 €

asia

1602 | 300 €
95

1604 | 200 €
1605 | 80 €
1603 | 400 €

1607 | 100 €

1608 | 400 €

1606 | 400 €

1610 | 300 €
1611 | 80 €
1609 | 500 €

1613 | 250 €

1614 | 250 €

1612 | 120 €

1615 | 250 €
96

1616 | 250 €

asia

1617 | 120 €

1618 | 100 €
1619 | 80 €

1621 | 120 €

1620 | 120 €

1622 | 120 €

1623 | 220 €

1624 | 120 €
ex. 1625 | 120 €

ex. 1627 | 150 €

1631 | 150 €

1626 | 120 €

ex. 1629 | 70 €

1630 | 150 €

1632 | 120 €

1633 | 500 €

asia
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1634 | 120 €

1635 | 250 €

1636 | 250 €

1637 | 120 €

1638 | 120 €

ex. 1639 | 250 €

ex. 1642 | 120 €
1640 | 70 €

1641 | 250 €

ex. 1643 | 120 €

1646 | 120 €
98

1644 | 250 €

1645 | 250 €

1647 | 120 €

ex. 1648 | 80 €

asia

ex. 1649 | 150 €

1653 | 120 €

ex. 1650 | 120 €

ex. 1654 | 100 €

1659 | 600 €

1652 | 70 €

1656 | 120 €

1660 | 100 €

1658 | 120 €

1663 | 120 €
1662 | 120 €
1661 | 120 €

1664 | 120 €

1666 | 120 €

asia

1668 | 120 €
99

ex. 1671 | 100 €

1669 | 120 €

1670 | 120 €

1672 | 180 €
1675 | 100 €

1678 | 120 €

1673 | 120 €

1679 | 120 €

1681 | 80 €

1682 | 120 €

1684 | Gebot

1685 | 250 €

1676 | 120 €

1680 | 250 €

1683 | 100 €
100

asia

1686 | 250 €

1689 | 180 €

1690 | 120 €

1688 | 250 €

1687 | 120 €

1691 | 120 €

1695 | 120 €

1696 | 120 €

1692 | 120 €

1699 | 120 €
1698 | 180 €
1697 | 120 €

1700 | 80 €

1701 | 120 €

asia

1704 | 120 €
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1705 | 120 €

1706 | 120 €

1708 | 80 €

1709 | 80 €

1710 | 120 €

1711 | 120 €

1715 | 100 €
1719 | 180 €

1712 | 90 €

1724 | 120 €

1726 | 120 €

1720 | 180 €

1728 | 100 €
102

1729 | 120 €

asia

1732 | 180 €

1735 | 180 €

1736 | 80 €

1738 | 100 €

1740 | 120 €

1742 | 1.000 €

1743 | 150 €

1744 | 120 €

1745 | 120 €

ex. 1748 | 150 €

1749 | 120 €

1753 | 80 €

1755 | 120 €

1757 | 120 €

1760 | 180 €

1762 | 120 €

asia
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1763 | 120 €

1764 | 120 €

1767 | 120 €

1771 | 150 €

1774 | 120 €

1768 | 180 €

1776 | 100 €
1775 | 100 €

1779 | 120 €

1784 | 120 €

1787 | 120 €

1781 | 120 €

1788 | 120 €
104

1789 | 100 €

asia

1790 | 120 €

1791 | 120 €

1795 | 100 €

1796 | 80 €

ex. 1797 | 120 €

1801 | 100 €

1803 | 120 €

1804 | 250 €

1805 | 250 €

1806 | 180 €

1808 | 150 €

1810 | 120 €

1813 | 120 €

1815 | 120 €

1807 | 120 €

1811 | 120 €

asia
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1816 | 120 €

1817 | 120 €
1819 | 120 €

1820 | 120 €

1823 | 120 €
1824 | 120 €

1828 | 180 €

1831 | 120 €

1825 | 120 €

1835 | 90 €
1834 | 120 €

1837 | 120 €
106

1836 | 120 €

1839 | 400 €

asia

1840 | 100 €

1841 | 100 €

1842 | 150 €

1847 | 120 €

1848 | 120 €

1849 | 100 €

1850 | 120 €

1851 | 110 €

1852 | 120 €

1853 | 120 €

1858 | 100 €
1856 | 100 €

1859 | 400 €

1857 | 120 €

1860 | 600 €

asia

1861 | 400 €
107

1863 | 100 €

1865 | 180 €

ex. 1862 | 200 €

1867 | 270 €

1866 | 150 €

1876 | 1.400 €

1880 | 3.300 €

ex. 1884 | 400 €

1868 | 2.500 €

1875 | 1.250 €

1886 | 600 €

1885 | 1.250 €

1887 | 60 €
108

1888 | 3.600 €

asia

1889 | 3.500 €

1893 | 100 €

1890 | 200 €

1891 | 1.500 €
1896 | 150 €

1894 | 500 €

ex. 1895 | 100 €

1897 | 2.000 €

1898 | 1.500 €
1899 | 600 €

1905 | 1.400 €
1900 | 500 €

1902 | 100 €

1901 400 €
|

1903 | 100 €

asia

1904 | 150 €
109

1906 | 500 €
1908 | 1.500 €

1907 | 2.000 €

1909 | 1.000 €

1910 | 200 €

1912A | 80 €

1913 | 60 €

ex. 1911 | 400 €

1914 | 80 €

1917 | 60 €
ex. 1915 | 280 €

1918 | 1.000 €
110

1916 | 60 €

ex. 1919 | 300 €

asia

1920 | 1.250 €

1921 | 250 €

1922 | 250 €

1924 | 250 €

1926 | 250 €

1927 | 600 €

1928 | 400 €

1929 | 250 €

1930 | 500 €

ex. 1931 | 180 €

ex. 1932 | 270 €

1935 | 100 €
ex. 1934 180 €
|

1936 | 180 €

ex. 1937 | 270 €

asia

1938 | 150 €
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1941 | 150 €
1940 | 250 €

1939 | 1.600

1942 | 60 €

1943 | 2.000 €

1945 | 900 €

1946 | 800 €

€

1944 | 600 €

1948 | 130 €

ex. 1947 | 400 €

1951 | 400 €
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1949 | 270 €

1951A | 850 €

asia

1950 | 400 €

1952 | 180 €

1953 | 100 €

1954 | 70 €

1956 | 100 €

1958 | 150 €
1957 | 450 €

1959 | 1.200 €

1961 | 500 €
1962 | 170 €

1960 | 1.200 €

1964 | 70 €

1965 | 400 €

1963 | 150 €

ex. 1966 | 150 €

ex. 1967 | 180 €

asia

1968 | 60 €
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ex.1969 | 100 €
ex. 1970 | 800 €
ex. 1971 | 80 €

1974 | 60 €
1975 | 800 €

1973 | 70 €

1976 | 260 €

1977 | 250 €

ex. 1978 | 100 €

1979 | 1.500 €
1981 | 150 €
1980 | 100 €

1982 | 300 €
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1983 | 200 €

asia

1984 | 130 €

1987 | 400 €

ex. 1985 | 80 €
1988 | 150 €

1997 | 250 €

1985A | 500 €

1998 | 120 €

1999 | 150 €

1995 | 300 €

1996 | 450 €

2003 | 100 €

2005 | 300 €

2026 | 300 €

2022 | 140 €

2028 | 100 €

asia

2050 | 500 €
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2052 | 150 €

2051 | 150 €

2054 | 600 €

2055 | 350 €

2058 | 120 €

2060 | 160 €

2053 | 350 €

2059 | 800 €

2062 | 250 €

2063 | 300 €

2065 | 250 €

2066A | 300 €

2066 | 100 €

ex. 2067 | 200 €
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ex. 2068 | 120 €

asia

2070 | 120 €

2069 | 200 €

2074 | 80 €

2091 | 100 €

2073 | 300 €

2086 | 200 €
2085 150 €
|

ex. 2092 | 100 €

2071 | 150 €

2094 | 100 €

2084 | 120 €

2095 | 180 €

asia

2096 | 100 €

2097 | 120 €

2098 | 150 €
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2101 | 100 €

2102 | 170 €

2104 | 200 €

2106 | 100 €

2110 | 200 €

2113 | 100 €

2115 | 120 €
2116 | 150 €

2117 | 80 €

2120 | 200 €

2122 | 100 €

ex. 2123 | 100 €

2118 | 250 €

2121 | 100 €
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2119 | 100 €

asia

2126 | 100 €

2128 | 150 €

2129 | 120 €

2131 | 150 €

2130 | 100 €

2132 | 150 €

2139 | 1.500 €
2133 | 200 €

2134 | 150 €

2145 | 80 €

2142 | 600 €
2140 | 400 €

2146 | 100 €

2148A | 2.000 €

asia

2149 | 1.000 €
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2152 | 250 €
2150 | 1.500 €

2151 | 1.000 €

2153 | 100 €
2153A | 150 €

2155 | 150 €

2153B | 100 €

2156 | 150 €

2154 | 150 €

120

2157 | 150 €

2158 | 200 €

2160 | 250 €

2161 | 350 €

2163 | 200 €

2164 | 450 €

asia

2165 | 200 €

2166 | 100 €

2167 | 100 €

2168 | 350 €

ex. 2170 | 900 €

2172 | 100 €

2175 | 150 €
2174 | 700 €
2173 | 100 €

2179 | 100 €
2176 | 250 €

2180 | 150 €

2181 | 3.000 €

2182 | 800 €

asia

2183 | 150 €
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2186 | 500 €

2187 | 200 €

2184 | 250 €

2189 | 60 €

2188 | 200 €
2191 | 700 €

2193A | 1.200 €

2194 | 800 €

2192 | 100 €

2196 | 100 €

2198 | 150 €
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2195 | 100 €

2199 | 140 €

asia

2197 | 100 €

2201 | 120 €

2202 | 350 €

2203 | 300 €

2204 | 600 €

2207 | 150 €

2208 | 100 €

2211 | 100 €

2212 | 100 €

2214 | 250 €

2215 | 400 €

2219 | 150 €

2221 | 200 €

2205 | 350 €

ex. 2210 | 70 €

2213 | 400 €

2218 | 120 €

asia
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2222 | 400 €

2223 | 700 €

2224 | 450 €

2226 | 100 €

2225 | 600 €

2228 | 100 €

2227 | 100 €

2229 | 120 €

2230 | 200 €

2231 | 150 €

2234 | 400 €
124

2232 | 500 €

2233 | 220 €

2234A | 130 €

2235 | 120 €

asia

2238 | 80 €

2239 | 150 €

2237 | 120 €
2242 | 380 €
2244 | 150 €

2241 | 180 €
2243 | 450 €

2246 | 100 €

2247 | 100 €

2249 | 100 €

2250 | 200 €

2248 | 150 €

2251 | 350 €

ex. 2252 | 250 €

asia

2253 | 500 €
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2256 | 1.000 €

2254 | 150 €

2255 | 100 €

2257 | 100 €

2258 | 150 €

2260 | 250 €

2261 | 300 €

2259 | 400 €

2262 | 250 €

126

2263 | 200 €

2264 | 60 €

ex. 2265 | 150 €

2266 | 200 €

2267 | 80 €

2268 | 60 €

asia

2271 | 100 €
2270 100 €
|

2269 | 150 €

2273 | 150 €

2275 | 150 €
2272 | 1.000 €

2277 | 150 €

|

2274 120 €

2276 | 100 €

2278 | 150 €

2279 | 130 €

2280 | 100 €

2281 | 100 €

2282 | 130 €

2283 | 130 €

asia
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2285 | 130 €

2287 | 200 €

2290 | 100 €

ex. 2291 | 60 €

2292 | 400 €

2288 | 500 €

2295 | 150 €

2293 | 250 €
ex. 2294 | 300 €

2298 | 100 €
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2296 | 200 €

2297 | 300 €

2299 | 150 €

2300 | 100 €

asia

2301 | 200 €

2302 | 150 €

2306 | 200 €
ex. 2307 | 500 €

2310 | 60 €
2308 | 120 €

2311 | 750 €

2309 | 200 €

2312 | 400 €

2313 | 250 €

2314 | 60 €

2315 | 100 €
2316 | 100 €

2317 | 80 €

ex. 2318 | 100 €

asia

2319 | 60 €
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2320 | 100 €
2321 | 120 €
2322 | 150 €

2323 | 100 €

2324 | 80 €

2325 | 300 €

2327 | 150 €

2328 | 100 €

2326 | 120 €

2329 | 350 €

2330 | 300 €
2331 | 100 €

2332 | 100 €
130

2333 | 70 €

asia

2334 | 60 €

2335 | 60 €
2337 | 200 €
2336 | 80 €

2338 | 70 €
2339 | 60 €

2340 | 100 €

2341 | 150 €
2344 | 80 €
2349 | 500 €

2345 | 3.500 €
2346 | 2.500 €

2348 | 80 €

2343 | 250 €

asia

2347 | 150 €

2350 | 100 €
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2351 | 330 €

2356 | 400 €

2359 | 350 €

132

2352 | 300 €

2357 | 100 €

2360 | 250 €

2354 | 500 €

2358 | 100 €

2361 | 80 €

2362 | 60 €

2363 | 120 €

2364 | 80 €

2365 | 80 €

2366 | 500 €

2367 | 250 €

asia

2368 | 400 €

2369A | 500 €

2371 | 1.000 €

2372 | 120 €

2369 | 120 €

2370 | 80 €

2374 | 80 €
2375 | 120 €

2373 | 120 €

2379 | 400 €
2378 | 250 €
2376 | 120 €

2380 | 700 €

2381 | 250 €

asia

2382 | 300 €
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2385 | 400 €
2383 | 200 €

2384 | 300 €

2386 | 1.000 €

2388 | 1.600 €
2387 | 300 €

2391 | 200 €

2389 | 200 €

2390 | 2.000 €

2394 | 150 €

2392 | 2.000 €

2393 | 400 €

2394A | 100 €
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2395 | 100 €

asia

2396 | 350 €

2400 | 600 €
2397 | 300 €

2401 | 150 €

2398 | 150 €

2403 | 120 €

2402 | 500 €

2404 | 350 €

2405 | 150 €

2408 | 350 €

2409 | 350 €

2410 | 350 €

2411 | 80 €

2412 | 80 €

2414 | 200 €

asia

2414A | 250 €
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2416 | 100 €

2415 100 €

2417 | 150 €

|

2418 | 100 €
2421 | 200 €
2420 | 100 €

2423A | 110 €

2424 | 150 €
2425 | 250 €

2426 | 130 €
2426A | 110 €
2427 | 300 €

2429 | 200 €
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2430 | 750 €

asia

2431 | 130 €

2436 | 80 €

2432 | 80 €
2435 | 180 €

ex. 2440 | 150 €

2438 | 200 €
2439 | 100 €

2441 | 120 €
2442 | 200 €

2443 | 150 €

2444 | 80 €

2447 | 100 €

2445 | 600 €

2446 | 300 €

2449 | 70 €

2451 | 80 €

asia
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2456 | 150 €

2453 | 80 €
2452 | 150 €

2457 | 80 €
2454 | 600 €

2455 | 800 €

2460 | 100 €
ex. 2459 | 140 €

2458 | 100 €

ex. 2462 | 120 €
ex. 2463 | 400 €

2461 | 80 €

ex. 2464 | 150 €
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2465 | 280 €

asia

ex. 2466 | 300 €

2468 | 60 €

2469 | 300 €

2471 | 80 €

2472 | 200 €

2474 | 200 €

2475 | 200 €

2467 | 700 €

2470 | 150 €

2473 | 200 €

2478 | 120 €

2476 | 80 €
ex. 2477 | 120 €

2480 | 250 €

2479 | 120 €

asia

2481 | 250 €
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2482 | 300 €

2484 | 100 €

2483 | 250 €

2486 | 1.000 €

2485 | 700 €

2487 | 1.000 €

2489 | 250 €
2488 | 250 €

2491 | 500 €

2490 | 500 €

2493 | 400 €

2492 | 400 €

2494 | 400 €
140

2495 | 400 €

asia

2496 | 250 €

2497 | 250 €
2498 | 120 €

2500 | 120 €

2501 | 120 €

2499 | 120 €

2502 | 120 €

2503 | 250 €
2504 | 120 €

2505 | 120 €

2506 | 120 €

2507 | 120 €

2508 | 70 €

2509 | 120 €

2510 | 1.000 €

2511 | 120 €

asia
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2512 | 250 €

2513 | 500 €

2514 | 250 €

2516 | 500 €
2517 | 250 €

2515 250 €
|

2519 | 250 €

2520 | 250 €

2518 | 120 €

2524 | 250 €
2525 | 1.000 €

2521 | 120 €

2526 | 150 €
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2527 | 250 €

asia

2528 | 250 €

2532 | 120 €
2531 | 250 €

2530 | 120 €

2536 | 250 €
2534 | 250 €

2537 | 250 €

2535 | 250 €

2538 | 80 €

2539 | 120 €

2542 | 700 €

2540 | 1.000 €

2543 | 120 €

2541 | 700 €

2544 | 250 €

asia

2545 | 250 €
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2546 | 120 €
2549 | 250 €
2548 | 250 €

2551 | 500 €

2552 | 400 €

2550 | 250 €

2553 | 120 €

2555 | 400 €
2554 | 250 €

2557 120 €

2559 | 1.200 €

|

2558 | 200 €

2560 | 250 €
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2562 | 60 €

asia

ex. 2563 | 70 €

2565 | 200 €

ex. 2566 | 200 €

2568 | 300 €

2571 | 400 €

2572 | 500 €

2573 | 500 €

2574 | 250 €

2578 | 250 €

2576 | 300 €

2577 | 350 €

2579 | 250 €

ex. 2581 | 120 €

2582 | 1.000 €

2583 | 3.000 €

asia

2584 | 500 €
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2586 | 200 €

2587 | 1.200 €

2587A | 450 €

2588 | 400 €

2589 | 100 €

2591 | 200 €

2593 | 1.100 €
ex. 2594 | 100 €
2592 | 600 €

2594B | 300 €
2594A | 500 €
2596 | 200 €

2597 | 100 €
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ex. 2597A | 1.500 €

asia

2597B | 120 €

2598 | 60 €

2601 | 500 €

2600 | Gebot

ex. 2599 | 800 €

2602 | 60 €

2603 | 100 €

2605 | 100 €

2606 | 200 €

ex. 2609 | 60 €
2610 | 70 €

2611 | 70 €

ex. 2607 | 200 €

2606A | 500 €

2609A | 80 €

asia

ex. 2608 | 150 €
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2614 | 130 €

2612 | 150 €

2613 | 70 €

ex. 2616 | 150 €

2617 | 100 €
2615 | 100 €

2619 | 160 €

2620 | 120 €

2621 | 80 €

2623 | 280 €

2624 | 80 €

2629 | 100 €

2630 | 50 €

2631 | 60 €

ex. 2618 | 150 €
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asia

2633 | 80 €

ex. 2635 | 120 €
2632 | 150 €

2643 | 80 €
2639 | 150 €
2636 | Gebot

2646 | 80 €

2644 | 100 €

2645 | 60 €

2646A | 70 €

2649 | 400 €
2648 | 2.000 €

2650 | 200 €

2651 | 100 €

asia

2652 | 150 €
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ex. 2653 | 450 €

2655 | 120 €

2653A | 400 €

2654 | 70 €

2656 | 300 €

2657 | 300 €

2660 | 240 €

2661 | 400 €

2662 | 60 €

2662A | 60 €

2663 | 100 €

2664 | 120 €

2665 | 150 €

2666 | 100 €

ex. 2659 | 200 €

150

asia

2669 | 300 €

2667 | 70 €

2670 | 1.200 €

2671 | 80 €

2672 | 150 €

2674 | 90 €

2676 | 100 €
2678 | 200 €

2683 | 60 €

2680 | 100 €

2684 | 200 €

2681 | 150 €

2685 | 280 €

2686 | 200 €

asia

2687 | 80 €
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2694 | 800 €
2690 | 150 €

ex. 2689 | 1.700 €

2693 | 1.500 €
2688 | 200 €

2691 | 150 €

2696 | 100 €

2697 | 700 €

2695 | 300 €

2700 | 300 €

152

2698 | 100 €

2699 | 300 €

2702 | 1.200 €

2703 | 1.200 €

asia

2704 | 400 €

2705 | 300 €

2709 | 130 €

2707 | 250 €

2710 | 250 €

2714 | 350 €

2717 | 120 €

2721 | 250 €

2711 | 150 €

2712 | 120 €

2715 | 500 €

2716 | 130 €

2720 | 150 €

2719 | 400 €

2722 | 250 €

asia

2723 | 400 €
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2726 | 80 €
2727 | 150 €

2725 | 80 €

2728 | 800 €

2729 | 800 €

2731 | 70 €

ex. 2732 | 180 €

2724 | 450 €

ex. 2730 | 120 €

2733 | 140 €

2739 | 80 €
2735 | 150 €

2740 | 100 €
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2741 | 80 €

asia

2742 | 120 €

2747 | 120 €

2745 | 800 €

2746 | 250 €
2751 | 140 €
2748 | 300 €

2750 | 250 €
2752 | 350 €

2756 | 80 €

2754 | 80 €

2757 | 80 €

2760 | 250 €
2758 | 150 €

2761 | 120 €

2762 | 1.500 €

asia

2763 | 130 €
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ex. 2764 | 100 €

2766 | 150 €

2768 | 150 €

2769 | 500 €

2774 | 200 €

2770 | 200 €

2775 | 600 €
2779 | 200 €

2776 | 200 €
2780 | 240 €

2778 | Gebot
2777 | 300 €

2781 | 80 €
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ex. 2783 | 70 €

asia

ex. 2784 | Gebot

2787 | 90 €
2786 | 450 €
2788 | 90 €

2793 | 100 €
2795 | 1.800 €

2794 | 250 €

2797 | 3.000 €

2800 | 100 €

2801 | 100 €

2803 | 200 €
2804 | 150 €

ex. 2802 | 100 €

2805 | 9.000 €

2806 | 150 €

asia

2809 | 20.000 €
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2811 | 1.700 €

2812 | 100 €

2810 | 800 €

ex. 2817 | 100 €
2816 | 90 €

2814 | 3.500 €

2818 | 100 €

2820 | 800 €

2822 | 200 €

2821 | 800 €

2823 | 230 €
2824 | 250 €

2824A | 200 €
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2826 | 150 €

asia

2829 | 120 €

2830 | 4.500 €
2834 | 300 €

2837 | 60 €

2840 | 100 €

2838 | 200 €

2839 | 100 €

2843 | 150 €

2841 | 100 €

2842 | 350 €

2846 | 300 €

2845 | 70 €
2844 | 200 €

2850 | 60 €

2852 | 60 €

asia

2851 | 200 €
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2853 | 1.000 €

2856 | 800 €

2859 | 600 €

2854 | 800 €

2855 | 1.000 €

2857 | 800 €

2858 | 400 €

2860 | 120 €

2861 | 800 €

2862 | 1.200 €

2865 | 60 €
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2864 | 200 €

2863 | 80 €

2866 | 60 €

2867 | 70 €

asia

2870 | 200 €

2868 | 100 €
ex. 2869 | 200 €

2872 | 1.200 €

2875A | 100 €
2878 | 100 €

2874 | 600 €
2876 | 80 €

2877 | 60 €

2883 | 1.000 €
2879 | 800 €

2880 | 80 €

2884 | 300 €

2885 | 500 €

asia

2886 | 500 €
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2887 | 100 €
2888 | 60 €

2889 | 150 €

2891 | 170 €
2892 | 500 €
2890 | 170 €

2896 | 60 €

2893 | 300 €

2895 | 300 €

2897 | 300 €

2901 | 300 €

2900 | 90 €
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2898 | 850 €

asia

2899 | 330 €

2902 | 700 €

2908 | 70 €

ex. 2903 | 110 €

ex. 2904 | 120 €

2909 | 60 €

ex. 2907 80 €

2906 | 300 €

|

ex. 2911A | 100 €

2911 | 100 €
ex. 2910 80 €
|

2912 | 10.000 €

2913 | 3.000 €

ex. 2918 | 100 €

2920 | 200 €

asia

2917 | 1.400 €

2921 | 120 €
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2922 | Gebot

2923 | 80 €

2922A | 500 €

2925A | 100 €
2924 | 70 €

2926 | 100 €

2927 | 600 €

2928 | 1.100 €

2929 | 130 €

2933 | 80 €
2930 120 €
|

2932 | 60 €

2931 | 3.000 €
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2936 | 500 €

asia

2938 | 100 €

2939 | 200 €

2940 | 300 €

2942 | 100 €

ex. 2945 | 60 €

2946 | 60 €

2948 | 140 €

2949 | 60 €

2943 | 700 €

2947 | 400 €

2953 | 50 €

2950 | 80 €

ex. 2956 | 60 €

ex. 2951 | 80 €

2957 | 60 €

asia

ex. 2958 | 1.100 €
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2960 | 80 €

ex. 2961 | 120 €
ex. 2959 | 400 €

2966 | 100 €

2966A | 200 €

2968 | 400 €

2969 | 100 €

2963 | 200 €

2964 | 200 €

2965 | 150 €

2967 | 100 €

2970 | 100 €
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asia

2973 | 400 €

2975 | 400 €

2976 | 300 €

2974 | 200 €

2972 | 600 €

2977 | 200 €

2984 | 150 €

2980 | 300 €

asia

2971 | 100 €
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2983 | 800 €

2988 | 200 €

2981 | 100 €
2985 | 200 €

2986 | 250 €

2989 | 80 €

3015 | 200 €
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2991 | 150 €

2992 | 100 €

asia

2990 | 150 €

2994 | 200 €

2996 | 100 €
2997 | 100 €
2995 | 60 €

3003 | 80 €

2999 | 120 €

3000 | 150 €

3006 | 300 €

3004 | 150 €

3008 | 100 €

3012 | 300 €

3010 | 200 €

3014 | 150 €

3013 | 100 €

asia

3017 | 150 €
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3019 | 100 €
3018 | 80 €

3023 | 60 €

3020 | 200 €

3021 | 80 €

3028 | 100 €

3026 | 200 €

3025 | 200 €

3024 | 60 €

3032 | 60 €

3022 | 200 €
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3030 | 100 €

asia

3031 | 80 €

3033 | 150 €

3039 | 200 €

3036 | 100 €

3038 | 200 €

3044 | 300 €

asia

3045 | 250 €
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3046 | 200 €

3047 | 80 €

3042 | 100 €
3058 | 80 €

3048 | 600 €

3051 | 100 €

3050 | 2.500 €

3052 | 230 €

3054 | 850 €
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3055 | 100 €

asia

3056 | 200 €

3049 | 350 €

3057 | 200 €
3059 | 70 €

3061 | 200 €

3062 | 120 €
3063 | 120 €

3066 | 200 €

3064 | 60 €

3065 | 80 €

3069 | 150 €
3067 | 150 €
3068 | 100 €

3070 | 80 €

3071 | 400 €

asia

3072 | 100 €
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3074 | 120 €
3075 | 700 €
3073 | 100 €
3077 | 150 €
3078 | 100 €

3076 | 100 €

3081 | 150 €

ex. 3080 | 400 €

174

3079 | 200 €

3082 | 2.000 €

3083 | 450 €

3084 | 80 €

3085 | 300 €

3087 | 70 €

3088 | 200 €

asia

3091 | 100 €

3090 | 1.200 €

3095 | 300 €

3094 | 100 €

3089 | 100 €
3093 | 100 €

3096 | 100 €

3097 | 70 €

3100 | 70 €

ex. 3101 | 120 €

3092 | 100 €

ex. 3098 300 €
|

3102A | 200 €

3104 | 600 €

asia

3105 | 100 €
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3107 | 4.000 €

3110 | 2.000 €

3106 | 100 €

3109 | 3.000 €
3108 | 4.000 €

3113 | 250 €

3111 | 200 €

3114 | 200 €

ex. 3117 | 400 €

ex. 3123 | 80 €

3124 | 80 €

3119 | 100 €

3128 | 120 €
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3129 | 750 €

asia

3132 | Gebot
3130 | 150 €

3131 | 1.400 €

3137 | 120 €

3136 | 120 €
3133 | 120 €

3139 | 120 €
3140 | 120 €
3138 | 120 €

3142 | 120 €

3144 | 120 €

3147 | 100 €

3148 | 120 €

3149 | 120 €

ex. 3151 | 120 €

asia
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3154 | 120 €

3157 | 100 €

3152 | 120 €

3159 | 250 €
3160 | 250 €

3158 | 250 €

3165 | 100 €
ex. 3166 | 120 €

3161 | 180 €

3171 | 120 €
3172 | 200 €
3168 | 120 €

3173 | 120 €
178

3174 | 120 €

asia

3176 | 60 €

3178 | 100 €
3183 | 120 €
3180 | 120 €

3187 | 120 €

ex. 3188 | 150 €

3184 | 250 €

3189 | 150 €

3192 | 120 €
3190 | 100 €

3193 | 120 €
3194 | 250 €

3197 | 120 €

3198 | 120 €

asia

3195 | 120 €

3199 | 120 €
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3201 | 120 €

3207 | 120 €

3202 | 120 €

3208 | 120 €

3205 | 120 €

3209 | 120 €

3210 | 120 €
3211 | 120 €

ex. 3213 | 120 €

3214 | 120 €
3215 | 150 €
3221 | 220 €

3223 | 180 €
180

3226 | 200 €

asia

3228 | 120 €

3233 | 250 €
3231 250 €
|

3229 | 120 €

3237 | 120 €

3234 | 120 €

3236 | 120 €

3238 | 120 €

3241 | 120 €

3243 | 120 €

3244 | 120 €

3245 | 120 €

3246 | 120 €

ex. 3248 | 200 €

3251 | 180 €

3253 | 150 €

asia
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3256 | 120 €
3257 | 120 €
3255 | 120 €

3265 | 120 €
3267 | 120 €
3261 | 120 €

3271 | 120 €

3272 | 200 €

3269 | 150 €

3275 | 120 €

3278 | 120 €

3273 | 250 €

3279 | 250 €
182

3280 | 180 €

asia

3281 | 120 €

3283 | 120 €

3284 | 120 €

3287 | 120 €

3290 | 120 €

3292 | 120 €

3289 | 250 €

3297 | 100 €
3296 | 120 €
3294 | 120 €

ex. 3298 | 120 €

3299 | 120 €

3302 | 120 €

3303 | 100 €

asia

3301 | 120 €

3304 | 120 €
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3311 | 250 €

3308 | 250 €
3307 | 120 €

3312 | 250 €

3315 | 120 €
3316 | 200 €

3320 | 100 €

3322 | 120 €
3327 | 120 €

3335 | 120 €

184

3328 | 150 €

3333 | 100 €

3340 | 120 €

3341 | 250 €

asia

3347 | 100 €

3354 | 250 €

3353 | 120 €
3355 | 250 €

3357 | 120 €
3361 | 120 €

3366 | 180 €

3376 | 180 €

3371 | 180 €

3363 | 200 €

3369 | 150 €

3379 | 120 €
3381 | 120 €

3386 | 120 €

3387 | 250 €

asia

3390 | 120 €
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3395 | 120 €

3398 | 120 €

3393 | 120 €

3399 | 100 €

3408 | 250 €
3403 | 120 €

3411 | 140 €

3419 | 120 €

3421 | 250 €

3429 | 120 €
3423 | 120 €
3430 | 400 €

3436 | 250 €
186

3439 | 120 €

asia

3440 | 120 €

3446 | 200 €
3451 | 120 €

3441 | 120 €

3455 | 110 €
3457 | 110 €

3454 | 100 €

3459 | 120 €
3458 | 120 €

3460 | 120 €

ex. 3462 | 120 €

ex. 3467 | 100 €

3472 | 120 €

3473 | 120 €

ex. 3461 | 120 €

ex. 3470 | 120 €

asia
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3476 | 250 €

3477 | 250 €

3475 | 120 €

3483 | 120 €
3481 | 120 €

3478 | 120 €

3488 | 250 €

3489 | 120 €

3486 | 120 €

3493 | 250 €
3494 | 250 €
3492 | 250 €

3495 | 250 €
188

3496 | 250 €

asia

3498 | 100 €

3499 | 250 €

3501 | 250 €

3500 | 250 €

3504 | 100 €

3504A | 300 €

3503 | 120 €

3505 | 130 €

ex. 3506A | 150 €

3507 | 800 €

ex. 3506 | 2.500 €

ex. 3505A | 100 €

3506B | 150 €

3508 | 100 €

asia

3506D | 150 €

3509A | 650 €
189

3512 | 250 €
3513 | 1.600 €
3510 | 100 €

3517 400 €

3518 | 400 €

|

3516 | 100 €

3521 | 3.000 €

3519 | 2.000

€

3522 | 3.000 €

3520 | 8.500 €

3523 | 750 €

3524 | 8.000 €

3525 | 6.000 €
190

3526 | 3.000 €

asia

3527 | 3.000 €

3529 | 1.000 €

3528 | 1.000 €

3530 | 1.500 €

3532 | 1.200 €

3533 | 2.000 €

3531 | 2.000 €

3535 | 2.500 €

3536 | 10.000 €

3534 | 3.000 €

3538 | 3.000 €
3539 | 2.000 €

3537 | 4.000 €

3540 | 4.000 €

3541 | 4.000 €

asia

3542 | 4.000 €
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3543 | 4.000 €

3544 | 5.000 €

3545 | 1.500 €

3546 | 1.500 €
3547 | 5.000 €

3548 | 5.000 €

3549 | 2.000 €

3550 | 2.000 €
3551 | 1.500 €

3552 | 2.500 €

3553 | 8.000 €
3554 | 1.200 €

3556 | 200 €
192

3557 | 200 €

asia

3558 | 60 €

3561 | 350 €

3559 | 60 €

3560 | 200 €

3562 | 200 €

ex. 3564 | 70 €

3563 | 100 €

3565 | 100 €

ex. 3568 | 300 €
3567 | 450 €

ex. 3568A | 150 €

3569 | 120 €

3570 | 150 €

ex. 3571 | 240 €

3572 | 150 €

3573 | 140 €

asia
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3574 | 100 €

3575 | 300 €

3576 | 380 €

3577 | 400 €

3578 | 400 €

3579 | 500 €

3580 | 500 €

3581 | 500 €

3582 | 200 €

3583 | 1.100 €

3586 | 400 €
194

3584 | 1.100 €
3585 | 600 €

3587 | 300 €

asia

3588 | 300 €

3590 | 300 €

3589 | 300 €

3591 | 1.000 €

3592B | 200 €

3593A | 300 €

3592D | 200 €
3592C | 1.300 €

3592G | 2.600 €

3592H | 1.300 €

3592E | 200 €
3592F | 400 €

3593 | 400 €

3592 | 200 €

3592A | 400 €

asia

3594 | 450 €
195

3595 | 900 €

3598 | 100 €

ex. 3596 | 500 €

ex. 3597 | 500 €

3599A | 120 €

3601 | 800 €
3602 | 150 €
3600 | 80 €

ex. 3604 | 90 €

3599 | 150 €

3605 | 90 €
3603 | 140 €

3606 | 100 €
196

3607 | 300 €

asia

ex. 3608 | 350 €

ex. 3609 | 70 €

3613 | 80 €

ex. 3610 | 150 €

3611 | 350 €

3615 | 80 €

3616 | 500 €

3619 | 100 €
3619A | 60 €

3617 | 100 €

3620C | 150 €

3620F | 200 €

3620 | 90 €

3622 | 300 €

3624 | 250 €

3621 | 300 €

asia
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3629 | 100 €
ex. 3625 | 200 €

3628A | 150 €

198

3630 | 100 €

3631 | 100 €

3632 | 4.500 €

ex. 3633 | 500 €

ex. 3634 | 600 €

ex. 3635 | 1.000 €

3636 | 500 €

ex. 3637 | 150 €

3638 | 200 €

3640 | 80 €

3641 | 150 €

3642 | 200 €

asia

3642A | 500 €
3643 | 60 €
ex. 3646 | 100 €

3648 | 100 €
3647 | 280 €

3650 | 1.000 €

3652 | 600 €

3651 | 200 €

3650A | 60 €

3649 | 300 €

3653 | 400 €
3654 | 600 €

3655 | 300 €

3656 | 200 €

asia

3657 | 500 €
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3658 | 500 €
ex. 3659 | 850 €

3660 | 200 €

3661 | 130 €
3662 | 280 €

3664 | 60 €

3663 | 750 €

3665 | 60 €

3666 | 80 €
ex. 3668 | 60 €
3669 | 350 €

3670 | 150 €

3671 | 1.000 €
200

ex. 3672 | 70 €

asia

3673 | 60 €

3674 | 80 €

3675 | 100 €

3676 | 80 €

3679 | 800 €
3678 | 60 €

3680 | 150 €

3684 | 200 €

3685 | 100 €

3682 | 80 €

3688 | 80 €
3686 | 120 €

3687 | 400 €

3689 | 130 €

3691 | 120 €

asia

3692 | 150 €
201

3694 | 130 €

ex. 3697 | 300 €

3698 | 500 €

3699 | 250 €
3700 | 140 €

3701 | 100 €

3702 | 70 €
3705 | 130 €
3703 | 120 €

3708 | 150 €

3706 | 150 €

3707 | 150 €

3709 | 70 €
202

3710 | 450 €

asia

3712 | 120 €

3716 | 140 €

3715 | 120 €

3719 | 120 €

3714 | 700 €

3718 | 120 €

ex. 3720 | 120 €

ex. 3721 | 140 €

ex. 3723 | 350 €

3726 | 80 €

ex. 3728 | 140 €

ex. 3730 | 140 €

ex. 3731 | 200 €

3732 | 60 €

3733 | 150 €

3734 | 150 €

asia
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3735 | 120 €

3736 | 200 €

3738 | 150 €

3740 | 100 €

3739 | 1.200 €

3741 | 130 €

3744 | 120 €

3743 | 150 €

3745 | 120 €

3748 | 250 €
3749 | 800 €
3747 | 200 €

3750 | 400 €
204

3751 | 100 €

asia

3752 | 100 €

3755 | 100 €

3757 | 500 €

3754 | 140 €

3760 | 300 €
3758 | 1.200 €

3761 | 250 €

3764 | 100 €
3763 | 200 €
3762 | 600 €

3766 | 150 €

3767 | 200 €

3768 | 100 €

3769 | 60 €

3770 | 100 €

3771 | 800 €

asia
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3774 | 2.000 €

3782 | 240 €

3774 | 2.000 €

3772 | 100 €

3776 | 1.000 €

3773 | 100 €

3775 | 80 €

3777 | 400 €
3778 | 130 €

3779 | 300 €

3785 | 170 €
3784 | 200 €

3783 | 350 €

3786 | 200 €
206

3789 | 80 €

asia

3790 | 650 €

3792 | 270 €

3791 | 200 €

3793 | 1.800 €

3798 | 250 €

3796 | 220 €

3799 | 200 €

3795 | 80 €

3797 | 550 €

3801 | 150 €

3804 | 300 €
ex. 3802 | 420 €
3803 | 80 €

3805 | 300 €

3806 | 100 €

asia

3806A | 350 €
207

3808 | 120 €

3810 | 100 €

3807 | 400 €
3814 | 900 €

3811 | 1.000 €

3812 | 500 €
3815B | 200 €

3815 | 80 €

3815A | 100 €

3820 | 80 €

3818 | 900 €

3815C | 20 €

3816 | 100 €
208

3821 | 500 €

asia

3822 | 100 €

3823 | 100 €

3824 | 250 €
3825 | 600 €

3828 | 100 €

3826 | 2.800 €
3827 | 150 €

3829 | 80 €

3830 | 90 €

3831 | 90 €

3837 | 200 €

3836 | 250 €

3838 | 600 €

3839 | Gebot

asia

3835 | 1.700 €

3832 | 350 €
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3841 | 60 €

3842 | 60 €

3843 | 800 €

3845 | 250 €

3847 | 230 €

3848 | 70 €

3859 | Gebot
3851 | Gebot

3849 | Gebot

3863 | 500 €
3862 | 100 €

3865 | 600 €
210

3866 | 400 €

asia

3864 | 600 €

3867 | 230 €

3869 | 550 €
3868 90 €
|

3870 | 100 €
3875 | 500 €

3876 | 600 €

3877 | 200 €

3878 | 2.000 €
3879 | 2.500 €

3880 | 100 €

3885 | 60 €

3881 | 2.000 €

3884 | 4.000 €

3882 | 300 €

asia

3883 | 300 €

3886 | 500 €
211

3889 | 100 €
3887 | 300 €
3890 | 230 €

3892 | 250 €

3893 | 250 €
3891 | 60 €

3895 | 150 €
3895A | Gebot
3894 | 300 €

3898 | 400 €
3896 | 100 €
3897 | 600 €

3900 | 320 €
212

3901 | 100 €

asia

3902 | 500 €

3902A | 150 €

3903 | 220 €
3902B | 150 €

3904 | 250 €
3905 | 180 €

3906 | 500 €

3907 | 400 €
3909 | 150 €

3911 | 500 €

3912 | 300 €
3915 | 200 €

3918 | 100 €

3919 | 200 €

asia

3917 | 180 €

3920 | 100 €
213

3922 | 60 €

3923 | 150 €

3921 | 150 €

3925 | 250 €

3926 | 100 €

3928 | 150 €

3929 | 150 €

3924 | 250 €

3927 | 100 €

3934 | 60 €

ex. 3932 | 300 €
3931 | Gebot

3933A | Gebot
214

3935 | 1.000 €

3933 | 350 €

asia

3937 | 350 €
3935A | 120 €

3936 | 700 €

3940 | 200 €

3938 | 240 €

3939 | 100 €

3942A | 80 €

3941 | 200 €

3942 | 160 €

3944 | 300 €

3945 | 450 €

3943 | 150 €

3947 | 150 €

3949 | 470 €

asia

3950 | 700 €
215

3953 | 80 €

3951 | 550 €

3952 | 550 €

3954 | 470 €

3955 | 190 €
ex. 3956 | 850 €

ex. 3957 | 1.100 €

ex. 3962 | 400 €

ex. 3961 | 300 €

3958 | 80 €
216

3963 | 70 €

3965 | 120 €

asia

3964 | 300 €

3966 | 130 €

3971 | 50 €

3972 | 1.200 €

3969 | 160 €

3973 | 350 €

3970 | 60 €

3975 | 130 €

3976 | 100 €
3974 | 80 €

3977 | 500 €

3978 | 160 €

asia

3981 | 60 €
217

ex. 3989 | 150 €
3983 | 300 €

3990 | 120 €
ex. 3987 | 120 €

3991 | 200 €

3994 | 200 €
218

ex. 3992 | 250 €

3993 | 250 €

3995 | 120 €

3996 | 50 €

asia

INDIA
GANDHI: SPECIMEN STAMP GANDHI PORTRAIT in
greyish blue on orange, complete interpannu printing sheet of 400 stamps (4 panes of 100), mint
never hinged, fresh and very fine. A SCARCE AND
SPECTACULAR COMPLETE PRINTING SHEET. (M)

1493 | 8.000 €

asia
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PHILATELY &
NUMISMATICS

Christoph Gärtner

CG

Your Partner for

您的邮票&钱币收藏伙伴!
SAVE THE DATE FOR
THE 25th AUCTION
3rd - 7th of June 2013
www.auktionen-gaertner.de
Please have look at our top-class oﬀer of our jubilee auction in June :

敬请关注
CG 第25期拍卖会
举办日期
2013年6月3日至7日

Over 16,000 single lots worldwide:
• CHINA, stamps and covers
• MALAY STATES, stamps and covers since 1860
• great offer stamps and covers KOREA, THAILAND, RUSSIA,
CANADA & GREAT BRITAIN,
• BRUNEI, IRAQ, PALESTINE, postal history
• GERMANY, all areas

Over 8,000 collections:
• as f.e. ASIA, AMERICA, BRITISH COMMONWEALTH
• GHETTO LITZMANNSTADT, stamps and covers
• collection DR. HOLTHÖFER, minister cards
• GERMAN STATES, attractive offer

您的价值会展现在世人眼前!
请送拍或让我们来协商收购!
抓住时机将您的拍品呈现在2013年第26期
秋季拍卖会上!
送拍截止日: 2013年8月12日
您送拍或由我们来收购都可行
* 若您推荐他人的拍品,将得到我们的酬谢! *

我们始终不断在寻找......
世界各地稀有珍贵的邮票,有趣的信封,
特殊题材的收藏, 遗产收藏, 接手邮商的
仓储存货,还有各类钱币˳

我们讲中文
您对买卖邮票和钱币感兴趣? 请来电或写
信与我公司杨峥女士直接联系˳ 杨女士将
以中文母语为您服务˳

0049-7142 -789126
info@auktionen-gaertner.de

Just contact us / 请联系我们:
AUKTIONSHAUS Christoph Gärtner GmbH & Co. KG

Steinbeisstr. 6 + 8 | 74321 Bietigheim-Bissingen / Germany
Tel: +49-(0)7142 -789400 | Fax: +49-(0)7142 -789 410
info@auktionen-gaertner.de | www.auktionen-gaertner.de

CG

ASIEN | Einzellose, Los 10 - 3.996
Montag | 3. Juni 2013, Beginn der Versteigerung ab 9.00 Uhr
ASIA | single lots, lot 10 - 3.996
Monday | 3rd of June 2013, the aucƟon starts at 9.00 am
Die Katalogwertangaben in EURO (€) beziehen sich, sofern nicht anders angegeben, auf den jeweils aktuellen MICHEL-Katalog zum Zeitpunkt der Katalogbearbeitung. Ausländische Spezialwerke sind gegebenenfalls ziƟert.
The catalogue value stated in EURO (€) is based, unless otherwise stated, on the actual MICHEL catalogue at the Ɵme of our catalogue
compilaƟon. In some cases, specialised foreign catalogues may also be quoted.

ABU DHABI
P 10 1961/66, partial or complete first series used, i.e. 8 stamps from 1st issue (including 5r, and 5np

mint add.), 4 ‘Falcons’ (2 times the 2r with small imperfections), 1966 overprints partial set of 10 1-25 and
others
values including 1d on 10r blue, and Trucial States 1961 1r, 2r, and 5r used. (Mi. about 420,- €)
11 1964 - 1970, Aerogramme Nr.1-8 ungebraucht außer Nr.3 mit Ersttagsstempel

GA

100,70,-

v/**

500,-

SPEC

150,-

*

200,-

b

700,-

g

1.500,-

GA

250,-

GA

150,-

GA

GA

100,100,450,80,60,-

**

900,-

3I

b

900,-

188 b

b

160,-

P 12 1966, New Currency surcharges, blocks of 4, o.g., never hinged, Superb, rare appearance in multiples. (SG £900)

SG 25-25

13 1970 approx., 20 Fils Air-letter with design ‘Sheik Said bin Sultan al Nahajan and the Sheik’s Palace’
with punched „SPECIMEN”, very rare.

P 14 1972, definitives 5fils to 1din. overprinted ‘UAE’ complete set mint hinged with pen notations on reverse, scarce set, Mi. € 900,-- for an unhinged set!

g

84/95

ADEN
see also 1454/6, 1463, 5301, 5311, 5364, 6519

P 15 1845, Entire from Aden (dated 9th July 1845) to Lyon via Alexandria and Malta, with red rectangular

framed ‘’ADEN / Paid’’ h/s inscribed ‘10 July 1845 / 8 as’ m/s, Alexandria transit cds (Feb 12), ‘’PURIFIE AU LAZARET/MALTE’’ circled h/s, red French Paquebot cds and Lyon arrival cds, plus desinfection slashs.
P 16 1854, 4 Anna second printing blue/red from right side, clearly used with „124” lozenge of barrs,
four sides whide margins and one of the finest known of this stamp off cover, cert. Guy du Vachat. Yv. 5, SG 19

P 17 1896, INCOMING MAIL, Bulgaria 5 St. pictorial stationary card ”Heir to the Throne Boris” with detailed
message written 28.4., uprated with 5 St. and 25 St., registered mail from ”Sofia 29.4.96” to Aden,
Suez transit mark, 3 postmarks of Aden 10.6./17.6./22.6.and Sheik Othman 20.6./21.6., redirected
to Bombay with arrival mark of the Dead Letter Office ”D.L.O. 1.7.” and ”Inconnu / Notknown”, finally
returned to Bulgaria, Egypt transit ”Bureau des Rebuts 14.8.96”. Very rare usage of this card with
scarce destination and very attractive appearance!
P 18 1901 postal stationery 20Pa of Turkey, used with “STAMBOUL” barred oval obliterator showing ADEN
and SINGAPORE transits alongside to SAPPORO arrival mark. scarce destination and fine.

P 19 PERIM 1901: India QV 1a on 1½a postal stationery card from Perim (dated 9/12 1901, cancelled by

Aden cds) to Java (Weltvreden transit cds and arrival b/s) via Singapore with squared ‘’N.-I. AGENT
SINGAPORE 3/1/1902’’ cds, fine and scarce.
P 20 1904/08, Nine different picture cards, mostly used, one with violet 2-line canc. „Perim 27 Dec 05”

P 21 1937, Dhow 1/2 a. green - 10 r. olive-green, complete set with 12 stamps, unused, fine
22 1949 - 1959, Aerogramme Nr.1-10 außer 5 alle ungebraucht
P 23 1950, Aerogramm Nr.2 aus Aden nach USA

Ak

SG 1-12

*
GA

ADEN - KATHIRI STATE OF SEIYUN
P 24 1967, 19th Summer Olympics Mexico complete stamp booklet with the set in imperforate blocks/4 172/82 B
(two different on each booklet pane), mint never hinged MNH, very scarce and unpriced in Michel! (M) booklet

AFGHANISTAN
see also 1351, 7259

P 25 1871, Tigerkopf 1 Ab schwarz (arab. „1288”) , allseits breitrandig und ohne Marken-Ausriss rot gestempelt auf kleinem Brief, signiert Calves und Mayer

P 26 1917, 2 Ab yellow, tied by blue oval datestamp on envelope sent from Kabul via Chaman (17.3.24) to
Berlin with Postage Due handstamp of Chaman and arrival 8.4.24

1

Lot

Cat-No.

Start

P 27 1920, Second Independence Day 10 P rose and 1 Ab carmine, tied by blue oval datestamp on enveP 28
P 28A

P 29
P 29A

P 30

lope sent from Kabul via Chaman (22.3.24) to Berlin with Postage Due handstamp of Chaman and
arrival 15.4.24. Extremely fine and interesting.
1920, Second Independence Day 20 P red-brown tied by oval cds on envelope uprated with India
block of four 1/2 A green and single 1 A brown, sent from Kabul to Berlin with arrival 26.5.24.
1926-31, Group of five covers from Afghanistan to Peshawar via Landikhana: 1926 cover franked
1921 10p, with violet Afghan native cds and scarce ‘’LANDIKHANA/DUE/TWO ANNAS’’ postage due
mark, two covers (Nov 1926 / Nov 1927) with 1921 10p/1927 15p imperf both additionally franked
at Landikhana by India KGV. 1a, and two covers (Apr 1930/June 1931) franked 40p/15p+25p of
1929/30 issue.
1929, 1945/46, three covers: 1. 1930 registered cover to BOMBAY franked on reverse with a horizontal pair of 40 Pl. carmine. 2. two registerd official covers with imprinted coat of arms in blue on
front, sent 1945 from KABOUL to NEW YORK, on reverse stamps from the 1939/42 issue. (T).
1932/1936, 60 Pul violett, ‘Nationalversammlung’, ungezähnter Probedruck von 12 Marken im
Kleinbogen und 1936 18. Unabhängigkeitstag 50 Pul lilarot vollständiger KLB von 25 Marken sowie
eine nicht verausgabte Paketmarke ‘Staatswappen’ (ähnlich ausgabe von 1909), 2 Ab. rot im 12er
KLB. (MA1).
1932, registered air-mail cover from „KABOUL MAY 19237” via LANDIKOTAL (Khyber pass) to Berlin
Germany. Boxed „R Kaboul”, on reverse franked with 1 Afg. (3) and 25 Pl. (2), very nice

190, 187 b
191, Ind.
76(4), 96

160,-

b

160,-

b

250,-

224A,
283,294,
295,302

b

120,-

230 KLB,
267(26),

**

60,-

254, 260

b

200,-

229-34 Proof

(*)

100,-

GA

200,-

GA

350,-

GA

80,-

GA

150,-

GA
GA

120,80,-

**

250,-

**

80,-

57 var.

(*)

250,-

63 DD

**

130,-

7c (25)

**/*

100,-

(*)

200,-

**/*

400,-

GA

60,-

31 1932, ‘convention of the National Assembly’ cpl set 40 Pul to 3 Afg. of Plate Proofs in cpl sheets of
12, not perforated, ungummed on chalky paper. (MA1).

b

AFGHANISTAN - GANZSACHEN
P 32 1924, 4 Paisa blue stationery card with afghan postmark, additional franking of 2A violet KGV Indian

stamp in PESHAWAR, 20.5.1924, to pay the UPU rate to Magdeburg in Germany. Full text on the backside from a german traveller. Card in fine condition with the usual creases for these kind of stationeIndien 79, Ga
ries. Scarce.
P 33 1930, Design LONDON »AFGHANISTAN«. International Reply Coupon in a block of 4. This block belongs to the rarest postal stationery and is a key item of any exhibition collection. The importance and
real value is still very much underestimated. A highlight of every postal stationery or country collection. This offer comes from the KING FUAD collection. In private hands this block of 4 is probably UNIIAS (4)
QUE! (T)
34 1931, 10 P. brown stationery card (minimal water spot) and 1952, letter card 45 P carmine, both
H&G 9,, A 1
mint, rare offered!

P 35 1944, 35 P. stationery envelope with picture of a mosque on left side and a topic card inside, possibly

issued during the independence celebrations in 1944, mint, in H&G listed without any price and exH&G B 2
tremly rare offered !!
P 36 1951, stationery envelope 50 P scarlet, mint, in H&G listed without any price and extremly rare offeH&G B 3
red !!
37 1964, Aerogramm Nr.3 ungebraucht

ALAWITEN-GEBIET
P 38 1925, 0,75 Pia. brown-red with red surcharge instead of black, very scarce variety, mint never hinged

29 var.
(SG29).
39 1925, 0,10 Pia. dark violet with red surcharge on Lebanon stamp instead of Syria, very scarce variety,
26 var.
mint never hinged (SG26c).

P 40 1926, 7,50 Pia. on 2,50 Pia. blue, printed instead of Syria on Lebanon stamp, extremely scarce variety, only three recorded,

P 41 1929, 25 Pia. ultramarine with double red surcharge, mint never hinged (SG 61b), signed Sanabria,
very scarce variety.

ALAWITEN-GEBIET - PORTOMARKEN
42 1925, 1p brown lake on rose with black overprint, complete sheet of twentyfive (5x5) with full margins, unmounted mint, a few wrinkles, fine, Mi 800.-, Yvert No. 7a (M)

ANNAM UND TONGKING
P 43 1889, 4 C. Allegorie mit schwarzen Aufdruck ‘A - T / 1’, ungebraucht ohne Gummi und sign. Brun, Mi.
€ 600,-- für * (Yvert 6, € 550,--)

5

ARMENIEN
P 44 1919-21, Kleine postfrische / ungebrauchte Partie auf Einsteckkarte, dabei Zwischenstege, Viererblöcke und Einheiten, kopfstehende Aufdrucke, teils signiert. Ein seltenes Angebot! (T)

P 45 1919, 30 Kop auf 3 Kop GA-Karte mit Zusatzfrankatur „Z” Aufdruckmarken 2 K., 3 K., 4 K., 5 K. und
„KOP 10 KOP” auf 7 K., alle mit später Gefälligkeitsentwertung vom 29.3.30, Prüfnotiz P.Scheller

2

P 21 + 4 - 8

Lot

Cat-No.

Start

P 46 1923 registered cover (repaired), franked on reverse with pair 25,000 / 400r and single 300,00

/ 5000r surcharged issue, all tied by YEREVAN c.d.s.’s. Front shows red YEREVAN Registration
label, and reverse bears New York transit and violet Boston arrival c.d.s.’s. A very rare letter shoSc. 316, 330
wing commercial use of this surcharged issue.
P 47 1923 Inflation Period cover, franked on reverse with 50,000 / 1000r and 200,000 / 4000r provisional issue with black surcharges, all tied by ERIWAN c.d.s.’s. A Very Fine and unusual cover,
showing rare use of these provisional stamps.
Sc. 323, 329

b

1.200,-

b

1.000,-

13/27 ex

b

80,-

42 (6)

b

120,-

43 (2)

b

90,-

b
b

500,100,-

b

250,-

b

80,-

b
b

100,50,-

b

300,-

e

80,-

b

500,-

b

60,-

23, 30, 31 (SG
23, 32, 33)

b

300,-

59 u.a. (SG 60a
et al.)

g

60,-

SG. 77/79 (3)

**

80,-

*

Gebot

b

70,-

e

80,-

GA

60,-

ASERBEIDSCHAN (AZERBAYDJAN)
P 48 1921, 1 R., 5 R., 25 R., 250 R., 400 R., 500 R., 2000 R., 3000 R. tied violet „BAKU 27 1 23” on front/
reverse of cover (address scratched out)

P 49 1922, 50.000 (R.)/3000 R., a block of 6 canc. „ELENELDORF 8.6.23„ on reverse of registered cover
(bit reduced at left) to Munich/Germany w. “25 1 23” arrival on reverse

P 50 1922, Aufdruckmarke 10000 a. 1 R. im Paar auf selbstgefertigter Karte (senkrecht gefaltet) von
Baku (29.6.22) nach Rostow a. Don (3.7.22) mit Bedarfsmängeln.

P 51 1923 registered cover to Berlin, franked on reverse with vertical pair of rare Dec. 1922 5000,00r on

66,000r on 2000r, Nov / Dec 1922 50,000r on 5r and 200,000r on 10r, plus single and block of four
1,500,000r black surcharge inverted on 5000r (Mi 46,53a,57a,59), all tied by BAKU c.d.s.’s. Reverse 46, 53a, 57a,
59
also shows BAKU Registration label and BERLIN arrival cds. A Very Fine and extremely rare cover.
P 52 1923, 5000 (R)/200 R. (16, inc. block-6 x2) canc. „BAKU 12.4.23” on reverse of cover to London
67 (15)

P 53 1923 (July 6), registered cover sent from Baku to Berlin, Azerbaijan issue 5000R block of four in mi-

xed franking with Transcaucasia Federation issue 35k+ 1R imperf strip of three, all tied by Baku cds.
Find and rare combination.

BAHRAIN
P 54 1929, Airmail cover from Bahrain (25th May) to Bristol, England via Basrah (29th May b/s) franked
India KGV. 1a strip of 3 and 2a

P 55 1932 (28 Dec), Cover to Bombay, intended for airmail, with circular ‘’BY AIR’’ h/s on face but with

endorsement cancelled by red ‘Cross’ h/s, franked on reverse by India 1926-33 3p and 1a strip of 5,
tied by three fine strikes of TYPE 5B ‘’BAHRAIN’’ cds (with wide date band) and Bombay arrival cds.
(The Type 5B cds was normally used as a backstamp only.) A fine and scarce cover.
56 1933, cover from Bahrain to Viena, Austria, franked by 9 A. 6 Pies, black cancel „BY AIR”.
1,4,9

P 57 1933, First Flight Bahrain-Alor Star: Cover franked with India KGV. 1a, 3a and 3a6p all ovptd BAHRAIN
58
P 59
P 60
P 61

62
P 63

(SG 4, 7, 8) tied by ‘’BAHRAIN 12 DEC.33’’ cds, with Penang transit cds (18 DE 33) and Alorstar, Kedah arrival cds (19 DE 33) on back, fine.
1937, air mail cover to San Francisco, USA, using 3x 3as and 1/2a overprinted BAHRAIN cancelled
with large unclear double circled marking. French transit marking on reverse.Handstamped „PAR
AVION/NEW YORK TO SAN FRANCISCO” in dark red on the front
1940, Censored Airmail cover (by ‘Trans Pacific Clipper’) to Dayto, Oregon, USA via Hong Kong, all
related datestamps, franked with 1938 KGVI. 12a strip of three, 3a6p pair and ½a, with violet Bahrain censor marks on front.
1940 (ca.), KGVI 2 As., 12 As. canc. „BAHRAIN 8 MAY 48” on air mail cover to Copenhagen/Denmark,
unusual destination. On reverse senders address danish sailor of S/S Cabusto c/o The Bahrein Petrol
Limt.
1941 (25 May), Censored airmail cover to Los Altos, California, USA via Auckland, franked KGVI. 1a,
1r and 2r tied ‘’BAHRAIN AIR PERSIAN GULF/25 MAY 41’’ cds, framed ‘’Via BOAC to Aucklnd/Pan
American Airways/to San Francisco’’ alongside, with censor strip and ‘Passed by Censor A/11’ triangle h/s.
1948/52, BAHRAIN 1948 5r on 5s and 10r on 10s, plus KUWAIT 1948 2r on 2s, 5r on 5s and 10r on
10s (SG 72, 73, 73a) as well as 1951/52 2r on 2s, 5r on 5s and 10r on 10s (SG 90-92) all used. (SG
near to £150)
1951, KGVI definitives 2r. on 2s6d green, 5r. on 5s red and 10r. blue all in vertical strips of three, mint
never hinged, SG. £ 264 +

64 1954, PROOF METER MARK impression on gummed piece (gum faults!) with value ‘1/2 Annas’ and

town name ‘AWALI / B.P.CO.LTD.N.I., 25 VII 54’, ex UPU archives!
P 65 1958, Airmail cover to Khan Younis (now in the southern Gaza strip), franked by QEII. 20np on 3d,
sent from Bahrain (18 Aug 58) via Cairo (slogan d/s) and GAZA (large cds) to Khan Younis (24th Aug.
arrival cds) all on back. Cover shortened at right otherwise good. A scarce destination.
66 1964 issue, 5, 15, 20,& 40 NP used on reg air mail letter cancelled w clear strike Muharrad-Bahrain
1965 to Denmark. No further markings.

21, 26, 29 (SG
21, 27, 31)

BANGLADESCH
67 1971/1973, 6 Pakistan-Aerogramme mit verschiedenen Bangladesh-Handstempelaufdrucken.
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Lot

Cat-No.

Start

68 1976, Two major varieties: 60p grey (SG 69) in cpl sheet of 100 variety ‘horizontal perforation shifted

downwards 10mm’, mnh, and 2t olive-grey two IMPERFORATED pairs (SG 73a), one mint never hin64, 68 Var.
ged, the second one on registered airmail cover from Dacca to Germany, fine and spectacular. (M)
69 1980, unissued ‘Palestine’ stamp, complete sheet of 100, mnh, 10 stamps at top affected by weak
I (100)
traces of creases, slight stain at 2 stamps at bottom, otherwise fine. (Mi. 3000,- €) (M)

**/b

200,-

**

80,-

70 1980, unissued 50p ‘Palestine’ stamp on six different covers: pair on illustrated Reg. cover used in

Kotbari (with Reg. receipt), in combination on commercial cover 1993 from Victoria College to Al
b
Hasa, K.S.A. via Jeddah (all related cds’s), two Reg. covers and two uprated postal stationeries. (T) I
P 71 1990 ‘Population Day’, unissued stamp (denomination 10t) with similar design as issued stamp
(denom. 6t), fine marginal block of four (apart from weak wavy structure in margin), MNH. This essay
was printed by Kniga USSR printing press (while the Issued was printed in Dacca), and only one sheet
of 50 was sent to Bangladesh Post Office. As they did not return to USSR finally, several (but seems
322 (SG 344) v/**
to be less than 30) copies have survived. A great rarity of Bangladesh stamps.
71A 1995, 2t ‘K.M. Hossain’ stamp (withdrawn 5 days after issue), complete sheet of 100, mnh, folded,
534 (102)
**/FDC
and two FDCs showing different colour shades. (Mi. 5.100,- ++ €) (M)

90,-

300,300,-

BATUM
P 72 1912, Postcard written on ship from Constantinople to Batum with 10 Para Turkey and alongside blue
oval “SCHEMBRI & FIGLI CONSTANTINOPLE AGENTI MARITTIMI” ship cancellation, fine and very scarce.

Ak

200,-

b

60,-

BHUTAN
P 73 1955, 1 Sh. / ¼ R. Fiskalmarke als Freimarke verwendet, tadellos auf Bedarfsbrief mit leichten Beförderungsspuren, sonst tadellos.

1

P 74 1994, 6 progressive phases and 1 IMPERFORATED for the issue »VICTORY OVER TIBET-MONGOL

ARMY, 350th ANNIV.« (Sheet of 4 values), 28 stamps in all, mounted on 4 Courvoisier archive sheets, 1550/53 U +
Probe
from the Courvoisier archive, UNIQUE. (Scott #1102a-d) (M)

600,-

BIRMA / BURMA / MYANMAR
see also 1274, 1458/61, 2291, 2294/2310

P 75 1889 Mail to BURMA: Entire from Liverpool to care of Gillanders, Arbuthnot & Co., Rangoon re-direc-

ted to Kyaikto, Shwegyin District, franked by QV 5d ‘Jubilee Issue’ (Die II) tied by headed Liverpool d/s
(23 AU) via Brindisi with ‘Sea P.O./B’ cds, Rangoon and Shwegyein transit cds, and arrival cds (17 SE). GB
P 76 1937, first issue, cpl. set of 18 values, King George V surcharged with ‘BURMA’, th values 1 and 2
rupees and some little values are mnh, but some faults on 1/2 Anna and 15 rupees, please examine
SG. 1-18
(SG. cat.val. 1.900,--)
P 77 1938/40, KGVI definitives complete set, mint never hinged MNH (3a corner fault), SG. £ 200 + (for a
SG. 18b-33
hinged set!)

78 1939 (ca.), „BURMA ONE RUPEE AIR MAIL ENVELOPES Price Rs. 16-0-0”, original wrapper with 15
mint 1 R. envelopes,all with flap-interleaving paper, clean condition

P 79 1941, airmail cover from RANGOON (26.5) via VICTORIA (HONGKONG) to Philadelphia /USA with
censor stripe, handstamp „NOT OPENED By CENSOR“ and violet triangle “PASSED CENSOR”

b

100,-

**/*

800,-

**

60,-

GA

80,-

b

60,-

b

900,-

GA

2.500,-

b

1.200,-

GA

400,-

Ak

400,-

b

400,-

BRUNEI
see also 2292/93

P 81 1895 (22.7), registered cover bearing 2c to 5c Brunei Local Post used via Labuan (25.7.) where 18c

P 82

P 83

P 84

85

Labuan stamp for UK and registration fee was added adressed to London with ‘Registered No.’ handstamp and transitmarks in red of London (25.8.) on front and Tottenham (26.8.) on reverse, rare
commercial usage!
1898 (28.1.), Labuan 3c stat. postcard uprated with 1c Labuan stamp and 2c Brunei Local Post
used from Brunei via Labuan at correct rate (2c local and 4c UPU rate) to London with arrival pmk.
on front, faults but very rare with only four commercial usages recorded, sent via local post by
James Millar, Commission Agent, great postal history item!
1899, official cover from Brunei to London which arrived at Labuan on 6th June with datestamp
struck over where some adhesives have been removed, possibly Brunei local stamps which were
not recognised outside Brunei, adressed to London with cachet ‘British Consulate, Brunei’, very
rare cover!
INCOMING MAIL: 1903 (18.10.), Belgium 5c stat. postcard uprated with 5c used from St. Nicolas to
Brunei with transitmarks of Singapore (13.11) and Labuan (25.11.) endorsed in red ‘Inconnu/Retour’
on arrival and returned via Hongkong (27.1.1904) to St. Nicolas (27.2.1904), minor marginal faults
but a very scarce and unusual usage!
1903, picture postcard written in Brunei (5/11/03) posted in Labuan with 4c Crown Colony stamp
(12.11.) for Imperial rate to England, scarce usage!

SG. 3/5 etc.

Belgium
Labuan SG.
120

P 86 1926/31, cover from „BRUNEI, 24 APR 1940”, censured, again sealed with adhesive tape and violet

cancel „PASSED BY CENSOR”. The letter was twice redirected, originally sent to British Solomon Island, then redirected to Waronge N.S.W and in the end to Queensland where the letter reached the
39,44, 56, 57
recipient at 18.OCT 1940. 10 (!) cancels at reverse. Some soiling and a little bit rough oppened.
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Lot

Cat-No.

P 87 1931/33, Cover from Brunei franked with 2 cents green and 6 cents red, tied „BRUNEI 1 NOV 1939”. 41, 56
P 88 1936, stampless offical cover ‘On Government Service’ cancelled ”BRUNEI 29 AUG 36„ To USA, oon
front cancel from the POST OFFICE BRUNEI.

Start
b

100,-

b

200,-

b

300,-

g

150,-

b

600,-

g/d

100,-

b

300,-

d

500,-

d

400,-

b

600,-

b

500,-

b

400,-

b

400,-

b

400,-

b

450,-

b

400,-

b

400,-

b

400,-

b

300,-

b

300,-

P 89 1938 (FEB), surcharged cover from „BRUNEI 9 FEB 1938” to Vancouver, ms “10 Centimes” in red,

green surcharged stamp „ 2 CENTS DUE” , black ‘T’ Cancel and canadian postage due stamp 2 cents
40,43
on front.

BRUNEI - STEMPEL
P 90 BELAIT (type D3): 1923/24, three ‘bush huts and canoe’ stamps with fine cancels of Belait in violet
incl. earliest (15.9.23) and latest recorded date (10.10.25), scarce postmark!

P 91 BELAIT (type D3): 1923 (20.10.), registered cover from Belait to England at 18c rate (6c imperial rate

92
P 93
P 94
P 95
P 96
P 97
P 98
P 99

P 100

P 101
P 102

P 103

P 104

P 105
P 106

+ 12c registration fee) with five ‘bush huts and canoe’ stamps, printed senders adress ‘The British
Malayan Petroleum Co. Ltd.’ and three wax seals on reverse, transitmarks of Brunei (23.10.), Labuan
(25.10.) and Stroud (3.12.), rare cover!
BELAIT (type D4): 1927/31, three single ‘bush huts and canoe’ stamps and 6c ‘water village’ on
piece all with full strikes of Belait in violet or black incl. latest recorded date (7.7.31), attractive quartet!
BELAIT (type D4): 1927 (22.10.), 6c ‘water village’ single use on correct franked letter (6c Imperial
rate) from Belait to England with Brunei (26.10.) and Labuan (26.10.) transitmarks on reverse, stamp
with small faults otherwise fine!
BELAIT (type D4): 1929 (16.9.), registered cover front from Belait with black/white registration label
used to England at 22c rate (6c Imperial rate + 15c registration fee) , marginal faults but scarce usage!
BELAIT (type D4): 1929 (4.10.), 6c ‘water village’ single use on correct franked cover front (6c Imperial rate) with printed senders adress ‘V. M. Shahul Hamid, Belait, Brunei’ from Belait to England,
small faults
BELAIT (type D4): 1929 (31.8.), registered cover from Belait to Texas at 27c rate (12c UPU rate + 15c
registration fee) with black/white registration label and several transitmarks on reverse, attractive
and rare cover!
BELAIT (type D4): 1931 (25.4.), registered cover from Belait to Tacoma/USA with four ‘bush huts and
canoe’ stamps (2 x 2c, 5c and 8c) and black/white reg. label, backstamped Brunei (27.4.), Singapore
(4.5.), New York (5.6.) and Tacoma (9.6.), attractive and scarce cover!
BELAIT (type D5): 1931 (21.11.), registered cover from Belait to England with 2 x 8c, 3c + 2c ‘bush
huts and canoe’ stamps for correct 21c rate (6c imperial rate + 15c registration fee) used on reverse
and black/white reg. label, backstamped Brunei and Singapore, scarce cover!
BELAIT (type D5): 1932 (26.10.), airmail cover from Belait to London with 8c and 50c ‘bush huts and
canoe’ stamps for correct 58c rate (8c imperial rate + 50c KLM air fee), sent via Penang (backstamped 1.11.) where it was transferred to the KLM plane ‘Havik’ which left on 5th November and arrived
in Amsterdam on 13th Nov., scarce cover!
BELAIT (type D5): 1933 (31.5.), airmail cover from Belait ‘via Singapore’ to London with four ‘bush
huts and canoe’ stamps (2 x 25c, 2c and 1c) and blue/black airmail label at correct 53c rate (8c
Imperial rate and 45c KLM air fee introduced 1st April 1933), carried on KLM ‘Snip whichleft Singapore 8th June and arrived in Amsterdam on 14th June, scarce and attractive cover!
BELAIT (type D5): 1933 (6.12.), airmail cover from Belait to England with scarce single use of $1
black/red on blue ‘bush huts and canoe’ stamp and blue/black airmail label for 98c rate (8c Imperial
rate and double KLM air fee 45c per oz) so overpaid by 2c, scarce and attractive cover!
BELAIT (type D5): 1935/37, airmail cover from Belait to London (13.11.35) bearing single 25c for
combined Imperial Airways rate introduced 13th Nov. 1934 (roughly opened at top), and a normal
cover to Seattle/USA (1.9.37) at correct 12c UPU rate both using ‘bush huts and canoe’ stamps, nice
cover pair!
BELAIT (type D5): 1938 (2.5.), registered cover from Belait with ‘bush huts and canoe’ 2c corner copy
+ 10c and ‘water village’ 12c for 23c rate (8c per 1/2oz All up Empire rate and 15c registration fee,
overfranked 1c) and black/red reg. label adressed to Toronto/Canada, backstamped Singapore (9.5.)
and Toronto (25.5.), wax seals on reverse removed otheriwse a very attractive cover!
BELAIT (type D5): 1939 (2.9.), registered cover from Belait with four diff. stamps for 27c rate (overfranked 1c) and black/red reg. label adressed to Sydney/Australia with violet boxed ‘PASSED BY / 7
/ CENSOR’, backstamped Singapore (11.9.) and Sydney (6.10.), minor tonespots nevertheless a very
attractive cover!
BELAIT (type D5): 1939 (21.9.), airmail cover from Belait with six stamps on both sides at correct 55c
airmail rate introduced 3rd Sept. 1939 used to London with violet boxed ‘PASSED BY / 16 / CENSOR’,
nice cover
BELAIT (type D5): 1939 (31.8.), airmail cover sent from Miri in Sarawak (Sarawak Oilfields Ltd.) which
did not accept mail for KLM services so posted in Belait to Amsterdam with scarce single use of $1
black/red on blue ‘bush huts and canoe’ (65c KLM rate) and due to outbreak of WWII on 3rd Sept.
censored at Singapore, vertical bend but a scarce and unusual cover
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Start

P 107 BELAIT (type D5): 1940 (7.11.), ‘water village’ 12c single use on cover at correct 12c UPU rate from
P 108
P 109

P 110

P 111
112
P 113

P 114

Belait to Springfield/USA with censorstrip and violet boxed ‘PASSED BY / CENSOR / SINGAPORE, attractive cover!
BELAIT (type D5): 1940 (21.11.), 4c orange ‘bush huts and canoe’ single use on printed matter
(Christmas Card) from Belait to Australia at correct 4c Imperial printed matter rate with violet trinagular ‘PASSED FOR / TRANSIMSSION / SINGAPORE / 6’, scarce cover!
BELAIT (type D6): 1941 (26.11), airmail cover bearing ‘bush huts and canoe’ $1 vertical pair and
horiz. pair + two singles 50c used from Belait to London at unusual double $2 rate for air througout
via the Pacific which was carried on the last service perfomed by the China Clipper leaving Singapore
on 30th Nov. and arriving San Francisco on 6th Dec., censorstrip and violet three-line ‘PASSED BY /
CENSOR 323 / A’, vertical bend and top right corner faults affecting one of the 50c stamps nevertheless a rare and very attractive cover!
BELAIT (type D6): 1941 (27.8), registered letter 15c uprated with ‘bush huts and canoe’ 5c strip/3
and single 8c used from Belait with black/white reg. label and pink ‘Insured’ label to Kuching at correct 38c rate (8c local rate, 15c registration fee and 15c insurance fee), backstamped Miri (28.8.)
RE
and violet boxed ‘Passed by Censor’, unusual and scarce usage!
BELAIT (type D6): 1941 (21.5.), 8c black ‘bush huts and canoe’ single use on cover from Belait to
Glasgow at correct 8c Imperial rate with violet trinagular ‘PASSED FOR / TRANSIMSSION / 6’, some
faults incl. closed tear at left where front and back stuck together!
BELAIT (type D6): 1941, five ‘bush huts and canoe’ stamps incl. 50c + 5c on piece all with fine cancels of Belait in black incl. some full strikes, scarce postmark recorded only in 1941 until 26th November (T)
BELAIT (type R2): 1928 (3.3.), registered cover from Belait to Chicago with 2c + 25c (corner fault)
‘bush huts and canoe’ stamps for correct 27c rate (12c UPU rate + 15c registration fee) and two registration handstamps incl. ‘Belait’ in violet and ‘Brunei’ in black, reverse with 1c stamp used as seal
and several transitmarks incl. Labuan, Singapore etc., rare cover!
BROOKETON (type D1): 1895-1900, nice group of nine single stamps from Sarawak or Labuan all Sarawak,
Labuan
with good to fine cancels of Brooketon incl. some full strikes, rare postmark!

P 115 BROOKETON (type D1): 1899-1907, nice group of 19 single stamps from Sarawak or Brunei all with
good to fine cancels of Brooketon incl. some full strikes, rare postmark!

Sarawak

b

250,-

b

250,-

b

600,-

GA

600,-

b

300,-

g/d

100,-

b

600,-

g

600,-

g

900,-

b

600,-

b

500,-

b

500,-

b

250,-

b

250,-

b

120,-

b

100,-

P 116 BRUNEI GPO (type A.R.): 1912 (29.11.), registered A.R. cover to Betram Brooke, Tuan Muda of Sara-

P 117

P 118

P 119

P 120

P 121

122

6

wak, in London franked with five ‘bush huts and canoe’ stamps (2 x 3c on reverse and 2 x 4c + 8c on
front) for correct 22c rate (4c imperial rate, 10c registration fee and 8c A.R. fee), registration handstamp ‘Brunei’, large ‘A.R.’ and transitmarks of Labuan and London on reverse, very rare cover with
the only recorded example of the A.R. marking!
BRUNEI GPO (type AM1): 1930 (30.6.), airmail cover bearing ‘bush huts and canoe’ 2 x 3c, 4c and 5c
(4c local rate + 10c air fee, 1c overpaid) cancelled with large boxed ‘AIRMAIL / BRUNEI’ adressed to
Kuching/Sarawak, cover carried on the RAF flying boat S.1149 which flew from Brunei via Miri to
Bintulu (1.7.), Bintulu via Mukah to Sibuto (2.7.) and from Sibu to Kuching on 4th July with arrival cds.
on reverse, vertical bend nevertheless a rare and attractive cover!
BRUNEI GPO (type AM2): 1931 (6.4.), airmail cover bearing ‘bush huts and canoe’ 10c horiz. pair and
single 1c on reverse cancelled with large boxed ‘AIRMAIL / BRUNEI.’ adressed to Edinburgh/Scotland, cover carried on the RAF flying boat S.1162 which flew from Brunei to Kuching on 8th April and
Kuching to Singapore on 9th April with Singapore transitmark on reverse, rare and attractive cover!
BRUNEI GPO (type R1): 1907, two long-size registered covers from Brunei to Colombo/Ceylon
(14.4.07) at 34c rate (3oz at 4c per 1/2oz imperial rate and 10c registration fee) with 30c + 3c + 1c
stamps or to Wiesbaden/Germany (11.4.07) at 26c rate (double UPU rate of 8c per 1/2oz and 10c
registration fee) bearing 10c + 2 x 8c ‘bush huts and canoe’ stamps both with registration handstamp
of type 1 in blue which is recorded from 19th Feb. 1907 to 27th Sept. 1928 and backstamps of Labuan, Singapore and Colombo (or Wiesbaden) on reverse, vertical fold and some blemishes nevertheless a nice and unusual cover pair! (T)
BRUNEI GPO (type R1): 1920/21, two registered covers from Brunei to Costa Rica (!) at 20c rate (10c
UPU rate and 10c registration fee) with 2 x 10c stamps or to Amarillo/USA at 30c rate (2oz UPU rate
12c + 8c and 12 registration fee) bearing single 30c ‘bush huts and canoe’ stamp both with registration handstamp of type 1 which is recorded from 19th Feb. 1907 to 27th Sept. 1928 and transitmarks of Labuan and Singapore on reverse, wax seal on cover to USA removed nevertheless a nice
cover pair!
BRUNEI GPO (type R1): 1928 (27.9.), registered cover from Brunei to Chicago/USA bearing 6c ‘water
village’ block/4 and single 10c ‘bush huts and canoe’ stamps with latest recorded date for use of
registration handstamp type R1 in black, backstamped Labuan (1.10.), Singapore (8.10.), New York
(10.11.) and Chicago (12.11.), attractive cover!
BRUNEI GPO (type D1): 1910 (13.6.), registered cover with 1c + 4c + 30c ‘bush huts and canoe’
stamps and registration handstamp used from Brunei to New Jersey/USA (23c 2oz UPU rate + 10c
registration fee, 2c overpaid), backstamped Labuan (16.6.), Singapore (20.6.), London (13.7.) and
New York (21.7.), latest record date of D1 postmark

Lot

Cat-No.

Start

P 123 BRUNEI GPO (type D4): 1910 (12.7.), registered cover front bearing single 2c ‘bush huts and canoe’
P 124
P 125

P 126
127
P 128

129
P 130

P 131
P 132

133
P 134

P 135

P 136

stamp and registration handstamp (type R1) used from Brunei to Singapore, horizontal and vertical
bends nevertheless a very attractive front! (T)
BRUNEI GPO (type D4): 1911/12, two covers from Brunei to USA (22.9.11, vertical bend) or to Germany (25.11.12) with a nice mixture of ‘bush huts and canoe’ stamps, both covers backstamped
Labuan and Singapore, attractive cover pair!
BRUNEI GPO (type D5): 1928/30, registered cover from Brunei to Graz/Austria at 27c rate (12c UPU
rate and 15c registration fee) bearing ‘bush huts and canoe’ 3c + 2 x 10c on front and 4c on reverse
with two wax seals and transitmarks of Labuan, Singapore, Genova etc. and a picture postcard with
4c and 2c ‘bush huts and canoe’ stamps (6c UPU rate) on picture side used from Brunei to California,
attractive pair!
BRUNEI GPO (type D6): 1927, two pieces and two single stamps bearing ‘bush huts and canoe’ or
‘water village’ stamps with fine and clear temporary double.circle rubber stamps in violet incl. earliest
recorded date (2.2.1927), scarce postmark!
BRUNEI GPO (type D7): 1929/31, cover from Brunei to Cincinnati/USA (28.8.31) bearing 6c ‘water
village’ block/4 and a stampless official cover to Michigan/USA, both covers backstamped Singapore, nice cover pair!
BRUNEI GPO (type D7): 1930/34, two airmail covers from Brunei to England (16.5.34) carried by
K.L.M. service or to Miri/Sarawak redirected to California (20.6.30) with transitmark of Miri (1./2.7.)
carried by R.A.F. flying boat S1149 service, both bearing different ‘bush huts and canoe’ stamps and
different types of black/blue airmail labels, attractive cover pair!
BRUNEI GPO (type D7): 1936/40, cover from Brunei to New Hebrides/Pacific at 8c Imperial rate
(18.12.40) with violet boxed ‘PASSED BY / 4 / CENSOR’ marking and another cover at 12c UPU rate
from Brunei (25.5.36) to New York, nice cover pair!
BRUNEI GPO (type D8): 1932/37, registered cover from Brunei (3.3.37) at Imperial rate via Singapore
to Canada and an airmail cover from Brunei (13.4.32) at Imperial rate and additional K.L.M. service
via Singapore and Penang to Scotland, both covers with several transitmarks on reverse, attractive
cover pair!
BRUNEI GPO (type D9 and D10): 1941 (11.6. and 8.9.), two official covers with different types of date
stamps of Brunei used to USA both with triangular censor handstamps ‘PASSED BY TRANSMISSION’,
nice cover pair!
BRUNEI GPO (type D11): 1945/46, stampless official registered cover (31.5.46) with provisional reg.
label to England, registered airmail lettercard (1.2.46, front only) with australian type prov. reg. label
to England and an airmail cover (27.12.45) franked with Sarawak 15c optd. BMA to USA, all with
three-line ‘BRUNEI’ postmarks, minor blemishes nevertheless a nice trio!
BRUNEI GPO (type D11): 1945/46, 11 stamps of North Borneo or Sarawak optd. ‘BMA’ mostly on
small pieces all cancelled with three-line ‘BRUNEI’ postmarks with different dates between 17.12.45
and 3.6.46, scarce postmark recorded between 12th Dec. 1945 and 22nd June 1946
BRUNEI GPO (type D11): 1945 (12.12.), airmail cover bearing three Australian KGVI definitives with
three-line ‘BRUNEI / 12 / DEC. 1945’ postmark via the Australian ‘Field Post Office 037’ at Labuan
(19.12.) used to Burlington/USA, scarce postmark recorded between 12th Dec. 1945 and 22nd June
1946
BRUNEI GPO (type D11): 1945 (21.12.), airmail cover bearing 6 x 1d Australian KGVI definitives with
three-line ‘BRUNEI / 21 / DEC. 1945’ postmark via Australian Field Post Office (not cancelled) to
Surrey Hills/Victoria with arrival pmk. on front (7.1.46), scarce postmark recorded between 12th Dec.
1945 and 22nd June 1946
BRUNEI GPO (type D11): 1946 (22.1.), cover bearing 8c North Borneo optd. ‘BMA’ with three-line
‘BRUNEI / 22 / JAN. 1946’ postmark adressed to Singapore, correct 8c Imperial rate, nice cover!
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P 137 BRUNEI GPO (type D11): 1946 (17.1.), cover with mixed usage of Australian and North Borneo + SaP 138

P 139

P 140
P 141

rawak stamps optd. ‘BMA’ with ‘BRUNEI / 17 / JAN. 1946’ postmark adressed to Ipoh/British Malaya
with violet boxed marking ‘Delay Your .....’ on front applied in Malaya
KUALA BELAIT (type D7): 1945 (22.12.), philatelic cover front bearing 15 different Sarawak definitives
optd. ‘BMA’ cancelled with three-line ‘KUALA BELAIT / 22 / DEC. 1945’ on First Day of Issue of that
postmark, scarce postmark recorded between 22nd Dec. 1945 and 21st June 1946 only, very colourful front! (T)
KUALA BELAIT (type D7): 1946 (26.2.), cover with mixed usage of Australian and North Borneo +
Sarawak stamps optd. ‘BMA’ with three-line ‘KUALA BELAIT / 26 / FEB. 1946’ and additionally cancelled on arrival at Ipoh (8.3.), scarce postmark recorded between 22nd Dec. 1945 and 21st June
1946
KUALA BELAIT (type D7): 1946 (1.1.), O.A.S. (on Active Service) cover bearing 1s6d aismail stamp
with three-line ‘KUALA BELAIT / 1 / JAN. 1946’ postmark to Victor Harbour/South Australia, scarce
postmark recorded between 22nd Dec. 1945 and 21st June 1946
KUALA BELAIT (type D7): 1946 (12.4.), airmail cover bearing Sarawak definitives optd. ‘BMA’ 50c
horiz. pair and single 10c with three-line ‘KUALA BELAIT / 12 / APR. 1946’ used to USA, scarce postmark recorded between 22nd Dec. 1945 and 21st June 1946, attractive cover!
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P 142 KUALA BELAIT (type D7): 1946 (8.4.), registered cover bearing vert. pair 15c optd. ‘BMA’ (30c for 15c

UPU rate + 15c reg. fee) with three-line ‘KUALA BELAIT / 8 / APR. 1946’ used to China with Australian
Type reg. label and affixed chinese label and transitmarks of Singapore and Canton, some faults but
Sarawak
very unusual usage and scarce postmark recorded between 22nd Dec. 1945 and 21st June 1946
P 143 KUALA BELAIT (type D7): 1946 (8.2.), airmail cover front bearing 8c North Borneo optd. ‘BMA’ with
three-line ‘KUALA BELAIT / 8 / JUNE 1946’ used to Kuching/Sarawak, vertical and horizontal bends,
scarce postmark recorded between 22nd Dec. 1945 and 21st June 1946
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P 144 KUALA BELAIT (type D8): 1946 (7.6.), registered airmail cover bearing ten North Borneo stamps optd.
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P 152
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156
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158
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‘BMA’ on both sides with three-line ‘KUALA BELAIT / 7 / JUNE 1946’ used to India with Singapore and
Bombay transitmarks, adressee and senders adress on front cutout otherwise very fine, scarce postmark recorded between 4th and 26th June 1946 only!
KUALA BELAIT (type D8): 1946 (25.6.), airmail cover bearing four Sarawak stamps optd. ‘BMA’ with
three-line ‘KUALA BELAIT / 7 / JUNE 1946’ used to USA, originally franked 55c for rate to London only
but changed to Air througout and $1.00 added, scarce postmark recorded between 4th and 26th
June 1946 only!
KUALA BELAIT (type D9): 1946 (3. and 17.7.), registered cover pair with Sarawak and North Borneo
definitives optd. ‘BMA’ 50c used from Kuala Belait (australian type pmk.) with black/pink prov. reg.
labels to China with several chinese markings and transitmarks of Brunei, Singapore and Canton or
Foochow, unusual cover pair!
KUALA BELAIT (type D9): 1946 (10.9. and 11.12.), registered cover pair with North Borneo definitives
optd. ‘BMA’ 50c used from Kuala Belait (australian type pmk.) with black/pink prov. reg. labels to
Labuan with Brunei and Victoria/Labuan transitmarks or to Selangor endorsed ‘Left/Retour’ with
several transitmarks on reverse (large tear through front), unusual cover pair!
KUALA BELAIT (type D9): 1947/49, airmail (19.2.49) and registered (6.8.47) covers bearing nice
mixtures of different stamps used from Kuala Belait (Australian type cds.) to Glasgow or Singapore
both at correct rates, airmail cover roughly opened at top otherwise a very attractive cover pair!
KUALA BELAIT (type D9): 1949 (8.2.), registered cover bearing ‘bush huts and canoe’ 2 x 10c + 2c
and ‘water village’ 3c correct franked 25c for the 10c local rate + 15c reg. fee, used from Kuala Belait
(australian type pmk.) with black/white reg. label adressed to Miri/Sarawak
KUALA BELAIT (type D10 + D11): 1949/51, two registered airmail covers from Kuala Belait incl. 1949
(8.8.) 50c + 15c + 5c to Glasgow (70c for 55c air rate and 15c registration fee) and 1951 (2.8.) 30c
pair + 5c to London (65c for 50c air rate and 15c registration fee), both covers with Singapore transitmarks on reverse, the earlier cover opened out three-sides nevertheless a very attractive cover
pair!
KUALA BELAIT (type D10): 1949 (17.9.), registered cover with ‘bush huts and canoe’ 15c + 8c + 2c
used from Kuala Belait with black/white reg. label via Labuan (18.9.) and Sandakan (22.9.) to Tawau,
B.N.B. endorsed ‘unknown’ and returned, and an 1952 (17.7.) airmail cover with 2c + 10c definitives
used to Sandakan, nice cover pair!
KUALA BELAIT (MISSENT TO) (type I8): 1956 (1.5.), cover from Betong/Sarawak bearing 12c definitive
adressed to Belfast/Northern Ireland with black single line ‘MISSENT TO KUALA BELAIT’ which was in
use from 15th May 1955 until 5th Feb. 1958, backstamped Miri/Sarwak (2.5.) and Kuala Belait
(3.5., type D12) in violet, vertical bend nevertheless an attractive cover!
KUALA BELAIT (MISSENT TO) (type I8): 1958 (22.1.), cover from Chelmza/Poland with a nice mixture
of stamps (both sides) adressed to Jesselton/North Borneo probably missorted and black single line
‘MISSENT TO KUALA BELAIT’ applied which was in use from 15th May 1955 until 5th Feb. 1958 only
(latest recorded date), scarce cover!
KUALA BELAIT (type I10 and I11): 1948/58, two registered covers from Kuala Belait or Seria both
addressed to Kuala Belait and returned with different boxed ‘RETURN TO SENDER’ instructional markings, minor marginal faults on the earlier cover otherwise fine (T)
KUALA BELAIT (type I12): 1976, two covers incl. local stampless (4.2.) and airmail from Great Britain
(13.5.) both with boxed ‘RETUN TO SENDER’ instructional markings in black or blue, attractive cover
pair! (T)
KUALA BELAIT (type R6 and R7): 1957/61, four registered airmail covers bearing a nice mixture of
‘Sultan Omar Ali Saifuddin’ definitives and different rates with two of each of registration handstamp
in black (R6) used to England or red (R7) used to Kuching/Sarawak or Penang, all with transit postmarks on reverse, minor blemishes nevertheless an attractive quartet!
KUALA BELAIT (type AM10): 1947 (4.3.), registred cover bearing 8 x 8c ‘bush huts and canoe’ and
single 6c ‘water village’ with prov. reg. label (typed on stamp margin) used from Kuala Belait with
violet single line ‘AIR TO LONDON ONLY’ hs. to New York with several transitmarks on reverse, very
attractive cover!
KUALA BELAIT (type UP3 and UP4, I12): 1970, two local airmail cover fronts bearing 10c def. only
underpaid with triangular tax-marking ‘T / 4 CENTIMES’ (UP3) and a 1976 stampless cover front with
triangular tax-marking ‘T / 50 CEN’ (UP4) and additional instructional marking ‘RETUNR TO SENDER’
(I12), marginal faults but an unusual trio! (T)
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159 KUALA BELAIT (type UP3): 1951 (11.6.), ‘bush huts and canoe’ 5c orange single used on underpaid

cover from Kuala Belait (type D11) to Sarawak with triangular tax-marking ‘T / 12 CENTIMES’ endorsed ‘Beyond Postal Deliver Retour’ and returned on 29th June, some faults incl. heavy (tropical) tonespots
P 160 LABI (type D1): 1959/60, airmail cover to USA (24.4.59) and printed matter to Jesselton/North Borneo (15.7.60, latest recorded date) both used from Labi with violet cds. and a nice mixture of stamps,
additionally a colour foto of the Labi Post Office made in 1974
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161 LABI (type D2): 1968/74, four covers incl. airmails and two registered with black/white reg. labels

locally used or adressed to Malysia, nice micture of stamps and rates, small faults on two covers otherwise fine!
P 162 LAPANGAN TERBANG ANTARA BANGSA (International Airport, type D2 and D3): twolocally adressed
philatelic covers with fine strikes of the different ‘International Airport’ cancels, both franked at correct 12c local rate
163 BRUNEI M.P.O. (Mobile Post Office): 1973/77, two philatelic locally adressed covers with different
definitives both with clear postmarks, Post office was operating in a P.O. van, nice pair!

P 164 MUARA (type D2 state II): 1910, ‘bush huts and canoe’ 8c single and 2c horizontal pair both with full

strikes of provisional postmark of Muara with year ‘1910’ dated 10th and 28th March, very scarce
postmark!
P 165 MUARA (type D2 state III): 1924, ‘bush huts and canoe’ 5c orange two singles with part or full strikes
of provisional postmark of Muara and additoinal another 4c stamp with an 1913 Muara cds., scarce
postmark!
P 166 MUARA (type D3): 1910/17, 15 ‘bush huts and canoe’ stamps with good to fine cancels of Muara in
black or violet incl. several full strikes, attractive group of a scarce postmark!

P 167 MUARA (type D3): 1911 (16.9.), domestic cover from Muara to Tutong bearing 2c and 1c ‘bush huts

and canoe’ stamps with backstamps Brunei (18.9.) and Tutong (8.10.), scarce postmark recorded
from 5th May 1910 until 12th May 1922 only, two vertical bends and some wrinkles!
P 168 MUARA (type D3): 1915, three 3c ‘bush huts and canoe’ stamps with clear cancels of Muara, rare
postmark!

P 169 MUARA (type D3): 1922, 5c orange ‘bush huts and canoe’ with clear cancel of Muara in violet dated
20 APR 22, rare postmark!

P 170 MUARA (type D3): 1922 (12.5.), 1c green and 5c orange ‘bush huts and canoe’ on cover with good

cancels of Muara in violet dated 12 MAY 22 used to Canada at correct 6c imperial rate, backstamped Labuan and Singapore, roughly opened backflap with small faults, rare postmark and
cover!
P 171 MUARA (type D5): 1931 (29.7.), small size cover bearing single 6c ‘water village’ for correct 6c Imperial rate from Muara to England with Brunei transitmark (29.7.) on reverse, rare postmark!

P 172 MUARA (type D5): 1931 (14.5.), registered cover bearing ‘bush huts and canoe’ 10c, 5c, 2 x 4c

P 173

P 174
175
176
177
178

P 179

and 2 x 2c at correct 27c rate (12c UPU rate and 15c registration fee) used from Muara with
black/white ‘Brunei’ reg. label to Tacoma/USA, backstamped Brunei (15.5.), Singapore (25.5.),
New York (30.6.) and Tacoma (30.6.), rare and attractive cover!
MUARA (type D6): 1936 (19.9.), cover bearing single 5c brown ‘bush huts and canoe’ for correct 5c
local rate used from Muara ‘Via Labuan’ to Kuching/Sarawak with backstamps of Brunei (21.9.), Labuan (22.9.) and Kuching (26.9.), additionally a proof strike of the postmark made when it was withdrawn from use dated 31st Dec. 1940, rare postmark!
MUARA (type D7): 1950 (19.10.), registered cover bearing ‘bush huts and canoe’ 10c violet, 8c red
and 5c orange used from Muara with black/white reg. label to England, backstamped Brunei (20.10.),
Singapore (29.10.) and Macclesfield Cheshire (24.11.), attractive cover!
MUARA (type D9): 1951/59, three covers and a postcard incl. one airmail and one registered with
black/white reg. labels adressed to England (3) or to USA, nice micture of stamps and rates incl.
earliest recorded date (22.1.51), very attractive quartet!
MUARA (type D11): 1969/73, four local used covers from Muara incl. one registered with black/white
reg. label, nice mixture of stamps and all with different rates incl. latest recorded date (14.11.73),
very attractive quartet! (T)
MUARA (type UP3): 1954 (31.5.), ‘Sultan Omar Ali Saifuddin’ 2 x 25c on airmail cover from Muara to
England underpaid with triangular tax-marking ‘T / 54 CENTIMES’, backstamped Brunei (1.6.), attractive cover!
P.P.B. SERIA (Pejabat Pos Bergerak, Mobile Post Office): 1973, two philatelic locally adressed covers
with different definitives both with clear postmarks, Post office was operating weekdays by a Landrover along the main road eastwards as far as the Tutong boundary and along the off.shoot road to
Kampong Danau, nice pair!
BRUNEI PAQUEBOT (type SL2): 1929 (16.10.), cover front bearing 8c ‘bush huts and canoe’ stamp
cancelled with fine Brunei cds. and single-line PAQUEBOT beside adressed to England, the only recorded example of the Paquebot marking (Proud type SL2)!
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180 PEJABAT POS BERGERAK (Tutong Riverine P.O.): 1973/76, two philatelic locally adressed covers with

different definitives both with clear postmarks, Post office operates up the Tutong River to Kampong
Rambai, nice pair!
181 RAMBAI (type D2): 1972 (5.6. and 12.7.), two domestic registered covers from Rambai to Bandar Seri
Begawan bearing different ‘Sultan Omar Ali Saifuddin’ stamps and ‘Brunei’ registration handstamp
incl. registration receipt for one of the covers, backstamped Tutong or Bandar Seri Begawan, attractive cover pair!
P 182 SERIA (type D2): 1935/36, three ‘bush huts and canoe’ stamps with clear cancels of Seria, scarce
postmark!
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P 183 SERIA (type D4): 1951/53, two registered covers from Seria (19.11.51 and 9.3.53) bearing 8c + 15c

‘bush huts and canoe’ or ‘Sultan Omar Ali Saifuddin’ stamps and black/white ‘Seria’ registration labels adressed to Sarawak both returned to sender (unclaimed or unknown) with a large quantity of
different backstamps, unusual cover pair!
P 184 SERIA (type UP4): 1970, two airmail cover fronts from Seria bearing 10c ‘Sultan Omar Ali Saifuddin’
with triangular tax-marking ‘T / 4 CEN’ locally used within Brunei

185 SERIA (Australian type): 1951/54, airmail (28.10.54) and registered airmail (27.8.51) covers from

re-opened post office, post-war on 20th March 1951, with datestamps of australian manufacture
adressed to Glasgow or to Kuching/Sarawak endorsed ‘No Postal Service’, some faults but an unusual cover pair!
P 186 TEMBURONG (type D2): 1910/11, six ‘bush huts and canoe’ stamps with good to fine cancels of
Temburong incl. some full strikes in violet, scarce postmark!

P 187 TEMBURONG (type D2): 1916/19, five 3c red ‘bush huts and canoe’ stamps incl. one on piece with
good to fine cancels of Temburong in black incl. latest recorded date (21.4.1919), scarce postmark!

P 188 TEMBURONG (type D2): 1917 (24.9.), 3c red ‘bush huts and canoe’ single use at correct rate on do-

mestic cover with good cancel of Temburong adressed to Brunei Town, backstamped Brunei (25.9.)
in violet and senders address ‘Brunei Estates Ltd., Brunei’, rare cover!
P 189 TEMBURONG (type D2): 1918 (23.12.), 2c ‘bush huts and canoe’ horizontal pair on underpaid cover
from Temburong ‘via Sandakan’ to Tokyo/Japan with blue tax-marking ‘T’ and transitmarks of Brunei
(24.12.) in blue, Labuan (24.12.), Singapore (1.1.1919), Tokio (23.1.) and other japanese markings
incl. boxed bilingual ‘Due 16 Sen.’, roughly opened at top but a scarce and unusual cover!
P 190 TEMBURONG (type D3): 1921/25, five ‘bush huts and canoe’ stamps with good to fine cancels of
Temburong in violet, scarce postmark recorded from 31st January 1921 until 14th August 1927

P 191 TEMBURONG (type D3): 1921 (31.1.), 4c ‘bush huts and canoe’ single use on cover from Tembu-

rong to London at correct 4c Imperial rate backstamped Brunei and Labuan (both 1.2.1921),
scarce postmark recorded from 31st January 1921 until 14th August 1927, fine cover!
P 192 TEMBURONG (type D3): 1922 (4.1.), cover bearing 4 ‘bush huts and canoe’ stamps at correct 12c
UPU rate (2 x 1c, 2c and 8c) with clear violet strikes of Temburong to Landowne/USA, backstamped Brunei (5.1.), Labuan (6.1.) and Singapore (12.1.), scarce postmark recorded from 31st January 1921 until 14th August 1927, ink notations below stamps otherwise very fine!
P 193 TEMBURONG (type D3): 1924 (6.1.), registered cover bearing 14 ‘bush huts and canoe’ stamps on
both sides used from Temburong with boxed reg. handstamp ‘Brunei’ to London with transitmarks
of Brunei (7.1.) and Labuan (8.1.) on reverse, faults incl. front and reverse side stuck together etc.
but a very rare postal history item!
P 194 TEMBURONG (type D3): 1926 (15.3.), cover from Temburong to London at correct 6c Imperial rate
backstamped Brunei and Labuan, minor blemishes!

P 195 TEMBURONG (type D3): 1926 (26.4.), cover from Temburong to London at correct 6c Imperial rate
backstamped Brunei and Labuan, very attractive cover!

196 TEMBURONG (type D4): 1927/31, 13 ‘bush huts and canoe’ stamps incl. five on pieces with good to
P 197

198
P 199
P 200
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fine cancels of Temburong in violet with several full strikes incl. earliest (9th Oct. 1927) and latest
recorded dates (27th June 1931), scarce postmark!
TEMBURONG (type D4): 1931 (24.4.), ‘bush huts and canoe’ 2c, 5c and 10c used on cover with
fine cancels of Temburong to Tacoma/USA with backstamps of Brunei (29.4.) and Singapore
(4.5.), overfranked 5c for the 12c 1oz UPU rate or underfranked 1c for the 18c 2oz UPU rate, rare
cover!
TEMBURONG (type D5): 1931/40, 13 ‘bush huts and canoe’ stamps incl. one on piece with good to
fine cancels of Temburong in violet or black incl. several full strikes and latest recorded date
(10.12.40), postmark recorded from 26th Oct.1931 until 10th Dec. 1940!
TEMBURONG (type D5): 1939 (18.4.), 4c ‘bush huts and canoe’ on reverse of underpaid cover from
Temburong to Henley-on-Thames with several tax-markings incl. boxed ‘Liable for letter rate / 1.S.’
and 2d Postage Due stamp affixed on arrival, unusual cover
TEMBURONG (type D6): 1947 (18.12.). locally adressed cover with correct 5c local letter rate and
1950 (23.11.) registered cover from Temburong to England with transitmarks of Brunei (25.11.) and
Singapore (15.12.) on reverse franked at correct 23c rate (8c Imperial rate + 15c registration fee) and
being the latest recorded date!
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P 201 TEMBURONG (type D6): 1948 (16.4.), registered cover from Temburong (black/white reg. label) with

four different ‘bush huts and canoe’ stamps (15c + 8c + 5c + 2c) at correct 30c rate (15c UPU rate
and 15c registration fee) used to Columbia/USA with transitmarks of Brunei (17.4.), Singapore
(30.4.), New York (24.6.) and Columbia (26.6.) on reverse, very attractive cover!
202 TEMBURONG (type D7): 1951/59, four covers from Temburong to England or USA incl. two registered
with different reg. labels (one provisional) with a wide variety of stamps, colourful quartet!
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203 TEMBURONG (type D8): 1967, three covers from Temburong locally addressed, to England or regis-

tered to Singapore with several transitmarks on reverse, all with ‘Sultan Omar Ali Saifuddin’ definitives at different rates, nice trio! (T)
204 TEMBURONG (type D9): 1968/76, four covers from Temburong locally adressed (29.11.76, latest recorded date), by airmail to England or two registered used within Brunei or to Johore (different black/
white reg. labels) with transitmarks on reverse, all with ‘Sultan Omar Ali Saifuddin’ definitives at different rates, nice quartet!
205 TUTONG (type D2): 1915/23, seven ‘bush huts and canoe’ stamps (incl. rejoined pair) with good to
fine part cancels of Tutong in violet, scarce postmark!

P 206 TUTONG (type D2): 1923 (30.4.), ‘bush huts and canoe’ 1c green six singles used on cover with

violet Tutong cds. to Ontario/Canada franked at correct 6c Imperial rate, backstamped Brunei
(2.5.), Labuan (4.5.) and Singapore (14.5.), faults but a rare postmark and usage!
P 207 TUTONG (type D2): 1930 (22.12.), cover front with single 6c ‘water village’ for correct 6c Imperial rate
from Tutong to England, rare postmark!
P 208 TUTONG (type D2): 1930 (3.8.), cover front with single 6c ‘water village’ for correct 6c Imperial rate
from Tutong to England, rare postmark!

P 209 TUTONG (type D2): 1930 (2.10.), registered cover bearing three stamps on reverse for correct 21c

rate (6c Imperial rate and 15c registration fee) used with black Tutong cds. and black/white reg.
label to England with transitmarks of Brunei (5.10.) and Singapore (13.10.), little smudged on
front otherwise fine and rare!
P 210 TUTONG (type D2): 1931 (24.4.), 10c + 8c ‘bush huts and canoe’ stamps used on registered cover
from Tutong (black/white reg. label) to Tacoma/USA at correct 18c rate for 3c UPU printed matter and 15c registration fee, backstamped Brunei (27.4.), Singapore (4.5.), New York (5.6.) and
Tacoma (9.6.), rare cover!
211 TUTONG (type D3): 1931/36, four ‘bush huts and canoe’ stamps incl. two on piece with good to fine
cancels of Tutong in black or violet, scarce postmark!

212 TUTONG (type D3): 1931/36, five ‘bush huts and canoe’ stamps incl. one pair with very fine cancels
of Tutong in black, scarce postmark!

P 213 TUTONG (type D3): 1936 (14.12.), cover with single 12c ‘water village’ for correct 12c Imperial 2oz
rate (8c + 4c) with poor strike of Tutong to Canada, backstamped Brunei (15.12.)

P 214 TUTONG (type D3): 1936 (21.12.), cover with single 12c ‘water village’ for correct 12c UPU rate from
Tutong to East Orange/USA, backstamped Brunei (22.12.), scarce cover!

215 TUTONG (type D5): 1947/49, local philatelic cover and a cover front bearing ten ‘bush huts and canoe’ and ‘water village’ stamps with fine cancels of Tutong in black
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P 216 TUTONG (type D5): 1948/50, two registered covers incl. one used to USA (17.3.48) bearing corner

P 217
218
219
220
221
222
223

block/4 ‘bush huts and canoe’ correct franked for triple UPU rate + 15c registration fee and the other
locally used to Kuala Belait at correct 23c rate (8c letter rate + 15c registration fee), both covers with
transit and/or arrival postmarks on reverse, several faults!
TUTONG (type D5): 1948/50, two registered covers from Tutong bearing different ‘bush huts and
canoe’ and ‘water village’ stamps used to England by airmail (5.12.50) or to Sydney/Australia
(8.12.48), both with transit and arrival postmarks on reverse, attractive cover pair!
TUTONG (type D6): 1951/52, two registered covers from Tutong (30.10.51 and 27.11.52) bearing a
nice mixture of stamps and black/white ‘Tutong’ registration labels adressed to Sarawak both returned to sender (unclaimed or unknown) with several transitmarks, unusual cover pair!
W.P.B. KUALA BELAIT (Wakil Pos Bergerak, Kuala Belait Riverine P.O.): 1973/76, three philatelic locally adressed covers with a nice mixture of stamps all with clear postmarks, Post Office based on an
outboard motor boat operating a 3-day service up the Belait River as far as Malilas, nice trio!
WAKIL POS BERGERAK (Bandar Seri Begawan Riverine P.O.): 1973/76, two philatelic locally adressed
covers with different definitives both with clear postmarks, Post office operates up the Tutong River
as far as Rambai and the Belait River to Bukit Sawat and then right through Sukang, nice pair!
WAKIL POS 1 and 2 (Postal Agency 1 and 2): 1981/85, four covers (two of each postmark) with a nice
mixture of stamps incl. two locally adressed and two by airmail to Pakistan incl. one registered and
both with Karachi transitmarks, nice quartet!
WAKIL POS 3 and 4 (Postal Agency 3 and 4): 1982/86, three airmail covers with a nice mixture of
stamps incl. two locally adressed (one of each postmark) and one used to Pakistan (WP 4) with poor
Karachi transitmark on reverse, nice trio!
WAKIL POS 5 (Postal Agency 5): 1980/84, three covers with a nice mixture of stamps incl. one locally adressed and two by registered airmail to the Netherlands or Pakistan, nice trio!
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P 224 WAKIL POS 6 and 8 (Postal Agency 6 and 8): 1985, three covers (2 x WP 6 and 1 x WP 8)with a nice
mixture of stamps all locally adressed incl. two by airmail, nice trio!

Start
b

80,-

b

100,-

b

60,-

b

80,-

b

100,-

b

1.000,-

(*)

7.000,-

(*)

600,-

b

600,-

**/*/
(*)

100,-

(*)

200,-

SG. 242w

*

Gebot

SG 148 (3),
150, 150a,
a.o.

b

300,-

GA

80,-

GA

80,-

Ak

100,-

GA/b

80,-

225 WAKIL POS 9 and 11 (Postal Agency 9 and 11): 1981/84, four covers with a nice mixture of stamps

incl. one locally adressed and one registered to Pakistan (both WP 11) and two registered to Singapore (both WP 9) with arrival cds. on reverse, attractive quartet!
226 WAKIL POS 13 and 14 (Postal Agency 13 and 14): 1984/85, two covers locally adressed (one of each
postmark incl. WP 13 in blue), nice pair!

227 WAKIL POS 15 and 16 (Postal Agency 15 and 16): 1981/84, three airmail covers with a nice mixture

of stamps incl. one locally adressed and one to Pakistan (both WP 16) and one registered to Singapore (WP 15), nice trio!
228 WAKIL POS 17 and 18 (Postal Agency 17 and 18): 1980/85, four covers with a nice mixture of stamps
incl. two locally adressed (one of each postmark) and two registered to Kuala Lumpur (both WP 17)
with arrival cds. on reverse, attractive quartet!

CEYLON
see also 1330

P 229 1858 cover, franked with imperforate 1d blue and 2d green on white paper, plus 6p plum on blue

paper Queen Victoria issue (Sc 2,3,4), prepaying the 9 pence single weight letter rate to England,
via the Marseille route. Stamps tied by circular bar cancels, and front shows red LONDON / PAID
arrival cds. Reverse bears KANDY / POST PAID and KANDY / STEAMER LETTER c.d.s.’s. A rare
Sc. 2, 3, 4
three-color franking on a Very Fine cover. Scott No. 2,3,4.
P 230 1859, QV imperforate 8d brown on white paper WITHOUT watermark, good to large margins on
three sides, cut-into at bottom, unused without gum and slightly creased, very rare stamp, RPSL
SG. 7
certificate (1994), SG. £ 28.000 +
P 232 1863, QV 6d sepia perf. 13 on medium thin and slightly soft paper with wmk. Crown CC, unused
SG. 46
without gum with RPSL certificate (1962), scarce stamp, SG. £ 2.750

P 233 1870, 1 sh. slate-violet, mixed franking with following issue 1 d. blue, on cover from ”Colombo 5.9.70”
to Linlithgow/Scotland, endorsed ”via Marseilles”, arrival mark 3.10. on reverse.

SG 35, 63

P 234 1872-93, Group of 28 mint/unused QV stamps, from 1872 2c brown (SG 121) block of four (lightly

hinged), with SG 146(x3) 167, 174, 180 (pair), 188 (pair), 189, 190, 191 (pair), and 192 (block of
four) all unused without gum, 170 (pair) and 186 mint lightly hinged, plus SG 261 block of four mint
never hinged, fresh and fine. (SG (for mint) £1200+)
P 234A 1885, surcharges 5c on 32c slate QV perf. 14 x 12 1/2 with wmk. Crown CC, type XI of the setting,
unused without gum, tiny filled thin spot but of fine appearance, BPA certificate (2000), SG. £ 850
235 1892, QV 4c rose surcharged ‘3 Cents’ with INVERTED wmk. ‘Crown CA’, mint hinged with toned
(tropical) gum, SG. £ 180

ex 44-122
SG. 172 (Mi.
70 A)

P 236 1900, Victoria 4 c. rosy mauve (3), 4 c. violett, 8 c. orange-yellow (2) and issue 1899 6 c. rose and

237

237A
P 238
239

P 240

black (3) tied by cds. „COLOMBO REGISTERED MR. 6” to registered cover via London to Plainfield,
New Jersey with arrival mark, some stamps with tiny faults and cover with central fold, otherwise a
nice franking
1901, Censored mail from Ragama Camp to Germany: Uprated (by 3c and 6c pair) 10c PS Registered
envelope to Hamburg with Ragama Camp cds (17 Oct) and 6c PS card to Ludwigslust with similar cds
dated 5th Oct. both with Colombo transit cds and ‘’RAGAMA CAMP PASSED CENSOR’’ large censor
oval in violet. Probably mail from German prisoners of the Boer War from the British Ragama Camp
were some of the P.O.W.’s were moved to.
1901, DIYATALAWA CAMP / DE 18 01, schwarzer K1 auf Kartenbrief 6 C. mit Zusatz 3 x 2 C. und 3 C.
sowie violettem Doppelovalstempel ‘PASSED CENSOR P.O.W. / E.J.B. / DIYATALAWA’ in die Pfalz, dekorativer Beleg vom Burenkrieg.
1902, BOER WAR, ppc (river scene) with 6 C QV tied by small RAGAMA CAMP c.d.s. and showing large
oval DIYATALAWA CAMP/PASSED/CENSOR to Germany and ppc with picture from the Ragama camp
sent from Colombo.
1909/11, Two registered covers: 1909 cover forwarded by G.E. Anthonisz, Havelock-Town to Batavia,
JAVA, re-directed to Soekaboemi, franked with KE 2c, 3c, 4c pair and 6c pair, with transit and arrival
backstamps, and 1911 PS Registered Letter (small punch hole at left) uprated by KE 5c and 15c from
Nanuoya to France, and re-directed to Vittel, with transit and arrival backstamps.
1921, King Georg V 100 r. grey, unused with full original gum (small part of hinge), fine, signed,
very rare

K, 116 (3), 118

SG 359

*

1.400,-

SG 358

*

320,-

SG. 379/82s (2)

**
GA

80,60,-

g

150,-

P 241 1921, King Georg V 50 r. dull purple, fresh colour, unused with tiny spots on gum, otherwise fine,
signed

P 242 1935, Silver Jubilee complete set in vertical pairs perforated SPECIMEN, mint never hinged, scarce
pairs! SG. £ 260 +

P 243 1944, Aerogramm Nr.1 echt gelaufen nach England mit Zensurstempel
P 244 1944, 2 c. black and carmine, INVERTED WATERMARK, used copy with machine cancellation. SG
1.200,- pounds.
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P 245 1946, Victory set in vertical strips of three perforated SPECIMEN, mint never hinged, scarce strips!
SG. £ 300 +

400/01s (3)

**

90,-

SG. 402/05s (2)

**
GA

70,60,60,-

g/(*)/*

200,-

g

500,-

g
g

400,150,-

*/g

300,-

g
*

450,100,-

2I

g

100,-

2I

g

100,-

2

g

100,100,100,-

P 246 1947, Inauguration of New Constituion complete set in vert. or horiz. pairs perforated SPECIMEN,
mint never hinged (two stamps with very minor corner bends), SG. £ 240 +

Start

P 247 Airgraph „For use of Services only” mit 2 x 10c Markeneindruck, ungebraucht
248 1955, 3 versch.Aerogramme ungebraucht mit Aufdruck O.H.M.S.

GA

CHINA
see also 8068

P 249 1878-1913, small group of 29 mostly used stamps incl. large dragons set, small dragons 3c. (3), some

opt. issues incl. 2 on 3c Red Revenue (unused without gum), some nice postmarks etc., high cat. value! ex 1-164

P 250 1878/97, used classics (10) inc. large dragons set, small dragons (2), mostly old experts sign “Köhler” or “Francois”

P 251 1878/88, used lot with large dragons (6), small dragons (4); one 3 Ca. large 2 mm torn, otherwise
clean condition, from old leaves

P 252 1882, large dragon set, used, 1 and 3 Ca. part scissor separation
1-3
P 253 1878/83, large dragon: thin paper 1 Ca. light green unused mounted mint; large margins 5 Ca. (two

sides partially scissor-separation) canc. part strike blue seal “(Tient)sin„; thick paper, 3 Ca. (RC) canc.
1I, 3II, 2III
blue seal
P 254 1878, large dragon 5 Ca. (2) resp. 1883 1 Ca. (2), 3 Ca. (2 inc. CUSTOMS CHINGKIANG part strike); 1III (2), 2III
(2), 3I (2)
small dragon 5 Ca. used, clean condition (Michel cat. 2280.-)

P 256 1878, large dragon 1 Ca. green thin paper, mint new gum, fine and very fresh color
1I
P 257 1878, large dragon 3 Ca. thin paper, used with full “CUSTOMS CHINKIANG DEC/15/80” cds., fine and
attractive!

P 258 1878, large dragon 3 can. red, clear cancelled “CUSTOMS CHINKIANG JUN/13/81”, fresh color, very
attractive stamp, Michel cat. 450.- Euros

P 259 1878, large dragon thin paper 3 Ca. vermilion clear cancelled, tiny corner crease at top right, fine and
fresh

P 260 1878, large dragon 5 Ca. orange thin paper, mint hinged full gum, fine and very fresh color
Mi. 3 I
P 261 1878, large dragon 5 Ca. deep orange thin paper, mint hinged full gum, fine and very fresh color
Mi. 3 I
P 262 1878, large dragon 3 Ca. yellow thin paper large margins, canc. part blue seal, no thins, fine (Michel
cat. euros 1.400.-)

1II

g

150,-

1 II

g

100,100,-

P 267 1882, large dragon white margins 3 Ca. dull brownishred, clear cancelled, fine and fresh color
Mi. 2 II
P 268 1882, large dragon thin paper large margins 5 Ca. ocre, unused no gum, signed WB, the top main
P 269
P 270
P 271
P 272
P 273
P 274
P 275
P 276

g
(*)

P 266 1882, large dragon 1 can. green, wide margins, fine cancelled and very fresh color, tiny gum toned on
back, very well centered, Michel cat. 350.- Euros

*

100,100,150,-

P 263 1878, large dragon 5 Ca. orange thin paper, clear cancelled, fine and very fresh color
Mi. 3 I
P 264 1882, large dragon porous paper 1 C. light green, unused no gum, Michel cat. 600.1II
P 265 1878, large dragon large margins 1 Ca. green canc. dotted grid by non-chinese p.o., probably paquebot, unusual

*

g

g

number of China (Mi. 12000.-)

3II

*

1882, large dragon whide margins 5 Ca. yellow, clear cancelled, fine and rare

Mi. 3 II

g

1882, 5 Ca. ocker, feines Stück (starke Mängel), Ovalstempel von Chefoo. SG 6, Sc. 6.

3II

g

1883, Large dragon complete used set with minor faults, 1 Can. green thin, please inspect

1-3 III

g

1883, large dragon thick paper 1 Ca. green, mint no gum, fine and rare

Mi. 1 III

(*)

1883, large dragon thick paper 1 Ca. green, clear cancelled, fine and rare

Mi. 1 III

g

1883, large dragon thick paper 3 Ca. brownred, mint no gum, tiny toned on top, fine

Mi. 2 III

(*)

1883, large dragon thick paper 3 Ca. brownred, clear cancelled, few short perfs, fine

Mi. 2 III

(*)

2.500,200,70,300,100,100,100,100,-

g

100,-

2 III

g

100,-

3 III

g
g

100,100,100,-

*

100,-

1883, large dragon 3 can. red, fine blue cancelled and very fresh color, very well perfs, showing doub2 III
le frame lines on top left, Michel cat. 350.- Euros

P 277 1883, large dragon 3 can. red, light cancelled and fresh color, very well perfs, tiny crease at top left,
Michel cat. 350.- Euros

P 278 1883, large dragon 5 can. yellow, light cancelled and fresh color, very well perfs few tiny toned, Michel
cat. 450.- Euros

P 279 1883, large dragon 5 can. yellow, clear cancelled, well perfs, Michel cat. 450.- Euros
3 III
P 280 1883, large dragon thick paper 5 Ca. yellow, clear cancelled, fine and rare
Mi. 3 III
P 282 1885, small dragon six stamps mint hinged with full gum, two stamps tiny toned, fine and attractive
group

Mi. 4 - 6

g
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P 283 1885, small dragons 1 can pair and 6 single stamps with good cancellations, color shades, fine group 4-6
P 284 1885, small dragon five used stamps with scarce cancellations including CUSTOMS, fine and attractive group

P 285 1885, Lot von 3 Marken 1, 3 und 5 CH, sauber gestempelt. (Mi. € 200,-)
4c, 5a, 6c
P 286 1883, small dragon 3 Ca. violet, a horizontal strip of three tied by two clear strikes of seal „New5 (4)
chang” to piece; also single copy tied seal „Entai” (Chefoo) to piece
P 287 1883/97, small dragons (3), dowager (9, inc. 12 Ca. and 24 Ca. and margin copies of 4 Ca., 9 Ca. and
12 Ca.); cents overprints 5 C. corner margin copy etc., mostly mint never hinged MNH

P 288 1894, 1 c. to 6 c. brown unused, mint hinged with full original gum, 2c. no gum, fresh color, fine
group, Michel catalogue value 800,- Euro

Mi. 7 - 12

P 289 1894, Dowager seven values up to 24c. with good cancellations, fine group
ex 7-15
P 289A 1894, dowager 2 C. green, imperforated at left, part seal cancel (CSS-specialized #23a, cat. US$2500)

8U

Start
g

100,-

g
g

100,60,-

(*)

100,-

**/*/
(*)

400,-

*
g
g

150,100,-

*/(*)/g

500,300,-

*

100,-

15a

g

80,-

de, to reverse of cover in combination w. french offices 25 C. (pair) canc. „SHANG-HAI 2 AOUT 95”
to England and fwd. to Scotland, transits blue „CUSTOMS AUG 2 1895 SHANGHAI” and french
mail steamer „LIGNE N 3 AOUT 95 No. 5„
P 294 1897, dowager 12 Ca. brown-orange, mint never hinged MNH(Michel cat. 700.-)
14a

b
**

1.500,150,-

**

200,-

*

150,-

b

1.000,-

GA

500,-

Han 1

GA

800,-

ex 16-23

g

300,-

ex Mi. 16 - 22

*

P 290 1894, Dowager complete set, most unused, two stamps used, few no gum, fine
P 291 1894, 9 c. dark green and 12 c. orangebrown unused, mint hinged with full original gum, few toned
perfs, fresh color, fine, Michel catalogue value 750,- Euro

Mi. 13a, 14a

P 292 1894, 9 c. dark green 12 c. orangebrown and 24 . carmine used, each clear cancelled, fresh color, Mi. 13a, 14a,
fine, Michel catalogue value 470,- Euro

P 293 1894, dowager 9 Ca. dark green tied blue seal „Tientsin” w. „JUL 28 95” customs dater alongsi-

P 295 1897, dowager 12 Ca. brown-orange, a top margin copy, mint never hinged MNH, part of margin toned, stamp faultless (Michel cat. 700.-)

14a

P 296 1894, Empress dowager first printing 24 c. carmine, unused, mint hinged with full original gum, very Mi. 15a, Chan
fresh color, Michel catalogue value 700,- Euro

30

P 297 1894, “SHANGHAI LOCAL POST NO 27” departure datestamp on envelope transmitted through

the US POST franked with 5c cancelled “U.S.POSTAL AGENCY SHANGHAI DEC 1” send to Ravenna, Ohio (backstamp). Rare combination between the Local Post Office and the US PO.
P 298 1895, „CUSTOMS SHANGHAI NOV 21 1895” on reverse of french offices card 10 C. canc. „SHANGHAI
22 NOV 95” to France. Combination item paid in cash, sent by R. A. de Villard, ex-Desrousseaux

P 299 1897, ICP 1 C. canc. tombstone „Kiaochow / poste office” to Tsingtau w. arrival „TSINGTAU 11 10 00”,
on reverse senders dateline “Kiaochow October 8th 1900.„

P 300 1897 dowager surcharged issue, selection of one pair and 11 copies with scarce dollar chop and
customs postmarks, very attractive group

P 301 1897, Empress dowager surcharge small figures 8 values up to 10 cents / 6 c. brown, all mint hinged,
P 302
P 303
P 304
P 305

fine and rare group
1897, surcharged issues ten stamps low values, all mint hinged, very fine and attractive group

Mi. 16 Iva

*

100,200,100,120,-

1897, Dowager 1/2c. on 3c. brownorange or orangeyellow, nine used stamps showing different sur16 var. (9)
charge types, few dollar chop cancellations, fine group, all signed Hille BPP

g

100,-

Mi. 23 II

g

80,-

23 II

g

80,-

Mi. 23 III b

*

80,-

mint hinged with full original gum, few tiny gum spots, very fresh color and good perfs, fine and rare Mi. 23 IV a

*

100,-

*

100,-

g

800,-

*

100,-

*

1897, surcharged issues ten stamps low values, all clear cancelled, fine and attractive group
1897, 1/2c. orangeyellow mint hinged with gum, fine and fresh, Michel catalogue value 420,- Euro

g

P 306 1897, Empress dowager surcharge small figures 10 cents / 9 c. deep dark green, used with clear
cancellation, very scarce color, fine and rare

P 307 1897, Dowager 10c. on 9c. deep green, used stamp showing clear blue “CUSTOMS SHANGHAI
JAN/30/1897” cto full gum, signed Holcombe

P 308 1897, Empress dowager 10 cents / 9 c. dull green, surcharge large figures, wide spacing, unused,
mint hinged with full original gum, fresh color, fine.

P 309 1897, Empress dowager 10 cents / 9 c. grey green, surcharge large figures, narrow spacing, unused,
P 310 1897, Empress dowager surcharge small figures 10 cents / 12 c. brown orange, unused, mint hinged

with full original gum, tiny ink spot on top and little crease at bottom left, very fresh color and good
Mi. 24 II
perfs, fine and rare, Michel catalogue value 450,- Euro
P 311 1897, Empress dowager first printing 10 cents / 12 c. brown orange, surcharge large figures, wide Mi. 24 III a,
spacing, used with clear customs part cancel, fresh color, fine, Michel catalogue value 3.500,- Euro Chan 54

P 312 1897, Empress dowager second printing 10 cents / 12 c. pale orange yellow, surcharge large figures,

wide spacing, unused, mint hinged with full original gum, light horizontal crease on top, fresh color, Mi. 24 III b,
Chan 63
fine, Michel catalogue value 400,- Euro
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Start

P 313 1897, Empress dowager later 2nd printing 10 cents / 12 c. pale brown orange, surcharge large figu-

res, narrow spacing, unused, mint hinged with full original gum, few tiny gum spots, very fresh color
and good perfs, fine and rare
P 314 1897, Empress dowager surcharge small figures 30 cents / 24 c. carmine, unused, mint hinged with
full original gum, very fresh color and excellent perfs, fine and rare, (Chan 46) Michel catalogue value
600,- Euro

Mi. 24 IV b,
Chan 80

*

100,-

Mi. 25 II,
Chan 46

*

150,-

*
g

300,100,-

Mi. 25 IV b,
Chan 81

*

4.000,-

40, HK 44

b

29

(*)

Mi. 29I

*

7.000,100,100,100,150,-

P 315 1897, Empress dowager first printing 30 cents / 24 c. carmine, surcharge large figures, wide spacing,

unused, mint hinged with full original gum, tiny gum spot at bottom, very fresh color and excellent Mi. 25 III a ,
Ch. 55
perfs, fine and rare, (Chan 55) Michel catalogue value 1.300,- Euro
P 316 1897, Dowager 30c. on 24c. deeprose, mute barred cancellation, fine
25 III b

P 317 1897, Empress dowager later 2nd printing 30 cents / 24 c. pale rose, surcharge large figures,

narrow spacing, unused, mint hinged with full original gum, very fresh color and usual perfs, difficult to find in this quality, a very rare stamp, (Chan 81) Michel catalogue value 20.000,- Euro
P 318 1897, litho coiling dragon 10 C. green tied large dollar „KIUNGCHOW 7 OCT 98” to reverse of
cover in combination with QV 10 C. lilac/red tied “HONG KONG C OC 10 98„ to Bremen/Germany
w. arrival ”BREMEN 13 11. 98”, rare office of large dollar type
P 319 1897: One Ct auf 3Ct Revenue 1897 ungestempelt ohne Gummi, seltene Ausgabe Mi 450,-

P 320
P 321
P 321A
P 322

1897, 1 C. / 3 C. red revenue type I, unused mounted mint hinged, fresh appearance

1897, 1 C. / 3 C. red revenue type I, unused mounted mint regummed, fresh color, imperf on top, fine 29 I

*

1897, 1 C. type I on red revenue, unused mounted mint (cat. Michel 450.-)

*

29I

1898, red revenue, 1 C. on 3 C. type I, a block-4, three LH first mount (paper spot resp. mount) and
29I (4)
one MNH (Michel cat. 1800.-)

P 323 1897, 1 C. / 3 C. red revenue type I, clear cancelled by part WUHU dollar chop, few toned perfs, fine
and fresh appearance

P 324
P 325
P 326
P 327
P 328

Mi. 29I

**/v

300,-

g

100,100,80,200,100,-

1897, red revenues, 1 C. on 3 C., Type I, clear cancelled by part dollar chop, Michel cat. 250.- Euros 29 I

g

1897, red revenue ovpt. 1 C. in type I, unused no gum, clean condition (Michel cat. 450.-)

29I

(*)

1897, 1 C. on 3 C. red revenue, unused no gum

29I (2)

(*)

1897, red revenue 1 C. on 3 C., type II ovpt., unused no gum (Michel cat. 500.-)

29II

(*)

1897, 2 C. / 3 C. red revenue, unused mounted mint hinged, very fine and fresh appearance, Michel
Mi. 30
catalogue value 1.000,- Euro
P 329 1897, 2 cents. on red revenue, canc. large dollar dater, clean condition (Michel cat. 500.-)
30

P 330 1897, red revenues, 2 C. on 3 C., Type I, clear cancelled by part customs, Michel cat. 500.- Euros
30
P 331 1897, 2 C. / 3 C. red revenue, clear cancelled by part dollar chop, very fine and fresh appearance,
Michel catalogue value 500,- Euro

Mi. 30

P 332 1897, 2 C. / 3 C. red revenue, unused mounted mint hinged, very fine and fresh appearance, Michel
catalogue value 700,- Euro

Mi. 31

P 332A 1897, 2 / cents. on red revenue 3 C., unused no gum (Michel cat. 700.-)
31
P 333 1897, red revenue 2 / cents. canc. full strike of brown „CUSTOMS SHANGHAI MAY 1 1897”, clean

*
g

200,100,150,-

g

150,-

*

150,120,-

g

(*)

31

g

P 333A 1897, 2 / cents. on red revenue 3 C., canc. large dollar „HANKOW 15 JAN 98” (Michel cat. 300.-)
31
P 334 1897, 2 C. / 3 C. red revenue, clear cancelled by part WUHU dollar chop, fine and fresh appearance,

g

condition

Michel catalogue value 300,- Euro

Mi. 31

g

100,100,-

31I

g

100,-

Mi. 32 I

*

400,-

Mi. 32 I

g

200,-

32 I

g

150,-

Mi. 33 II

*

1.000,-

ex Mi.35-44

*

100,-

35-44

g

71U

*

80,400,-

P 335 1897, red revenues, 2 C. on 3 C., Type II, clear cancelled by part customs, Michel cat. 300.- Euros
31
P 336 1897, 4 C. on red revenue, large 4, canc. brown customs dater „AP 23 97”, clean condition (Michel
cat. 500.-)

P 337 1897, 4 C. / 3 C. red revenue, unused mounted mint hinged, full original gum, very fine and fresh
appearance, Michel catalogue value 2.500,- Euro+

P 338 1897, 4 C. / 3 C. red revenue, clear cancelled by part dollar chop 1/JUL/97, few tiny toned spots on
reverse, fine and fresh appearance, Michel catalogue value 500,- Euro+

P 339 1897, red revenues, 4 C. on 3 C., Type I large “4”, clear cancelled by part dollar chop, Michel cat.
500.- Euros

P 340 1897, 1$ / 3 C. red revenue, unused mounted mint hinged, full original gum, very fine and fresh
appearance, signed Gebr. Senf Leipzig, Michel catalogue value 6.000,- Euro

P 341 1897, „Imperial Chinese Post” 11 stamps up to 1$ unused mounted mint hinged, fine group and
fresh Michel catalogue value 650,- Euro

P 342 1897, Imperial Chinese Post issue, set up to 1$ used, few with scarce dollar chop postmarks, attractive group

P 342A 1897, litho wild geese $5 imperforated, unused no gum, probably proof on wmkd. paper?

g

100,100,-
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P 343 1898, wild geese 2$ orange yellow unused, mint hinged with part gum, fine and very fresh color, Michel catalogue value 1.700,- Euro

Start
*

300,-

*/(*)

250,-

*

250,-

(*)

300,-

50, 52

Ak

300,-

51 (2), 52

b

200,-

49

b

56-58

g

400,80,-

59, 60, 61 (2);
HK 53c

Ak

200,-

Ak

80,-

b

300,-

Ak

100,-

50; HK 35c (2)

Ak

100,-

50; HK 35c (2)

Ak

100,-

b

250,-

50 etc.

Ak

60,-

51 (2), 53 +
french

b

200,-

german offices
P3

GA

150,-

b

800,-

Ak
Ak

300,100,-

b

120,-

Mi. 45

P 344 1898, wild geese 5$ yellow green & rose, unused, mint hinged with part gum, fine and very fresh Mi. 46, Chan
color, Michel catalogue value 1.300,- Euro

103a
P 345 1898, wild geese 5$ deep green & rose, unused, mint hinged with full gum, fine and very fresh color, Mi. 46, Chan
130
Michel catalogue value 1.300,- Euro
P 346 1898, wild geese, a corner margin imperf proof 5$ without watermark (no gum as issued), fine and Ptoof Mi. 46,
Chan 130
very fresh color, very scarce and attractive!

P 347 1898, coiling dragon 4 C. canc. „CHINGKIANG 11 JUN 01” resp. 10 C. tied bold ”R„ in combination w.

franch offices 10 C., 25 C. canc. ”SHANG-HAI 15 JUN 01„ on ppc austrian warship ”S.M.S. Aspern„
registered to Hungary w. arrival ”GYÖNGYÖS 22 JUL 901„
P 348 1898, 5 C. salmon (pair) canc. „Sun&Moon” type of “Tsinan -.8.2” with 10 C. green tied bold „R” on
registered cover to Lubeck/Germany, transits on reverse CHEFOO, SHANGHAI, (obverse) french office
Shanghai, RACOMM. NAPOLI and arrival „SALZDERHELDEN 17/5 02”
349 1898, coiling dragon 2 C. canc. oval fancy style „Great Tsing Imperial Post Office/Jun the Fu” on cover
to principal commissioner of ports Peking w. arrival „PEKING 14 DEC 02” on reverse. Print3d return
of “Imperial Chinese Railway Company / Line Peking to Hankow / Northern works / Construction
Service”, amazing
P 350 1898, Chinese Imperial Post issue, three values 1$ to 5$ used, fine

P 351 1898, coiling dragon 1/2 C. (pair), 1 C., 2 C. canc. „Pa Kua” w. „SHANGHAI E JU 19 99 LOCAL POST”
352
P 353

P 354
P 355
P 356
P 357A
358

P 359

P 360
P 361
P 362

alongside, in combination w. HK QV 2 C. rose (pair) canc ”SHANGHAI C JU 19 99„ tied by framed
“I.P.O.” to ppc „Unveiling of the Iltis monument” (Hirsbrunner & Co., Shanghai)
1898, coiling dragon 4 C.on ppc: canc. blue „TIENTSIN 1 OCT 00” on ppc (torn, crease not affecting
stamps) „Tientsin Bund” in combinationw. french offices 10 c. canc. „SHANG-HAI 12 OCT 00” to Germany; canc. „HANKOW 19 FEB 06” on ppc via Shanghai to Brussels/Belgium w. arrivals
1898, coiling dragon 10 C. canc. blue pa-kua w. large dollar in blue „TAKU 28 MAR 99” alongside, on
small cover in combination w. Hong Kong 10 C. canc. „SHANGHAI AP 1 99” to Germany, on rverse
large dollar „SHANGHAI 31 MAR 99”, „HONG KONG AP 7 99” and arrival „LÜNEBURG”, scarcer dollar/
pa kua.
1898, coiling dragon 4 C. brown canc. pa-kua w. intl. dater „TIENTSIN 23 MAY 01” alongside, in combination w. french offices canc. „SHANG-HAI 29 MAY 01” on ppc (tone spots), also chinese p.o.
”SHANGHAI 26 MAY 01„ transit, to France w. July 8 arrival.
1898, coiling dragon 4 C. brown canc. int. dater „SHANGHAI 13 JU 99” in combination w. Hong Kong
2 C. rose (pair) with framed „I.P.O.” mark canc. „SHANGHAI C JU 15 99” on early ppc ”Shanghai - Garden Bridge„via „HONG KONG A JU 23 99” to Vienna/Austria w. „24.7.99” arrival
1898, coiling dragon 4 C. brown canc. int. dater „SHANGHAI 13 JU 99” in combination w. Hong Kong
2 C. rose (pair) with framed „I.P.O.” mark canc. „SHANGHAI C JU 15 99” on early ppc ”Shanghai - Chinese Wedding procession„ via „HONG KONG A JU 23 99” to Vienna/Austria w. „24.7.99” arrival
1899, 4 C brown coiling dragon, with cds SHANGHAI, 10.5.1899, in combination with Hongkong horizontal pair 2 C QV rose with single circle SHANGHAI, 15.5.1899, and tied by framed „I.P.O.”, on ppc
„Chinese Bamboo Kuli”, sent to Sommerfeld in Germany w.arrival-mark 20.6.1899. F/VF condition.
1898, coiling dragon 4 C. brown canc. intl. dater „SHANGHAI 23 AUG 01” in combination w. french
offices 5 C. (pair) canc. „SHANG-HAI 25 AOUT 01” on ppc ”Jesuites monastery with metereological
observatory Zi-ca-wei near Shanghai (ed. No. 195 Max Nössler&Co.) to Pola/Austria to navy staff of
Hydrographical office
1898, coiling dragon 5 C. (pair, one 2 mm tear) w. carp 20 C. canc. intl. dater in blue „TIENTSIN 1 NOV
00” in combination w. french offices 25 C., 50 C. canc. „SHANGHAI 14 NOV. 00” on registered cover
(horiz. crease not affecting stamps, wrinkles) with bold vermilion ”R„ to Traunstein/Bavaria. On reverse transits „SHANGHAI 10 NOV 00” and „TRAUNSTEIN 20 DEZ 00„ arrival.
1899, intl. dater „NANKING .. NOV 99” on german offices reply card 5 Pf. uprated 5 Pf. canc. „SHANGHAI 8 NOV 99” to Germany w. arrival „BORNA 9.12.99”, transit chinese „SHANGHAI 8 NOV 99” on
reverse
1900 cover, bearing London Dragon 1c GUTTER PAIR & 2c BLOCK of 4 tied by Canton cds in combination with Hong Kong 10c (Sc 44) tied by Canton “IPO’ tie-print to Germany, with Hannover transit on
reverse. (Sc. 99, 100)
1900, 2 c chinese imp. post on picture postcard ”Marktplatz in Taitungtscheng” tied by rare German
Navy-post cancel „KAISERL. DEUSCHE MARINE SCHIFFPOST Nr.46 17 12 00” sent from Taitungscheng to Kiel, Germany.
1901/12, three ppc with China / french offices / Moheli all used to Tientsin, interesting combinations

P 363
P 364 1901, illustrated red band Empire cover sent from NANKING to Britain franked with 1/2 C. (3x) , 1 C.,

52; HK

2 C. and 5 C. dragon at backside (one 1/2 C. missing, the postage was 10 C.) and French Post 25 C.
(one short corner perf.) to pay the transit rate to England at front! Cancelled „NANKING 28.NOV.00” 47(3), 48, 49,
51, 6Fr.
with SHANGHAI transit and London receiver „JA.7.01”. Amazing cover of Chinese postal history!
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P 365 1901, coiling dragons 4 C. brown from TIENTSIN 17. May in combination with HONGKONG pair 2 C.
green tied by SHANGHAI 15. MAY 01 on PPC to France with BORDEAUX arrival cds 17.JUN.01!

Start
b

200,-

b

200,-

b

200,-

b

1.000,-

GA

100,-

Ak

200,-

Ak

250,-

b

200,-

Ak

100,-

Ak

100,-

Ak

150,-

Ak

150,-

65

b

60,-

59 (2), Kiautschou

Ak

400,-

b

1.000,-

GA

1.000,-

GA

60,1.000,-

50 HK, 55

P 366 1901, coiling dragons pair 2 C. darkred from SHANGHAI 17.2.01 in combination with HONGKONG pair

2 C. lilacred tied by HONGKONG 20.2.01 on PPC to CHROPIN/MÄHREN! Scarce and attractive combi- 49 (2), HK
35 (2)
nation cover, very fine!
P 367 1901, very fine small cover with mixed franking 2c China and 5c French China (perf. fault on top left
corner) sent to France

P 368 1901 registered quadruple rate cover to Germany, franked with London Dragon 2c, 4c, 10c, 30c
P 369

369A
P 369B
P 370
P 371

all tied by Kiukiang cds in combination with French “China’ 25c & 50c-pair all tied by Shanghai
cds. Transit and arrival on reverse. (Sc. 100, 101, 103, 105)
1901, coiling dragon 2 C. red (2) tied „SHANGHAI 17 JAN 01” to Shanghai local post card (form use)
in combination w. french offices ”SHANGH-HAI .. JANV 01„ to Salzungen/Germany, als ”SHANGHAI
LOCAL POST J JA 17 01„, on reverse coloured imprint “Unveiling of the Iltis Monument” (ed. Hirsbrünner & Co.)
1902, coiling dragon 1 C. tied bilingual „SHANGHAI 1 FEB 12” on ppc (”Main Hall of Confucius Temple
at Ch’ü-Fou, Shantung) to Rakovnik/Bohemia, Austria. Marked bold „T” and „15 ctms„. Also vermilion
letter box ”Shanghai/38„.
1902, coiling dragon 2 C. (pair, one faulty but already pasted as such) canc. „Imperial German Navy
Mails No. 15 17/3 01” on ppc ”Shanghai public gardens„ (ed. Max Nössler&Co. Shanghai) to Aachen/
Germany
1902, coiling dragon 2 C. carmine (7 inc. pairs x3) tied boxed dater „Shantung Shonkuang 6.14” to
reverse of registered cover (bold „R”) via Changlo 6. 3 and “Tsingau 13.7.08” to Tsingtau-Tapautau w.
61 (7)
arrival, three creases not affecting stamps
1902, ppc viewside only w. 2 C. (corner fault) TPO „Peking Tangku No. 5”; 1/2 C. (2) tied letter box
mark of Chingwangtao on ppc to Tientsin „6.9.08” w. arrival

P 372 1902, 2 C. tied „Peking Tangku No. 2” TPO marking to viewside of ppc (summer palace Peking, ed.
E. Lee Tientsin) to Chunlinagchang/Chihli w. 5.8 arrival, marked large boxed „T” but not pursued

61

P 373 1902, coiling dragons 1/2 C. canc. ”Tunghing p.o.„ irregular plus 1 C. (2) or 2 C. canc. Kwangtung
boxed dater on ppc (2) to Moncay/Yunnan

P 374 1902, coiling dragons 1/2 C. canc. ”Tunghing p.o.„ irregular plus 1 C. Kwangtung boxed dater on ppc
(2) to Moncay/Yunnan

P 375 1902, coiling dragon 10 C. green canc. lunar dater „Shansi Ha.. 4.18” on cover (file bend not affecting

P 376
P 377

P 378

P 379

stamp) via Siberia to Denmark, transits „Shansi Pingyao 4.19” resp. boxed bilingual „PINGYAOHSIEN
4.20”, „TAIYUAN 8 JUN 09” (obverse), Tientsin, PEKIN (french office) and arrival „KJOBENHAVN 26 6
09”. Unusual foreign mail cover from southern Shansi province.
1903, coiling dragon 1/2 C. (pair) tied fancy style „29 year 6 moon 14 day/Great Tsing Sub Post Office/Shantung Tungchan” in combination w. Kiautschou 10 Pf. canc. „TSINGTAU 14 / 8 03” to Germany, transits „KIAOCHOW”, „CHINAN” (blue) and arrival „GROSSKOELLERBACH 24 SEP 03”
1904 cover, bearing 10c C.I.P. dragon cancelled by scarce oval WEIHSIEN cds., plus 20pf Kiautschou yacht cancelled by TSINGTAO / KIAUTSCHOU cds. Reverse shows SEATTLE transit and WASHINGTON, D.C. arrival c.d.s.’s. A , envelope faults/repaired - otherwise fine and scarce combination cover .
1905, UPU reply card Belgian Congo 15 C. with coiling dragon 4 C. brown (cut at right thru overlapping) canc. lunar dater „Chihli Shunteh 1.22” via „TIENTSIN 27 FEB 05” and „SHANGHAI 1
MAR 05” w. BPO same day, „COLOMBO MR 22 05” to Leopoldville/Belgian Congo. On reverse
senders dateline „Shuntefoo le 25-2-1905”plus unclear lunar dater of “(Shunteh) 1.19”. As China
was not a UPU member prior to 1914, foreign reply cards were accepted only by mutual treaties
with other countries (France, Germany, Hong Kong, Japan ec.) There was no postal treaty of China
with Belgium, hence this reply part was not acceptable and had to be franked in full by chinese
postage, making this a correct usage. The cards imprint was cancelled on arrival in blue „LEOPOLDVILLE 6 MAI 1905”. A stunning example of pre-UPU mails to Africa.
1905, coiling dragon 1 C. uprating Hong Kong 4 C. PS card for use from Tientsin (30 Dec 05) to England via Shanghai (Jan 6th and 8th cds’s), with eraised ‘’T’’ handstamp in black! Top left corner of
card missing, and short corner creases otherwise fine.
1907, oval 1 C. green 1+1 C. reply card, unused mint in clean condition

P 380
Han 5
P 381 1908/09 plus, Three picture postcards used from Shanghai, 1908 to England franked China 4 times

1c (with an ‘’A’’ h/s in black ?), and two PPC’s 1909 to India or England showing real photography and
Shanghai Charpoo Road Bridge both franked Hong Kong 4c. Added are two modern Hong Kong covers (1971/82). (T)
P 383 1902 5$ green rose unused mounted with paper remnants, few toned perfs, fine, Michel catalogue
Mi. 71
value 650,- Euro

GA

Ak/b

100,-

(*)

100,-

b

70,-

P 384 1908, coiling dragon 2 C. green tied boxed dater „Kwangtung ..lo 12.7” via „CANTON 26. JAN 10”

resp.”CANTON I.J.P.O.„ same date, on printed matter to USA, interesting preprinted envelope with
72
imprint of publisher in Honam
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Start

P 385 1909/12, cover (1) w. Hsuan Tung 2 C. and coiling dragon 1 C. boxed dater „CHEFOO 8.14” 1910 to

Fangtze, vert. crease, two backstamps; ppc (2, to Austria) w. Dr. Sun 3 C., ovpt. 1 C. used Shanghai w.
readressing tag of Vienna; Yuan Shi-Kai 5 C. tied bilingual „CHUCHENG 7.19” via Tsinan and Shanghai
to Bregen
P 386 1909, coiling dragon 4 C. carmine tied „SHANGHAI 12.20” to ppc to german staff v. Seckendorff of
“O. M. Customs station Manchuria”, transits „SHANGHAI IJPO 23.12.10”, „DAIREN I.J.P.O. 29.2.10”,
”CHANGCHUNG-S 30.12.10„, chinese ”HARBIN 31...„
74

b/Ak

60,-

Ak

150,-

(*)

300,-

*

70,-

Ak

60,-

b

400,-

P 387 1909, Hsuan Tung commemorative set in margin part-sheets of 50 (5x10), unused no gum: 2 C.

bottom margin with sheet number bottom right, vert. folded in center; 5 C. same, but right part of
bottom margin missing; 7 C. top margin part-sheet in two halves (separated in center) plus slight se79/81 (50)
paration (Michel cat. 2250.-) (M)
P 388 1912, 50 C. with red ovpt. „China Republic” by customs dept. Shanghai, a horizontal pair, unused
105 (2)
mounted mint first mount LH, very fresh condition

P 389 1912/13, coiling dragon 1 C. ovpt. „republic” tied boxed dater „Chihli Chingan 9.19” to ppc (corner

crease) via ”Kwangchentze 9.21„ to Kirin/Manchuria w. 9.22 arrival; junk 4 C. tied ”TAMINGFU
9.2.21„ to ppc to Belgium
P 390 1912, coiling dragon „Republic” ovpt. Commerical Press 4 C. (5, strip-3 and on reverse pair) canc.
boxed dater „PEKING 2.11.18” on small registered cover to London w. on reverse oval „REGISTERED
1 DE 13 LONDON-N”, printed return „Grand Hotel / des Wagons-Lits, Ltd. / Peking”. Rare multiple
franking.
P 391 1912, 2 C. green ovpt. „China Republic” by Shanghai Commercial Press, a vertical pair with ovpt.
inverted canc. boxed bilingual dater „TIENTS(IN) ..12.2”, pencil signed Holcombe (SG 217, Chan
168a)
P 392 1912, 1c. brownish orange pair with diagonally misplaced Shanghai overprint “REPUBLIC CHINA” in
red, mint regummed with left gutter margin, very fresh color and attractive, certificate Holcombe

98 (5)

96K (2)
Mi. 95 var.,
Sc. 147

1.500,-

*

100,-

Ak

60,-

g

80,-

g

120,-

Ak

70,-

96 (2)

Ak

60,-

126, 136

Ak

100,-

b

350,-

(*)

200,-

(*)

200,-

*

100,-

b

60,-

*
Ak

100,100,-

b

60,-

*

100,-

*

250,-

P 393 1912, ovpt. 1 C. canc. boxed dater “NANCHANGFU 1.10.12” (Oct. 12, 1912) tied to real photo ppc
“1912 Stockholm Olympic Games – 800m race” to Shanghai, unusual

P 394 1912, 3 C. with China Republic/provisional neutrality ovpt., corner cancel “Han (kow)„, clean condition

g/p

87

P 395 1912, „China Republic” type I on 1/2 C., a part-sheet of 186 in three parts with blocks up to 67, with

inter-panneau paper, cancelled by a multitude of strikes of intl. dater „KIUNGCHOW 16 AUG12”, a
94 (186)
showpiece (Michel cat. 558.-) (M)
P 395A 1912, «SHANGHAI» auf 1/2 C. braun, 1 C. ocker und 3 C. grün auf AK (Nanking Road .....), hs. «SMS
95, 109, 112
Gneisenau .....» nach BERLIN.

P 396 1912, 2 C. (pair) canc. violet letter box mark „PEITAIHO ....” w. black „PEITAIHO 15 AUG 12” alongside,
via „MOKUDEN 16 AUG” via Siberia to Meppen/Germany

P 396A 1912, «KULANGGU» auf 1 C. orange (Yuan Shih - kai) und 3 C. grün (Sun Yatsen) auf AK (Amoy Namputow Temple .....), hs. «Amoy ....... SMS Gneisenau .....» nach BERLIN.

P 397 1913, junk 1/2 C. (pair) and 3 C. (3) canc. bilingual boxed „WENCHOW 10.3.22” on reverse of small

cover via „WENCHOW 22 MAR 21” , „SHANGHAI 26 MAR 21” and ”LONDON 9 MY 21„ to Douala/Cameroons, West Africa, rare destination
P 398 1912, „China Republic” straight style on 7 C.., a part-sheet of 200 (20x10) with inter-panneau paper,
in two halves of 100 (scissor separation thru selvadge), bottom right with printing number in margin,
100 (200)
unused no gum, Michel cat. 1500.- (M)
P 399 1912, „China Republic” on 16 C. olive, two bottom margin part sheets of of 50 (10x5) separated in
two rejoinable blocks of 25; one with blinds on bottom, another one with slightly darker shade of ba102 (100)
sic stamp, few part separations, unused no gum (Michel cat. 2000.-) (M)
P 400 1912, London surcharges 10 c. to 50 c. unused, mint hinged with full original gum, 30c. few toned
Mi. 116 - 120
perfs, fresh color, fine group, Michel catalogue value 350,- Euro

401 1912, Dr. Sun 10 C. tied boxed dater „SHEKKI 2.2.27„ to cover (stains) via ”CANTON„ and Shanghai

inc. IJPO to Chile/South America w. arrival ”CALDEIRA 30 ABR. 13„ on reverse. From Guangdong
129
province p.o., unusual destination.
P 402 1912, Republic first year 1$ brownred and 2$ light brown unused, mint hinged with full original gum,
Mi. 145 - 146
fine, Michel catalogue value 480,- Euro

P 403 1913, 5 picture postcards showing executions, stamped but uncarried, scarce group
P 404 1914, junk 10 c. (pair) canc. bilingual boxed dater „WUKANGCHOW 3.7.8” on registered cover endor-

sed ”via Siberia” to Germany, on reverse transits HANKOW, SHANGHAI, “MOUKDEN 28 JUL 14„ and
158 (2)
arrival „DILLENBURG 23.10.14”, rerouted via USA due to begin of WWI
P 405 1913, London Printing $5 red black mint hinged, very fresh with full original gum, Michel catalogue
Mi. 167 I
value 450,- Euro

P 406 1913, 20 Cts. brown red mh corner margin pair, right stamp showing variety “CRACKED PLATE”, tiny
gum toned, fine and scarce
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P 407 1914, junk 1 C. (strip-3) canc. „SHANGHAI 22 MAR” to Peking, fwd. to USA, again fwd. by Belgium

embassy in USA w. US stamps 1 C., 2 C. (2) canc. „WASHINGTON MAY 8 1923” to Brussels/Belgium,
on reverse transits PEKING and Washinton, printed return of „SHANGHAI CLUB”, amazing two times
forwarded-combiantion cover
P 408 1914, three junk stamp covers with commemorative dater „Inauguration of president Xu An, October
10, 1918”, all commercially used: 1/2 C. pair resp. 1 C. single on Shanghai local covers with delivery
marks; 3 C. single on cover to Tientsin w. „TIENTSIN 12 OCT 10” arrival on reverse

b

220,-

b

60,-

b

90,-

b

250,-

b

100,-

*

60,-

b

300,-

b

60,-

e

250,-

e

80,-

b

150,-

b

100,-

b

60,-

(3), 202

b

200,-

198 (4)

b

200,-

210
211, 212 (2),
213, 188

e

600,-

b

100,-

212 (2), 213 (2)

b

80,-

e

100,-

e

100,-

e

400,-

P 409 1913, 10c. and 15c. deep blue on attractive cover tied by clear bilingual “TAIKU”, province Shansi, to
USA, fine and scarce

198, 200

P 411 1920, disaster mail cover: junk 1 C., 3 C. (3) tied “MOUKDEN 1 DEC 20” to cover to England, four line
”St. Paul, Minn. / Damaged in Mail Car Fire / at Luverne, No. Dak. Dec. 31st 1920„

P 412 1921, waagr. Paar 3 C grün Dschunke und 20 c Reisbauer braunkarmin auf R-Brief von „SHANGHAI
20 MAY 21” nach Copenhagen mit Weiterleitung nach Gjentofte, Spuren.

P 413 1921, 1st airmails complete set, unused mounted mint, first mount LH, Mi. 190.-; 2nd airmails com-

plete set unused mounted mint first mount LH, 30 C. top right corner margin and 90 C. top imprint 173/77,
223/227
margin; also three copies with clear postmarks. Michel ca. 300.-.
P 414 1922, disaster mail: junk 5 C. rose (pair) canc. „PEKING 11.4.8” on reverse of cover via ”SHANGHAI
9 PA 22„ (error PA instead AP) to Berlin/Germany, cover soiled and label applied: ”Damaged in accident/and repaired. / Yokohama Post Office„
P 415 1923/45, three registered covers to Germany (1) resp. England (2, inc. one w. on reverse bilingual
“Honan Postal Commissioner / AUG2 1923 / KAIFENG.”, tear affecting one stamp)

P 416 1923/30, reaper 15 C. (4), 20 C., 50 C. (3), junk 1 C./3 c. (4) total $2.34 canc. „SHANGHAI 10.2.30”

on reverse of air mail cover endorsed ”Via Siberia / par Avion de Irkutsk to Berlin„ to London and fwd.,
transit „MOSKVA 3.9.30”, arrival „LONDON SEP 6 1930”, russian air label in transit, several rate accountances on reverse
P 417 1923/26, early overseas air mail cover registered via Siberia w. junks frank total 86 C. canc. „PEKING25 4.5.26” via „MOSCOU 19.5.26„ resp. “20.5.26”to Germany, transit ”BERLIN 21.5.26„, arrival ”LEIPZIG C1 21.5.26„. Russian transit air label, Berlin and Leipzig red airmail confirmation handstamps. Unusual.
P 418 1923/26, violet i-chan letter (144x274 mm, horiz. crease) sent from Kwanghsi border police to french
resident commissioner of border police at Lan-son (Tongking) w. junks 1 C., 4 C. (6) canc. five clear
188, 193 (6)
strikes intl. dater „LUNGCHOW 31 6 31” (M)
P 419 1923, junk 10 C. pair tied „SHIHKIACHWANG (1) 14.4.26”to reverse of registered cover via Peking
and Siberia to France

P 420 1923, junk 4 C. (15, 10 on reverse inc. top imprint margin) canc. „SHANGHAI 16.12.31” on registered-AR cover (left corner missing and replaced) to Praha/Czecoslovakia

P 420A 1923, junk 1 C. (2), 10 C. (3) and reaper 20 C. tied „SHANGHAI 3 JUL 25” on official stitched „INSU- 188 (2), 198
RED LETTER” envelope to Vienna/Austria, transit „LONDON 7 AU 25”, insured for 125 GF (M)

P 421 1924, junk 10 C. (4) tied intl. dater „HARBIN II 19 JAN 27” to „INSURED LETTER.”to France, on rever-

se transit „SHANGHAI 27 JUN 27” and resealed with lacquer seal „SHANGHAI INSURED MAILS” with
red handwriting “Officially resealed as seals of the office of provenenace were found broke”. Transit
french mail steamer „YOKOHAMA A MARSEILLE 29 1 27”, arrival „PARIS XIV 5 3 27”. Envelope is
complete. (T)
P 422 1925 (12.9), PINEDO FIRST-FLIGHT CHINA to JAPAN: „3 C” on 4 C greyish-black on airmail-cover (minor stains on left lower side) with boxed „FIRST AIRMAIL CHINA-JAPAN” sent to Nagasaki, very rare
first-flight cover, only 50 pieces carried on this flight, Longhi FL 1339 = 4500,- EURO
422A 1928, Chang Tso-lin 1 C., 4 C. (2), 10 C. w. junk 1 C. tied „MOUKDEN 28 MAY 28” on registered cover
via Harbin to Austria w. arrival ”LINZ1 10VI.28„
P 423 1928, Chang Tso-Lin 10 C. (2), 4 C. (pair) ea. tied „TIENTSIN 7 MAY 28” to registrered cover (vert.
crease not affecting stamps) via Siberia to Germany, „FRANKFURT 24.5.28” arrival on reverse (T)

P 424 1929/33, two registered airmail covers with airmail stamps to Czechoslovakia: biplane 90 C. with

great wall 15 c., 30 C. ”SHANGHAI 3.10.33„ on reverse of small cover to Brno endorsed for KLM
”Bandoeng-Budapest Air mail service„, transit postmarks Singapore, Roma, Wien, München (plus
airmail confiirmation handstamp of München 2). Great wall $1 (5 inc. strip-4), commemorative $1
etc. total $6.35 frank ”CANTON 14.5.36„ endorsed ”IAL„ via Singapore and Italy to Praha, vert. crea227 etc.
se and tear not affecting stamps. (T)
P 425 1929/32, biplane airmails 45 C., 90 C. with long wall airmails 15 C., 25 C. (2), 30 C., 50 C. etc. canc.
„CANTON 16.7.36” on registered air mail cover (slightly reduced in top margin, not affecting stamps;
opened out for display) endorsed „via Singapore” to Austria, Kufstein and fwd. to Kitzbühl, transits
Singapore, italian TPO „MODENA-VERONA”, Kufstein and arrival „KITZBÜHL 7.VIII.36”. Endorsed 225, 226,
262/66-ex etc.
„24g”, an amazing mixed frank of air mail issues.
P 426 1929, 13.07. Flugbrief Canton- Shanghai durch Rignot und Arrachart, Etappe des Paris - Tokio Fluges.
Großer roter Stempel „Paris -Tokio Rignot - Arrachart Section: Canton - Shanghai Poste Aérienne Spéciale”.
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P 427 1929, FFC ”Asia-Europe„ w. biplane 2nd issue set 15 C. - 90 C. with reaper 20 C. (pair) canc. special

pictorial biplane dater „Shanghai 20.5.31” as air mail registered cover (244x180mm) to Bruxelles/
Belgium, on reverse transits pictorial dater ”Manchouli„, ”BERLIN C 11.6.31„, “KÖLN 12.6.31” (both
AP p.o.s) and red airmail confirmation dater of Berlin C2 (M)
223/27 etc.

f

100,-

e

500,-

e
e

60,70,-

e/d

70,-

e
e

170,60,-

e

100,-

e

80,-

e

100,-

Ak/e

100,-

e

60,-

b

400,-

**/*/g

100,-

e

60,-

b

70,-

e

60,-

b

100,-

Ak

120,-

e

200,-

e

200,-

e

70,-

e

150,-

P 428 1929, 13.07. Sonderflug Paris - Tokyo durch Rignot und Arrachart, seltene Etappe Canton - Shanghai

auf R-Brief mit provisorischem R-Zettel und Sonderstempel in roter Farbe „Vol Paris - Tokyo / Rignot
- Arrachart / Section:Canton - Shanghai / Poste Aérienne Spéciale”. Nur wenige Belege befördert. (T)

P 429 1930/38, air mail $1 w. martyrs/SYS total $2.50 frank canc. „Changsha 29.5.16” (May 16, 1940) on

reverse of air mail cover (reduced on reverse) to Germany. Endorsed „Via Alma Ata, Moscow.” resp. in
chinese „route Chungking - USSR - Germany” and in red „5g”, shortlived air route

430 CHINA: 1930, airmail 15 c. and junk 4 C. canc. “KIUKIANG 19.7.6 and arrival „SHANGHAI 6 JUL 30”
P 431 1930s domestic air mail covers (4) resp. front (1) used to Shanghai or Kuling, inc. one additionally by
express

P 431A 1930/31, three domestic R-airmail covers: 1931 from Belgian Consulate Hankow to Kuling via Kiukiang, 25 C. and 44 C. rates with junk/reaper; 1930 Hankow-Shanghai w. airmail 15 C. and junk 10 C.,
purely commercial usages (T)

P 432 1931/37, Dr. Sun air mail covers to Austria (4) or Germany (1), by Air France (1) or I.A.L. (4)
P 433 1931, FFC Shanghai-Manchouli with 1929 commemoratives 4 C. (2), 1 C. and 10 C. canc. special

biplane pictorial dater „Shanghai 20.5.31” and „PEIPING 3.6.20” backstamps. Also air mail cover w.
junks total 10 C. and air mail 15 C. canc. special biplane pictorial dater „Peiping 20.6.6” on registered
air mail cover to Paotingfu via Nanking, on reverse transit „PEITAIHO BEACH 12.6.20” (M)

434 1931, FFC by Eurasia: first flight of Asia-Europe airmail service, official commemorative envelopes: w.

airmail 45 C., Ki-Hei ovpt. 4 C. tied commemorative dater „Manchouli 20.6.1” to Shanghai w. ”5.6.31„
arrival on reverse; 25 C. frank tied commemorative dater „Peiping” on registered cover to Shanghai (T)

P 435 1932/41, four air mail covers w. great wall airmails: 90 C. single frank „HANKOW 26.12.10” (Oct. 12,

1937) via Canton and Paris to Germany (vert. crease), endorsed „via Saigon and France” = Air France;
50 C. (2) etc. as $1.35 frank „CANTON 24.12.25” (Dec. 24, 1936) via HK and Paris to Germany; 25
C. etc. as 49 C. frank „SHANGHAI 27.5.40” to Kobe/Japan (unevenly opened); 30 C. single ”SHANGHAI 26.7.14„ to Canton w. “15.7.26” backstamp

P 436 1932/38, SYS2 and 15 C. pair canc. „YUKI 30.8.10” via ”KUNMING 15.8.30„ by air mail to Feldmei-

len/Switzerland, indian octogonal and triangular british imperial censormark, the $2 paid the air
surcharge, scarce
228I etc.

P 437 1932/37, air mail covers (4) 1939 Shanghai-Vienna/Austria with great wall airmails only, all by I.A.L.
with Hong Kong transit on reverse and all different rates

P 438 1932, Sven Hedin expedition issue cpl. plus martyr 30 C. on reverse canc. „PEIPING 8.5.33” on regis-

tered cover via „SHANGHAI 10.5.33” to Sweden, sent by Sven Hedin himself with his signature on
reverse, to his wife Alma in Stockholm
246/49, 159

P 439 1932, Sven Hedin exhibition sets (2): mint never hinged MNH (but 10 C. mounted in margin) and
used (Michel cat. 560.-)

246/49

440 1933, FFC by CNAC: Shanghai-Canton, official envelope (no backflap) w. great wall 45 C., 90 C. and

junk 6 C. brown canc. commemorative dater „Shanghai 32.10.24” to Canton (two backstamps);
1931, by Eurasia: first flight of Asia-Europe airmail service, official commemorative envelope w. 25 C.
frank tied commemorative dater „Peking” on registered cover to Shanghai (T)

P 441 1931/36, four covers to Hawaii with Dr. Sun / martyr franks, one with hs. „THE NEW LIGHT PHILATELIC SOCIETY„ of Hangchow

P 442 1934/46, air mail covers (3) to Austria: 1934 via Hankow-Shanghai Singapore-Bandoeng-Amsterdam

(to Rome only) $1.70 rate, 1936 by I.A.L. $1.35 rate with new life movement $1, 1947 with $27 and
ovpt. airmails (two sets) etc.
224, 282 etc.

P 443 1935/48, covers (7) used foreign inc. 1939 $1 commemorative to US resp. FDC (2) inc. 1945 new
equal treaties set to US (T)

444 1935/36, zwei Missionsdrucksachen mit SYS 5 C. bzw. 2 C. (Paar) ab „KAOLAN (LANCHOW)” nach
lachen Kt. Schyz, Schweiz (T)

P 445 1936, 04.11. Flugpostbrief Shanghai - Hongkong als Einschreiben mit Ankunftstempel Hongkong
vom 05.11.1936.

P 446 1936, 06.11. Erstflug Canton - Hongkong mit CNAC als Einschreiben mit Ankunftstempel Hongkong
vom 06.11.1936.

447 1939/40, two airmail covers by I.A.L. to Europe: $15.30 frank „SHANGHAI 24.2.40” registered to

Switzerland, on reverse transits of Hong Kong, Brindisi, italian TPO and arrival „ZÜRICH 7.III.40”; 70
C. frank ”SHANGHAI 15.8.39” on reverse of slightly battered cover to Moravska-Ostrava, transits
Hong Kong, Athens/Greece, „PRAHA78 29.III.39” (T)

P 448 1939/40, US constitution 25 C., $1, SYS 25 C. and on reverse, all with anti-bandit handstamp

”Chungking„ SYS $1 (7, strip-3, strip-4), $5 canc. „Tungchwan Chungking 29.2.12” (Feb. 12, 1940)
on double-registered (AR) clipper cover (corner fault) to Santa Rosa/Cal., USA. Endorsed o$13.50,
printed return of US Foreign Service, Chungking. On reverse transits of HK Feb. 14, Honolulu Feb. 22, 309, 311, 302
SF Feb. 25 and arrival „SANTA ROSA FEB 26 1940”,(T)
(7), 304, 242
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P 449 1939/40, SYS 5 C.: single „Shanghai 28.9.3” on Commercial Paper to Romania w. large „T” taxmark

and Romania 3 L. due stamp (backstamps); two covers Vienna to Shanghai poste restante and 5 C.
Da Tung applied for poste restante fee

P 450 1939, US constitution 150 years 5 C.-$1 cpl. set on FDC “KUNMING (YUNNANFU) 4.7.28„ adressed
locally

b

308/311

60,-

FDC

Gebot

e

400,-

e

200,-

e

200,-

(*)

100,-

b

90,-

b

80,-

e

80,-

g/*

250,-

e

60,-

b

150,-

b

650,-

b

100,-

GA

200,-

GA

250,-

b

50,-

b

100,-

b

200,-

e

60,-

P 451 1940 registered air mail cover with inscription ON POSTAL SERVICE. International Money Order letter.

Unfranked. A very rare (unique?) handstamp across the Chinese PAR AVION label reading AIR MAIL
FEE COLLECTED + m/s in red „200”. Also in red m/s „BY A.F. from Hongkong„. Addressed to „The
Office of Exchange, Post Office, Paris”. Re-registered in Bombay. Back stamped Shanghai 23 5 40.
Provisional registration labels very scarce. As war was declared against France on 10th of June 1940
the cover ought to have reached destination before that date.

P 452 1940, SYS $5 (pair), $2 (pair), $1 and martyr 30 C. total $15.30 frank canc. „Tungchwan ...29.7.29”

(July, 29, 1940) to Amsterdam, endorsed ”Via Alma Ata„ and German censorship label. Sender ”Heroldo de Chiio„ (Esperanto journal for China) and marked language ”Esperanto„, even with trilingual
air mail hs. Esperanto-French-Chinese. Each dollar value with „Tungchwan” anti-bandit hs. Shortlived
route and rate. (T)

P 453 1940, large wall airmails Hong Kong printing $5, a bottom left imprint (”THE COMMERCIAL PRESS,

LTD.„margin block-16 and a top right corner block-8 canc. „SHANGHAI 16.4.41” on registered clipper
air mail cover via “HONOLULU MAY 1 1941„ to New York w. May 4 arrival. Two lacquer seals of
”SHANGHAI POST OFFICE / PHILATELIC SECTION„. Amazing $120 pure multiple frank. Cover slightly
reduced and opened out for display (T)
368 (24)

P 454 1941-44, Two mint S/S 1 and two mint S/S 2, all no gum as issued, Michel catalogue value 540,- Bl. 1 (2), Bl.
Euro (M)

2 (2)

P 455 1941, 90 C and 5 $ airmail-stamps, Hongkong-printing, mixed franking on airmail cover from Shang-

hai, 6.5.41, to Vienna in Austria. Cover opened with both US- and german censor, on front single line
violet handstamp „By Pan American Airways Serive via USA” and blue double-circle „AIR-TRANSIT 6”.
Fine condition with some creases due to transportation. Scarce WW2 airmail.
365,368

P 456 1941, two air mail clipper covers to US. SYS $5 with anti-bandit hs. „Tungchwan” canc. „CHUNGKING

31.1.30” (Jan. 30, 1941) on reverse of air mail cover to Chinese Consulate General NY, printed return
of Ministry of Foreign Affairs; SYS $10 with anti-bandit hs. ”Tungchwan„ and martyr 30 C. canc.
”Tungchwan Chungking 30.2.4„ (Feb. 4, 1941) on registered air mail cover endorsed “10.30„ resp.
”Via TRANSPACIFIC CLIPPER” plus PAA air mail label to Santa Rosa/Cal., sender T. Eliot Weil US embassy Chungking, on reverse transits Chungking Feb. 5, Honolulu Feb. 24, arrival Santa Rosa Feb. 27.

P 457 1945, victory issue $20, 50, 100, 300 0 set tied „Shanghai 36.5.27” on air mail cover to Nanking
and fwd., includes 6 paper slips with appr. 20 daters/postmen chops ec. (M)

P 458 1944, War Refugee Relief Fund, two souvenir sheets, used with commemorative cancellation and
Chungking cds, in addition 1 mint and 1 used set of the same issue, nice and attractive. (T)

656/659
614/619, Bl2

459 1945/46, three air mail covers (inc. 2 registered) to Switzerland, one with large oval „O.A.T.” handstamp in red

P 460 China, North China, 1945, 5th anniversary $5, a block-4 canc. „PEIPING 16.10.34” (Oct. 16, 1945)

on reverse of registered cover to Tientsin w. „17.10.34” arrival, transitional usage after liberation as
no other stamps available

P 461 1945, boxed „Internee mail free / of postage / Shanghai P.O.” in violet on stampless cover (toning)

endorsed „INTERNEE MAIL. / BY SPECIAL AIR TRANSPORT„ w. octogonal framed ”A12” to new Zealand, on reverse „SHANGHAI 5.9.45”, sent from Pootung CAC

P 462 1946/48, covers (2), FDC (4); also 1957/66 PR China (3, 2 used from LASA/Tibet to Nepal); 1936
reg. air mail cover Macau-Chile (stamps fallen off) (T)

P 463 1946, 20 $ auf 8 C orange, als Postlagergebühr auf USA 3 C Ganzsachenkarte Frageteil von New

York, 28.5.1946, nach Shanghai. Karte mit senkr. Bug und Adresse teils geschwärzt. Bedarfserhaltung. Sehr selten.
704

P 464 1946, 20 $ Chiang Kai-shek, als Postlagergebühr auf USA 3 C Ganzsachenkarte Frageteil von New
York, 25.2.1946, nach Shanghai. Gute Erhaltung. Sehr selten.

656

P 465 1946, Central Trust $200 and $100 on 1 C. (both perfin ”YTT„ of Yee Tsong Tobacco) canc. comme-

morative dater „People’s Assembly Shanghai 35.11.15” on cover (vert. crease not affecting stamps)
to USA, commercial usage
672, 722

P 466 Incomming Mail, 1947, cover from Worcester/England to TIENTSIN/China with four violet hand-

stamps „Liquidée Closed”, „UNCLAIMED”, „RETOUR” and „ADVERTISED”, to this chinese label of the
control by the postmen

P 467 1948/49, parcel stamps ovpt. set $200-1000 with SYS $20 and $80 on fiscal canc. „SHANGHAI

16.4.49” on reverse of „ON POSTAL SERVIC ENVELOPE” to Sweden, oval violet „District Post Office,
Cashier... 38.4.16”. Still included mimeographed bilingual list by Shanghai Postal Administration 947/49, 952,
989
Philatelic dept. „List of Stamps on Sale” dated „Shanghai, March 25, 1949”.
P 468 1948, FFC Kunming-Hanoi by Air France, part of the Kunming-Hanoi-Hong Kong first flight franked
SYS plum blossoms $50.000 (3) and ovpt. $10.000 (2) canc. “KUNMING 14.6.48„ and ”HANOI 15-6
48” arrival
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P 469 1949, Silver Yuan surcharge issue for East Szechwan complete set in horizontal strips of three, unused without gum as issued (not hinged), Mi. € 330,-- +

1062/71 (3)

(*)

80,-

1043/51 (3)

(*)

700,-

8

Ak

500,-

*

15.000,-

b

150,-

**/*/
d

100,-

b

80,-

b

80,-

b

2.000,-

b

250,-

b

2.500,-

b

3.000,-

GA

60,-

g

100,-

GA

60,-

GA
(*)

250,70,-

e

140,-

e

100,-

e

350,-

P 470 1949, Sun Yatsen definitives complete set to 500c red in horizontal strips of three, unused without
gum as issued (not hinged), rare strips! Mi. € 2.850,-- +

Start

CHINA - PORTOMARKEN
see also 2963, 2966

P 471 1904, 1 C. blue tied lunar dater „Kiangsu Shanghai 10.13” to ppc w. coiling dragon 1 /2 C. canc.
„SHANGHAI LOCAL POST G NOV 18 07” adressed local, large bold „T”

P 472 1912, provisional neutrality„ overprint for Foochow on dues 1 C. brown and 2 C. brown, unissued

values, unused mounted mint, clean condition. SGD178/179, Scott below J24. Extremely rare,
pencil-signed and photo-cert. Holcombe (1986)
I, II

P 473 1913, dues 4 C. blue (pair) canc. „PEKING 9.6.19„ (June .19, 1920) with handwritten „Not paid at

Peking” alongside, on US envelope 3 C. used NY ”MAY 1 1920„ -Peking and fwd. to Shanghai. Duplex
„T/N.Y. 10 CENTIMES„ (and altered into ”20„ upon return), Shanghai s. l. ”ADVERTISED„ on front,
framed “DEAD / LETTTER OFFICE / 22 SEPT. / SHANGHAI„ on reverse. Returned and entry finger
mark ”REBUTS/From Exchange Station/Seattle, Wash.”, also „Postage due 4 cents/Seattle, Wash.”
and back to NY, on reverse ”MOUKDEN 18 JUN 20„ MAY (T)

P 474 1913, 1/2 C. - 30 C. sets (6) each tied to paper by intl. dater „HANKOW 23 DEC 15”. mixed London- and 2 (2), 5 (2),

Peking prints, but 10 C. - 30 C. top values appear to be London printings throughout; plus MNH pairs of 6 (2), 32 (2),
1904, 2 C. (mounted mint), 5 C., 10 C. and 1912, 30 C. single line ovpt. (Michel cat. ca. 506.-)
42/49 (6)

P 475 1915, London printing 10 C. and 1 C. (pair) tied „PEKING 12 AP 15” to reverse of cover (corner fault)

inbound from USA w. perfinned 2 C. purple (RC, torn) tied „WALL STRET STA. NY MAR 15 1915”, „T/
NY 30 CENTIMES”, transit „MOUKDEN 11 APR 15” mailed eastbound via Siberia, unusual during WWI 47I, 43I (2)

476 1915/32, dues 30 C. blue, the top value in mixed issue frank w. 1 C. orange (3) tied „SHANGHAI

23.12.33” to reverse of small envelope (unevenly opened) from France: 50 C. carmine canc. „ST.
COL. DE LEUN 22-11 33” to french Lt. of 104th march rgt. Far East at Shanghai.
49II, 51 (3)

CHINA - LOKALPOST (LOCAL POST)
see also 7547

P 477 AMOY: 1893 cover from Switzerland, franked with Switzerland 25c. green Standing Helvetia, perf.

11½ x 11, tied by AVENCHES cds. Addressed to Shanghai, showing Deutsche Post Agentur, and
Shanghai Local Post arrival cds., then forwarded to AMOY, with blue LOCAL POST AGENCY receiver. A Very Fine cover showing the functions of the Shanghai Local Post system.
Sc. 83a

P 477A 1892, 10 C on cover, cancelled SHANGHAI LOCAL POST, reverse arrival mark „SHANGHAI LOCAL POST
OC 20 92”, fine.

83 C

P 478 Chefoo: 1895 Chefoo Local post cover, bearing Chefoo 1c (SG 7) canceled by Apr 1 cds., in com-

bination with Hong Kong 10c (Sc #44) to Ceylon, then forwarded to India. Shanghai Local Post
and other transits on reverse. A rare combination of Chefoo Local Post to a rare destination .

P 479 CHEFOO: 1895 cover from Wei-Hien, via Chefoo, with full contents, franked with 1c red, tied by

LOCAL POST / CHEFOO cds. Overseas postage to the United States paid with US 5c brown (Sc
255), tied by U.S.POSTAL AGENCY / SHANGHAI duplex. Reverse shows blue LOCAL POST / SHANGHAI and SAN FRANCISCO / PAID ALL transits, plus CARTHAGE arrival cds. Despite small cover
faults due to rough opening, a most unusual and scarce combination cover .

P 480 1891, card 2 C. violet canc. blue ”SHANGHAI LOCAL POST A (6) 15 93„ used local with transcription
of address and messengers chop, message on reverse

P 481 1896, 1c. rose imperf, vertical strip of three, filled english inscript, tied by violet NANKING LOCAL
POST cto., full gum, very fine and scarce

Mi. 11 U (3)

CHINA - SHANGHAI
P 482 1893, envelope 1 C. w. embossing canc. blue „LOCAL POST SHANGHAI” and on reverse blue „SHANHGAI C AP 11 93 LOCAL POST”, some stains

P 483 INCOMING MAIL, 1899, Germany 10 Pf red crown/eagle stationery card, sent from Pforzheim, 8.9.99,

to Shanghai, arrival mark german P.O. Shanghai, 17.10.99 and subsequently SHANGHAI-LOCAL POST,
18.10.99. Commercial usage in VF/XF condition. R!
P 484 1892, postage dues, imperforated plate proofs of essays of 2 C, 5 C., 10 C.
Porto 3 etc.

CHINA - FLUGPOST
see also 2232, 2256/62

P 485 FFC 1929, Shanghai - Nanking, 10 C. SYS state burial canc. „SHANGHAI 8.7.29” w. air mail 15 C.

canc. pictorial propeller commemorative cds on registered cover to Nanking w. 18.7.8 backstamps (T) 221, 223

486 FFC 1929, Shanghai - Nanking, 10 C. SYS state burial canc. „SHANGHAI 10.7.29” w. air mail 35 C.

canc. pictorial propeller commemorative cds on registered cover (stains) to Nanking (backstamp) (T) 217, 224

P 487 FFC, 1932, Shanghai-Manila by von Gronau-flight in flying boat „Groenland Wal” w. 33 C. frank canc.
„SHANGHAI 24.9.32”, violet cachet „ROUND-THE-WORLD-FLIGHT CAPTAIN ...GRONAU 1932 / MANILA, SEPTEMBER 27, 1932” with same day MANILA P.I. arrival on reverse, also three-line „Via ”DORNIER GREENLAND WHALE...„, scarce, AAMC 1168h
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488 FFC, 1936, China-Europe CNAC-Air France w. biplane 60 C. and great wall 25 C., 30 C. canc. „SHANG-

HAI 12.2.36”, commemorative pictorial cds „CANTON 14.2.1936” on registered pictorial air mail co226, 263, 264
ver (corner stained) to Paris/France, red framed delay markings (T)

e

90,-

**/*/
(*)/g

200,-

CHINA - PROVINZEN
P 489 1912, „China Republic” ovpt. issues inc. both types $1 mint never hinged MNH (T)
P 489A Kiyang (Honan), 1948, Chan G76 and G77, unused no gum as issued, each photo-cert. Hille BPP
(1997), scarce

(*)
(*)

500,120,-

Nordostprovinzen 26 (2), 30,
56 (43)

b

70,-

5, 20, 21,
26, 32

e

60,-

b

60,-

Bl. 1a

(*)

700,-

24 (2), 25, 26

b

100,-

8

b

60,-

**/v

250,-

b

60,-

*

150,-

g
(*)

100,220,400,-

b

60,-

(*)

1.000,-

P 489B Hunan, 1949, silver yuan issues (excluding the ovpt. error), unused no gum as issued, Chan S56-63 1-7, 9
P 490 North East Provinces, 1946/47, $10, a right sheet margin pair with sheet number on reverse w. on

P 491
P 492
P 492A
P 493

P 494
P 495
P 496
P 496A

front $50, $500/$5.000 (strip-3) canc. apted Manchukuo type „Liaoning Fushun 2.12.36” (Dec. 2,
1947) on small cover via „SHENYANG 36.12.3” to USA. Plus 1930 cover w. ki-hei ovpts. 1 C., 4 c., 10
C. (pair, one corner fault) „HARBIN 19.10.10” to USA.
North East Provinces, 1946/48, $4 on $50 and SYS $1, 10, 20, 100 canc. „Changchun 36.8.29” on
reverse of registered air mail bank cover to Changsha branch, sender ”Changchun Bank of China„,
arrival ”Changsha 36.9.5„, attractive commercial usage (T)
Szechuan, 1935, patriotic envelope „Dr. Sun” w. ovpt. issues SYS 5 C. (pair), 25 C. and martyr 20 C.
(pair) canc. „Szechuan Shanlo 24.9.18” on airmail cover (inland only) via Shanghai to France (backstamps)
Singkiang, 1942, souvenir sheet with red ovpt., some slight corner creases, unused no gum as issued, scarce (M)
Singkiang, 1923, constitution 3 C. (2), 4 c. and 10 C. canc. „SUILAI (MANASSE) 15.1.13” (Jan. 13,
1926) on registered cover with „TAHCHENG 15.1.18” to missionary house St. Gabriel at Mödling near
Vienna/Austria, red „Via USSR” and manuscript endorsement „Via Semipalatinsk-Moskau!”, opened
out for display, attractive
Singkiang, 1915, 6 Sen grey canc. „TIHWA (URUMTSI) 12.11.5 (Nov. 5, 1923) on cover (stains) to ”Ily
valley Suiting post office c/o„ w. arrival ”SUITING 12.11.12„ (Nov. 12), censorship label of „Singkiang
military comission”
SINKIANG: 1943, 5,00 $ red/dark-green unmounted mint plate block of four with inscription on margin „ENGRAVED & PRINTED BY CHUNG HWA BOOK CO LTD” surcharged in black with the province
name.
Singkiang1924, 6 C. red canc. boxed bilingual dater „TACHENG (TARBAGATAI-CHUGUCHAK) 16.10.11”
(Oct. 16, 1927) to head of Suilai district at Suilai, on reverse transit „AKSU 16.10.15” and arrival
„SUILAI (MANASS) 16.10.17”, also censorship labe (T)
Singkiang, 1942, reconstruction issue set plus two vals. with red ovpt., unused mounted mint LH

116A

38
172A/177Ab,
17Aa, 177Aa

P 497 Taiwan, 1888, 10 C. on 20 Cash carmine rose, used, bottom usual scissor separation (Michel cat.
1100.-)

6IIb

P 497A Tsingtau, 1949, silver yuan issues complete, unused no gum as issued, Chan #199-202 (cat. $560) 1-4
P 497B Yunnan, 1949, silver yuan issue, unused no gum as issued, Chan #S150-151 (cat. $920)
10-11
P 498 1915/24, 2 C. yellow green and 7 C. violet canc. „TIHWA (URUMTSI) 16.4.26” (April 26, 1927) on

cover (horizontal crease not affecting stamps) to Lianchow, Kansu province w. arrival „LIANCHOW
16.5.17” (May 17), on reverse transit „Kansu Hsining”. Correspondence between catholic mission
4, 40
stations. The 9 C. letter rate to chinese provinces outside Singkiang.
P 499 1949, 3$ red railway issue, mint no gum as issued, unfolded complete sheet with horizontal imperf error on five bottom rows, full margins on all sides, very rare variety on complete sheet! (MS1) Ostch.19 (200)

(*)

P 500 1949, 5$ brown railway issue, mint no gum as issued, unfolded complete sheet with vertical double

perf error between row 8 and 9, sheet imperf at right and left, full margins on all sides, very rare vaOstch.20 (200) (*)
riety! (MS1)
P 500A 1943, ovpt. issues: general issue (mint 12/used 4), East Szwechuan (7/1), kweichow (setting I x1, III
x3 inc. one used), Kwangsi (mint 3, used 1), Shensi (mint used each 1), Hunan 8 inc. corner copa,
used 1), Kwangtung (4), W. Szechwan (wide O x3, narrow O x 2 inc. used), unused no gum as issued
resp. used, Chan ex 642/654 cat. $950.- (M)
(*)/g
P 500B 1942, ovpt. issues for Kansu, Eastern Szechuan, Kweichow, Kwangsi, Fukien, Kiangsi, Yunnan (2),
Western Szechuan and Shensi, unused no gum as issued, Chan ex 628/41 cat. $2350.- (Michel cat.
471/84 ex
(*)
1780.-)

500,-

250,800,-

CHINA - NORDOSTPROVINZEN
P 501 1947, Bürgerkriegsausgabe zum 22. Jahrestag des Zwischenfalls auf der Nanking Road Shanghai :
Block 1 mit Wz., ohne Gummi wie verausgabt, Michel Katalogwert 500,- Euro (M)

Bl. 1

**

100,-

(*)

240,-

P 502 1946/47, Sun Yatsen definitives 19 different values incl. the scarce $ 22 black, $ 44 red, $ 65 yellow

green and $ 109 green in horizontal strips of three, unused without gum as issued (not hinged),
ex 15/34 (3)
scarce strips! Mi. € 960,-- +
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CHINA - GANZSACHEN
see also 607/8, 616, 645, 2319, 2321, 4492

P 503 1897, ICP 1 C. sent blue ”IMPERIAL POST OFFICE WUCHOW 27 NOV 1897„ to staff of IMC CanP 503A
P 504

P 504A
P 505

P 506

507

ton and cancelled on arrival by deep blue ”CANTON. 29 NOV 97”. On referse senders dateline
Han 1
„Wuchow 26.XI 97”. Early usage of Chinas first postcard.
1897, card 1 C. uprated 1 c., 2 C. canc. oval bilingual „KIAOCHOW FEB 3 1902” in combination w.
Kiautschou 5 Pf. green (pair) tied „TSINGTAU 9/2 02” via NAGASAKI , YOKOHAMA and TACOMA to
Kansas City/Mo., USA, slightly reduced on top
1897, ICP 1 C. canc. „(Tsi)ingchow...” via „TSINGKIANGPU” large irregular, tombstones of „Taierchwang„, ”Sutsien„, ”Hohsien”, intl. daters „CHINGKIANG11 SEP 02”, „SHANGHAI 12 SEP 02” plus
french plo. same day to Munich, some soiling and corner fault, great array of fancy style markings.
Plus 1912 card 1 C. boxed dater “HOKIENFU„ to France resp. 4 C. junk tied to ppc 1915 to Norway w.
russian censorship
1897, card ICP 1 C. uprated coiling dragon 1/2 C., a right margin block of 8 (2x4) canc. CHEFOO 3
OCT 02” via „SHANGHAI .. OCT 02” and french office „SHANG-HAI 6 OCT 02” to Germany w. arrival
”NAUMBURG 10.11.02„
1897, card 1 C. (some toning) canc. black sun&moon „Tsinanfu” to Kaumi, sun&moon type transits
of Tsingchow, Chowtsun, Tsuping (violet), Weihsien, Kiaochow and arrival violet tombstone „Kaumi/
post office”. Dated on reverse „Tsinanfu 17.IV.02”. A remarkable array of Shantung sun & moon marHan 1
kings, exhibition item.
1898 (Feb 3) use of color hand-illustrated 1c I.C.P. postal card to Germany, depicting scene from
Kiautschou, uprated with 1c yellow and 2c orange I.C.P. litho dragon issue, all tied by scarce
LUNGCHOW dollar chops. Card was not mailed but has 2 wonderful examples of the Rare LungSc 87, 88
chow Dollar chop, cancelling the stationery and the 2 stamps. Sc. 87,88.
1897, card ICP 1 C. canc. „SHANGHAI LOCAL POST B AP 10 98” used local, messenger mark circular
framed ”16„, usual toning

GA

3.000,-

GA

900,-

GA

100,-

GA

200,-

GA

800,-

GA

1.500,-

GA

Gebot

GA

200,-

GA

60,-

Han 1; 36, 37;
french off.

GA

200,-

Han 1; 37, 48;
HK 35c (2)

GA

200,-

Han 1; 59

GA

150,-

Han 1

GA

600,-

Han 1, 60, 61

GA

2.000,-

Han 1; 36, 37;
HK 35c (2)

GA

200,-

Han 1

GA

100,-

Han 1

GA

800,-

GA

70,-

b

110,-

P 508 1897, card 1 C. carmine uprated coiling dragon 1 c., 2 C. canc. intl. dater „CANTON 7 JUL 99” in
P 509
P 510
P 511

P 512

combination with Hong Kong QV 2 C. rose (pair, one RC) tied framed ”I.P.O.„ (slim type) canc. “HONG
KONG JY 8 99”, to Germany w. arrival ”HANNOVER 7.8.99„
1897, card ICP 1 C. canc. clear lunar dater „Shantung Taian 4.25” via lunar dater „Shantung Tsinan
4.26” and blue intl. dater „KIAOCHOW 11 JUN 04” to „TSINGTAU 11/6 04”, vert. crease, soiling and
toning
1897, card ICP 1 C. uprated litho 1 C., 2 C. canc. large dollar „CHEFOO 22 DEC 97” in combination
with french offices 10 C. canc. „SHANGH-HAI 25 DEC 97”, transit large dollar „SHANGHAI 24 DEC 97„
to Austria w. arrival ”WEIDLING 3-.. 98„. Another nice 1897 usage.
1897, card ICP 1 C. uprated litho dragon 2 C. and 1898 coiling dragon 1 C. canc. large dollar „PEKING 30 APR 98” in combination with Hong Kong QV 2 C. rose (pair) canc. „SHANGHAI C MY 9 98” via
Hong Kong to Podwolodczyska/Galicia (near Tarnopol, Wolhynia), Austria. Interesting text in german
states: „Peking, April 26 1898. Picture post cards have not been introduced at Peking. These may be
bought however in Shanghai at Hirsbrunner+Co. resp. Jos. Rosenbaum, e.g. by sending mint french
or german postage stamps.„.
1897, card 1 C. red uprated coiling dragon 1 C. canc. lunar dater „Shanghai 7.22” resp. intl. dater
„SHANGHAI 4 SEP 04” to Kiautschou leasehold w. „TSINGTAU 5/9 04” arrival

Han 1; 59, 60;
HK 59c

P 513 1897, ICP 1 C. canc. tombstone „post office / Tsimo” via ”KIAOCHOW„ to „TSINGTAU 21 / 5 00”, on
reverse senders dateline “Tsimo den 16.5.1900.„

P 514 1897, card 1 C. uprated coiling dragon 1 C., 2 C. canc. intl. dater ”LUNGCHOW 18 JAN 02„ in

P 515
P 516
P 517

P 518
P 520
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combination w. French Indochina, 10 C. canc. ”LANGSON 10 JANV 02”, to „Transport Representative” (Yunann railway construction project) at Cao Bang/Tonking w. “21 JANV 02„ backstamp.
Senders dateline ”Long-Tcheo 17/1/1902„, exhibition item,cert. Roumet (2012)
1897, card ICP 1 C. uprated litho 1 C., 2 C. canc. large dollar „CHEFOO 29 DEC 97” in combination
with Hong Kong QV 2 C. rose (pair) canc. indistinct Shanghai, transit large dollar „SHANGHAI 1 JAN
98”, via Hong Kong JA 11 98„ (ties 1 C. yellow) to Weidling, lower Austria. Nice 1897 usage.
1898, card 1 C. uprated coiling dragon 2 C., 5C. salmon canc. „Imp. German Navy Mails No. 51
25/11 00” to Braunschweig/Germany
1898, ICP card 1 C. uprated coiling dragon 1 C., 2 C. canc. „Tresor et Postes Aux Armees 5 China 5 3
DEC” with Tientsin „2nd Dec. 1900” datelinge via french mail steamer „Corps Exp. Tonkin Ligne N. 7
13 DEC 00„ (Salles fig. 1954), No. 7 = steamer ”Ernest Simons„ to Marseilles, slight corner creases,
amazing item
1898, ICP 1 C. canc. „TIENTSIN 28 NOV 10” as printed matter adressed local, on reverse printed invitation to Club Concordia general meeting, correct use-up as printed matter. CIP 1 C. reply part (all
sides reduced) canc. oval Peking 1901 to Germany;
1898, card ICP 1 C. uprated coiling dragon 1/2 C., 1 C. canc. large dollar „PAOTING” and transit “imperial german field post station No.7 2/6 (01)„ to Bavaria, vert. crease

Han 1

Lot

Cat-No.

Start

P 521 1898, card ICP 1 C. (margin reduced two sides) uprated coiling dragon 1 C., 2 C. tied by russian

Chinese Eastern Railway „Postal Vagon/No 262 (Train No. 7) 30 IV 03” (Kharbin-Manczhuriya)
adressed to France with transit of another Chinese Eastern Railway „Postal Vagon 280 (Train No.
1) 30. IV 1903”, arrival „ST. GENIS TERRENOIRE 29 MAI 03”. Dated by sender „Irekte 12 Mai 03”.
An outstanding T.P.O. entire of immense rarity. Unique item for the Coiling Dragon Postal statioHan 1; 59, 60
nery exhibitor.
P 522 1898 Chinese 1c postal stationery card, uprated with 2c orange I.C.P. and 1c ocher C.I.P Dragon issues tied by June 6 SHANGHAI dollar chop. Obverse also bears Hong Kong 2x2c rose QV, both tied by
SHANGHAI British P.O. cds. Karlsruhe arrival cds. Very nice mixed issues franking.
P 524 1907, ICP 1 C. with framed „SOLD IN BULK” of Canton, canc. „CAN(TON) 7 DEC 0..”, on reverse prinHan 1a
ted invitation for opening of new bldg. of “Canton Club”

GA

9.000,-

GA

500,-

GA
GA

300,150,-

Han 2

GA

80,-

Han 2a

GA

250,-

GA

400,-

Han 3r

GA

100,-

Han 3 r; K. 6

GA

300,-

Han 3r

GA

100,-

Han 3m;
48, 49

GA

80,-

Han 3m;
48, 49

GA

70,-

GA

200,-

GA

100,-

GA

300,-

Han 4

GA

300,-

Han 4

GA

300,-

Han 4

GA

150,-

Han 4

GA

150,-

Han 4

GA

200,-

printed text of „The China Mutual Life Insurance”, reply part adhering unused, pristine condition Han 5

GA

1.200,-

GA

800,-

P 525 1898,double card 1+1 C. used as german field post card „TSINGTAU 19/4 01” to Kiel/Germany
Han 3
P 526 1898, card 1 C. canc. lunar dater „Shantung Chowtsun 5.27”, to „Shantung Tsowping 5.29”, dated
by sender “28 Jun 1905„“

P 527 1907, card 1 C. red with violet „SOLD IN BULK” used „HANKOW 30 OC 06”, printed message on reverse

P 528 1898, reply part 1 C. with private ovpt. “UNION POSTALE UNIVERSELLE„ by ”WASSIAMAL ASSOMALL...

P 529
P 530

P 531

P 532
P 533
P 534

P 535
P 536
P 539

CANTON, CHINA„ used as form w. HK QV 2 C. rose canc. ”CANTON JY 18 01„, transit “HONG KONG 19
JY 03” to Neustadt/Haardt, Germany. On reverse early litho „DRAGON BOAT CANTON CITY”, amateurs
item.
1898, reply card 1 C. carmine (crease not affecting stamps) uprated coiling dragon 1 C., 2 C. canc.
intl. dater „CHANGHSA 30 AUG 06” via Shanghai BPO to Switzerland w. arrival „HERISAU 7.X.05”
1898, card 1 C. reply part uprated coiling dragon ½ C. canc. clear oval bilngual „PEKING APR 22
1902” w. Kiautschou 5 Pf. canc. „TSINTAU 21 5 02” to Germany w. arrival „BORGHORST 9.6.02”,
senders dateline on reverse „Puoly d. 20. April 1902”. - 1902, 5 Pf. Kaiseryacht entwertet „TSINGTAU” und ½ C. braun CIP auf 1 Ct. Ganzsachenkarte (Ovalstpl. „Peking”) von Missionar Pieper in
Puoly nach Borghorst.
1898, reply card 1 C. red uprated coiling dragon 1 C., 2 C. canc. intl. dater „SHANGHAI 5 APR 00” to
Kota Raja/Sumatra, transits Shanghai french office, „VICTORIA AP 11 02”, DEI „N.-I. AGENT SINGAPORE 17 4 1902” resp. „N.I. POSTAGENT PENANG 19 4 1902” and arrival 24 4 1902, painting on
reverse, attractive
1899, 1 C. red reply part uprated coiling dragon 1 C., 2 C. (bottom left corner margin copy) canc. intl.
dater „TIENTSIN 20 APR 03” via „SHANGHAI 2. APR 03” to Kufstein/Tyrolia, Austria w. arrival
„2(4).5.03”, painting on reverse
1899, 1 C. red reply part uprated coiling dragon 1 C., 2 C. (both right margin copies) canc. intl. dater
„TIENTSIN 20 APR 03” via „SHANGHAI 24 APR 03” and french office same date to Kufstein/Tyrolia,
Austria w. arrival „23.5.03”, painting on reverse
1898, reply part 1 C. red uprated coiling dragon 1 C., 2 C. canc. tombstone „Ta tsien lu / post office”via „CHENTU”, „CHUNGKING” and „SHANGHAI 21 JAN 04” resp. same day french office to Germany w. arrival „SCHAUBERG 15 FEB 04”, sender states: „On my way to Batang (Tibetan border), I send
my greetings...”
1898, ICP card 1 C. reply part uprated coiling dragon 1/2 C. (pair), 1 C. (2) canc. lunar dater „Fukien
Amoy 10.22” resp. French post office 1 DEC 04, HK and arival „SEIFHENNERSDORF 5.1.05”, photograph of sender and female addressee in an open railway car on reverse
1898, reply part 1 C. uprated coiling dragon 1 C., 2 C. (2) canc. tombstone ”CHNINGWANGTAO/p. o.„
via ”TANGKU 4 AOUT 02„ and Shanghai (inc. french office) to Weißbach/Saxonia, Germany. Photograph of chinese walled rural estate on reverse.
1907, card 1 C. green canc. boxed dater „Shantung Poshan -.8.8” to „TSINGTAU 4.9.08”,dated on
reverse „Poschan 3./9.08”

PC 3r; 59,
60 (2)

P 540 1907, card 1 C. green (vert. crease, corners toned) uprated coiling dragon 1/2 C. (pair), 2 C. canc.

boxed dater „Yunnan Lahati 9.2” to Manosque/France, senders dateline “26-9-08”. Lahati is a place
west of the Yunnan railway opposite Laokai, Tongking (North Vietnam)
P 541 1907, card oval green 1 C. (uprate missing) canc. boxed dater „Shantung Taian -.9.21” endorsed „Via
Sibirien!” to Germany, transits lunar dater „Shantung Tsinan 9.23”, Tsinan intl. dater, „CHEFOO 9.27”
boxed dater, french office „CHEFOU 2 NOV 07” and arrival „HALENSEE 25.11.07”
P 542 1907, card 1 C. green (top 14 mm torn) canc. boxed dater „Shantung Chowtsun 9.12” used local in
1908, senders location ”Tson Ruo„
P 543 1907, card 1 C. green canc. „SHANGHAI LOCAL POST NOV 19 07„ used local, on reverse printed invitation of Club Concordia to evening dinner in honour of contre-admiral Cörper, clean condition

P 546 1907, 1+1 C. green double card canc. „SHANGHAI LOCAL POST I JAN 27 08”, local usage with

P 547 1907, card 1 C. green question part canc. boxed dater ”Shantung Chowtsun 9.11„ to Tsingchow w.
next day arrival

Han 5m
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P 548 1907, card oval 1 C. green, reply part (use-up) uprated coiling dragon 1 C., 2 C. red canc. clear
P 549
P 550
P 551
P 552

strikes of boxed dater „Fengtien Hsiuyin 1.6”, intl. dater „MO(UKD)EN .. DEC 08” to Denmark,
endorsed „Via Siberia”, Manchuria usage
1907, card 1 C. green message part (spacing 118 mm) canc. boxed dater „Kwangtung Mailuntien
7.15” (a second clear strike on reverse) via „Kwangtung Hoyün 7.15” and „SWATOW 21 AUG 10” to
Basel mission Hong Kong (large red routing mark), senders date “16. Aug. 1910”
1907, reply part 1 C. green uprated coliling dragon 1 C. (pair) canc. intl. dater „HANGCHOW 2 DEC 07”
via „SHANGHAI 3 DEC 07”, same french office, to England, Indistinct chinese marking top left. Chinese text on reverse. used in year of issuance.
1907, reply card 1 C. green uprated on reversecoiling dragon 1 C., 2 C. canc. bilingual bosed dater
„HANKOW -.8.8”, via „PEKIN 2 OCT 11” french office Peking transit, „Via Sibéria” to Belgium, arrival
„BRUXELLES 20-X-11”, painting on reverse, late usage. Unusual item.
1907, 1 C. green question part canc. lunar dater „Kiangsu Shanghai 12.11” to secretary of Club
Concordia, on reverse printed invitation to Club’s sylvester dinner

Han 5r; 60, 61

GA

2.000,-

Han 5

GA

500,-

Han 5 r

GA

300,-

Han 5r

GA

400,-

GA

600,-

GA

80,-

GA

100,-

GA

80,-

GA

120,-

GA

100,-

GA

100,-

GA

200,-

GA

250,-

GA

70,-

GA

60,-

GA

120,-

GA

100,-

GA

60,-

GA

60,-

GA

100,-

GA

80,-

GA

800,-

P 553 1908, square dragon 1 C. light green uprated coiling dragon 1 C., 2 C. each ovpt. „China Republic”
P 554
P 555

P 556
P 557

(Waterlow type) tied boxed bilingual „KAOMI 1.10.27”, transits „(TS)INAN 28 OCT 12”via Siberia to
Gelsenkirchen/Germany, top some soiling
1908, square dragon 1 C. uprated coiling dragon 1 C., 2 C. green canc. boxed dater ”Kwangtung
Moilin 3.8” with two more transits of Kwangtung p.o. and „SWATOW 19 APR 10” to Zofingen/Switzerland, toning
1908, card square dragon 1 C. green (some toning in margins) uprated coiling dragon 1/2 C. (2) and
2 C. canc. intl. dater „KIUKIANG 5 OCT 08” via „SHANGHAI 7 OCT 08” to England. Interesting text on
reverse dated 4. Okt. 1908 states: „the colour of the 2 Cent stamps is changed. I have seen the first
Han 6
green copy yesterday. (..) It is said, in future the 10 C. will be blue and the 4 C. carmine.”
1908, square dragon card 1 C. uprated coiling dragon „China republic ovpt.” tied boxed dater „HOCHOW SZE 2.9.17” via „CHUNGKING 13 MAY 13” and Shanghai I.J.P.O. (unclear) to Saginaw/Michigan, USA w. JUN 24 arrival. Senders return „Hochow, via Chungking, Szechuan, West China”.
1908, square dragon 1 C. uprated coiling dragon 1 C., 2 C. canc. boxed bilingual „KULING 8.14” via
“KIUKIANG 28 SEP 09” and „SHANGHAI 30 SEP 09” (plus same lunar dater) to New York/USA

P 558 1908, card 1 C. square dragon used bilingual boxed daters to Tsingchowfu/Shantung: reply part „WEI-

P 559
P 560
P 561
P 563

IHSIEN 1.13” w. same day arrival w. „Feb. 21, 10” senders date and printed return of „SHANTUNG
CHRISTIAN UNIVERSITY / COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCE WEI HSIEN, SHANTUNG”. Ordinary card
„SHANGHAI 3.30” via „SHANGHAI 17 JUN. 12” w. “5.4„ lunar date arrival. Both slight toning sin margin. Han 7r, 6
1912, 1 C green square dragon stationery card, uprated with 2 x 1/2 C coiling dragon and additional
1 C and 2 C coiling dragon with Shanghai „China Republic” surcharge, sent from Peking, 10.6.12, to 59(2),95,96,
Ga
Ulm in Germany. F/VF condition. Scarce mixed franking.
1912, 1 C. flag card (some toning in margin) uprated junk 3 C. canc. boxed bilingual „WUCHANG
4.6.13” via „MANCHOULI 20 JUN (15)” via Siberia to Switzerland and fwd., large violed russian „D. K.”
censormark,
1912, flag card 1 C. uprated commemoratives 1 C. (crease), 2 C. canc. „Shanghai 2.1.15” (Jan. 15,
1913) via „MOUKDEN 20 JAN 13” to Halle/Germany; another copy cto „TSINAN” (year date unreadable so not clear if 1912.10.5 or 1913.10.5) and 1899 question part uprated cto „PEKING”.
1914, UPU card 4 C. canc. boxed bilingual dater ”PICHIEH 16.5.29„ plus two more transits to Germany, bilingual pictorial propaganda marking ”SUPPORT THE NATIONALIST GOVERNMENT”.

P 564 1914, “Stötzner`sche Szetschuan Expedition 1913 - 1916” violetter Stempel auf 1 C. grün GSK

(Zusfr. abgefallen) von CHENGTU mit interessantem “Expeditionsbericht Walter Stötzner” via PEKING
P
und “SIbirien” nach HALLE !
P 565 1914, Postal stationery card square dragon 1 C. green Shanghai „Republic” overprint in red, canc.
intl. dater “SHANGHAI 27/JUN/14” used local, on reverse company imprint ”Voelkel & Schroeder
Ltd.”, fine and attractive
P 566 1915, junk 1 C. green canc. boxed dater „Chihli.Hengjianchen 7.12.14” with two more Chihli transits
and „PEKING 16 DE 18” to german POW in japanese POW camp Kurume with large violet camp censor mark, uprate 1/2 C. fallen off but quite unusual
P 567 1915, junk 1 C. green uprated 1/2 C. brown canc. intl. dater „CHUNGKING 26 FEB 19” to Hong Kong,
Berlin Foundling House, with HK censor mark framed violet „PBC” (= passed by censor), unusual

P 568 1915, junk 1 C. green marked blue ”Service des Prisonniers de guerre„ (POW-mail) canc. intl. dater

„TIENTSIN JAN 24 17„ via TPO ”PEKING-MOUKDEN AMBULANT 25 JAN 17„ and ”HARBIN 26 JAN 17„
to german POW in Beresowka, Saibakalia province, Siberia. Framed violet censormark in russian and
handwritten arrival ”3./2. 1917„. Used as free of charge POW card form, scarce usage.
P 569 1917/30, junk design cards (7) used inc. uprates: 1 C. (2), 1 1/2 C. (3), 2 C. normal and 2 C. large
size imprint

P 570 1917, junk 1 C. light green uprated junk 3 C. canc. boxed bilingual „YUNGFENG 6.1.18” (Jan. 18,
1917) via ”CHANGSHA 20 JAN 17„ and ”SHANGHAI 5 FEB 17„ to Lorch/Remstal, Germany. Violet s. l.
”NOT TRANSMISSIBLE„ applied at Hong Kong and returned via ”CHANGSHA 20 JUL 17„
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P 571 1917, junk 1 C. light green uprate junk 3 C. green tied boxed bilingual „HANGCHOW 11.7.12” to Leip-

zig/Germany, marked large bold „T” resp. „T 30 ctms” and german „L.13 PORTO” plus blue „350”
(marks, inflation period)
P 572 1918, junk 1 C. light green uprated junk 1 /2 C., 1 C., 4 C. grey tied „SHANGHAI 14.4.24” to Fredericia/Denmark via Siberia

GA

100,-

GA

60,-

P 573 1918, special „Chinese Labour Corps” red band envelope, a reply half addressed to „No. 159
company in France” franked junks 1 C., 3 C. (6) canc. boxed dater „Chihili Hopingfu 7.7.10” (July
10, 1918) via „TIENTSIN 7.7.12”, „WEIHAIWEI 7.7.14” and „PORT EDWARD JY 14 18” to the WWI
war theatre area in France. Nearly all of the Chinese Labour Corops in France were recruited by
the Britishi from the Weihaiwei region. A very scarce item of stationery, exhibition item.
P 574 1918, junk 1 C. light green (crease) uprated junk 1 C. yellow canc. ”HARBIN 21.8.24„ to Holland, endorsed ”PRINTED MATTER„

b/GA

2.500,-

GA

100,-

GA

80,-

GA

80,-

GA

100,-

GA

250,-

GA

60,-

GA

120,-

GA
GA

60,60,-

Ak

130,-

965 (21)

GA

80,-

Scott 65, 70a,
71

b

2.500,-

Norway

b

1.200,-

S

GA

350,-

GA/b/
Ak

100,-

b

200,-

b

500,-

GA

80,-

P 576 1920, 1 1/2c. blue postal stationery card used uprated with 1/2c. brown, each tied by clear “TSIENTIN” cds., tiny border toned, fine

P 577 1922, stationery card junk 1 1/2 C. blue uprated 1/2 C., 4 C. canc. intl. dater „ANTUNG .. DEC 22” to

Coepnhagen/Denmark, private imprint „open hall and landscape” on reverse, sender staff of „Manchuria Christian College”, unusual
P 578 1922, junk 1 1/2 C. blue uprated junk 1/2 C.canc. „HANGCHOW” via „SHANGHAI 15.6.25” to Chicago/Ill. USA, Marked „T 40 ctms” and US dues 2 C. (strip-4) pasted with precancel „CHICAGO/(ILL.)
P 579 1922, question part 1 1/2 C. blue uprated 4 C. Manchuria ovpt. canc. ”MANCHOULI 21.9.22„ to
Austria, endorse via Siberia

P 580 1923, card 1 C. light green uprated 3 C. green canc. „SHANGHAI 22.9.23” to Berlin/Germany, endor-

sed ‘by Siberia Route’ and on reverse transit ”HARBIN 23 SEP 23„. Postage due underpaid 2 C. for
the 6 C. rate. German postage due violet hs. ”Porto„ (Postage. Blue crayon for amount ”9,000.000„
= 9 million marks postage due, during german high inflation period. Unusual.
P 581 1924, junk 1 C. light green, question part, uprated junk 5 C. „restricted for use in Ki-Hei” (Manchuria)
canc. „Harbin 16.5.27” to Aalborg/Denmark

P 582 1927, junk 2 C. large imprint uprated 1 C./3 C., a block of 6, tied „NANKING 20.1.4” (Jan. 4, 1931) to
Melrose/Mass., USA

583 1930/47, SYS design cards (5), used inc. uprates (4) to Germany or UK; $10 w. uprate unused
P 585 1948, SYS $50 on $10 with blue diamond shape „CAR” (Chinese Amateur Radio) mark used as CRC
card from CICH station dated Mar. 28, 1948

P 586 1949, SYS $1.000 blue (21, w. a block-20 on reverse) canc. „HANKOW 38.4.18” on official airletter
stationery to Chinese Consulate General Chicago/USA

CHINA - BESONDERHEITEN
see also 142, 2286, 2313/28, 2344, 6792, 7547, 7849, 8067, 8073

P 589 Incoming mail, 1861/62, USA 3 C. rose, 24 C. brown lilac and 30 C. orange canc. by magenta grill

P 590

P 591
P 592

P 592A
P 592B

P 593

on folded letter from „NEW YORK PAID MAR 12” endorsed ”Via Marseille” to Shanghai/China,
transit „LONDON PAID MAR 25 1862„ plus 1d handstamp in vermilion, “HONG KONG C MY 4 62„.
Photo-cert Philatelic Foundation (1987) and Jakubek BPP (1989) who states “franking in remarkable fresh condition”
INCOMING MAIL: 1891 (23.5.), cover from Norway with rare 35 Öre postage (special UPU rate for
overseas countries) from Christiania to Shanghai with arrival cds. ‘Kaiserlich Deutsche Postagentur SHANGHAI 4/7/91’ on reverse, single frankings of that particular stamp and mail from Norway to China are very unusual in this period, very attractive and rare cover!
1892, 5 Ø. grün Streifband von KJØBENHAVN via “Brindisi” an “S.S. Darmstadt ...PORT SAID” (!!),
Nachsendung SHANGHAI (Ank. - Stempel KDPAg) und letztendlich nach BREMERHAVEN. Interessante
Irrläufersendung über das deutsche Postamt SHANGHAI.
French offices, 1895/1909, lot entires (6) mostly to Austria: offices 5 C. „SHANG-HAI 2 MAI 95” on
illustrated printed matter; 25 C. on covers Shanghai 1896 resp. Tientsin 1905 (folds not affecting
stamp); 10 C. canc. violet „CHEFOU-CHINA 21 OCT 05” on ppc with handpainting „childrens games”
to Germany; offices large size 50 C. „SHANGHAI 10-11 09„ on registered mourning cover to France;
card cto Shanghai (faults)
German offices, 20 pf. blue, a horizontal pair (one overlapping and RC) tied „SHANGHAI 13/9 95” on
reverse of small size registered cover to Copenhagen/Denmark w. 19/10 arrival, unusual destination
from german offices
GERMAN OFFICES IN CHINA: 1895, Reichspost 10 Pf. with scarce plate flaw as correct franking to Kiel in
Germany on ornamentally postcard «SHANGHAI MUNICIPALITY | LOCAL POST», local adhesive ½ Cent
orange at left, photocertificate Steuer/BPP (2013) ÷ 1895, 10 Pf. Krone/Adler (V 47 d) mit seltenem Plattenfehler V “Keil links im Wertschild” tadellos und portogerecht auf korrekt gelaufener und sehr dekorativer “Shanghai-Localpost-Karte” + Souvenirmarke. Aktuelles Fotoattest Steuer/BPP. (Mi. 1.200,- €) (T)
1897 (ca.), german UPU card ovpt. „only for navy ship mails” mint w. on reverse very early stencil
picture of temple of sea gods

V 47 d PF V
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P 594 FRENCH OFFICES IN CHINA: 1897 (15 Sept.) red-band envelope to Vienna (23.10), bearing on

P 595

P 596
P 597
P 598

P 599

P 600
P 601

reverse 1897 large figures surcharge 2.5mm. setting on Dowager 2nd printing 10c. on 12ca. pale
orange-yellow (small defect at bottom from perf. separation), cancelled by ‘Chinkiang’ dollar dater, ‘Shanghai’ dollar dater (16.9, with inverted ‘S’ in Sep) in blue adjacent, and on front France
“Chine” 25c. cancelled by ‘Shang-hai/Chine’ c.d.s. (17.9), fine and scarce10c provisional. U.P.U.
Chan 63
franking with the surcharged 12 candarins, showing Wien receiver cds.
BRITISH OFFICES IN CHINA: 1898 cover, franked with 10c dark green C.I.P. dragon tied by 9 Nov.
PEKING dollar chop. Foreign postage paid by Hong Kong pair of 5c blue QV, tied by SHANGHAI British
P.O. cds. Reverse bears Shanghai dollar chop, transit Hong Kong and Joinville arrival cds. Very nice
and fresh,.
1898 cover to England, franked on front and reverse with 1c, 4c, and 5c ICP & CIP dragons mixed, all
tied by SHANGHAI 9 MAY 98 dollar chop. Overseas postage paid by pair of Hong Kong 5c stamps, cancelled by SHANGHAI cds. of British P.O. A Fine and colorful cover with LONDON arrival cds. on reverse .
BRITISH OFFICES IN CHINA: 1898 cover, franked with 10c dark green I.C.P. litho dragon tied by Tientsin Pakua cancel in combination with Hong Kong 5x2c rose QV, all tied by SHANGHAI code C British
P.O. cds. reverse bears Shanghai dollar chop, transit Hong Kong and arrival cds. Very nice,.
1898, German 1897 10pf postal stationery card (surcharged ‘’Nur Für Marine-Schiffsposten’’) with
picture showing Chinese scene (litter carriers) on reverse (faded), used Registered with additional
German 20pf adhesive from Shanghai to Germany, tied by ‘’SHANGHAI 24/2 98’’ cds, ‘’Shanghai/
Eingeschrieben...’’ Reg. label and Darmstadt (23.3.98) arrival cds alongside, fine. A very scarce card
MSP1
in this form.
INCOMING MAIL, 1898, Germany 10 Pf crown/eagle, single franking on lithographic postcard, sent
from Hamburg, 10.1.98, to a passenger of the ship „Sachsen” at Naples in Italy. Due to ship departure forwarded to Shanghai via transit cds HONGKONG, 16.2.98 and arrival mark SHANGHAI-LOCAL
POST, 22.2.98. Fine condition.
1898, german UPU card 1o pf. ovpt. „only for navy mail ship-posts” canc. „Imp. German navy mails No.
38 18 11 98” to Keil/Germany w. Dec. 28 arrival, on reverse dateline „Woosung 19th Nov. 1898” and
pasted small photograph of german litttle cruiser „Gefion” (2500 ts), in China Jan. 1898 to Aug. 1901
1899, „last day of the old century/first day of new century” strikes of dater „SHASI 31 DEC 99” resp.
„SHASI 1 JAN 00” on german „1900 century postcard” to hamburg/Germany, unusual
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b

600,-
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800,-
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150,-
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200,-
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Ak
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b
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b

800,-
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500,-
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900,-

GA

300,-

b
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Ak
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P 602 BRITISH OFFICES IN CHINA, 1899 Shanghai postcard, franked with ½c (x6) chocolate + 1c ocher

P 603
604
P 604A
P 605
P 606

P 607
P 608
P 609
P 610
P 610A
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(perforation at the right trimmed) C.I.P. dragon tied by Pakua cancel in combination with Hong Kong
2x2c rose QV, tied by SHANGHAI British P.O. cds alongside Shanghai Local Post cds, transit Hong
Kong and arrival cds.
1900, Japanese Offices 1 S. (2) canc. „TUNGCHOW 13 DEC 00 I.J.P.O.” (do not tie) on ppc ”Shanghai
French Settlement.„ endorsed as “field post” w. dater german p.o. „PEKING 20/12 00” to Berlin/
Germany w. “18/2 01” arrival
1900, German Legation & M. Le Baron de KETTELER picture postcard, he was murdered during the
Boxer Rebellion, tiny border crease, fine
1900, Incoming mail, Germany, 10 Pf. red canc. „NICKELSWALDE 11.8.00” on cover adressed to
German Navy Hospital Yokohama via Berlin court post office (domestic rate) readressed to other navy
unit inc. „Savoia” (hospital ship in “boxer” war) inc. transits german p.o. „SHANGHAI 29/12 00”
1901/20, incoming mail (4): GB wrapper to Chefoo w. „26 JUL 01” arrival; 1911 Austria ppc to Tsinanfu w. german office „TSINANFU .. 2.11” arrival; 1920 Austria stationery to Shanghai w. arrival; 1925
Yugoslavia reg. cover to Mukden w. arrival.
1901 registered cover from Peking, franked (on front and reverse-block of 4 & 6) with ten 4c C.I.P.
dragons, all tied by bi-lingual oval PEKING cds. Overseas postage paid with 30c Hong Kong stamp,
cancelled by SHANGHAI cds. (Code C) of the British office. Front shows red Peking Registration handstamp, and reverse bears SHANGHAI transit and ST. GENIS LAVAL arrival cds. A colorful Registered
cover with scarce franking .
FRENCH OFFICES IN CHINA, 1901 stationery card 1ct red, uprated with 5c salmon C.I.P. dragon tied
by clear PAOTING dollar chop. Foreign postage paid by 10c Sage with Chine overprint cancelled with
Shanghai French P.O. cds. Alongside Munich arrival cds.’s. Rare,.
BRITISH OFFICES IN CHINA: 1901 China 1c rose stationery card, franked additionally with 1898 CIP
4c deep chestnut tied by HANGCHOW cds.”s, with pair of HONG KONG 2c pale green cancelled
SHANGHAI cds. in black for inwards transmission. Scarce and Very Fine card .
1901, stationery card 20 Pa with boxed „PERA 19.5.901” to Futschau, China via „PERA-GALATA 20
MAI 1901”, „ADEN JU 2 01”, „COLOMBO JU 9 01”, „SINGAPORE TO HONGKONG JU 16 01” and arrival
P 20
„FOOCHOWFOO JU 26 01”, some corner crease, very scarce and unusual destination
1901, german field post letter with boxed „S.B. OSTAS. EXPED. 2. EI(SENB.)- BAUKOMP.” from China
sent to Bulgrim bei Nassow/Pommer, arrived with damage and provisorical repaired with paper seal
by authorities.
1901, Postcard Peking tied by austrian “K.U.K. KRIEGSMARINE KAISERIN ELISABETH 16/7/01” cds.
to Pola with arrival mark, tiny border toned, fine and scarce
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P 611 1901, incoming mail, Colombia, reply card 2 C. canc. blue „AGENCIA POSTAL DE PANAMA 8 NOV ..” to

Shanghai, endorsed „via America del Norte”, on reverse transit ”U.S. POSTAL AGENCY SHANGHAI DEC
22 1901„, arrival ”SHANGHAI LOCAL POST K DE 24 01„, unusal
P 611A 1901, SHANGHAI I.J.P.O. violetter Stempel auf japanischer 1 ½ Sn. ultramarin GSK (kl. Einriss) nach
TIENTSIN I.J.P.O..
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P 612 1901, Japanese P.O. in China, 1 1/2 Sen ultramarine, with cds TAKU I.J.P.O., 18.1.1901, on German

P 613

P 614
P 615
P 616
P 617

P.O.China 10 Pf crown/eagle stationery card with clear datestamp „K.D.FELDPOSTSTATION No.4”,
22.1.01, sent to Weissensee in Germany. Very scarce, only a handful examples of cds „TAKU I.J.P.O.”
are known. VF condition.
1901 DEUTSCHE POST IN CHINA: Feldpost-Brief Boxer-Aufstand K1 K.D. Feldpostexped des Ostasiatischen Expeditionscorps * 8.5 b nach Deutschland, 2Pf lebhaftgrau senkr 6-Block und Einzelwert
entwertet mit japanischen Stempel Taku Postgiro 7.5.01, ein Wert davon mit PF 52I „G”statt „C” in
P V ag (7)
Reichspost auf Briefvorderseite
1902 red band cover to Germany, bearing London Dragon 2c / Sc #100) tied by tombstone cancel, in
combination with German “China” ovp 10pf (Sc #26) tied by Tiensin cds. to Germany. Arrival cds. on
front. A colourful cover.
1902, coiling dragon 2 C. (2), 4 C. (2) canc. oval bilingual „PEKING JAN 26 1901” on ppc „Grüsse aus
Kiaotschau” (ed. Hirsbrunner & Co., Shanghai) via „PEKING 31/1 01” to Berlin/Germany w. “30/3
01” arrival, scarcer ppc
BRITISH OFFICES IN CHINA: 1902 stationery card 1c red, little toned, from Swatow uprated with 1c
ocher and 2c scarlet C.I.P. dragon tied by SWATOW cds. Foreign postage paid with Hong Kong 4c
carmine QV tied by Swatow type 3 IPO in Red and VICTORIA / HONG KONG cds alongside arrival cds.
1903, DEUTSCHE POST IN CHINA; Registration receipt book starting in Germany in 1903 and
continued 1912.11.19 to 1916.5.31 with strikes of dater Shanghai german p.o., great rarity (T)

P 618 1903, RUSSISCHE POST IN CHINA: russian offices 10 K. (pair) canc. „SHANGHAI 19 VI 03” on reverse

of registered cover (slightly reduced on top) via Siberia to Bolchen/Elsaß, Germany, on reverse transits „PORT ARTHUR 12 VI 1903”, „MOSKVA 30 VI 1903”, early via Siberia cover
P 618A 1903, Germany card 5 Pf. uprated 5 PF canc. „Imp. Navy Mail No. 38 19 XI 03” to Switzerland w.
14.XII.03 arrival, on reverse mimeographed pictorial new year greetings from „SMS Thetis” (little
cruiser of German East Asia Squadron) showing chinese lady and warship
P 619 1903, 3 Country card: french offices stationery 10 C. canc. „TIENTSIN 17 OCT 03”, IJPO 2 S. canc.
„TONGKU 16 NOV 03” and coiling dragon 1 C. canc. „TANGKU 8 NOV 03”

P 620 Incoming mail: 1904, Francais Indochine 1 c. black/red (2) and 2 c. brown/blue with overprint „YU-

ANNANSEN” tied by cds. „MONGTZE B...FEB.” to postcard to Yünnanfu with two single stamps coiling
dragon 1/2 c. brown with cds. „YÜNNANFU 28.FEB.”, fine, rare combination
P 621 1904, incoming mail, French Indochina, 5 C. (2) canc. „SAIGON 2 MAI 04” on ppc „Village annamite”
(ed. J. Brunet, Saigon) to „Kiaochow”, via french office „SHANG-HAI 19 MAI 04”, intl. dater „SHANGHAI
20 MAY” and arrival „TSINGATU 23 5 04”
P 622 French offices, 1904, 25 C. tied „SHANHGAI 12 MARS 04” on cover to Persia, endorsed „malle allemande” and „via Port Said et Batoum”, on reverse transits „VICTORIA HONG KONG 15 MR 04”,
„TUTICORIN 29 MR 04„, ”BOUSHIR 8/4„ and arrival ”TEHERAN 24 4„. Amazing route.
P 623 1905, Russian Post in China, envelope 7 K. ovpt. „KITAI” uprated 3 K.canc. „Shanghai 10 7 06” to
U1a
Berlin/Germany w. “20.8.06” delivery mark on reverse, toning in margins.

P 624 1905, Russian Post in China, envelope 10 K. ovpt. „KITAI” canc. „Shanghai 10 5 14” M’gladbach/
Germany, bit unevenly opened

P 625 1905, Russische Post in China, envelope 7 K. ovpt. „KITAI” uprated 2 K. (pair) canc. „Shanghai 3 17
2 14” to Essen/Germany, slight toning/wrinkling in margins.

P 626 1905, Russische Post in China, envelope 7 K. ovpt. „KITAI” uprated 3 K.canc. small type „SHANGHAI
P 627
P 628
P 629
P 630

SAGRAN.I.K. 30 3 07” (T&S type 5B) to M’Gladbach/Germany w. “8.5.07” delivery mark on reverse,
toning in margins.
1906, Russian post in China, letter card 10 K. ovpt. „KITAI” canc. „Shanghai 12.5.06” to M’gladbach/
Germany, arrival „28.6.06” on reverse. According to MICHEL stationery catalog issued in (recorded
from) 1907, so a very early usage.
1906, Russian Post in China, letter card 7 K. ovpt. „KITAI” uprated 3 K. canc. „„SHANGHAI SAGRAN.I.K.25 5 07” (T&S type 5B) to M’gladbach/Germany, arrival „27.6.07” on reverse. Vertical file
bend at left
1906, Russian post in China, letter card 10 K. ovpt. „KITAI” canc. „Shanghai 29.5.06” registered to
M’gladbach/Germany, arrival „11.7.06” on reverse. According to MICHEL stationery catalog issued in
(recorded from) 1907, so a very early usage, backside rare registered label!
1907, Indochine unovpt. 5 C. canc. bilingual „T’AI-P’ING-CHINE 25 AOUT 07” on reverse of ppc with
2nd strike alongside, via „P’O-TSI-CHINA 25 AOUT 07” to Fort Bayard w. same day arrival, very rare
p.o., photocopy of map w. places included
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P 632 1907, coiling dragons 1 C. w. Shanghai lunar dater resp. 2 C. w. intl. dater and 19 other stamps of

Belgium, UK, Germany, Egypt, Hong Kong, Japan, Straits, Johore, foreign offices in China (Japan, Russia,
Germany, France, US ), souvenir of East Asia trip of german mail steamer w. 1906/07 dates, amazing
P 633 1909, „KASTORIA 19 9 09” on cover via Alexandria (23.9.09) Suez (24.9.09) and Shanghai (24.10.09)
to Tientsin (30.10.09), some corner crease and vertical fold, scarce Greece & Turkey forerunner and
unusual incoming destination to China!
P 634 1910, Russian Post in China, envelope 20 K. (vert. crease) uprated 5 K., 25 K. canc. ”SHANGHAI
ZAGRAN P. K. 1 10 10„ to Gera/Germany, registration label inscribed ”Ghanghai„, very rare thus
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P 635 1910, Chefoo: ppc with five-country franking China, and french- russian- german- japanese-office all

with respecive markings „CHEFOO 7 SEP 10”; also three-country franking with offices of Russia, Hong
Kong and Japan „2.10.1´2”
635A 1911, cover of „NORDDEUTSCHER LLOYD BREMEN” franking with german 20 Pf. Germania and postmark „DEUTSCHE SEEPOST OST-ASIATISCHE LINIE” via Siberia to Shanghai, on reverse german
„SCHANGHAI DEUTSCHE POST” and chinese „SHANGHAI”
P 636 1913, Russian Post in China, used in Manchuria: unoverprinted letter card Romanov 7 K. uprated
K16
Romanov 3 K. canc. „CHARBIN 23 8 13 VOKS.” to Heiligenhaus/Germany

P 637 1913, Russian Post in China, used in Manchuria: unoverprinted envelope Romanov 7 K. uprated 1 K.
(3) tied four strikes „CHARBIN 23 8 13 VOKS.” to Bad Oeynhausen/Germany, file bend at left, rare

Russland U52A

P 638 1914, Empfangsbescheinigung der Chinese Imperial Post über einen Brief von der Ungarischen Bot-

schaft in Washington, USA, mit Poststempel Peking, 2.11.1914 und Dienststempel des
K.u.K.Marinedetachement Peking. R!
P 639 1915, Incoming mail (war time): German envelope from “DETTUM 28.1.15” (one stamp round corner)
86 II (2)
sent to German Consulate Schanghai with b/s chinese arrival from april’ 13th, 1915

P 640 1915, Incoming mail (war time): German envelope from “DETTUM 28.1.15” sent to German Consulate Schanghai with b/s chinese and german arrival ”SCHANGHAI Deutsche Post 9.5.15” (T)

86 II (2)

P 641 1915, incoming mail, Netherlands 12 C. to german bank in Shanghai, blue Hong Kong censortape
and two line „RETURNED. NOT / TRANSMISSIBKE.”, WWI

P 642 1916, 20 Pfg. Germania mit Firmenlochung auf Bedarfsbrief mit rotem “Auslandsstelle Cöln - Deutz

Frei - gegeben” und britischer Doppelzensur (2 verschiedene Streifen), sowie violettem “P.B.C” von
DR
HONGKONG nach HANKOW. Seltener Zensurbrief nach CHINA!
P 643 1916, Französische Post in China, Bankbrief mit 25 C. blau von TIENTSIN und blauer Militärzensur,
sowie weißem Zensurklebezettel nach ZÜRICH, seltener Kriegsbeleg !

P 644 1916, Deutsche Post in China, 4 C. karmin GSK von SHANGHAI mit blauem franz. Zensurstempel
“OUVERT 107 Par l`AUTORITÉ MILITAIRE” nach STUTTGART, seltene Kriegskarte !

P 645 1917, 1 C grün chinesische Ganzsachenkarte als Kriegsgefangenenpost mit vollem Text und Absen-

derangabe aus Kirin, entwertet mit chinesischem Tagesstempel Suifenho und russicher sowie chinesischer Zensur nach Tientsin gelaufen. Ganzsache mit reparierter Aktenlochung. Sehr seltenes Zeitdokument.
P 646 1917, POW card from camp „Jaroslawl-Kumar” (Russia) to Shanghai w. delivery mark „SHANGHAI C
LOCAL POST MAY 10 17”

P 647 1917, incoming mail, Russia, 20 K. / 14 K. tied „PETROGRAD 7.4.17” on registered cover to Peking,
russian censor label and censor marks, on reverse arrival russian p.o. „PEKIN 4.5.17”

P 648 1917, incoming mail, Russia, 20 K. imperf. (pair) tied „TROINKOSAVODSK 3.12.22” on reverse of
small registered cover to Tientsin, transit „MANCHOURI 28 DEC 22”, arrival „TIENTSIN 22 DEC 22”

P 649 1918, stampless envelope (MM, toned faults) from „Agence des prisonniers de guerre” Tientsin

P 650
P 651
P 652
654

30

pmkd. „TIENTSINGHSIEN A 7.1.4” to German Consulate General at Batavia/Dutch East Indies. On
reverse transits: „TIENTSIN JAN 4 18”, chinese TPO „Mukden-Peking Ambulant 5 Jan 18”, framed
„PASSED BY CENSOR. / YOKOHAMA POST OFFICE” (on front), „SINGAPORE 11 AP 18” (plus Straits
Settlements censortape) and arrival „WELTEVREDEN 16.4.18. Despite signs of age an impressive
entire, amateurs item. (T)
RUSSIAN OFFICES IN CHINA, 1918 Llamas Temple picture postcard, franked with 4c orange brown
C.I.P. Dragon tied by SHANGHAI cds. in combination with Russian KITAY overprint 2k(x2) tied by Russian Shanghai P.O. cds alongside French Tourcoing arrival cds,.
1918, incoming mail / disaster mail, Portugal, registered cover (soiled, stamps missing, but mirror
images extant) ”LISBOA 8-2-18„ via Italy (censormark) and Hong Kong to Macau, framed ”RECEIVED
DAMAGED / AT HONG KONG„, probably from mail steamer torpedoed in WW-I
Chinese Exped. Forces 1919 (Aug 20): cover from ‘BASE OFFICE B.’ (TIENTSIN) to England, franked
on reverse by ‘’C.E.F.’’ ovptd KGV. ½a pair, tied by two good strikes of Type D3 cds. Envelope shorte2 (CG C24) (2)
ned by opening at left, still very fine. A rare commercial franking with this issue.
1921 (24.9.), Italienische Post, Victor Emanuel 5c green opt. ‘2 CENTS / Tientsin’ single use on picture side of postcard with ‘R.R.POSTE ITALIANE / TIENTSIN-CINA’ cds. unadressed, picture ‘Deer at
50
Public Park, Peitaiho’, nice postcard!
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P 655 MAURITANIA UPU SPECIMENS: 1921, complete sets ‘25 years of states post’ of China and Sinki-

ang optd. in black ‘SPECIMEN’ all in vertical strips of three affixed to large piece and tied by large
red ‘SPECIMEN COLLECTION MAURITANIE’ handstamps used by Mauritania Director of Posts to
record and display material sent him by the UPU in Berne, minor toning on a few stamps nevertheless an unique and excellent exhibition item! (M)
P 656 FRENCH OFFICES IN CHINA, 1922 registered cover to Vienna, franked with 2x10c/25c blue + 20c/
50c French 1907 issues for China, all tied by SHANGHAI / CHINE French P.O. cds. back flap missing.
Nice combination.
P 657 1925, „NEWSPAPER UNDER SPECIAL CONTRACT / TIENTSIN / 14.4.7” (April 4, 1925) clear strike on
reverse of newspaper wrapper to Peking

178/81 +
Sinkiang
23/26 var.

(*)
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P 658 1929, FFC Shanghai-Nanking, 15 C. air and 10 C. blue tied by pictorial „propeller” dater resp.

”SHANGHAI 8.7.18„ on registered airmail cover to Nanking w. same-day arrival on reverse (China AirMuller 12
post Cat. #16)
P 659 1929, FFC Shanghai-Nanking-Peiping, w. 2nd airmails cpo.. set 15-90 C. plus on reverse junk 2
Muller 12
CShanghai 18.7.8„ to Peiping w. next day arrival on reverse (China Airpost Cat. #16)

P 660 1931, FFC Canton-Wuchow w. 15 C. air and junk 3 C. resp. 1 C./3 C. canc. „CANTON 16.1.20” to

Wuchow w. same day arrival on reverse, large violet cachet ”KWANGTUNG / AIRMAILS„ (China Airpost
Muller 22
Cat. #32)
P 661 1931, FFC Shanghai-Nanking by CNAC, 15 C. air and junk 4 C. green tied by pictorial „biplane”
dater„Shanghai 20.6.7” to Nanking w. same-day arrival on reverse

P 662 1931, FFC Shanghai-Chungking-Chengtu by CNAC w. long wall 15 C., junk 8 C. and reaper 15 C. tied

comm. dater „Pahsien 22.6.1” to official illustrated envelope to Chengtu w. same day arrival (China
Muller 56
Airpost Cat. #80) (T)
P 663 1931, FFC China-Europe via Siberia by EURASIA, official Eurasia envelope with complete airmail set
15 C.-90 C. and junks 5 C., 20 C. (2) canc. biplane commemorative dater „Nanking 20.5.31 registered to Berlin/Germany, on reverse transit comm. dater ”Manchuli 20.6.1„, Berlin 11.6.31 resp.
Muller 36
12.6.31 arrivals, slight vert. crease not affecting stamps (China Airpost Cat. #40) (T)
P 664 1931, FFC Nanking-Peiping via Suchow-Tsinan-Tientsin, by CNAC, w. 15 C. air and junks 4 C. canc.
Muller 28
„PEIPING 15.4.20” to Peiping w. next day arrival on reverse (China Airpost Cat. #37)

P 665 1931, FFC Peiping-Nanking via Tientsin-Tsintan & Suchow, by CNAC, w. 15 C. air and junks 3 C./4 C.

and 7 C. canc. „PEIPING 14.4.20” to Nanking w. same day arrival alongside (China Airpost Cat. #38) Muller 27

P 666 1931, FFC Hankow-Ichang via Shashi w. 30 C. air and commemorative 4 C. canc. „HANKOW 20.3.31”
to Ichang w. same day arrival alongside (China Airpost Cat. #35)

Muller 24

P 667 1932, SYS 25 C. canc. „SHANGHAI 24.9.32” on cover „round the world flight by von Gronau” by flying

boat „Dornier Greenland Whale” to Manila/Phillipines with pictorial arrival „Manila September 27,
1932” plus some day dater on reverse, rare
P 668 1933, incoming air mail from Germany w. 25 Pf. blue and airmails 50 Pf. (pair) canc. „NAUMBURG
3.6.33” to Berlin Mission, Canton, endorsed „Per avion au dela de Moscou”, transits „BERLINC
4.6.31”, „CANTON 22.7.6” and arrival „YINGTAK 22.7.7”, vert. crease not affecting stamps, unusual
P 669 1933, bilingual ”5 6 33 INTERNATIONAL / POSTAGE PAID / CANTON„ (27x27 mm), sample strikes (3)
from the UPU-archives, less than a handful usages recorded 1934-40. (M)

200,-

670 1933, FFC CNAC Canton-Shanghai w. air mail 30 C. tied commemorative dater „Canton 22.10.25” to
Amoy, slight overall toning, bit soiling at right (China Airpost Cat. #84) (T)

Muller 58a
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P 671 1933, FFC CNAC Shanghai-Canton resp. Canton-Shanghai return flight: long wall 15 C., 50 C. regis-

tered Shanghai to Canton; long wall 15 C. pair Canton to Foochow, both on official illustrated CNAC
Muller 58, 58a
envelopes w. arrivals on reverse (China Airpost Cat. #83, 84) (T)
672 1933, FFC CNAC Canton-Shanghai w. air mail 45 C., a bottom imprint margin copy, and junk 10 c. tied
commemorative dater „Canton 22.10.25„ to official illustrated CNAC envelope (some soiling) to
Muller 84
Shanghai w. ”Shanghai 22.10.27” backstamp (China Airpost Cat. #84) (T)
P 673 1936, FFC CNAC/Air France Canton-Hanoi w. large wall air mail 15 C. tied commemorative dater „propeller” „CANTON 14-2-1936”, unsealed and endorsed “printed matter” (China Airpost Cat. #113) (T) Muller 76

P 674 1936, FFC China-Europe by SWAC & Air France, w. long wall 15, 25 C. etc. canc. „CANTON 9.7.36” to
Hanoi (10.7. backstamp) and retour, boxed slogan marking on reverse (China Airpost Cat. #121)

P 674A Italian offices, card 10 C. ovpt. „Tientsin” pasted UK 1/2d green (3 kinds) canc. ship p.o. „PIROSCAFE
POSTALE JERUSALEMME 5.10.37” to USA

P 675 1938, incoming mail, Scotland/UK, registered air mail cover „EDINBURGH 25 FE 38” to Shanghai, on
reverse transit „HONG KONG 11 MR 38” and „SHANGHAI 16.3.38” arrival

Muller 81

P 676 Incoming air mail, Switzerland, 1939, sfr. 1.50 frank canc. „Swiss National Exhibiton PTT Pavillon 15.

V.39” by Swissair-North Europe-Flight up to Reval w. „TALLINN 16 V 39” transit, to Shanghai w. distribution mark on reverse, unusual
P 677 1940, incoming mail, Germany, 35 Pf. frank „BERLIN-SCHÖNEBERG 30.9.40” on air mail cover endorsed „By airmail up to Moscow and then onward via Siberia” to Shanghai poste restante, martyr 8
C. for restante fee tied „SHANGHAI 23.10.40”, german censorship tape, jewish correspondence
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Start

P 678 1941, incoming mail, Germany, 35 Pf. frank canc. „BRESLAU 29.4.41” on air mail cover endorsed „By

airmail up to Moscow„ resp. ”via Siberia” to Shanghai w. „30.5.22” backstamp, german censorship
tape, jewish correspondence
P 679 1941, incoming mail, Germany, registered UPU reply card by air mail canc. „FRANKFURT 10.2.41”
endorsed „au delai de Moscou”, to Shanghai

e

120,-

GA

200,-

P 679A 1941, envelope of the Golden Palace Museum Nanking including a large-size print on paper of a
P 680

P 681

P 682

P 683

classic painting (photo on front), on reverse sealed by „Republican Govt. Golden Palace Museum
Bldg. / Republic of China Nanking temporary government” (M)
1944, SYS $1 (5) tied „CHUNGKING 33.1.10” to cover (split in halves for display, bit reduced at left)
via „PAHSIEN (CHUNGKING) 33.1.19 to occupied Shanghai w. arrival ”SHANGHAI 9.8.33„ (Aug. 9,
1944). Sent between IRC delegations at free and occupied China,. On reverse purple label (124x55
mm) ”Note to the Censor: „The Governemnt of China as well as the HIM Japanese Authorities have
both officially given the assent for the exchange of correspondence & International Red Cross Message-Forms between the Delegates of the International Red Cross committee in Shanghai and Chungking or Vice versa.” Scarce postal history. (M)
1944, International Red Cross Committee formula sheet sent from Shanghai / China with oval violet
“Comite International Croix Rouge SHANGHAI” to Italy via Turkish Red Cross showing red circular
“Comite International de la Croix Rouge Delegation en Turquie” cachet, censor mark Egypt, transit
mark Geneva, the letter was carried for 17 month during WW II, very scarce and unusual! (T)
1949, SYS $500 (block-6) and $400 on fiscal (12, block-10 and pair) canc. „SHANGHAI 38.4.19” ea.
w. perfin „Y. T. T.” of Yee Tsoong Tobacco Co. Ltd on registered cover (400x223 mm) to Tientsin, framed „Waterway route mail”, “Tientsin 38.6.11„ backstamp. Mail between nationalist and communist
areas, unusual cover in many respects. (MS1)
Inland postal money order, 1949, Silver Yuan period, two entire MO usedin Kweichow area and one
receipt of small MO used Hopeh area; also two PRC stampless MO of 1951/52 (M)

100,-

b

200,-

b

500,-

b

300,-

b

300,-

b

250,-

**

100,-

Ak

150,-

g

80,-

b/x
(*)

70,300,150,-

A91-95 (3)

(*)

360,-

87/89 (3)

(*)

200,-

(*)

6.000,-

(*)

350,-

(*)

350,-

(*)

130,-

133/36 (3)

(*)

1.400,-

Bl. 1

(*)

160,-

GA

Gebot

P 684 1954, incoming mail, Sweden 1.90 Kr. frank „STOCKHOLM 26.5.54” on cover (battered) to Tientsin,

various paper slips, framed red bilingual ”Non reclamé„ and ”Retour„. On reverse 8 backstamps of
Tientsin
685 1972, MAO & NIXON Fujeira 5 imperf part sheets, eache 4 se-tenant sets, total 20 mnh imperf sets, Mi 1484B 1486B
all mint never hinged with margins. (M)

CHINA - MANDSCHUREI
see also 687

P 686 1913, violet railway handstamp „CHANGGHUN-MUKDEN” on souvenier card from Moscow/Russia via
China to Seoul/Korea

P 687 1946, complete set of three values Manchukuo surcharged “War agains Japan” fine cancelled (cto), Kuantung
Michel catalogue value 250,- Euro

20-22

CHINA - TAIWAN (FORMOSA)
P 688 1912, local republican overprints: Tsinshan, „China/flag/Republic”, violet handstamp on coiling dra-

gon 1 C., 3 C., 10 C. and carp 50 C. each canc. intl. dater „TSINSHAN 20 NOV 11” on red band cover
adressed to Hong Kong
P 688A 1948, ($)100 on $20 carmine, unused no gum as issued, clean condition (Michel cat. 1000.-)
A75

P 688B 1948, ($)20.000 on $3000 light blue, unused no gum as issued (Michel cat. 650.-)
P 689 1949/50, Sun Yatsen 44 ($) red surcharged 5 (C) to 50 (C) part set of five different stamps in horizontal strips of three, unused without gum as issued (not hinged), scarce strips! Mi. € 1.455,-- +

P 690 1949, Sun Yatsen surcharged 2 (C) to 10 (C) complete set of three stamps in horizontal strips of
three, unused without gum as issued (not hinged), scarce strips! Mi. € 750,-- +

(*)

P 691 1950, flying geese surcharged 1.00 ($) to 20.00 ($) complete set of five stamps in horizontal

strips of three, unused without gum as issued (not hinged), the right stamps of the 5.00 ($) and
96-100 (3)
20.00 ($) strips with corner faults at top right otherwise fine and rare strips! Mi. € 30.000,-- +
P 692 1950, Zheng Chenggong complete set incl. airmail stamp in horizontal strips of three (some with
113/26 (3)
margin at right), unused without gum as issued (not hinged), Mi. € 1.350,-- +

P 693 1950, Sun Yatsen surcharged 10 (C) to 50 (C) part set of seven different stamps in horizontal strips

of three most with margins at left, unused without gum as issued (not hinged), scarce strips! Mi. € 104/05 +
107/11 (3)
1.392,-- +
P 694 1950, flying geese surcharged 2.00 ($) horizontal strips of three from left margin, unused without
97 (3)
gum as issued (not hinged), scarce! Mi. € 540,-- +

P 695 1951, flying geese surcharged 5.00 ($) to 50.00 ($) complete set of four stamps in horizontal
strips of three, unused without gum as issued (not hinged), fine and rare strips! Mi. € 5.100,-- +

P 696 1951, self administration 2.00 ($) green ‘rice farmer’ imperforate miniature sheet, unused without
gum as issued (not hinged), very scarce! Mi. € 650,--

697 1951, declared value envelope w. on reverse imprint „1951.7.12-20.000” and „906”, mint; probably
late ROC? (M)
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698 1951, self administration s/s $2, unused no gum as issued (Michel cat. 750.-)
Bl. 1
P 699 1952, $10 on wild goose green tied „KAOHSIUNG 12.853” on small size air mail cover to Denmark,

Start
(*)

150,-

b

100,-

(*)
(*)

1.200,60,-

169-83B

(*)

400,-

155/60 B

(*)

140,-

155/60 A

(*)

P 706 1953, 66th birthday booklet pane, unused no gum as issued (Michel cat. 1200.-)
169/183B
P 707 1954, Silo bridge imperforated 40 C., $3.60, $5 canc. „Taiwan.Yingko 43.3.5” on registered cover via

(*)

100,250,-

commercial usage by sailor aboard ship, clean condition

152

P 700 1952, flying geese surcharged 10.00 ($) to 50.00 ($) complete set of three stamps in horizontal

strips of three, unused without gum as issued (not hinged) but the 10 ($) strip with faults (missing
152/54 (3)
large part at top) otherwise fine and rare strips! Mi. € 5.100,-- +
P 701 1953, Tuberculosis complete set unused without gum as issued (not hinged), Mi. € 220,-165/68

703 1953, first Booklet with the cpl set ‘66th birthday of president Chiang Kai-shek’. Booklet cover with MH1 with
some wrinkles, but booklet panes and leaves fresh and in good condition.

P 704 1953, Chiang Kai-shek complete IMPERFORATED set, unused without gum as issued (not hinged),
Mi. € 550,--

P 705 1953, Chiang Kai-shek complete perforated set, unused without gum as issued (not hinged), Mi. €
400,--

„CHILUNG 5.3.54” to USA w. arrival „BALTIMORE APR 4 1954” on reverse. Cover vertical crease not
affecting stamps and wrinkles, but complete. The Silo bridge imperfs used on cover are almost un- 184B, 186B,
187B
seen, a modern rarity. (M)
P 708 1954, Silo Bridge complete booklet, unused no gum as issued (Michel cat. 1500.-)
184/187B

P 709 1955/60, lot with s/s, unused no gum as issued (Michel cat. 986.-)
Bl. 2, 4, 5,-8
710 1955, three Chiang Kai-shek miniature sheets, unused without gum as issued - not hinged but all
sheets with vertical bend in centre not affecting the stamps, Mi. € 660,--

Bl. 2 (3)

(*)
(*)
(*)

300,400,200,-

(*)

70,150,-

244/49 (3)

**

70,-

295/98 (3)

(*)

150,-

text in german (Michel cat 450.-) (M)

Bl. 5

(*)

1960/66, three sets MNH including emperors

366/602 ex

**

1962, emperors - old paintings from the Palace Museum (III), unused mounted mint first mount LH

470/73

*

P 711 1955, forces day s/s, unused no gum as issued (Michel cat. 750.-)
Bl. 3
P 712 1956, 69th birthday of President Chiang Kai-shek complete set in horiz. or vertical strips of three,
mint never hinged, Mi. € 270,-- +

P 713 1958, Palace of the President complete set in horizontal strips of three, unused without gum as issued (not hinged), Mi. € 600,-- +

P 713A 1958, heroes monument, unused mint mounted on page from official presentation album, on reverse
714
714A
715
P 716
717

b

1960, East-West Highway miniature sheet, unused without gum as issued (not hinged), Mi. € 250,-- Bl. 7

(*)

1962/65, meter marks „000,00” test prints (6) from Taipei, Kiai, Tainan, Kaohsiung, ex-UPU archives

g

100,80,80,70,60,-

1962/65, meter marks „000,00” test prints (6) from Taipei, Kiai, Taichung, Tainan, Kaohsiung, exUPU archives

g

60,-

470-73

**

470/73

**

536/39 (3)

**

100,100,70,-

(*)

100,-

(*)

80,-

b

700,-

(*)

400,-

v/d

200,-

718 1962, old chinese paintings from the palace museum “EMPEROR” complete set mint never hinged.
Mi. 300,--

719 1962, emperors paintings, mint never hinged MNH
720 1964, fruits complete set in vertical strips of three, mint never hinged, Mi. € 270,-- +

CHINA - TAIWAN - PORTOMARKEN
P 721 1950, Sun Yatsen definitive 100.00 ($) blue optd. ‘Postage Due’ in chinese and new values 4 (C) to

40 (C), part set of four different stamps all in horizontal strips of three, unused without gum as issued
13/16 (3)
(not hinged), scarce strips! Mi. € 390,-- +
P 721A 1953, optd. fiscal stamps of China part set of four (10c., 40c, 80c and 100c) all in horizontal or ver20 + 22/24
tical strips of three, unused without gum as issued (not hinged), scarce strips! Mi. € 366,-- +

CHINA - TIBET
P 722 1905, forerunners, 3 C. green canc. „GYANTSE” on reverse of cover to Lhasa
China 73
P 723 1911, surcharges 3 P./1 C. up to 1R./$1 unused no gum. 4 C. part oxydized, otherwise clean condition. (Michel cat. 1800.-)

1-10

P 724 1911, blocks of four each of 3 P./1 C., 1/2 A./2 C., 1 A./4 C. and 2 A./7 C. canc. large bilingual „GYANTSE-TIBET”; 12 A./50 C. tied large bilingual „PHARI TIBET” to piece.

1-4 (4); 9

P 725 1911, 1/2 A. / 2 C. deep green tied by bilingual „YATUNG TIBET 9.5„ to small red band cover
(slight corner crease not affecting stamp) to Chengtu

2

b

2.000,-

b

120,-

P 725A 1962-70, China used in Tibet: Four covers from Tibet to Nepal franked with various China PR stamps

as 1962 10f ‘Independence Albania’, 1963 10f ‘Fidel Castro’, 1964 8f ‘Vietnam’s Victory’ and 10f
‘Enver Hodscha’, 1969 10f ‘Yangtse Bridge’ and others, minor imperfections (opening) but still a
688 and others
good/fine and scarce quartet.
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CHINA - VOLKSREPUBLIK
P 726 1912/15, ppc w. 1/2 C. ovpt. dragon pai r„PEKING (1) 2 JUL 12” resp. Austria 5 H. (faults) tied „K.u.K.

Marinedetachment 2.VII.12 to Austria, sender Sgt. in legation navy guard unit. Also 1915/16 stampless card of „Ku.K. China-Gebirgskanonenbatterie Nr. 3/G.A.R.2” (Imperial&Royal China mountain
artillery battery) with FPO marking „641 30. ..” with Easter greetings (WWI)
P 727 1950/63, air mail covers (2), 1954.5.1 FDC and ppc with peony 43 f. single frank on ppc to Czechoslovakia

Ak

60,-

b
e

80,50,60,-

b

300,-

b/d

80,-

b

150,-

d
b

400,100,-

b

80,-

b

300,-

b

80,-

b

100,-

53 (200)

(*)

500,-

64 (3)

b

70,-

87 (200)

**

100,-

88 Cb (200)

**

100,-

91 (200)

**

100,-

95/98 ex, etc.

e

80,-

728 1950s/60s, official damage repair seals, unused no gum as issued: blocks- 4 (2), singles (3) (M)
P 729 1950/51, Tien An Men, small size air mail covers (4) to Europe inc. registered x3
P 730 1950/51, Tien an Me. $30.000, $50.000 etc. tied „SHANGHAI” to parcel tag. Two small values, scra-

(*)

ped, scarce

P 731 1950, Tien an Men frankings, airmail covers (4, one registered) via Moscow to Czechoslovakia; plus
piece with high values $20.000, $50.000

P 734 1950, Tien An Men 4th printing $400 (2), $1000 (2) and 2nd printing $3000 canc. „Nanking

1950.11.10” on reverse of official insured envelope (horiz. creases slightly affecting both $1000) to 22, 70 (2),
73 (2)
Shantung province (T)
P 735 1950, Briefstück mit einem Viererblock der nicht verausgabeten Marke von Ostchina mit neuem
30 (4)
Wertaufdruck 20000 auf 10000$, als gestempelte Einheit sehr selten!

P 736 1950, Two covers from Peking to Praha and Shanghai to Pilzen, fine pair (T)
P 737 1950, 1st anniversary $800 with Tien An Men 1st printing $5000, $10.000 canc. „PEKING 12.7.50”
on reverse of small size air mail cover to Paris/France

31I; 18, 20

P 738 1950, 1st anniversary set (C4) complete plus world peace $800 and Tien An Men $2.000, 5.000 31I/34I, 58I
canc. „CANTON B 1950.8.8” on air mail cover to Dillsburg/PA., USA (T)

P 739 1950/55, old currency commemoratives on cover (4) to Europe inc. 1951 1st anniversary cpl. set

etc.
34I, 122/126I
etc.

P 740 1950, meter mark “$1800 Shanghai 30 I 50„ with respective postmark alongside on surface mail
cover to Prerov/Czechoslovakia

P 741 1950, $200 on $2 flying geese, a full sheet of 200 with all margins, unused no gum as issued, very
fine condition (Michel cat. 3.000.-) (MS)

P 742 1950, Tien An Men 3rd issue $500, a horizontal strip-3 tied „PEKING 52.9.16” to pictorial envelope

of „Narodni Kitai” (New China) magazine, surface printed matter (112x244 mm) envelope to Leipzig/
East Germany with communist Germany crested customs marking in violet (Peking postal customs
permit mark on reverse), attractive commercial usage (M)
743 1950, 50$ on 10$ surcharged ultramarine mint never hinged unfolded complete sheet with margins
on all sides and imprints at right and left, rare! (MS1)
744 1950, 100$ on 15$ surcharged red-orange perforation 14 mint never hinged unfolded complete
sheet with margins on all sides and imprints at right and left, Michel catalogue value 300,- Euro for
single stamps! (MS1)
745 1950, 400$ on 2000$ surcharged brown-violet mint never hinged unfolded complete sheet with
margins on all sides and imprints at right and left, rare! (MS1)

P 746 1951, large size air mail issue stamps up to $10.000 on air mail covers to Czechoslovakia, from
Hsiking (2) or Peking (2) inc. one registered (T)

P 747 1951, Tien an Men $30.000, $100.000 each horizontal pair canc.„PEKIN 55.11.21” (Michel cat.
880.-)

102 (2), 104 (2) g/p
(*)

150,100,100,-

Bl. 1/4

**

70,-

Bl. 1/4

**

70,-

b

120,-

Bl. 6 (2)

g

Gebot

302 II

**

150,-

b

120,-

FDC

100,-

P 748 1953, 800 M. airforce stamp, unused no gum as issued, no thins, few tiny toned perfs, fine
MP 1
P 749 1953, 800 M. airforce stamp, unused no gum as issued, no thins, fine
MP 1
750 1955, famous scientists complete set of four miniature sheets mint never hinged (without gum as
issued), Mi. € 360,--

751 1955, famous scientists complete set of four miniature sheets mint never hinged (without gum as
issued), Mi. € 360,--

P 752 1956/65, covers with commemoratives (5) inc. Engels, sports, Dr. Sun, Zunyi conference; all used air
mail to Austria (T)

753 1958, Kuan Han-Ching s/s, used first day postmark, two copies (one slight marginal crease and bit
stain)

P 754 1955, definitive 8f pale red orange from scarce SHANGHAI printing perf. 12 1/2, mint never hinged
(without gum as issued), Mi. € 500,--

P 755 1959, working day set, student movement 8 F. etc. canc. ”Inner Mongolia Shikeya 59.9.23„ on air
mail cover to East Germany (T)

P 756 1959, PRC 10 years, official cacheted FDC with Beijing commemorative marking, unadressed, very
clean condition (T)
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P 758 1961/63, chrysanthemum 8 f. (2), 30 f., 35 f. resp. 30 f. with butterfly 22f.; and peony 10 f. (5), three

commercially used air mail covers (slight faults) to Swiss, Italy and Germany; 1959 10th anniversary 481/83, 575
(IV): 8 f. single, 10 f. (3) resp. 20 f. (3) each on commercially used cover to Hong Kong resp. Italy (2) (T) ec.

P 759 1960, Pig Breeding S40 mint never hinged MNH, very fine.
SC. 518-522
P 760 1960/67, liberation of Czechoslovakia set with „Mao the sun” 8 F. canc. ”Tsinan 1969.2.26” on reverse of Mao slogan cover with picture of „White Women Bataillon” to „Nymburk”, Czechoslovakia.

532/33, 979

P 761 1960, gold fishes complete set mint never hinged MNH, Mi. € 950,-534/45
762 1960, gold fishes complete set mint never hinged MNH, few stamps light toned gum as usual, Mi. €
763
763A
764
765
766
767
768
769
770
P 771

b
**

534/45

**

1960, gold fishes complete set mint never hinged MNH, Mi. € 950,--

534/45

**

1960, Goldfische, kompl. Satz 12 Werte sauber, teils über Eck gestempelt (ME 200,-)

534/45

g

1960, gold fishes complete set very fine used

534/45

g

1960, gold fishes complete set very fine used

534/45

g

1960, gold fishes complete set very fine used

534/45

g

1960, gold fishes complete set very fine used

534/45

g

1960, gold fishes complete set very fine used

534/45

g

1960, Gold fish complete set of 12v used, CTO (with o.g.), one stamp missing perf, otherwise fine.

534-545

g

1960, gold fishes complete set very fine used with full but partial toned gum, Mi. € 200,--

534/45

g

1960, Goldfische und Schweine je postfrische komplette Serie, zum Teil mimimal gebräunter Gummi, 534-45,
Katalogwert über 1.000,- Euro.
546-50

**
**
*

100,100,200,200,200,200,80,60,60,60,60,60,80,50,200,100,-

1.250,- € (T)

ex 570/88

1960, Chrysanthemum set of 6 values mint never hinged with small gum faults, Mi. € 230,--

570-75

**

1960, Chrysanthemum set of 6 values mint never hinged regummed, Mi. € 230,--

570-75

(*)

1960, Chrysanthemum set of 6 values mint never hinged with small gum faults, Mi. € 290,--

583 - 588

**

1960, Chrysanthemum set of 6 values mint never hinged with small gum faults, fine

583 - 588

**

1961, table tennis miniature sheet mint never hinged (without gum as issued), Mi. € 2.200,-

Bl 7

**

1961, table tennis miniature sheet mint never hinged (without gum as issued), Mi. € 2.200.-

Bl 7

**

1961, table tennis championships s/s, mint no gum as issued, Michel cat. 2.200.- Euro

Bl 7

(*)

1961, table tennis championships s/s, mint no gum as issued, Michel cat. 2.200.- Euro

Bl 7

(*)

1961, table tennis championships s/s, mint no gum as issued, Michel cat. 2.200.- Euro

Bl 7

(*)

1961, table tennis championships s/s, mint no gum as issued, Michel cat. 2.200.- Euro

Bl 7

(*)

1961, Table tennis WCS, bloc sheet with red first day special cancellation (ME 800,-)

Bl. 7

g

200,100,100,150,150,700,400,400,400,400,400,250,-

1961, table tennis championships s/s, fine cancelled with first day special mark, Michel catalogue
Bl. 7
value 1.400,- Euro

g

200,-

b

150,-

696,697

b

100,-

Switzerland from “CANTON 1962/11/12”, very scarce authentic usage in 1962!

625, 648, 652

Ak

1962, Mei Lan-fang, complete issue, fixed in a booklet. Mi. for mint never hinged 2.100,- € (T)

648/55

*

1962, Mei Lan-fang complete perforated set very fine used, Mi. € 450,--

648/55 A

g

1962, Mei Lang Fang, complete perf set, all mint never hinged, MNH, fine and very fresh quality

P 784 1961, Mongolian PR 40 years and Paris commune 90 years sets in pairs tied „Szechuan Chengtu 602/03 (2),
1961.10.2” to air mail cover, to Budapest/Hungary (T)

589/90 (2)

P 785 1963, Butterflys 22 F. and 30 F. & Horses on registered cover including 10 F. block of four, top right 608, 611, 669,
stamp crease, on reverse Pair 8 F. and Marx 8 F., to Switzerland, fine

P 786 1962, Mei Lan Fang 4 F. and 20 F. on air mail postcard (C94 8-1, 8-5) together with Bridge 20 F., to
P 786A
P 787
P 788
789
P 790

**

950,--

P 772 1961, 40th Anniv. of Founding of Communist Party of China, C88, mint never hinged MNH, very fine. Sc. 569-573
P 772A 1960/61, Chrysanthemums, all 3 complete issues, fixed in a booklet. Mi. for mint never hinged
773
774
775
776
777
P 778
779
780
781
P 782
P 782A
P 783

b

648 / 655A

**

1962, Mei Lan Fang perforated, complete set with 8 stamps, used, fine, signed Biondi with certificate 648-655 A

g

200,300,140,500,100,-

1962, Mei Lan-fang complete IMPERFORATED set mint never hinged MNH but minor toned stri648/55 B
pes in gum on all values, fronts fine and fresh, Mi. € 12.000,--

**

3.000,-

**/*

4.000,-

**
b

3.000,120,-

b

60,-

P 791 1962, Mei Lang Fang, complete imperf set, both 8 F. and 20 F. mint hinged, all other mint never hin-

ged, few values up to 30 F. with scarce margin imprint, exceptional fresh quality, 4 F. tiny trace of bend 648 / 655B

P 792 1962, Mei Lang Fang, complete imperf set, all mint never hinged, MNH, few margin stamps, fine
to very fine and very fresh quality, Mi. € 12.000,--

648 / 655B

P 793 1963/654, Mei Lan Fang 20 f., Huangsghan etc. on air mail cover „PEKING 1964.9.22” to France 652 etc.
P 794 1962/71, three better single franks on foreign covers: Mei Lang Fan 22 f. on registered surface letter

to Germany; Jinggangshan 52 f. on air mail letter to Austria; Paris commune 10 f. on air mail letter to
653, 681, 1072
Hong Kong (T)
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P 795 1962, Stage Art of Mei Lan-Fang C94, souvenir sheet, unmounted mint with full gum showing

light toned lines, tiny toned spot at right, tiny crease at centre left and corner wrinkle at bottom
Bl 8
left, otherwise fresh appearance, fine and scarce. (T)
P 796 1962, Mei Lan Fang s/s, canc. first day cancel „Peking 1962 9-15”, clean condition (Michel cat.
Bl. 8
11.000.-)

P 797 1945/47, return 1st anniversary set (block-4) with victory $300 (block-4) etc. canc. „SHANGHAI 659, 775/779
25.5.47” on registered air mail cover endorsed ”14.800-„ to USA (M)

(4)

798 1962, 45 years October revolution complete set mint never hinged MNH, Mi. € 340,-P 799 1963, butterflies complete set unused (no gum as issued), Mi. € 600,--

663/64
689/98,
726/35
800 1963, butterfly sets, unused no gum as issued, first 4 f. sligt pink blot, otherwise very clean condition 689/98,
726/35
(Michel cat. 600.-)
801 1963, butterflies complete set mint never hinged (without gum as issued), Mi. € 600,-689/98,
726/35
689/98 +
802 1963, butterflies complete set mint never hinged (without gum as issued), Mi. € 600,-726/35

803 1963, children’s games, cpl. imperforated set in margin copies; unused no gum as issued (Michel
P 804
805
806
807
808
809
P 811

**

4.000,-

g

3.000,-

e
**

150,60,-

**

130,-

(*)

200,-

**

150,-

(*)

130,-

cat. 550.-)

702/13B

(*)

1963, children’s games, cpl. imperforated set in margin copies, unused no gum as issued

702/13B

(*)

1963, childrens games complete IMPERFORATED set very fine used, Mi. € 220,--

702/13 B

g

1963, childrens games complete IMPERFORATED set very fine used, Mi. € 220,--

702/13 B

g

1963, childrens games complete IMPERFORATED set very fine used, Mi. € 220,--

702/13 B

g

1963, childrens games complete IMPERFORATED set very fine used, Mi. € 220,--

702/13 B

g

1963, childrens games complete IMPERFORATED set very fine used, Mi. € 220,--

702/13 B

g

100,100,60,60,60,60,60,-

**

200,-

**

150,50,-

1963, Great Panda complete perforated and IMPERFORATED sets mint never hinged MNH, Mi. €
736/38 A+B
630,-812 1963, Great Panda complete perforated and IMPERFORATED sets mint never hinged MNH, tiny gum
736/38 A+B
creases, Mi. € 630,--

813 1963, Great Panda complete IMPERFORATED set very fine used, Mi. € 160,-736/38 B
814 1963, Great Panda in two complete IMPERFORATED sets very fine used (full gum and lightly hinged!),

g

736/38 B (2)

g

P 815 1963, monkey complete perforated and IMPERFORATED sets mint never hinged MNH, Mi. € 470,-- 741/43 A+B
P 816 1963, ape set imperforated with top imprint margin, resp. perforated, mint never hinged MNH (Michel

**

80,100,-

**

120,-

**

120,80,100,-

Mi. € 320,--

cat. 470.-)

741/43 AB

817 1963/64, gold flat nose apes imperforated MNH (inc. 8 f. left imprint margin); old bronze vessels set 741/43B,
MNH (Michel cat. 600.-)

811/18

818 1963, monkey complete IMPERFORATED set, fine, mint never hinged MNH
741/43 B
819 1963, monkey complete IMPERFORATED margin set mint never hinged MNH, Mi. € 400,-741/43 B
P 820 1964/70, three franked airletters: two from C. Chen/Shanghai to Paul Hock/London with long texts

**
**

re. large dragon settings (one with bilingual hs. „STAMPS MISSING”); one other 1970 to Germany

e

P 821 1963, Huangshan landscapes complete set mint never hinged MNH, Mi. € 2000,-744/59
P 821A 1963, Huangshan landscapes complete set mint never hinged MNH, Mi. € 2000,-744/59
P 822 1963, Huangshan landscapes complete set mint never hinged MNH, minor colorspots on reverse, Mi.

**

823
824
P 825
826
827
828
P 829
P 830

€ 2000,--

744/59

**

1963, Huangshan landscapes complete set very fine used, Mi. € 350,--

744/59

g

1963, Huangshan landscapes complete set very fine used, Mi. € 350,--

744/59

g

1964, peonies complete set mint never hinged MNH, Mi. € 670,--

795-809

**

1964, peonies complete set mint never hinged MNH, Mi. € 670,--

795-809

**

1963, peonies mint set, no gum, few minor faults, scarce.

795/809

*

1963, peonies on 10 unaddressed Maximumcards cancelled 1980, fine and scarce

795/809

Mk

1963, peonies on three unaddressed cacheted FDC, very clean condition (Michel cat. 500.-) (T)

795/809

FDC

200,100,100,150,180,150,70,100,-

**

1.000,-

824/26

**

811-18

FDC

150,70,-

1964, peonies miniature sheet mint never hinged (without gum as issued), tiny thin and diagonalBl 9
ly crease through the stamp at top right, fine

P 831 1964, 15 years of Peoples Republic, complete issue in strip of 3, unfolded, mint never hinged. Mi.
500,- €

832 1964, FDC Altchinesische Ritualbronzegefäße auf zwei Briefen, Kat. 150,- (T)
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60,400,340,-
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Cat-No.

P 833 1964, 15 years of foundation of peoples republic of china complete set in an unfolded strip of three

Start

824/26 A

**

834 1964, “15-th Anniversary PR” strip of three unfolded, mint never hinged MNH, Mi. € 500,-824-26A
P 835 1964, PRC 15th anniversary strip-3 on FDC as printed matter to Austria (Michel cat. 250.-) (T)
824/26A
836 1964, 15 years of foundation of P.R. China complete set in strip of three mint never hinged MNH, right

**

mint never hinged MNH, Mi. € 300,--

824/26 A
perf fold, Mi. € 300,-- (C106 , Scott 796-798)
P 837 1964, oil industry complete set mint never hinged MNH (margin imprint on three stamps), Mi. € 560,- 827/31

838
P 839
P 840
P 841

FDC
**

1964, peonies miniature sheet mint never hinged (without gum as issued), Mi. € 4500,--

Bl 9

**

1964, peony s/s, unused no gum as issued, very clean condition (Michel cat. 4500.-)

Bl. 9

(*)

80,100,100,1.500,1.000,-

1964, peonies miniature sheet fine cancelled with first day special mark, Michel catalogue value
Bl. 9
2.000,- Euro

g

300,500,1.000,150,100,60,140,140,-

1964, Xinanjiang hydroelectric power plant complete margin set mint never hinged MNH, Mi. € 380,- 834/37

P 842 1964, 15 years of foundation of P.R.China miniature sheet mint never hinged MNH, tiny vertical crea-

**
**

se at right margin, very fresh colour and fine gold print, fine and attractive Mi. € 5.000,--

Bl 10

**

1964, PRC 15th anniversary s/s, mint never hinged MNH, clean condition (Michel cat. 5000.-)

Bl. 10

**

1965, Zunyi-Conforence, complete issue, mint never hinged. Mi. 450,- €

858/60

**

1965, Zunyi conference FDC, clean condition (Michel cat. 400.-) (T)

858/60

FDC

1965, Mountains, 2 complete issues, mint never hinged. Mi. 180,- €

868/72 (2)

**

1965, Jinggangshan, complete issue, mint never hinged. Mi. 420,- €

874/81

**

1965, Jinggangshan, complete issue, mint never hinged. Mi. 420,- €

874/81

**

1965, PLA set on two FDC, air mail printed matter to Italy, arrival marks on reverse. Including CPC
882/89
announcement information sheet (Michel cat. 600.-) (T)
P 846A 1965, peoples army, complete issue, mint never hinged. Mi. 450,- €
882/89

FDC

P 843
P 843A
843B
843C
P 844
845
P 846

P 847
848
849
P 850

90,100,60,-

**

1965, 2nd national sports games 10 f. w. definitive 3 f. canc. „Peking 89 1966.11.7” on ppc to USSR 908 etc.

Ak

1966, women professions and writers association, 4 complete issues, mint never hinged. Mi. 100,- € 935/46 (2)

**

1966, Lu Xun complete set very fine used (CTO with gum), Mi. € 120,--

g

952/54
1966/68, cultural revolution issues (23) on two air mail covers „PEKING 1968.7.1” resp. „PEKING 953, 981, 993,
1968.11.29” to Sweden w. printed return of Swedish Embassy, majority of stamps with slight faults, 996, 1006,
1010/27 ex
as is (T)

851 1967, drilling crew 32111, 3 values, Mi. 956 twice and 957, mint never hinged. Mi. 210,- €
956 (2), 957
851A 1967, Liu Ying-jun, complete issue, mint never hinged. Mi. 280,- €
958/63
P 852 1967/68, 3rd 5-years plan, 18th anniversary, recent directive, all mint never hinged MNH; plus Maos 964/65, 993/94,
theses (III) set clean used (Michel cat. 990.-)

1027; 977/81

852A 1967, 5-year-plan, complete issue, mint never hinged an used. Mi. 280,- €
964/65
P 853 1967, KPC 46h anniversary set, mint never hinged MNH, clean condition (Michel cat. 750.-)
965/69
P 854 1967, Maos theses (I) cpl. set, with left margin strips of five (both perf. one fold), mint never hin-

b
**
**
**/g
**/g
**

120,150,100,Gebot
Gebot
100,Gebot
90,200,80,150,-

966/76

**

P 854A 1967, Maos theses (I), complete issue with both stripes of 5, twice folded, mint never hinged
966/76
P 855 1967, Maos theses (I) gold/red strip-5 plus two red singles (one creased) tied bilingual „DAIREN

**

1.000,1.500,-

b

1.600,-

g

200,-

b
g

200,80,-

g

150,-

b

60,-

ex 981/1010

g

80,-

982/84

g

982/84

g

150,300,-

ged MNH, very clean condition (Michel cat. ca. 4500.-) (T)

1969.1.18” on air mail cover (backflap missing) to Denmark, sender Captain of steamer „Michael
966/71 etc.
Jebsen”, danish s/s co. at Hong Kong, commercial covers are very rare. (T)
P 855A 1967, booklet with different used issues from the Cultural Revolution, with Mi. Nr. 966, 979/81,
ex 966/1006
991/94 and 1006. Mi. for used 620,- €

P 856 1968, 8 F. gold/red (stamp 1) plus W2 Mao with cultural revolution activists canc. „PEKING

1968.1.29” on printed matter envelope (231x170 mm) to Kenya and fwd locally w. „UGUNYA 12 MR
967, 980
1968” backstamp. (T)
P 856A 1967, Maos theses II, complete issue, used. Mi. 200,- €
977/81

P 857 1967-68, group of 7 used stamps, with 1967 8f ‘Our literature’ (small surface scratches), 10f ‘Mao

ex 977-1026
& Piao’, 1968 ‘Poems’ 8f ‘Yellow Crane Pavilion’, and others, good/fine mostly. (Mi. 555,- €)
P 858 1967, 8 F. Mao over slogan (various slight faults) canc. „Peking 50 1967.10.6” on reverse of cover
978
(crease, affects stamp) to Shandong

P 858A 1967/68, booklet with different used issues from the Cultural Revolution, with Mi. Nr. 981, 985/6,
990 and 1009/10. Mi. for used 340,- €

P 859 1967, Mao’s speech complete set very fine used (two stamps CTO with gum and the thrid commercially used with very minor toning on reverse, scarce set! Mi. € 750,--

860 1967, Mao’s Speeches, 3 values complete, used.
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Cat-No.

P 860A 1967, Yenan Forum, complete issue, used. Mi. 750,- €
982/84
P 861 1967, Yenan forum set, used corner cancels, still full original gum, in very clean condition (Michel cat.
750.-)

982/84

861A 1967, Yenan forum 8 f. ”our task”, Maos poems 8 f. “Huichang„ (2) etc. tied „Peking 204 1968.5.21” 984, 1002 (2)
on air mail cover to Zurich/Switzerland

etc.

P 862 1967, our great teacher set, mint never hinged MNH (Michel cat. 1400.-)
990/92
P 863 1967, 18th anniversary 8 f. Mao as sun tied „1970.8.22” to reverse of Mao slogan cover w. full contents

993

863A 1967, 18 years of Peoples Republic, complete issue, mint never hinged. Mi. 250,- €
993/94
P 864 1967, Mao sun of revolution, Lin Piaos words, 4th anniversary 8 F., Lu Xun ec. canc. „Shensi Sian

Start
g

200,-

g

150,-

b

400,400,-

**
b
**

80,80,-

1968.5.31”on small pictorial air mail cover with engraved seascape to Canada
1967, Maos poems set, mint never hinged MNH in very clean condition (Michel cat. 5700.-)

993, 1009

e

1967, Maos poems, complete issue, mint never hinged. Mi. 5.700,- €

995/1008

**

1967/68, Mao’s poems complete set, mint never hinged MNH, Mi. € 5.700,--

995-1008

**

1967/68, Maos poems, complete set, clean used (Michel cat. 1400.-)

995/1008

g

200,1.100,1.900,2.000,250,-

g

100,-

b

100,-

b

700,-

b

300,-

b

300,-

b

Gebot

1006

b

80,-

1006 etc.

b

100,-

1006 etc.

b

400,-

b

800,-

b

100,-

1009

b

Gebot

1009

b

P 880 1967, Lin Biaos words 8 f. (some short perfs.) on air mail cover „Canton 1970.3.22” to Hong Kong 1009
P 881 1967, Lin Piaos words 8 F. with definitive 1 F. canc. bilingual „LASA 1969.9...„ on Mao-slogan cover

b

Gebot
100,-

1009 etc.

b

150,-

1010 - 18

**

400,-

1010/18

**

400,-

1010/1018

**

350,-

1010/18

**

882B 1968, Maos revolutionary direction set, mint never hinged MNH (Michel cat. 1800.-)
1010/18
P 883 1967, revolutionary opera 8 F. with definitive 1 F. canc. bilingual „LASA 19670...” on cover marked

**

400,350,-

b

150,-

P 865
P 865A
P 866
P 867
868

**

1967/68, ‘Mao’s Poems’ 7 different used singles, with both 4f, and 8f ‘Snow’, ‘Beidahe (Nanking)’
(corner perf fault), ‘Huichang (Peitaiho)’, and ‘Yellow Crane Pavilion’, and 10f ‘Mao’, the last 8f fine,
ex 995-1006
others creasy more or less, 10f short perfs at left. (Mi. 440,- € for all except the 8f ‘Beidahe’)
P 869 1967, poems 4 F. “long march” (staple holes at left) canc. „Shanghai 1969.11.17” on reverse of co995
ver with “Long Live Mao...„ imprint to Cultural Revolution group, Nanking, scarce single frank

P 870 1967/68, 8 F. Maos theses (slight crease), Lin Piaos words, Afro Americans, Anyuan, last directive w. 996, 1009,

1965 PLA 3 values canc. „Tientsin Taku New Port 1969.12.27” on air mail cover (slight creases and 1019, 1025,
1027, 1043
bottom 3 mm tear) to Hamburg/Germany, sender sailor of german ship „Mai Rickmers” (T)
P 871 1967, Maos poems “fairy cave„ 8 F., a right margin copy with definitive 1 F. canc. bilingual ”LASA
997 etc.
1970.3.6„ to Nepal w. arrival ”KODARI. P.O 27 MAR 1970” on reverse, Tibet usage

872 1967, poems “double nine„ 8 F. with definitive 1 F. canc. bilingual ”LASA 1971.12.26„ on ”Book-Post„

to Katmandu/Nepal with transit mark, still contents - communist propaganda in nepali with large
998 etc.
picture of korean leader Kim Il-Sung
873 1967, poems 8 F. Loushan pass (small scrape) canc. “Ho(peh) Cheng(teh) 1968.7.14„ on cover with
1000
Mao slogan to Shanghai

P 873A 1967, ‘Mao at the desk’ 10 Yuan, printed matter from Canton 1967 to Germany by airmail, crystalclear cancellation!

P 874 1967, 10 F. Mao writing poem with definitive 5 F. canc. „PEKING 1969.11.25” on printed matter envelope (214x154 mm) by air mail to Macao w. 30-IV-69 backstamp (T)

P 875 1967, 10 F. Mao writing poem with definitive 5 F. canc. „PEKING 1968.4.10” on air mail envelope
(?print) to France, very early usage, stamp issued April 1. (T)

P 876 1967, poems “answer to comrade Guo„ 10 F., a vertical strip of three (pos. 1 with paper remainders

of delivery slip plus rust spot) canc. ”Shensi Chenyang 1969.3.13„ on reverse of AR-registered envelope (corner fault staple holes) to revolutionary comittee Shensi ... rare strip on purely commercial
1008 (3)
cover
877 1968, Maos orders for Afro-Americans help 8 F. (slight creases) canc. „Szechuan Taiwan 1968.10.2”
1009
on reverse of cover to Shanghai w. 10.3 arrival

878 1967, Lin Piaos words 8 F. canc. ”Kwangtung... 1970.1.17” on Mao slogan cover (creases) to Hong
Kong

879 1967, Lin Piaos words 8 F. canc. „.. 1970.11.15” on reverse of Mao slogan cover to Peking w. 11.19
arrival, also handwritten Mao slogan on reverse

(some soiling) marked ”Book-Post„ to Nepal (backstamp)

881A 1968, Mao Zedong revolutions of literature and art complete set mint never hinged (W5), Mi. €
1.800,--

P 881B 1968, Mao Zedong revolutions of literature and art complete set mint never hinged MNH, Mi. €
1.800,--

P 882 1968, Maos revolutionary direction set, mint never hinged MNH in very clean condition (Michel cat.
1800.-)

882A 1968, Mao Zedong revolutions of literature and art complete set mint never hinged MNH, Mi. €
1.800,--

„Bookpost” to Kathmandu/Nepal with „KODARI. P.O. 27 MAR 1970” arrival, Tibet usage
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Lot

Cat-No.

Start

P 884 1968, Shachiapang 8 F. (left margin copy with imprint of “Peking postal stamp state print co.”) with 1

F. definitive canc. bilingual „LHASA 1968.8.9” on „book-post” to Nepal with backstamp “Katmandu
1018
29.8.68„, rare
P 885 1968, revolutionary direction 8 f. „Shachiapang” w. definitive 3 f. canc. „PEKING 1968.7.5” on prin1018 etc.
ted matter envelope (vert. crease not affecting stamps) to Italy (T)

b

400,-

b

150,-

etc.

b

200,-

1019

b

200,-

b

200,-

g

2.000,-

g

1.500,-

1020/24

**

1.100,-

1020/24

g

1.000,-

g
**

300,100,-

b

80,100,70,70,Gebot

P 886 1968, Shachiapang 8 F. (pair) etc. canc. bilingual „LASA” on cover (reduced by opening at right) to 1018 (2), 1035
Radio Nepal, Katmandu/Nepal w. arrival “7 MAR 70„

P 887 1968, Maos orders for Afro-Americans help 8 F. canc.red „Inner Mongolia... 1969.1.17” on reverse of
Mao slogan cover to Tientsin w. unclear 1.20 arrival

P 888 1968, Maos orders for Afro-Americans help 8 F. canc. violet „LASA 1970.3.13” with 1 F. definitive

canc. black „LASA 1970.3.16” on unsealed envelope „BOOK-POST” to Nepal w. „Kodari 27 MAR
1019 etc.
1970„ arrival on reverse
P 888A 1968, Mao’s five new directives complete set in an unfolded strip of five from left margin, very
1020/24
fine used, Mi. € 5.500,-P 888B 1968, Mao’s five new directives complete set in an unfolded strip of five from lower margin, very
1020/24
fine used, Mi. € 5.500,--

P 889 1968, five new directives strip-5, perf. one fold, mint never hinged MNH, clean condition (Michel
cat. ca. 5500.-)

P 890 1968, Mao’s five new directives complete set in an strip of five, folded between third and forth
stamp, very fine used cto with full unhinged gum, (Mi. € 5.500,-- for unfolded)

P 891 1968, ‘New Directives’ three used singles, i.e. ‘Situation’ (x2, one fine, the other with perf faults at
left), and ‘Leading’, two fine/one usable stamps. (Mi. 1200,- €)

1020(2), 1022

P 893 1968, painting ‘Mao Zedong on his way to Anyuan’ mint never hinged MNH, Mi. € 320,-1025
P 894 1966, 41th anniversary PLA 8 F. (top left corner copy) canc. „Tientsin 1968.11.14” on reverse of Mao
slogan cover to Hopeh province, choice cover

1026

P 895 1969, red signal lantern 8 f. plus coastal guards 35 f. (slightly overlapping) tied „Canton 1970.4.22„
896
896A
897
897A

on ppc to France
1969, piano music, complete issue, mint never hinged. Mi. 200,- €

1033, 1042

Ak

1033/34

**

1969, piano music, complete issue, mint never hinged. Mi. 200,- €

1033/34

**

l1970, PLA 43th anniversary, two domestic single franks on cover used 1970

1054 (2)

b

1970, revolutionary Beijing-Operas, 5 values (without Mi. Nr. 1068 which was expended later), mint
1063/67
never hinged. Mi. 280,- €

**

P 898 1970, Peking opera set mint never hinged (without gum as issued), Mi. € 350,-1063/68
899 1970, Peking opera 8f block of four from lower margin mint never hinged (without gum as issued) and
folded, Mi. ¬ 200,--

1067 (4)

P 900 1971, KPC 50 years 4 f. - 22 f.-ex 5 values plus Peking opera 8 f. tied „Peking 215 1972.10.9” on air 1067,

**

100,80,-

**

60,-

mail cover to USA
1971, Paris commune centennial, mint never hinged MNH in very clean condition (Michel ca. 550.-)

1074/82-ex

b

1070/73

**

1971, Parisian Commune, complete issue, mint never hinged. Mi. 550,- €

1070/73

**

1971, KPC 50 years inc. strip-3 (perf. slight bend 2-3), mint never hinged (Michel cat. 1210.-)

1074/82

**

1971, PRC 50 years cpl. set in corner margin copies resp. with strip-3, mint never hinged

1074/82

**

100,100,180,320,300,-

1971, 50 years communist party complete set incl. unfolded strip of three mint never hinged (without
1074/82
gum as issued), Mi. € 1.200,--

**

300,-

1074/82

**

200,-

1074/82

**

P 906 1971, 50 years KPC cpl. set, mint never hinged MNH, inc. strip-3 (Michel cat. 1210.-)
1074/82
907 1971, KPC 50 years set, unused no gum as issued (Michel cat. 500.-)
1074/82
P 908 1971, 50 years communist party three values in an unfolded strip of three mint never hinged (without

**
(*)

Gebot
Gebot
100,-

1079/81

**

100,-

€ 540,-- for single stamps
1971, table tennis, complete issue, mint never hinged. Mi. 240,- €

1079/81

(*)

1094/97

**

1971, 30 years of Worker Party in Albania, complete issue, mint never hinged. Mi. 140,- €

1098/91

**

1971, table tennis complete set mint never hinged (without gum as issued), Mi. € 300,--

1094/97

**

1972, literature and art, complete issue, without gum as issued. Mi. 190,- €

1102/07

**

1972, folk sports complete set mint never hinged, Mi. € 200,--

1108/12

**

120,80,Gebot
70,60,Gebot

P 901
P 901A
P 902
P 903
904

P 904A 1971, 50 years communist party, complete issue with strip of 3 (folded), Mi. 1074-1078 from left
margin with marginal inscription. Mi. 500,- ++ €

905 1971, 50 years communist party complete set incl. unfolded strip of three mint never hinged (without
gum as issued), Mi. € 1.200,--

gum as issued), Mi. € 550,--

909 1971, 50 years communist party folded strip of three unused without gum as issued (not hinged), Mi.
910
911
P 912
912A
913
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Lot
913A
914
P 915
916
917
918
919
920
921
P 922
P 923
P 923A
P 924
924A
P 925
926
927
928
929
930
931
P 932
933
P 934
935
936
937
938
939
939A
P 940
941
942
943
944
P 946
P 947
949
950
951
P 952
953
954
955
956
956A
957
958
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Cat-No.

Start

1972, Promotion of Popular Sports, 2 complete issues, mint never hinged. Mi. 360,- €

1108/12 (2)

**

1972, trading vessels complete set unused without gum as issued (not hinged), Mi. € 360,--

1113/16

(*)

1972, merchant ships, complete issue, without gum as issued. Mi. 260,- €

1113/16

**

1972, merchant ships, complete issue, without gum as issued. Mi. 260,- €

1113/16

**

1972, table tennis, complete issue, mint never hinged. Mi. 120,- €

1117/20

**

1972, table tennis championship complete set mint never hinged, Mi. € 220,--

1117/20

**

1972, irrigation channel ‘Red Flag’ complete set mint never hinged, Mi. € 240,--

1122/25

**

1973, Great Panda complete set mint never hinged, Mi. € 380,--

1126/31

**

1973, Great Panda complete set mint never hinged MNH, Mi. € 380,--

1126/31

**

1973, Great Panda, 5 complete issues, mint never hinged. Mi. 1.250,- €

1126/31 (5)

**

120,100,80,80,Gebot
60,70,110,90,400,-

1973, Ballet complete set on commercial cover, taped at left , fine, on reverse uncancelled strip of
five (Mi.1135-39)
1144-47

b

1974, mechanical engineering, complete issue, mint never hinged. Mi. 500,- €

1221/24

**

1974, mechanical engineering complete set mint never hinged MNH, Mi. € 480,--

1221/24

**

1974, mechanical engineering, complete issue, mint never hinged. Mi. 500,- €

1221/24

**

1978, national science conference, mint never hinged MNH (Michel cat. 700.-)

Bl 11

**

1978, national science conference, mint never hinged MNH (Michel cat. 700.-)

Bl 11

**

1978, national science conference, mint never hinged MNH (Michel cat. 700.-)

Bl 11

**

1978, national science conference, mint never hinged MNH (Michel cat. 700.-)

Bl 11

**

1978, national science conference, mint never hinged MNH (Michel cat. 700.-)

Bl 11

**

1978, Science Conference miniature sheet very fine used, Mi. € 200,--

Bl. 11

g

1978, horses s/s, mint never hinged MNH (Michel cat. 800.-)

Bl. 12

**

1978, Five s/s horses, all mint never hinged MNH (Michel cat. 4.000.-) (M)

Bl 12 (5)

**

1978, horses s/s, mint never hinged MNH (Michel cat. 800.-)

Bl 12

**

1978, horses s/s, mint never hinged MNH (Michel cat. 800.-)

Bl 12

**

1978, horses s/s, mint never hinged MNH (Michel cat. 800.-)

Bl 12

**

1978, horses s/s, mint never hinged MNH (Michel cat. 800.-)

Bl 12

**

1978, horses s/s, mint never hinged MNH (Michel cat. 800.-)

Bl 12

**

1978, horses s/s, mint never hinged MNH (Michel cat. 800.-)

Bl 12

**

1978, handicraft s/s, mint never hinged MNH (Michel cat. 500.-)

Bl. 13

**

1978, artcraft, bloc sheet with first day cancellation from ‘Peking 1978.8.26’ (ME 350,-)

Bl. 13

g

1978, art (‘Flying Fairies’) miniature sheet mint never hinged MNH, Mi. € 500,--

Bl 13

**

1978, art (‘Flying Fairies’) miniature sheet mint never hinged MNH, Mi. € 500,--

Bl 13

**

1978, art (‘Flying Fairies’) miniature sheet mint never hinged MNH, Mi. € 500,--

Bl 13

**

1978, art (‘Flying Fairies’) miniature sheet mint never hinged MNH, Mi. € 500,--

Bl 13

**

1978, art (‘Flying Fairies’) miniature sheet mint never hinged MNH, Mi. € 500,--

Bl 13

**

1978, Five miniature sheets art (‘Flying Fairies’), all mint never hinged MNH, Mi. € 2.500,-- (M)

Bl 13 (5)

**

1978, Art miniature sheet on official First Day Cover with black pmks. of Peking, Mi. € 400,-- (T)

Bl. 13

FDC

1979, bridges s/s, mint never hinged MNH (Michel cat. 600.-)

Bl. 14

**

1978, Hsiangkiang bridge miniature sheet mint never hinged, Mi. € 600,--

Bl. 14

**

1978, Hsiangkiang bridge miniature sheet mint never hinged MNH, Mi. € 600,--

Bl 14

**

1978, Hsiankiang Bridge miniature sheet mint never hinged MNH. Mi. 600,- €

Bl 14

**

1978, Hsiankiang Bridge miniature sheet mint never hinged MNH. Mi. 600,- €

Bl 14

**

1978, Hsiankiang Bridge miniature sheet mint never hinged MNH. Mi. 600,- €

Bl 14

**

1978, Hsiankiang Bridge miniature sheet mint never hinged MNH. Mi. 600,- €

Bl 14

**

1978, Hsiankiang Bridge miniature sheet mint never hinged MNH. Mi. 600,- €

Bl 14

**

1978, Great Wall, bloc sheet with red first day special cancellation (ME 150,-)

Bl. 15

g

1979/81, Great Wall s/s, mint never hinged; slight wrinkling on the gum side (Michel cat. 350.-)

Bl. 15

**

80,150,150,150,200,200,200,200,200,60,390,1.000,200,200,200,200,200,200,240,100,100,100,100,100,200,400,90,290,200,200,150,150,150,150,150,60,60,-

**

120,-

1979/81, large wall resp. dream of red chamber s/s, mint never hinged MNH, each photo-cert. Haveman BPP (2013) (Michel cat. 600.-) (T)
Bl. 15, 24

Lot

Cat-No.

Start

P 960 1978, horses (‘Xu Beihong’) complete set in vertical or horiz. strips of three, mint never hinged, Mi. €
255,-- +

1399-1408 (3)

**

961
962
P 963
P 964
P 965
P 966
P 967

1979, Chinese Wall miniature sheet mint never hinged but black ink flaws on reverse, Mi. € 350,--

Bl. 15

**

1979, Chinese Wall miniature sheet mint never hinged MNH, Mi. € 350,--

Bl. 15

**

1979, Five S/S Chinese Wall miniature sheets, all mint never hinged MNH. Mi. 1.400,- €

Bl 15 (5)

**

1979, Six S/S Chinese Wall miniature sheets, all mint never hinged MNH. Mi. 1.680,- €

Bl 15 (6)

968
969
970
971
972
P 973
974
P 975
975A
P 976
977
P 978
979
P 980
P 981

1979, 4th national sport games miniature sheet mint never hinged, Mi. € 170,--

Bl. 17

**

1979, 4th national sport games miniature sheet mint never hinged, Mi. € 170,--

Bl. 17

**

1979, 4th national sport games miniature sheet mint never hinged, Mi. € 170,--

Bl. 17

**

1979, Scientific Youth (‘Girl’) miniature sheet mint never hinged MNH, Mi. € 2.500,--

Bl. 19

**

1979, scientific youth s/s, mint never hinged MNH (Michel cat. 2500.-)

Bl. 19

**

1979, scientific youth s/s, mint never hinged MNH, photo-cert. Haveman BPP (2013) (T)

Bl. 19

**

1979, Scientific Youth (Girl), miniature sheet mint never hinged MNH. Mi. 2.500,- €

Bl 19

**

1979, Camellia miniature sheet mint never hinged MNH, Mi. € 400,--

Bl 20

**

1979, Camellia s/s, mint never hinged MNH (Michel cat. 400.-)

Bl 20

**

1979, Camellia miniature sheet on official First Day Cover with special red pmk., Mi. € 250,-- (T)

Bl. 20

FDC

1979, Hong Kong stamp expo s/s, mint never hinged MNH (Michel cat. 450.-)

Bl. 21

**

1979, Camellia miniature sheet optd. ‘Hongkong’ mint never hinged MNH, Mi. € 450,--

Bl. 21

**

1979, Camellia miniature sheet optd. ‘Hongkong’ mint never hinged MNH, Mi. € 450,--

Bl 21

**

982
983
P 984
985
986
987
P 988
989
990
991
992
993
994
995
996
997
P 998
999
P 1000
1001
1002
1003
P 1004

**

1979, Chinese Wall miniature sheet on official First Day Cover with special red pmk., Mi. € 250,-- (T) Bl. 15

FDC

1979, Chinese Wall miniature sheet optd. ‘Riccione’ mint never hinged MNH, Mi. € 650,--

Bl 16

**

1979, Chinese Wall miniature sheet optd. Riccione on official First Day Cover with special red pmk.,
Mi. ¬ 450,-- (T)
Bl. 16

FDC

1979, Three Camellia miniature sheets optd. ‘Hongkong’, all mint never hinged MNH, Mi. € 1.350,-- Bl 21 (3)

**

1979, Flowers miniature sheet with golden opt. ‘Hongkong’ on official First Day Cover with special red
pmk., Mi. € 400,-- (T)
Bl. 21

FDC

1979, literature complete set in horiz. strips of three, mint never hinged, Mi. € 300,-- +

1555/62 (3)

**

1980, Qi Baishi complete set in horiz. strips of three, mint never hinged, Mi. € 330,-- +

1565/80 (3)

**

1980, red ape on unadressed, cacheted official FDC (Michel cat. 800.-)

1594

FDC

1980, Park in Suzhou (Lin Yuan) complete set in verical strips of three, mint never hinged, Mi. € 360,- 1643/46 (3)

**

1980, ancient chinese academics complete set in horiz. strips of three, mint never hinged, Mi. €
300,-- +
1647/50 (3)

**

1980, Qi Baishi s/s, mint never hinged MNH (Michel cat. 400.-)

Bl. 22

**

1980, Qi Baishi miniature sheet mint never hinged, Mi. € 400,--

Bl. 22

**

1980, Qi Baishi miniature sheet mint never hinged, Mi. € 400,--

Bl. 22

**

1980, Qi Baishi miniature sheet mint never hinged, Mi. € 400,--

Bl. 22

**

1980, Qi Baishi miniature sheet mint never hinged, Mi. € 400,--

Bl. 22

**

1980, Qi Baishi s/s, mint never hinged MNH, photo-cert. Haveman BPP (2013) (T)

Bl. 22

**

1980, Qui Bai shi s/s, mint never hinged, Michel cat. 400.-

Bl 22

**

1980, Qi Baishi miniature sheet mint never hinged MNH. Mi. 400,- €

Bl 22

**

1980, Qi Baishi miniature sheet mint never hinged MNH, Mi. € 400,--

Bl. 22

**

1980, Qi Baishi miniature sheet mint never hinged MNH, Mi. € 400,--

Bl. 22

**

1980, Qi Baishi miniature sheet fine used with heavy commercial pmk.(with full original gum), Mi. €
150,-Bl. 22

g

1980, Qi Baishi miniature sheet on official First Day Cover with special black pmk., Mi. € 200,-- (T)

Bl. 22

FDC

1980, Lotus flower miniature sheet mint never hinged, Mi. € 450,--

Bl. 23

**

1980, Lotus flower miniature sheet mint never hinged MNH, Mi. € 450,--

Bl 23

**

1980, Lotus flower miniature sheet mint never hinged MNH, Mi. € 450,--

Bl. 23

**

1980, Lotus flower miniature sheet mint never hinged MNH, Mi. € 450,--

Bl. 23

**

1980, Lotus flower miniature sheet mint never hinged MNH, Mi. € 450,--

Bl 23

**

1980, Four Lotus flower miniature sheets, all mint never hinged MNH, Mi. € 1.800,--

Bl 23 (4)

**

70,Gebot
100,300,350,60,200,100,50,50,50,850,1.200,500,800,150,100,60,220,150,100,300,90,80,90,200,100,80,190,140,140,140,140,80,100,100,140,140,50,50,150,100,150,150,100,400,-
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Lot

Cat-No.

P 1005 1980, Qi Baishi corner margin blocks of four with imprint, complete mint never hinged stamp set, Mi.

Start

€ 600,-- ++ (T)

Mi. 1565-80

**

P 1006
P 1007
P 1009
P 1010

1980, Jahr des Affen, tadellos postfrisch.

1594

**

1980, Jahr des Affen, tadellos auf Schmuck-Ersttagsbrief mit entsprechendem ESST.

1594

FDC

1615/18 (SB 1)
1980, 8 ‘Chinese River Dolphin’ complete stamp booklets mint never hinged MNH, few with ms., Mi. 1656/57 (SB
2) (8)
€ 2.000,-- (T)

**

1011
1012
P 1013
1014

1981, ‘The Red House’ miniature sheet mint never hinged MNH, Mi. € 350,--

Bl 24

**

1981, ‘The Red House’ miniature sheet mint never hinged MNH, Mi. € 350,--

Bl. 24

**

1981, ‘The Red House’ two miniature sheets, both mint never hinged MNH, Mi. € 700,--

Bl 24 (2)

**

1981, year of the cock and stamp expo in Japan, cpl. booklets mint never hinged MNH (Michel cat.
SB3, SB5
585.-)

**

1014A
1015
1016
1017
P 1018
1019
1020

1982-83, Two s/s mint never hinged MNH Medicial Herbs & TERRA COTTA soldiers

**

1988, Deer complete set of 2 values each in complete sheets of 50 with all margins, complete 50
2213-14B
sets, very fine with full original gum. (M)

**

P 1021
1022
P 1023
1024
1025
1026
1027

2005-10, Three modern stamps with color varieties and printing errors, very fine and scarce.

**

1980, ‘Gu Dong’ stamp booklet with control number ‘0087’, mint never hinged MNH, Mi. € 1.400,--

**

1983, four miniature sheet chinese opera, all mint never hinged MNH, Mi. € 720,--

Bl 29 (4)

**

1984, beautys with flower souvenir sheet, mint never hinged, fine (T)

Bl. 31

**

1984, beautys with flowers miniature sheet mint never hinged MNH, Mi. € 500,-- (T)

Bl. 31 (2)

**

1984, Five miniature sheets “beautys with flowers”, all mint never hinged MNH, Mi. € 1.250,-- (M)

Bl 31 (5)

**

1984, beautys with flowers miniature sheet mint never hinged MNH, Mi. € 250,--

Bl. 31

**

250,400,200,400,250,120,120,200,100,60,200,75,150,200,70,-

1981, year of the cock stamp booklet mint never hinged MNH, Mi. € 550,--

1658 (SB 3)

**

1981, ‘Year of the cock’ complete stamp booklet mint never hinged MNH, Mi. € 550,--

1658C(SB 3)

**

1981, year of the cock, complete booklet, mint never hinged MNH. (Michel cat. 550.-)

SB3 (1658C)

**

1981, year of the cock stamp booklet very fine used (Mi. € 550,--)

1658 (SB 3)

g

1981, year of the cock stamp booklet mint never hinged MNH, Mi. € 550,--

1658 (SB 3)

**

1981, year of the cock, complete booklet mint never hinged MNH, (Michel cat. 550,-)

SB3/1658 MH

**

200,100,200,180,180,150,180,150,-

35 (2)

b

60,-

70. 88 (3)

b
**

150,60,-

b

100,-

b

60,-

b

550,-

GA

100,-

GA

100,-

b

100,-

b

300,-

b

800,-

CHINA - VOLKSREPUBLIK - PROVINZEN
P 1028 Central China, 1949, $30 on $100 (pair) canc. „HANKOW 38.7.2” on reverse of cover (25 mm tear
not affecting stamps) to USA (T)

P 1029 East China, 1949, Mao $200 and $50/$50 (strip-3) canc. „SHANGHAI 28.4.50” to Zuerich/Switzerland via Siberia

P 1030 Kuantung, 1946, Liaoning 20 C. on Japan 3 S., a bottom margin block of 8 (2x4), mint never hinged MNH 2 (8)
P 1031 North China, 1949, Tien An Men $100 and $50/44 canc. „Peking 11 1950.1.8” on reverse of local
cover (T)

63, 69

P 1032 North East Provinces, 1948, stampless red cross cover w. bilingual imprint “THE RED CROSS SOCIETY
/ IN MANCHURIA, Harbin 9” pmk.d “MOSKVA 1.12.48” to Canada (T)

P 1033 South China, 1950, liberation of Canton issue $50 (pair) w. $1000 on $20 (strip-3) canc. „CANTON B
1950.5.2” on cover to USA, „CATHOLIC MISSION ... Canton” printed return

CHINA - VOLKSREPUBLIK - GANZSACHEN
P 1034 1952, envelope $800 green, unused mint in very clean condition (T)
PJ6
P 1035 1990, picture post card 4 f. with error text „complition of Hong Kong Bank of China Tower”, unused
mint, clean condition

DUBAI
P 1036 1946, Cover to Bombay insufficiently franked on reverse by India KGVI. ½a and 2a (marginal copies)

tied ‘’DUBAI/25 NOV.46’’ cds, with ‘Bombay Unpaid’ cds and rect framed ‘Bombay Delivery’ d/s
alongside, scarce ‘’DUBAI DUE’’ hanstamp on front. Roughly opened at right and some marginal
creases otherwise good.
P 1037 1947 (Nov 27), Airmail cover to Bombay, franked to reverse by ‘’PAKISTAN’’ ovptd KGVI. 1a and 1½a
tied by ‘’DUBAI PERSIAN GULF/27 NOV 47’’ cds, Bombay 15th Dec arrival cds alongside, weak trace
Pakistan 4+5
of vert folding (a wave only) otherwise fine.
P 1038 1947 (Dec 24), Registered airmail cover to Bombay, franked to reverse by ‘’PAKISTAN’’ ovptd KGVI.
½a, 1a(x3) and 2a for correct 5½a rate, tied by ‘’DUBAI/24 DEC 47’’ cds (Donaldson #6) and rect
framed Bombay 1 Delivery d/s (5 Jan 48), boxed ‘’DUBAI/PERSIAN GULF DISTRICT’’ handstamp with
‘’42’’ m/s (Donaldson #9) on front. A rare and very fine registered airmail cover during the short ‘Pa- Pakistan 2,
4, 6
kistan’ period of six month.

42

Lot

Cat-No.

Start

P 1039 1948 (Jan.), PAKISTAN USED IN DUBAI: cover to Bombay franked on reverse with 1a pair and 1/2a

India KGVI. overprinted PAKISTAN, tied with ‘’DUBAI PERSIAN GULF ...’’ cds, Bombay arrival cds alongside. Opening fault at right otherwise fine. A scarce cover from this special short period of about 4
months only.
P 1040 1948 (Jan 13), Airmail cover to Bombay, franked to reverse by ‘’PAKISTAN’’ ovptd KGVI. ½a and 4a
tied by ‘’DUBAI PERSIAN GULF/13 JAN 48’’ cds, Bombay 24th Jan arrival cds alongside. A scarce and
fine cover from the short period (late October 1947 till March 31st, 1948) when Pakistan stamps
were in use.
Pakistan 2+9

b

800,-

b

300,-

GA

50,-

**

100,-

**

250,-

**

300,-

SPEC

250,-

P

GA

90,-

P

GA

90,-

P (3)

GA

P

GA

130,80,-

P (3)

GA

90,-

P

GA

60,-

P

GA

130,-

GA

90,-

GA

90,-

GA
GA

90,60,-

b

100,-

b

100,-

b

300,-

*

240,-

(*)

1.000,-

P 1041 1955, Air letter - 6 p. aerogramme from Great Britain (LF7) overprinted with ‘6 Annas’ and 3 bars on
britsh val. Clear strike „DUBAI 4 MY 55”,

P 1042 1963, 5 Rupees block of four - not issued color greyisch-brown/bright-green and very rare - and 10 16A var, 17
Rupees ‘Sheik Rashid’, imperf and very impressive double print.

var

P 1043 1964, ungezähnter 40er-Bogenteil „1. Todestag John F. Kennedy” mit verschobenem Schwarzdruck

und verschobenem Rotaufdruck (22 November), postfrisch, einmal waagerecht gefaltet (marken144 B (40)
schonend). (MA)
P 1044 1964, Raumfahrt gezähntes Oberrandpaar dabei rechte Marke mit dem falschen Werteindruck „2 R”
statt „4 NP” außerdem starke Verzähnung, so daß die rechte Marke am linken Rand ungezähnt er74AF
scheint, am Bogenrand Druckerzeichen u. Zählnummer.
P 1045 1964, ‘Human Rights’ set of four each in top left corner block of four, and each stamp with boxed
100-103
bilingual ‘SPECIMEN’ overprint in black, mint never hinged, very fine.

1046 Dubai für Innsbruck 1964, Fehldrucke, Lot von 2 GSK 15 NP je mit WSt.-Olympia-Aufdruck „Innsbruck

1964”, einmal nur Mittelteil rot ohne Ringe und Inschrift und einmal ohne Mittelteil, beide ungebraucht.
P 1047 OLYMPISCHE SPIELE: Dubai für Innsbruck 1964, Fehldrucke, Lot von 2 GSK 15 NP je mit WSt.-Olympia-Aufdruck „Innsbruck 1964”, einmal nur Mittelteil rot ohne Ringe und Inschrift und einmal kopfstehend mit schwarzem Mittelteil, beide ungebraucht.
P 1048 Dubai für Innsbruck 1964, Fehldrucke, Lot von 2 GSK 10 NP je mit WSt.-Olympia-Aufdruck „Innsbruck
1964” (kopfstehend bzw. Doppeldruck) und 1 GSK 15 NP mit Olympia-Doppelaufdruck, alle ungebraucht.
1049 1964, Lot von Scout-GSK 10 NP und 15 NP, je mit SPECIMEN-Aufdruck.

P 1050 1964, Lot von 2 Scout-GSK 15 NP, davon 1x Fehldruck ohne Vordruck und 1 Scout-GSK 10 NP, alle
ungebraucht.

1051 1964, Lot von 3 SCOUT-GSK 10, 15 und 25 NP, alle Karten blanco mit Tagesstpl. „Dubai Posts 5-1164”.

P 1052 1964, Lot von 3 SCOUT-GSK 1x 10 NP und 2x 15 NP, als FEHLDRUCKE mit Wertstempeln zu 10 NP
bzw. 15 NP überdruckt (je nach links unten verschoben), ungebraucht.

1053 Dubai für Innsbruck 1964, Fehldrucke, Lot von 2 GSK 10 NP je mit WSt.-Olympia-Aufdruck „Innsbruck

1964”, einmal nur Mittelteil rot ohne Ringe und Inschrift und einmal ohne Mittelteil, beide ungeP
braucht.
1054 1964, Lot von 2 SCOUT-GSK 15 NP, je mit Olympiaaufdruck in Fehldrucken: einmal Mittelteil schwarz
mit Ringen und Inschriften in rot und einmal nur Mittelteil (ohne Ringe und Inschriften), beide Karten
P
ungebraucht.
1055 1964, Lot von 2 SCOUT-GSK 10 NP, je mit Olympiaaufdruck in Fehldrucken: einmal ohne Mittelteil
P
und einmal nur Mittelteil (ohne Ringe und Inschriften), beide Karten ungebraucht.

1056 1964, Lot von 3 SCOUT-Aerogrammen 20 NP, 30 NP und 40 NP, alle ungebraucht.
LF
P 1057 1967, „World Scout Jamboree, Idaho, USA”, 1,25 Ryal and 1 Ryal ‘Sheik Rashid Ben Said al Muktum

with Falcon’ together on postaly used registered cover sent to Bethesda, dated „DUBAI 11.OCT
291, 281
1967”. Receiving cancellation of USA at reverse. (MA1).
P 1058 1972, picture postcard sent from the Port of Dubai „10.OCT 1972 DUBAI” using a dutsch 35 cent
stamp, violet „PAQUEBOT” cancellation. Mounted on album leave from a exhibition collection. (MA1).

FRANZÖSISCH-INDIEN
P 1059 1870 cover, franked with French Colonies 80c Eagle issue, prepaying the single weight letter rate to

France. Stamp tied by dotted lozenge cancel, with INDE / PONDICHERY cds. alongside. Front shows
additional VIA SUEZ ET MARSEILLE commercial cachet, red framed “PD” handstamp, plus red COL.
FR.V.S / AMB.MARS French entry cds., and reverse bears NANTES arrival cds. A Very Fine and scarce
first issue cover from this French Office. (Yv. 6)
P 1060 1903, drei Werte Allegorie mit 25 C. schwarz/rot auf lilarosa mit roten Aufdruck ‘0,05’ bzw. ‘0,10’
(unebene Zähnung) sowie 50 C. karmin/blau auf rosa mit schwarzen Aufdruck ‘0,40’, ungebraucht
20/21 + 23
mit Falz und teils Gummimgl., Mi. € 1.240,-- (Yvert 20/21+23, € 1.290,--)
P 1061 1931, Internat. Kolonial-Ausstellung, kompletter Satz (4 Marken) als grüne ungezähne Probedru- 104 - 07 U
proofs
cke ohne Gummi, sehr selten!
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Lot

Cat-No.

Start

FRANZÖSISCH-INDOCHINA
see also 5616A

P 1063 1863, France Napoléon 20 c. blue tied by diamond „CCH” to fieldpost cover with blue „CORR.D.AR-

MEES SAIGON 29.SEPT.” to Paris with arrival mark, cover with small tears and toned, signed, very
Frankreich 13
rare combination
P 1064 1877, 40 C. orange with central „LIGNE N PAQ.FR.No 7” on VF envelope, sent to the „Maitre d’equi35
page a bord de l’Amazone” in Saigon, Indochine.

b

2.000,-

b

400,-

P 1065 1881, Grande affiche “TABLEAU DES VALEURS D´AFFRANCHISSEMENT EMPLOYÉES EN INDO-

P 1065A
P 1066

1067
P 1068
P 1069

CHINE” presentant les timbres de l´emission Alphee Dubois, les entiers postaux (également surchargé de leur valeur en monnaie indochinoise) et les timbres taxe sucharges SPECIMEN, destinee aux bureaux de poste d´Indo-Chine, defauts inherents a la taille de l’affiche, ideal pour
encadrer, rare! (M)
(*)/GA
1885, kleine Korrespondenz mit 7 frankierten Feldpost-Briefen und einem portofreien Brief mit
Ra2 „CORPS EXPEDITION NAIRE DU TONKIN”, meist mit Stempel „TONKIN CORPS EXPEDIT...”,
unterschiedliche Erhaltung (T)
b
1886 Tonkin Expedition, Incoming mail from Germany: An envelope from Metz, sent to a German
Soldier of the „Corps expeditionaire de Tonkin” in 2’nd Regiment Etranger, 4.Bataillon, 3.Companie,
Matricule 8859 in Phu-Lang-Chung, Tonkin, there undeliverable with 14 different cancels and finally
returned to Germany, opened for senders adress in Strassburg (and closed again with blue paper
DR 48
b
seal) and returned to sender in Metz, a scarce and unique item!
1889 „TOUKIN CORPS EXPEDITION”, „LAM TONKIN 26 NOV 89” and blue „...COMMANDANT” three
french double cds on stampless cover (upside little flaw) to France with arrival „TOULON-S-MER 9 DEC
89”
b
1889, 5 (C.) on 35 c. black on yellow, horizontal strip of 5 and 4 plus single stamp tied by cds.
„HA-NOI TONKIN 28.JANV.” to registered cover with red boxed „R” via Marseille to Stuttgart with
2 (10)
b
arrival mark, fine, very rare stamp on cover!
1892, 5 Fr. violet/lilac, 1 Fr.olive/red 10 C and 2x 25 C on front side of parcel, sent registered and
16, 15, 7, 10(2) b
with Avis de Reception from „HAI-PONG 28 MARS 97 TONKIN” to Berne, Suisse, very rare!

1.500,1.100,-

800,90,1.500,2.500,-

P 1070 1892, 50 C carmine/blue on rose paper, single franking on registered envelope from „SAIGON PORT

1 MAI 01” to Hamburg with scarce contents: travel insurance for a German writer and his properties
13
for a journey from Saigon to Hamburg and a 1.800,- Mark cheque for the same person. (T)
P 1071 1892, 25 C black/red on pink stationery envelope uprated 5 C. and 10 C. sent registered from „SAI- H&G B 3 +
7, 17
GON CENTRAL 18 MAR 97” to Pnom Penh.

b

150,-

GA

70,-

b

170,-

GA

150,-

b

80,-

b

200,-

b

100,-

b

150,-

GA
GA

60,60,-

20 (3)

b

150,-

Yv. 5

b

500,-

54-8 Proofs
H&G B 16
+45, 48, 60 I

(*)

4.500,-

GA

60,-

P 1072 1893, Military cover from ‘Le Commandant d’Armes - POSTE DE DONG-KHE’ (large double-circle sen-

der h/s to St. Etienne, France, with ‘’THAT-KHE/31/MARS/93’’ cds alongside, Hai-Phong transit cds
and arrival cds on reverse.
P 1073 1897 newspaper wrapper 3c, uprated with 2c brown/buff Navigation and Commerce issue, cancelled
Sc 4
by SAIGON - PORT / COCHINCHINE cds, on reverse Saigon Central cds. Very attractive.

P 1074 1898, Cover with 15c. blue tied by “CORR DE ARMEES LIGNE N 27/9/98” cds., violet “MARINE FRANCAISE SERVICE LA MER” alongside, adressed to France, tiny toned, fine

P 1075 1898, 1 C u. waager. Paar 2 C Allegorie, MiF auf Drucksache mit französischer Schiffspost K2 „LIGNE

N, PAQ.FR.No.8”, 23.11.1898, nach Buenos Aires in Argentinien. Eine Marke mit Eckzahnfehler,
3,4(2)
sonst gute Bedarfserhaltung.
P 1076 1900, stampless pictorial envelope endorsed „Corps Expéditionnaire de Chine 14/12/00” to pairs
with mail steamer ”(CORPS EXPED TONKIN LIGNE N.1 14 DEC 00„ to Paris

P 1077 1901, 5 C, 10 C, 15 C und 25 C als Vierfarben-Frankatur auf Vordruck-Einschreiben von „SAIGON
PORT 18 JUIN 01” nach Paris.

6-8, 10

P 1078 1901, French stationery card 10 C with b/s private photo (seeview) sent from „SAIGON 21 AOUT 01”
to Herisau, Suisse.

P 1079 1901, 15 C stationery envelope, sent from „PHANTEE ANNAM 23 JUIL 01” to Saigon.
H&G B 7
P 1080 1906, 25 c. blue/red, three single stamps tied by cds. „CHOLON-BINHTAY COUHIN CHINE 2.MARS.06”
to registered cover via Saigon to Aachen with arrival mark

P 1081 1907 cover, franked with three 4c Group Type issue (Yv 5), underpaying the UPU letter rate to Turkey.

Stamps tied by LAO-KAY / TONKIN c.d.s.’s, and front shows framed AFFRANCHISSEMENT / INSUFFISANT and T-in-triangle handstamps, plus blue bi-lingual TCHENGUEL-KEOI arrival cds. Reverse bears
HAIPHONG / TONKIN and CONSTANTINOPLE-GALATA transits, plus pair 1 pi 1905 issue (Sc 121) applied as postage dues and tied by native CENGELKOY POSTA MERKEZI in manuscript. A remarkable
postal history item.
P 1082 1907, The three Designs: Annamitin, Cambodscha Women and Temple Lion without denomination and 1 Fr. to 5 Fr. Indochin. Women, totally eight single die-proofs in black, mounted on frames
23 x 18 cm (M)
P 1083 1908, 10 C. stationery envelope uprated 10 C., 25 C. and „05” on 15 C., sent registered from „CHOLON BINHTAY 15-2 13” to Leipzig, Germany.
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P 1084 1909, 10 C Ganzsachenumschlag mit ZFr. 15 a. 25 C Allegorie, von QUINHONE (ANNAM), 24.7.1909,
nach Leipzig gelaufen. Gute Bedarfserhaltung.

23, Ga

Start
GA

100,-

b/Ak

100,-

b

60,-

P 1085 1910 ca., Cover with ms. “Corps d´occupation du Teintone di Quang Tcheou Wan” and TONKIN cds.

alongside, blue “AMBULANCE ET AGENCE / LE MEDECIN CHEF”, to Paris and postcard showing Lighthouse in Quang Tcheou Wan, fine pair
P 1086 1913, registered envelope with 5x 10 C from Cholon-Bintay 28.10.13 to Meissen, Germany and enve- 45(5) / 83 +
lope (toned) with town photo on front, franked with „18 CENTS” on 45 C and „KOUANG-TSCHIFOU 4 Süd Indoch.
77 III
CENTS” on 10 C sent from „TONKIN 2-9 23” to Tittmoning, Germany.
P 1087 1919, Geldschein 20 Cents violett/gelb der ‘Banque de l’Indo-Chine’ mit Kontroll-Nummer und rs.
Druckvermerk ‘CHAIX.PARIS’, sauber ungebraucht und sehr selten! (Pirot 2)

P 1088 1919, Waisenfürsorge 80 Cents auf 1+1 Fr. karmin/rosa und 4 Piastres auf 5+5 Fr. blau/schwarz,
seltene Satzhöchstwerte ungebraucht mit Falz (4 Pia. sign. Brun), Mi. € 280,--

94/95

*

60,-

131, 140

b

60,-

Ak

150,-

e/GA

200,-

b

600,-

b

150,-

b

800,-

Ak

60,-

19

*

250,-

50-66 I

*

130,-

Hoi-Hao 7 II

*

950,-

*

300,-

*
**

480,80,-

*

950,-

Ak

100,-

b

200,-

b

60,-

*

180,-

b

250,180,120,-

P 1089 1927, 5 C deep-violet and 20 C violet/grey on registered enveloep from „TONG 17-12 28” to Osnabrück, Germany.

550,-

P 1090 1929, Incoming mail: France 40 C + 10 C „Caisse D’Ammortisement” and others on picture card

(raisins and Bordeaux harbour with ships) sent registered from “BORDEAUX 9.9.29” to Wei-Hai-Wei
with arrival from 19.10.29
P 1091 1929, stationery envelope 5 C uprated 1 C., 15 C. and 1 $ sent registered with cachet „VOYAGE RETOUR RECORD DISTANCE COSTES-BELLONTE OCT.NOV.1928” to Graulhet en France

P 1092 1932, Indo-Chine 4/5 cent and 1/10 cent (2) tied by “POSTE RURALE BINHTHUY PROVINCE CANTHO”

handstamp on cover send to Iles Wallis et Futuna with postage due stamps applied cancelled “Protectorat francais Wallis 31 Dec. 32”. Backstamped Cantho and Saigon. A very unusual and rare cover.
Very fine.
P 1093 1951 (Dec) cover to Liberty, New York franked with Indochina Airpost 2pi tied by WASHINGTON D.C.
duplex with year “51” inverted, alongside is “This article originally mailed in country indicated by
postage” two-line handstamp, central horizontal file fold, scarce usage, Fine.

FRANZÖSISCH-INDOCHINESISCHE POSTÄMTER IN SÜDCHINA
P 1094 1900 cover, franked with three 2c C.I.P. Dragons, paying the Chinese internal postage to the Inod-

China border, and tied by LUNGCHOW bi-lingual cds. Indo-Chinese internal postage paid by 15c
French Group Type stamp, cancelled by LANG-SON / TONKIN cds. Reverse shows HANOI / TONKIN
arrival cds. A scarce and colourful combination cover.
P 1095 1903, 5 C green/red on picture card (Consulat de france, Long Tscheou) with blue double cds „DAPCAU TONKIN 8 MARS 03” and blue „Artillerie de la Reserve le Capitane ....”sent to Laon, Suisse.

P 1096 1905, 4 c. brown-lilac with overprint, unused, gum with tiny spots, otherwise fine, signed Biondi with
certificate

P 1097 CANTON: 1908, Freimarken Indochinesische Frauen mit zweisprachigen Aufdruck ‘CANTON’ kompletter Satz ungebraucht mit Falz, Mi. € 290,-- (Yvert 50/66, € 360,--)

P 1098 HOI-HAO: 1901, Allegorie 15 C. hellblau/rot mit roten zweisprachigen Aufdruck HOI HAO, ungebraucht
mit Falzresten, seltene Marke mehrfach signiert, Mi. € 1.900,-- (Yvert 7)

P 1099 KOUANG-TCHEOU: 1906, Freimarken Allegorie und Grasset mit zweisprachigen Aufdruck ‘Kouang /

Tchéou-Wan’ kompletter Satz ungebraucht mit Falz (5 Fr. sign. Brun), Mi. € 660,-- (Yvert 1/17, € 740,33/49
-)
P 1100 KOUANG-TCHEOU: 1905, Grasset 4 C. braun auf sämisch mit schwarzen zweisprachigen Aufdruck KouangTcheou 19
CHINE, ungebraucht mit Falzresten, seltene Marke sign. Calves und Brun, Mi. € 950,-- (Yvert 64A)
P 1100A KOUANG-TCHEOU: 1937, exhibition s/s, slight gum crease, mint never hinged MNH

P 1101 MENGZI: 1906, Grasset 10 Fr. rot auf grünlich mit schwarzen zweisprachigen Aufdruck MONG-TSEU
(1. Auflage), ungebraucht mit Falzresten, seltene Marke mit Signatur! Mi. € 1.800,-- (Yvert 34)

Mengzi 49 IV-I

P 1102 MONGTSEU: 1905 Tonkin Lao-Kay picture postcard to Dijon redirected to Vienna, franked with 2x4c

claret issue for Mongtzeu + 2x1c black lilac CHINE overprint French 1902/07 issues for China, all tied
by MONGTZE/CHINE French P.O. cds alongside Dijon arrival. Very Fine. Scott 18,3.
P 1102A 1907, “Mong Tseu” overprints (4), „CHINE” ovpts. (2) and indochine 5 C. tied bilingual „MONG-TSEU
10 AOUT 07” on small size registered cover to Paris, transits french mail ship ”YOKOHAMA A MARSEILLE 10 AOUT 07„, LAO-KAY, HAIPHONG and arrival ”PARIS 4 SEPT 07„
P 1103 MONGTZE, 1 C./5 C. canc. “POOCHINE YUNNAN 20 DEC 06” on unsealed name card size envelope,
to british consul Yunnansen, attractive

P 1104 PAKHOI: 1906, Freimarken Allegorie und Grasset mit zweisprachigem Aufdruck ‘PAK:HOI’ kompletter
Satz ungebraucht mit Falz, Mi. € 400,-- (Yvert 17/33, € 455,--)

33/49 V

P 1105 Tchong King, 1908, 6 C./15 C., 12 C./30 C., 10 C./25 C. and 1 C. (2) canc. bilingual „TCH’ONG-K’INGCHINE 26 OCT 08” on registered local cover

P 1106 1901-1902, Freimarke Allegorie des Friedens 5 C mit Aufdruck ”CANTON”, ungebraucht TB (Yv. 4). 4 I
P 1107 1901, Freimarke Allegorie des Friedens 50 C und 1 F mit Aufdruck ”HOI HAO”, gestempelt (Yv.28, 31). 28 II, 32 II

*
g
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1108 1901, Freimarke Allegorie des Friedens 75 C mit Aufdruck ”HOI HAO”, gestempelt (Yv.13), signiert
P 1109
P 1110
P 1111
1112

Start

Brun.

14 II

g

1901, Freimarke Allegorie des Friedens 1 F mit Aufdruck ”HOI HAO”, gestempelt (Yv.14).

15 II

g

1901, Freimarke Allegorie des Friedens 5 F mit Aufdruck ”CANTON”, ungebraucht TB (Yv. 16).

16 I

*

1903-1906, Freimarken Allegorie des Friedens mit Aufdruck ”MONGTZE”, ungebraucht (Yv. 1-16).

*

1903-1906, Freimarken Allegorie des Friedens mit Aufdruck ”MONGTZE”, ungebraucht (Yv. 1-4, 6-8,
10, 11, 13-16).

*

P 1113 1903, Freimarke Allegorie des Friedens 5 F mit Aufdruck ”Tschong-K´ing”, gestempelt (Yv. 47).
34 VI
P 1114 1903, Freimarken Allegorie des Friedens mit Aufdruck ”PACKHOI”, ungebraucht (Yv. 1-16, Nr. 11
Gummifehler).

1115 1903, Freimarken Indochinesische Frauen mit Aufdruck ”PACKHOI”, ungebraucht TB (Yv. 34-50,
ohne 48).

P 1116 1903, Freimarke Allegorie des Friedens 50 C mit Aufdruck ”CANTON”, gestempelt (Yv. 28).
28 I
P 1117 1903, Freimarke Allegorie des Friedens 50 C mit Aufdruck ”CANTON”, ungebraucht TB (Yv. 28).
28 I
1118 1906, Freimarken Allegorie des Friedens und des Handels mit Aufdruck ”Mong Tseu”, ungebraucht.
(Yv. 32, 33).
1119 1906, Freimarke Allegorie des Handels 10 F mit Aufdruck ”Tch´ong K´ing”, gestempelt.

70,250,110,650,-

d

180,100,-

*

200,-

*

90,100,120,-

g
*
*
g

80,80,-

b

100,-

GA
b

300,100,-

b

150,-

b
b

100,100,-

b

200,-

b

200,-

b
**

300,100,-

**

100,-

(*)

70,-

**

800,-

**

2.000,-

GEORGIEN
P 1120 1922/3, 3000 R/100 R. reddish brown, 10.000/1000 R. brown and 40.000 R./5000 R. dark green
canc. „TIFLIS 21.2.23” on reverse of registered cover to Paris/France

37A, 45, 48a

P 1121 1922, 5000 R green and 1000 R surcharge on 50 R violet, mixed franking on 5 K russian postal

stationery card (used as form), sent from TIFLIS, 11.7.22, via transit cds Moscow to Berlin in Germany. Scarce commercial usage between a medical doctor of the german hospital in Tiflis and his collea35,36A
gue in Germany. F/VF condition.
P 1121A 1923 (19.7.), Kompletter Faltbrief der Tifliser Börse nach Jerewan (23.7.) in sehr guter Erhaltung
42, 44

P 1122 1923 (18.4.), Firmenvordruckbrief ‘Kaukasischer Grubenverein Tchiatouri’ mit rs. Frankatur 20.000

R. auf 500 R. rot (3 Werte) sowie 40.000 R. auf 5.000 R. grün (6 Werte) als Einschreiben von Tchiatouri nach Hamburg mit Durchgangsstpl. Moskau (26.4.) und Hamburg (1.5.), dekorativer und selte42 (3), 43 (6)
ner Bedarfsbrief! (T)
P 1122A 1923, 10000 r. on 1000 r. brown (vertical block of 8), 20000 r. on 500 r. red (horizontal stripe of 5)
and two single stamps 200000 r. on 5 k. lilac-brown, tied by cds. „BATUM 6.9.” to reverse to registered cover with registered cancel to Berlin, cover slightly abbreviated at left and one stamp with 53 A (8), 55 A
(5), 59 (2)
short tear, otherwise fine
1122B 1923, two registered covers to Paris/France resp. Riga/Latvija (T)

HEDSCHAS
P 1123 1916, 1/2 Piaster carmine, block of eight with registered mail (envelope folded) canc. „DJEDDA

1.7.(1)917” and sent via Port Taufiq (7.7) and Port Said (8.7.) to London with arrival 25.7.17, scarce
6 (8)
unit! (M)
P 1124 1919 cover, franked with unaccepted Hejaz railway revenue and cancelled DERSADET 5 addressed
to the Palais Imperial with postage due 20 para red and Palace mark, blue crayon “20”, vertical fold,
Fine and unusual.
P 1125 1921, 1 Pia blue a. 2 Pia red, first Mecca local printing, mixed franking on commercial cover M.Saleh
bin Ali Baisheen, with bilingual cds DJEDDA, 31.12.21, on reverse with transit Suez and arrival mark
Port-Tawfik in Egypt. Cover with some rough opening on top, otherwise VF condition. Scarce commer18,19
cial usage and unusual destination.
P 1125A 1925, 3 Pia. brown pair with overprint in black, mint never hinged very fine and rare in this quality! 87b (2), SG 146

P 1125B 1925, 2 Pia. blue without overprint (Michel unrecorded), mint never hinged with double vertical perf.,
fine and rare variety

P 1125C 1925, 3 Pia. greygreen black double overprint, mint no gum, fine and rare variety

108 var.
109a DD, SG
173c

HEDSCHAS - PORTOMARKEN
P 1126 1924, Postage due Khilafa gold overprint on 2 Pia. orange, mint never hinged, “genuine copies are all

charred due to a fire in a stamp dealer store in Jeddah” signed David Graham, Michel unknown, very
SG D 54
scarce and fine.
P 1127 1924, Postage due Khilafa overprint on 1/2 Pia. deep rose, 1 Pia. deep blue (corner margin) and
2 Pia. orange, all mint never hinged, “genuine copies are all charred due to a fire in a stamp dealer store in Jeddah” certificate David Graham / FILATCO, Michel unknown, very scarce and fine,
SG D57-D59
SG catalogue value 11.250 GBP+
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Start

P 1128 1924, Postage due Khilafa overprint on 1/2 Pia. deep rose, 1 Pia. deep blue (top margin) and 2

Pia. orange, all mint never hinged, “genuine copies are all charred due to a fire in a stamp dealer
store in Jeddah” certificate David Graham / FILATCO, Michel unknown, very scarce and fine, SG
SG D57-D59
catalogue value 11.250 GBP+
P 1128A 1925, 20 Para red postage due blue overprint with full off-set, mint hinged with gum spots, fine and
rare, catalogue value 550,P16

**/*

2.000,-

*

100,-

g

500,-

GA

100,-

b

170,-

GA

350,-

b

100,-

b

400,-

GA/Ak

80,-

Ak

80,-

Ak

120,-

b

300,-

Ak

100,-

b

100,-

b

500,-

Ak

80,-

b

220,-

Ak

300,-

b

60,-

b

300,-

Ak

90,-

Ak

50,-

Ak

90,-

HOLY-LAND
see also 5016

P 1129 1875, YAFA (Coles-Walker 135 & 136) two different types of blue cancellation on Turkey Duloz issue,

AKKA box type, SAFED on pair and JAFFA on block of four, very attractive and scarce Palestine forerunners

1130 1885, «Office of the Chief Rabbi....» seltener Zudruck rs. auf 1/2 P. braun GSK mit 1/2 P. grau Zusfr.
von BRIGHTON nach BERLIN.

GB 72, P 7

P 1131 1890 (ca.), Österreichische Post, Dienstpostumschlag mit vorderseitigem Aufkleber “DA /Trieste Citta

/PER Gerusalemme /Posta Austriaca”, rückseitig 2 Papiersiegel “K.K. POST & TELEGRAPHENAMTE
Triest 1”, Umschlag Faltspuren. (M)
P 1132 1891, 20 Pa rot GSK (Eckbug) mit RHETTA - Stempel, hs. «Jaffa» via «MARSEILLE À LYON SPECIAL»
P9b
nach STUTTGART, seltene Schiffspostentwertung.

1132A 1892, 1 PIA. graublau auf Bedarfsbrief von JERUSALEM mit rs. violettem «UNITED STATES CONSULATE *JERUSALEM*» nach OAKLAND USA.

Türkei 71

P 1133 1895 registered cover (vertical fold) from Nazareth, franked on reverse with Turkey 2pi brown orange,

tied by blue bi-lingual NASIRE cds. Front shows framed U.P.U. / TURQUIE Registration cachet and
CONSTANTINOPLE transit, while reverse bears MUNCHEN transit and AUGSBURG arrival c.d.s.’s. A
rare Registered cover from this Turkish Office.
1134 1898/1902, three ppc used Bethelehem, Jerusalem and Jericho („Jordan Hotel”, also private dater
“JORDAN HOTEL JERICHO 6 APR 1900„) to Germany; and stationery 20 Pia. canc. ”JERUSALEM AVR
5 97„ to Alexandria/Egaypt
P 1135 1898, “CAMP IMPERIAL JERUSALEM” bilingual cancellation on postcard to Germany with arrival
mark, scarce postally used Palestine & Turkey forerunner

P 1135A TABARIE / FEV 21 (1898), blauer zweisprachiger K2 (Cole 96) auf GA-Karte Türkei 20 Para nach

München mit hebräischem und deutschtem Text von einem Rabbi in Tiberias, seltener HolylandTR P 16
Stempel (Bale 500,- US-$)
P 1135B 1899, Document showing large oval bilingual violet “Khedivial Mail Steamship and Graving Dock Cy.
Ld. / JAFFA AGENCY” cachet, fine and scarce Egypt & Palestine postal history! (M)

1136 1902, YAFA POSTA SUBESI all arabic cancellation on postcard from Jaffa to Trieste, fine and scarce
Palestine & Holy Land forerunner

P 1137 1906, cover bearing French Levant 1 PIA on 25 C blue (2), tied by c.d.s. “JERUSALEM PALESTINE”

with “R” in octogone alongside to Germany, on reverse transit Port-Said and arrival d.s of Leipzig.
16(2)
Small opening fault on lower right corner and minor patina, otherwise fine.
P 1138 1906 postcard, bearing 20 para (1905 issue) canceled by “JAFFA - JEROUSALEM” c.d.s. with another
strike adjacent (Streichele 53 / 06).

P 1139 1907, “BON SAMARITAIN 22/3/907” blue cds. on postcard underpaid with 10 Pa. green, adressed to
Sussex and small triangle “SCOTCH 5” tied at arrival, fine and unusual

P 1139A 1907, 25 Cmi. blau (Italien) auf Bedarfsbrief von PALERMO nach CAIRO (COOKS TOURISTSERVICE ....)

bzw. weiter nach JERUSALEM (rs. blauer JAFFA 2) sowie violetter «COOK JERUSALEM .....», Nachsendung NAPLES und MÜNCHEN, vs. blauvioletter «Zurück nicht abverlangt Bayrischer Hof München».
Italien 79
Interessanter Irrläufer.
P 1140 1908 postcard to Switzerland, franked with Turkey 20pa, tied by purple bi-lingual JAFFA-JERUSALEM
cds, alongside arrival Oerlikon.

P 1140A 1908, Österr. Post auf Kreta, 5 C auf 5 H grasgrün, verwendet als EF auf Postkarte des Israelischen
Blinden-Instituts von Jerusalem, 2.3.1908, nach Prag, tadellos.

P 1141 1908 cover from Palestine, franked with 5c, 10c, and 1pi / 25c Levant issue, all tied by scarce blue

JAFFA / PALESTINE c.d.s.’s, with additional strike alongside. Reverse shows BEYROUTH / SYRIE and
ALEXANDRIE / EGYPTE transits, plus CONSTANTINOPLE-GALATA arrival c.d.s.’s. A Very Fine and scarce
cover from this French Office. (Yvert No. 13,14,17)
1142 1913 (2.11.), Italienische Post, Victor Emanuel 20 Para/10 C. optd. ‘Gerusalemme’ single used on
picture side of postcard with ‘GERUSALEMME / UFF. POSTALE ITALIANO’ squarred circle pmk. adres20 II
sed to Switzerland with picture ‘Jerusalem Mount Olivet’, scarce postcard!
1143 1913, Russische Post, 20 P. on Romanov 4 K. canc. violet „ROPIT JAFFA 7 9 13” on ppc „Jaffa. Tabit53
ha-well” to Vienna/Austria, transit „ALEXANDIRA 16 IX 13”

P 1144 1913 (2.11.),Italienische Post, Victor Emanuel 10 Para/5 C. optd. ‘Gerusalemme’ vertical pair used

on picture side of postcard with ‘GERUSALEMME / UFF. POSTALE ITALIANO’ squarred circle pmk.
20 II (2)
adressed to Switzerland with picture ‘Jerusalem Absaloms Pillar’, scarce postcard!
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P 1145 1914 ITALIENISCHE POST, „GERUSALEMME 25 2 14” auf „20 Para 20” auf 10 Cmi GA-Karte (senkr.
Mittelbalken) nach Karlsruhe und dort nachgesandt bis Nyon, Scheiz.

P 33

Start
GA

150,-

b

100,-

GA

400,-

GA

100,-

b

100,-

b

220,-

b

1.500,-

b

1.200,-

b

1.200,-

b

600,-

b

1.200,-

GA

100,-

b

100,-

b

400,-

(*)

Gebot

b

2.700,-

P 1145A 1914,Franz.Post in der Levante, 10 C rosa, EF auf Ansichtskarte von Jerusalem mit Kriegsdatum-Auf-

gabestempel Jerusalem Palestine, 26.8.1914, nach Unionville in die USA gelaufen. Bedingt durch
den Ausbruch des 1.Weltkrieges wurden alle europäischen Postanstalten in der Türkei spätestens
Fr.Levante 13
am 30.9.1914 geschlossen. Post aus den frühen Kriegstagen ist selten.
P 1146 1915 (Sept 19) registered usage of Turkey 20pa scarlet stationery envelope to Frankfurt, up-rated
with 1914 10pa green pair and 1pi blue tied by bold bi-lingual JERUSALEM cds.”s in black. Black
Turkish censor marking and violet German Censor each tying stamps to cover. Scarce and attractive
registered usage.
P 1147 1915, JERUSALEM 6 (KUDÜS-Ü SERIF; Isfila no.27, RRR) scarce type on uprated 10 Pa. green postal
stationery wrapper to Germany, some flaw and vertical fold, still fine and very scarce!

P 1148 1916 cover sent from Safed, bearing 1914 issue 10 pa-+ 1 pia.(corner ruffled) stamps tied by bilinguP 1148A

P 1149

P 1150

P 1151

P 1152

P 1153
P 1154

al circular postmark “Safed 2” alongside showing all Arabic star and crescent type “Beyrouth Military”
censorship cachet and large rectangular “Zemun” censor mark. C/W fig.88.
1916, 1 Pia. dunkelblau auf Bedarfsbrief (Siebenbürger Gemeinde) von MEO CHAREM mit rs. weißem Klebezettel der «Kaiserliche Bahnpost No. 5» (Zensur) bzw. «Militärischerseits unter Kriegsrecht
geöffnet Überwachungsstelle d. XVIII. A. - K. ......» sowie Überwachungszensur «Breslau» (!) nach
Türkei 248
FRANKFURT.
1917 16.4. eingeschriebene “Portofreie Dienstsache” mit Stempel “FELDPOST MIL. MISS. A.O.K.
4” und R-Zettel “Militär-Mission Feldpost 4. Armee” mit rs. Siegelstpl. “Liquidierender Rechnungsführer der k. u. k. Gebirgshaubitzendivision v. Marno” an das Kriegsministerium in Wien,
div. Mängel (rechts etwas gekürzt, Knitter, unbedeutende Schabung), as registered cover great
rarity. (T)
1917, Feldpostbrief als eingeschriebene portofreie Dienstsache mit Poststempel: “FELDPOST
MIL MISS JERUSALEM 23/7/1917” und nebengesetzter Absenderstempel: “Liquidierender
Rechnungsführer der K.u.K. Gebirgshaubitzdivision v. Marna”, seltener Einschreibzettel “FELDPOST MILITÄR MISSION JERUSALEM 168”, rückseitig weitere Absendersiegelstempel, adressiert
nach Wien, rechts minimaler Einriß, sehr selten und in guter Erhaltung (T)
1917, Feldpostbrief als eingeschriebene portofreie Dienstsache mit Poststempel: “FELDPOST
MIL MISS JERUSALEM 26/10/1917” und nebengesetzter Absenderstempel: “Liquidierender
Rechnungsführer der K.u.K. Gebirgshaubitzdivision i. d. Türkei”, seltener Einschreibzettel “FELDPOST MILITÄR MISSION JERUSALEM 842”, rückseitig weitere Absendersiegelstempel, adressiert
nach Wien, sehr selten und in guter Erhaltung (T)
1918, Feldpostbrief des Kommando Jildirim als eingeschriebene portofreie Dienstsache mit Poststempel: “DEUTSCHE FELDPOST 663 - 8/4/18” und nebengesetzter Absenderstempel: “Liquidierender Rechnungsführer der K.u.K. Feldhaubitzabteilung i. d. Türkei”, seltener Einschreibzettel “DEUTSCHE FELDPOST 663 No.726”, rückseitig weitere Absendersiegelstempel, adressiert nach Wien,
rechts oben minimaler Einriß und unten leichte Faltspur, sehr selten und in guter Erhaltung, Fotoattest Haspel BPP 2009 (T)
1918 June 24 REGISTERED letter from supply depot in the communications center to field hospital 212, rare registrationlabel “Deutsche Feldpost 663”, location Nazareth, minor faults. (T)
1918, “YAFA ISKELESI POSTA SUBESI 1311” on 20 Pa. postal stationery card (Jaffa Port, Isfila no.1,
R) to Jerusalem, light vertical crease and few toned spots, fine

HONGKONG
see also 351, 353, 355/56, 361, 365/6, 379, 808, 511, 515, 522,
570, 602, 616, 641, 644, 651, 2330, 2803, 6156, 6663, 6832

P 1155 1852, entire sent to Bombay, with small crown circle “PAID / AT / HONG KONG” handstamp in red,
manuscript “4” prepayment. On reverse Bombay arrival datestamp. Despite some soiling, very fine.

P 1156 1856 letter to Paris, marked “By Overland Mail via Marseille”, with small crowned circle “PAID / AT /

HONG KONG” handstamp, manuscript “1” prepayment, French INDES OR. / AMB. MARSEILLE transit
cancel, “10” decime postage due for single weight letter, Hong Kong and Lyon a Paris backstamps,
Very Fine.
P 1157 1862, QV 18c lilac without watermark, unused without gum, reperforated at left and cut perf. at right!
SG. 4
(SG. £ 650)

P 1158 1862, 18 C without watermark and barr-canc. „YA” on envelope with b/s embossing „Imperial

austrian minister Resident” complete with full 4 page letter dated in Yedo (Tokio) with cds „YOKOHAMA FE 19 77”, „HONG-KONG A FE 27 77” and „BRINDISI 5 APR 77” to Stuttgart, Germany,
4
envelope with some minor fissures, otherwise VF condition! (T)
P 1159 1863-91, Four mint QV stamps, all mint, three no gum, fine group, SG for * 1.050,- GBP
SG 11, 16,

32, 43

*/(*)

100,-

b

300,-

P 1160 1863, QV 8 C. wmkd. (2) canc. „B62” w. red „HONG KONG C ... PAID ALL ”a longside, to Clarence/Iowa

USA, on reverse large transit „SAN FRANCISCO MAR 19 PAID” and senders entrance ms. „28th March
11 (2)
1871”, large violet ms. „8”
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P 1161 1864, Incoming Mail, cover from England via London and Marseille to Hongkong/China with blue

arrival postmark on reverse, stamps cancelled „SQUAT 5x5” numeral of HOLYHEAD&KINGSTOWN
PACKET (handstamp on back)
P 1162 1865, QV 8 C. pale orange, unused mounted mint, three perfs. toned, otherwise clean condition
11
(Michel cat. 700.-)

b

400,-

*

110,-

b

1.500,-

*

150,-

*

300,-

b

300,-

*

100,-

g

200,-

d/g

100,-

29

*

800,-

Mi. 24 - 30

g

100,-

Mi. II, SG P2

g

80,-

d/g

200,-

b

700,-

*

100,-

b

150,-

b

2.000,-

b

400,-

g

80,-

*

100,-

g
SPEC

100,100,-

GA

700,-

b

100,70,80,130,80,-

P 1163 1865, QV 8 C., 12 C. tied blue „B62” to small blue envelope w. on reverse blue ”HONG KONG C AP

15 65„ endorsed ”per Mail Steamer„ to military address in Natal and fwd. to Cape of Good Hope,
11, 12
rare destination from HK, amateurs item
P 1164 1865, QV 48c. rose-carmine, mint hinged, few perfs trimmed at right, very fresh and fine, Michel caMi. 15, SG 17a
talogue value 1.300,- Euro

P 1165 1866, 18 c. lilac, mint copy, some imperfections, trimmed perf. at right and some gum disturbances.
SG 7.000,- pounds.

SG 13

P 1166 1871, 30 C. orange-vermillon, marginal copy with 12/13 mm upper margin, single franking on cover

to England, canc. ”B62”, cds. ”JU 23 71” on reverse, endorsed ”via Brindisi”, Marden transit mark
SG 15 a
9.8. and Staplehurst arrival mark 9.8. on reverse., few traces of transportation.
P 1167 1874, Postal Fiscal QV 12c. on 10$ mint hinges with full gum, repaired flaw at bottom left, fine, Michel
Mi. St. 4, SG F7
catalogue value 1.200,- Euro

P 1168 1874, Postal Fiscal QV 2$ to 10$ used, plus 1c. violet, few short perfs, very attractive cancellations
Shanghai, fresh and fine set, Michel catalogue value 1.100,- Euro

SG F1 - F3

P 1169 1874, Postal Fiscal QV 1$ to 5 on 10$ three used stamps, few short perfs, fine and attractive group,
Michel catalogue value 640,- Euro

Mi. 5, 11, 15 I

P 1170 1876, 16 C. on 18 C. violet, unused mounted mint, top left closed tear 1.5 mm and slightly reperf.,
fresh appearance (Michel cat. 3200.-)

P 1171 1876, QV complete surcharged set of seven values, few short perfs, fresh and fine set, Michel catalogue value 950,- Euro

P 1172 1879, Postcard stamp QV 5c. / 18c. lilac, light cancelled, fresh and fine, Michel catalogue value 650,Euro

P 1173 1880-1920, 18 stamps showing scarce cancellations, usages in China and Macau, “C1” Canton,
French ship mail, a fine and scarce group

P 1173A 1880 approx., Forwarded letter from Hongkong to Iran with content in persian. On front black and
bilingual cachet of Iranian forwarded agent „H.A.ASGER & H.ESMAIL HONGKONG”, very rare.

P 1174 1882-1900, QV seven mint hinged stamps, all Wm. „CA”, fine and fresh group, Michel catalogue value 710,- Euro

P 1175 1882, 2 C. rose (5) tied “HONG KONG C NO 18 98” resp. 2 C. rose (2) tied “HONG KONG E NO 29 99„

on two small covers to Deal/England, full UPU rate and penny-postage scheme = old and new rate
53c (5), 53c (2)
together, attractive
P 1176 1883, QV 10 C. canc. „62B” (supplementary mail mark) on cover w. „HONG.KONG B MR 3 85”
alongside, endorsed ”Via Bombay / Per Bokhara„ to Yezd/Persia, on reverse ”BOMBAY 20 MAR
85„ and ”ABBASSEE 1/4”, a very unusual destination, exhibition item, cancell 62B instead of
38a
B62 is a great rarity
P 1178 1884, QV 10 C. mauve and 10 C. green canc. „B62” w. ”HONG.KONG C OCT 14 84„ alongside, on
registered cover (flap seal cut out) endorsed ”Per S.S. City of Rio de Janeiro„ to Canada. On reverse
SG 36, 37a
transits SF, Boston and arrival ”HALIFAX NO 20 84„, cert. Enzo Diena (1977)
1179 1885-91, Seven surcharged and used QV stamps including Jubilee stamp, few different, fine group,
SG for 510,- GBP

P 1180 1891-98, QV four mint hinged surcharged stamps, 20c./30c. showing different types, fine and fresh
group

Mi. 48, 54

P 1181 1891, JUBILEE issue QV 2c. carmine two used stamps each showing variety “BROKEN 1 in <1891>”, Mi. 51, SG
fine pair, SG catalogue value 600,- GBP

51c (2)

P 1182 1891, 14 C. on 30 C., ovpt. SPECIMEN, no gum, SG44 no quotation for spec.
47; SG44
P 1183 1891, round-the-world-card Germany-USA-Shanghai-Portugal-Germany, Germany UPU card with
stamps of Portugal, US and Hong Kong QV 5 C. ultra canc. clear „SHANGHAE C JA 9 91”, on reverse
”HONG KONG A JA 6 91„, front also has violet „US POSTAL AGENCY SHANGHAI 31 DEC...”, amazing
P 1184 1891, 7 C. on 10 C. tied „B62” w. “HONG.KONG B MAR 10 91„ alongside, to cover (toned) to San
46
Francisco/USA, the shortlived 7 C. rate.
P 1185 1891, 7 C./10 C. resp. 14 C./30 C., unused mounted mint (Michel cat. 360.-)
46, 47

P 1186 1891, Jubilee ovpt., unused mounted mint, slight corner crease (Michel cat. 700.-)
P 1187 1891, Jubilee ovpt., unused mounted mint LH (Michel cat. 700.-)
P 1188 1891, Jubilee ovpt., two used copies inc. variety „small J” canc. B62 (Michel cat. 440.-)

51

*
*

51

*

51, 51I

g
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P 1189 1895/1918, three items: QV 2 C. rosine (2) tied „SHANGHAI JY 31 96” to Shanghai localpost card

(form use), transit french mail steamer „LIGNE N No. 7 5 AOUT 96” to Austria. Sender states „It was
29 C. ad midnight and is 40 C. at daytime. Will leave tomorrow morning by chinese steamer ”Hsiniju„
to Chefoo and arrive there monday monring.” Plus card QV 1 C. green uprated 2 C. rosine (one more
fallen off) canc. „AMOY NO 14 95” via HK A to Germany; KGV vpt. „CHINA” canc. „SHANGHAI JY 18
18” to Switzerland
P 1191 1895, QV 10 C. lilac/roseine tied “HONG KONG B AU 29 95„ to cover (vertical creases not affecting
stamp) to South Africa, on reverse transits TUTICORIN, COLOMBO, DURBAN and arrival ”JOHANNES44
BURG 27 OCT 95„, unusual destination from HK
P 1192 1896/1900, drei 4 C. GSK (Hong Kong) mit Marine - Absenderangabe “SMS Irene, SMS Hertha bzw.
an SMS Prinzess Wilhelm” und 10 C. Brief (SMS Augusta) von HONG KONG nach DEUTSCHLAND bzw.
P
NAGASAKI !
1193 1897/98, 4 C. grey postal stationery card from Hongkong handwritten „per Ganges” (english steamer) via „Brindisi”to Germany

1194 1897, GSK 4 Cent aus Mirs Bay 9.1.97 an Bord „S.M.S. Kaiser” nach München (2.3.97), Mirs Bay liegt
an der chin. Küste zw. Hongong u. Halbinsel Pit.

GA/b

100,-

b

60,-

GA/b

200,-

GA

60,-

GA

100,-

b

800,-

b

700,-

Ak

800,-

b

60,-

GA

170,-

P 1196 1898 cover to Switzerland, franked with Hong Kong 10c Victoria. Stamp tied by scarce CUCTOMS /

KOWLOON cds. plus HONG KONG cds., and reverse shows ST IMIER arrival. A scarce cover out of this
SG 40
customs office.
P 1197 1898 cover to the United States, with Chinese postage 10c paid in cash, showing Apr 7 Hankow dollar
cds. to USA, in combination with Hong Kong 1891 10c tied by Hong Kong cds. for external dispatch.
A nice usage by Hankow-Hong Kong steamer without Shanghai transit.
P 1198 1899 use of UPU postal card to Germany, franked with Hong Kong 4c slate grey Victoria, canceled by
CUSTOMS / KOWLOON and Code D HONG KONG c.d.s.’s. Front shows circled A / 15 carrier”s handSG 51
stamp, plus blue MUENCHEN arrival c.d.s.’s. A Very Fine and scarce card.
P 1199 1907, KEVII 5 c. (pair) tied „VICTORIA 5 AU 07” to small wooden illustrated cover showing a gibbon, to
78 (2)
Nordhausen/Germany, sent by a sailor aboard “S.M.S. Luchs„, charming

P 1200 1909, 10 Ø. rot GSK von KJØBENHAVN, dekorative Nachsendekarte (Mängel) nach CANADA, PRETORIA, JAMAIKA und HONG KONG ! Selten !

P 1201 1912, King Georg V 1 c. - $ 10, set with 28 stamps incl. various colours and papers varietys (incl.
SG 115 a and 115 b), unused, SG 115 with faults, otherwise fine

SG 100-16 var

b

**

500,-

Ak

60,-

SG 113-16

*

900,-

116

b

60,-

SG. 133/36s (2)

**

300,-

b

60,-

155 (SG 156)
var.

**

300,-

ex SG. 140/62s

**

500,-

163/168

FDC

60,-

mint never hinged in clean condition, rust around lower aprt of staple. From the estate of a former HK
SG SB6
merchant, rare (SG for complete booklet GBP 4250.-)
1204 1915 (26.7.), KGV 4c scarlet single use on picture side of postcard with ‘WEI-HAI-WEI / PORT-EDSG. 102a
WARD’ cds. adressed to Switzerland, picture ‘How to Eat Rice with Chopsticks’, minor blemishes!

P 1205 1919-21 King George V, Wmk Mult Crown set, the four top values two to ten Dollars (SG. cat val.
1.700,--)

P 1206 1930, KGV 4 C. scarlet tied “HONG KONG KOWLOON 2.30 24 JAN 33„ on printed matter envelope
(vert. crease not affecting stamp) to Magdeburg/Germany

P 1207 1935, Silver Jubilee complete set in vertical pairs perforated SPECIMEN, mint never hinged, rare
pairs! SG. £ 1.000 +

*

2.500,60,-

P 1202 1912, KGV 2 C., 4 C. canc. „WEIHAIWEI PORT EDWARD B AUG 4 16” on small cover to Shanghai
P 1203 1913, KGV booklet containing 1 C. (12), 2 C. (11, one copy removed), 4 C. (14, two copies removed),

P 1208 1937, ‘Peninsula Hotel Hongkong’ blue vignette on reverse of cover (Coronation 1937 envelope) from
Kowloon to Strasbourg-Montagne-Verte, France franked by 15c Coronation and 10c KG adhesive.

P 1209 1938-52, KGVI. $1 red-orange & green top left corner block of 9 with several varieties including ‘short

right leg to ‘R’ ‘ and incomplete letters, with marginal sheet and plate numbers, mint never hinged,
some little stains (on margins mostly) otherwise fine. A scarce multiple.
P 1210 1938/46, KGVI definitives perforated SPECIMEN incl. seven single stamps (some with gum faults)
and five horizontal strips of three incl. 20c black, $ 1 red-orange/green, $ 2 reddish violet/scarlet, $
5 green/violet and $ 10 bright lilac/blue, mint never hinged, rare strips! SG. ~ £ 1.600 +
P 1211 1941, centenary issue cpl. tied to illustrated FDC „REGISTERED G.P.O. HONG KONG 26 FEB 41”
adressed local (T)

P 1212 1941, sealed and registered cover from „G.P.O.HONGKONG REGISTERD 5.JY 41” to Karlstad, Swe-

den. Censored and again closed ”OPENED BY CENSOR HONG KONG„, franked at reverse with 7 x 4 c.
164, 165
and 2 x 5 c.
1213 1948, Silver Wedding $10 carmine very fine used, SG. £ 120
SG. 172

b
g

200,Gebot

b

170,-

**

120,-

P 1214 1948, incoming mail, Denmark, air mail cover „AALBORG 5.12.47” to sailor aboard ship, fwd. to Phi-

lippines, then Hong Kong with greyish-blue „G.P.O. CHECKED” and „RETURN TO SENDER” marks, also
black „RETOUR”, on reverse transit „SHANGHAI 37.1.8” (Jan. 1, 1948) and „RETURNED LETTER OFFICE HONG KONG 14 JA 48”
P 1215 1954/62, QEII definitives simplified set of 14 different values in horizontal strips of three, mint never
SG. 178/91 (3)
hinged with gum faults on one of each value, SG. £ 600
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P 1216 1954 approx., consignee’s cover per S.S. „PAKHOI” franked with 10 cents lilac Queen Elizabeth to
Shangai, violett cancellation but somewhat unclear.

179

150,120,-

**

250,-

SPECIMEN

**

800,-

SG. D 12s (3)

**

90,-

SG F 1, F 10

*

100,-

*

677F

P 1219 2001, Year of the snake, both souvenir sheets still coherent and the right one with golden imprint Bl. 85+86
„SPECIMEN”, mint NH, very rare! (M)

b
**

P 1217 1962, Freimarken, alle 15 Werte tadellos postfrisch. Mi. 360,- €
196/210
P 1218 1992, chinese Opera $2.30, error top center / right inscription missing, bottom shows grey numerals
„1B” (Michel cat. 1200.-)

Start

HONGKONG - PORTOMARKEN
P 1220 1947, Postage Due 50c blue in a vertical strip of three perforated SPECIMEN, mint never hinged, very
scarce strip! SG. ~ £ 300 +

HONGKONG - STEMPELMARKEN
P 1221 1874/97, 2 $ olive-green and 1 $ on 2 $ olive-green, fresh colour, well perforated, mint o.g., few gum
spots. SG 600,- pounds.

P 1222 1874, 10 $ rose-carmine, fresh colour, well perforated, with certificate B.P.A.: „...unused, with

part original gum, horizontal bend, is genuine”. Overall still an attractive copy. SG 8.000,- Pounds. SG F 3

P 1223 1891, Queen Victoria $ 5 on $ 10 purple/red, fresh colour, unused, fine

SG F 9

*

1.000,190,-

SG. 12-16

*

850,-

GA

80,-

GA

60,-

GA

100,-

GA

100,-

GA

100,-

GA

60,-

GA

120,-

GA

80,60,-

HONGKONG - BRITISCHE POST IN CHINA
P 1224 1917, Post in China, HK stamps surcharged „CHINA”, the high values of the set 50 cents up to 5
Dollars, fine with small traces of hinge.

HONGKONG - GANZSACHEN
see also 8429/37

P 1225 1886/98, cards QV used China to Germany: 4 C. grey canc. ”SHANGHAI C...„ via ”HK B MR 3 96„ to

Torgau, on reverse dateline ”Nanking 24./III.96„. And 3 C. brown canc. ”SHANGHAI C AP 7 86„ via
”HK A AP 12 86„ to Leipzig, addressees name partially razed
P 1226 1887/97, card QV 3 C. canc. „HONG KONG B SP 8 87” endorsed „Per Japan” to India w. “Calcutta”
resp. “WELLESLEY-STREET„ arrivals; card QV 4 C. grey uprated 10 C. red/lilac canc. ”HONG KONG C
OC 7 99„ to London, endorsed ”p. Salazie„
P 1227 1889, card QV 1 C. uprated 2 C. rose canc. „CANTON A FE 12 89” to New Haven/Conn., USA; transits
“HONG KONG JA 13 90„ (on reverse) and NY
P 1228 1889, card QV 1 C. uprated 2 C. rose canc. „CANTON A MY 1 89” to New Haven/Conn., USA; transits
HK, SF, NY and arrival New Haven

P 1229 1890, card QV 1 C. uprated 2 C. rose canc. „CANTON A JA 17 90” to New Haven/Conn., and fwd. to
Lakewood N.J., USA; transits “HONG KONG JA 189 90„ (on reverse), SF, NY, new Haven and arrival
”LAKEWOOD N.J. FEB 18 1890„
P 1230 1895/1901, cards QV to Germany: 4 C. (vermilion)/3 C. brown canc. ”HONG KONG B FE 8 95„ to
Germany, tone sports; 4 C./3 C. reply part uprated QV 2 C. green canc. ”HONG KONG C FE 25 01„

P 1231 ca. 1896, card QV 1 C. green w. on reverse printed picture „CHINATOWN, HONGKONG”. Very rare
picture, other than the countless harbour scenes.

P

P 1232 1902, KEVII envelope 2 C. uprated KEVII 1 C. (2), 2 C., 4 C. canc. „VICTORIA HONG KONG 20 MY 08”

to Algiers/Algeria w. 17/6/08 backstamp. And card KEVII 1 C. uprated KEVII 1 C., 2 C. canc. “HONGKONG 29 JUN 12„ via Siberia to Neuwied/Germany
1233 Japanese Occupation, 1945, card 1.50 Y. on 2 Sen , traces of photo corners, unused mint, fine
Yang P1

GA

P 1234 1947, INTERNATIONAL REPLY COUPON »Hong Kong – 40 Cents« (London design) in a bloc of four,

this bloc belongs to the rarest postal stationery and is a key item of any exhibition collection, the
importance and real value is still very much underestimated, a highlight of every postal stationery or country collection, this offer comes from the collection Eugène Thomas (Président d’honIAS
neur du Congrés postal universel de Paris 1947), UNIQUE! (MA1).
1235 1950, Aerogramm Nr.3c ungebraucht mit defektem „P” im Wasserzeichen von Imperial

1236 1950, Aerogramm Nr.3d ungebraucht ohne Wasserzeichen

*/v
GA

1.000,60,60,-

b

17.000,-

b

200,-

g

60,-

GA

HONGKONG - BESONDERHEITEN
P 1237 1863/71, 12 C. pale blue canc. „S2” with „SWATOW A JA 26 80” alongside on small cover endor-

sed „By English Mail” to Rugby / England. Transit “HONG KONG JA 27 80” and arrival ”RUGBY MR
SG12a
4 80”. An exceptional example with the stamp being well tied. A cover rarity.
P 1237A 1883, QV 2 C. rose canc. ”HONG KONG B JY 25 94„ endorsed ”S. S. Sydney„ to Melvern/UK (the 2 C.
rate), w. AU 27 94 arrival, then to Keswig, uprated QV 1d (2) tied „418 + KESWICK AU 28 94” to Chel35c
tenham w. “AU 29 94” arrival on reverse
P 1238 1890/1903, treaty ports, NINGPO: clear strikes on QV (2), KEVII (5) all different denominations (SG
HK ZG681, 697; 701/3, 721, 722; ca. GBP 200.-)
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P 1239 1900, QV 4 C. grey tied „HONG KONG JY 29 (99” to ppc „Greetings from Hong Kong”, endorsed

”French Mail„ to Bavaria and fwd., uprated Bavaria 5 pf. canc. „WUERZBURG 1 SEP 99” to Munich w.
arrival marking
P 1240 1904, «MSP 7» (SMS Möwe) auf 5 Pfg. Germania auf AK aus «Hongkong» mit «MSP 2» (Dampfer
Syria) - Ceylon - nach HAMBURG bzw. ALTONA, dort mit hs. Vermerk «Adressat sind ALTONA ... unbekannt, ... will nicht Empfänger sein ...» (!), sowie blauem «Zurück» bzw. violettem «Retour» nach
VICTORIA HONG KONG. Karte nach über einem Jahr mit äußerst seltenem «ADVERTISED UNCLAIMED» (Webb Fig 88 Type X) mittels «MSP 7» (SMS Möwe) - zu dieser Zeit auf «Vermessungsreise
in Deutsch Guinea Gewässer» - und Nachsendezettel nach KIEL bzw. letztendlich WYK FÖHR.
Ungewöhnliche und außerordentlich seltene Nachsendekarte via HONGKONG sowie «ADVERTIDR 70
SED....» - Stempel. Unikat und Liebhaberstück.
1241 1937, coronation 25 C. and KGV 20 C. on reg. cover to Germany (surface, thus air label removed) w.
german currency control labels; KGV $1, 50 C., 30 C. FFC China Clipper PanAm HK-Honolulu

P 1242 1937, attractive illustrated cover „FIRST THROUGH TRANS PACIFIC AIR MAIL FLIGHT HONGKONG-MACAO-U.S.A.” by PANAM Clipper with high franking of 3 $

P 1243 1938, OHMS cover with printed return of ”Central British School, Hong Kong.” and private arrival
marking of “Peninsular Hotel / Kowloon” on reverse (T)

Ak

150,-

Ak

2.500,-

b/f

60,-

b

100,-

b

80,-

b

130,-

GA

130,-

g

Gebot

b

Gebot

b

400,-

b

400,-

b

400,-

b

1.000,-

b

800,-

b

200,-

b

150,-

b

500,-

P 1243A 1944, P.O.W.MAIL to Hongkong. Cover from “Shoeburyness,Essex 14 JAN 44” to gunner Holland,
Camp N, Hongkong, opened and sealed by British Censor. Receiving handstamp “CENSORSHIP PASSED / HONGKONG POW CAMP„ w. censors seal stamped in ”Hasegawa„
P 1243B Hong Kong, 1944 P.O.W.MAIL to Hongkong, postcard from “Shoesburyness, Essex, 13 OCT 44” to
gunner Holland, Camp N, Hongkong, British censor handstamp. Receiving handstamp “CENSORSHIP
PASSED / HONGKONG POW CAMP„ w. censors seal stamped in ”Hasegawa„
1244 1952/54, meter marks test prints: in green „POSTAGE DUE HONG KONG 00oo” resp. „10c / PAID” in
red on blan card, ex-UPU archives

1245 1961, „SECRETARIAT HONG (1) KONG 11 MR 61” on stampless registered OHMS cover with respec-

tive registration label, on reverse transitt „REGISTERED HONG KONG” same day, lcrested acquer
seals „TREASURY ESTABLISHMENT BRANCH H.K.” (T)

INDIEN - VORPHILA
see also 3504

P 1246 1809 (Dec. 24), folded letter from Ennore (near Madras) to Bangalore, with oval ‘Post Paid Fort St

P 1247

P 1248

P 1249

P 1250

P 1251
1252

1253

52

George’ postmark, ‘Dec’ and ‘24’ date handstamps, manuscript ‘4½f’(anams) rate; interesting letter
included from Elizabeth de Sausmarez to her husband Thomas Fiott de Havilland, while he was under
arrest at Bangalore to await his eventual trial for his participation in the mutiny of Seringapatam, Very
Fine, unusually clean and the postmarks are very sharp.
1816 (Sep. 6), folded letter from Bangalore to Fort St. George (Madras), with oval ‘Post Paid / Bangalore’ 2-line postmark (Giles No. 2, 1803-25), manuscript ‘4½f’(anams) rate; with contents (letter from
William Garrard to his friend Thomas Fiott de Havilland, at that time Major and Superintending Engineer at Fort St. George), F.-V.F., very clean and attractive,.
1817 (Feb. 25), folded letter from Chittoor to Madras, with circular ‘Post Office / Chittoor’ postmark
(Giles No. 2, 1816-19, ‘rare’), manuscript ‘3f’(anams) rate; with contents (letter from William Garrard
to his friend Thomas Fiott de Havilland, at that time Major and Superintending Engineer at Madras),
F.-V.F.
1818, Ex-territorial ‘’POST OFFICE / SYLHET’’ black handstamp in double oval (Giles #1) inscribed
‘Pt.Pd. 7 / 3rd Jan.y 17’ (instead of 18: ‘’’Good morning post officer’’’ (describer’s note)) on reverse of fine cover to John Bowen Esq., Calcutta with red ‘’CALCUTTA*GEN POST OFFICE/9 JAN
9/1818’’ oval datestamp (Giles #3). Added is a typewritten copy of the interesting contents, as
‘the Rajah of Munipore having invated Cachar with an army of about 10,000 Muniporeans and
Burmans ...’. A very interesting, important and attractive letter with the scarce ex-territorial Sylhet handstamp before the British India era from 1926.
1818, Ex-territorial ‘’POST OFFICE / SYLHET’’ black handstamp in double oval (Giles #1) inscribed ‘Pt.
Pd. 7 / 16 Jan.y 18’ on reverse of fine cover to John Bowen Esq., Calcutta with red ‘’CALCUTTA*GEN
POST OFFICE/22 JAN 9/1818’’ oval datestamp (Giles #3). A very interesting and attractive letter with
the scarce ex-territorial Sylhet handstamp before the British India era from 1926.
1820/50 ca.: four small native covers related to MORADABAD, one with ‘’MORADABAD / FREE’’ in red
oval h/s, one with indistinct strikes of cds’s (Moradabad) and boxed ‘’PM’’, all with sender seals in
Urdu. (M)
1822, ‘’Madras/POST PAId/17MY17/1822’’ handstamp in red oval (Giles #11) on reverse of entire
to Ryepore, Central Province charged 1Rs-4as for a ‘Double’ (weight) letter, for a distance of about
600 miles, forwarded through ‘Arbuthnot/Madras’ (in m/s). Though typically stained on edges, still
fine strike and scarce example of this handstamp.
1826-52, CALCUTTA postmarks/handstamps: 14 letters from (few to) Calcutta with a wide range of
mostly different handstamps, find 1826 letter from Ahmednuggur with G.P.O. h/s’s, 1830 letter from
Agra, two 1939 letters to Saugor, and ten ship letters bearing various types of related Calcutta postmarks. (M)

Lot
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P 1254 1830, ‘’DINAPORE/FREE’’ black rectangular handstamp dated 4 May 30 by m/s (unrecorded by

P 1255

P 1255A

1256

P 1257

P 1258

P 1259
1260
P 1261
P 1262

P 1263

1264

1265

P 1266
P 1267

Giles) on reverse of Official printed ‘On His Majesty’s Service’ ‘To The Paymaster General, Whitehall, LONDON.’ ‘For Chelsea Hospital’ cover, with ‘’CALCUTTA/G.P.O./9 MY 9/1830’’ rect framed
d/s in black and boxed ‘’INDIA LETTER/PLYMOUTH’’ all on reverse, and superb strike of red Crown
‘’FREE/15 NO 15/1830’’ arrival cds on face. A very rare Dinapore handstamp on a scarce and
attractive cover. (T)
1831, Entire letter from Mymunsing to Calcutta from the Capt. Ouseley correspondence, dated 1st January 1831 and bears the scarce ‘’MYMUNSING / POST OFFICE’’ in oval h/s in black (Giles #1) as well as red
rect framed ‘’CALCUTTA/G.P.O./13 JA 13/1831’’ arrival d/s (unrecorded by Giles), red boxed ‘’A.M’’ and
indistinct strike of black boxed h/s (something like ‘’Inl.a Ptge ...’’ Calcutta receipt mark) inscribed ‘’1’’
and ‘’4’’ in m/s. A scarce and early Mymunsing handstamp on a fine and attractive cover. (T)
1833, Entire dated 26th August, 1833 from Capt. I.A. Thomas, of the Regt. of Artillery at Dinapore to
Capt. J.W.J. Ousley at Calcutta, on reverse with black ‘’DINAPORE/POST.PAID’’ h/s in double oval (Giles #2) with written ‘27 Aug t 1833’ date inside, red boxed ‘’P.M.’’ and red ‘’CALCUTTA/G.P.O./31 AG
31/1833’’ cds alongside. A fine cover with type-written copy of contents added.
1834, folded cover from Coimbatore (Tamil Nadu), dated 18 Jan 1834, to London ‘by the first ship’,
with ‘’OUTSTATION/SHIP LETTER/MADRAS/22 JA 22/1834’’ double oval transit d/s in black (Giles
SD11), black boxed ‘’INDIA LETTER/PLYMOUTH’’ h/s, and red arrival cds (23 June 1834) on back,
traces of folding and of Scotch tape but clear strikes. (T)
1839 Mail to WAGHORN: Cover from Liverpool (20 April) addressed to WAGHORN, charged ‘’11 (d)’’
Postage, with an decoratively written copy of the Parlamentary Pedition of the ‘’Liverpool EAST INDIA
Association’’ PO communication between GB and India with the covering letter stating that the original of the Petition had been sent to LORD SANDON. (From recently discovered archives.) Also 6 April
1839 written copy of the same Association’s proceedings, when it decided to send the Petition and
record their gratitude to WAGHORN for his having suggested it. Two interesting WAGHORN related
items. (T)
1840, the „Black Penny” on Indian letter. Letter from Calcutta, India to Great Britain redirected
by using a Black Penny. Unpaid ship letter (Robertson Type S.36) handstamp in red on reverse,
re-directed with 1 d black tied with black Maltese cross, indicated by „T.P.Chief Office”. One of
the very few Indian letters franked with Penny black. Mounted on exhibition sheet for presentation. (MA1)
1842-52 Forwarded Mail by East India Agent „James Barber & Co.”: Three different types of cachets
on four covers/letters to London, 1842 from Bhangulpore, 1842/45 from Purnea, with related postmarks. A fine quartet. (M)
1842 Forwarded Mail: entire letter from London to Calcutta, then re-directed to Kurnaul, Bengal Establishment, with double oval ‘’FORWARDED BY / MESSrs BAGSHAW & Co./ CALCUTTA’’ cachet on
back, Calcutta arrival b/s (28. March 1842) and indistinct rect framed ‘... Bearing’ h/s alongside.
1842, complete folded letter cover from Calcutta to Bordeaux in France, with red boxed cancel „INDIA”, red framed „PAQUEBOTS DE LA MEDITERRANEE”, on reverse red boxed ”STEAM POSTAGE/INLAND Do/TOTAL„ and arrival mark. F/VF condition.
1842, Forwarded letter (front and back part) to London bearing black ‘’FORWARDED BY/MESSRS
MAGSHAW & Co/CALCUTTA’’ oval h/s, red framed ‘’CALCUTTA/STEAMLETTER/1842.../Paid.’’ d/s, red
diamond and red circled arrival ds’s on reverse, endorsed ‘Overland Mail via Falmouth’, red boxed
‘’INDIA’’ and red step rectangular ‘’L.C.O./POSTAGE NOT PAID/TO LONDON’’ on front, fine/superb and
clear strikes.
1843, OVERLANDMAIL with EXPRESS DELETED: Entire from Madras to London via Falmouth with
note ‘Per Express’ which was deleted (stroke out) but sent per Overland mail. This interesting cover is
dated ‘March/not the first/of 42/ 26th 1843. Elk Cottage St. Thomas Mount Madras’, and bears red
boxed ‘’MADRAS/1843 May 13/Paid.’’ d/s as well as London arrival cds (9th July) on back.
1843, cover from Mirzapore to Raja of Rewah with 3 page letter (little moth affected) enclosure (trifle
moth affected) signed by postmaster with intaglio official bilingual seal both on cover & letter, cover
with red ‘’MIRZAPORE/18 January 31/FREE’’ trisected oval d/s (Giles type 7, revised in 1993 Supplement). (T)
1844, entire from Meerut dated 13 Sept 1844 to MADEIRA, with red (London) ‘’PAID/4 DE 4/1844’’
transit cds, and black ‘’160’’ (Reales) tax h/s, endorsed ‘p „Packet”’. Contents: ‘...be so good as to
send Major General Sir John Grey K.C.B. a quarter pipe of the very best Madeira one signed to his
agents Messrs. Arbthnot, Gillanders & Gladstone (all were forwarding agents)...’.
1845, Soldier’s letter from Serg’t of H.M. 16th Lancers at MEERUT to Capt Horse Artillery at Bangalore. Split fold otherwise fine for such a letter with full original contents ref. to Fitzroy Somerset and the
Duke of Wellington. A very interesting Historic-Military cover.
1845, Charming Ladies ornametic envelope of fine ripped paper with decorative, printed borders
and wafer seal attached, addressed to Colonel Griffith, Commandant Artillery, Bombay, sent from
Nasik with black rectangular framed ‘’NASIK/(19-8-45)/Bearing (2as)’’ h/s (Giles type 2) and
m/s, and Bombay arrival cds dated Aug 21 1845 (Giles type G3) on back. A most attractive and
decorative cover, extremely rare in this form and one of finest pre-philatelic ladies envelopes. An
every collection’s highlight.
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P 1268 1846 (12th Feb), ‘’NUSEERABAD / 1846 February 12 / Paid.’’ superb strike of boxed trisegted

P 1269
P 1269A

1270
P 1271

P 1272

P 1272A

P 1273

P 1274

P 1275

datestamp in red (illustrated as Type 1 in Giles’ book) on reverse of cover to Calcutta, with boxed
‘’PM’’ and boxed ‘G.P.O.’ arrival d/s all in red alongside. Added are two further small letters with
similar handstamps from Nuseerabad, i.e. 1839 letter with ‘Paid.’ h/s in bright orange-red, and
later used letter with upper part of the trisected h/s. THE MOST IMPORTANT AND FINEST EXAMPLE OF THIS HANDSTAMP.
1847/51 KEDGEREE: Two cover with different handstamps, i.e. 1847 to Calcutta with rect framed
‘’KEDGEREE ... Bearing’’ h/s, and 1851 from Calcutta with ‘’KEDGEREE/POST OFFICE’’ oval h/s, even
with related Calcutta handstamps.
1848, Folded cover from DACCA to Lyon, France bearing trisected ‘’DACCA/18.. January../Paid. (2as)’’
h/s and m/s, Calcutta G.P.O. rectagular transit h/s both in red along with atrrival cds on back, boxed
‘’INDIA’’, boxed ‘’INDIA/PAID’’ and boxed ‘’INDIA PAID (1 Shilling)’’ h/s and m/s along with Marseille
transit cds all in red on front. A fine and attractive cover from later Bangladesh capital.
1851(?), small native cover from Bangalore with blue framed ‘’BANGALORE / 19-9-51 / BEARING (1A
?)’’ h/s, unclear strike of small red oval pmk, blue framed ‘’Rg. HOUSE / No. 1’’ pmk and part of arrival cds (dated SP 21) on back.
1851, AGRA ‘’RECEIVING HOUSE’’: Cover to Moorsheedabad bearing the framed 5 lines tall
‘’AGRA/No.1 RECG. HOUSE/MARCH 4 1851/WEIGHT...TOLA/BEARING’’ datestamp on back,
used at a sub-post office at Agra in 1851, with 10a payable on delivery. THE UNIQUE EXAMPLE OF
THIS 5 LINES TALL AGRA RECEIVING HOUSE HANDSTAMP. Ex Giles and illustrated in his book. An
important exhibition item.
1852, NYNEETAL handstamp with error: Early letter from Camp Huldwanan to London with an
extraordinary error of oblong framed ‘’NYNEETAL/NOV. 23 1852/Bearing (12as)’’ handstamp,
both ‘NYNEETAL’ and ‘Bearing.’ being INVERTED. A fine cover with ‘Per steamer via Southampton’
m/s, Bombay transit d/s (30 Nov), red arrival cds (22 JA 1853), and red INDIA in oval. Earlier than
recorded handstamp from Camp near Kumaon from which mail is extremely rare. PROBABLY THE
ONLY COVER KNOWN WITH THIS ERROR. An important exhibition item.
1852 (May 22/July 5), Two entire letters from same correspondence from Gujranwala to Simla via
Lahore, both postmarked by black trisected ‘’GUJRANWALA/MAY 22 (JUL. 5) 1852/Bearing. (2½ as)’’
h/s and m/s (Giles #2), and ‘’LAHOR / P.O’’ in oval h/s (Military handover point to civil P.O.) (Giles #7),
the later one with red bisected ‘’SIMLA/11 JUL 1852’’ arrival h/s (Giles #8). A fine letter pair with fine
strikes of scarce postmarks.
1853, KURRACHEE SHIPLETTER: Pair of mourning covers from same correspondence, addressed to
Mrs. Watkins; First one ‘Per Steamer to Bombay’ m/s, on which 1 anna Ship Postage was prepaid,
and 2 annas import postage was payable on arrival in Bombay indicated by ‘’2’’ in circle h/s. This
letter was probably posted in early 1853, as it undoubtedly proceeded the despatch of the second
letter. The addressee was probably waiting on board the Steamer to go to the U.K. The second cover
with 1 anna piad to Bombay, and a further 8 annas to meet the Steamer postage of a shilling. Annas
9 was first written in the ‘’KURRACHEE/SHIPLETTER/Paid.’’ handstamp (similar h/s to both covers in
red) and S1. was added below. The letter arrived in the U.K. via Southampton in early 1853, and because Steamer Postage had been prepaid, the letter was marked in red ink ‘1/-’ on arrival. IMPORTANT PAIR OF KURRACHEE SHIPLETTER MOURNING COVERS FROM GILES COLLECTION.
1853 BURMA, entire letter plus two cover with contents all from a correspondence from Moulmein to
Aberdeen, Scotland dated May/June, August, and October 1853, with interesting and detailed written
letters, all with red boxed ‘’INDIA’’ on face, different Calcutta transit d/s’s (‘Shipletter’ in black or red,
‘G.P.O.’), U.K. arrival cds and green Aberdeen receipt cds.
1854, Small cover with entire letter inside, sent from Umballa (8th June 1854) to Melbourne, AUSTRALIA, with framed Umballa despatch d/s, ‘’CALCUTTA/G.P.O./SHIP LETTER/.. JU ../1854’’ rectangular framed d/s and ‘’SHIP LETTER G.P.O. VICTORIA/FREE/OC 16 (inverted)/1854’’ arrival d/s all in
red on reverse, rated ‘6 as / 1a ships’, and with a small piece showing Holyrood Palace alongside.
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P 1276 1852, “Scinde Dawk” 1/2 Anna white, extremely fine example with extra wide margins all around.

Cancelled by type F (Kotree). A rare stamp in this really perfect condition. Certificate Jochen
Heddergott (2009). SG S1 = 2000 GBP
P 1277 1852, Scinde Dawk ½a white, used with diamond of dots, with sharp and clear embossing, large
margins around, a weak trace of diagonal crease through left margin otherwise fine. Signed Brun,
and Sismondo Certificate. (SG £2000) (T)
P 1278 1852, ‘Scinde Dawk’ ½a white, used with ‘circle of short bars’ handstamp of Kotree, cut square with
superb embossing, short tear at foot margin (below embossed stamp), fine. RPS certificate (1956).
(SG £2000 +)
1279 (1852) Scinde District: Four fine forgeries in red, blue and white (x2) with clear embossing and diff.
types of cancels. A good reference.
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P 1280 1854-55 Cover from Ootacamund to a Capt. in Saugor, re-directed to Baitool, franked ½a blue (Die I)

P 1281
P 1282

P 1283
P 1284
P 1285
P 1286
P 1287
1288

P 1289

P 1290

P 1290A

P 1290B

tied by diamond of dots, segmented ‘’OOTACAMUND/1855 JUN 12/Bearing (A 1)’’ despatch b/s, with
Jubbelpore and Saugor transit cds on face, Baitool arrival cds along with several tax notes and boxed
‘’PM’’ h/s on reverse. A fine stamp with four margins, address faded and re-scribed, and remnants of
Scotch tape at back otherwise fine. An interesting cover possibly related to the Crimean Campaign.
1854, 1/2 Anna vermilion with 9 1/2 arches in the side border, extremely fine with wide margins
all around. The watermark is reversed. The vermilion shade shade is scarcer than the deep vermilion (also the catalogue prices say the contrary). RPS certificate (1967). SG 1 = 2000 GBP
1854, GB-INDIA COMBINATION COVER: India 1854 ½a pair (Die I) for inland charge of re-directed
cover from Great Britain to Bombay via Marseilles, originally franked by embossed 1847-54 1s
green (Die 2) and 10d both cut to shape, re-directed from Bombay to Almorah, with red GB despatch cds’s (7th/8th March 1855), rect. framed Bombay d/s and cds (6th April), further transit
cds’s (Nyneetal and others), and Almorah arrival cds (18 Apr 1855) all on back. A rare and most
attractive combination cover.
1854/55, Five used singles of lithographed ½a, with two copies of Die I and three of Die III, with different shades including greenish blue, all with close to wide margins, neatly cancelled by diamonds
of dots or Bombay Circle numerals, fine/very fine.
1854, ½a blue group of 8 stamps from Die I (6 including pair) and Die II (2), used with various cancellations incl. numerals from Kurachee and Bhooj, and shades. One stamp (Die II) with a thin corner
spot otherwise good/fine. (SG from £440)
1854, Two native covers both franked by fine copies of ½a blue lithographed: First one from Lahore
(green 14 Mar 1857 cds) to Warzeerabad (red arrival cds), stabilized by Scotch tape otherwise fine,
and fine cover with scarce ‘’ALLAHABAD/RECEIVING HOUSE/Paid’’ trisected h/s in red on reverse.
1855, Two covers with ½a lithographed: Entire from Serool to bombay bearing 1/2a indigo (Die I) with
chignon retouch, and 1/2a blue (Die II) on cover from Cawnpore to Calcutta, all related despatch and
arrival ds’s, two fine/very fine stamps and cover/letter. (M)
1854, Three small covers each franked by ½a blue (shades of Die I), one from Ahmedabad with ‘’22’’
numeral, the second from Jaulna with numeral ‘’65’’, and one from Madras Circle. The last with an
imperfect stamp (incpl margin, crease) otherwise good/fine. (M)
1856, ½a blue, Die III (four margins, fine), tied by ‘’C/1’’ numeral to cover from Madras to Bellary, and
re-directed to Ramandroog, Bellary District, with trisected ‘’BELLARY/1856 March 13/Bearing (½a)’’
d/s in black as well as similar ‘’BELLARY/1856 March 13/Paid.’’ d/s in red both UNRECORDED in
Giles, plus further illegible trisected ‘PAID’ d/s in red on reverse. Letter with paper destructions by
aggressive ink and stabilized by Scotch tapes for that otherwise fine.
1856/57? (Jan 13th), Forces Mail: cover & letter from „Artillery Lines” at Meerut to Manick Chand,
Delhi (a shawl merchant), franked with ½a greenish blue, Die III (cut at left, otherwise full margins),
tied by indistinct strike of numeral in rhomb of bars to small envelope, with indistinct boxed s/l and
red ‘’DELHI/PAID’’ circled h/s on back. Some traces of ageing/toning but scarce.
1854/55, Three covers: 1/2a deep blue (Die I) on small cover to Calcutta with red rect framed ‘’BOMBAY/1854 Nov.../Paid’’ and Calcutta ‘’G.P.O./...’’ arrival cds on back.// 1a red (Die I) on part of cover
‘via Marseille’ with boxed ‘’INDIA UNPAID’’ on front, ‘’AKYAB P.O. ...’’ double ring d/s on reverse.// 1a
red (x2, Die I) tied by diamonds of dots to part of folded letter to Calcutta per ‘’Sophia’’ (endorsed).
Four fine stamps with good margins on interesting covers.
1854-55, Set of 10 Lithographs, with ½a blue (x4 from Dies I-III, shades), 1a red (x3 including Die III),
2a green and two cut square examples of 4a blue & red from late printings (Frame Die II), good margins, fresh and fine, with some interesting cancellations as 4a used in Akyab, Burma. (SG £1600
plus)
1854, group of 7 Lithographs, with ½a blue (two shades of Die I), 1a red (Die I and II), two copies of
2a green (shades) and 4a blue & red, 4th printing, Pos.7, cut-to-shape.
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P 1291 1854, 1a red group of 7 used singles from Die I (x4) and Die II (x3), of various shades, with fine strikes

of various cancellations like ‘’B/5’’ of Akya (Burma), three stamps with touched frame-lines, good/
fine.
P 1292 1854, 1a deep red, Die I, tied by diamond of dots to cover from DACCA to Calcutta, with trisected
‘’DACCA/18(55 19/1)/PAID’’ h/s and ‘’G.P.O./1855/JAN 20’’ arrival cds both in red on reverse. Minor
opening faults on top and bottom of reverse otherwise fine with a fresh and superb 1a stamp. B.P.A.
Certificate. (T)
P 1293 1854, 1a deep red and 1a red, both from Die II, neatly cancelled, with four wide margins, fresh and
fine. (SG £165)
P 1294 1854, die III Ia, 3 margins used „B156” of Rangoon / Burma, some toning but scarce

P 1295 1854, 1a red, Die III, used with ‘’B/156’’ numeral of Rangoon (Burma), fresh colour, wide margins,
very fine. (SG £190++)

P 1296 1854, 2a green, group of eight singles of various shades and cancellations including Bombay type

numeral ‘’3’’ of Mumbadevie Receiving House, good/fine with more or less parts of outer frame-lines. 6 (SG 31) (7)
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P 1296A 1854, 2a green horizontal pair used with ‘’C/56’’ numeral of Secunderabad, four margins, lightly to-
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type which was used in Singapore 1855-56), cut square with four margins, negligible imperfections,
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ned, fine.

P 1297 1854, two copies of 2a green with almost COMPLETE GUIDE LINES (outer framelines) each tied by

Bengal type numerals (B/80 of Gowhatty) to piece, patched of glue on pieces, stamps good/fine, and
of fresh colour (shades).
P 1298 1854, 2a green horiz pair and single all used with ‘’B/156’’ Bengal type numeral at Rangoon, Burma.
With close to wide margins all around, fresh colour (shades), the left stamp of the pair with an old
embossed ‘U’ like paper fault (above NAS of ANNAS), weak crease through pair otherwise fine.
P 1299 1854, 2a green horizontal strip of three used with diamonds of dots, with part of sheet watermark
(legs of left lion downwards through double oval), complete wide margins around with NEAR TO COMPLETE OUTER FRAMELINES, fresh and very fine.
P 1300 1854, 2a green horizontal strip of four, sheet pos. 68-71, used with fine strikes of diamond of dots,
wide margins around, fine. An attractive multiple.

P 1301 1854, 2a green (very fine) used on large part cover (front and part of back) from Wattenbach, Heil-

gers & Co., Calcutta to ‘care of Shaik Jamaldeen’ at Bombay per ‘Dawk of 4 July/55’, backstamped
‘CAL G.P.O.’ cds in red and black Bombay ‘G.P.O.’ arrival cds (JY 16). Cover showing few imperfections
otherwise fine. An interesting cover.
P 1302 1855, 1a. red (Die I) and 2a. green (4 single), with slightly touched margins otherwise fine, tied
by losange of dots and french entry marking ”INDES OR. MARSEILLE 15 AOUT 55„ on cover front
to BONN, PRUSSIA. At arrival further 8 1/2 Silbergroschen were charged. A VERY RARE 9 ANNA
FRANKING TO GERMANY SEND VIA MARSEILLE. The book of the Jochen Heddergott Grand Prix
collection includes no cover to Prussia and all its covers to Germany are send via Triest.
P 1303 1856 (July 4th) AKYAB: Entire letter from Akyab to Bremen, Germany ‘Per Overland Mail via Trieste’
(endorsed), franked with lithographed 1a red and 2a green in combination with 1855 8a carmine (perforated, on bluish glazed paper) tied with fine strokes of ‘’B/5’’ numerals, with red Dacca transit cds (15
July), red Calcutta transit cds (18 July) and black ‘’LEIPZIG/30 8/MAGDEB.’’ German railway three-liner
on back, boxed ‘’INDIA PAID’’ in red along with several tax marks on face. Minor marginal imperfections
to stamps, and few little hole to letter’s paper due to aggressive ink, otherwise fine. A most attractive
and scarce letter from Akyab (Burma) with scarce, fresh and impressive combination franking.
P 1304 1857, envelope from Bombay (2.9) send to Ahmednugguk (4.9) franked by extremely fine 2 Annas
green showing wide margins all around and tied by numeral “1”. Scarce in this quality.

P 1305 1854, two copies of 4a red & blue (Head Die II, Frame Die I), both cut-to-shape affixed on pieces, and with 7 (SG 19
black diamonds of dots, one of bright shades (perhaps 3rd printing?), fine. Add. an imitation of a 4a.

(+21?))

P 1306 1854, 4a blue & red, 2nd printing, sheet pos.10, Wmk inverted, lightly cancelled by ‘’I’’ in rhomb of

bars (Bombay), cut square with full to wide margins around, fresh colours (deep blue near indigo),
7 (SG 19)
short tear at right margin (closed), still fine and attractive. (SG £600)
P 1307 1854, 4a blue & red, 2nd printing, sheet pos.12, used with rhomb of bars, cut square with touched
to wide margins around, fresh colours (deep blue near indigo), fine. Signed ‘J.H. Stolow’. (SG £600) 7 (SG 19)

P 1308 1854, Two examples of 4a blue & red, 2nd printing, cut-to-shape (cut to full margins) tied by dia-

P 1309

P 1309A

P 1310

P 1311
P 1312

monds of dots and red GB arrival cds to front of double rate cover to Kent, with red framed ‘’MADRAS/G.P.O./1855 MR 28’’ d/s, endorsed ‘England via Southampton / Paid in Stamps’, ‘’INDIA
PAID’’ in red crescent alongside, red London transit d/s (9th May) on reverse. Some (opening) faults
on back otherwise fine. An attractive double rate cover. (SG from £3600)
1854, 4a blue & red, 2nd printing, two cut-to-shape copies tied by diamonds of dots to partial cover
(front) sent to St. Denis, ISLE DE RÉUNION ‘Per Steamer via Galle’ (blue handstamp) via Mauritius,
with red boxed ‘’MADRAS/G.P.O./1855 JY 23’’ d/s, red ‘’INDIA PAID’’ in crescent and black ‘’MAURITIUS/AU 15/1855’’ Crown cds. Addressee’s name cut off and minor marginal imperfections but still
a good and scarce piece.
1854, Native entire to CANTON franked with two cut-to-shape copies of 4a blue & red (Frame Die
I) for 8a shipping rate Bombay-Hongkong, tied by rhomb of bars, with large red Bombay cds alongside, black ‘’BOMBAY/DE 31’’ cds along with ‘’HONG-KONG/29 JA/1855’’ cds on reverse. Cover
re-folded (as stamps were affixed beyond the top edge) but with still fine stamps except partially
touched margins and faded colours.
1854/55, 4a deep blue & red, Head Die III, Frame Die I, sheet Pos.2 , used with diamond of dots. An
ironed out horiz. crease above head including little thin spot at back and short tear to right margin,
otherwise a good stamp with fresh colours, neatly cancelled, cut-to-shape with all margins around,
and of attractive appearance. (SG £2000)
1854, 4a blue & red, 3rd printing (Head Die III, Frame Die I, wide setting, probably Stone ‘M’), sheet
pos.11, Wmk reversed, used with diamond of dots, cut-to-shape with cut framelines, fresh colours,
good. A scarce stamp. (SG £2000)
1854, 4a blue & red, 4th printing, sheet pos.24, Wmk reversed, used with diamond of dots, cut square with four margins, fresh and fine. (SG £475)

P 1313 1854, 4a blue & red, 4th printing, sheet pos.17, used with diamond of small hollow rhombs (9x9) (a
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P 1314 1854, 4a blue & red, (4th) printing, sheet pos.24, Head shifted downwards, used with diamond of
dots, cut square with full to wide magins around, very fine. (SG £475++)

7 (SG 23)

g

250,-

7 (SG 23) (2)

g

500,-

7 (SG 23) (3)

b

6.000,-

7 (SG 23) (8)

d

1.000,-

7

b

300,-

7 (SG 23)

g

200,-

7 (SG 25)

b

2.000,-

8, 9 (SG 35, 36)

g

70,-

8,10

b

300,-

SG 36

b

500,-

*/**/g

200,-

b

80,-

d

100,-

b

300,-

P 1315 1854/55, 4a blue & red, 4th printing, horizontal pair from Pos. 17+18, used with superb strikes of ‘’B/1’’
Bengal type numeral of Calcutta, cut square except top left corner, fresh colours, fine. (SG £1900)

Start

P 1316 1855, Cover to Hobart, Van Diemen’s Land (Tasmania) franked by three cut-to-shape singles of

P 1317

P 1317A

P 1317B
P 1318

1319
P 1320
P 1321

P 1322

1323

1855 4a blue & red, 4th printing, tied by diamonds of dots, with red ‘’CAL/G.P.O./.../(SEP)/
(1855)’’ Calcutta double-circle transit d/s together with further indistinct small cds in red and
red Tasmanian ‘’SHIP LETTER INWARDS FREE/15 MR 15/1856’’ in rhombus d/s (Launceston) on
back, boxed ‘’INDIA/PAID’’ and ‘’PAID’’ along with ‘1/-’ m/s and further ‘’SHIP LETTER INWARDS
FREE/17MR17/1856’’ rectangular framed d/s (Hobart arrival) all in red on face. This cover of a
correspondence to the Smith family (see also lots 2119 and 2120 of our 15th auction) was propably sent in September 1855 (from Allahabad?; paid 4 Annas for inland postage), via Calcutta
(were the ‘1/-’ m/s (= 8 Annas Steamer postage) and the boxed ‘’PAID’’ h/s (completely paid
Steamer postage) were affixed) and Singapore. Cover showing few un-important minor imperfections (roughly opened) but with fresh and fine stamps (almost complete framelines). An attractive
cover, and a scarce destination.
1854/55, Eight cut square copies of 4a blue & red from 4th printing (Head Die III, Frame Die II,
several retouches) including position 16 with red and blue center crosses at top left, tied with
‘’B/1’’ Bengal type numeral of Calcutta to part of cover front, written in German, and sent via
Marseille, with red boxed ‘’INDIA PAID’’ and red Marseille transit cds (12 Dec 55). Horizontal
crease (folding) affecting the two stamps affixed below the row of six (incl pos.16) and vertical
crease along margin of top left stamp, otherwise fine copies of fresh colour and mostly complete
margins. Eichele certificate. An extraordinary, scarce and attractive franking. (SG £3800 ++)
1854/55, 4a blue & red, Head Die III, Frame Die II, cut-to-shape on mourning cover 1857 from Banda
(N.W.P.) to Epping, Essex via Bombay and Southampton, tied by ‘’40’’ numeral in rhomb of bars (Martin Type 5), with red ‘’BANDA/2/JUN/1857’’ cds, boxed ‘’INDIA/PAID’’, Bombay and U.K. transit cds
all on reverse, red boxed ‘’INDIA PAID’’, red GB octogonal transit cds as well as blue arrival cds (20
July) on face. A fresh stamp with mostly complete margins on an attractive mourning cover.
1854/55, 4a blue & red, 4th printing, used with North Western Provinces numeral ‘’111’ at Seepree,
cut square with complete margins around, some toning, still good/fine.
1854/55, 4a blue & rose-red, 5th printing, cut square on cover 1856 from Madras to London via
Southampton, cancelled by diamonds of dots, with ‘’MADRAS/1856/NO 27’’ cds, ‘’INDIA PAID’’
in crescent and arrival cds (12 JA 57) all in red on face. The top right corner of the cover has been
repaired to enhance the appearance of this scarce and attractive cover franked by a very fine and
scarce stamp. Brandon certificate.
1855, A study of 4a black (x3) and 8a carmine (x8) on more or less bluish glazed paper on album
page, including 8a block of four, with various cancellations (1st 4a paossibly with ‘’124’’ of Aden),
good/fine except three shortened perfs. (SG from £224) (M)
1855, 4 Anna black together with two half Anna on registered cover from Dehli to Lahore „DEHLI MA 12
61”, stamps tied by duplex ‘67’, red boxed „REGISTERD NR„ and manuscript ‘549’, on reverse red circle
”LAHORE 14 MAR 61 AM„ adress written in Urdu, horizontal fold not detracting the stamps, still fine.
INDIA 1855 ISSUE SEND TO THE UNITED STATES VIA FORWARDING AGENT IN LONDON: 1858 (25
December) entire letter from an american missionary from Saharanpur (Mission House) send “via
Bombay & Marseille” (Bombay and London 6.2 transits cds) and addressed via a Liverpool forwarding
agent to Philadelphia USA, franked with 8 annas carmine on blue glazed paper tied by 210 numeral.
The 8 annas paid for the postage up to Liverpool were the forwarding agent than dispatched the letter
outside of the post to the addressee in Philadelphia. Only very few similar covers are recorded where
the high transatlantic and US postage fees were avoided (including only three from this correspondance, this cover is the only one with the De la Rue issue). In general India letters were send from
England to the US via post (see Jochen Heddergott Grand Prix collection). A POSTAL HISTORY RARITY.
BPA certificate (2011)
1856-76, Group of 20 mint and 6 used QV stamps: 5 fresh mint singles (SG 38(x2), 62, 63, 73), 1865
1a brown (SG 59) corner marginal single and block of four, 2a (SG 63) top marginal block of four, and
1876 12a marginal block of six all mint, plus six used singles (SG 41-43, 58-59, 63), few minor imperfections, good/fine group. (SG £780++)
1856/1869, five letters with different franking and one forwarded with handwritten tax from Bombay
to Paris (T)

ex 10-29

P 1324 1856, Four pieces of covers from same correspondence as the piece bearing eight copies of 4a, franked

with 1) pairs of 1854 2a lithographed (with large parts of outer framelines) and 1855 8a carmine (on
blue glazed paper), 2) 8a carmine strip of four (scissoirs cut at top), 3) pair of 8a (blue paper), and 4) pair
of 8a (separated before usage by damage left stamp), all tied at Calcutta by ‘’B/1’’ Bengal type numeral, 6, 9 u.a. (SG
31, 36, et al.)
and even with boxed ‘’INDIA PAID’’ and Marseille transit cds (March to August 1856).
P 1325 1857, ‘’BROACH/1857 JUN 5/Paid.’’ trisected handstamp in red (UNRECORDED IN GILES) on letter
to Bombay, franked QV ½a blue tied by ‘’18’’ Bombay Circle numeral, and with ‘’G.P.O./JU 8/1857/2
A M’’ arrival d/s (also unrecorded in this for with ‘2 A M’)
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P 1326 1857 (Sept 3rd), MUTINY: Cover bearing QV ½a from Calcutta ‘Per Steamer „Cape of good hope” to

an ENGINEER aboard a ship „PLUTO” in Moulmein, BURMA with interesting contents of mutiny including evacuation on the ship, ‘CAL G.P.O.’ despatch cds and Moulmein arrival cds (Sept 15th) both in
red on reverse.
P 1327 1857, Mourning cover to SINGAPORE, addressed care of Captain Rupell ‘Per Steamer „Oriental”’
(which was engaged in collecting troops needed for the capture of Delhi), with boxed ‘’PAID’’ and boxed ‘’G.P.O./1857...’’ red handstamps (both used in Calcutta). Additionally noted ‘Cowasgee Family’
which was a famous opium clipper owned by the Parsee Rustomjee Cowasgee. COVER AND VOYAGE
PROBABLY UNIQUE.

b

150,-

b

300,-

b

100,-

b

300,-

SG 37 +
Ceylon SG 2

b

12.000,-

11

b

200,-

8, 12 (SG 35,
44)

b

100,-

GB

b

400,-

b

300,-

b

13.000,-

b
p/*

300,200,-

b

900,-

b

400,-

P 1328 1858/1881, Two covers to Europe: 1858 small cover from Ghazapore (29 Nov 58) to Bangor, North

P 1329

P 1330

P 1331
P 1332

P 1333

P 1334
P 1335

P 1336

Wales (5 Jan 59) via Bombay, Marseilles and London (related datestamps) franked 1855 4a black on
bluish glazed paper and 1a brown (x2), and 1881 folded cover from Robert & Charriod, Calcutta (with
‘’R&C’’ in circle h/s on adhesive) to Rouen, France via Brindisi, franked by 1874 6d tied by Calcutta
duplex (20 Aug), red French cds alongside, Sea P.O. cds and arrival cds on reverse.
1859-74, four fine covers to Great Britain: 1859 from Military camp at Saugor to London via Bombay
(related cds’s) franked with 1855 4a black on bluish paper and 2a yellow-buff, tied with ‘’215’’ numeral, 1864 cover from Bangalore (duplex cancel) to Scotland via Bombay and Marseille, franked with
two copies of 1856 4a black, ‘’INDIA PAID’’ in crescent alongside, 1866 cover from Calcutta to London with an attractive three-colour franking (8p, 2a and 4a green) tied with ‘’B/1’’ in octogons h/s in
blue, and with red ‘’CALCUTTA/JL 16/66/PAID’’ double-circled backstamp, and 1874 cover to London
franked 2a and 1866 4a green from Bank of Bengal, Calcutta via Southampton (handstamp).
1859, UNIQUE MIXED FRANKING CEYLON WITH INDIA: Folded cover (with some ink erosion) from
Chittoor (31.5.1859) to Jaffna CEYLON franked by India 1856, ½ Anna (very fine) which paid all
the internal Indian postage and with a Ceylon 1857, 1d (margins only slightly touched on two sides otherwise fine) for the postage from India to Ceylon, both stamps cancelled by Madras circle
type 6 „C 128” of Chittoor post office, as the charge was payable to the Ceylon postal authorities
the Ceylon stamp was accepted as prepayment of postage. ONLY THREE MIXED FRANKINGS INDIA-CEYLON (First Issue) are believed to exist, this combination being unique. A major rarity for
the Postal History of both countries. Certificate RPS (1963), Provenance: G. Sattin
1859, 1 Anna brown, a strip of four and a block of four on cover as normal 8 Anna rate from Calcutta
- red India paid „CALCUTTA INDIA PAID MY 17/71” to Aberystwyth/Wales - manuscript ‘via Brindisi’ -,
stamps tied by crossed pencil strokes and blue octagonal „B”.
1859, 4a black on bluish glazed paper together with 2a orange on cover from Bareilly to Cardiff ‘via
Bombay & Marseilles’, tied with diamonds of 17 bars, with boxed ‘’INDIA PAID’’ on face, ‘’BAREILLY
G.P.O. 1 NOV.’’ double ring d/s, red Bombay transit cds and Cardiff (9. Dec.) arrival cds on reverse. An
attractive cover with fine 6a franking for rate via France.
1859, TANNA and BOMBAY BEARING h/s: Entire from London (May 3, franked by two copies of 4d (SG
66) and 1d tied by ‘’W/2’’ barred circle of Kensington) to Tanna (situated 21 miles NE of Bombay) via
Marseilles and Bombay (May 30), arriving Tanna on May 31st, and re-directed to Bombay (May 8th)
by noted ‘2 As’, all related datestamps including trisected ‘’BOMBAY/1859 May 30/Bearing 1’’ h/s
and ‘’TANNA/31 MY 59/BEAR.g’’ open cds (both as very late usage). A scarce letter.
1861, envelope from Cawnapore (19.2) send to the german state of BRAUNSCHWEIG, franked 2
Annas and 4 Annas tied by 60 numeral. Backstamped Agra, Bombay, Marseille, Paris and boxed “TOO
LATE”. Few toning spots but a rare destination. SG 44, 45.
”1861 SEYCHELLES - LA BOURDONNAIS 12 mars “ earliest recorded letter from the seychelles
with a postage stamp - and the only cover recorded with indian stamps (cancelled 124 = Aden Str.
Point 19 Mr 1861), obviously before the official opening of the Seychelle postoffice on december
11th 1861 - Mauritius, and indian stamps were sold according to the destination of the next ship,
great postal history rarity , minor blemishes
1866 cover sent unpaid from India, and showing on front the GB / 1F62 4 / 10c accountancy marking of Bombay, red POSS ANG.V.SUEZ / A. MARSEILLE French entry marking, plus “10” decime
postage due handstamp. Reverse bears red BOMBAY departure, GB1F80c accountancy marking applied in error, plus LE HAVRE arrival cds. A Very Fine and unusual cover, showing scarce combination
of accountancy markings.
1856-64, 4a grey-black horizontal pair, mounted mint with parts of gum, fresh and fine. (SG £1100)

8, 11, 28

Indien12,13

P 1336A
13 (SG 46)
P 1337 1867 (15.12) cover franked with 8 Pies (2) and 6 Annas and 8 Pies tied by boxed INDIA PAID send to

the RARE DESTINATION OF NATAL (South Africa) via Bombay, Ceylon, Mauritius. Arrival backstamp
15 (2), 25
”Pieter-Mariteburg 10.2.1868”.
P 1338 1868, Cover from Abbottabad to Bath, re-directed to London via Pinddadunkhan, Lahore, Bombay
and ‘’VIA SOUTHAMPTON’’ (blue ornamentic printing), franked by India QV 2a orange tied by Abbottabad-’’220’’ duplex (17 June 68), arrived Bath at 1st August, franked with GB 1d red-brown (F-A/A-F),
Perf 14, plate 96 (SG 8BaII) and finally sent to London (4 Aug 68), with sorting datestamps of Pinddadunkhan and Lahore both hexagonal red datestamps, boxed ‘’INDIA/PAID’’ and ‘Ex Bombay’ cds. Part
of back-flap missing, corner and marginal defects and tear into 2a stamp from above. Nevertheless 20 (SG 62) +
GB SG 8
an attractive cover with a scarce India-GB mixed franking.
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P 1339 1869, Mourning cover to London franked 6a8p slate and 2a tied by ‘’TRAVELLING P.O./No.3/JB/

BENGAL’’ RMS type 8a (Rf 108a) for Jamalpore-Buscar, further on via Bombay and Marseilles, with
red Bombay transit cds on back, red London arrival cds on face. A scarce usage of this early India
railway cancellation.
1340 1869, notice paper, three parts, paid in Delhi, all with large black (2) or red ‘’BANGHY / BOMBAY / SP
.../ 1869 / PAID’’ octogon. (T)

b

100,-

b

200,-

b

200,-

b

200,-

b

180,-

b

200,-

b

Gebot

b

200,-

b

400,-

GA
(*)

2.000,100,-

b

400,-

b

150,-

b

120,-

(*)

500,-

GA

70,-

b

200,-

P 1341 1871, 6a8p slate used as single franking on cover from Agra to Geneve, Switzerland via Bombay and

Brindisi, tied by BLUE ‘’AGRA’’-’’1’’ duplex, with small red ‘’PD’’ and red boxed ‘’INDIA/PAID’’ alongsi25 (SG 72)
de, red Bombay transit cds as well as Geneve arrival cds on reverse. A fine and attractive cover.
P 1342 1872, pair 8p. violet and 4an. green together on reverse of cover tied by black duplex “1 - BOMBAY
7/JUN/72”, on front transit mark SUEZ and arrival mark CAIRO, flaw on flap and right bottom, tiny
toned , with content, fine and scarce
P 1343 1873, 1/2 a. blue, horizontal pair 1 a. pale brown and 2 a. orange tied by dublex „AUBUNGABARAD SG 54, 58(2),
62
AUG.2./14” to registered cover to Hayderabad with registered boxed to reverse, fine

P 1344 1874, 8 a. purple, 4 a. blue-green and 2 a. orange tied by sender oval „CALCUTTA A. ABEN...” and
1345

P 1346

P 1347

P 1348

numarals „B/1” to cover with straight line „PD” via Brindisi to Neapel with arrival mark, signed A.
SG 56, 62, 71
Diena
1875-1922, Group of 5 interesting letters/covers/cards: 1875 stampless letter to Ghazipur with boxed ‘’UNPAID SORTING’’ and boxed ‘Postage Due’ handstamps, 1880 cover from Chupra (‘C-16’ duplex) to England bearing 3-colour-franking (QV ½a, 1a, 2a), 1908 German Missionary picture card
canc ‘S.M.O. Khandwa’ to Germany, 1912 Kishanghar doc franked ½a slate-blue, and 1922 KGV. 1½
on 1a PS card sent from Bhopal to Germany. (T)
1875 (ca.), GB/INDIAN MIXED FRANKING: GB 3 P. rose (plate 16) on wrapper (opened up for better
presentation, little reduced and normal shipping marks) from London to Bombay, there upfranked
with Indian 1 P. (blue company security cancel), redirected to the post office „D. A.M. BOMBAY FEB
19”, with cds „BOMBAY FEB 20 POSTAGE DUE 1 ANNA” sent via „I.DELY ALLAHABAD FEB 23” cds to
„C 2 ALLAHABAD FEB ...” octagon-cancel, all up eight different postal cancels on this item, extremely GB 144 (Pl.16)
+ Ind. 60
uncommon usage as a wrapper and great rarity!!
1865, Unpaid letter from Madras to Barbezieux pres Cognac, France ‘per Str via France’ (endorsed),
with ‘’MADRAS/INDIA UNPAID/1865/AP 28’’ cds, ‘’18’’ tax stamp, ‘’GB/1F64...C’’ diamond h/s, and
red French Paquebot cds on front, Marseille transit and arrival cds on reverse. An unusual unpaid
letter with fine strikes.
1879/80 Norwegen, 10 Oe. used “VALEMAAREL 6/2 1880„ on round-the-world-card, east/ irregularwestbound: german UPU card 10 Pf. (corner rault) posted „Döbeln 13/4/79” showing
stamps of India 1/2 A., 1 A. used CALCUTTA, Japan 1876 1 S., 2 S. x2 used HIOGO DEC 18, USA
3 C. used MILWAUKEE and Norway as mentioned; via Cairo/Egypt, Calcutta/India, Melbourne/
Australia, Ceara/Brazil, Milwaaukee/USA, Hiogo (Kobe)/Japan, Hong Kong Dec. 21 1879, London, Vaaler/Norway back to Grimma/Saxony 13/2/1880. 20+ postmarks, time in transit 306
days. Faults as to be expected, stunning item.
1879, 2 an. blue revenue imprint on watermarked paper with “CANCELLED” perfins, scarce offer! (M)

1349
P 1350 1880, Mail from 2nd Anglo-Afghan War: Cover from Lachipur, Afghanistan sent on 11th July 1880 to

St. Helier at JERSEY Island (10 Aug 1880 arrival b/s) via Bombay and Brindisi, franked by QV ½a and
1866 4a tied by ‘’F.No.13’’ in square of bars and pen-strokes, with ‘’FIELD P.O./AUG 11/No.13’’ despatch cds and Bombay transit cds on back. Some traces of closed roughly opening otherwise fine. A
scarce 2nd Afghan War cover, and a scarce destination.
P 1351 1880 2nd AFGHAN WAR: Cover plus letter (5 sheets) from Griffith correspondence, written 1st-4st
January 1880 at CAMP BOLON, bearing QV 1a brown and 1866 4a blue-green tied by diamond of
thick bars, addressed to Boulogne Sur Mer in France, sent via Sukkur, Bombay and Brindisi, with all
related transit and arrival cancellations. A scarce cover from this camp.
P 1352 1881, entire from CHITTAGONG (now Bangladesh) to Mauritius via Bombay and Aden, franked with
QV 1a brown and 2a orange tied by ‘’C-15’’ numeral in bars (All India system type), with sender oval
on front, ‘’CHITTAGONG/APR:22’’ depatch cds, Sea P.O. cds, and Mauritius arrival cds (26 May) on
reverse, fine and fresh.
P 1353 1881, 6 a. Die proof to issue 1882 in black on card with date-cancel „13.MAY.81” and „BEFORE
HARDENING”, fine, rare

P 1354 1884, QV ½a postal stationery envelope, uprated by 5 copies of ½a blue tied by Mooltan duplex to re-

verse, and sent registered from Mooltan to Secunderabad, with small despatch cds and scarce ‘’SECUNDERABAD/HYDERABAD/TERRITORY/9 DEC.’’ arrival cds on front, small yellow label ‘’Please return
cover to postman for transmission to Inspector Genl., R.M.S., Calcutta’’. A very interesting cover.
P 1355 1889 registered cover (three sides open) bearing 9d bright mauve (two pairs), 1a.6p. sepia (pair) and
½a. blue-green tied by “MOUNT ROAD 8. SE” squared circles alongside “R MONUT ROAD” boxed caSG 19, 85, 90
chet via London to USA, on reverse bears SEA POST OFFICE cds and New York arrival datestamp.
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P 1356 USED IN NEPAL, 1890 registered cover from Kathmandu to Bombay, franked by a single & strip of

P 1357

P 1358
P 1359
P 1360

P 1361
P 1362

P 1363
P 1364

3 of the scarce 9 pies mauve of the 1874 East India issue. Correctly rated at 3 annas ( ½-1 tola at
1an. + 2an. Registration fee). Stamps tied by “NEPAL” Small Queen. circle cds. (Hellrigl B14), and
showing boxed 3-line Registration handstamp. (type B49)---Rare-(less than 20 recorded 18821904)---with Bombay arrival cds. Rare multiple franking of the 9 pies & only recorded usage.
(Hellrigl first records type B14 in 1899). A wonderful exhibition item!
1892/1934, 2 A./6 P. yellow postal stationery cover with overprint from KOTGARH via Sea Post Office,
Brindisi to Germany, 2 A./6 P. yellow psc with half A. green and one A. violet from ONGOLE to Coondoor and Hotel-Envelope (Hotel Mount Everest Darjeeling) from DARJEEDING via Calcutta to Vienna/
Austria
1894, two 2a pale blue and two (one on front) ½a blue-green on registered cover, from KOTAR 28 with
boxed cachet “R KOTAR”, arrival mark and “TOO LATE” handstamp reverse, at opening cover little
shorted at right.
1895/99, two postal stationery covers from KARACHI via Sea Post Office and Zanzibar to Dar-Es-Salaam, likewise from MUNDRA with four cents stamp on reverse via Bombay and Dar-Es-Salaam to
Mohorro, German East-Africa, rare destination!
1899, ONE ANNA on 9p Solders’ and Seamen’s PS envelope sent May 19th from Chakrata (sub-P.O.
of Mussoorie) to Halifax, NOVA SCOTIA (June 24) via Bombay, Sea P.O. and New York, ‘’UNCLAIMED’’
s/l in black, and back with boxed ‘’D.L.O./BOMBAY/22 SE 99’’ d/s, similar ‘’D.L.O./LUCKNOW/25 SE
99’’, and further large ‘Dead Letter Office’ cds in violet. An interesting S&S envelope full of character,
and a scarce destination.
1899, PERFINS: 3 pies carmine with perfins, a block of 24 and a strip of 6 on reverse of a cover from
MADRAS to Stuttgart.
1901, Censored P.O.W. mail: 1a on 2a6p PS envelope uprated by 3p, ½a and 1a sent by a Swiss
Prisoner of War from Ahmednagar (7 Sep 1901) to Basel, Switzerland, with violet ‘’CENSOR P.O.W./
C.E. NIXON, B.A./AHMEDNAGAR, INDIA’’ oval handstamp, and ‘Sea P.O.’ backstamp. An unusual, fine
and attractive cover.
1903-09, Set of 6 used KEVII. Rupee values from 2r to 25r, the 25r with full strike of violet ‘’CALCUTTA G.P.O. TREASURY/3 DEC 10’’ cds, the others used postally with fine strikes of black cds’s, fresh
colours, fine/very fine.
1903, KEVII 1/2 A. green tied „CALCUTTA 25 NO 03” to ppc via Sea post Office to Tunis/Africa, marked „T” and Tunis Regency due 10 C. applied and tied by „15 DEC 03” dater, unusual combination

SG 78 (4)

SG 85, 91

49 (30)

66-68, 72-74
(SG 138-47)

b

1.500,-
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b
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GA
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100,-
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b

300,-

g
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b
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**
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**
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b
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b

80,-

h
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b

100,-

b

100,-

b
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P 1365 1904, Insured registered cover from Quilon (22 Nov) to Einsiedeln, Switzerland (16 Dec) via Brindisi

(14 Dec), franked with QV 4a slate-green, 12a Venetian red, and KE 3a orange, with transit and arrival
backstamps, fine.
P 1366 1909, KEVII. 25r used with part of Calcutta cds, little bit shortend perf at top right, still fine with fresh
74 (SG 147)
colours. (SG £1300)
P 1367 1911, registered letter with crown postmark „CORONATION DURBAN 1911” via Bombay and Brindisi
to Austria (M)

P 1368 1915 registered envelope to Sheffield, franked KGV 2a6d tied by Base Office Reg datestamp. Obverse

also bears ornate Base Office registration etiquette. Censored. Reverse bears London transit and
Sheffield arrival datestamp.
P 1369 1917. ”Indian Red Cross & St John Joint War Organisation„ booklet, incomplete, having four blue 1a
MH
seals and four red 1/2a seals. A nice example of this rare booklet.

P 1370 1921, 9p on 1a rose-carmine with SURCHARGE DOUBLE, mint never hinged, toned, fine. (SG £275, 93 DD (SG
Mi. 500,- €)

192c)

P 1371 1928, entire letter, registered from ”DUMAS 7.APR 28„ from ‘His Highness The Nawab of Sachin’ to

Linköping, Sweden. (Sachin today belonging to Gujarat). Nice Cover with at reverse the coat of arms
102
in golden embossed printing. Franked by 1 Anna brown - a block of six - at reverse. (MA1).
P 1372 1928, Cover from Hoare, Miller & Co., Calcutta to New York with 3a meter mark + hexagonal ‘’CALCUTTA G.P.O./26 I 28/H M & Co/C.1’’ h/s, scarce franking.
1373 Ab 1930s. A Postal advertising information leaflet in the form of a registered insured express letter.
The content is all in Hindi. Printed in Lahore. (T)

P 1374 1931 (Dec. 31), neat Pigeongram envelope franked 1/2a. green, carried by homing pigeon ‘Gladys
Day’ from Hazaribagh to Calcutta, a little toning at border, arriving mark on reverse, fine and attractive

P 1375 1939, 3 A 6 P blue, single franking on commercial cover from DELHI SADDAR BAZAR, Sep.1st 1939,

addressed to Remscheid in Germany, due to the beginning of WWII delivery blocked and violet boxed
cancel „SERVICE SUSPENDED RETURNED TO SENDER” Cover returned with arrival mark DELHI,
153
Sep.11th 1939. Scarce.
P 1376 1939, 3 A 6 P blue, single franking on commercial cover from HAUZ KHAS, Aug.18th 1939, addressed
to Remscheid in Germany, due to the upcoming WWII delivery blocked, with british censor and with
typewritten label „Returned from England as service to Germany suspended.” Cover returned with
153
arrival mark DELHI, Nov.26th 1939. Scarce.
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Start

1377 1942, censored cover from Kurnool to the International Red Cross Comitee, Geneve, Switzerland,

franked with KGVI. 9p block of four and 1/2a, with British censor strip and cancor mark, as well as
German cenor strip and lilac censor stamp.
P 1378 1947 (15th August), ‘’JAI HIND’’-’’Dehra-Dun’’ special cancellation even on six printed ‘15th August
1947 / One of the most memorable dates ...’ plain envelopes with different KGVI. frankings (multiples
mostly). (T)
1379 1948 cover with Union Jack as design including picture of the last Viceroy of India Earl Mountbatten
with wife. Franked with three Indian stamps plus one from New Zealand. Two different Madras cancellations applied (T)
1380 1948, GANDHI set to 10r mint, with hinge marks, 1½a with remnants of black paper on gum, 10r with 187-90 (SG
305-08)
traces of finger print otherwise fine, and fresh.

b

50,-

b

100,-

b

80,-

*

130,-

**

200,-

**

200,-

FDC

700,-

b

150,-

FDC

100,-

FDC

100,-

b

300,-

P 1381 1948, GANDHI complete set mint never hinged, all four stamps with fluffs or traces of paper adhered

to gum, more or less, top marginal 1½a with small part of gum removed, 12a with toned gum, but 10r 187-90 (SG
305-08)
with only a few fluffs of paper adhered on gum.
P 1382 1948, Mahatma Gandhi complete set to 10r. in strips of three (lower values horiz. and 10r. vertical),
SG. 305/08
some faults on upper 10r. otherwise fine, mint never hinged, SG. £ 825 +

P 1384 1948, GANDHI complete set on FDC sent registered from Bombay to Karachi, Pakistan, with special

FD cancel, Reg. label and arrival b/s. Stamps are without faults (well perforated) but FDC and stamps
with little stains and toned.
P 1385 1948 (15.10.), registered airmail cover bearing Gandhi stamps with 1 1/2a on front and 1 1/2a to
12a on reverse used from Bombay to Sweden with wax seal of Indian Philatelic Bureau, unusual destination!
P 1386 1948, GANDHI short set to 12a on illustrated FDC from Bombay (special FD cancel) addressed to
Sydney, Ohio, USA by airmail, with an additional un-tied copy of 1½a on back, fine.

187-90 (SG
305-08)

SG. 305/07
187-89 (SG
305-07)
P 1387 1948 (Aug 15), GANDHI short set to 12a on illustrated FDC sent from Calcutta to Switzerland by air 187-89 (SG
305-07)
mail, fine.
P 1388 1948, GANDHI short set to 12a on registered airmail cover from 55th Congress Gandhi Nagar Jaipur 187-89 (SG
305-07)
with special cds sent 16 Dec 1948 to Bombay (rect framed Delivery b/s), fine and scarce as thus.

P 1389 1948 (Aug 15), GANDHI 3½a horizontal marginal pair on local Simla FDC, with ‘’SIMLA 15 AUGUST
1948’’ oval FD cancel and Simla Delivery cds on back. (M)

188 (SG 306)(2) FDC

150,-

P 1390 1948 (15. Aug), Four illustrated GANDHI-FDC’s sent from Thana (near Mumbai) or from Bombay (even
two) to Karachi (Pakistan): Normal one franked 1½a, 2nd by air mail franked 1½a pair (both with
ordinary Thana cds), 3rd by air mail franked 1½a (x2) and 3½a, and 4th sent registered with short
set to 12a (both with special Bombay oval FD cancellation). Some toning and little stains otherwise
good.
P 1391 1949 (Aug 15), Archeological series complete set of 16 used on two FDCs with special first day cancellation of Madras GPO, lightly toned, good/fine.

187-89 (SG
305-07)
191-206 (SG
309/24)

P 1392 1949, definitives complete set in strips of three (15r. pair + single), some faults on a few stamps incl.
1r. (1), 5r. (3) and 15r. (3), mint never hinged, SG. £ 750 for hinged stamps

SG. 309/24 (3)

P 1393 1951, Archeological series new value/colour 2½a lake and 4a bright blue tied by ‘’NEW DELHI/ 216-17 (SG
DEP./30 APR 51’’ cds to FDC addressed to Switzerland, fine and scarce.

333b+c)

1394 1951, ‘Indian Telegraph Centenary’ official souvenir sheet with red SPECIMEN ovpt, few minor imperfections (creasy), good. Especially scarce with overprint. (T)

1395 1952, Saints & Poets: complete set on FDC (addressed to Australia), as well as mint set affixed even 221-26 (SG
to special page with description in official folder. FDC with few stains due to gum, otherwise fine. (T)

337-42)

FDC

300,-

FDC

400,-

**

150,-

FDC

60,-

(*)

100,-

FDC/*

80,-

P 1397 1953, Child Care 4a ‘Nurse & Babies’ and 12a ‘Nurse & Child’ each as six perforated stamp-size
P 1398

P 1399
P 1400
P 1401

essays of different colour prepared by the Austrian State printer in Vienna; all affixed in presentation folder; fine and very scarce essays. (M)
1953, Prepared for use but never issued Mount Everest Commemoratives 2a violet, 4a grey, 6a
green, and 12a brown depicting Edmund Hillary and Tenzing Norgay as well as the Everest, printed and submitted by the Austrian State Printers (Österreichische Staatsdruckerei Wien) in an
embossed folder to Indian Post Office, to commemorate the historic event of the first men on
summit (if Irvine and Mallory have not reached in 1924). EXTREMELY RARE, AND PROBABLY AN
UNIQUE OPPORTUNITY. (T)
1952 (Oct 1st), Saints and Poets complete set on illustrated FDC sent registered from Bombay to
Switzerland, with special First Day cancellation, Reg. label and arrival cds on reverse. Few stainy
patches of gum otherwise fine.
1952 (Oct 1st), Saints and Poets complete set on illustrated FDC sent registered from New Delhi to
Switzerland, with special First Day cancellation, Reg. label and arrival cds on reverse. Cover opened
(and shortened) at bottom, still fine. Added is the related announcement folder by Indian P&T Dept.
1956, 2 Rp und 8 As, MiF auf Phonogramm aus Bombay nach Bhopal. Sehr seltene Verwendung.
Gute Bedarfserhaltung. (T)

(*)

2.200,-

(*)

3.000,-

221-26 (SG
337-42)

FDC

60,-

221-26 (SG
337-42)

FDC

100,-

b

100,-

246,253
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P 1402 1965-67, Prepared for use but not issued 95 paisa magenta on watermarked paper without gum,
from the definitive 4th series (Agriculture, Tourism, and Others), very rare.

Start
(*)

300,-

**

6.000,-

**

150,-

showing central design in chestnut and in orange-brown, two showing frame and Head in deep violet571 var
blue and in dull blue. Two pairs lighly toned gum.
P 1406 1973, 20 p ‘Allan Octavian Hume’, 8 different imperf colour trial each from lower sheet margin.
572 var

**

P 1407 1973, 20 p ‘INTERPOL’, 11 different imperf colour trial each from lower sheet margin.
578 var
P 1408 1973, 20 p ‘INTERPOL’, 11 different imperf colour trial each in horizontal pairs
578 var
P 1409 1974, UNICEF 25p multicoloured lower left corner marginal vertical pair, top stamp variety BLACK

**/p

200,200,250,500,-

P 1403 1968, Art Exhibition 15p orange, royal & light blue, variety ORANGE OMITTED a dry print of oran-

ge, lower marginal, mint never hinged, very fine. A great rarity of modern India. BPA certificate.
(448), SG 564a
(SG £7500)
P 1404 1973, 50 p ‘Centenary of discovery of the Lepra pathogen’, 5 different imperf colour trial each with
570 var
wide margins at all sides.

P 1405 1973, 1 Rs Copernicus (Astronomer), four imperf colour trial, horizontal pairs on gummed paper, two

(NAME AND VALUE) PARTLY OMITTED, fresh and very fine unmounted mint. A superb and spectacular example of this very rare variety. B.P.A. Certificate (2012) (T)
P 1410 1975, Himalayas 2r violet (& blackish brown) variety COLOUR BLACKISH BROWN (INDIA & VALUE)
OMITTED, mint never hinged, toned. A rare variety of semi-modern India.

610 var (SG
749a)
639 (SG 736)
var

**
**

**

4.000,-

**

300,-

**

100,-

**

4.000,-

g

150,-

O 15 (5)

**

4.000,-

27, 28

b

100,-

g

200,-

g

120,-

b

3.000,-

d

100,-

b

100,-

b

100,-

b

700,-

1411 1975, Definitives 20p pair with perforation shifted to left, 50p block of four imperforated between,

and 50p bottom double row of 2x10 with three sheet margins variety perforation shifted to left so that
636-637 var
first stamps at left without ‘INDIA’ inscription. Pair toned otherwise fine unmounted mint. (M)
P 1412 1976, Jim Corbett 25p ‘Tiger’ vertical strip of 4 with marginal selvedge at top and at foot, lower
stamp variety BLACK (inscrition & face value) OMITTED, each handstamped (CANC)’’ELLED’’ in
violet, very fine unmounted mint. In this form probably unique - a fantastic variety together with 666 (SG 799)
var
normal. B.P.A. Certificate. (T)

INDIEN - DIENSTMARKEN
P 1413 1866, 4a green (Die I of SG Type 17) with small ‘Service.’ ovpt, lightly cancelled with numeral ‘’6...’’
in circled square of bars (part of Martin Type 9 duplex), fresh and very fine. (SG £275+)

10 (SG O14)

P 1414 1866, „SERVICE TWO ANNAS” on purple fiscal-stamp with overprint, horizontal strip of five in SG- Mi. 12 (5), SG
type 02 with plate number 1 on right margin, mint LH, very rare item!, cert. B.P.A. (2006)

P 1415 1887/1898, Official mail: 1887 Official wrapper (printed ‘On Her Majesty’s Service’ ‘... Government

Observatory’, endorsed ‘Printed Paper’) from Bombay to Connecticut, USA, franked 1a QV Official,
and with New Haven duplex on front, Norfolk transit cds on reverse, and 1898 Official cover used
registered from Rawalpindi to Sanawar franked ½a (x3) and 1a, with related datestamps and Reg.
mark.
P 1416 1912-13, KGV. series (3p to 25r, Wmk Single Star) surcharged ‘’SERVICE’’, 26 stamps (showing all
the denominations plus most of the shades listed) plus a 1a without ovpt (for comparison), fine used,
the 15r and 25r key values very fine used in Delhi. (SG about £600)
P 1417 1913, KGV., Wmk Single star, 10r, 15r and 25r all used in 1924, lightly toned, fine. (SG £555)

51-63 (SG
O73-O96) +
61-63 (SG
O94-O96)

P 1418 1948, GANDHI 1½a brown surcharged ‘’SERVICE’’ marginal copy tied by ‘’GOVERNOR-GENERAL

CAMP P.O. (NEW DELHI) 18 AUG 48’’ to long size official cover to the famous Indian poet, philosopher and politician Pandit Balkrishna Sharma in New Delhi, with Secretary’s signature, and Delhi
Delivery cds on reverse. Few minor imperfections (weak stains, marginal creases) but still good.
(T)
P 1419 1948, GANDHI-Service 1½a brown together with KGVI. ½a on piece, used with ‘’GOVERNOR-GENERAL CAMP P.O. NEW DELHI/ 18 MAY 49’’ double-circle d/s, very fine.

113 (SG
O150a)
113 (SG 150a)
et al.

INDISCHE POLIZEITRUPPEN
P 1420 1967, LAOS: Printed envelope ‘INTERNAL COMMISSION LAOS’ bearing pair of 5np Map ovptd. ‘Int.

Commission Laos’ in Hindi and strip of three 15np Nehru ovptd ICC tied by ‘’F.P.O. No.744/10.5.67’’
cds to cover sent registered with related prov. label to New Delhi. A scarce mixed franking registered
commercial usage. (T)
P 1421 1968, VIETNAM: Registered printed ‘On India Government Service’ envelope with provisional ‘’742
FPO’’ Reg. label sent by the ‘’INDIAN DELEGATION TO THE ICSC IN VIETNAM’’ (boxed cachet in red)
from Saigon to New Delhi, franked with 1np and 13np (x8) tied by ‘’F.P.O. No.742/11.6.68’’ cds and
backstamped Delhi at 13th. A rare commercial registered usage. (M)

INDIEN - FLUGPOST
see also 7085

P 1422 1911 Allahabad First Aerial Flight: Registered cover to Calcutta, franked by KEVII. 6a tied by superb

strike of the special cachet in magenta, Allahabad Registered label, despatch cds (18 FE.) and arrival
62
cds (21 FE.) on reverse, very fine with unusual franking.
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Start

P 1423 1911, Registered First Aerial Post cover to Calcutta with black boxed ‘’R / U.P.EXHIBITION-CAMP/

P 1424

P 1425

P 1425A

P 1426

P 1427
P 1428

ALLAHABAD’’ handstamp on front (most of the 931 registered items flown bear the Reg. label,
but only a few are known with the Reg. handstamp), franked on reverse with KEVII. 3p strip of
four, 1/2a (x2) and 1a tied by two strikes of the special circled ‘U.P. Exhibition’ handstamp, Allahabad despatch cds (18 Feb 11) and Calcutta arrival cds (20 Feb) alongside. Some toning but a
scarce REGISTERED cover from the First Aerial Post flown to Naini.
1911, World’s First Aerial Post Allahabad-Naini: Cover to London franked by KE 1a red tied by the
special ‘’FIRST AERIAL POST/U.P. EXHIBITION ALLAHABAD’’ circled cachet in magenta, with Allahabad
despatch cds (18 FE 11), Bombay transit cds and London arrival cds on back, few little stains otherwise fine.
1911, First Aerial Mail Allahabad-Naini: QV 2a6p green tied by special ‘’FIRST AERIAL POST / U.P.
EXHIBITION ALLAHABAD’’ circled h/s in magenta to envelope of Patiala State (Coat of Arms on backflap) to Hamburg, Germany, with Allahabad despatch cds (18 Feb 11) and Bombay transit cds (20
Feb) on reverse, fine, and scarce as most of the mail was sent inside India or to England.
1919 (10 Nov), CHAHBAR, PERSIAN GULF to Karachi First Flight: Picture post card addressed to
Queen’s Road, Karachi bearing India SG 161, 1a aniline carmine tied by ‘’CHAHBAR*PERSIAN
GULF DI*/10 NOV 19’’ cds, and with hand-struck ‘’FIRST THROUGH AERIAL MAIL/GREAT BRITAIN
TO INDIA/KARACHI 10-11-19’’ in violet on face, endorsed ‘Paris’ ‘Melbourne’ with Karachi receiver adjacent. Only three items known from the Chahbar to Karachi flight, two postal stationeries
and this franked PPC. (The proposed flight to Melbourne originally scheduled for the 12th October
1919 actually started from Paris on 14th October, but was abandoned due to engine failure at
Moulmein.) AN EXHIBITION PIECE.
1919 (14/15 Jan.): FIRST AERIAL MAIL GREAT BRITAIN-INDIA: Stampless envelope pre-printed
‘The Y.M.C.A. / With the Egyptian Expeditionary Forces’ from Karachi to Delhli, re-addressed to
Phillour showing special three-liner ‘’FIRST THROUGH AERIAL MAIL / GREAT BRITAIN TO INDIA /
KARACHI 14. 1. 1919.’’ in magenta, with date corrected to ‘15.’ by red ink. Four transit and arrival
cds’s on back (‘Kashmir-Gate Delhi’, ‘Imperial Section Delhi’, an indistinct one, and Phillour arrival (23 JAN 19). Few imperfections (short tears at top, horiz. trace of folding and few stains). ONE
OF THE PROMINENT RARITIES OF INDIAN AIRMAIL.
1921 (Jan 23rd), Karachi-Bombay First Flight cover addressed to London, franked with KGV. ½a, 1a
and 2a strip of four tied by special ‘Karachi Air Post’ cds with biplane, fresh, fine, and scarce on this
flight with this date. (Müller No.3, Field No.3, Brown No.20/10).
1925, Leaflet (Type A) dropped over Calcutta on 31 December 1925, “A GRAND MILITARY SEARCHLIGHT TATTOO” imprint, 1/2 an. green tied by “KYD STREET CALCUTTA” cds. (M)

b

1.000,-

b

600,-

b

700,-

Ak

5.000,-

b

3.500,-

b

100,-

b

80,-

b

250,-

b

300,-

b

200,-

b

150,-

b

200,-

b

120,-

b

120,-

b

80,-

P 1429 1926, air mail mourning cover bearing KGV 1 anna tied by “CALCUTTA/23 JLY 26” cds preprinted

P 1430

P 1431
P 1432

P 1433

P 1434
P 1435
P 1436

“CALCUTTA TO RANGOON” in red carried by Mr Alan Cobham during his Anglo-India and thence to
Australia flight with a potostat label on the back “ENGLAND-AUSTRALIA. 1926/MR ELLIOTT ENGINEER OF THE D.H.60, WAS SHOT ON JULY 5TH NEAR BASRA. HE DIED ON JULY THE 6TH.” with “RANGOON/DELY/26 JUL 26” delivery cds on reverse. A total of only 45 covers were carried on the Calcutta to Rangoon stage. (M)
1926 (Feb 19), Alan Cobham, Anglo-Indian Survey Calcutta-Karachi, plain cover red DH50 corner h/s,
franked KGV. 1a with special black/pink elongated ‘’By Anglo-India Air Survey. D.H. 50./Calcutta to
Karachi’’ vignette alongside, both tied Drigh Road cds, and with violet related triangle h/s on front,
Signature ‘Arther B. Elliott, Engineer’ and Karachi Delivery cds on reverse, fine.
1928 (Feb 3), Cover flown from Calcutta to Akyab by military hydroplane bearing the vignette ‘’British
Flight ... by Seaplane’’, franked KGV. 3p (x2) and marginal ½a tied by ‘Park Street, Calcutta’ cds,
backstamped Akyab cds (4 FE 28) and Delivery cds (5 FE 28). Fine and scarce.
1928, Three special airmail covers Calcutta-Burma: 1) Cover flown 3rd Feb 1926 to Akyab (arrival
b/s) with yellow ‘By Air/British Flight. / Empire Cruise/From Calcutta/by Seaplane’ vignette, 2) To
Rangoon on 20th Sep. ‘By Dutch Plane/1st Official Mail’ (special cachet in bluish green), and 3) To
Rangoon per EXPRESS with Airplane-’AEROPLANE MAIL./By 4th Dutch Mail Plane.’ cachet. Signed on
reverse ‘Stephen H. Smith’. A fine trio.
1929-33, Four special airmail covers: 1) 1929 JOAN PAGE cover from Dum-Dum, with the confirmation cachet and S.H. Smith signature (short tear at top, good), 2) 1932 Karachi-Madras FF cover from
Ahmedabad to Bombay, fine, 3) 1932 Madras-Karachi TATA First Flight cover (special env, special cds,
few little stains, good), and 4) 1933 Imperial Airways envelope flown from Croydon Aerodrom to Rangoon, Burma via India with special ‘Rangoon - First Air Mail/Indian Trans-Continental/and Imperial
Airways/Rangoon-Karachi-London’ cachet on back. A good/fine quartet. (T)
1929, “AIR MAIL DELHI-KARACHI FIRST FLIGHT”, special cachet and double line „BY CITY OF BAGDHAD AIR LINER” on illustrated airmail cover from „CALCUTTA 27.DEC.” with airmail 2 a. green and KGI
1 a. brown to Karachi with autograph S. Smith to reverse, fine
1931, “2nd. Experimental Flight, England...Australia/CITY OF KARACHI”, special cachet on illustrated
airmail cover from „CALCUTTA 4.MAI.” with vertical pair airmail 2 a. blue to Victoria Point with autograph S. Smith to reverse, fine
1931 (13 Apr), ‘FIRST AIR MAIL from BOMBAY to PORTUGUESE INDIA’ special cachet on airmail cover
from Bombay to Nova Goa (arrival b/s), fine.
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P 1438 1932 (Jan 5), Stage Delhi-Karachi airmail cover from DELHI FLYING CLUB to Sutton Coldfielf, England
P 1439

P 1440

P 1441

P 1442
1443
P 1444

1445

franked with KGV. ½a and airmail stamps for 4a and 6a, also GB KGV. ½d affixed at Sutton Coldfield
on 18th Jan as proof of delivery. Only very few covers carried on this stage!
1932, Airmail cover from Akyab (Burma) on 17th Nov 1932 to Calcutta (arrival b/s), with French label
‘Par un Francais du Canada/Le Tour du Monde par Avion/Pilot Monsieur Jacques R. Herbert/...’ tied
by ‘’Across the Bay, to Akyab / ASMANI CHARI’’ violet handstamp. A fine and scarce cover signed by
the pilot. Only 57 covers were flown.
1932 Pioneer airmail cover, carried by “The Flying Carpet” on the first attempt to fly over Mount Everest. Cover franked with 1/2a George V stamp, cancelled on return to Calcutta by PARK STREET /
CALCUTTA cds. Front shows MOUNT Everest. TRIP and flight route description labels, plus purple
“American Fliers / In “Stearland”, Biplane” handstamp. A scarce and unusual flight cover (only 50
flown), signed by aviator Halliburton and Steven Smith.
1932, Madras to South Rhodesia: Two First Flight covers by Tata & Sons from Madras to Karachi via
Bombay on 18th October 1932. Top cover has the SPECIAL CIRCULAR Air Mail cancel of MADRASKARACHI while the lower has the BLACK RECTANGULAR CACHET. Flown to Cairo and then southbound by Imperial Airways to destination. Correct rates. VERY FEW CARRIED and FANTASTIC, DECORATIVE MATCH PAIR in this condition. (M)
1933 (17 Jan), ‘’PRINCE ALI KHAN / Penang-Bombay ...’’ special vignette tied by special bilingual
handstamp to cover from Santa Cruz to Calcutta, on reverse with arrival cds and signature ‘Stephen
H. Smith’. A fine and scarce cover. (Only 91 covers were flown).
1934, cover from UK to Bombay bearing KGV adhesives with boxed “SENT BY LAUNCH FOR DELIVERY
/ CARRIED BY PILOT” in purple with square “CANCELLED / BOMBAY / 11 OCT 34” and “BOMBAY GPO
/ 14 OCT 34” delivery cds on reverse. Back flap missing.
1936 (22nd Aug) SCIPIO AIR CRASH: Advertisement cover sent from Lahore 13th Aug 1936 to Switzerland with crash label. It was carried by airplane „Scipio” which left Alexandria on 22nd August
bound for Brindisi with first stop being at Mirabella in Crete. Two passengers were killed in the crash
when the plane sank in Mirabella Bay after landing in rough sea. Only one India 1a stamp (on back)
survived the water ‘landing’. A scarce and attractive cover.
1948 (Jun 8): Registered FDC of 12a. First flight India - United Kingdom, with 1940 4a. KGVI on the
SG 273, 304
reverse.

b

100,-

b

150,-

b

400,-

b

200,-

b

100,-

b

Gebot

b

500,-

b

Gebot

*

80,-

GA

400,-

INDIEN - FELDPOST
see also 3194/5, 1663/4

P 1446 China Exped. Forces 1901, British Railway Administration: 5c on ½c brown (surcharge in green), mint

lightly hinged with near to complete original gum (except one perf), short corner perf at lower right
(SG BR133)
otherwise fine. A fresh example of this scarce stamp. (SG £325)
P 1447 CHINA EXPEDITIONARY FORCE, 1901 CEF ½ a envelope, canceled by Base Office C cds., and BRA 5c
surcharge in black tied by Tientsin cancel to Weihaiwei. Base office B transit on reverse.

P 1448 1901 (Apr 26), C.E.F. mixed franking: India QV ½a PS envelope uprated by QV 3p, ½a and 1a all ovptd

P 1449
P 1450

P 1451

P 1452
P 1452A

‘C.E.F.’ tied ‘’F.P.O. No.1/26 AP/01’’ cds (Peking-Gaselee Str), additionally franked by Chinese 1898
½c tied by bilingual ‘’PEKING/APR 26 1901’’ d/s in double oval, and sent as ‘Feldpostbrief’ (= ‘Field
post cover’) to Coblenz, Germany. Few toned perfs otherwise fine.
GA
C.E.F. 1914-22, Group of 7 used KGV. stamps ovptd ‘’C.E.F.’’, i.e. 3p (x2 in shades), 1a, 1½a, 2a6p,
3a and 8a, the 8a with thin spot on back, few lightly toned (3a, 8a) otherwise fine, cancelled by ‘Base
ex 23-31
g/d
Office’ or ‘F.P.O.’ cds. (SG about £930)
I.E.F. 1918, IRAQ: Commercial cover from Baghdad (Stationary Office) to Teheran, PERSIA via Kirmanshah, franked with India KGV. ½a (x3) tied by ‘’F.P.O./No. 85/28 JL 18’’ cds, with ‘’PASSED CENSOR/D’’ double-ring mark alongside, Baghdad (8 Aug.) and Kirmanshah transit cds (27 Aug.) as well
as Teheran arrival cds on reverse. Cover opened three sides by producing short marginal tears. An
interesting commercial cover Iraq-Iran by Indian Exped. Force.
b
I.E.F. 1918 (11 Sep), KGV. 2a, 2a6p and 3a (all ovptd ‘’I.E.F.’’) on KGV. ½a PS envelope used Registered from F.P.O. No.90 at Samarra, IRAQ to Quetta, with related F.P.O. obliterator, Reg. label and
‘’BAGDAD BASE POST OFFICE +M.E.F.+/ REG./12 SEP 18’’ on reverse, circled ‘’PASSED/4/M.E.F./
4-6, (SG E5-E7) b
CENSOR’’ h/s and Quetta Dely cds on front. 2a stamp with surface faults otherwise fine.
1943, Printed and illustrated Chistmas Card Air Letter, also printed inside ‘’PERSIA AND IRAQ 1943’,
bearing KGVI. 3a cancelled by ‘’C-BASE POST OFFICE ... NOV 43’’ comet d/s of BASRA Margil, with
various censor marks, addressed to London. (T)
b
1945, PET MILK pictorial advertisement label tied by ‘’F.P.O./No.106/5 SEP.45’’ cds at Myingyan,
BURMA sent to Ramachendrapuram, Trichinopoly with Delivery cds (10 Sep) on back, also circled
‘’UNIT CENSOR/B211’’ h/s in violet and octogonal ‘’A/24’’ civil censor h/s.
b

200,400,-

80,-

100,100,100,-

INDIEN - USED ABROAD
see also 1632/47, 1658, 1679/80, 1684/1705, 1839, 1858/59, 2666/67, 2796/2803,
2805, 3075/6, 3883, 5298, 5327, 5343, 5345, 5353, 5434, 5439, 5444/8, 6857, 6861

P 1453 1860’s/70 ca: Lithographed 1a red (Die II) used with ‘’308’’ numeral in BUSHIRE, also ½a blue and 4, 17, 24 (SG
1866 4a both used with ‘’309’’ numeral in MUSCAT, fine and scarce.

64

14, 55, 69)

g

350,-

Lot

Cat-No.

Start

P 1454 ADEN: 1892 cover to Lisbon, bearing ½a / 4½a green (light foxing) tied by small squared circle ADEN
P 1455
P 1456

P 1457

P 1458
P 1459
1460

P 1461
1462

P 1463

datestamp. Front shows French red octagonal LIGNE N / PAQ.FR.No10 datestamp. Arrival and transits on reverse. Unusual destination.
ADEN: 1894 cover to Brussels, franked with ½a green pair, 9p rose pair, all tied by squared circle
ADEN CAMP datestamp. Front shows Belgian Brussels postal label. Arrival on reverse, some light
faults. Attractive cover to unusual destination.
ADEN 1913/1927, Two covers to Europe: 1913 cover from Port Office, Aden (embossed blue oval seal
on back flap)to Germany franked KE 2a6p ultramarine tied by ‘ADEN’ cds, and 1927 cover from ‘OSTAG LTD.’ to DENMARK franked KGV. 1a and 2a tied by ‘ADEN CAMP’ cds, last one with few marginal
stains otherwise fine.
BASRAH, 1880 native cover from Arabia to India, franked on reverse with two redrawn 1/2a blue
East India issue (SG 76). Stamps tied by rare framed BASRAH / DT.TURKISH ARABIA hand stamp,
with 7 FEB BUSREH cds. alongside, and reverse shows BOMBAY arrival date stamp. According to
Parson”s “The Indian Postal Agencies in the Persian Gulf Area”, use of this framed hand stamp as
a cancelling device is known only between 2-8 February 1880. A very scarce and unusual cover.
1854 BURMA: Lithographed 4a blue & red, 3rd printing (Head Die III, Frame Die II, Position 7), used
Akyab with ‘’B/5’’ Bengal numeral, cut-square with good margins arround, fresh colours, fine, certificate RPSL. (SG £1300)
BURMA 1854, 1a red horizontal pair used with ‘’B/5’’ Bengal type obliterator in Akyab, close to wide
margins, clearly cancelled, and fine. An attractive pair.
1901/02 BURMA: Four covers from Krüger & Co., Rangoon (large circled sender cachet on back of
each cover) to Europe, i.e. three covers to Germany 1901 each franked by India QV 2a6p green (two
with PERFIN ‘’K & Co’’), and printed cover to London 1902 franked with India QV 1a with PERFIN ‘’K
& Co.’’.
BURMA 1916, WWI censored mail from Burma to China: four pieces with violet ‘Passed by Censor,
Rangoon’ circled cachets, three with India KGV. frankings, two of them with Teng Yueh arrival cds, one
with Bhamo transit cds, all original letters gone to China via Burma Road.
ERITREA (via ADEN) 1864: Cover written and dated 4/10/64 at MASSAWAH, ERITREA addressed
to London, forwarded to ADEN (‘Received on the 9th Nov./64, ... Aden’ endorsed at back), franked
with six Indian QV adghesives (8p, 1a(4) and 2a yellow) tied by ‘’124’’ numeral of Aden, and sent
to London (26 NO 64 backstamp in red) via Marseille, small red boxed ‘’INDIA PAID’’ alongside.
8p and 2a stamp cut to shape partially otherwise fine. A rare usage of Indian stamps on a forwarded cover from Eritrea.
1897, Illustrated Telegram bearing 2 A blue (one stamp missing) with barr-canc. „B” sent to Jamatare,
on frontside french „MARSEILLE A LA REUNION L.V.No2 6 JUIN 97” and b/s „ADEN REG. JU 5 97”

SG 102

b

150,-

SG 84, 86

b

150,-

b

100,-

SG 76

b

1.500,-

7 (SG 23)

g

300,-

p/g

200,-

b

Gebot

d

80,-

b

2.500,-

b

500,-

b/GA

100,-

g

100,-

b

500,-

GA

100,-

b

5.000,-

b

100,-

b

80,-

5 (SG 12) (2)

P 1464 IRAQ 1860’s/1910’s ca, Three covers/card from Busrah/Bagdad: First India PS envelope QV ½a blue
P 1465
P 1466

P 1467

P 1468

P 1469

1469A

from Busrah to Bombay, Registered cover 1896 from Bagdad to Bombay franked India 4a, and India
KGV. 1a PS card from Busrah to New York with violet Bombay censor mark.
NEPAL 1865-1960’s: Group of 10 Indian stamps used in Nepal, with 1856-64 4a grey-black cancelled by full strike of small ‘’NEPAUL/16 SE./65’’ cds (very scarce), up to three modern (after Independence) with Indian Embassy cds’s.
PERSIA: BANDAR ABAS, 1879 very scare and attractive registered cover from Bandar Abas to Bombay. Manuscript Urdu dated „1296” = 1879, franked with five India 1A brown (horizonzal strip of two
and three), tied by „BUNDAR ABBAS/ K-5”, duplex cancels with boxed segmented REGISTRATION
cancel with manuscript ‘B.Abbas, dated ‘2-5-79’ with ‘R / BOMBAY / MAY: 121.DELY„ receiving mark
19 (5)
on front. Some small faults but still fine, very scarce registered usage.
PERSIA 1885/1900, BUSHIRE: India QV 1½a PS card to Breslau, Germany cancelled with small squared ‘’BUSHIRE/NO 22/85’’ cds, and 1a on 1½a PS card with large squared ‘’BUSHIRE/FE 19/00’’
cds to Berlin, Germany, both with arrival cds. The first card with ‘Sea P.O./B’ cds fine except minor
marginal imperfections, the second one creasy with marginal tears.
1903/05, Indian Postal Agencies in Persia: 1905 Envelope to Bombay, franked 1/2 Anna green
tied by extremely rare thimble „CAMP P.O.No.4 / 20 MA 05”, Bombay 31.05.05 arrival bs, only a
few covers recorded. Note: The Seistan Arbitration Commission (1903-05) was called to arbitrate
and demarcate the boundary between Persia and Afghanistan. A daily mail service by camel dâk
(30-40 mile stages) took mail to Quetta, 600 miles distant, in about a week. ONLY THREE COVERS
OF THE SEISTAN ARBITRATION COMMISSION ARE BELIEVED TO BE RECORDED, it is one of the
greatest rarities of Indian military mail or used abroad Postal History !
PERSIA-BUSHIRE 1910’s/20’s, Two censored covers: First cover to Bombay franked by two singles of
KGV. 2a6p (SG 171) for double rate, tied by large squared Bushire cds, with violet Bushire censor h/s
alongside, large Crown censor label and arrival cds on reverse, and, secondly, cover to Manchester
with same violet censor h/s on face, franked on reverse by KGV. ½a and 2a tied also by large squared
Bushire cds.
1912/1922, PERSIAN GULF - MOHAMMERA: two dif. covers one from 1912 - displayed on album
sheet franked by 4 anna to Swiss, and another cover registered from 1922 to Bombay wz´th boxed
alongside „MOHAMMERA PERSIN GULF DISTRICT”, some wrinkles and spots but still fine. (MA1).
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Start

INDIEN - GANZSACHEN
see also 1678, 3075, 3558, 5343, 5348/49, 5352, 5354, 5442

1470 1881, QV 4a6p PS envelope sent to ISLE OF MAN, cancelled with ‘’B-...’’ in bars (Martin Type 17b),

‘’NADGUND DEC: 4’’ cds along with Liverpool transit and Douglas arrival cds (27. Dec.) on reverse,
fine. A scarce destination.

GA

100,-

GA

100,-

GA

80,-

GA

150,-

GA

60,-

GA

60,-

GA

100,-

GA

80,-

GA

80,-

P 1471 1884-95, Four uprated QV PS envelopes to Europe: 1884 from Delhi to Paris uprated 2a orange and

½a blue, with ‘R.M.S.’ despatch d/s and red French arrival cds, 1895 two 1a PS env’s (uprated pair
9p and 1a6p brown, resp.) from Bombay to Hoechst, Germany, and ½a env. with 2a blue sent 1896
from Bombay to Germany, the last cover roughly opened otherwise a good/fine and attractive quartet.

P 1472 1885, QV 4a6p postal stationery envelope sent from Delhi (R.M.S. despatch h/s and cds) to Paris,

uprated ½a pair and single plus 1a, with ‘Outw. Bombay’ and ‘Sea P.O.’ transit cds’s as well as French
arrival cds’s, little stains (ink) otherwise fine.

P 1473 1894/1902, Two Soldiers’ & Seamen’s envelopes: 9p sent 1894 from Kirkee (squared cds) to Shef-

field from 27th Field Battery R. A. Kirkee, and 1a on 9p envelope sent 1902 from Kirkee (29th Battery) to Bombay, both fine except some usual toning. (M)

1474 1897, 1 An message card from KODAICANAL (5.5) to Belgia. This card is used 4 years before official
issue. Lang Issued Oct 1901. Unknown usage

1475 1899/1903, Two QV ½a PS envelopes used Registered: 1899 from Tumkur to Bangalore uprated by

2a blue, and 1903 from Amritsar to Stettin, Germany uprated by pair of 2a violet, both with related
Reg. cachets and arrival cds, fine.

P 1476 1899, QV ¼a PS card from Mazgaon, Bombay (25 Aug 99) to Messrs. S. Zambese in CHINDE, BRI-

TISH CENTRAL AFRICA, informing about despatch of goods per steamer, underpaid and taxed, alongside various TPO’s and ‘D.L.O. NAGPUR’ boxed h/s (sent there due to inexperienced staff), also ‘’POSTED IN WRONG BOX’’ in circle, and finally sent to Chinde with 5th October arrival cds on back. A rare
usage and destination of this PS which was meant for internal usage normally.

1477 1901/02, Three uprated 1a on 2a6p PS envelopes to Germany: 1901 used Registered from Jubbel-

pore with 9p (x3), ½a (x3) and 1a QV adhesives, 1901 from Purnea to Dresden uprated 2a for registered usage, and 1902 from Sagar to Dresden via Brindisi uprated 4a, all with related despatch and
arrival cds’s, mixed condition but still acceptable/good.

P 1478 1907, QV 1a on 1½a PS card sent from Cutch Mandvi, Gujarat to Manila, PHILIPPINES with arrival
cds. A scarce destination.

P 1479 1925, INTERNATIONAL REPLY COUPON Combination Print: HONGKONG mixed with three other

countries Malta/Haiti/Ungarn, - Stockholm design - in a bloc of four, this bloc belongs to the rarest postal stationery and is a key item of any exhibition collection, the importance and real value
is still very much underestimated, a highlight of every postal stationery or country collection. The
lower pair has a strong horizontal fold. (MA1).
IAS

GA/v

1.500,-

*/v

1.000,60,70,60,-

P 1480 1947, INTERNATIONAL REPLY COUPON »Inde.India – 4 Annas« (London design) in a bloc of four,

this bloc belongs to the rarest postal stationery and is a key item of any exhibition collection, the
importance and real value is still very much underestimated, a highlight of every postal stationery or country collection, this offer comes from the collection Eugène Thomas (Président d‘honneur du Congrés postal universel de Paris 1947), UNIQUE! (MA1).
IAS

1481
1482
P 1483
P 1484

1966, Aerogramm Nr.26 mit rückseitigem Eindruck „PROOF” in dunkelrot.

Kessler Nr.26b

GA

1966, Aerogramm Nr.27 mit rückseitigem Eindruck „PROOF” in dunkelrot.

Kessler Nr.27a

GA

1967, Aerogramm Nr.28 ungebraucht mit Doppeldruck des gesamten Aerogramms.

Kessler Nr.28c

GA

1967, Aerogramm Nr.28 mit fehlendem Zudruck der roten Farbe. Es fehlt somit auch der Markeneindruck, selten!
Kessler Nr.28f

GA

P 1485 1967, Aerogramm Nr.28 mit diagonal fehlendem Druck der roten und blauen Farbe.
1486 1967, Aerogramm Nr.28 mit Doppeldruck der blauen Farbe.

Kessler Nr.28g

GA

Kessler Nr.28h

GA

100,60,60,-

INDIEN - BESONDERHEITEN
P 1487 1896, INCOMING MAIL, Bulgaria 10 St. pictorial stationary card ”Heir to the Throne Boris” with detai-

led message written 29.4., uprated with 2 copies 5 St. blue, registered mail from ”Sofia 29.4.96” to
Calcutta, South Indian transit mark ”Tuticorin 21.7.” (disembarkment port), 3 postmarks of Calcutta
27.7./17.8./D.L.O. 17.8, redirected to Bombay with arrival mark 20.9. and Dead Letter Office D.L.O.
21.9., finally returned to Bulgaria with Eypt transit ”Bureau des Rebuts 14.10.96”. A very rare usage
of this stationary with scarce destination, also having underwent a trip through the whole Indian subcontinent and very attractive appearance!
1488 1898, QV ½a - 1R (7v) ovpt “POSTAL SERVICE”

P 1489 1917, Katastrophenpost, “Mongolia” sunk by a mine 58 miles off Bombay, 4 envelopes (stamps
floated off) from England to India all with oval “ACCIDENT AT SEA MONGOLIA 23 6 17” cachets

GA
*

250,Gebot

b

600,-

b

60,-

1490 BERGE-BERGSTEIGEN: 1924, „EVERESTE EXPEDITION/RONGBUK GLASIER BASECAMP”, sehr selte-

ner großer roter K2 auf Expeditionsvignette mit Hakenkreuz auf entsprechender Camp-Sonder-Ansichts-Karte “dispatched by Postal Runner to India” mit 1 + 1/2 As frankiert von DARJEELING 11.
Sept. 24 nach England adressiert! RR
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P 1491 1932, „NOVA GOA 21 NOV 32” on registered letter (backflap incomplete) with 2x 2 1/2 T. Francisco
Xavier sent to Westgate, GB. (T)

Start
b

150,-

b

80,-

**

8.000,-

**

500,-

b

100,-

**

100,-

b

60,-

GA

60,-

b

250,-

GA

80,-

b

60,-

b

150,-

19 (SG 68)

b

100,-

19, 20 (SG
69, 74)

b

100,-

20 (SG 75, 75a)

b

120,-

37 (SG 82)(2)

b
b

120,120,-

85 (SG 97)

g

150,-

103-108 (SG
102/107)

g

1.500,-

b

100,-

(*)

150,100,-

1492 Indien/England 1944, Air mail Kartenbrief „Christmas Greetings” im Format 190x245mm (entfaltet)

mit großf. farbiger Abb. „Taj Mahal mit nebenstehenden Indern und Tieren”, dabei auch ein ELEFANT,
gebraucht nach London. (MA)
P 1493 GANDHI: SPECIMEN stamp GANDHI portrait in greyish blue on orange, complete interpannu printing sheet of 400 stamps (4 panes of 100), mint never hinged, fresh and very fine. A scarce and
spectacular complete printing sheet. (M)
P 1494 1979, GANDHI Mali 140 F. red & brown, vertical imperf pair with date and imprint on margin, mint
never hinged, very fine and scarce. (T)

INDISCHE KLEINSTAATEN (FEUDALSTAATEN)
1495 1880’s ca: Four covers from Kashmir (2) or from Sialkot (2) to Amritsar or Peshawar, respectively, all
franked by ½a red (shades) with all related postmarks, mixed condition.

1496 1943, 4a green complete sheet of 48, mint never hinged, few remnants of interleave adhered (affec- 70YC (SG 87)
ting 6 stamps), minor toning, good/fine. (Mi. 624,- €) (M)

(48)

P 1497 ALWAR 1877, Vertical pairs of ¼a blue and 1a brown rouletted used on native cover, cancelled by

black native Alwar seals, envelope shortened at lateral sides by opening, otherwise a fine cover with
1, 2 (2)
fine stamps of fresh colour.
P 1498 BAMRA 1891/94, ½a PS envelope (1891) and ¼a PS card (green on greenish blue) both used within
H&G 2, B-3
Bamra, few maulty stains otherwise fine.

P 1499 BHOR 1879, ½a carmine used on small cover, cancelled with fine strike of Bhor ornamentic handstamp, fine and scarce. (SG from £350)

1

P 1500 BOPHAL-Officials 1941: Postal stationery picture card (Bhopal view) ½ on ¼a violet uprated by SERP 1501
P 1502
1503
1504
P 1505

P 1506

VICE ovptd ¼a orange (SG O333) used with ‘’BHOPAL STATE/RHETI/B.O./11 AUG./41’’ headed cds
and ‘komet’ (or ‘flag’) datestamp, trace of diagonal crease at left, still good.
BUNDI 1894, ½a slate-grey tied by Bundi cds to part of folded native letter (parts inside missing), with
further Bundi native cds’s alongside.
BUNDI 1930/40, Two covers: 1930 1a carmine-red, imperf, inscr. Type E, on fine native cover, and
1940 Registered cover franked perforated 1939-41 1a scarlet-vermilion (SG 75) and 2a bright applegreen (SG 78) both faulty. (T)
BUNDI 1935-41, ½a black, inscription type H from setting 46, used on back of native cover, cancelled
by weak full strike of Bundi cds. Cover roughly opened with some smaller parts missing, but a scarce
stamp especially on cover. (SG from £160)
BUNDI 1939, Native cover franked on reverse by 1a red (inscr Type H) and two copies of perforated
½a black (inscr Type I) tied by native Bundi cds. Front of cover with stains due to runny ink otherwise
good, a scarce cover. (SG from £170)
BUNDI 1940, Perforated 1a red two copies (one with corner damaged) on reverse of cover cancelled
by blue seal and blue ink (back flap and a corner of cover missing), with BPA certificate. And perforated 1a rose tied by ‘’DAK KHANA RAI BUNDI’’ black seal to back of half of cover. A scarce pair. (SG
from £315 for used on cpl covers)
BUNDI 1941, Pair of 2a brown on reverse of large part of registered cover, tied by large type Bundi
native cds, fine.
BUNDI 1941, 6p, 1a and 2a on reverse of small commercial cover, fine.

2

P 1507
35-37 (SG80-82)
P 1508 1938, 10r purple & claret with ‘CHAMBA STATE’ ovpt (SG Type 4), used with part of ‘’(CHAM)BA STATE

/ ..P 44’’ cds, fresh colours, perfectly centered and perforated, very fine. A scarce stamp. Signed and
cert. Dr. Knopke (2004) (SG £1000)
P 1509 CHAMBA 1942-47, set of six Rupee values 1r-25r (15r Wmk inverted) surcharged ‘CHAMBA’ (SG
type 7) all used with similar top of headed ‘’CHAMBA-STATE/CHAMBA’’ cds, good/fine. Three
R.P.S. certificates for highest values (comment: ‘The commiteeis unable to certify the obliteration
is of postal use’. (SG £3550)
P 1510 COCHIN 1898/1938, Two letters: Registered letter franked ½put yellow and 2put violet from Trippunithura to Udiyamperur 1898, and 1938 letter from Maharaja’s Palace in Trippunithura Postage Due
h/s, ‘Dead Letter Office Cochin’ oval d/s, also D.L.O. slip, and transit and arrival backstamps. (T)
P 1511 COCHIN 19011-13, 3p bluish grey, 9p olive-bistre, and 2a black all as single plate proofs, unused w/o
gum, fine.

1, 3
(18,20,23) (SG
27,29,32)

P 1512 COCHIN 1911-13, 4a green colour trial, Wmk sideways, imperf pair, unused without gum, fine.
19 (SG 28)
1513 COCHIN 1916-30, 1a orange (Die II) complete sheet of 48, mint never hinged, minor gum disturban- 31II (SG 41a)
ces and toned, marginal corner creases otherwise fine. (SG £624) (M)

(48)

1514 Cochin: 1946/48 6p red-brown, perf 11, unused, no gum as issued (cat. £190)
SG 104a
P 1515 COCHIN-Officials 1942 ca: Essay of Maharaja Rama Varma III. 2½a grey (Perf 11, no Wmk) surcharged ‘On C G S’ in Type O10, large part of toned original gum. The only issued 2½a green is added for
comparison.

(*)
**
(*)

150,Gebot

*

150,-
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P 1516 COCHIN-Officials 1942 ca: Essay of Maharaja Rama Varma III. 10a vermilion (Perf 11) on un-water-

marked paper, surcharged ‘On C G S’ in Type O10, large part of toned original gum. The only issued
Proof
10a blue (1933-38) is added for comparison.
1517 COCHIN-Officials 1949, 6p chestnut and 2a3p green both in complete sheets of 48, and both with ‘’C 92, 95 (SG
O94, O97) (48)
for G’’ variety at R.1/4, unused without gum, lightly toned, fine. (SG about £520) (M)

*

150,-

**

100,-

GA

100,-

GA

Gebot

GA

100,-

GA

100,-

H&G 5, SG
18, 19

GA

2.000,-

Haidarabat
U 14

GA

250,-

1, 2

b

100,-

3 (SG 4)

b

60,-

8 Proofs

(*)

140,-

Proofs

(*)

250,-

1 (SG 3)

b

60,-

H&G B-3

GA

300,-

g/*

300,-

g/*/(*)

500,-

GA

700,-

(*)

200,-

1

d

60,-

96

b

120,-

97 var

(*)

120,-

97 var

(*)

120,-

22 (SG 20)

(*)
b

100,80,-

b

120,-

GA

80,-

1518 DATIA: 1897, Two unused postal stationery cards (in good condition). One card with colourless double
impression of the black form

Deschl C5,C6

1519 DHAR 1887/88, four very fine unused postal stationeries (3 different cards, 1 envelope), scarce in
this very fresh and fine quality.

P 1520 DHAR: 1897, Three unused postal stationery cards and one card with clear CTO cancel

Deschl C1,
C2(2)

P 1521 DUTTIA and others 1883-99, Five good/fine unused Postal Stationeries: DUTTIA 1897 PS envelopes
in Type 5 and 6 (H&G 2, 3), both KASHMIR 1883 cards, and 1899 KISHANGARH ½a envelope.

P 1522 DUTTIA 1911, ¼a postal stationery card (issued 1900) uprated by 1899-1906 1a and 2a for re-

gistered use on July 26th, 1911 from Duttia, cancelled by headed ‘DUTTIA STATE/DUTTIA’ cds,
headed framed ‘’DUTTIA STATE/ R /DUTTIA’’ registration h/s alongside. A very fine card which is
found rare used but extremely rare uprated and used registered.
P 1523 1895, HYDERABAD 5 Annas postage stationery envelope (various faults) send to Daressalaam (German East Africa) with arrival backstamp 8.4.1895, „T” and manuscript „4 Pesa” (Postage Due). A
unique destination send to Africa !
P 1524 HYDERABAD 1869/70, 1a (SG 1) on native cover, and pair of ½a (SG 2) tied by native cds to small
white envelope with Sherwood Forsters’ coat of arms on flap, fine and scarce pair.

P 1525 INDORE 1890, ½a black on pink in combination with QV ½a on cover from Indore City (11 AP 90) to
Tellicherry (arrival b/s dated 17 AP 90), fine.

1526 INDORE 1904, Plate proofs (Perkins, Bacon & Co.) of 1/2a lake (imperf block of 8) and 1/2a brownlake (imperf marginal pair), fine.

P 1527 INDORE 1927: Plate Proofs of 2a bluish green, 8a and 12a (all in marginal blocks of 4), 4a, 1r and 2r ex 18-23
in pairs, very fine.

1528 JAIPUR 1904, ½a blue (SG Type 2) on back of small folded native letter with black Jaipur native cds
(indistinct stroke), parts of front side missing otherwise fine.

P 1529 JAIPUR 1912, Postal stationery envelope ¼a ultramarine used with native depatch and arrival cds.
marginal imperfections at right, and shortened at left, but a scarce PS envelope used.

P 1530 JAIPUR 1931/46, Maharaja Sawai Man Singh II series of 11 values inscribed POSTAGE, all used ex- (SG 41 &
cept 8a, including 4a and 1r used, good/fine.

58-67)

P 1531 JAIPUR 1931, ‘Investiture of Maharaja’ complete series of 12v, used or mint/unused, with 6a, 8a and 22-33 (SG
1r used, 2r unused w/o gum, 5r fine mint, good/fine except 1r (corner perf fault).

40/51)

P 1532 JAIPUR 1943, 4a black & grey-green insc. POSTAGE used with ½a and 1a on ½a postal stationery

card (all inscr POSTAGE) sent registered from Jaipur City S.O. (boxed Reg. mark), with Acknowledge- 40 (SG 64)
et al.
ment note affixed. A rare usage of this scarce stamp. (SG from £900++)
P 1533 JAMMU & KASHMIR 1866/76, ½a black and 1a red unused, toned, good/fine. Plus even one further
(SG 1, 13)
unused copy with faults (damaged).

1534 JAMMU & KASHMIR 1866 ½a black tied by violet h/s to part (front) of native cover, the good stamp
cut square with touched outer circle.

1535 Jammu & Kashmir: 1867 Kashmir 1a orange-vermillion x 2 singles on local cover tied by three strikes
of the Srinagar brick-red seal cancel. Ex Masson.

P 1536 Jammu & Kashmir: 1867 Kashmir 2a yellow - reprint from the original plate in oil colour on native
paper from the composite plate of ¼a and 2a - top row being ¼a and the bottom row being the 2a.

1537 Jammu & Kashmir: 1867 Kashmir 2a red - reprint from the original plate in oil colour on native paper
from the composite plate of ¼a and 2a - top row being ¼a and the bottom row being the 2a.

P 1538 JAMMU & KASHMIR 1874, ½a emerald, watercolour special printing of 1874, unused, very rich colour, and scarce. Signed Jaretzky. (SG £160)

1539 Jammu & Kashmir: 1878-79 ½a slate-violet on laid paper imperf on native cover.
105
P 1540 Jammu & Kashmir: 1878-78 ½a red on laid paper imperf on cover from Kashmir to Lahore tied by
“KASHMIR/OCT 27/L/5-6” duplex cancel with boxed “POSTAGE DUE/1 ANNA” and Lahore delivery
cds on reverse. The recipient was charged 1a (twice the deficiency rate of ½a for single weight letters)
113
as the sender did not frank the cover with an Imperial ½a stamp.
P 1541 Jammu & Kashmir: 1878-79 ½a slate-violet on laid paper imperf on Br. India QV ½a postal stationery envelope tied by “KASHMIR/L/5-6” duplex strike with Amritsar delivery cds, part of cover missing. 105

P 1542 JASDAN 1946-47, 1a yellow-green (Perf 8½) three complete booklet panes of four with interleaves,

mint never hinged, fresh and very fine, and 1a bluish green (Perf 9) marginal block of four (half pane) 1a+b (16) (SG
4, 6)
**/*
with adhered interleave, fresh and fine. (SG about £400)
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1543 JIND: 1940, KGVI official stamp 5r. green and blue optd. ‘JIND / SERVICE’ two single stamps incl. one Jind SG. O
from lower left corner (gutter lines), mint never hinged MNH, SG. £ 200 +

Start
**

50,-

g
GA

400,70,-

GA

100,-

GA

100,-

GA

80,-

(*)

170,-

(*)
(*)

400,140,-

(*)

100,-

b

180,-

(*)

200,-

GA

50,-

(*)

150,-

1-11

**

10-11

**

100,80,-

b

500,-

b

80,-

b

250,-

b

80,-

GA

300,-

71 (2)

P 1544 JIND 1941-43, complete set of 10 surcharged ‘JIND’ (SG type 7) all used with similar top of headed

‘’JIND-STATE’’ cds, good/fine. Three R.P.S. certificates for highest values (comment: ‘The commiteeis 114-23 (SG
127/36)
unable to certify the obliteration is of postal use’). (SG £900)
P 1545 KASHMIR: Three QV postal stationery items, each with additional ¼ An stamp of Kashmir

P 1546 MORVI 1933/39, Postal stationery envelope 1a chocolate, uprated by 2a violet (SG 19) on reverse,

and used registered with cancellation in manuscript. Added is the 1939 PS card 6p green used with
H&G 7, B-3a
native Morvi cds.
1547 ORCHHA 1900, ½a postal stationery envelope, unused, small brownish patch and a little hole at
bottom otherwise fine and fresh. A very scarce envelope from which only two used and two unused
H&G 1
copies are known to H&G.
P 1548 POONCH 1891, 1p red on yellow tied by Poonch handstamp of squares to India QV ¼a PS card to
7b (SG 27)+PS
Rawalpindi, with 15 Feb 91 despatch cds and 2nd Delivery arrival cds, fine.

1549 PRATAPGARH State fiscals, colour trials with SPECIMAN ovpt, 1r orange and 5r red purple both in
complete sheets of 8 on slick wove paper. fine. (K&M type 5A, #55 and 59) (M)

P 1550 RAJASTHAN: 1948, Kishangarh 4 a. brown, complete sheet of 10 with red handstamp on 5 stamps at

top, the others stamps without handstamp, unused without gum as issued, very fine, cat. value for 5
SG 61 a (5)
vertical pairs £ 1625,1551 REWA 1940-45: Trial colour proof of 1a chocolate in block of nine, imperf on sunken card, fine. (M)

1552 TRAVANCORE-COCHIN Officials 1949-51, 2p on 6ca blackish violet partial sheet of 96 and 4p on 8ca

carmine partial sheet of 72, both sheets consist of vertical pairs IMPERFORATED BETWEEN, unused 1, 8 (SG O1fd,
O10fb)
without gum, lightly toned, fine. (SG about £400 +) (M)

INDONESIEN - VORLÄUFER / FORERUNNERS
P 1553 1945, Japan 10 S. (3), 50 S. ovpt. „INDONESIA/P.T.T.” canc. „BRASTAGI 23.3.46” on cover to Medan
P 1554 1947, „REPOEBLIK INDONESIA” sog. Aufständischenpost 40 sen graublau „Hafen”. ein 6er Block,

mittig ungezähnt vom linken untern Bogenrand und ein 4er Streifen, oben waagrecht ungezähnt vom
oberen rechten Bogenrand. Nicht gelistet im Spezialkatalog.
1555 1947, „REPOEBLIK INDONESIA” Ganzsachenkarte der sog. Aufständischenpost (gegen die erneute
Besatzung Indonesiens durch die Niederländer nach der Kapitulation der Japaner) mit Zusatzfrankatur 2x20 sen aus„DJARKARTA 30.4.47” per Express - handsachriflich mit rotem Bleistift nacn TJIREBON. Ankunftstempel vom 2.5.47
P 1556 1947, „REPOEBLIK INDONESIA” sog. Aufständischenpost 60 sen grauviolett , „Gebäude” Ein waagrechter 10er Block vom unteren Bogenrand, unten waagrecht ungezähnt. Nicht gelistet im Spezialkatalog. (T).

INDONESIEN
P 1557 1948, Ned. Indies Queen Wilhemina definitives optd. ‘INDONESIA’ comlete set mint never hinged
(10g. with some wrinkles), scarce set! Mi. € 400,--

P 1558 1948, 10 G. grün und 25 G. orange je tadellos postfrisch, gepr. Stolow, Mi. Kat. 340,- Euro

IRAK
see also 1464, 3289, 7159/60

P 1559 1880, “NECEF 95” (Isfila no.3, RR) very clear all arabic negative cancellation with two frames on co-

ver with 1 Pia. blue to Teheran with arrival mark, small border flaws repaired, sealed by clear blue
sender marks, fine and very scarce Iraq & Turkey postal history
P 1560 1888, BAGDAD TURQUIE cancellation on RETOUR RECEPISSE with pair 20 Para rose, flaw repaired
and fold, fine and scarce Iraq forerunner

P 1562 1910, Cover with red vignette on reverse “KAISERLICH DEUTSCHES KONSULAT IN BAGDAD”, on front

Turkey 1 Pia. blue tied by “KERYEBASHI BAGDAD” cds., violet hungarian oneliner “KIKÖTÖBEN” (AT
THE HARBOUR) and twoliner “PAQUEBOT S.S. PETOFI” alongside (ship from Magyar Kir. Adria Company), some toned at border and tiny crease, extremely scarce mix of overland mail (normally to Beyrouth) and maritime forwarding, showpiece for an advanced Iraq collection!
P 1563 1916. BRITISH OCCUPATION. Unfranked Y.M.C.A. cover (see back) from the British General Hospital
addressed to England. A PASSED BY CENSOR/D:2. BRITISH GENERAL HOSPITAL/I.E.F.D. plus a red
small sized PASSED CENSOR/D applied. A F.P.O. No. 32 on reverse. Scarce usage.
P 1564 1916, IRAK KARARGAHI no.1 nice cancellation (“iraq headquarter no.1”, Isfila cat. no.1) on 20 Para
postal stationary fieldpost card with violet double surcharge “Crescent and Star”, German transit
mark “FELDPOST MIL MISS ALEPPO 22/4/1916” to Germany, tiny blue toned from blue crayon used
for writing adress, a very rare Turkey forerunner, the card is posted one week before the Ottoman
troops defeated the british troops at Kut El Amara 30/4/1916, an attractive postal history rarity and
showpiece!
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1564A 1916, Feldpost-Vordruckkarte von “Lengde 25.11.1916” über Marine Postbüro Berlin an die “Deut-

sche Irak - Gruppe P.” Adressiert an Schütze Karl Hayer und mit hs. Vermerk in roter Tinte “Für´s VaFp
terland gestorben” zurückgesandt.
P 1565 1917, „BAGDAD IN BRITISH OCCUPATION 1 An” on 20 Pa pink turkish stationery-envelope on grayish
H&G 1
buff paper, mint (minimal faults and vert. folded), rare offer!

b

70,-

GA

150,-

P 1566 1917, Baghdad, British Occupation, 2 A. on 1 Pi. bright blue, overprinted with small red five-poin-

ted star, unused mounted mint LH with trace of first mount, fresh appearance. Only 59 printed,
split between mint and used: 8 are recorded in institutional collections, many are defective, with
SG8
probably less then 20 fine copies existing. Cert. BPA (1968)
1567 1917, „BAGDAD IN BRITISH OCCUPATION 2 Ans” on 1 Pia blue turkish stationery-envelope on green
H&G 3
paper, mint (minimal faults and vert. folded), rare offer!

*

8.000,-

GA

100,-

b

120,-

b

100,-

b

200,-

GA

100,-

H&G 5, 7, H&G
B1

GA

60,-

P

GA

80,-

H&G B 1

GA

60,-

GA

80,-

GA

120,-

b

60,-

GA

60,-

b

100,-

b

120,-

b

100,-

b

200,-

b

60,-

b

120,-

b

250,-

b

100,-

P 1568 1918/27, two commercial covers from Baghdad (22.6.18) with India KGV 1/2a pair to Nottingham

with censor and from Basrah (16.9.27) with violet double-oval ‘AIR MAIL’ marking used to London,
small faults
P 1569 1919, BRITISH OCCUPATION: registered cover bearing 6 stamps of the issue for Iraq, tied by bilingual
“SAMAWAH” and boxed registered mark alongside. The cover was sent to “RAILWAYS UR JUNCTION”,
on reverse arrival d.s. “140” of Indian Field Post, also receipt for registered mail atttached, partly
ex 1/10
minor gum stains around perforation, otherwise sound (SG ex 1/10).
P 1570 1919. British Occupation. Registered cover franked pair of 1/4a, pair of 1/2a and pair of 1a cancelled with F.P.O. 107 on 3 JUL 1919 which correspond to Mosul and addressed to England. On reverse
a registration label and a London red register cancel. Scarce usage.
1571 1919, „IRAQ IN BRITISH OCCUPATION 2 1/2 A” on 1 Pia brown turkish registered stationery-envelope
H&G C 1 b
(huge size 292:152 mm), mint, rare offer! (M)

1572 1920, „IRAQ IN BRITISH OCCUPATION 1 A” on 20 Pa red, one stationery-envelope and two statioery

cards (normal card and double card), three mint items, two of them in H&G listed without price(!) and
very rare offered! (M)
P 1573 1920s. BRITISH OCCUPATION. 1/2 ANNA surcharged on Ottoman 10-para REPLY-CARD used within
New York. If UPU-regulations were followed - the reply-card could only be used for an answer back to
the sender. In the case here US postage should have been applied. A second, mint, card is attached.
(2 items)
P 1574 1920, „IRAQ IN BRITISH OCCUPATION 1 A” on 20 Pa red stationery-envelope uprated 2x 1 Anna and
sent from „..AO 7 AUG 22” to Le Hague, Netherland, H&G 150,- US$ (old price!), very rare offered!

P 1575 1920, „IRAQ IN BRITISH OCCUPATION 1 A” on 20 Pa red stationery-envelope uprated 5x 1 Anna (three

stamps and R-label on backside) and sent registered from „BASRAH 24 MAR 23” to La Haye, NetherH&G B 1
land, H&G 150,- US$ (old price!), very rare offered!
P 1576 1921. 1 ANNA surcharge on 20 para Turkish postal stationery envelope used registered from LOWER
BAGHDAD uprated 2 1/2a (1a+1 1/2a) of the first surcharged issue sent to England. A registration
label for LOWER BAGHDAD is attached. The cancelation date not clear. An English receiving mark on
3, 4
reverse.
P 1577 1921, pair 1/2 A green and 2 R blue (overpr. issue) on registered envelope (som transporting marks)
15 (2), 17
from „HYDE PARK BASRAH 15 JUN 21” via London to South Shields, GB.

P 1578 1922, „IRAK IN BRITISH OCCUPATION 1 An.” on 20 Para stationery card with b/s printing „IRAK RAILWAYS STATION MASTER”, mint

P5

1579 1922. BRITISH OCCUPATION: Indian troops in Mesopotamia. Cover sent as m/s SOLDIERs LET-

TERS(reduced rates), franked by pair of 1a overprinted on 20 para red, cancelled LOWER BAGHDAD
cds 14 DE 22 and BUSRAH cds 16 DEC 22, addressed to Lahore, Indi. Endorsed by officer bottom left
3
corner. Some staining and a cut in the envelope. Soldiers letters uncommon.
P 1580 1922. British Occupation. A locally used O.H.M.S. cover franked 2As (1a+1a) cancelled Baghdad 10
AUG 22 and addressed within Baghdad. Scarce local usage.
P 1581 1926, Flight by Stack and Leete with Aeroplane Moth from Baghdad to Karachi (India), franked with
Muller 10
Iraq Mi. Nr. 19/21 and 23, on reverse arrival cancels „BOMBAY 11 JAN 26”

P 1582 1927/46, 4 interessante Einschreibebriefe von BAGHDAD und MOSSUL nach DEUTSCHLAND und ex. 19 - 26,
ENGLAND

84 - 113

P 1583 1927. Registered cover from SULAIMAN with very clear registration cachet on front, franked with pair

of 3annas tied by clear Sulaiman cds addressed to Tcheckoslovakia. Clear transit and arrival marks
23
of Baghdad and destination. Excellent condition.
P 1584 1928, 1/2 A. (3), 1 A. (4) and 2 A. tied „EXCHANGE SQUARE BAGDAD 17 MAY 28” to reverse of registered cover „Overland Mail” to CSR, transits „BAGDAD REG.”, „QUAN..”, „ALEXANDRIA”, „PRAHA”

P 1585 1929, Flight by Viscount and Viscountess J. de Sibour from Baghdad via Karachi to Ludhiana (India),

franke with Iraq Mi. Nr. 21 and 23, on reverse postmark „KARACHI 5 FEB 29” and „LUDHIANA 7 FEB
Muller 18
29”, three more illegible postmarks, only 50 covers and cards were flown
P 1586 1930. OVERLAND MAIL. Cover franked 3x 1anna tied by faint Kirkuk cds addressed to USA. On rever20
se a red OVERLAND MAIL label TIED by very clear Baghdad cds 17 OCT 30. Tied labels are scarce.
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P 1587 1930, 6 x 1 A braun, MeF auf Einschreibebrief von NAJAF, 19.6.30, via Damaskus mit dortiger Zensur
auf dem Transitweg, nach Nürnberg gelaufen. Brief in Bedarfserhaltung mit kleineren Bedarfsspuren.
Ungewöhnlicher Beleg!
20(6)

b

100,-

b

80,-

b

120,-

F1

GA

60,-

H&G 9

GA

60,-

e

80,-

**

150,-

b

60,-

RP 1

*

300,-

RP 1 etc.

b

600,-

RP 2

g

200,-

RP 2 etc.

d

200,-

RP 3

g

100,-

b

400,-

b

600,-

g

300,-

b

400,-

RP 5 A (2)

g

200,-

RP 5 B etc.

d

80,-

RAILWAYS LETTER SERVICE’ label in blue/red on reverse and 8fils definitive on front from BAGHDAD
WEST (1.12., wrong dated pmk.) to Basrah with arrival pmk. (30.11.), unusual ‘cover’ with some
faults!
RP 5 B etc.

b

400,-

d/g

100,-

b

400,-

b

500,-

**/*

300,-

b

80,-

P 1588 1931. 6-block on registered cover tied by Basrah 14 MAR 1931 sent by the Armenian Church to USA.
Envelope cut short non top not affecting stamps. Transit and rec eiving marks. Fine.

20

P 1589 1933/34, three commercial covers bearing different King Faisal definitives incl. airmail from Siba to
England, seamail from Siba via Basrah to Western Australia and official airmail from Karkh to London
(vert. bend), nice trio! (T)

1590 1933, „3 Fils” on 1/2 A green postal stationery card and 15 Fils slate blue stationery airmail cover H&G 9, H&G
(very rare!), both mint.

P 1591 1933, „3 Fils” on 1/2 A green postal sationery card uprated with 2 F., 3 F. and 12 F. sent from „BAGHDAD AR-RASHID 26 MAR 36” by airmail to Vienna, Austria.

P 1592 1942. Air mail cover with five different censor marks, franked 50 fils tied by MA’QIL and sent to India
via Basra. Transit and arrival marks on reverse. Scarce usage

P 1593 1953, Coronation of King Faisal II. miniature sheet with black (3f.) or red (14f. and 28f.) opt. SPECIMEN, mint never hinged and very scarce

Bl. 3 var.

P 1594 1954, Pair 14 F. olive on official state dept. cover tied by WASHINGTON DC at arrival and violet twoliner “This article originally mailed in coutry indicated by postage”, fine

P 1595 RAILWAY POST: 1928, ‘2 ANNAS Railway Post Label’ black/white with margin at left, rouletted at left
and top otherwise imperforate, mint lightly hinged, scarce label with RPSL certificate (2009)

P 1596 RAILWAY POST: 1928 (30.9.), ‘2 ANNAS Railway Post Label’ used together with 4a definitive on cover
from BAGHDAD NORTH to Khanaqin, very fine and scarce cover!

P 1597 RAILWAY POST: 1929, ‘2 ANNAS Railway Post Stamp’ black/white rouletted at left and bottom otherwise imperforate, very fine used, scarce label with RPSL certificate (2009)

P 1598 RAILWAY POST: 1929 (19.6.), ‘2 ANNAS Railway Post Stamp’ used together with 2a definitive on small
piece with fine BAGHDAD cds., attractive piece with RPSL certificate (2009)

P 1599 RAILWAY POST: 1929, ‘2 Annas Iraq Railways Post Stamp’ black/white rouletted at left and top otherwise imperforate, fine used

P 1600 RAILWAY POST: 1930 (25.12.), ‘2 ANNAS Railway Post Stamp’ used together with 1 1/2a red + 1/2a
olive definitives on cover from BAGHDAD WEST to Magil, several faults incl. backflap missing and label
with corner fault top right nevertheless a scarce cover with RPSL certificate (2009)
RP 2 etc.

P 1601 RAILWAY POST: 1931 (2.3.), ‘2 ANNAS Railway Post Label’ used together with 2a definitive on cover
from THIBAT to Baghdad with arrival cds. on reverse (4.3.), small tear at top of cover and part of backflap missing nevertheless attractive and scarce, RPSL certificate (2009)
RP 1 etc.

P 1602 RAILWAY POST: 1932, ‘10 Fils Iraq Railways Post Stamp’ black/white four labels with plate flaws incl.
break in frame at right and misshapen arabic O (two each), fine used and scarce labels

RP 4 (4)

P 1603 RAILWAY POST: 1934 (1.6., wrong date), ‘10 Fils IRAQ RAILWAYS LETTER SERVICE’ label in blue/yellow
used together with two definitives (5f + 3f) on cover from BAGHDAD WEST via Magil to Basrah with
transitmarks on reverse (both dated 1.11.), several bends and cover shortened at left
RP 5 A etc.

P 1604 RAILWAY POST: 1933, two ‘10 Fils IRAQ RAILWAYS LETTER SERVICE’ labels in blue/yellow both with
plate flaws incl. break in upper frame or marginal dot below ‘L’ of fils, fine used and scarce!

P 1605 RAILWAY POST: 1937 (ca.), ‘10 Fils IRAQ RAILWAYS LETTER SERVICE’ label in blue/red used together
with 8fils definitive on small piece with Naseriyah postmark (date unreadable)

P 1606 RAILWAY POST: 1936 (30.11.), folded Iraq Railways Telegraph form used as cover with ‘10 Fils IRAQ

P 1607 RAILWAY POST: 1937 (ca.), two ‘10 Fils IRAQ RAILWAYS LETTER SERVICE’ labels blue/red in different
shades used with Hillah pmk. and the other together with 25fils and two 8fils definitives on small
piece with Kirkuk postmark (both with indistinct date lines)
RP 5 B (2) etc.

P 1608 RAILWAY POST: 1937 (20.3.), ‘10 Fils IRAQ RAILWAYS LETTER SERVICE’ label in blue/red used together with three definitives (8f, 5f + 2f) on cover from MAGIL to England with addit. red/white bilingual
label ‘OVERLAND MAIL’ on front and transitmark of Baghdad on reverse (21.3.), very attractive and
scarce cover!
RP 5 B etc.

P 1609 RAILWAY POST: 1937 (20.3.), ‘10 Fils IRAQ RAILWAYS LETTER SERVICE’ label in blue/red used together with three definitives (20f, 10f + 3f) on airmail cover from MAGIL to England with transitmark of
Baghdad on reverse (21.3.), very attractive and scarce cover!
RP 5 B etc.

P 1610 RAILWAY POST: 1942, ‘10 Fils IRAQ RAILWAYS LETTER SERVICE’ label in blue/orange complete BOOKLET PANE with four labels, hinged in margin (labels mint never hinged), scarce pane!

RP 5 C (4)

P 1611 WWII, O.H.M.S. cover stated to be from MAGIL („M”plus nr 2225 enveloped by circle mark) to England.
Backstamped SHAIBA RS (IRAQ) 8 FEB ?. Added are comments by Jal Cooper, the famous collector of
India used abroad concerning Magil, etc. as well as some others. Interesting (T)
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IRAK - AUSGABE FÜR MOSUL
P 1612 1918 (1.12.), self-made part wrapper (made from formular) bearing two diff. turkish revenues optd.
P 1613

P 1614

P 1615
P 1616

‘POSTAGE / I.E.F. ‘D’ 1 Anna and 1/2 Anna used with fine strikes of MOSUL cds. (type D1, earliest
recorded date) adressed to Bagdad, some faults but a very scarce and unusual usage!
1919 (12.6.), registered cover bearing optd. turkish revenues ‘POSTAGE / I.E.F. ‘D’’ 3 Annas, 1 Anna
and 1/2 Anna with very fine strike of ‘MOSUL / REG.’ cds. (type R2) and blue/white prov. reg. label
(black bilingual Mosul hs.) adressed to Beyrouth with small ‘PASSED CENSOR BOMBAY’ on front and
transitmarks of Port-Said (11.7.) and Beyrouth (21.7.) on reverse, very attractive and scarce cover!
1919 (26.2.), registered cover bearing optd. turkish revenues ‘POSTAGE / I.E.F. ‘D’’ 3 Annas (upper
marginal) and 1/2 Anna (lower marginal) with very fine strike of ‘MOSUL / REG.’ cds. (type R2) and
blue/white prov. reg. label (black bilingual Mosul hs.) adressed to Bagdad with ‘Baghdad Base Post
Office / REG. / M.E.F.’ arrival pmk. (7.3.), very attractive and scarce cover!
1919 (20.2.), self-made cover (folded formular) bearing single turkish revenue optd. ‘POSTAGE / I.E.F.
‘D’ / 1 Anna’ used with fine strike of MOSUL (type KD2) adressed to Bagdad with poor arrival cds. on
reverse (25.2.), some faults but a very scarce usage!
1920 (10.2.), cover bearing optd. turkish revenues ‘POSTAGE / I.E.F. ‘D’’ 1 Anna vert. pair and single
1/2 Anna used with fine strike of MOSUL (type KD2) adressed to Paris, very attractive and scarce
cover!

1, 2

d

120,-

1, 2, 5

b

250,-

1, 5

b

250,-

2

b

250,-

1, 2 (2)

b

250,-

b

120,-

b

100,-

b

80,-

b/d

120,-

b/d

120,-

GA

120,-

b

220,-

GA

120,-

b/Ak

120,-

GA

120,-

b/Ak

150,-

d

60,-

Ak/g

70,-

b

150,-

GA

150,-

b

120,-

IRAK - STEMPEL
P 1617 ABUL KHASIB (type D1): 1919 (1.12.), registered cover bearing 3a + 1/2a pictorials optd. ‘In British

Occupation’ and prov. blue/white reg. label handstamped ‘ABUL KHASIB’ adressed to Basra City with
arrival pmk. (2.12.), roughly opened at left!
P 1618 ALI GHARBI (type D2): 1920 (3.8.), stampless O.A.S. cover with purple circular ‘M / 1000’ hs. on front
and fine strike of Ali Gharbi cds. on reverse adressed to Bombay (arrival pmk. dated 15th Aug.), nice
cover!
P 1619 AMARA (type D2): 1917 (19.2.), cover from Busrah bearing India 1/2a green and violet censor marking adressed to Amara with arrival cds. on reverse (25.2.), and an O.A.S. cover with violet circle ‘M /
India
88’ on front used from Amara (21.8.20) to Bombay with arrival cds. (4.9.), nice cover pair!
P 1620 AMARA (type D2 and KD4): 1916/17, two O.A.S. covers to England or Egypt both with Amara cds. on
reverse, and a cover front bearing 1a strip/3 used with ‘AMARAH’ cds. to England, small faults

P 1621 AMARA (type KD2): 1916/18, two covers and a cover front incl. India KGV 1/2a green (22.3.17) used

from Basrah to Amara with arrival cds., India KGV 1a red optd. ‘I.E.F. /20.11.16, front) used from
India IEF etc.
Amara to England and Iraq 1a used from Baghdad (16.12.18) to Amara with arrival cds., nice trio!
P 1622 AMARA (type KD2): 1915 (27.12.), India KGV 1/4a stat. postcard used with fine Amara cds. to Bombay
India
(16.1.16 arrival cds.) and violet double-circle ‘PASSED CENSOR / D’
P 1623 AMARAH RIGHT BANK (type D2 and KD2): 1920, three stampless O.A.S. covers to India all with fine
‘Amarah Right Bank’ postmarks (two without and one with time), some toning and blemishes

P 1624 ARBIL (type D2): 1929 (Jan.), incoming KGV 1/2d ptpo stat. envelope from England adressed to KirP 1625
P 1626
P 1627

1628

kuk (3.2.) readressed to Arbil with fine ‘ERBIL (MOSUL)’ transitmarks (4.2.) again readressed to Rowanduz and then returned via Arbil and Baghdad (26.2.) to sender
ARBIL (type KD2): 1933 (22.10.), airmail ‘printed matter’ bearing 2 x 2f. and 4 x 5f. King Faisal
stamps used with very fine strikes of Arbil cds. adressed to England backstamped Baghdad (small
faults) and a picture postcard with 8f stamp on picture side used within Arbil
ARBIL (type R1): 1921 (5.2.), 2 1/2a registered letter uprated with 1a used with clear strikes of ‘ERBIL (MOSUL)’ cds. and prov. blue/white reg. label endorsed ‘Erbil’ used to England, some faults incl.
scraped off address and heavy toned lower left corner (T)
ARBIL (type KD1): 1920/30, stampless O.A.S. cover (7.12.20), airmail cover (Nov. 28) bearing 4a +
1/2 pictorials to London with Kirkuk (27.11.) and Baghdad (29.11.) transitmarks and a picture postcard bearing 1 1/2a pictorial on picture side used to Germany (1930), all with good to very fine ‘ERBIL
(MOSUL)’ pmks.
BABUL-AGHA (type KD2): 1922 (15.5.), cover front bearing single optd. 3a. used with fine ‘BAB-ELAGHA (IRAQ)’ cds. adressed to Berlin/Germany, minor marginal faults

P 1629 BADRAH (type D2): 1929 (20.12.), picture postcard bearing 1a on picture side adressed to Holland
and a block/4 of same stamp, both used with fine strikes of ‘BADRAH (IRAQ)’ cds.

P 1630 Bagdad: 1879 cover to Constantinople, with 5Pi blue and 1Pi yellow tied by all Arabic “POSTAHANE-I

BAGDAD 1278” (Isfila 2) to Constantinople with arrival mark on reverse, light vertical fold, fine and
attractive.
P 1631 Bagdad: 1902 postal stationery 20pa.+20pa. double-card, uprated by additional 1901 issue 1 piastre tied by bilingual “BAGDAD” postmark sent registered to Germany alongside showing rectangular
“R-Tahhutlu” registration cachet and on reverse arrival postmark. C/W fig.9.
P 1632 BAGHDAD - Britsh Indian Post Office (type D2): 1871 (10.1.), incoming cover from Bombay bearing QV
2a orange used ‘Via Persian Gulf’ to Baghdad with fine arrival cds. on reverse (15.2.), cover with seIndia
veral faults!
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P 1633 BAGHDAD - Britsh Indian Post Office (type D2 and R2): 1874 (24.4.), India QV 1/2a blue + 4a green

used on reverse of registered cover from Baghdad with boxed reg. handstamp ‘REGISTERED’ endorsed ‘Baghdad’ adressed to Hyderabad with arrival cds. on reverse (20.5.) and Bomby transitmark on
India
front (18.5.), rare and very fine cover!
P 1634 BAGHDAD - Britsh Indian Post Office (type D4, R3 and I3): 1885 (ca.), India QV 4a blue single use on
reverse of registered cover with squarred cancel ‘B’, small ‘Badgad’ cds. (29.12.) beside and boxed
reg. handstamp ‘Registered’ (endorsed ‘Bagdad’) and on front very fine boxed ‘TOO LATE’ marking
(only recorded example!) adressed to Madras (23.1. arrival cds.), heavy faults but an unique usage! India

b

500,-

b

120,-

India

b

250,-

India

b

250,-

India

GA

120,-

India

b

120,-

India

b/d

250,-

India

b

70,-

India

b

250,-

India

b

120,-

India

b/GA

120,-

b

250,-

b

250,-

b

120,-

b

120,-

b/d

80,-

b/
Ak/d

150,-

b

120,-

b

80,-

P 1635 BAGHDAD - Britsh Indian Post Office (type K6, D4 and R5): 1885 (ca.), India QV 6a brown single use

P 1636
P 1637
P 1638
P 1639
P 1640

P 1641
P 1642
P 1643
P 1644
P 1645

P 1646

P 1647

on reverse of registered cover endorsed ‘Certified value Rs. 50,-’ with squarred cancel ‘B’, small ‘Badgad’ cds. (4.4.) beside and boxed reg. handstamp of Bagdad adressed to India with Manshrnagar
transitmark (3.5.), marginal faults and some wrinkles
BAGHDAD - Britsh Indian Post Office (type K6 and D5): 1885 (15.1.), India QV 1/2a blue single use on
reverse of cover with squarred cancel ‘B’ and small ‘Badgad’ cds. beside adressed to Bombay with
arrival cds. (6.2.) on reverse, some toning and faults
BAGHDAD - Britsh Indian Post Office (type R6): 1906 (3.12.), India QV 1a stat. envelope uprated with
KEVII 2a6p blue for registered use from Bagdad with boxed reg. handstamp ‘R / BAGDAD’ adressed
to Birmingham with transitmarks on reverse, part of backflap cut out otherwise fine
BAGHDAD - Britsh Indian Post Office (type R6): 1905 (21.8.), India KEVII 1/2a green + 4a olive used on
registered cover from Bagdad with boxed reg. handstamp ‘R / BAGDAD’ adressed to London with transitmarks on reverse incl. Sea Post Office (2.9.), London (16.9.) etc., opened three-sides for display!
BAGHDAD - Britsh Indian Post Office (type R6): 1892 (10.7.), India QV 2a blue + 4a olive used on reverse of registered cover and 2a blue used on registered letter front (2.7.92) both with fine squarred
circle Bagdad pmks. and boxed reg. handstamp ‘R / BAGDAD’ and both adressed to Bombay, faults!
BAGHDAD - Britsh Indian Post Office (type R10): 1913 (2.6.), India KGV 2a6p blue + 1a red pair used
on registered cover from Bagdad with blue ‘RECOMMANDÉ’ hs. and prov. blue/white reg. label handstamped ‘Bagdad’ in violet, adressed to London with arrival pmk. on reverse (30.6.), minor tonespots
and opened three-sides for display!
BAGHDAD - Britsh Indian Post Office (type KD5): 1885 (ca.), India QV 1/2a blue single use on reverse
of cover with duplex cancel ‘Bagdad / K-6’ (4.7.) to Bombay with arrival cds. (28.7.) on reverse, minor
blemishes
BAGHDAD - Britsh Indian Post Office (type KD8): 1886/92, India QV 1/2a green single usages on two
covers with very fine strikes of squarred circle ‘Bagdad’ adressed to Madras (fine and attractive cover)
or to Bombay (some faults), both with arrival postmarks
BAGHDAD - Britsh Indian Post Office (type KD10): 1896-1905, India QV 1/2a green single use on reverse of cover to Bombay (4.6.1896) and India QV 1a blue stat. postcard used to Berlin (4.9.1905)
both with very fine Bagdad cds. and both with arrival postmark, some faults
BAGHDAD - Britsh Indian Post Office (type UP4): 1883 (ca.), unfranked cover from Bagdad (16.10.) to
Bombay with arrival cds. (6.11.) and small boxed tax-marking ‘POSTAGE DUE’ endorsed ‘1’ (1anna),
attractive cover!
BAGHDAD - Britsh Indian Post Office (type UP4 and UP10): 1897 (21.10.), India QV 1/2a block/4 used
on reverse of underfranked cover from Bagdad via B.P.O. and Persian Office Bushire with transitmarks and tax-markings incl. circular ‘T’ and small boxed ‘POSTAGE DUE’, minor blemishes neverthless an attractive cover!
BAGHDAD - Britsh Indian Post Office (type UP5 and UP11): 1897 (March), incoming cover from Kerballa via Bushire to Baghdad underfranked with tax-markings incl. large ‘T’ and boxed ‘POSTAGE DUE /
1 ANNA’, backstamped Bushire (27.3.) and Bagdad (9.4.), marginal faults neverthless an attractive
cover!
BAGHDAD - Britsh Indian Post Office (type UP7): 1884 (10.5.), unfranked cover from Bagdad to Bombay with boxed ‘POSTAGE DUE / 1 ANNA’ hs., roughly opened at left otherwise very fine and attractive

India

P 1648 BAGHDAD-AL RASHID (type KD1): 1932 (24.11.), airmail cover with 25f + 10f on 2a King Faisal used

from Baghdad-Al Rashid to Scotland, and two cover front bearing 15f or 15f on 3a King Faisal used
with ‘EXCHANGE SQUARE BAGHDAD’ cds. adressed to England
P 1649 BAGHDAD-CANTONMENT (type KD2): 1923 (30.3.), airmail cover franked 1r10a (optd. British Occup.
stamps) used from Baghdad Cantonment to England with ‘officially Sealed’ label over top margin
(Found open or torn), additionally a picture postcard (30.10.23) to Egypt and a OHMS cover front
(3.11.22) locally used both with Baghdad Cantonment cds., nice trio!
P 1650 BAGHDAD-CANTONMENT (type KD2): 1922 (24.8.), official OHMS cover bearing optd. 1a vertical pair
used with light Baghdad Cantonment cds. locally adressed, and a registered cover with 30f single use
with ‘EXCHANGE SQUARE BAGHDAD’ cds. and printed blue/white reg. label adressed to Berlin/Germany with Baghdad, Napoli and Berlin backstamps
1651 BAGHDAD-CANTONMENT (type KD2 and D2): 1923/30, three covers from Baghdad Cantonment incl.
locally used official cover (1923), underpaid cover (22.10.28, prepared for airmail) to Chicago with
tax-marking and pre-cancelled US postage dues, and an airmail cover (21.5.30) to Austria, several
faults! (T)
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P 1652 BAGHDAD DEAD LETTER OFFICE (type D2): 1921 (18.3.), registered cover from Baghdad to France
P 1653

P 1654

1655
P 1656
1657
P 1658

P 1659
P 1660
P 1661
P 1662
P 1663

franked 4 1/2a on reverse readressed several times and finally returned to Baghdad with boxed
‘D.L.O. / BAGHDAD / 9 AUG 21’ (earliest recorded date), very unusual cover!
BAGHDAD DEAD LETTER OFFICE (type D4): 1927 (17.12.), airmail cover from Baghdad to England
arrived 29th Dec. endorsed ‘not known’ and returned via Bristol R.L.B. (3.1.) to D.L.O. Baghdad
(29.1.), and a 1928 (19.10.) registered cover from Yugoslavia via Greece to Basrah arrived 22nd Nov.
endorsed ‘not known at Basrah’ sent to the D.L.O Baghdad (6th Dec., latest recorded date) and the
GPO Baghdad (10.1.29) and returned to sender via Prague, some faults but a very unusual cover pair
BAGHDAD-EXCHANGE SQUARE (type D2 and R2): 1927/31, three covers from Baghdad Exchange
Square incl. registered airmail (27.5.27) with prov. blue/white reg. label with bilingual handstamp
‘Exchange Square Baghdad’ used to England (faults), another registered airmail cover (1.5.31) with
printed blue/white reg. label used to Manchester (roughly opened at top) and a cover (25.9.29) to
Denmark with Alep transitmark (minor faults)
BAGHDAD GPO (type I8): 1929 (6.5.), airmail cover with pictorial stamps (2 x 3a and 2a) used from
Baghdad to England with boxed instructional marking ‘INSUFFICIENTLY PREPAID FOR / DESPATCH BY
THE DIRECT / AIR MAIL SERVICE’, some toning and backflap faults
BAGHDAD GPO (type I11): 1931 (5.4.), airmail cover with pictorial stamps (2 x 3a, 2a and 4a) used
with ‘Exchange Square Baghdad’ cds. to Indianapolis/USA with boxed instructional marking ‘RECEIVED TOO LATE / FOR INCLUSION IN AIR DESPATCH.’ and probably sent by overland mail
BAGHDAD GPO (type I11): 1932 (16.7.), airmail cover with pictorial stamps (1 1/2a and 3a) used from
Baghdad to Beirut with boxed instructional marking ‘RECEIVED TOO LATE / FOR INCLUSION IN AIR
DESPATCH.’ and probably sent by overland mail with poor arrival pmk. on reverse (19.7.)
BAGHDAD GPO (type R10 and R12): 1918 (6.2.), India KGV optd. I.E.F. 1a pair and 1/2a block/5 and
1918 (6.8.) India KGV 3a and 1/2a single + pair (unoverprinted) on two registered covers from Bagdad with prov. blue/white reg. labels handstamped ‘Bagdad’ in different types, both adressed to PaIndia IEF
ris, fine and attractive cover pair!
BAGHDAD GPO (type AM1): 1919 (13.5.), forces cover from F.P.O. 85 at Baghdad (cds. on reverse)
and red double-circle ‘CIVIL POSTS / AERIAL / IRAQ’ on front adressed to England, earliest recorded
date of the airmail marking, roughly opened at top and some toning
BAGHDAD GPO (type AM3): 1922, airmail cover (31.3.) and an uprated stat. envelope (20.6.) for airmail both from Baghdad to England with violet or purple boxed ‘BY AIR SERVICE’ hs. incl. earliest recorded date, small faults
BAGHDAD GPO (type DY5 and EXP1): 1924, 3a pictorial single use on cover with ‘Baghdad H.O. /
SOR.’ cds. (sorting and delivery) used to Isfahan with arrival cds. on front, and an official OHMS cover
with telegraphic cancellation of Baghdad used ba ‘Express Letter Service’, unusual cover pair!
BAGHDAD GPO (type KD12): 1917 (11.6.), stampless cover to a turkish P.O.W. in Samparpar readressed to Bellary where it arrived on 5th July, little shortened at right and repaired tear at bottom
BAGHDAD GPO (type KD12): 1917 (22.9.), India KGV 1/2a optd. I.E.F. two singles used on cover from
India IEF
Bagdad to London with poor red censor marking on front
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P 1664 BAGHDAD GPO (type KD12): 1918 (7.5.), India KGV 1/2a five singles incl. three optd. I.E.F. used on
1665

P 1666

1667
P 1668
P 1669

cover from Bagdad to Marseille with violet ‘PASSED CENSOR BOMBAY / 40’ and censorstrip on reverIndia IEF
se, backstamped Marseille (4.6.), part of backflap missing and light vertical bend
BAGHDAD GPO (type UP12): 1928 (10.11.), airmail cover underfranked with 3 x 2a pictorials only
used from Baghdad to England with several tax-markings incl. large circle ‘T’ endorsed ‘60 (centimes
= 6d) but only 5d collected on arrival on 19th Nov. in Southend-on-Sea, roughly opened at top (reverse) but very attractive looking cover!
BAGHDAD GPO (type UP17 and UP20): 1922/27, incoming cover and stat. envelope (faults) from
Great Britain adressed to Baghdad and a postcard from Baghdad to Teheran all underfranked with
several tax-markings incl. double-segment ‘BAGHDAD / DUE / 2 AS’ (or ‘1 ANNA’), nice and unusual
trio!
BAGHDAD GPO (type UP19): 1927/32, two incoming covers from Great Britain incl. one by airmail and
the other ‘Overland via Syria’ both adressed to Baghdad and underfranked with several tax-markings
incl. double-segment ‘BAGHDAD / DUE’, one cover opened three-sides for display with marginal faults
BAGHDAD-LOWER BAGHDAD (type R2 and R4): 1921/28, two registered covers and one registred
cover front adressed to England or India with prov. blue/white reg. labels handstamped ‘Lower Baghdad’ in two different types, small faults nevertheless an attractive trio
BAGHDAD-LOWER BAGHDAD (type KD2): 1921 (11.7.), cover front bearing optd. 2 x 1a and 1/2a
adressed to England an a picture postcard with 1 1/2a stamp on picture side adressed to Austria

P 1670 BAGHDAD-LOWER BAGHDAD (type KD4 and D2): 1922 (2.11.), cover with 1a strip/3 used to London

and airmail cover (11.7.23, latest recorded date for D2) used to England, additionally a cover with 15f
on 3a King Faisal used with type KD4 (1.6.32) to Scotland, minor blemishes
P 1671 BAGHDAD-LOWER BAGHDAD (type UP3): 1925 (14.4.), two picture postcards bearing 1a stamps on
picture side not initially noticed so taxed with large circular ‘T’ and double-segment ‘LOWER BAGHDAD / DUE / ....AS.’ both to same adress in Vienna/Austria, attractive pair!
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P 1672 1890, BAGDAD TURQUIE 17/11/1890 cds. on registered cover with 2 Pia. green / yellowish, to Paris

with arrival mark on reverse, tiny repaired flaw on top right and some border crease, scarce franking
and attractive Turkey forerunner.
P 1673 BAGHDAD-WEST (type D2 and R1): 1922, two optd. 1a stat. envelopes both uprated incl. one by airmail with purple boxed ‘BY AIR SERVICE’ to England and the other registered to London with prov.
blue/white reg. label handstamped ‘Lower Bagdad’ and arrival pmk. on reverse (11.9.), attractive and
unusual cover pair!
1674 BAGHDAD-WEST (type R2 and KD4): 1923 (31.5.), registered cover bearing single 8a on 2 1/2pia.
with fine Baghdad West cds. and prov. blue/white reg. label endorsed ‘Bagdad West’ in red ink adressed to England with arrival cds. oc Colchester (2.7.23), and a cover front with very fine strike of Baghdad West used to England, some faults!
P 1675 BAGHDAD-WEST (type KD2): 1920, two O.A.S. covers to India incl. one franked with optd. 1 1/2a.
both with fine Baghdad West postmarks, nice pair
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P 1676 BAGHDAD-WEST (type KD2): 1926 (27.2.), incoming cover from Tientsin/China adressed to Baghdad
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P 1688
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and readressed to London and then to Paris with several transitmarks on reverse incl. Baghdad West
(some wrinkles), and alocally used 1a. stat. postcard with part Baghdad West cds. (14.4.22) and
printed message of ‘Iraq Railways’ on reverse
BAGHDAD WEST RAILWAY STATION (type D2): 1920, stampless O.A.S. cover (28.3.20) used to Bombay with arrival pmk. (6.4.) and a cover front with single 1 1/2a stamp used to England (6.4.20),
some blemishes
BASRA - Britsh Indian Post Office (type D2): 1870 (ca.), India QV 1/2a blue stat. envelope used with
two fine ‘BUSREH’’ cds. (without year) adressed to Bombay with arrival cds. (17.1.), small marginal
faults
BASRA - Britsh Indian Post Office (type D2): 1870 (ca.), India QV 1/2a blue single use on reverse of
cover with two fine ‘BUSREH’’ cds. (without year) adressed to Bombay with arrival cds. (29.6.), cover
cut down at top and small other faults
BASRA - Britsh Indian Post Office (type D2): 1870 (ca.), incoming registered cover from Bombay bearing India QV 2a orange and 4a blue-green (1.9.) adressed to Busreh with arrival cds. (18.9.) and
endorsed ‘Not at Busreh / returned to Bombay’ with another Busreh cds. on front (7.10.) and arrival
pmk. of Bombay on reverse (26.10.), faults nevertheless an attractive and unusual cover!
BASRA - Britsh Indian Post Office (type D6): 1910/14, incoming cover from England (12.8.1910) and
incoming postcard from Germany (30.4.1914) both with several redirections and transitmarks including large ‘BUSRAH’ cds., unusual pair!
BASRA - Britsh Indian Post Office (type D6): 1915, two O.A.S. covers and one Field Service Postcard
used with fine ‘BUSRAH’ cds. to India, and another cover bearing India KGV 1/2a green used with
‘BUSRA’ cds. (type D7) to Baghdad, all with transit and/or arrival pmk. and censor markings, nice
quartet!
BASRA - Britsh Indian Post Office (type D6): 1917 (21.3.), registered cover bearing India KGV 1/2a
green + 1a red horiz. pairs and single 2a violet with poor ‘BUSRAH’ cds. and prov. blue/white reg. label with boxed ‘BUSRA’ hs. addressed to England with London transitmark on reverse (10.4.) and
censor markings, several wrinkles and small faults (T)
BASRA - Britsh Indian Post Office (type D6): 1917 (30.4.), small piece bearing India KGV 8a purple,
bisected 2a and 3a orange optd. ‘I.E.F.’ with two very fine strikes of ‘BUSRAH’ cds., unusual and attractive piece!
BASRA - Britsh Indian Post Office (type K2 and D1): 1869 (7.4.), India QV 1/2a blue used on small
cover with diamond numeral ‘357’ and poor ‘BUSSORA’ cds. beside adressed to India with small red
Bombay cds. on reverse (26.4.), roughly opened at top otherwise fine
BASRA - Britsh Indian Post Office (type K2 and D1): 1870 (10.2.), India QV 1/2a blue (corner faults)
used on small cover with diamond numeral ‘357’ and fine ‘BUSSORA’ cds. beside adressed to India
with small red Bombay cds. on front (25.2.), some toning otherwise fine
BASRA - Britsh Indian Post Office (type R6): 1917 (29.9.), registered cover bearing India KGV 1a red
(3) adressed to England with ‘BUSRAH / REG.’ cds. and prov. blue/white reg. label with boxed ‘BUSRA’
hs. (faults), and another regist. cover with India KGV 4a olive + 1/2a green optd. ‘I.E.F.’ with light
Busrah cds. to India
BASRA - Britsh Indian Post Office (type KD3): 1871 (24.8.), India QV 1/2a blue used on reverse of
small cover with fine duplex ‘BUSSORA / 357’ postmark adressed to India with small red Bombay cds.
on reverse (22.9.), roughly opened at top otherwise fine
BASRA - Britsh Indian Post Office (type KD3): 1873 (12.2.), India QV 1/2a blue used on reverse of
small cover with fine duplex ‘BUSSORA / 357’ postmark adressed to India with small red Bombay cds.
(10.3.), roughly opened and marginal faults
BASRA - Britsh Indian Post Office (type KD4): 1871 (16.11.), India QV 1/2a blue used on reverse of
small cover with fine duplex ‘BUSREH / 19’ postmark adressed to India with small red Bombay cds.
(6.12.), roughly opened and some faults
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P 1691 BASRA - Britsh Indian Post Office (type KD4): 1873 (1.9.), India QV 1/2a blue used on reverse of small

cover with fine duplex ‘BUSREH / 19’ postmark and BUSREH cds. adressed to India with small black
Bombay cds. (19.9.) on front, part of backflap missing and some faults incl. two affixed arrows for
India
display
P 1692 BASRA - Britsh Indian Post Office (type KD5): 1877 (ca.), India QV 1/2a blue used on reverse of cover
with very fine duplex ‘BUSREH / I / K - 6’ postmark (6.8.) adressed to India with black Bombay cds.
India
(20.8.), light vertical bend at right otherwise very fine and attractive
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1693 BASRA - Britsh Indian Post Office (type KD5): 1877 (ca.), India QV 1/2a blue used on cover with fine
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76

duplex ‘BUSREH / I / K - 6’ postmark (4.10.) adressed to Bombay with arrival cds. on reverse (20.10.),
small blemishes on reverse but nice looking from front
BASRA - Britsh Indian Post Office (type KD5): 1877 (ca.), India QV 1/2a blue two singles used on cover
with fine duplex ‘BUSREH / I / K - 6’ postmark (21.5.) adressed to Bombay with arrival cds. on reverse
(7.6.), part of backside missing and marginal faults
BASRA - Britsh Indian Post Office (type KD6 and D4): 1880 (ca.), India QV 1/2a blue single used on
reverse of cover with fine barred cancel ‘B’ and ‘BUSREH’’ cds. (21.6.) beside adressed to Bombay
with arrival cds. on reverse (5.7.), minor faults
BASRA - Britsh Indian Post Office (type KD6 and D4): 1880 (ca.), India QV 1/2a blue single use on
cover with fine barred cancel ‘B’ and ‘BUSREH’’ cds. (5.7.) on reverse adressed to Bombay with arrival
cds. on reverse (19.7.), marginal faults
BASRA - Britsh Indian Post Office (type KD6 and D5): 1880 (ca.), India QV 1a brown single use on
cover with fine barred cancel ‘B’ and ‘BUSRAH’’ cds. (15.3.) on reverse adressed to Bombay with arrival cds. on reverse (30.5.), marginal blemishes
BASRA - Britsh Indian Post Office (type KD7): 1884 (ca.), India QV 1/2a blue two singles on cover (one on
each side) with fine duplex cancel ‘BUSRAH / B’’ (20.12.) adressed to Bombay with arrival cds. on reverse (4.1.), heavy faults incl. shortened cover on two sides cut through one of the stamps, scarce postmark!
BASRA - Britsh Indian Post Office (type KD9): 1892 (9.4.), India QV 2 1/2a on 4a6p green horiz. pair
used on cover with very fine small squarred circle ‘BUSRAH’’ pmk. adressed to Melbourne with Bombay (23.4.) and Melbourne (24.5.) transitmarks on reverse, and another small cover (faults) bearing
India QV 1/2a single with same postmark (17.10.1889) adressed to Linga/Persia with arrival cds. on
reverse (22.10.), nice cover pair
BASRA - Britsh Indian Post Office (type KD10): 1903 (16.9.), India QV 2a violet and 1a red used on
picture postcard with fine large squarred circle ‘BUSRAH’’ pmk. adressed to Athens/Greece and another picture postcard with same postmark (17.10.1908) used to Saarbrücken/Germany with Bombay transitmark (24.10.) on front, attractive pair
BASRA - Britsh Indian Post Office (type UP10): 1880 (ca.), small stampless cover with very fine ‘BUSRAH’ cds. (27.9.) on reverse and boxed tax-marking ‘POSTAGE DUE / ONE ANNA’ adressed to Hyderabad with arrival pmk. (11.10.), minor faults
BASRA - Britsh Indian Post Office (type UP10): 1880 (ca.), small stampless cover with fine ‘BUSREH’
cds. on reverse and boxed tax-marking ‘POSTAGE DUE / ONE ANNA’ corrected ms. to ‘2’ (annas)
adressed to Bombay with arrival pmk. (21.4.), minor marginal blemishes
BASRA (type D7): 1915/16, two stampless O.A.S. covers and one Field Service Postcard used with
fine ‘BUSRA’ cds. to India (2) or Ireland all with Bombay transit or arrival pmks., minor blemishes nevertheless a nice trio!
BASRA (type D7): 1916/18, three covers incl. two stampless O.A.S. and one with India KGV 1/2a
green all used with fine ‘BUSRA’ cds. to Bombay (2) or Madras with censor markings and transit or
arrival pmks., some faults
BASRA (type R8): 1918/21, two registered covers bearing different optd. ‘In British Occupation’
stamps adressed to England with ‘BUSRA / REGD.’ cds. and different prov. reg. labels incl. one blue/
white with boxed ‘BASRAH’ hs. and the other a handmade label with purple hs. ‘BUSRA’ with reg.
number by red ink, some faults nevertheless a nice cover pair
BASRA (type R8): 1918 (15.6.), registered cover bearing 14 x India KGV 3p grey optd. ‘I.E.F.’ on reverse (incl. block/10) used with light ‘BUSRA / REGD.’ cds. and prov. blue/white reg. label with boxed
‘BUSRA’ hs. adressed to Philadelphia/USA with New York (2.9.) and Philadelphia (3.9.) backstamps
(roughly opened at top), and a cover front bearing India KGV 2a6p blue with same pmk. and prov.
blue/white reg. label with single-line ‘BUSRA’ hs. adressed to Bombay
BASRA (type DY3 and DY8, AM3): 1923 (30.7.), airmail cover bearing 8a and 4a pictorials used with
fine ‘BUSRAH / SORTING’ cds. and single-line violet ‘By Air Services, Baghdad-Cairo.’ adressed to
London, and another airmail cover (29.3.1922, repaired!) bearing optd. 3a. stamps (3) used with fine
‘BASRAH / LOCAL SORTING’ cds. to England
BASRA (type DY3, AM): 1923 (23.4.), optd. 1 1/2a brown in two vert. strips/3 on reverse of airmail
cover used with fine ‘BUSRAH / SORTING’ cds. and boxed black ‘BY AIR SERVICE, BAGHDAD-CAIRO.’
adressed to England, unusual and attractive cover
BASRA (type SL2): 1922 (11.12.), India KGV 1a red single use on reverse of cover with violet boxed
PAQUEBOT and fine ‘BASRAH / MAIL’ cds. beside adressed to Karachi with arrival pmk. (21.12.), tonespots!
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P 1710 BASRA (type SL2): 1930 (27.2.), two covers each bearing single India KGV 1a brown with violet boxed

PAQUEBOT, fine ‘BASRAH / MAIL’ cds. beside and tax-markings incl. circular ‘T’ and ‘OVERLAND POSTAGE / DUE / A / 4’ both adressed to Bombay with arrival pmk. (10.3.), one cover roughly opened and
India
some toning nevertheless an attractive pair
P 1711 BASRA (type SL3 and DY7): 1932, two covers incl. one bearing two blocks/4 India KGV 1a brown on
reverse (dated 15.4.32) and the other with four Persian stamps on reverse (dated 30.12.32) both
with very fine ‘BASRAH / SOR.’ cds. and violet single-line PAQUEBOT adressed to England, both covers
opened three-sides for display!
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P 1712 BASRA - ASHAR BARRACKS (type R2): 1920 (4.11.), registered cover with optd. ‘In British Occupation’

1713
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stamps used on reverse with fine ‘Ashar Barracks’ cds. and prov. blue/white reg. label on front with
two-line ‘ASHAR BARRACKS / (Aa) BAS’ hs. adressed to England with London transitmark (3.12.),
cover opened three-sides for display!
BASRA - ASHAR BARRACKS (type KD2): 1920 (20.3. and 24.3.), two special printed ‘Active Service’
envelopes with fine ‘Ashar Barracks’ cds. on reverse adressed to Bombay with arrival pmk. (15.9.) or
to England, nice pair
BASRA - ASHAR BARRACKS (type KD2): 1921 (2.9.), stampless O.A.S. cover with violet ‘M /236’ marking on front and fine ‘Ashar Barracks’ cds. on reverse (latest recorded date) adressed to Calcutta
with arrival pmk. (15.9.), cover little shortened at top
BASRA - ASHAR STRAND (type R2): 1919 (30.12.), registered cover bearing optd. 4a and 1/2a with
very fine ‘ASHAR STRAND / REG.’ cds. and prov. blue/white reg. label with black bilingual two-line
‘Ashar Strand’ hs. addressed to Colchester, shortened at left and right and some wrinkles (T)
BASRA - ASHAR STRAND (type KD2): 1919 (12.12.), two 1a optd. stamps used on reverse of cover
(little shortened at top) with very fine ‘Ashar Strand’ cds. adressed to Bombay with arrival pmk.
(21.12.), and a picture postcard with 1/2a stamp on picture side cancelled per favour with same but
poor postmark (Dec. 20), picture ‘Ashar - Port of Bassrah’
BASRA - ASHAR STRAND (type KD2): 1919 (20.12.) and 1921 (3.1.), two different special printed
‘(On) Active Service’ envelopes with very fine strikes of ‘Ashar Strand’ cds. on reverse adressed to
Bombay or London, very attractive pair!
BASRA - ASHAR STRAND (type KD2): 1920 (6.5.), backside of cover and 1921 (7.5.), cover front to
England both bearing optd. brit. occ. stamps used with fine strikes of ‘Ashar Strand’ cds.

P 1719 BASRA - ASHAR STRAND (type KD2): 1921 (5.2.), 1/2a on 10p. strip/3 used on cover with very fine
P 1720
1721

1722
1723
P 1724
1725
P 1726
1727
P 1728
P 1729

‘Ashar Strand’ cds. adressed to London, and a picture postcard with same postmark (22.11.20) used
to England, nice pair!
BASRA - ASHAR STRAND (type KD2): 1921 (20.4.), 1/2a on 10p. corner strip/3 with plate number ‘-2’
used on cover with very fine ‘Ashar Strand’ cds. adressed to London (horizontal bend!), and an uprated 1a stat. envelope with same postmark used to India (roughly opened at left, attractive pair!)
BASRA - ASHAR STRAND (type KD2 and UP2): 1920 (1.10.), 3a on 1 1/2pia. corner block/6 with very
fine strikes of ASHAR STRAND cds. (very attractive block!), and a stampless O.A.S. cover with same
but poor pmk. (15.7.20) on reverse and double-segment ‘ASHAR STRAND / DUE / AS.’ tax marking
endorsed ‘3’ (annas) on front adressed to London (marginal faults)
BASRA - BASE HOSPITAL (type KD2): 1920 (26.7. and 19.8.), two stampless O.A.S. covers both with
very fine strikes of ‘Base Hospital Basrah’ cds. on reverse adressed to Wellington/South India or
Bombay with arrival postmarks, minor blemishes but an attractive pair
BASRA - BASE HOSPITAL (type KD2): 1920 (12.8.), stampless official O.A.S. cover with fine ‘Base
Hospital Basrah’ cds. on reverse locally adressed within Basrah (horiz. and vert. bend, and another
O.A.S. cover with same postmark dated 6DEC20 used to Bombay
BASRA CITY (type D2): 1916 (12.4.), India KGV 1/2a stat. envelope censored use with very fine ‘BUSRA CITY’ cds. adressed to Byculla/India with arrival cds. on reverse (29.4.), scarce and attractive envelope!
BASRA CITY (type D2): 1916 (3.3.), India KGV 1/2a green single use on censored cover with very fine
‘BUSRA CITY’ cds. adressed to Bombay with arrival cds. on reverse (12.3.), scarce and attractive cover!
BASRA CITY (type D3): 1917 (31.12.), India KGV 1a red single use on cover with fine ‘Basra City’ cds.
and violet ‘PASSED CENSOR / BOMBAY / 10’ on front adressed to London, reverse with ‘Opened by
Censor label’, attractive cover!
BASRA CITY (type KD1): 1915 (13.10.), India KGV 1/2a green single use on censored cover with fine
‘BUSRA CITY’ cds. adressed to Bombay with Busrah (16.10.) and Bombay GPO (24.10.) backstamps,
attractive cover
BASRA CITY (type KD1): 1921 (20.5.), uprated 1/2a on 10p. stat. postcard used with fine ‘BUSRA
CITY’ cds. adressed to Marseille (some toning) and a backside of cover with two optd. stamps with
same postmark dated 30AUG22 (faults)
BASRA CITY (type KD3 and UP2): 1928 (6.12.), 1a pictorial optd. REVENUE vert. pair illegal usage on
reverse of cover with very fine ‘BASRAH CITY’ cds. and tax-markings incl. double-segment ‘BASRAH
CITY / DUE / AS’ endorsed ‘4’ (annas) in red locally adressed to Baghdad with arrival pmk. (8.12.) and
small ‘Baghdad / UNPAID’ cds., opened three-sides for display
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1730 BASRA - DOCKYARD (type KD1): 1919 (1.11. and 24.12.), two special printed ‘Active Service’ envelo1731
P 1732
1733

1734
P 1735

P 1736
1737

pes both with very fine strikes of ‘Basrah Dockyard (Iraq)’ cds. on reverse adressed to Bombay or
London, attractive pair!
BASRA - DOCKYARD (type KD1): 1920 (12.10.), stampless official O.A.S. cover with very fine strike of
‘Basrah Dockyard (Iraq)’ cds. on reverse adressed to Bombay, lower right corner missing otherwise
very attractive!
BASRA - DORSET BRIDGE (type KD2): 1920 (26.5. and 1.12.), two stampless O.A.S. covers both with
very fine strikes of ‘Dorset Bridge Basrah’ cds. on reverse adressed to Bombay incl. one with arrival
pmk. (4./7.6.), attractive pair!
BASRA - HYDE PARK (Corner) (type KD2): 1920 (28.6.) and 1921 (23.2.), two stampless O.A.S. covers
both with very fine strikes of ‘Hyde Park Basrah’ cds. on reverse adressed to London or to Tumbridge
Wells/England (22.3.) readressed to Heysham (roughly opened backflap, including written letter),
scarce and attractive pair!
BASRA - HYDE PARK (Corner) (type KD2): 1921 (4.5.), special ‘Active Service’ envelope with very fine
strike of ‘Hyde Park Basrah’ cds. on reverse adressed to Bombay with arrival pmk. (14.5.), nice envelope!
BASRA - HYDE PARK (Corner) (type KD2): 1922 (26.1.), airmail cover endorsed ‘Baghdad-Cairo’ bearing ten optd. stamps on reverse with fine ‘Hyde Park Basrah’ cds. adressed to England (roughly
opened at top and some toning) and a 1920 (4.11.) stampless O.A.S. cover with very fine strikes of
same postmark on reverse, nice pair!
BASRA - RAILWAY STATION (type KD2): 1923 (16.4.), official OHMS cover bearing two optd. 1a stamps
used with ‘Basra R.S. (Iraq)’ cds. adressed to Baghdad with arrival cds. on reverse (18.4.), roughly
opened at top otherwise fine
BAQUBAH (type D2): 1926 (6.11.), official cover with single 2a stamp optd. ‘On State Service’ used
with very fine ‘BAQUBAH’ cds. locally adressed to Baghdad with arrival pmk. of next day

P 1738 BAQUBAH (type KD2): 1921 (2.9.), picture postcard bearing optd. 1a + 1/2a stamps used with good
Baqubah cds. to Paris, picture on reverse ‘Arab Coolies - Porteurs Arabes, minor corner wrinkles

1739 BUGHAILA (type KD2): 1919 (15.3.), special ‘On Active Service’ envelope with very fine strike of ‘BAGHAILAH’ on reverse adressed to Bombay with arrival cds. (30.3.), some toning and blemishes
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P 1740 CIVIL P.O. No.1 (type R2, used in Sulemaniyah area, Kurdistan): 1927 (1.5.), registered airmail cover

1741
P 1742

P 1743
P 1744
P 1745

bearing 6a and 3a pictorials used with very fine ‘C.P.O. No.1 / REG.’ cds. and prov. blue/white reg.
label adressed to Berlin/Germany, backstamped Baghdad (5.5.), Cairo (8.5.) and Berlin (16.5.), minor toning at upper left otherwise a very attractive and scarce cover
CIVIL P.O. No.4 (type D1): 1928 (15.8.), airmail cover bearing 6a, 4a and 2 x 1a pictorials used with
fine ‘C.P.O. No.4’ cds. adressed to California with Baghdad transitmark (16.8.), roughly opened at top
and minor blemishes
CIVIL P.O. No.6 (type D1, used at Agricultural-Industrial Exhibition Baghdad): 1932 (11.4.), cover
with King Faisal 1a used with very fine ‘CIVIL P.O. No. 6 / (IRAQ)’ cds. and three-line bilingual ‘THE
AGRICULTURAL-INDUSTRIAL EXHIBITION / BAGHDAD’ on front adressed to Baghdad with arrival
cds. of same day on reverse, very rare postmark!
CIVIL P.O. No.7 (type D1): 1926 (3.3.), airmail cover bearing single 6a pictorial used with very fine
‘CIVIL P.O. No.7 / (IRAQ)’ cds. adressed to London with arrival pmk. on front (15.3.), attractive and
scarce cover
DIWANIYAH (type KD2): 1920 (21.6.), stampless O.A.S. cover with good ‘Diwaniyah (Iraq)’ cds. on reverse adressed to Bombay and a postcard with single optd. 1/2a. stamp used from Bagdad (4.11.19)
to Hillah (5.11.) redirected to Diwaniyah (7.11.) with transit and arrival pmks.
DIWANIYAH (type KD2): 1922 (19.9.), optd. 1a on 20p. block/6 on reverse of cover with fine ‘Diwaniyah (Iraq)’ cds. adressed to Lahore/India with arrival pmk. (2.10.), vertical bend and some blemishes

1746 DOHUK (type D2): 1927 (18.4.), picture postcard bearing single 1/2a on picture side cancelled per
favour with fine ‘DOJHOK (MOSUL)’ cds., picture ‘Post and Telegraphs, Ashar, Basrah’

1747 FALUJAH (type KD2): 1920 (9.10. and 1.12.), two stampless O.A.S. covers both with very fine strikes

of ‘FELUJA’ cds. on reverse (incl. earliest recorded date) adressed to Bombay, nice and scarce cover
pair
P 1748 FAO (type KD2): 1922 (4.3.), airmail cover endorsed ‘Baghdad-Cairo’ bearing four different optd.
stamps with very fine strikes of ‘FAO’ cds. adressed to Edinburgh (31.3.) redirected to London, and
another cover with 1a strip/3 and same postmark used to England, very attractive cover pair!
P 1749 GURMAT ALI (type R1): 1920 (2.3.), registered cover bearing two pairs 1/2a on 10p. with very fine
‘GURMAT ALI / REG.’ cds. and prov. blue/white reg. label with black two-line bilingual ‘Gurmat Ali’ hs.,
small part of backflap missing otherwise very fine
1750 GURMAT ALI (type R1): 1920 (25.3.), registered cover bearing optd. 1a strip/3 and single 1/2a used
with fine ‘GURMAT ALI / REG.’ cds. (latest recorded date) and blue/white prov. reg. label adressed to
Jamalpur/India with arrival pmk. (10.4.), roughly opened and small faults!
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1751 GURMAT ALI (type KD2): 1920 (20.7. and 6.10.), two stampless O.A.S. covers with fine strikes of ‘Gur1752
P 1753
1754

P 1755

1756
P 1757
1758

mat Ali’ cds. on reverse (one cover with part of backflap missing with part cancel only) both adressed
to Bombay, scarce cover pair
HILLAH (type D2): 1919 (15.2.), O.A.S. cover bearing single 1a stamp used with fine ‘Hillah’ cds. to
Basrah with transitmarks on reverse (vertical bend), and an OHMS cover (3.5.21) with 1a and 1/2a
(corner fault) on reverse used with same postmark to Baghdad
HILLAH (type D4): 1928 (26.7.) and 1929 (15.7.), two airmail covers bearing a nice mixture of pictorials both used with good to very fine ‘HILLAH’ cds. adressed to England, roughly opened with backflap
faults and some toning on both covers
HILLAH (type R2 and R3): 1929 (21.4.), registered airmail cover to Denmark and 1931 (18.2.), registered cover to England both bearing a nice mixture of pictorials used with fine strikes of the two different types of ‘HILLAH / REG.’ cds. and both with prov. blue/white reg. label (boxed Hillah hs.), minor
blemishes neverthless an attractive cover pair!
HILLAH (type KD2): 1919 (15.5.), registered ‘On Active Service’ envelope with 1a pair with poor ‘Hillah’ cds. and prov. blue/white reg. label (boxed Hillah hs.) adressed to England, and another cover
with 1a and 1/2a and same but better pmk. (1.1.1920) used to Quetta redirected to Lahore with several transitmarks on reverse, both covers with faults!
HILLAH (type KD2): 1922 (18.1.), 1a stat. envelope uprated with 2 x 1/2a with good ‘’Hillah’ cds.
adressed to Bannu with ‘Deraismail Khan’ transitmark on reverse (28.1.), vertical bend and minor
blemishes
HILLAH RAILWAY STATION (type KD2): 1920 (29.12.), stampless O.A.S. cover with good ‘HILLAH R.S.
(IRAQ)’ cds. on reverse adressed to Bombay, and a picture postcard with 1 1/2a on picture side used
with same but light postmark (18.6.25) to Paris, picture ‘The Lion and the ruins of Babylon’
HILLAH RAILWAY STATION (type KD2): 1920 (25.11.), stampless O.A.S. cover with good ‘HILLAH R.S.
(IRAQ)’ cds. on reverse adressed to Bombay, roughly opened on two sides

1759 HINAIDI (type KD1): 1920 (25.5. and 1.11.), two stampless O.A.S. covers with fine strikes of ‘HINAIDI
(IRAQ)’ cds. on reverse both adressed to Bombay, one cover with some faults otherwise fine
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P 1760 HINAIDI (type KD1 and R1): 1922 (24.3.), 1/2a stat. postcard uprated with 1/2a official used with

1761
P 1762

P 1763

P 1764

1765
1766

good ‘HINAIDI (IRAQ)’ cds. adressed to Baghdad West with printed message of ‘Mesopotamian Railways’ on reverse, and a registered backside of cover with 1a horiz. pair used with fine ‘HINAIDI (IRAQ)
/ REG.’ cds. abd blue/white prov. reg. label, scarce postmarks!
HINDIYAH BARRAGE (type D2): 1919 (2.12.), stampless cover with very fine strike of ‘HINDIA BARRAGE (IRAQ)’ cds. on reverse adressed to Bombay with arrival pmk. (18.12.), cover shortened at top otherwise fine, scarce postmark!
HINDIYAH BARRAGE (type D2): 1923 (9.5.), cover bearing King Faisal 15f only used with good ‘HINDIA
BARRAGE (IRAQ)’ cds. underpaid with several tax-markings incl. double-segment ‘HINDIA BARRAGE(IRAQ) / DUE / AS’ adressed to England with Baghdad transitmark on reverse, marginal faults and
some toning
HINDIYAH BARRAGE (type KD2): 1925 (17.5.), registered cover bearing 3a strip/3 with very fine strike
of ‘HINDIA BARRAGE (IRAQ)’ cds. and prov. blue/white reg. label adressed to Canada with several
transitmarks incl. Bagdad, London and Victoria/Canada, and another cover (13.11.1923) with a nice
mixture of pictorial stamps and very fine strike of same postmark adressed to USA, very attractive
cover pair!
HINDIYAH BARRAGE (type KD2): 1927 (1.2.), cover bearing pictorial stamps 4a on front and 1a pair
on reverse used with fine ‘HINDIA BARRAGE (IRAQ)’ cds. to Le Havre/France with printed ‘Overland
Mail, Baghdad-Haifa’ and Port Said transitmark, and an airmail cover (12.5.27) with single 6a used
with same postmark to England with Baghdad backstamp, both covers with faults!
HIT (type D2): 1920 (10.7.), stampless O.A.S. cover with fine strike of ‘HIT (IRAQ)’ cds. on reverse
adressed to Bombay with arrival pmk. (29.7.), earliest known date of this scarce postmark, cover with
minor blemishes
HIT (type D2): 1921 (16.10.), stampless O.A.S. cover with fine strike of ‘HIT (IRAQ)’ cds. on reverse
adressed to Bombay, earliest known date of 2nd period of usage of this scarce postmark!

P 1767 KADHIMAIN (type KD1): 1919 (24.4.), censored cover bearing 1a pair and single 1/2a with fine ‘KA-

ZIMAIN’ cds. adressed to Isfahan/Persia with transitmarks of Baghdad (25.4.), Kirmanchah (3.5.)
and Isfahan No.2 (2.6.), scarce and attractive cover!
P 1768 KADHIMAIN (type KD1 and KD2): 1921 (14.5.), cover bearing 1a pair and single 1/2a with fine ‘KAZIMAIN’ cds., and another cover (28.4.1928) bearing single 3a used with fine ‘KADHIMAIN’ cds. with
both covers adressed to Isfahan/Persia with arrival postmarks, nice cover pair with the two different
postmark types
1769 KADHIMAIN (type KD1): 1923 (3.2.), cover bearing single 3a with very fine ‘KAZIMAIN’ cds. adressed
to Isfahan/Persia with transitmarks of Baghdad (4.2.), Kirmanchah (11.2.) and Isfahan No.4 (26.2.),
scarce and attractive cover!
1770 KADHIMAIN (type KD2 and R2): 1929 (28.12.), registered cover bearing 3a pair on reverse with fine
‘KADHIMAIN / REG’ cds. and prov. blue/white reg. label, and another cover (25.1.1931) with single 3a
cancelled ‘KADHIMAIN’, both covers adressed to Isfahan/Persia with arrival postmarks, nice cover pair!
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P 1771 KERBALA (type D2): 1919/20, two covers bearing optd. 1/2a strip/5 (1.6.1920) or single + block/4
1772

1773
P 1774

P 1775
P 1776
1777

(19.12.1919) both with fine ‘KERBELA’ cds. adressed to Isfahan/Persia with transitmarks of Kirmanchah and Isfahan No.2, small faults nevertheless an attractive pair
KERBALA (type D3 and R2): 1923 (13.2.), registered cover bearing optd. 6a and 3a used with fine
‘KERBELA II / REG.’ cds. and prov. blue/white reg. label (Kerbelah II hs.) adressed to Isfahan/Persia
with arrival pmk. (5.3.), and two other covers (3.3.1927 and 3.9.1928) each bearing 1a strip/3 or
three singles both used with fine ‘KERBELA II’ cds. adressed to Isfahan or India with transit and arrival
postmarks, nice trio!
KERBALA (type KD2): 1921/31, three covers bearing optd. occ. stamps or single King Faisal 3a blue
all used with fine ‘KERBELA II’ cds. with two covers (1921) adressed to Isfahan/Persia and the third
cover (1931) adressed to India all with transit and/or arrival postmarks, nice trio!
KERBALA (type UP2): 1928/30, two covers incl. one by airmail with a nice mixture of pictorial stamps
cancelled with fine ‘KERBELA II’ cds. adressed to Isfahan/Persia with transit and/or arrival pmks.,
both underpaid with several tax-markings incl. double-segment ‘KERBELA II / DUE / AS.’, small blemishes but an unusual cover pair
KHANAQIN (type D1): 1919 (23.7.), cover bearing optd. 1a and 2 x 1/2a used with fine ‘KHANIQIN’
cds. adressed to Chicago (lower left corner cut out) and a stampless O.A.S. cover (31.3.19) with same
but poor postmark to Bombay (heavy toned and faults)
KHANAQIN (type D2 and KD3): 1922 (24.5.), 1/2a stat. postcard uprated with optd. 1/2a used with
very fine violet ‘KHANIQIN’ cds. adressed to India with arrival cds., and a cover front bearing single 15f
(King Faisal) used with very fine ‘KHANAQIN’ cds. dated 5DEC31 adressed to England, nice pair
KIRKUK (type D2): 1919 (6.3.) and 1921 (11.8.), two stampless O.A.S. cover with fine strikes of ‘Kirkuk’ cds. adressed to Bombay with arrival cds. or to England, minor faults
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1778 KIRKUK (type KD3 and D2): 1931 (21.3.), single 3a used on cover endorsed ‘Overland Via Beirut

P 1779

1780
P 1781
1782

Syria’ used with fine ‘Kirkuk’ cds. (KD3) to Los Angeles with Baghdad transitmark (21.3.), and a large
stampless O.A.S. cover with fine ‘Kirkuk’ cds. (D2) dated 20JUL20 adressed to Scotland (vertical folded and faults!)
KIRKUK (type KD3 and R2): 1923 (26.4.), registered cover front bearing optd. single 4a and 2 x 1a
with fine ‘KIRKUK / REG.’ cds. and prov. blue/white reg. label (boxed ‘Kirkuk’ hs.) adressed to London,
and two covers (5.4.1919 and 25.2.1931) with different stamps both used with good to fine ‘KIRKUK’
cds. to California or England (both with small faults), interesting trio!
KUFA (type KD3 and D3): 1932 (9.2.), King Faisal 3a upper marginal single used on reverse of cover
with two fine ‘KUFA II’ cds. (KD3 dated 9FEB32 and beside D2 dated 10FE32) adressed to Persia with
Teheran transitmark (21.2.), top right corner faults and some toning
KUT CAMP (type D2): 1920 (18.8.), stampless O.A.S. cover with very fine strike of ‘KUT CAMP (IRAQ)’
cds. adressed to Bombay with arrival pmk. (4.9.), minor marginal blemishes
KUT CAMP (type DY2): 1920 (12.12.), stampless cover with fine strike of ‘KUT CAMP (IRAQ) / DELX’
cds. and dateless ‘KUT S.O.’ transitmark adressed to Bombay, scarce and attractive cover!

1783 KUT CAMP (type KD2): 1920 (27.5.), stampless O.A.S. cover with fine ‘KUT CAMP (IRAQ)’ cds. adres-

P 1784

1785

1786
P 1787
P 1788

P 1789

80

sed to Bombay, and an official OHMS cover (21.7.22) bearing optd. 1a official stamps (vert. pair with
part of lower stamp missing) used with same postmark to Baghdad with ‘Lower Baghdad’ (25.7.) arrival cds. (backflap and marginal faults)
KUT (KUT TOWN) (type D3): 1920 (16.4.), registered cover of ‘M. G. Murad, Contractor, Baghdad’ bearing optd. occ. stamps with fine ‘KUT S.O.’ cds. and blue/white prov. reg. label adressed to England
with London transitmark on reverse (21.5.), and a 1/2a stat. postcard cancelled per favour with same
postmark dated 11MAR.21, nice pair!
KUT (KUT TOWN) (type KD2 and KD3): 1919 (14.3.), stampless O.A.S. cover with light ‘KUT S.O.’ cds.
(KD2 with time) adressed to Bombay with arrival cds. (repaired with front and backside stuck) and an
1a stat. envelope (18.3.23) uprated with 1a used with fine ‘KUT S.O.’ cds. (KD3 without time) locally
adressed (roughly opened at top)
MAHMUDIYAH (type D1): 1920 (4.9.), registered O.A.S. cover bearing optd. 1a vert. pair (for 2a registration fee, otherwise free of postage) used with very fine ‘MAHMUDIYAH (IRAQ’ cds. (earliest recorded date) adressed to Calcutta with arrival pmk. (25.9.), little shortened at left and some wrinkles
MAKINA (type KD2): 1920 (21.1.), special ‘Active Service’ envelope with very fine ‘MAKINAH (IRAQ)’
cds. (latest recorded date) on reverse adressed to Bombay with arrival pmk. (2.2.), and a bisected
occ. stamp used on small piece with very fine strike of same postmark dated 17DEC.19
MAKINA CAMP (type R2): 1920 (3.5.), registered cover front bearing optd. occ. stamps (4a, 3a, 1a
and 1/2a) with very fine ‘MAKINA CAMP / REG.’ cds. (earliest recorded date) and blue/white prov. reg.
label with red two-line bilingual ‘Makina Camp’ hs. adressed to England, very attractive and scarce
front!
MAKINA CAMP (type R2): 1920 (19.11.), stampless registered official OHMS cover with embossed
senders adress ‘Government of India’ used with fine ‘MAKINA CAMP / REG.’ cds. and blue/white prov.
reg. label adressed to Bombay with arrival pmk. (2.12.), faults
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P 1790 MAKINA CAMP (type R2): 1923 (26.2.), registered cover bearing optd. occ. stamps (3a, 2a and 1/2a)

with very fine ‘MAKINA CAMP / REG.’ cds. (latest recorded date) and blue/white prov. reg. label with
black two-line bilingual ‘Makina Camp’ hs. adressed to India with Ferrozepore arrival cds. on reverse
(10.3.), vertical bend and backside faults
P 1791 MAKINA CAMP (type KD2): 1920 (16.12.), stampless O.A.S. cover with very fine strike of ‘Makina
Camp’ cds. on reverse adressed to Bombay with three violet ‘M / 627’ markings, minor toning

1792 MAKINA CAMP (type KD2): 1923 (17.1.), airmail cover bearing optd. 8a + 1a used with fine ‘Makina
Camp’ cds. (latest recorded date) to England, heavy vertical bend and tonespots
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1793 MAKINA RAILWAY STATION (type KD2): 1919 (20.12.), special ‘Active Service’ envelope with part
1794
P 1795
P 1796
P 1797

1798

strike of ‘MAKINA RYSTN. (IRAQ)’ cds. on reverse adressed to Bombay with arrival pmk. (31.12.),
scarce postmark!
MAKINA RAILWAY STATION (type KD2): 1919 (16.10.), special ‘Active Service’ envelope with very fine
strike of ‘MAKINA RYSTN. (IRAQ)’ cds. on reverse adressed to Bombay with arrival pmk. (27.10.), scarce postmark!
MANDALI (type KD2): 1920 (10.2.), cover with 1a and 1/2a optd. occ. stamps used with fine ‘MENDALI’ cds. adressed to Bombay with arrival cds. on reverse (25.2.), nice cover!
MAQIL (type D3 and KD3): 1929 (17.1.), two picture postcards bearing single 1a or two 1/2a pictorials on picture side with good to fine ‘MAQIL’ postmarks (KD3) adressed to Belgium with other type of
‘MAQIL’ cds. dated 18JAN29 (D3), attractive pair!
MAQIL (type R3 and UP2): 1927 (15.7.), registered airmail cover bearing 8a + 1a definitives with very
fine strikes of ‘MAQIL / REG.’ cds. and large blue/white prov. reg. label adressed to England with
Basrah Reg. (15.7.) and Salisbury (25.7.) transitmarks on reverse, and an underpaid airmail cover
with 6a only used with very fine ‘MAQIL’ cds. (15.6.28) and several tax-markings incl. double-segment
‘MAQIL / DUE / AS’ and large ‘T’ endorsed ‘60c’ with 7 1/2d collected with postage due stamps on
arrival in England (small part of backflap missing), very attractive cover pair!
MAQIL (type KD1): 1919 (21.11.), stampless O.A.S. cover with very fine strike of ‘MA’QIL (IRAQ)’ cds.
on reverse adressed to Bombay with arrival pmk. (8.12.), scarce and attractive cover

1799 MAQIL (type KD1): 1919 (27.8.) and 1921 (11.3.), two stampless O.A.S. covers with fine strikes of
1800

P 1801
1802

P 1803

P 1804

‘MA’QIL (IRAQ)’ cds. on reverse being the earliest and latest recorded dates, adressed to Bombay with
arrival pmk. (5.9.) or to England, small faults!
MAQIL (type KD3): 1927 (15.4.), registered seamail cover bearing single 3a blue (faults) with fine
strike of ‘MAQIL’ cds. adressed to the Philippines (!) with Basrah transitmark on reverse (19.4., minor
tonespots and small tear at top), and two picture postcards with stamps on picture side (2.11.28 and
23.3.29) with fine postmarks of same type adressed to Belgium, nice trio!
MAQIL (type KD3): 1929 (10.12.), airmail cover bearing single 6a turquise with fine strike of ‘MAQIL’
cds. adressed to England with Basrah transitmark on reverse (10.12), part of backflap missing and
minor blemishes
MARSHALLS BRIDGE (type KD2): 1919 (15.9.), registered cover with 4a and 1/2a optd. occ. stamps
used with fine ‘MARSHALLS BRIDGE’ cds. (latest recorded date) and blue/white prov. reg. label adressed to USA with New York transitmarks on reverse (7./8.11.), little shortened at left and minor blemishes nevertheless a scarce and attractive cover!
MARSHALLS BRIDGE (type D2): 1920 (9.8.), registered cover with 1 1/2a pair and single 1/2a optd.
occ. stamps used with very fine ‘MARSHALLS BRIDGE / REG.’ cds. and blue/white prov. reg. label
adressed to Marqil/Mesopotamia with Upper Ma’Qil arrival cds. on reverse (16.8.), small part of
backflap missing nevertheless a scarce and attractive cover!
MOSUL (type D1): 1920 (18.6.), stampless O.A.S. cover with fine ‘Mosul’ cds. adressed to England,
very scarce and attractive cover!

P 1805 MOSUL (type D1): 1920 (21.6.), stampless O.A.S. cover with fine ‘Mosul’ cds. adressed to Poona/India with arrival pmk. on reverse (7.8.), light vertical bend otherwise fine, scarce cover!

P 1806 MOSUL (type R2): 1921 (9.9.) and 1923 (6.2.), two registered covers bearing single 4a or 1 1/2a

strip/4 with good ‘MOSUL / REG.’ cds. and prov. blue/white reg. label (black boxed Mosul hs.) adressed to England or USA with transit and arrival postmarks, one cover with several faults otherwise fine
P 1807 MOSUL (type R2): 1922 (16.3.), registered cover bearing optd. occ. 1a stamps (strip/5 on front and
pair on reverse) with fine strikes of ‘MOSUL / REG.’ cds. and blue/white prov. reg. label (black boxed
bilingual Mosul hs.) adressed to Denmark with Basrah and Busrah transitmarks and poor Kalundborg
arrival cds., roughly opened at top and marginal wrinkles but an unusual destination!
P 1808 MOSUL (type KD2): 1921 (10.10.), cover bearing 1a vert. pair used to India and picture postcard bearing 1a + 1/2a on picture side (13.4.23) used to Paris both with very fine strikes of ‘MOSUL’ cds.,
attractive pair!
1809 MOSUL (type KD4 and D2): 1931 (17.6.), airmail cover bearing four diff. definitives (total 13 1/2a)
with fine strikes of ‘Mosul’ cds. (KD4, with time) adressed to Derby/England with Baghdad transitmark on reverse (19.6.), and a faulty stampless service cover to India with good ‘Mosul’ cds. (D2,
2.6.1919) adressed to Bombay with arrival pmk. (16.6.)
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P 1810 MOSUL (type UP2): 1922 (27.2.), cover from Mosul to Australia prepaired for airmail but franked with

P 1811

1812
P 1813

1814

8a service stamp which a post official has noted ‘not admissible hence taxed, 1/3/22’ and tax-markings incl. ‘T’ and double-segment ‘MOSUL / DUE / AS.’ on front, earliest recorded date, minor toning
nevertheless an attractive cover
NAJAF (type D2 and KD3): 1919 (12.6.), censored cover bearing 1a pair and single 1/2a on reverse
of cover with fine ‘Najaf’ cds. (D2) adressed to Kirmanchah, and another cover (4.11.1928) with 1a
pair and single used with fine ‘Najaf’ cds. (KD3) to Persia (small tear at top), both covers with several
transit- and arrival postmarks, nice cover pair representing the different postmarks of Najaf
NAJAF (type D2): 1921 (18.8.), cover bearing single optd. 3a with fine ‘Najaf’ cds. adressed to Persia
with several transitmarks on both sides incl. Kergela II (19.8.), Bagdad (22.8.), Teheran (10.9.) etc.,
horiz. bend at top of cover otherwise fine
NAJAF (type D2): 1928 (2.7.), registered airmail cover with six 2a and single 1 1/2a stamps on reverse with fien ‘Najaf’ cds. and blue/white prov. reg. label (boxed Najaf hs.) used to England with Baghdad transitmark (small faults), and an incoming cover from Bath/England adressed to Najaf with
several redirections and ms. notices on front and a large quantity of postmarks on reverse!
NASIRIYAH (type D2): 1918 (1.8.) and 1919 (2.2.), two stampless O.A.S. covers both with fine ‘NASERIYEH’ cds. on reverse adressed to England, some wrinkles and faults
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P 1815 NASIRIYAH (type KD2): 1920 (24.11.), stampless O.A.S. cover to Bombay and 1920 (4.5.) cover with
P 1816

P 1817

1818
P 1819
P 1820
1821
1822

2 x 1a and single 1/2a stamp to Michigan both with very fine strikes of ‘NASERIYEH’ cds., very attractive cover pair!
QAIYARAH (type D1): 1921 (11.8.), stampless O.A.S. cover with fine ‘Qaiyarah’ cds. on reverse adressed to England with enclosed letter dated 9 August 1921 from Lt. H.D. Tucker with details of living in
a small camp on the bank of the River Tigris in summer heat of 129° F in the shade, unusual and
scarce cover form the Period of the Arab Rebellion! (T)
QALAT SALEH (type D2): 1916 (7.12.), incoming cover from India bearing KGV 1/2a pair adressed to
H. St. J. Philby (the famous explorer) at Basra arrived 23rd Dec. readressed to Qalat Saleh (30th and
31st Dec., earliest recorded date) and finally to Amara with arrival cds. dated 2nd January 1917,
violet ‘PASSED CENSOR KARACHI’ on front and 1/2a war & relief fund vignette of Bombay on reverse,
India
unusual and attractive cover!
QALAT SALEH (type D2): 1918 (18.3.), stampless O.A.S. cover with fine ‘Qalat Saleh’ cds. on reverse
adressed to India with arrival cds. on reverse (7.4.) and red ‘PASSED CENSOR D’ on front, scarce cover!
QALAT SALEH (type KD1): 1916 (26.9.), stampless O.A.S. cover with fine ‘Qalat Saleh’ cds. on reverse
(earliest recorded date) adressed to England, diagonal tear throught front side but looks fine from
reverse!
QIZIL ROBAT (type D1): 1919 (13.9.), stampless O.A.S. cover with very fine ‘Qizil Robat’ cds. on reverse adressed to Bombay with arrival cds. on reverse (26.9.), roughly opened at top otherwise fine and
scarce cover
QURNAH (type KD2): 1919 (9.10.), special ‘Active Service’ envelope with very fine ‘QURN’AH (IRAQ)’
cds. on reverse adressed to Bombay with arrival cds. on reverse (18.10.), roughly opened with tear in
centre of reverse side
RAMADI (type D3): 1923 (12.9. and 5.10.), two picture postcards with single 1a or 1/2a pair (on
picture side) used with fine ‘RAMADI (IRAQ)’ cds. adressed to Cairo, attractive pair!

P 1823 RAMADI (type R1): 1919 (14.6.), registered cover bearing opt. occ. stamps 3 x 1/2a + 2 x 1/4a with

very fine ‘RAMADI (IRAQ) / REG.’ cds. on reverse (earliest recorded date) and prov. blue/white reg.
label adressed to London and a backside of registered cover with same postmark dated 17FEB.20,
both items with some faults nevertheless an unusual and nice pair!
P 1824 RAMADI (type R1): 1920 (18.2.), registered O.A.S. cover bearing opt. occ. stamps 1a pair on reverse
with very fine ‘RAMADI (IRAQ) / REG.’ cds. (latest recorded date) and prov. blue/white reg. label adressed to England with Bagdad H.O. (20.2.) and London (26.3.) transitmarks, very attractive and scarce
cover
P 1825 RAMADI (type KD2): 1920 (7.12.), stampless O.A.S. cover with very fine ‘RAMADI (IRAQ)’ cds. on reverse adressed to Bombay with violet circular ‘M / 151’ on front, scarce cover!

1826 RAMADI (type KD2): 1920 (8.10.), stampless O.A.S. cover with very fine ‘RAMADI (IRAQ)’ cds. on reverse adressed to Bombay with circular ‘M / 1992’ on front, scarce cover!

1827 SERA (type KD2): 1919 (26.2.), special ‘Active Service’ envelope with very fine ‘SERA (IRAQ)’ cds. on

reverse (earliest recorded date) adressed to India with Kut S.O. transitmark and arrival pmk., faults
but a scarce postmark!
P 1828 SHAIBA RAILWAY STATION (type D2): 1921 (13.6.) and 1922 (13.4.), two covers bearing optd. occ.
stamps both used with good to fine ‘SHAIBA R.S. (IRAQ)’ cds. adressed to Madras or St.Louis/USA,
several faults!
1829 SHAIBA RAILWAY STATION (type KD2): 1920 (8.5. and 3.11.), stampless O.A.S. cover and special ‘Active Service’ envelope both with very fine ‘SHAIBA R.S. (IRAQ)’ cds. on reverse adressed to Bombay
(one with arrival pmk.), nice pair!
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1830 SHATTRAH (type D1): 1919 (6.11.), special ‘Active Service’ envelope with very fine ‘SHATTRAH (IRAQ)’
cds. on reverse adressed to Alwar/India with arrival pmk. (22.11., some wrinkles and minor toning
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P 1831 SHATTRAH (type D2): 1923 (2.4.), 1a stat. envelope uprated with 1a with very fine ‘SHATTRAH II

(IRAQ)’ cds. locally adressed to Naseriyeh with arrival cds. on reverse (4.4.), roughly opened at top
otherwise fine
1832 SHATTRAH (type D2): 1923 (2.4.), 1a stat. envelope uprated with 1a (on reverse) with fine ‘SHATTRAH
II (IRAQ)’ cds. locally adressed to Naseriyeh with arrival cds. on reverse (4.4.), roughly opened at top
and poorly repaired lower left corner
1833 SHERGAT (type KD2): 1923 (11.4.), airmail cover bearing 8a and 1a optd. occ. stamps with fine ‘Shergat’ cds. adressed to Scotland with Bagdad (12.4.) and Cairo (15.4.) transitmarks on reverse, minor
toning on top of cover otherwise fine
P 1834 SHERGAT (type KD2): 1923 (12.5.), 1a stat. envelope uprated 1a with very fine ‘Shergat’ cds. adressed to Baghdad with arrival cds. on reverse (14.5.), attractive envelope!

P 1835 SIBA (type R2): 1929 (3.6.), registered airmail cover franked 6a horiz. pair with very fine ‘SIBA / REG.’

cds. and prov. blue/white reg. label adressed to Kilmarnock/Scotland with arrival cds. on front (10.6.)
and Basrah transitmark (3.6.) on reverse, little shortened at top nevertheless a very attractive cover
P 1836 SIBA (type KD2): 1931 (14.1. and 19.11.), two airmail covers franked with single 6a pictorial stamp
used with good to fine ‘Siba’ cds. to England, both covers with printed ‘AIR MAIL / BASRAH-LONDON’
and Basrah transitmarks on reverse, some toning and one cover with small faults (vert. bend and
roughly opened at top)
P 1837 SULAIMANI (type KD1): 1920 (12.5.), registered cover franked 4a and 1/2a optd. stamps with very
fine ‘SULEIMANIYAH (IRAQ)’ cds. (earliest recorded date) and prov. blue/white reg. label addressed to
Boston/USA backstamped New York (25.6.) and Boston (28.6.), very attractive cover (T)
1838 SULAIMANI (type KD1): 1922 (21.2.), airmail cover front bearing three 3a optd. stamps with light
‘SULEIMANIYAH (IRAQ)’ cds. adressed to England, horizontal bend at top affecting the right stamp

P 1839 SUQ-AL-SHUYUKH (type KD1): 1916 (7.7.), India KGV 1/2a green single use on cover with good ‘SUK-

ESH-SHEYUKH’ cds. and violet ‘Passed Censor’ marking to Bombay (backstamped 31.7.), roughly
India
opened at bottom and some toning but a rare postmark!
P 1840 SUQ-AL-SHUYUKH (type KD1): 1916 (9.9.), India KGV 1/2a green optd. ‘I.E.F.’ block of four with very
India IEF
fine central ‘SUK-ESH-SHEYUKH’ cds. (latest recorded date), scarce and attractive block!

P 1841 TANNUMAH (type R2): 1919 (Nov.), registered O.A.S. cover bearing two optd. 1a stamps on reverse

with poor ‘TANNUMAH (IRAQ) / REG.’ cds. and prov. blue/white reg. label adressed to Lahore/India
with arrival cds. (24.11.), several faults incl. poorly repaired top of cover
P 1842 TANNUMAH (type R2): 1922 (18.11.), registered cover bearing two optd. 3a stamps with very fine
‘TANNUMAH (IRAQ) / REG.’ cds. (latest recorded date) and prov. blue/white reg. label adressed to
Basel/Switzerland with arrival cds. on reverse (10.12.), very attractive and scarce cover!
1843 TANNUMAH (type KD2): 1919 (19.12.), special ‘Active Service’ envelope with very fine ‘TANNUMAH
(IRAQ)’ cds. on reverse adressed to Bombay with arrival cds. (30.12.), nice cover!

1844 TANNUMAH (type KD2): 1920 (13.2.), special ‘Active Service’ envelope with very fine ‘TANNUMAH
(IRAQ)’ cds. on reverse adressed to Bombay with arrival cds. (25.2.), nice cover!

1845 TANNUMAH (type KD2): 1921 (15.12.), backside of cover bearing three 1a optd. occ. stamps with
very fine ‘TANNUMAH (IRAQ)’ cds., attractive piece!

1846 TANNUMAH (type KD2): 1922 (5.3.), cover bearing optd. 1a vert. pair on reverse with very fine ‘TAN-

NUMAH (IRAQ)’ cds. (latest recorded date) adressed to Indore with arrival cds. (5.4.), two vertical
bends beside the stamps otherwise a nice cover
P 1847 TEL AFAR (type D2): 1920 (4.10.), stampless official service cover with good ‘TEL AFAR (MOSUL)’ cds.
on reverse adressed to Bombay with Mosul transitmark (7.10.), faults!

P 1848 TUERIJ (type D2): 1920 (20.11.), stampless O.A.S. cover with very fine ‘TUERIJ (IRAQ)’ cds. on reverse
adressed to Bombay, roughly opened at top

P 1849 TUZ KHORMATU (type KD2): 1928 (13.7.), airmail cover to USA with pictorials 4a, 2a and 2 x 1a with

fine ‘Tuz Khormatu’ cds. and Baghdad transitmark on reverse (14.7.), and an airmail cover front with
2 x 3a blue and very fine of same postmark (8.8.1920) adressed to England, nice pair!
P 1850 UPPER MAQIL (type R2): 1919 (20.9.), registered O.A.S. cover bearing 1a vert. pair (for registration
fee) with very fine ‘UPPER MA’QIL (IRAQ) / REG.’ cds. and prov. blue/white reg. label on reverse adressed to Mauritius (!) with arrival pmks. Mauritius (22.11.) and Curepipe Road Mauiritus (24.11.), scarce postmark and very unusual destination!
P 1851 UPPER MAQIL (type R2): 1920 (Sept.), registered letter (Lettre Recommandée) 2 1/2a uprated with
1a stamp endorsed ‘On Active Service’ with fine ‘UPPER MA’QIL (IRAQ) / REG.’ cds. and prov. blue/
white reg. label adressed to India with Nagpur arrival cds. (8.10.20), minor blemishes
P 1852 UPPER MAQIL (type R2): 1922 (14.12.), registered cover bearing 3a and 3 x 1a (single + pair) with fine
‘UPPER MA’QIL (IRAQ) / REG.’ cds. and prov. blue/white reg. label on reverse adressed to Calcutta
with arrival pmk. (22.12.), minor blemishes
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P 1853 UPPER MAQIL (type KD2): 1919 (19.8.), stampless O.A.S. cover (Y.M.C.A.) with very fine ‘UPPER

MA’QIL (IRAQ)’ cds. on reverse adressed to Mauritius (!) with arrival pmks. Mauritius and Curepipe
Road Mauiritus (both 7.11.), scarce postmark and very unusual destination!
1854 UPPER MAQIL (type KD2): 1919 (8.11.), special ‘Active Service’ envelope with very fine ‘UPPER MA’QIL
(IRAQ)’ cds. on reverse adressed to Bombay with arrival pmk. (21.11.), scarce postmark!

1855 UPPER MAQIL (type KD2): 1922 (26.10.), backside of cover bearing three 3a optd. stamps with very
fine ‘UPPER MA’QIL (IRAQ)’ postmarks, attractive piece!

P 1856 ZAKHO (type D2): 1920 (26.1.), stampless O.A.S. cover with very light ‘ZAKHO (MOSUL)’ cds. on reverse adressed to England with Mosul transitmark (29.1.), horizontal bend at top and some toning
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P 1857 ZUBAIR (type D2): 1918 (28.7.), stampless O.A.S. cover with very fine ‘Zubair’ cds. on reverse adres-

sed to India redirected in India with several transitmarks and red ‘PASSED CENSOR / D’, minor blemishes

IRAN
see also 622, 1176, 1457, 1466, 1468/69, 2162, 3052, 4433

P 1858 1857: A late sent cover dated ‘1... SEP. 1857’ from BUSHIRE, PERSIA to Bombay from 1st Division,

with red ‘’FIELD FORCE PERSIA/1... SE 57’’ cds (Proud PD1 in use 26.2.57 - 17.9.57) and indistinct
strike of cds on back (Bombay arrival cds Giles type X1?). Additionally an Indian 2a lithographed
stamp was affixed later and ‘cancelled’ with a forged ‘’131’’ numeral. Nevertheless an interesting
cover. BPA and RPS certificate.
P 1859 1860 ca.: PERSIA, LINGA, India used abroad, registered cover to Bombay franked at back by QV ½a
and 2a tied by ‘’B’’ in square of bars, with ‘’LINGA JAN 15’’ despatch cds, rectangular framed ‘’REGISTERED/O. (Linga)/N. (542) W. (2)/D. ‘’ cachet, and ‘Bombay 2nd Dely. JAN.23’ cds, very fine.
P 1860 1870-76, Eight mint and used stamps first issue, few with closed margins and little different in quality, including Persiphila no. 5, 7, 8, 15, fine and fresh colors, an attractive lot for the specialist! All
signed Sadri or Heddergott BPP! (T)
P 1861 1870-76, Nine mint stamps first issue, most with closed margins, some thins or pin holes, minor
faults, fine and fresh colors, an attractive lot for the specialist! Most signed Sadri!

P 1862 1871-72, Portofreiheitsetiketten mit „Löwe & Schwert” in verschiedenen Farben mit Prägedruck
rückseitig auf drei Briefen und 10 verschiedene ungebrauchte Marken, ein seltenes Angebot (T)

P 1863 1875-746, Sets of the four ‘Lions’ on thick white paper, and the four ‘Shah Nasser-eddin’ stamps:

Lions 1ch and 2ch pin-perf, fine mint, 4ch orange (mint) and 8ch green (used) both imperfd (but
5, 6 u.a.
possibly cut pin-perf), and unused Shah series with parts of gum (fine except a faulty 10ch).
P 1864 1875, Lion issue 1 Kr. yellow, type B, mint without gum as issued, full to very wide margins, a
Pers. 9
scarce stamps, fine and fresh, certificate Sadri 2007
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P 1865 1876. 4-block of 1 chahi gray black. Setting DA/BC. Margins at right cut in. Mint. Original gum and
hinge traces. Sadri signature.

P 1866 1876. 10ch, double rate, from Yezd in 1877 (H 1295) addressed to Isfahan. The envelope is cut down
on the right causing perf defects. Two corner perfs short.

P 1867 1876. Lion 1ch gray black in 4-block, Mi No.14, mint w original gum, setting DA/BC w offset print on
bottom stamps. Persiphila certificate. (T)

P 1868
1869
P 1870
P 1871

1877. Official reprint of 1 chahi. Type C. Wide margins. Sadri signature.

(*)

1877. Official reprint of 1 chahi. Type D. Sadri signature.

(*)

270,2.500,100,80,-

1878, Re-engraved lion issue 1 Toman red bronze type A, with light cancellation, full to wide marPers. 28, Sc. 40
gins, large thin at center, a scarce stamp, certificate Sadri 2011
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1876. TETE-BECHE. 2 chahi black, vertical tete-beche, mint type B/C. Certificate (T)

P 1872 1878, Re-engraved lion issue 5 Kr. bronze red type C with part of ZENDJAN cancellation, little touched
at left, otherwise full to wide margins, a scarce and fine stamp, opinion Sadri 2008

P 1873 1878, Re-engraved lion issue 5 Kr. bronze red type A with part of MECHED cancellation, little touched
at right, otherwise full to wide margins, a scarce and fine stamp, opinion Sadri 2010

P 1874 1878, Re-engraved lion issue 5 Kr. bronze red type D with light cancellation, little touched on top,
otherwise full to wide margins, a scarce and fine stamp, opinion Sadri 2009

P 1875 1878, Re-engraved lion issue 1 Kr. carmine block of four, setting BD/CA with clear cancellation

“TEHERAN”, at bottom left perfs of an other stamps affixed, little touched at bottom right, otherPers. 26, Sc. 33
wise full to wide margins, a scarce and very attractive block, certificate Sadri 2011
P 1876 1878, Re-engraved lion issue 1 Kr. carmine block of four, setting BD/CA with clear cancellation
“YEZD 18/5”, little touched at top right, otherwise full to wide margins, a scarce and very attracPers. 26, Sc. 33
tive block, certificate Sadri 2011
P 1877 1878. Re-engraved 5 Kran golden, Lion, w violet unclear postmark. Persiphila certificate. (T)
28

P 1878 1878, Re-engraved lion issue 5 Kr. purple bronze type D, with clear part cancellation “TEHERAN”,
full to wide margins, a scarce and fine stamp, certificate Sadri 2008

P 1879 1878. Re-engraved Lion, 5 Kran golden, type A. Persiphila certificate.
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P 1880 1878. Lion Tete-Beche, vertical pair, of 1 kran yellow paper. Mi No. 25. Thin spots and a small cut.
BPA certificate. Scott $ 5250 (T)

P 1881
1882
P 1883
P 1884

Start
p

1878. 5 Kr red bronze, type B. Sadri signature.

29b

g

1878. 4 Kr ultramarine, cancelled Zendjan. Sadri signature.

26

g

1878. Re-engraved 5 Kran golden, type D, cancelled Hamadan. Signed Sadri.

28
1879, imperf blocks of six 1 Ch. to 10 Ch., reprints in other colors with red ovrpr. „OSES A.----”, totally 31 - 34 ND
U (6)
mint 24 stamps, issued without gum.

P 1885 1880, Nasser-eddin Shah issue imperf proof on yellow paper of 10 Sh. violet black in original colors in a corner margin block of four with full margins, very fresh, fine and scarce.
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P 1886 1885, Complete mint hinged set up to 5 K. dull violet, very fresh and fine set, Sc. catalogue value
970$

g

3.300,700,50,220,-

P 1887 1888, cover from Basrah to Bushire, franked on reverse by QV ½a tied by small squared ‘’BUSRAH/23 JL./88’’ cds, small Bushire arrival cds alongside, fine.

P 1888 1889. Parcel post receipt franked with 7-block of 5kr cancelled Teheran cds and addressed to

Hamadan in 1889 (H1307). Faint arrival cancellation on reverse. Only a few known parcel receipts with this issue. Rare usage.
P 1889 1890 ca., Parcel post receipt with block of six 5 Fr. rose-red and black, 1 K. grey, all tied by clear
“TEHERAN 20/3” cds., tiny file fold, postal documents with blocks of this issue are extremely
rare! A very fresh and attractive piece for the advanced collection! (T)
P 1890 1891. Waybill from Ardekan native cancellation tied to 10+10ch stamps in H 1311 (1893). No further
markings. Nice condition.
P 1891 1891, Complete proof set of 9 values in original colors on card with wide margins, no gum, very
fresh, fine and scarce.

1892 1892, Grossbritannien, (19.9.), QV 2 1/2d pale blue embossed oval stat. envelope (large size on very

thin paper) commercially used from JERSEY to Tauris/PERSIA with transitmarks incl. one russian cds.
U 12 B
on reverse, minor blemishes!
P 1893 1893 Shah Nasr-ed-Din 2½Ch stationery card, uprated with 1Ch black (1891 issue) cancelled by 71 Higgins and
Gage 4
Teheran cds. Scarce usage for mail abroad of this stationery.

P 1894 1894, January, british postal stationery reply-card,one penny Queen Victoria returned to London, UK
from „URMIA” (Or?m?yeh, Western-Aserbeidshan). Nice and clear, bilingual cancellation. RARE.

1894A 1894, 2 Kr. brown orange & pale blue on postal document clear cancelled, fine
Sc. 97
P 1895 1895/1905. 4 local covers, one w. 5ch rate from Lahidjan, H 1294 (1898) and Teheran tranist

P 1896
P 1897

P 1898
P 1899

P 1900
P 1901

marks, one from Yezd 1905 to Kazvin w. shield cancellations, two from Teheran, one of which has a
local postmark to Shiraz, the second 12ch double rate from Teheran Bazaar shield can. 1906 to Isfahan. (T)
1895 uprated 4ch stationery card, with full message, franked 1ch(1894 issue) tied by octagonal
RESCHT date handstamp. Showing transits Enzeli, Baku (Azerbaijan) cds transit and arrival Geneva
cds.
1896 postal stationery, 16 chahi rose, used registered, uprated with a 6-Block IMPERFORATE of
1889 issue cancelled at Tabriz 15/11 (96). The address is made by handstamp. On reverse two
different Paris cancellations dated 15 DEC 96 applied . Very rare imperforated usage and also
66(6)
late usage of this issue.
1896. POSTE LOCAL TABRIZ. Was used to collect extra revenue by the local authorities. A one
chahi stamp of 1897 issue used for postage. However, at least 2 chahi was necessary. Cancelled
94,I
Tabriz. Nice condition. Very carce usage.
1896, Mozaffer ed din Shah Qajar 5 Ch. + 5 Ch. red postal stationery answering card used complete
and tied by black oval Teheran ds., (Persiphila PC18), adressed to Germany with Hannover arrival
mark on front, full message on reverse, tiny toned, unseparated a very scarce and important stationery of early Iran Philately! (T)
1897, registered reply paid postal card from Daulat-Abad to Switzerland, 4c + 4c double card uprated
by 1c + 2c + 10c (outbound) and 1c (return), DAULAT-ABAD postmarks (in Kerman province), F.-V.F., a
rare cancel and a nice franking.
1898, 10 Pfg / 10 Pfg karmin Doppelkarte (etwas angetrennt) von GOERLITZ nach TAURIS PERSIEN
DR P 27
und wieder zurück. Hin - und zurück beförderte Doppelkarten außerordentlich selten !

P 1902 1899, Löwe 5 (Ch) gelb als Einzelfrankatur auf Brief von Kerman nach Teheran und Einschreibebrief

mit Sechserblock von Kaschan nach Teheran (selten), der Einschreibebrief hat Öffnungsmängel bzw.
kleine Eckausrisse.
P 1903 1900, Two attractive covers, one with 5 Ch. yellow tied by octogonal “BONAB” ds. to Tauris and registered cover with strip of four 5 Ch. yellow to Paris, on reverse arrival mark, few border crease, fine and
scarce pair
P 1904 1902 Imperial bank cover posted to Berlin, franked on reverse with a pair of 12ch, tied by Teheran
oval date handstamp, alongside Baku transit and Berlin arrival cds.
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P 1905 1902. Various values of the 1902 provisional issue used on waybill cancelled Tauris and sent to 150i,151i,153i,
Teheran. Nice six-color item. No further markings. Cut on top.

Start

156i,157i,158i

b

1.400,-

155,ii (2)

b

500,-

160 proof

(*)

2.000,-

Sc. 238

b

1.500,-

159I trial

(*)

1.000,-

Yv. 224 - 226

b

200,-

185-196 (4)

**/v

400,-

**

Gebot

GA

80,-

GA

60,-

Ak

80,-

*

280,-

GA

60,-

GA

60,-

185, 186(2),
194(5)

b

1.000,-

288-303

**

300,-

Proofs

(*)/**

P 1906 1902. Pair of 12ch with “small letters„ used on registered bank cover from Teheran to Berlin. Sent

P 1907
P 1908

P 1909

P 1910
P 1911

via Baku, transit mark 19/XI 1902 (Julian) with a German postmark as well. A registration cachet
applied plus a private REGISTERED in violet. Some cover faults and vertical crease not affecting the
stamp. Rare usage of the 12 ch small letters.
1902, black surcharge „5/KRANS” on 5 KRANS yellow/blue, cpl. Proof sheet of 24 with Number
„No.67959” at the top margin centered. Ungummed paper, extremly rare, neatly mounted on album leave from an exhibition collection. (MA1).
1902, 5 Chahis provisional issue for Teheran in type I (position 3) on cover (vertical crease) from
Meched via Teheran to Isfahan; manuscript «25 Zihadjeh 1319» (lunar calendar, 4 April 1902);
tied by «MECHED 15/3» (inverted day & transposed with month - as it happened commonly) with
an identical postmark alongside and «TEHERAN 16/4» arriving and «TEHERAN 17/4» departing
postmark. Certificate Mehrdad Sadri. (Persiphila #246)
1902 approx. Trial of surcharge „5 KRANS” on 50 KRANS red/blue similar to the metal-plates
surcharge 5 KRANS on yellow/blue (Issue for Teheran from 1902 Mi. 160, Yvert 157). The not issued 50 KRANS stamp, typ-set, value in upper capitals is a very rare stamp. 3 stamps of this trial
neatly mounted on album leave from a exhibition collection. (MA1).
1903, three different values of 1903 surcharged 4 Ch., 8 Ch. and 16 Ch. on four 5 Kr. silver & violet
stamps on a registered cover from Teheran to Paris, on reverse transit mark Baku and arrival, few
border crease, fine and scarce
1903, 1 Ch to 30 Kr. Schah Muzzafar ad-Din in blocks of four, mint NH (b/s some minimal yellow
spots) superb condition, very rare in never hinged! (M)

P 1912 1903, 50 Kr. grün Höchstwert Schah Mosaffar od-Din, tadellos postfrisch, in dieser Erhaltung sehr
selten. Katalogwert für ungebraucht bereits 400,- Euro.

197

P 1912A 1904, 3 ch. on 5 ch. postal stationery card with picture “Moschee in Rescht” used from “ENZELI” cds.
with transit mark BAKU to France with arrival mark, fine

P 1913 1904. A postal stationery card, 5 ch with ovpt PROVISOIRE uprated 1ch and addressed to Germany
about 1904. The card has an interesting picture.

P 1914 1906, Postcard with attractive mix franking between imperf provisional issue 3 Ch. green and perf

issue 2 Ch. grey surcharged “CONTROLE”, each tied by “TEHERAN” cds. to Emden/Germany with arrival mark, crease at right bottom and minor border faults, fine and scarce.
P 1915 1907, Complete mint hinged set up to 50 K. gold vermilion black, very fresh and fine set, 4 Kr. bright
Sc. 428 - 445
yellow short perf on top, Sc. catalogue value 650$

P 1916 1908, 5 Ch. rose postal stationery card used uprated with 5 Ch. violet brown and tied by “OURMIAH
20/3/14” cds. to Germany, few small spots, scarce cancellation and fine

P 1917 1908, 5 Ch. rose postal stationery card tied by oval MESHED ds. to Cape Colony South Africa with
arrival mark, tiny border faults, very scarce destination

P 1918 1909. Receipt for 22kr from the Ministry of Customs and Post dated 4/1 1909 on behalf of the

post for handling 30 boxes. On reverse a total amount of stamps for 50 kr 5 chahi applied cancelled by violet Teheran cds and date inverted. Scarce.
P 1919 1909, 1 ch. orange/red-brown - 30 kr. gold/olive-brown, complete set with 16 stamps, mint never
hinged, very fine
P 1920 1909, Coat of Arms issue imperf proofs of 7 values in original colors with wide margins, lower
values no gum, 30 Kr. full gum, very fresh, fine and scarce.

P 1921 1910, Service Lion 10 Ch green deep violet silver, mint hinged, unissued stamp with inverted center,
plus normal unissued stamp mh, each vertical watermarked paper, very fine and scarce.

P 1922 1910, Service Lion 13 Ch emerald deep blue silver, mint hinged, unissued stamp with inverted center, plus normal unissued stamp mh, each vertical watermarked paper, very fine and scarce.

1923 1910, Service Lion 2 Ch green violet-brown silver, mint hinged, unissued stamp with inverted center,
plus normal unissued stamp mh, each vertical watermarked paper, very fine and scarce.

P 1924 1910, Lion issue 6 Ch brown redbrown gold, mint hinged, unissued stamp with inverted center, plus
normal unissued stamp mh, each vertical watermarked paper, very fine and scarce.

1.250,-

*

250,-

*

250,-

*

250,-

*

250,-

*

250,-

b

250,-

b

600,-

1925 1910, Service Lion 26 Ch green deep green silver, mint hinged, unissued stamp with inverted center,

plus normal unissued stamp mh, each vertical watermarked paper, very fine and scarce, signed Sadri.
P 1926 1911-12, Two franked covers from Kazvin and Sultanabad with censormarks KAZVIN & “C ARAK” in
violet, fine and attractive pair.

P 1927 1912, Issue from the insurgents in the area occupied by the troops of the discharged Shah Moham-

mad Ali. Cover from Sanadadsch ”SENNEH 4.IV.12„ franked on reverse with 6 Ch. grey/carmine overprinted with boxed two lines . „Sultan Mohammed Ali Shah Kadschar”. Arrival „”HAMMADAN (ARRI342
VEE) 7.IV12.„ A RARE cover
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Start

P 1928 1912, Cover from Senneh (Sanandadj) to Hamadan, franked with 6 ch Ahmad Shah short vignette

perf. 11,5, handstamped Al-Soltan Mohammad Ali Shah Qajar (reportedly only 128 copies were
used), tied by SENNEH 12 IV 12 postmark with a similar postmark alongside as well as HAMADAN
(ARRIVEE) 21.IV.12 receiving postmark & violet blue Control handstamp, Letters adressed to Hamadan were being delivered but the cover was being confiscated by the post office. Certificate Mehrdad
309
Sadri. (T)
P 1929 1915, Five used values each surcharged 1334 or 1335, two on piece, three signed Sadri, scarce
stamps, most fine, hcv.

b

400,-

d/g

250,-

Sc. 542 (4)

**

500,-

363-79

d

180,-

*
*

270,80,180,-

b

100,-

b
**

180,270,-

b

150,-

b

1.600,-

b

250,-

(*)

150,-

b

60,-

b

2.000,-

b

600,-

b

900,-

b

800,-

*

400,-

g
*

130,270,-

GA

400,-

GA

400,-

GA

850,-

P 1930 1915, 12c on 13c. surcharged block of four, mint never hinged with full original gum, a very fine and
scarce block, signed Sadri

P 1931 1915, over 40 pieces of some values, also higher ones, of the coronation issues incl. overprints Novembre 1918 used on barnamehs or parcel receipts. (M)

P 1932 1915. PRINTED ON BOTH SIDES, 10 values of the Coronation issue. 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 9, 10, 12, 24 chahis
and 2kr.

1933 1915. Inverted. Three values 2, 3, and 24 chahis.Two MNH. One with hinge marks.
364-65, 371
P 1934 1915. PRINTED BOTH SIDES. 4-blocks of 3 & 6ch, Unused
365, 367
P 1935 1916, 6 Ch. rs. auf zwei Bedarfsbriefen von SENNEH mit zweisprachigem, persisch / russischem
Zensurstempel.

P 1936 1916, 2 Ch. rot / braun, 12 Ch. grün / ultramarin und 4 Kr. ultramarin / schwarz (Paar) auf Paket- 305, 313,
karte von TAURIS nach BUKAREST, Rumänien, seltene Frankatur. (T)

320 (2)

P 1937 1916. „1334” in Arabic script overprinted, MNH.
397-400
P 1938 1916 censored cover, franked with 6ch (1911 issue) tied by HAMADAN (BAZAR) cds, various transit
marks alongside to boxed bilingual (Russian & Iranian) censor. Attractive cover .

*

P 1939 1917, Two covers from Teheran to Senneh with rectangular censor marks “OBSERVED BY MILITA-

RY CENSOR OF KURDISTAN” in blue and violet, Eftekhar cat. value each 4.500,- copy enclosed,
fine and a very scarce pair!
P 1940 1918-19, Two covers with censormarks DUNSTER FORCE & HORPERFORCE, one with additional charity stamp and postage due, shortened and minor faults, fine pair.

P 1941 1918, Freimarken, kompletter Satz mit Aufdruck der Jahreszahl in persisch, tadellos ungebraucht
ohne Gummierung.

423-29

P 1942 1918, 5 Ch. Freimarken 1911, bildseitige Einzelfrankatur auf Ansichtskarte von „Meched” (Mashad)
P 1943

P 1944
P 1945
P 1946

nach Bombay/Indien, mit ovalem violettem Zensurstempel „PASSED BY CENSOR / QUETTA” sowie
308
diverse Transitstempel, Altersspuren, ein interessanter Beleg!
1919, Cover from Senneh to Hamadan franked with provisional issue tied by all arabic censor
mark “SANSUR KURDISTAN” in black, british military censor in blue alongside, tiny shortened at
right, Eftekhar (KD8) cat. value each 5.000,- copy enclosed, fine and very scarce postal history,
certificate Sadri! (M)
1920, Cover from Recht to Teheran franked with 6 Ch. brown green, censored by iranian government
censor inspection No.8, little toned at border, fine and very scarce! (M)
1920, Cover from Lahidjan via Recht to Kazvin franked with 6 Ch. brown green, censored by communist rebel forces and resealed with paper tape, boxed handstamp “POST OF THE SOVIET REPUBLIC OF
IRAN”, little gum toned, fine and very scarce, certificate Sadri! (M)
1921, Cover with two stamps surcharged issue “21.FEV.1921” from Teheran, 6 Ch. with inverted Pers. 633,
635a Sc. 635,
surcharge variety, very fine and scarce on a not postally used cover, certificate Sadri! (M)

637 var.
P 1947 1921, 3 Ch. to 5 T. coronation day Ahmad Schah Kadschar with impr. „SPECIMEN”, mint LH (3 Ch Mi.
449-59,Sc.635without gum), very rare!, certificate Sadri.
45,Pers.633-43

P 1948 1921. Unauthorised revolutionary stamps from the Gilan uprising. The leader Mirza Kuchek Khan

established the Soviet Republic of Iran and issued their own stamps, four different values, during a
short period. 3, 6, 12 and 24 chahi all used.
P 1949 1922. CONTROLE ovpt. Mint values of 10, 20 and 30 Kran. Traces of hinges.
476-78

P 1950 1923, PS card 2 Ch. on 5 Ch. carmine used from Senneh to Hamadan tied by all arabic censor mark

“SANSUR DJUMHURI TALBAN GARB” (censor pro-republic of the west) in deep violet, fine and scarce
postal history! (M)
P 1951 1923, PS card 2 Ch. on 5 Ch. on 2 Ch. green used from Teheran to Hamadan tied by all arabic censor
mark “SANSUR DJUMHURI TALBAN GARB” (censor pro-republic of the west) in deep violet, fine and
scarce postal history! (M)
P 1951A 1925, Design STOCKHOLM “18 Chahis Perse” International Reply Coupon in a block of 4. This block
belongs to the rarest postal stationery and is a key item of any exhibition collection. The importance
and real value is still very much underestimated. A highlight of every postal stationery or country
collection. This offer comes from the KING FUAD collection. In private hands this block of 4 is probably
UNIQUE! (T)
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P 1952 1925. The first Pahlavi issue with overprint on a fiscal issue same year. All 6 values represented on
cover cancelled Teheran and addressed locally. (T)

508-13

P 1953 1925, Erstflug Teheran - Meched, Brief mit rotem Zudruck „Premier Vol Postal Téhéran-Meched” und
Erstflug Meched - Teheran auf Brief mit grünem Zudruck „Premier Vol Postal Meched-Téhéran”.

P 1954 1926, “Regne de Pahlavi 1926” surcharged stamps, different values on two covers, one registered,
fine pair

1955 1926, “Regne de Pahlavi 1926” surcharged stamps, different values on three covers, one registered,
fine group

Start
b

180,-

e

100,-

b

70,-

b

70,-

b
*

100,60,450,-

b

150,-

**

1.200,-

**

1.200,-

**

500,-

*

P 1956 1926, Sultanabat, markenloser Vordruck-Einschreibebrief (senkrecht gefaltet) nach Teheran mit
schwarzem Barfrankierungsstempel, rückseitig Abgangsstempel und Ankunftstempel „Teheran
12.V.26”, ein dekorativer Beleg!

1956A 1926, two 1 Kr and one 10 Ch with overprint reverse on R-letter to Germany 1927
525 (2), 523
P 1957 1927. 1st air mail issue w ovpt POSTE AERIENNE, 1ch - 30kr. Hinge spots. Certificate Persiphila. (T)
P 1958 1930, airmail 3 ch., 12 ch., 15 ch and 1 kr. and R. Pahlavi 10 ch, 12 ch. and 24 ch. tied by cds. „TE- 599, 605-607,
HERAN 17.XI.” to registered airmail cover to Zürich with arrival mark, fine

586, 587, 589

P 1959 1931, Reza Shah Pahlavi 6 Ch. block of four with shifted center, bottom margin, mint never hin- Sc. 763, Mi.
ged with full original gum, a very fine and scarce variety

617
P 1960 1931, Reza Shah Pahlavi 3 Ch. block of four with shifted center, bottom margin, mint never hin- Sc. 762, Mi.
ged with full original gum, a very fine and scarce variety
616
P 1961 1931, Reza Shah Pahlavi 2 Ch. vertical pair with shifted center, top stamp mint hinged with full origi- Sc. 761, Mi.
nal gum, a very fine and scarce variety
615
P 1962 1933, 5 D to 5 R Reza Schah Pahlavi looking to left side (45 D, 50 D, 60 D, 3 R missing), totally 11 625-8,632-7,
stamps with blue imprint „SPECIMEN”, mint NH.
639 SPECIMEN

b

P 1963 1938. 50 Dinar AIR MAIL card, mint, rare.
P
P 1964 1945-51, Three covers with rare frankings of Reza Shah Pahlevi including registered air mail from

GA/f

170,150,-

b

70,-

P 1965 1945, AZARBAIJAN PROVINCE surcharged issue (Russians Pupped Government), 14 mint stamps,

**/*/
(*)

400,-

795-810

**

150,-

795-810 (2)

**

180,-

GA

60,-

**

100,-

**

800,-

**

80,60,-

Kermanchah and censor WW II, fine group

few no gum, a scarce set, certificate Sadri (M)

P 1966 1949/50, Freimarken ‘Mohammad Reza Schah Pahlavi und Bauwerke’ kompletter Satz postfrisch
mit üblichen Gummi, selten! Mi. € 650,--

P 1967 1949/50, Freimarken ‘Mohammad Reza Schah Pahlavi und Bauwerke’ kompletter Satz in senkr.
oder waagr. Paaren, postfrisch mit teils Mängeln (Gummi etc.) u.a. 30 R. und 50 R., (Mi. € 1.300,--)

P 1968 1953, 25 D. brown blue postal stationery card used uprated with 50 D. air mail issue and light cancelled from Rechte to Switzerland, tony toned at border, fine and scarce

P 1969 1957/58, Freimarken ‘Mohammad Reza Schah Pahlavi’ kompletter Satz postfrisch mit üblichen
Gummiunebenheiten, Mi. € 450,--

999-1015

P 1970 1957, Schah Mohammed Resa Pahlevi kompletter Satz in postfrischen Viererblöcken, Gummi origi-

nal mit üblichen getönten Streifen, bei einigen Werten minimal durchscheinend, sehr seltener Satz,
Mi. 999 - 1015
Michel Katalogwert 1.600,-++ (T)

P 1971 1958/60, Freimarken ‘Mohammad Reza Schah Pahlavi’, 16 verschiedene Werte (mit 100 R. grün
und 200 R. karminrosa) postfrisch mit üblichen Gummiunebenheiten, Mi. ca. € 400,--

ex 1030/60

1972 1959, Aerogramm Nr.4 ungebraucht mit grünem statt blauen Rand um Wertzeichen
P 1973 1959, Aerogramm Nr.4d ungebraucht mit Wertzeicheneindruck kopfstehend auf Rückseite, sehr sel-

GA

P 1974 1959, Aerogramm Nr.4e ungebraucht mit Doppeldruck des Wertzeichens
P 1975 1966, Schah Mohammed Resa Pahlevi & ruins of Persepolis color trial proof, mnh block of six without

GA

70,60,-

**

800,-

GA

260,-

g

250,-

35-45 (3)

**

100,-

Mi. Zz. 15 K (4)

**

1.500,-

b

100,-

ten (leichter Einriss rückseitig)

value, corner margin, perf.13 unwatermarked paper, very fine and scarce, certificate

GA

Proof

P 1976 Service postal stationery tied by boxed all farsi “MECHANA / FREE” cancellation for official use, cancelled Khot & Tabriz, tiny paper adhesive on front, (Persiphila PCS1, Type 1b), fine and very scarce

IRAN - DIENSTMARKEN
P 1977 1940/42, Dienstmarken Wappenzeichnung 14 Werte gebraucht auf altem Albumblatt. (M)

IRAN - PAKETMARKEN
P 1978 1958, Paketmarken ‘Posthorn im Zierrahmen’ kompletter Satz in waagrechten Dreierstreifen, postfrisch, Mi. € 360,-- +

IRAN - ZWANGSZUSCHLAGSMARKEN
P 1979 1957, Tuberkulosehilfe 50 D. Viererblock mit kopfstehendem Mittelstück “LÖWE & SCHWERT”;
postfrisch, Wz. 3, minimale Gummibüge, ansonsten tadellos, sehr seltene Einheit!

IRAN - BESONDERHEITEN
P 1980 „AZHAR 12 VII 10” on pair 1 Pia on envelope (b/s upper flap missing) from the Persian embassy in
Cairo to Persian embassy in Constantinople.
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Start

ISRAEL
P 1981 1948, 20 und 65 Mills auf Luftpostbrief aus TEL-AVIV nach Johannesburg, dabei die 20 Mills mit
stark nach unten verschobener blauer Farbe des Schriftbandes.

13 var,14

P 1982 1948, 5 M und 10 M (L 11) beide mit TAB auf bedarfsgebrauchter Avis de Reception von „RISHON LE 2 A TAB, 3 xA
TSIYON 13 8 48” nach Frankreich, TABs auf Avis sind sehr selten!

TAB

P 1983 1949, Jüdische Feiertage, 3 Werte kpl. mit Tab, postfrisch. (Mi. € 950,-)
19/21
P 1984 1950, Unabhängigkeit 2 Jahre, kpl. Ausgabe (2 Werte) mit Tab, postfrisch. (Mi. € 650,-)
30/31
P 1985 1952, 220 Pr. Inauguration of Z.O.A. House, two UNITS with orginal SIGNATURE of stamp-designer:

b

150,-

b

300,200,130,-

**
**

block of four on FDC (righ upper corner) and stripe of five (all from bottom of sheet with TABs), both
72 (9)
**/FDC
units with orginal devotment and signature from the stamps-designer on front, SCARCE!! (T)
P 1985A 1956, AIR MAIL 750m brown handpainted large format artwork showing air plane and papyrus on
thick card with grey backing, very scarce and attractive showpiece, at right original stamp with full tab
Essay Mi138
f
and first day cancellation, signed by the designer Hamori (M)

80,500,-

JAPAN
see also 8337, 8368

P 1987 1871, dragons plate I on native laid paper: 48 mon, 100 mon, 200 mon, unused no gum as issued

(*)

400,-

1I (2), 4I

g/d

150,-

1Ix

SPEC

120,-

1Ix; JSCA 1b

(*)

150,-

1Ix; JSCA 1b

(*)

150,-

1Ix

(*)

P 1993 1871, dragons 48 mon brown pl. I pos. 32 on native wove paper, all sides large margins
1Ix
P 1994 1871, dragons 48 mon brown pl. I pos. 8 (corner margin copy) with respective official pinhole, on

(*)

100,120,-

(*)

100,-

g/p

300,-

g/p

450,-

(*)/g

250,-

g/(*)

120,-

(Michel cat. 1400.-)

1I, 2Iy, 3Iy

P 1988 1871, dragon 48 mon pl. I (2, signed Krüger (the dealer) and PAPE resp. Richter) resp. 500 mon pl. I,
each with made-cover fake-cancels, on 48 mon signed

P 1989 1871, dragons 48 mon brown pl. I on native wove paper, bottom full- otherwise large margins, ovpt.
“mihon” (specimen), very clean condition

P 1990 1871, Dragon, 48m red brown, plate 1, wove paper, position 16, without gum as issued, fresh color,
large even margins, Very Fine, signed. (JSCA 50.000 yen; Scott 1a)

P 1991 1871, Dragon, 48m red brown, plate 1, wove paper, position 30, without gum as issued, fresh color,
large margins all around, extremely Fine. (JSCA 50.000 yen; Scott 1a)

P 1992 1871, dragons 48 mon plate 1 on native wove paper, bottom full- otherwise large margins, top left
official pinhole, unused no gum as issued

native wove paper, top left thin and backed, unused no gum as issued (Michel cat. 450.-)

1Ix

P 1995 1871, dragons 48 mon brown plate 1 on native wove paper, a vertical pair pos. 4-8, margins: at

right,pos. 4 partially touched to cut-in, otherwhise full, threesides large margins, canc. by large Ken1Ix (2)
sazumi type. (JHES for used pair laid paper y120.000)
P 1996 1871, dragons 48 mon brown pl. I, a vertical pair, native wove paper canc. fancy „Fukuoka Yamae
1Ix (2)
postal agency”, clean condition (JHES cat. y160.000)
P 1997 1871, dragons 48 mon brown pl. 1 (3): pos. 5 resp. pos. 38, on native laid paper, unused no gum as
1Ix, 1Iy (2)
issued; pos. 39 on native wove paper, used, in mixed condition. (Michel cat. 1300.-)

P 1998 1871, mon dragons with slight faults to faults: 48 Pl. 1 pos. 19 on native wove paper with large KSZ
cancel; the rest unused no gum as issued: 100 mon pl. 1 pos. 24 laid; 500 mon pl. 1 laid

1Ix, 2Iy, 4Iy

P 1999 1871, dragons 48 mon: light brown pl. 1 pos. 25, on native laid paper, thin on reverse and backed

tear; and dark brown pl. 2 pos. 6, on native laid paper, one margin touched and tiny hole, both unused
1Iy, 1IIy
no gum as issued (Michel cat. 950.-)
P 2000 1871, Dragon, 48m reddish brown, plate 1, laid paper, without gum as issued, ample margins, fresh,
1Iy; JSCA 1a
Very Fine. (JSCA 45.000 yen; Scott 1)

(*)

200,-

1Iy

(*)

100,-

1Iy

(*)

120,-

1Iy, 1II

(*)

100,-

SPEC

100,-

(*)

300,-

(*)

120,-

1IIy; JSCA 1d

(*)

100,-

1IIy; JSCA 1e

(*)

150,-

P 2001 1871, dragons 48 mon brown plate 1 pos. 36 on native laid paper, all sides large to very large margins, bit thin on reverse, unused no gum as issued (Michel cat. 550.-)

P 2002 1871, dragons 48 mon brown pl. I pos. 25, on native laid paper, left full- otherwise large margins,
unused no gum as issued (Michel cat. 350.-)

P 2003 1871, dragons 48 mon (2) both unused NG as issued: pl. I native paper top touched, pl. II torn mounted on piece (Michel cat. 1000.-)

P 2004 1871, Dragon, 48m reddish brown, plate 1, laid paper, mihon (specimen) overprint, without gum as
issued, deep rich color, ample margins, Very Fine. (JSCA 45.000 yen as normal; Scott 1 var)

150,-

1Iy; JSCA 1a

P 2005 1871, dragons on native wove paper, unused no gum as issued: 48 mon dark brown pl. II right full-

otherwise large margins; 100 mon blue pl. I, on reverse top left tiny rubbing, all sides large margins
1IIx, 2Ix
(Michel cat. 1200.-)
P 2006 1871, dragons 48 mon brown plate 2 pos. 2 on native laid paper, a top margin copy w. all sides large
1IIy
margins, unused no gum as issued (Michel cat. 550.-)

P 2007 1871, Dragon, 48m brown, plate 2, laid paper, position 15, without gum as issued, excellent color,
margins almost all around (just touching at top right), Fine. (JSCA 50.000 yen; Scott 1c)

P 2008 1871, Dragon, 48m dark red brown, plate 2, laid paper, without gum as issued, deep rich color, ample
margins, Very Fine. (JSCA 60.000 yen; Scott 1 var)
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P 2009 1871, dragons 48 mon dark brown plate 2 pos. 16 on native laid paper, corner full- otherwise large
margins, unused no gum as issued (Michel cat. 550.-)

1IIy

(*)

120,-

1IIy

(*)

120,-

1IIy

(*)

150,-

2Ix

(*)

100,-

2Ix

(*)

120,-

2Iy

(*)

80,-

2Iy; JSCA 2a

(*)

100,-

2Iy; JSCA 2a

(*)

100,-

2Iy; JSCA 2a

(*)

100,-

2Iy; JSCA 2a

(*)

100,-

2Iy; JSCA 2b

(*)

150,-

2Iy

(*)

120,-

2Iy

(*)

100,-

2Iy (2)

(*)

140,-

2Iy

(*)

100,-

2Iy

(*)

100,-

2Iy

g

120,-

2Iy, 3Iy

g

300,-

2IIy

(*)

100,-

3

b

100,-

3Ix; JSCA 3d

(*)

150,-

3Ix

(*)

100,-

3Ix

(*)

120,-

3Ix

(*)

130,-

(*)

180,-

(*)

200,-

3Ix

g

250,-

3Iy; JSCA 3c

(*)

150,-

3Iy; JSCA 3c

(*)

150,-

3Iy; JSCA 3d

(*)

200,-

P 2010 1871, dragons 48 mon brown pl. II pos. 7 on native laid paper, unused no gum as issued, signed
Pfenniger (Michel cat. 550.-)

P 2011 1871, dragons 48 mon brown pl. II pos. 30, on native laid paper, bottom lupe- to large margin, otherwise large margins, unused no gum as issued (Michel cat. 550.-)

P 2012 1871, dragons 100 mon blue pl. 1 pos. 12, on native wove paper, top cut in, bottom full- resp. two
sides large margins, unused no gum as issued (Michel cat. 550.-)

P 2013 1871, 100 mon blue plate 1 pos. 7 on native wove paper, all sides large margins, unused no gum as
issued, signed Gebr. Senf and Pfenninger (Michel cat. 550.-)

P 2014 1871, dragons 100 mon blue plate 1 on native laid paper, bottom full- otherwise large to very large
margins, thin on reverse, unused no gum as issued (Michel cat. 350.-)

P 2015 1871, Dragon, 100m blue, plate 1, laid paper, without gum as issued, margins all around, bright and
fresh, F.-V.F. (JSCA 43.000 yen; Sc. 2)

P 2016 1871, Dragon, 100m blue, plate 1, laid paper, without gum as issued, 4 margins, deep rich color, F.V.F. (JSCA 43.000 yen; Sc. 2)

P 2017 1871, Dragon, 100m blue, plate 1, laid paper, without gum as issued, ample margins, rich bright color, Very Fine. (JSCA 43.000 yen; Scott 2)

P 2018 1871, Dragon, 100m blue, plate 1, laid paper, without gum as issued, margins all around, bright color,
Fine. (JSCA 43.000 yen; Sc. 2)

P 2019 1871, Dragon, 100m dark blue, plate 1, laid paper, without gum as issued, ample to huge margins,
deep rich color, Very Fine. (JSCA 65.000 yen; Sc. 2 var)

P 2020 1871, dragons 100 mon blue plate 1 pos. 23 on native laid paper, right full- to large, otherwise large
margins, unused no gum as issued (Michel cat. 350.-)

P 2021 1871, dragons 100 mon blue plate 1 pos. 13, on native laid paper, top lupe- to full- otherwise full to
large margins, unused no gum as issued (Michel cat. 350.-)

P 2022 1871, dragons 100 mon blue pl. 1 on native laid paper (2), both slight faults, inc. pos. 2 w. 2 mm tear
(backed), unused no gum as issued (Michel cat. 700.-)

P 2023 1871, dragons 100 mon blue plate 1 pos. 36 on native laid paper, all sides full margins, unused no
gum as issued (Michel cat. 350.-)

P 2024 1871, dragons 100 mon blue plate 1 on native laid paper, two sides full- otherwise large margins,
unused no gum as issued (Michel cat. 350.-)

P 2025 1871, dragons 100 mon blue plate 1 pos.18, on native laid paper, all sides large to VL margins, canc.
unclear boxed fancy cancel, two 1.5 mm tears (Michel cat. 350.-)

P 2026 1871, dragons native laid paper: 100 mon pl. I and 200 mon pl. I (this clear detailed middle period
printing), both canc. part large Kensazumi, 100 mon signed R. F. Engel (Michel cat. 900.-)

P 2027 1871, dragons 100 mon blue plate 2 pos. on native laid paper, canc. intaglio ”(Sa)kai„, left lupe
margin to touched, bottom very large-, otherwise full margins, closed tear (Michel cat. 750.-)

P 2028 1871, 200 mon canc. fake cancel „Fujiyoshi” mounted on genuine 1887 cover Aomori to Yokohama,
so called „made-cover”, formerly lot 2107 of Mai 1933 Koehler auction Berlin, signed Richter.

P 2029 1871, Dragon, 200m vermilion, plate 1, wove paper, without gum as issued, rich color, clear margins,
Fine. (JSCA 90.000 yen; Scott 3a)

P 2030 1871, dragons 200 mon vermilion pl. 1, on native wove paper, rounded corner RC, otherwise large to
VL margins , unused no gum as issued, signed Richter and Pfenninger (Michel cat. 850.-)

P 2031 1871, dragons 200 mon vermilion pl. 1 pos. 12, on native wove paper, top lupe margin and slightly
touched top right, otherwise full to large margins , unused no gum as issued (Michel cat. 850.-)

P 2032 1871, dragons 200 mon vermilion pl. 1 pos. 34, on native wove paper, two sides full- otherwise large
margins, unused no gum as issued, signed Dr. Pirl (Michel cat. 600.-)

Start

P 2033 1871, dragons 200 mon vermilion plate 1 pos. 33 (bottom left corner margin) on native laid paper,

two sides full- otherwise large to very large margins, unused no gum as issued, signed Pfenninger
3Iy
(Michel cat. 850.-)
P 2034 1871, dragons 200 mon vermilion pl. I, native wove paper, bottom full- otherwise full to large margins,
3Ix
unused no gum as issued (Michel cat. 850.-)

P 2035 1871, dragons 200 mon vermilion pl. I native wove paper canc. „(Naga)saki kensazumi”, three sides
large, bottom part lupe-, otherwise full margin (Michel cat. 850.-)

P 2036 1871, Dragon, 200m vermilion, plate 1, laid paper, without gum as issued, 4 margins, bright color,
Fine. (JSCA 65.000 yen; Sc. 3)

P 2037 1871, Dragon, 200m vermilion, plate 1, laid paper, without gum as issued, margins all around, bright
color, F.-V.F. (JSCA 65.000 yen; Sc. 3)

P 2038 1871, Dragon, 200m vermilion, plate 1, laid paper, without gum as issued, ample margins, unusually
rich color, almost Very Fine. (JSCA 90.000 yen; Scott 3a)
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Cat-No.

P 2039 1871, dragons 200 mon vermilion pl. 1 pos. 2, on native laid paper, at left lupe margin to touched,
otherwise full- to large margins, unused no gum as issued (Michel cat. 600.-)

3Iy

(*)

120,-

3Iy

(*)

120,-

3Iy

(*)

120,-

3Iy

(*)

170,-

3IIy

(*)

400,-

(*)

350,-

g

550,-

(*)

180,-

(*)

180,-

(*)

300,-

g

500,-

d

500,-

(*)
g/(*)

150,150,-

*/(*)

350,-

(*)

600,-

*/(*)

350,-

5IIby

(*)

80,-

5IIby

(*)/*

120,-

5bIIy (4)

*/(*)

120,-

(*)

800,-

*/g

160,-

(*)

120,-

(*)/*

250,-

(*)/*

300,-

(*)

200,-

7x; 6IIy, 5y

g/(*)

250,-

8

d/b

100,-

P 2040 1871, dragons 200 mon vermilion pl. 1 pos. 20, on native laid paper, bottom full- three sides large
margins, unused no gum as issued (Michel cat. 600.-)

P 2041 1871, dragons 200 mon vermilion pl. 1 pos. 7, native laid paper, unused no gum as issued, signed
Thier and Krüger (Michel cat. 600.-)

P 2042 1871, dragons 200 mon vermilion plate I on native laid paper, unused no gum as issued (Michel cat.
600.-)

P 2043 1871, dragons 200 mon vermilion pl. 2 pos. , native laid paper, closed tear and backed, touched at right,
otherwise lupe- to full margins, unused no gum as issued, signed Pfenninger (Michel cat. 3500.-)

Start

P 2044 1871, dragons 200 mon pale orange vermilion plate 2 pos. 21, on quadrille laid paper, left full-, ot-

herwise large margins, unused no gum as issued, top left slight wrinkling and remainders of old gum
from album application, signed Thier. The rarest main number of the first issue. (Michel cat. 3000.-) 3IIy
P 2045 1871, dragons 200 mon plate II native laid paper, canc. blue “ken„, left side large- otherwise full
3IIy
margins (Michel cat. 2500.-)

P 2046 1871, dragons 500 mon greenish blue plate 1 pos. 32, on native laid paper, all sides full to large
margins, unused no gum as issued. (Michel cat. 800.-)

4bIy

P 2047 1871, dragons 500 mon plate deep greenish blue1 pos. 4, on native laid paper, bottom full margins

to touched, otherwise large margins, unused no gum as issued. Latest printing with attractive dark
4bIy
shade similiar to plate 2. Signed Thier and Krüger. (Michel cat. 800.-)
P 2048 1871, dragons 500 mon bluish green pl. I on native laid paper, all sides large margins, unused no
4Iby
gum as issued, a splendid copy, signed Köhler (Michel cat. 800.-)

P 2049 1871, dragons 500 mon pl. 1 light green earliest printing, on native laid paper, canc. large Kensazumi, official pinhole, all sides large margins, tiny thin in top left margin (Michel cat. 2600.-)

4aIy

P 2050 1871, dragons 200 mon pl. I , all sides large margins, tied tensho style „Utsu” of Utsonomiya w. boxed

red ”Utsunomiya postal station„ on large piece (reverse cover w. all sides reduced) to Tokyo w. arrival
3I
”Tokyo year of waterape 8.18”, Meiji 5th year = September 1872, attractive
P 2051 1872, dragons 1/2 Sen brown plate I on thin native laid paper, unused no gum (2), one tiny thin
5Iay (2)
(wooden fibre gone)

P 2052 1872, dragons 1/2 Sen brown pl. I laid resp. 1 Sen blue pl. II laid, unused no gum, both faults
5Iay, 6IIy
P 2053 1872, dragons 1/2 Sen brown pl. II wove paper (short perf.), unused mounted mint; and 5 Sen greenish blue, unused no gum (Michel cat. 2000.-)

5IIx, 8y

P 2054 1872, dragons unused no gum: 1/2 Sen brown pl. II laid paper slight faults; 2 Sen laid paper, top right

official pinhole; and a 5 Sen wove paper greenish blue with exceptional centering (Michel cat. 1970.5IIy, 7y, 8x
)
P 2055 1872, dragons 1/2 Sen pl. II unused mounted mint, resp. 5 Sen unused no gum, clean condition
5IIay, 8y
(Michel cat. 1270.-)

2056 1872, dragons 1/2 Sen brown plate 2 on native laid paper, unused no gum (2), one copy has 2 mm
tear

2057 1872, dragons 1/2 Sen brown plate 2 on native laid paper, unused (3) with three different colour
shades of brown, one mounted mint, two unused NG, mixed condition

P 2058 1872, dragons 1/2 Sen brown plate 2 on native wove paper, four unused copies (three NG), slight
faults inc. one tonings on reverse, but one choice and exceptionally centered copy included

P 2059 1872, dragons 1/2 Sen plate II on native laid paper, unused no gum (2): brown, two point thins; and
dark brown, official pinhole in top right corner

5bIIy, 5cIIy

P 2060 1872, dragons 1 Sen blue plate 2 native laid paper (2): pos. 27 unused mounted mint, RC; and canc.

top portion of large Saikyo Kensazumi, point thin and part scissor separation, signed Zweiling (Michel
6IIy (2)
cat. 1100.-)
P 2061 1872, dragons 1 Sen blue plate 2 on native laid paper, perfect centering, 1 mm thin on reverse, un6IIy
used no gum (Michel cat. 550.-)

P 2062 1872, dragons 1 Sen blue plate 2 on native laid paper, unused (2): light blue NG with 0.5 mm tear,

dark blue mounted mint with large tear, backed on reverse, but exceptional centering (Michel cat.
6IIy (2)
1100.-)
P 2063 1872, dragons 2 Sen vermilion, two copies, unused no gum: on native wove paper, deeply inked
7x, 7y
shade, slight creases; on very thin native laid paper (Michel cat. 1500.-)

P 2064 1872, dragons 2 Sen vermilion on very thin native wove paper (pelure), very good centering, unused
no gum (Michel cat. 800.-)

7x

P 2065 1872, dragons 2 Sen vermilion on very thin native wove (pelure) paper canc. part strike circular fancy
type “fuku” (Fukuyama/Hokkaido); plus two mint NG faulty copies of 1 Sen pl. II and 5 Sen

P 2066 1872/86, made cover, dragons 5 sen canc. by private tensho markings mounted on 1886 cover
(upper half only) Kyoto-Kobe, adressed to Max Vorwald
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Start

P 2066A 1872/75, cherry blossoms (5) canc. large size FM dater inc. 10 Sen native paper russian green, 4

Sen on western paper type I etc., two signed Pfenniger resp. Pape BPP; also 10 Sen ultra used (5,
12z/32-ex
mixed condition)
P 2067 1872, cherry blossoms native paper 1/2 Sen brown mint (10) resp. used (7). Includes copies from all
9 (17)
plates plus a mint govt. printing copy (Mi 9III.IIy)

g

300,-

*/(*)/g

200,-

10 (5)

*/(*)

120,-

10 (7)

g

200,-

10I

d

120,-

1oIx (3)

g

150,-

10Iy

*

120,-

11 (5)

*/(*)/g

300,-

12x (3), 12z

g

80,-

12bz

*

100,-

12z; JSCA 26

g

100,-

13a; JSCA 20a

g

150,-

13ax

g
*

100,100,-

14x; JSCA 13a

g

100,-

14x

g

150,-

23x-5

g

100,-

15x

(*)

P 2083 1872, cherry blossoms 30 Sen native paper canc. intaglio kiban “ne-1” of Osaka
15x
P 2084 1873, 2 Sen yellow native paper tied „Tokyo 7.5.15” (May 15, 1874) to reverse of cover to Saikyo w.

g

200,150,-

b

120,-

g/(*)

150,-

g

200,-

g

300,-

*

600,-

g

600,-

g

450,-

g

100,-

(*)/g
*

100,100,-

g

100,-

P 2068 1872, cherry blossoms native paper 1 Sen blue unused mounted mint (3) resp. mint no gum (2). Includes Matsuda print (2) and govt. printing (3, inc. probably one of pl. 26)

P 2069 1872, cherry blossoms native paper 1 Sen blue used, Matsuda printing (3) resp. govt. printing (4, one
with official pinhole) inc. interesting postmarks

P 2070 1872, cherry blossoms 1 Sen native paper Matsuda printed tied red „Otsu-eki yubingoyotoriatsukaisho” to piece

P 2071 1872, cherry blossoms 1 Sen native paper Matsuda pl. 1, a vertical strip-3 pos. 20-28-36 canc. framed “ken”

P 2072 1872, cherry blossoms 1 Sen blue native laid paper, a left margin copy, unused mounted mint (Michel cat. 550.-)

P 2073 1872, cherry blossoms native paper 2 Sen (5): Matsuda printing vermilion mint (3) resp. used on
piece w. red „Saikyo” double circle, govt. printing mint (1). Two signed Richter, Pfenninger.

P 2074 1873/74, cherry blossoms native paper 4 Sen native wove used (3, one signed Pfenniger) resp. western paper (reperf. signed Dr. Pirl)

P 2075 1874, cherry blossoms 4 Sen western paper, type I, corner perf thin, unused no gum (Michel cat.
1000.-)

P 2076 1874, Cherry Blossom, 4s rose, type II, foreign wove paper, Shanghai foreign mail crossroads cancel,
Fine. (JSCA 48.000 yen; Scott 24 var)

P 2077 1872, Cherry Blossom, 10 Sen bluish green, Matsuda printing, native wove paper, top portion of
“Hamada (kens)„, deep rich color, F.-V.F. (JSCA 70.000 yen; Scott 16)

P 2078 1872, cherry blossoms native paper 10 Sen bluish green (Matsuda) canc. full strike of double circle
N1B1 „Tokyo 7.4.5” (April 5, 1874)

P 2079 1872, cherry blossoms 20 sen native wove paper, RC, unused no gum (Michel cat. 720.-)
14x
P 2080 1872, Cherry Blossom, 20s lilac, Matsuda printing, native wove paper, lightly cancelled, Fine. (JSCA
60.000 yen; Scott 17)

P 2081 1872, cherry blossoms 20 Sen native wove paper (Matsuda) canc. large flower of Osaka, fresh colour,
signed Krüger (Michel cat. 550.-)

P 2081A 1874, cherry blossoms 20 Sen dark violet syll. 5 canc. ful strike large early FM dater „NAGASAKI DEC
25 A. M.”, attractive, signed Holcombe

P 2082 1872, 30 Sen native paper, unused mounted mint, partial scissor cut at right and hoirz. crease, cert.
BPA (1964) (Michel cat. 850.-)

7.5.18 arrival

16

P 2085 1873, 2 Sen yellow native wove paper, a right margin copy, canc. full strike „Echigawa kensa..”fancy;
2 Sen yellow girdle unused no gum resp. a right margin copy canc. indistinct killer tiied to piece

16x, 38 (2)

P 2086 1874/83, group of mostly foreign mail markings on cherry blossoms (3) and kobans (10) inc. Shang-

hai propeller, SHIP and large early dater „NAGASAKI” with time slu on 20 Sen dark violet cherrry
blossom
P 2087 1874, 6 Sen native laid paper syll. 3, Osaka negative kiban, top left official pinhole = probably pos.
40, clean condition (JHES cat. y230.ooo)

P 2088 1874, 6 Sen violet brown native laid paper, syll. 1, delicate shade with much original gum, unused

mounted mint, lower left hand corner pulled perf. and tiny thin, otherwise VF, ex King Carol and Henry
17y-1
Moser coll., cert. Holcombe (1983)
P 2089 1874, 6 Sen native laid paper syll. 11 pos. 9, postage due brush stroke in red, vertically part scissor
17y-11
separation, signed Pfenniger (JHES cat. y400.ooo)
P 2090 1875, 6 Sen violet brown western paper syll. 15 (yo) canc. blue double cross of Yokohama used in
17z-15
spring of 1875, top right some scissor separation, a rarity (Michel cat. 4200.-)

P 2091 1874, cherry blossoms western paper 6 Sen violet brown syll. 17 canc. kiban Nagasaki, 10 S. green 17z-17, 22x-2,
syll. 2 resp. 20. violet syll. 4 each canc. large intaglio cross, slight faults (Michel cat. 410.-)

23x-4

P 2092 1874, cherry blossoms 1/2 Sen brown syll. 1 (4, inc. one mint no gum/thins), syll. 2 (2, inc. one mint 18-1 (4), 18-2
no gum), four are signed Pfenniger

(2)

P 2093 1874, cherry blossoms 1 Sen blue syllabic 4, unused mounted mint LH, fresh condition
19 (4)
P 2094 1874, cherry blossoms 1 Sen blue, used copies (7): syll. 1 (2), 2 (1), 4 (1), 7 (1), 9 (2, one torn and
backed); ex-3 are signed Pfenniger
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Start

P 2095 1874, cherry blossoms 1 Sen blue syll. 2, a vertical pair pl. I pos. 25-33 canc. two strikes double

circle N1B1 “Tokyo 7.6.11” (June 11, 1874) on reverse of cover (corner fault) to Saikyo w. 7.6.14 arri19-2 (2)
val
P 2096 1874, cherry blossoms 2 Sen yellow used: syll. 1 (2, one torn) and one each of syll. 4 (signed Zwei20x (6)
ling), 10, 11, 21

b/p

180,-

g

100,-

b

120,-

b

150,-

g

150,-

g
g

80,100,-

22x-2, 23x-5

*

170,-

23x-4; JSCA 34

g
g

100,200,-

24x

*

180,-

signed Pfenniger and Thier

24x (3)

g

1875, bird 12 sen syll. 1 unused mounted mint, clean condition (Michel cat. 600.-)

25 (1)

*

1875, bird 12 sen syll. 1 ovpt. “mihon”, no gum, clean condition (JHES cat. y45.ooo)

25 (1)

SPEC

1875, birds 12 Sen rose, a used bottom margin copy used, small thin on reverse

25-1

g

100,150,120,100,-

P 2097 1874, cherry blossoms western paper 2 Sen yellow syll. 21 w. 1 Sen brown syll. 5 (closed tear) tied

kiban “ki-1„ to reverse of domestic cover w. double circle N1B1K ”Echizen Tsuruga Meiji 8.5.18 PM„,
20x-21, 29-5
private marking “urgent mail” on front
P 2098 1874/75, 2 Sen yellow syll. 16 tied two strikes of kiban Tokyo on reverse of cover (slightly reduced by
opening) „Tokyo 8.2.17” (Feb. 17, 1875) to Tsuruga w. vermilion arrival „Tsuruga 2.21”. 1 Sen brown
girdle (crease) canc. duplex intaglio cross+N2B2 Tokyo 9.6.5 (June 5, 1876) on reverse of city drop
20x (16), 37
mail cover.
P 2099 1874, cherry blossoms 4 Sen rose syll. 1 canc. blue double cross of Yokohama, two creases ironed
21
out (Michel cat. 850.-)

P 2100 1874, 4 Sen rose syll. 1, canc. double circle type KG „Yonago”, crease ironed out and closed tear
(JSCA cat. y95.ooo)

21

P 2101 1874, cherry blossoms western paper 10 Sen green syll. 2, used copies (4)
22x-2 (4)
P 2102 1874, cherry blossoms western paper: 10 Sen green syll. 2 resp. 20 Sen violet syll. 5 (scisssor separation), unused mounted mint; the 10 S. signed Georg Bühler (Michel cat. 740.-)

P 2103 1874, Cherry Blossom, 20s violet, foreign wove paper, syllabic 4 (‘ni’), dark shade, neat negative
crossroads cancel, very bright and fresh, almost Very Fine. (JSCA 30.000 yen; Sc. 38 var)

P 2104 1874, cherry blossoms 20 Sen violet syll. 4, used (5, one corner crease)
23x-4 (5)
P 2105 1874, cherry blossoms western paper 30 Sen greyish black syll. 1, unused mounted mint (Michel cat.
600.-)

P 2106 1874, cherry blossoms 30 Sen grey syll. 1, three used copies (one is repaired/part reperf.), one is
P 2107
P 2108
P 2109
P 2110

1875, birds 12 Sen syll. 2, four used copies with different foreign mail “killers” of Osaka, Yokohama,
25-2 (4)
Tokyo, one with official pinhole bottom right, slight faults (Michel cat. 660.-)

P 2111 1875, birds 12 Sen syll. 3 canc. large negative cross, rarity (Michel cat. 900.-)
25-3
P 2112 1875, birds 15 Sen syll. 2, unused mounted mint, two perfs. coloured (Michel cat. 660.-)
26-2
P 2113 1875, birds used: 15 Sen (2, one slight thin/one scissor separation); and 45 Sen with Yokohama
positive cross, scarce on this stamp

26 (2), 27

g
*
g

200,200,150,-

(*)

100,100,-

g

120,-

*/(*)

150,-

29-15 (2)

b

80,-

29-16, 30-3 (2)

b

250,-

30 (6)

g

100,-

31I/II (22)
31 syll.16,
17, 23

g

200,-

*/(*)

100,-

32-4 (5)

*/g

100,-

33 (10)

g

100,-

33-5

*

70,-

34 (2)

*

100,-

P 2114 1875, birds 45 Sen syll. 3, unused no gum, scissor separation at left (Michel cat. 1800.-)
27 (3)
P 2115 1875, birds 45 Sen syll. 1, three used copies with different foreign mail “killers” of shanghai etc., also 27-1 (3), 27-3
syll. 3 used intaglio cross, slight faults (Michel cat. 1620.-)

g

(1)

P 2116 1875, cherry blossoms unused mint: 1/2 Sen black syll. 2 (2, one NG signed Pfenniger), syll. 3 (3, two
P 2117
P 2118
P 2119
P 2120

NG, one thins), syll. 4 (NG, signed Richter and Pfenninger); 1 Sen brown syll. (2, one signed Richter
and Pfenninger) resp. syll. 17 (NG, signed Richter and Pfenninger)
1874, revised colour 1 Sen brown syll. 15, a horizontal pair, tied by two clear strike kiban “ri-4„ (Suruga, Yoshiwara p.o.) with respective double circle type KG ”-.9.14” on reverse of domestic cover w.
framed red „15th day dispatched”
1874, cherry blossoms revised colour 1 Sen brown syll. 16 (top margin copy, faults at right) with 4 Sen
bluish green syll. 3 (12) canc. indistinct intaglio marks tied vermilion N2B1 ”Kyoto 9.4.24„ (April 24,
1876) to reverse of registered cover to Totomi province, some insect holes not affecting stamps, unusual
1875, cherry blossoms 4 Sen green used: syll. 1 (2, inc. large NAGASAKI dater and Shanghai crossroads), 2 (2, one official pinhole)), 3 (1, thins, signed Krüger)
1875, cherry blossoms 6 Sen orange used (22, five w. slight thins) inc. five foreign mail markings, inc.
signed Pfenninger (4), Krüger (3) or Zweiling (2)

P 2121 1875, cherry blossoms 6 Sen orange syll. 16 (NG, part reperf.), 17 and 23 (unused mounted mint)

28 (6), 29 (3)

P 2122 1875, 10 Sen ultramarine syll. 4 (5): unused mounted mint, top part scissor separation(1); used (4),
mixed condition

P 2123 1875, cherry blossoms 20 Sen carmine rose, 10 used copies, four with thins; signed Pfenniger (2) or
Zweiling (1)

P 2124 1875, cherry blossoms 20 Sen carmine rose, unused mounted mint, on reverse paper stuck and
some thins/gum split-off in marginal perfs, signed Krüger (Michel 240.-)

P 2125 1875, cherry blossoms 30 Sen violet syll. 2, unused mounted mint, official pinhole top left (Michel
cat. 300.-)
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P 2126 1875, cherry blossoms 30 Sen violet, six used copies of syll. 2 (4) and syll. 4 (2), three with faults
34-2(4),34-4(2)
P 2127 1875, 1 Sen brown crossed branches „butchi” canc. Yokohama horseshoe-type, still full gum (Michel

Start
g

100,-

g

250,-

*/d/g

150,-

b
*/g

120,100,150,-

g

150,-

b

200,-

45

b

P 2138 1877, Koban 6 Sen orange with full strike large bota “Kofu”, attractive
45
P 2139 1883/88, UPU koban 5 Sen and new Koban 10 Sen, 20 Sen all canc. ”TOKIO 7 FEB 1890„ on

GA

150,100,-

59, 63, 64a

b

1.500,-

57/59 ex

b

400,-

b

cat. 1100.-)

35

P 2128 1875, cherry blossoms crossed branches 4 Sen green unused mounted mint (1, RC, point thin) resp.
used (4, one thin, one signed Pfenniger)

36 (5)

P 2129 1875, 1 Sen brown girdle, a vertical pair canc. intaglio crosses w. indistinct Tokyo dater on reverse of
illustrated green cover (bottom reduced) dated 9.2.24 (Feb. 24, 1876) to Osaka w. 2.26 arrival

37 (2)

P 2130 1875, cherry blossoms girdle 1 Sen brown unused mounted mint (1) or used (6, two slight faults)
37 (7)
P 2131 1875, cherry blossoms girdle 2 sen yellow used (27) with a variety of markings
38 (27)
P 2132 1876/79, group of old kobans (11) with small botas inc. Kanazawa, Otsu, Niigata, Hakodate; plus an
8 Sen perf. 14 which by nature of perf. can not be a small bota, for reference

P 2133 1876, old Koban 5 Sen brown canc. negative cross w. ”YOKOHAMA JAN 21 1882„ alongside on cover
via SF to Riksville/Md., USA and fwd. to Baltimore.

P 2134 1876, old Koban 5 Sen brown canc. negative cross w. ”YOKOHAMA JUN 13 1882„ alongside on cover
via SF to Baltimore/USA and fwd.

“Registered Return Return Register Receipt required” letter via „REGISTERED YOKOHAMA 7 FEB
1890”, „NEW YORK 2-3 1890” to Lohkenen near Wulitten, Eastern Prussia w. arrival „16 3 90”.
Top right katakana ”Azabu”, in connection with the handwritten registration #, so posted there.
Sender is Johann Ludwig Janson (1894-1914) with 2 page letter still enclosed, dated Feb. 6 1890
with handwritten letterhead “Imperial Japanese Highschool for / Sylvi- and Agriculture / 25 Komaba Tokyo„ plus small envelope including writing of ”enclosed stamps 1 Yen 0,50.... 0.10”„ (new
koban stamps). Plus another letter dated Berlin 22/3.90 dedicating all to another person.Earlier
AR-letter with remainders of receipt still visible on reverse. Correct rate letter double weight 20
Sen, registration 10 Sen and return-receipt (AR) 5 Sen fee franked. Pre-1892 AR usages from
Japan are scarce. Attractive item.
P 2140 1883, UPU koban on three covers at 5 Sen rate to Baltimore/US, two with forwarded daters of Baltimore: 5 Sen single franks canc. 4-digit ”YOKOHAMA„ 1890/91 w. printed return of ”REV. JULIUS SOPER TSUKIJI, TOKYO„; 1 Sen, 2 Sen (2) canc. ”TOKIO 26 APR 1890„ via Yokohama to Baltimore and
fwd
P 2142 1877, koban 10 s. blue (2) canc. brown „TOKIO 8 APR 1889” on registered cover to Switzerland,
transits „REGISTERED YOKOHAMA 8 APR 1889”, SF, NY and arrival „ZÜRICH 13.V.89”, vermilion registration office mark ”Kanda„ (Tokyo branch office), bold vermilion R tie-ing NY transit R-label, colourful item
P 2143 1877, Koban 12 Sen pale pink ovpt. „mihon”, mounted mint, fresh appearance (JSCA cat. y40.000)

47 (2)
48

SPEC

600,100,-

49

g

100,-

50, 51

SPEC

80,-

51 (2)

g

100,-

*

180,80,-

P 2144 1877, Koban 15 Sen pale yellow green canc. intaglio “bamboo type„ Y of Yokohama, scarce on this
denomination (JSCA y30.ooo)

P 2145 1877, Koban 20 Sen resp. 30 Sen sumiten (ink-dot specimen), both with original gum, 30 Sen one
thin perf. (JSCA cat. y40.ooo)

P 2146 1877, Koban 30 Sen mauve: unused no gum, thins, signed Krüger; canc. negative cross, in very clean
condition

P 2147 1877, Koban 45 Sen rosine, middle period white paper, unused mounted mint, two small thins on
reverse, otherwise a splendid copy in vivid colour

52a

P 2148 1877, Koban 45 Sen rosine ovpt. „mihon”, no gum, thins on reverse, faults (JSCA cat. y80.000)
52b
P 2148A 20 S. karminrosa Einzelfrankatur auf Briefvorderseite als Einschreiben nach Frankreich, kleiner
K1 TOKIO und viol. Stpl. REGISTERED YOKOHAMA, obwohl nur Vorderseite, trotzdem Seltenheit

P 2149 1883/99, lot of four covers to Africa, Tunis (3) or Algeria (1) inc. registration and name-card size
P 2150 1883/89, UPU koban 2 Sen (2) with new koban 5 Rin (2, one torn) tied „Kanagawa 32.1.1” (Jan.

*/g

33

SPEC
b
b

1, 1899) on name-card size cover to Tunis/Africa. Marked „T 12 1/2 CTMS” and french colonial
s.l. ”à percevoir„ with Tunis 25 C. due stamp pasted, most unusual combination
b
P 2151 1883/88, covers (3 inc. registration), part of registered cover (1) and registered front cover (1)
from Leybold correspondence. All to Augsburg/Germany, inc. strips-3 and -4 of 10 Sen new koban
canc. „TOKIO I.J.P.O.” May/June 1897, also registered front cover with new koban 8 Sen (5, inc.
two pairs) „YOKOHAMA 16 NOV 97” (T)
b/d
P 2152 1883/88, UPU koban 2 Sen uprating Koban card 1 S. blue canc. „YOKOHAMA 22 JUL 97” endorsed
„Via Vancouver and Panama” to Posoltega/Nicaragua, transits Victoria B.C. (on reverse), SF and „COPC14; 58
GA
RINTO AGO 20 1897, unusual destination
P 2153 1883/88, UPU koban 2 Sen w. new koban 4 Sen tied „Yokohama/insufficient” to incoming cover (vert.
crease ironed out, not affecting stamps; backed at left) from France, type sage 5 C. (2, one more missing)
canc. „GARE DE CAPOENAC 25 AVRIL 94” via marseille and ”YOKOHAMA 7 VI 1894„ resp. “Yokohama
58, 61; France b
27.6.7”, marked tiangular „T” and japanese PD mark claiming “6„ (Sen), opened out for display (T)

94

2.000,1.000,1.500,-

1.000,250,-

100,-

Lot

Cat-No.

P 2153A 1883, UPU koban 5 Sen pair tied „YOKOHAMA 19 AUG 99” on cover to Tammerfors/Finland w. „27.

Start
b

150,-

b

100,-

58, 63, 77 (2)

b

150,-

62 (2), 79

b

150,-

59, 64; JSCA
80, 115

b

150,-

60; JSCA 82

GA

150,-

63 (3)

b

200,-

65b

g

2159A 1888, 20 Sen orange perf. 13 1/2, unused mounted mint (Michel cat. 120.-)
65b
P 2160 1897, registered cover to Hamburg, franked with a pair of 20s red orange New Koban issue perf 12,

*

80,Gebot

65b (2); JSCA
87 /2)

b

250,-

67, 63

b

350,-

81 etc.

GA

1.500,-

b

200,-

65b

b

450,-

63 (2)

b

200,-

b

100,-

b

100,-

b

350,-

71-74

**

2171
69/70
P 2172 1894, silver wedding 2 Sen (slight corner crease) tied octogonal french mail steamer „LIGNE N 20

**

900,100,-

b

100,-

b

100,-

b

700,-

IX.99” arrival on reverse, vert. crease not affecting stamps

59 (2)

P 2153B 1883, UPU koban 2 Sen tied by duplex large Bota+N3B3 „Akamagaseki 19.5.25” (May 25, 1886) on il-

lustrated cover by Yoshida, Osaka (two vert. creases not affecting stamp) to Nagasaki w. 2.27 arrival (T) 58

P 2154 1894/98, Drucksache mit 2 Sn. karmin nach CANADA, 1/2 C. grün (2) auf Streifband und 10 C.
braun auf Brief nach Deutschland

P 2155 1888/99, new koban 8 S. (2) and Kiku 4 S. tied „NAGASAKI 4 APR 01” on registered cover (dirty,

P 2156
P 2157
P 2158
P 2159

P 2161
2162

P 2163
P 2164
P 2165
P 2166
P 2167

P 2168

P 2170

creases) to german small cruiser ”SMS Irene„ China and fwd., via ”SHANGHAI I.J.P.O. 9.4.01„ and
„TSCHIFU 12/4 01” to Taku and back to, „TSCHIFU 128/4 01”. On reverse senders pictorial hs. ”H.
IMAMURA EMBORIDERIES NADAIKUMACHI„
1897, registered cover from Tokyo to London, franked with U.P.U. Koban 5s and New Koban 15s tied
by TOKIO / JAPAN cds, registry label and violet ‘kakitome’ (registered) at left, no backstamp, Very
Fine.
1898 Japanese 1 S. stationery card, uprated with 3 S. lilac Koban issue cancelled by KOBE cds sent to
DAR-ES-SALAAM, showing transits Hong Kong and Tuticorin-India, Dar-Es-Salaam arrival and two Japanese native handstamps in red. alongside. Fold at the bottom left corner. Exceptional destination.
1888, new koban 10 Sen (3) canc. „Kyoto 24.5.28” (May 28, 1891) on triple weight cover via „KOBE
29 MAY 1891 P&T.O.”, „YOKOHAMA 4 JUN 1891” to Lübeck/Germany and fwd. to „CRUMESSE 11/7
91”
1888, new koban 20 Sen with full strike violet thimble „REGISTERED YOKOHAMA 27 SEP 1889”, two
slight thins on reverse, choice strike

tied by YOKOHAMA cds, endorsement Via Vancouver, reverse shows Hamburg arrival cds. Roughly
opened at the bottom. Scarce usage of high values.
1888, new koban 50 Sen, 10 Sen canc. „Tokyo Kojimachi 31.5.26” on registered cover (248x178
mm) to Vienna/Austria, sender Austrian embassy, receiver Austrohungarian Ministry for Foreign Affairs, vertical crease (M)
1888/99, koban envelope 2 Sen uprated Kiku 8 sen, 10 Sen canc. “Hiroshima 34.11.10„ eastbound via Canada and Europe to Bushire/Persia. Transit markings ”KOBE 15 NOV 01”, Yokohama,
Montreal, british Sea post Office and arrival „BUSHIRE 16 JA 02”. Slight vertical crease, otherwise clean condition. A most unusual destination from Japan.
1888/99 New koban 15 sen violet (horizontal pair) with kiku 10 sen blue (vertical pair) cancelled by
“SANNOMIYA KOBE 5 OCT 05” on registered cover to Gotheborg. Reverse bears transit London and
arrival cds. (T)
1888, new koban 20 Sen canc. „(NA)G(A)SAKI 9 NOV 97” on registered cover to Denmark,on reverse
two forwarding marks „KUNST&ALBERS / WLADIWOSTOK.” and „C.E.BOEDINGHAUS / NAGASAKI JAPAN” plus arrival „KJOBENHAVEN 20.12.97”
1888, New Koban 10 Sen (2) tied ”YOKOHAMA 11 V 1893 MEIJI 26„ to small size registered cover to
France, endorsed ”Via Vancouver„, transits London, TPOs Lyon-Marseille, Gene-Bordeaux, Carcassone and arrival ”LANET PAR MOUTHOUMET AUDE 17.6.1893”
1888, New Koban 20 sen orange, tied by “YOKOHAMA 25 AUG (97)” to envelope to Switzerland with.
Zurich 27.IX.97 backstamp. Printed return on backflaps plus company handstamp of “SIBER, BRENNWALD & Co”, Very Fine.
1888, New Koban 10 S. horizontal pair, each stamp canc. „NGASAKI 28 MAY 98” on reverse of registered cover via Yokohama to Rawa Ruska/Galicia, Austrian empire w. 9.7.98 arrival. Printed return of
”Lieutenant P. Drescher J.R.N. (Imperial Russian Navy), Japan Nagasaki c/o Imperiale Russian Consulate /H.J.R.MS. Sirvoutch„
Incoming mail, 1888, Wurttemberg, UPU postcard 10 Pf. uprated for registration 20 Pf. canc. „GEISLINGEN 25 MAI 88”to Yokohama w. arrival „REGISTERED YOKOHAMA 5 88”, fwd. to San Francisco,
then via NY “10-12-88„ and swiss ambulant back to „GEISLINGEN 24 OCT 88”, unusual round-theworld card
1896, Prinzen, postfrischer Viererblocksatz, teils minimal angetrennt und winzige Tönung, in dieser
Erhaltung sehr selten!
1894, Silver Jubilee 2s rose and 5s blue mint never hinged MNH, Mi. € 150,-- + (for a hinged set)

63 (2)

SEPT. 96 PAQ. FR No. 9” plus second strike alongside, to printed matter envelope (closed marginal
69
tears) to Paris/France and fwd. „30 Oct 96” to Tunis/Africa, opened out for display (T)
P 2173 1894, silver wedding 2 S. (5, two pairs and single on reverse) canc. ”YOKOHAMA 17 JUN 95„ to Sile69 (5)
sia/Germany w. arrival ”OSCHATZ 21 AUG 95„ on reverse, attractive multiple usage on small cover

P 2174 1894, centenario issue 10 R. (2), 15 R. + 80 R. + 100 R. (each pair) canc. LCD „1494 CENTENARIO

1894” on registered cover „LISBOA 13 MAR 94” used local, vert. crease not affecting stamps, bit reduced at left (T)

95
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Start

P 2175 1894 attractive three color franking Koban issue, 1s+4s+5s, to Great Britain, all tied by native cancel.

Front shows manuscript endorsement “Via America”. On reverse YOKOHAMA JAPAN * MEIJI datestamp and Tunbridge Wells arrival. Very light vertical fold free of adhesives.
P 2176 Incoming mail, 1895, type sage 1 C. (5) canc. „ROUEN 21 JUIN 96” on small cabinet card size unsealed envelopette, transit blue „PARIS ETRANGER” to Mito/Japan w. 28.8.2 arrival on reverse

b

150,-

b

250,-

71/74

*

70,-

72, 74

**

120,-

GA

100,-

GA

150,-

Ak

3.000,-

b

800,-

GA

150,-

78, 82

b

2185
79 (5)
P 2186 1899, Kiku 4 S., 10 S. (both faults), 20 S., 50 S., 1 Y. (2) each perfin ”W&Co.„ tied ”YOKOHAMA

Ak

250,150,-

d

500,-

b

200,-

b

200,-

Ak

60,-

b

700,-

b

100,-

**

120,-

b
*

1.200,800,-

b

100,-

b

100,-

Ak

100,150,-

2177 1896, princes set cpl., Arisugawa 2 S. RC, both 5 S. slight creases, unused mounted mint (Michel cat.
360.-)

2178 1896, Prince Kitashirakawa 2s rose (perf. 12 x 11 1/2) and 5s blue violet (perf. 13) mint never hinged MNH, Mi. € 180,-- + (for hinged stamps)

P 2179 1896, Lot von 1 GSK 3 S „HAKODATE 10.9.96” und eine russ. PK mit Rußland 4 K „WLADIWOSTOCK
18.9.96”, beide Karten „An Bord S.M.S. Kaiser”und nach Deutschland. (Japan-Rußland-Reise)

P 2180 1897/98, Lot von 1 GSK 2 S mit Zfr. 1 S „YOKOHAMA 24.3.97”, 1 GSK 3 S „HAKODATE 12.8.97” und
P 2181

P 2182
P 2183
P 2184

1 GSK 1 S mit Zfr. 3 S „NAGASAKI 1.6.98”, Absender je „An Bord S.M.S. Kaiser”, alle Karten nach
Deutschland.
1898, Russia 10 K. tied „St. Petersburg 12 III. 98” on ppc to Tokyo and fwd. registered via America to Germany w. New Koban 3 s. (pair), 4 S. and 10 S. canc. ”Tokyo-Kojimachi 31.5.6„ resp. „TOKIO I.J.P.O. 6 MAY 98” and arrival ”AUGSBURG 13 JUN 98”, various transits. Sender states „Tokyo
6.V/98 Karl sent this card from Petersburg. I will send it with first mail round the world.”
1899/1906, 1/2 S. (pair), 3 S. red (3), 10 S. canc. „Oshima Sonoji 40.4.26„ on registered cover
(opverall toning, bumped corners) via “HAKODATE 26.4.07” to Lyons/France, endorsed „via transsibirien” but sent eastbound via Yokohama
1899, envelope Kiku 3 Sen long style (vert. crease not affecting stamps) uprated Kiku 1/2 S., 1 s., 1
1/2 S. ultra, 2 S., 3 s., 4 S. and 5 S. canc. „KIOTO 18 MAR 03” via Yokohama to Heidelberg/Germany,
correct 20 Sen rate (T)
1899, Kiku 3 s., 10 S. canc. „Yokohama 32.11.17” on registered cover from Imperial German General
Consulate (embossed paper seal on reverse) to armed cruiser „SMS Fürst Bismarck” (flagship of
German East Asia squadron) c/o german consulate Nagasaki and fwd. to „SHANGGHAI I.j.P.O. 27 NOV
00”, five paper slips of nagasaki p.o., opened out for display, amazing (M)
1905, 5 AK (militärische Szenen .....) je mit 4 Sn. karmin von YOKOHAMA nach BOGOTA KOLUMBIEN
15.5.06„ on wooden tag to Paris, 2.84y rate (T)

Russia + 60
(2), 61, 63

76 etc.

82/87 ex

P 2187 1900 stationery envelope kiku 3sen bluish violet, uprated kiku 3s, 6s and 8s cancelled “Shirokane

P 2188
P 2189
P 2191
P 2192

2.7.18” via Tokyo 18.77.13 registered to Greiz/Germany with. 1.8.13 backstamp. Correct 20s rate.
Sender KIMURA Umejiro with two senders handstamps on reverse, the first Japanese philatelist to
sign RDP “the roll of distinguished philatelists”,.
1899, Kiku 1 Sen brown, a block of four tied „Tokyo-Kojimachi/insufficient”on incoming registered cover
from Austria 20 H. rate ”NASSEREITH 20 6 00„ w. arrival ”Tokyo 333.6.29„, transit Aden, marked T red.
76 (4); Austria
ms., framed (austrian) T 5., japanese ”DUE/SEN 4” plus native style, also due slip “No. 18„ (M)
1902 MARITIME. View card (of Hula Girls, Honolulu imprint, multicolored) to HILDESHEIM Germany
(arrival cds) franked with Japan 1s (x2) & 2s tied by YOKOHAMA JAPAN cds’s, dateline “An Bord den
Tern Honolulu,” few small ink stains on view, superb early view, F-VF.
1905, „MISSENT TO/OSAKA, JAPAN.” on registered cover Lourenco Marques to Lisbon w. 5 R. (3),
„OSAKA 12 JAN 05” via „LONDON 14 FEB 05” to „LISBOA 18-2-05”, two japanese opening/repair
official seals. Very unusual country of dispatch and purely commercial usage.
1905, communications amalgamation 3 S. brick red tied „Korea Seoul 38.7.23” (Jul. 23, 1905) to
91
red band cover adressed locally, some stains in margin

P 2193 1905, Korean and Japanese Post 3s rose perf. 12, mint never hinged MNH, Mi. € 180,-- + (for a hinged stamp)

91 A

P 2193A 1905, 50 S. rotbraun, 10 S. blau (Kiku) und 3 S. rosa (nur für Inland gültig) auf Firmen - Einschrei-

bebrief (Occidental and Oriental Trading .Co. ...) von YOKOHAMA via «San Francisco» und «New
York» (Transit R - Zettel) nach BOGOTA KOLUMBIEN. Äußerst seltener Auslandbrief der 5. Ge86, 82, 91
wichtsstufe mit der 50 S. Marke und seltene Destination.
P 2194 1908, empress jingu 5 Yen and 10 Yen, unused mounted mint, thins on reverse (Michel cat. 4200.-) 97/98

P 2195 1913, 10 Sen unwmd. canc. „Shichijo 3.7.30” (July 30, 1914) via ”TSURUGA 31.7.14„ endorsed ”Via
Siberia„ w. russian censormark to Denmark and fwd. w. arrival ”DISTRUP 23.9.14„

106

P 2196 1914/15, Tazawa 1y, 25 S. (pair, one faults), 10 S. (pair, one faults) and commemorative 3 S. (pair,

one faults) canc. „Azabu 6. 1.27”on larger cover (310x145 mm, some soiling) registered via „TOKIO
29.1.17” and Siberia with russian censorship to Switzerland. Sender swiss embassy to “Department
Politique Suisse„. Arrival ”BERN FIL. BUNDESHAUS 17.III.17” (M)
P 2197 1915 postcard from Yokohama to Bern, endorsement via Siberia, censored at St Petersburg bearing
4s carmine Enthronement hall, tied by YOKOHAMA/JAPAN cds. St.Petersburg transit and censor ca125; JSCA C13
chet. Scarce commercial usage of this issue.
P 2198 1916, cover from Osaka to Manila, franked with 10s Enthronement, Manila backstamp, Very Fine. 126; JSCA C14

96
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Cat-No.

P 2199 1916, Prince Hirohito complete set mint hinged (the 10s with minor thin under hinge), scarce set! Mi.
€ 1.400,--

127/29

P 2200 1916, coronation hat 10 Sen canc. „Karafuto 5.11.6...”, signed Georg Bühler (Michel cat. 600.-)
129
P 2201 1919, peace dove 10 Sen blue, clean used copies (20), mostly Taiwan usages, Michel cat. 560.133
P 2202 1919, First Airmail Flight, 1½s-3s complete, o.g., hinge remnant, 3s with minor album adherence on 134/35; JSCA

Start
*
g
g

140,170,120,-

C22, C23

*

134/35

*

350,300,-

134-135

*

600,-

e

350,-

b

150,-

147

*

100,-

148/51

**

120,-

b

70,-

Ak

100,-

GA

100,-

*

400,-

b

250,-

**

400,-

**

100,-

b

120,-

b
**

150,200,-

Ak

200,-

b

**

200,400,700,450,-

Bl. 1

g

600,-

221

b

100,-

222/24

*

P 2228 1937, «MISSENT TO YOKOHAMA» auf Bedarfsbrief von BRASILIEN nach NEW YORK
P 2229 1937, 2 Sen Nogi, stamp booklet 1937 version, complete and faultless (JSCA B17, cat. y55.ooo)
255 MH
P 2230 1937 air mail cover from Yokohama to Buenos Aires, lightly toned, franked with Airmail 1929-34 is-

b
**

100,100,120,-

b

200,-

reverse, fresh, F.-V.F. (JSCA 190.000 yen; Sc. C1-C2)
P 2203 1919, first postal flight set, unused mounted mint first mount LH, signed Ebel (Michel cat. 1700.-)

P 2204 1919, air mail flight set, unoused mounted mint, upper perforation slightly toned, otherwise fine,
signed Zumstein, E. Diena and Raybaudi, 1700,-

P 2205 1919, first postal flight 1 1/2 S., 3 S. tied LCD „Tokyo 8.10.4” resp. “8.10.20” (Oct. 4 resp. Oct. 20,

1919) to two ppc showing postal flight biplane / pilot Suita resp. and detail of plane „Ito type Gorham
134/35
125 hp„, very clear strikes, clean condition
P 2207 1920, 30 S. braun zusammen mit 4 S. rot und 6 S. braun auf Einschreibebrief von TOKIO via LONDON
138, 115, 136
nach DEUTSCH ALTENBURG, Nieder-Österreich.

P 2208 1921, posts 50 years 10 Sen, unused mounted mint first mount LH, clean condition (Michel cat.
450.-)

2209 1921, Warships Katori and Kashima complete set mint never hinged MNH, Mi. € 190,-- + (for a hinged set)

P 2210 1914/23, earthquakes 5 Rin (bottom margin pair), 2 S., 5 S., 10 S. with Tazawa 2 S. and Fuji-deer 20

S. canc. four clear strikes „KUMAMOTO 31.3.24” on registered cover (incomplete on reverse), to Switzerland, correct 40 Sen rate: Plus 1937 mixed frank inc new year 2 Sen canc. „OSAKA 24.12.37” on
160 (2) etc.
cover (crease) to Swiss, imprint „TOKYO-SHIMONOSEKI DAILY TRAIN DE LUXE”
P 2211 1914, Tazawa 4 sen, cancelled “KUMAMOTO 3.4.15” cds with violet “USA via Yokohama route” alongside on plate proof on card to Boston/USA and forwarded to. On reverse “The Chaplain of the Leper
Hospital of the Resurrection of Hope. Kumamoto.S.Japan.”.
P 2212 1915, stationery card 1½ sen (corner bend) uprated by Earthquake issue 1 ½s+5s cancelled blue
“TOKIO 29.8.24” to USA,.

P 2213 1916, crown prince set, unused mounted mint, 10 S. somewhat chrystallized gum (Michel cat. 1400.)

127/129

P 2214 1923, registered cover from Sapporo via Tokyo to Varna, franked with various Taisho and Mt. Fuji and

Deer issues (20s total) front and back, London backstamp, minor cover wear and soiling, F.-V.F., an
uncommon destination,.
P 2215 1924, Empress Jingu revised design 5 Yen (top margin), 10 Yen (bottom margin w. part imprint), mint
170/71
never hinged MNH (Michel cat. 1200.-)

2216 1925/27, silver wedding resp. 50 years in UPU sets, mint never hinged MNH (Michel cat. 500.-)

172/75,
180/83

P 2218 1926/30, Tazawa 1 Y. (4, one torn) etc. total 4.96 Y. canc. „YOKOHAMA 1.9.31” on air mail cover (bit
unevenly opened) via USA to Buenos Aires/Argentine w. “SET 24 1930 arrival” on reverse

P 2219 1927, hübscher Einschreibebrief (kl. Mgl.) von TOKIO mit violettem «URGENTE» nach BOGOTA KOLUMBIEN

ex 178, 179 (2)

2220 1927, 50 years Japan at UPU complete set mint never hinged MNH, Mi. € 330,-- + (for a hinged set) 180/83
P 2221 1929, Zeppelin round-the-world flight: w. 2.56 Yen franking tied „TOKIO 21.8.29” to card (stains,
corner fault) w. red on-board marking, to hamburg/Germany, correct rate

2221A 1929, Fuji-deer 8 Sen old die new colour (2) tied „Shiba 5.7.19” (July 19, 1930) to double weight

cover to Schwäbisch-Gmünd/Germany, on reverse senders hs. ”JAPAN TRADE REVIEW TOKYO„ (JSCA
189I (2)
100.000)
P 2222 1934, communications s/s, front slight toning stripes, mint never hinged MNH, (Mi. cat. 2.400,- €) Bl. 1

P 2223 1934, communication day souvenir sheet, unused mounted mint, clean condition, signed A. Diena Bl. 1
P 2224 1934, communications day s/s, mint never hinged MNH
Bl. 1
P 2225 1934, communications s/s with LCD, point thin in margin, otherwise clean condition (Michel cat.
2400.-)

P 2226 1936, Fuji NP 10 Sen canc. „YOKOHAMA 15... 37” w. framed „PAQUEBOT” alongside on small cover
to USA

P 2227 1936, Kwantung 30 years set, unused mounted mint first mount LH, very fresh appearance (Michel
cat. 360.-)

sue (9 ½s, 16 ½s, 18s, 33s) with definitive 10s, 13s, 25s, and three 1 Yen all tied in black datestamp. Reverse bears Buenos Aires machine arrival datestamp. A delightful and scarce usage.

**
*
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P 2231 1939, picture postcard, showing Tatuta Maru 17,000 tons N.Y.K line franked with 10s carmine 1st
Showa issue, tied by ship TATUTA MARU/NIPPON cds. Attractive card.

Start
Ak

150,-

b

500,-

e

220,-

b

400,-

b

130,-

e

120,-

Bl. 6

**

200,-

Bl. 6

**

120,-

303 (5)

b

80,-

b

150,80,180,380,450,-

262; JSC 230

P 2232 1940 Airmail cover to China, franked with 4 sen Togo, 10 sen Yomei Gate, and 25 sen Horyu Temple

stamps, all tied by UNZEN / NIPPON foreign mail cancels. Front shows red PAR AVION handstamp,
and reverse bears SHANGHAI arrival cds. plus airmail / slogan duplex receivers. A Very Fine and co- 257, 262, 266;
lorful cover, showing rare use of the 25 sen stamp.
JSCA 270 etc.

P 2233 1939/40, 1st Showa 20 S. (pair), 1 Y. (3, pair and single) tied „YOKOHAMA 2.4.41” on small size air

mail cover to Sydney, Australia. Endorsed „Via Bangkok / Australia”, 2nd weight cover (32 sen surface 265 (2), 269
+ 1.55 surcharge x2)
(3); 276

P 2234 1940 Airmail cover to Shanghai, franked with 2 sen Nogi, 7 sen 1937 issue, and three 10 sen 1940

Parks issue, and all tied by UNZEN / NIPPON foreign mail cancels. Front Shows red PAR AVION hand- 294 (2), 243,
stamp, red Chinese censor marking, and SHANGHAI airmail / slogan receivers. A Very Fine and scarce 253; Sc245,
Parks issue cover to China.
259, 305

P 2234A 1939, Kirishima NP 10 Sen vertical pair canc. „YOKOHAMA 18.8.40” on cover to Stockholm/Sweden,
printed return of CanPac passenger dept. Yokohama

298 (2)

P 2235 1939/40, Kirishima NP 20 Sen with 1st Showa 5 S., 50 S., 1 Y. tied „YOKOHAMA 18.12.40” on air

mail cover (backflap missing, slight toning in bottom margin) to Sydney, Australia. The 1.55y air sur- 299; 258, 265,
charge via Bangkok.
268, 269

2236 1940, Nationalpark Kirishima Block in tadellos postfrischer Erhaltung mit Folder und Trennblatt, Katalogwert 600,-+ (M)

P 2237 1940, Kirishima National Park miniature sheet incl. folder, mint never hinged MNH in very fresh condition, Mi. € 550,-- (T)

P 2238 1941, Taiwan Niitaka-Arisan NP 4 Sen (5, strip-3 and pair) canc. three strikes „TOKYO 18.4.41” on
cover (slight toning and 2 mm tear) to Switzerland, endorsed “via Siberia„ (T)

P 2239 1947-1952 MONSUN U-BOOT interessante Dokumentation mit Belegen eines Kriegsgefangenen Be-

satzungsmitgliedes des U-Bootes, dabei japanische Geldscheine, Gesundheitszertifikat, etc., sehr
selten angeboten (T)

2240 1947, sport festival in Kanazawa se-tenant block/4 and 1948 week of philately (painting) two stamps 384/87, 428
P 2241
P 2242
P 2243
P 2244

incl. one with left margin, mint never hinged MNH, Mi. € 330,--

(2)

**

1948, philatelic week, sheet of 5, mint never hinged, fine

428 A Klbg

**

1949, 100 Yen and 500 Yen definitives, mint never hinged MNH, clean condition (Michel cat. 1350.-)

462/63

**

1949, casting 100 y. and locomotive construction 500 y., unused with hinged, fine

462, 463

*

1949, philatelic week 8y. violet ‘wild geese’ in a complete sheet of five stamps, mint never hinged
with typical gum wrinkles, Mi. € 800,-475

chel 700.- Euro

P 2247 1949, philatelic week wild geese 8 Y., peace 24y etc. canc. „KOJIMACHI 26.VII.58” on registered cover to Germany, clean condition

P 2248 1950, 5th national athletic festival Nagoya in two different positional blocks of six (total three sets),
mint never hinged, Mi. € 780,-- +

P 2249 1952, tourism 24y. ‘Fujisan’ vertical strip of three, mint never hinged with minor surface problems on
upper stamp (top right corner), the key value of the set! Mi. € 480,--

150,150,-

475 Klbg.

*/**

100,-

475 etc.

b

100,-

507/10 (3)

**

150,-

525 (3)

**
b

100,200,-

**

350,-

**

250,-

b

500,-

GA

150,-

GA

100,-

GA

1.000,-

P 2250 1953, 4 interessante Nachsende - und Retourbriefe von JAPAN nach USA
527,530,532,596
P 2251 1952, locomotive construction 500 yen on unwmkd. paper in a horizontal strip of three, mint never
hinged, Mi. € 1.500,-- +

**
*

2245 1949, children’s day souvenir sheet, unused mounted mint, slightly gum crease, otherwise fine
Bl. A 28
P 2246 1949, 8.00 Y „week of philatelic” minisheet with five stamps mint never hinged (hinge on edge), Mi-

564 (3)

P 2252 1952, Tateyama airmail complete set in vertical strips of three, mint never hinged with usual gum

wrinkles (the 80y. and 125y. with vertical bends and the upper 55y with short upper left corner; the
75y. very fine), scarce strips! Mi. € 1.500,-- +
576/81 (3)

JAPANISCHE POST IN CHINA
P 2253 (1876), 5 S. braun auf kleinem Briefcouvert (Eckmangel) mit I. J. POSTAL AGENCY SHANGHAI nach
NAGASAKI. Seltener Bedarfsbrief

Japan 44

P 2254 1883/88, card 1 S. blue canc. „Tokyo-Fukagawa 23.1.9” via „TOKIO 9 JAN 1890” to „SHANGHAI IJPA

17 JAN 1890”, 1 Sen underpaid and 2 Sen carmine applied canc. ”fusoku” (missing), card some foxing and slight overall toning
P 2255 1888/92, koban card 1 S. blue uprated new koban 3 S. mauve canc. „KOBE 7 SEP 98” via „YOKOHAMA 8 SEP 98” to Hamburg/Germany, two cards (one corner fault) from same correspondence, endor60 (2)
sed „Vancouver” and coloured pictures printed to reverse
P 2256 1888 UPU card 2 sen, thin paper, cancelled clear Nagasaki bota and showing 20mm “Nagasaki
8 jun 1888 / Japan” cds. along with triangular Paquebot cancel “SHIP / Shanghai senchusu”---(collected from Shanghai ship) to Kobe, a SUPERB strike of this rare paquebot forerunner, used
at Nagasaki Port.
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P 2257 1889, cover from Shanghai via Yokohama, franked with U.P.U. Koban 5s tied by I.J.P.O. cds, New York
backstamp, Very Fine.

Start
b

100,-

Ak

150,-

GA

400,-

GA

250,-

Ak

300,-

b

250,-

*

200,-

b

60,-

(*)

150,-

82, 84 (3)

b

200,-

Japan 82

b

80,-

GA

60,-

b

150,-

Ak

100,-

Ak

100,-

b

1.000,-

b

150,-

b

120,-

b

150,-

b

100,-

b

150,-

GA

150,-

GA

130,-

b

100,-

JSCA 80

P 2258 1896, 10 C. braun auf dekorativer AK (Frauen mit Kind und Hund ....) von SHANGHAI I.J.P.O. und hs.
«S.S. Formosa ...» via YOKOHAMA nach MANNHEIM.

P 2259 1900, 1 Sen, 4 Sen and 5 Sen tied „TIENTSIN I.J.P.O. .. FEB 00” to UPU card 4 sen to Belgium, transits

Shanghai I.J.P.O., Yokohama, London and arrival „BRUXELLES 23 MARS 00”. Correct registration fee
2, 6, 7; FC12
of 10 sen.
P 2260 1900, 4 Sen and 10 Sen tied blue UPU commemorative postmark „TIENTSIN 35-6-21” on registered
46, 8
UPU commemoration official ppc to Germany w. arrival „WALDHAUSEN 4.8.02”

P 2261 1900, wedding of crown prince 3 Sen with Kiku 1 Sen, 3 Sen canc. „AMOY 10 MAY 00 I.J.P.O.”, via

“HONG KONG (MY) 14„ to Salzburg/Austria w. arrival „SALZBURG-STADT 15/6/00”, FDC of commemorative. Rare for the China ovpt. issue. Senders return ”Yü Yo-Han Custom House Amoy China„ with
15; 2, 5
1900.5.10 dateline
P 2262 1905 letter sent to Honolulu & forwarded Honokaa-Hawaii, franked with 10c green C.I.P. dragon tied
by native WUCHANG cds alongside violet double circle Shanghai I.J.P.O cds and arrival HONOKAA cds.
Reverse shows various transit datestamps. Unusual destination,.
P 2263 1913, Tazawa unwmkd. 20 Sen, 25 Sen, unused mounted mint, the 25 Sen first mount LH (Michel
30, 31
cat. 580.-)

P 2264 1919, pair of 1 1/2 Sen canc. „Tsingtao 8.5.17” (the scarcer civilian type with time sequence in bot-

tom arc) on cover endorsed „By Permission” to Hotel Frenkl, Tsinanfu, transit „TSINGTAU 17.6.19
35 (2)
I.J.P.O.”
P 2265 1943, 2 $ blue/red-brown, 10 $ green/violet and 20 $ lilac-red/blue each block of eight with sheet 326C,
328C/29C ( 8)
margin on left side, Mi. 1.184.-

JAPANISCHE POST IN KOREA
P 2266 1899, unoverprinted Kiku 20 S. (3) and 10 S. canc. four clear strikes „CHEMULPO 15.4.07 COREA”
on registered cover via Moji/Japan to Leipzig/Germany (backstamp).

P 2267 1899, Kiku 10 Sen canc. „CHEMULPO 17.10.09 COREA” on small name card size envelope to Krefeld/Germany, endorsed „Via Siberia” and transit „CHANG-CHUNG 20.11.09”

P 2268 1899, stationery card 1 1/2 S. uprated 1/2 S., 2 S. canc. Korea-type „Kanghwa 3.1.19” via „CHANGGCHUN 21.1.14 I.J.P.O.„ (apted type, ”-S„ razed) to England via Siberia.

P 2269 1915, small cover to Oxford, franked with 1½s and 3s Taisho and two commemoratives (J.S.C.A. C11,
C13) tied by KEIJO / CHOSEN cds’s with matching I.J.P.O. cancel alongside, F.-V.F.

P 2270 1924, picture post card to Ticino, franked with Taisho granite paper 8s (J.S.C.A. 150) tied by KEIJO /
CHOSEN cds, Very Fine.

P 2271 1924 postcard sent to Stockholm, franked with 8s olive-gray (Perf 13 x 13 ½) Tazawa issues tied by
very clear violet KEIJO / CHOSEN cds. Nice and attractive. .

P 2272 1937, 36 S. frank canc. „Kokai Nantei (Hwanghae Nanti) 12.3.4” (4.3.1937) on registered cover
to Ireland, transit „HSINKING I.N.P.O. 6.8.37”, rare type of R-label of Nantei, exhibition item (T)

P 2273 1940, censored cover from Seoul to New York, franked with 1st Showa Series 3s block of 4 and 4s
pair (J.S.C.A. 224, 225) tied by KEIZYO / TYOSEN cancels, Very Fine.

JSCA. 150C

LAGERPOST TSINGTAU
P 2274 Matsuyama, 1915, blaugrünes Lagersiegel auf Brief mit rotem SDPDG, han des Zensors Miyamoto ab
„Matsuyama 4.7.2” via „KOBE 3.7.15” nach Stockholm/Schweden, Abs. Hauptmann Maurer

P 2275 Oita, 1915, declared value envelope „Y25.00” send „OITA 4.6.1” (June 1, 1915„ to Shanghai/China
w. 5.6.15 backstamp. Single line ”furyoyubin„ and framed “kenetsuzumi„; two horizontal creases (T)

P 2276 Osaka, 1916, Bando, rotem zweisprachigen Lagersiegel u. han ”Ueda Kotora„ in zinnober ab ”Osaka
P 2277

P 2278

P 2279
P 2280

Horie 5.4.12„ via ”OSAKA 12.4.16„ nach Stockholm/Schweden mit rs. Ankunftsstempel, Abs. Jan
Pacholczyk
Kurume, 1916, Umschlag (getönt) ab “Kurume 5.1.18„ (18. Januar 1916) mit violettem Lagersiegel
u. zinnoberrotem L1 „nach Deutschland” nach Mühlhausen/Elsass, rückseitig Transit ”MOJI 19.1.16„.
Verschlußssiegel der ”Postüberwachungsstelle Mülhausen mit Anbindestempel sowie „Mühlhausen
- geprüft und zu befördern” bzw. „Kriegsgefangenensendung Kommandantur Straßburg Geprüft”
Ninoshima, 1917, Vordruckumschlag mit rotem L1 „kantokukan” (examiner/lt. Seitz „Oberaufsicht”)
auf dem Ra. 1 NINOSHIMA, han der Zensoren Niwa und Tokumori ab ”Ujina 6.7.18„ Leitvermerk ”via
Siberia„ gestrichen und via USA (Kobe) geleitet nach Stockholm/Schweden mit rs. Ankunftsstempel,
Abs. Marineoberzahlmeister Heinrich Stern
1917, Osaka, Vordruckumschlag mit rotem ovalen ”KEZ„ u. han des Zensors Niwa in zinnoberrot ab
“Osaka-Horie 6.1.20” via “OSAKA 20.1.17„ nach Stockholm/Schweden mit rs. Ankunftsstempel, Abs.
Marineoberzahlmeister Heinrich Stern
Nagoya, 1917, Umschlag mit rotem Lagerstempel ab „(Nagoya)akatsuka 6.3.18” (18. März 1917) n.
Rosenheim mit han des Zensors „Taniguchi” (Seitz Type „i”) u. Leitstempel „doitsu” (Seitz Type „b”),
britisch-deutsche Doppelzensur
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P 2281 Fukuoka, 1917, large vermilion seal on „bald head ppc” (sog. „Glatzkopfkarte”) with violet camp seal
and han of censor „Suzuki” on Easter Greetings 1917 to Germany, scarce

P 2282 Bando, 1917, Vordruckumschlag mit großem roten Lagersiegel u. han in rot ab ”Bando 6.10.11„ nach
Stockholm/Schweden mit rs. Ankunftsstempel

P 2283 Bando, 1917, Vordruckumschlag mit großem roten Lagersiegel u. han in rot ab ”Bando 6.11.5„ nach
Stockholm/Schweden mit rs. Ankunftsstempel

Start
Ak

100,-

GA

130,-

GA

130,-

Ak

50,-

GA

130,-

GA

100,-

GA

200,-

GA

500,-

GA

150,-

b

100,-

2284 Nagoya, 1918, ppc „Nagoya Castle” w. dater ”Nagoyakatsuka 7.5.14„ (May 14, 1918) w. red camp

seal, violet SD/DG, boxed vermilion censor seal and vermilion vertical „Aonogahara” to POW in Aonogahara camp, handstamped „Pfingstgruesse”. Interesting inter-camp mail.
P 2285 Bando, 1918, Vordruckkarte mit violettem Lagersiegel ab ”Bando 7.2.7„ über „GENEVE 7.IV.18” nach
Stockholm/Schweden

JAPANISCHE BESETZUNG II.WK
2286 China, South China, 1942 (ca.), Hainan Island: Japanese navy military mail card from Fujimoto, HQ,
P 2287

P 2288

2289
P 2290

P 2291
P 2292

southern unit Hainan Islands, Sasebo post office to Fujimoto, Agatanushi-mura, Shitsuki-gun, Okayama-ken, Japan.
1942, WWII, Russel Islands, Solomons. Domestic japanese postcard 2 Sen (creaes, but complete)
canc. „Gifu.Kutami 17.10.2” (Oct. 2, 1942). Marked s.l. red “gunjuiyubin” (military mail), addressed
to Numa 8925 unit, 229th infantry regiment, 38th division, Sumatra Expeditionary Force, reported to
be on Russell Island in the Solomon Group.
1943, WWII, Andaman Islands, Bay of Bengal: Japanese military mail from the Andaman Islands, sent
by navy routing I-II Andaman, I-32 Padang, to Sasebo Naval p.o., Japan from Namitae Unit HQ Andaman Islands to Kita Saitama-gun, Saitama-ken, Japan. Censored by Matsumoto dated 18.12.14, received 14. December 1943. Information on the displacement for the Andaman campaign included.
1943, field post, WW II, northern territory, Kurile Islands: Japanese military mail card (rust mark) from
Higuchi, S. Kobayashi section, ISAO 11911 unit, SOYA unit, northern area expeditionary force, sent to
Tamaki M. Minami-Kanbara-gun, Niigata-ken, Japan.
1944, WW II Indo-China, redirected mail: illustrated letter card (stamp fallen off) w. datestamp
19.11.1 (November 1, 1944) to Mori-18702 unit French Indo-china, redirected to Mori-12228 unit,
6th Independent Engineer Company, French Indo-China. From Yoshikawa Mura, Jobo-gun, Okayamaken, Japan.
BIRMA: 1944, two philatelic covers bearing ‘Schan states’ definitives with or without opt. ‘Burma
State’ both with postmarks dated ‘I II 44’ locally adressed to Tamwe or Paung with arrival cds. on reverse, Mi. cat. value of stamps alone € 190,-- (T)
Brunei, 1942, 6 C. pale scarlet, a vertical pair, mint never hinged (bottom stamp) resp. unused mounted mint first mount LH (top stamp), VF pair (SG cat. GBP 1100.- / JSCA Y.186.ooo)

Birma ex
99-112
b
SG J8 (2)/ JSCA **/*/
83 (2)
p

60,400,-

P 2293 1942,JAP.BESETZUNG BRUNEI, Brief mit 11 verschiedenen Überdruckwerten Mi.ex 1/17, dabei u.a.

25 C, 50 C und 1 Dollar, nach Brunei adressiert, saubere Erhaltung. Michelwert der gestempelten
Marken bereits über 600€
P 2294 Burma, 1942/44, farmer 15 c full sheet with varieties pos. 11 ec., unused NG; also large blocks/part
SG
sheets (90-copies+) of Shan states 5, 10, 20, 30 C. unused mint (MS)

b
(*)/
**/*

250,-

g/v

150,-

d

200,-

d

300,-

d

100,-

SG J65/71

d

150,-

JSCA 2B13

b

100,-

(*)

200,-

(8)

(*)

150,-

JSCA 2B40/48U

(*)
(*)

100,60,-

(*)

100,-

P 2295 Burma, 1942, Henzada type Peacock ovpt. in blue on KGVI 6 p., a block of four centrally cancelled by
„KYONPAW 24 AUG 42” cds

SG J27 (4)

P 2296 Burma, 1942, new currency, 1 C. on 1/4 a. on 1 S. - 20 C. on 8a. on 8 S. on two pieces canc. „WAKE- SGJ58/60,
MA 15 OCT.42” (SG cat. GBP 600)

J61/64a

300,-

P 2297 Burma, 1942, 1/4a on 1 S., 1/2 a. on 2 S., 1/4a. on 3 S.; 1 a. on 5 S., 4a. on 4 S., 8 A. in red on 8 SG J47-49, 50,
S.; 3a. on 7 S., 8 a. on 8 S., 4a. on 4+2 S. (Singapore ovpt.) tied to three pieces by „HENZADA 22 SEP
1942” (SG cat. ca. GBP 1105)
P 2298 Burma, 1942, 1 r. on 10 S. surcharge inverted, 2 r. on 20 S. (black/red, 2 copies), 5 r on 30 S.,
(black/red, 2 copies) each on single piece tied „TWANTE 22 SEP 42” (SG cat. GBP 279.-)

52, 53c, 51,
53, 56g
SG J54a, 55,
55d, 56, 56f

P 2299 Burma, 1942, 1 C./1 S.-20 C./8 S. on two pieces each tied „MYAUNGMA 15 OCT 42” resp. „15 JUL
42” (SG cat. GBP 427)

P 2300 Burma, 1942, 5 C. on 1 A. canc. „RA(NGOON) 1 NOV 44” on cover to Wakema, marked „RANGOONSO. DUE 10-cents”, backstamp „WAKEMA 5 NO 44”, late usage

P 2301 Burma, 1943, farmer 2 C. yellow green, imperforated, a top left corner block of 6, unused no gum, JSCA 2B41 (6) /
cert. BPA (1997)

SG J74var

P 2302 Burma, 1943, 5 C. scarlet, rouletted resp. perf.11, each in a corner margin block of 8, unused no 77A (8), 77B
gum as issued, clean condition

2303 Burma, 1943, farmer set 1 C.-30 C. (ex “small c„ 5c), imperforated, unused no gum; 3 C. variety pos.
35.

2304 Burma, 1943, farmer 10 C., two imperforated pairs, unused no gum as issued, variety pos. 27-28
JSCA2B45a (2)
2305 Burma, 1943, farmer 2 C., both 5 C. and 10 C. imperforated singles (inc. top and corner margin co- JSCA
pies) resp. 2 C. and 3 C. margin pairs, unused no gum as issued

100

2B41a/45a ex
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P 2306 Burma, 1943, farmer 5 C. carmine (large ”c„) in imperforated horizontal pair, printed on both sides, JSCA 2B43/SG
very scarce and interesting

J77 var.

Start
(*)

200,-

P 2307 Burma, 1943, farmer set cpl. with both 5 C. values, in imperforated blocks-4 (some with bottom or top JSCA
margin), very minor toning, very scarce in multiple (JSCA y200.000+)

2B40b/48b (4) (*)/v

500,-

P 2308 Burma, 1942, 5 C. on 1 A. canc. „PAZUNDAUNG-RANGOON 3 NOV 43 REG.” on reverse of cover (ink

blot on top) to Kayan, „RANGOON 5 FEB 43” alongside, arrival „EXPERIMENTAL P.O. 6 .E 41” (sic),
JSCA 2 B1
violet censormark
P 2309 Burma, 1943, indepencence day set in imperforated corner blocks of four, unused no gum, proofs JSCA 2B58/60
(4)
(JSCA y108.000) (T)

b

120,-

(*)

200,-

b

60,-

b

750,-

b

400,-

b

250,-

b

60,-

b

100,-

b

100,-

b

80,-

b

100,-

GA

60,-

97 etc.

b

100,-

20, 22, 98

GA

120,-

96, 97 (6)

b

150,-

b

100,-

b

80,-

b

300,-

b

120,-

b

150,-

e

100,-

b

350,-

b

300,-

P 2310 Burma, 1944, 1 C.-2 R. tied „TWANTE 1 NOV 44” to envelope (form usage) to Wakema w. „WAKEMA
5 NOV 44” backstamp (T)

SG J88-97

P 2311 CAROLINE ISLANDS, 1936 cover from Ponape to Hawaii, franked with 10s blue (Scott 196) tied by 2
P 2312
P 2313
P 2314
P 2315
P 2316
P 2317
P 2318

Very Fine strikes of “PONAPE / 11-2-3 / POST OFFICE”, with Japanese instructional marking on left. A
superb strike of the civilian postmark .
CAROLINE ISLANDS: 1929 cover written from Ponape to Oberlahnstein, franked with 2x3S red +
2x10S blue all tied by native datestamp. Alongside Yokohama registration label and transit cds in
violet. On reverse arrival Oberlahnstein cds. Scarce commercial usage,.
China, 1943, martyr 25 C. (pair) canc. „SHANGHAI 3.8.32” (Aug. 3, 1943) on cover from lady in „Civil
Assembly Centre Shanghai” to lady in „Civil Assemby Centre Yangchow”, clear strike of red civil censor
mark plus black „3”, on reverse receivers note „Sent 29/7/43, Received 8/8/43”
China, 1939/41, NY print 1 C. (2), 10 C. (strip-4) and 8 C. canc. four strikes of TPO „U.S.T.P. SEA POST
S.S. PRES. PIERCE WEST JUL 13 1941” to East Radford/Va. late usage just before „the freeze”: July
31, the ship was put into US military service and its civilian career ended.
Central China, 1940/41, two air mail covers to Asia: $1.80 frank „SHANGHAI 6.12.40” to Bangkok
with HK transit on reverse and Hong Kong censor tape; 91 C. frank „SHANGHAI 27.10.41” registered
to Tokyo w. „Koishikawa 16.11.1” arrival on reverse, japanese censorship tape
Central China, 1942/43, two registered covers via Siberia to Switzerland. SYS $1 (pair) tied „SHANGHAI 25.6.42” via „ISTANBUL 14.8.1942” to „LUGANO 22.VIII.42”; $1, $2 canc. „SHANGHAI 1.9.43” to
„BERN 29.X.43”
Central China, 1944, Nanking govt. 4 years set canc. „SHANGHAI 20.5.44” on reverse of registered- Mittelchina
94/97
AR cover to Switzerland w. „ZÜRICH 15.VII.44” arrival
Central China, 1940/43, unvopt. issues on covers to overseas (5, four registered inc. one endorsed
„Via Suez”) resp. to Japan (2) (T)

P 2319 China, Central China, card SYS 8 C. uprated SYS 8 C. olive canc. „SHANGHAI 18.10.31„ (Oct. 31,
1942) to Stockholm/Sweden, german censorship, senders dateline ”Shanghai, 15/10. 1942.„

P 2320 China, Central China, 1944, govt. 4 years $5 with martyr 21 C. canc. „SHANGHAI 11.5.44” on registered cover to Switzerland w. arrival „ZÜRICH 5.VII.44” on reverse

P 2321 China, Central China, 1943/44, 50 C./5 C., $1/8 C. and return-of-concessions $6 on card 8 C. canc.
„HANKOW 33.11.4” to Zürich/Switzerland, british censormarks

P 2322 China, Central China, 1944, govt. 4 years $2, $5 (6 inc. block-4) canc. „SHANGHAI 29.12.44” on reverse of registered cover to Switzerland w. arrival „ZÜRICH 28.VIII.45”

P 2323 China, Central China, 1943, $1/15 C. tied “KIANGTU 7.4.33„ to small cover to civilian internee c/o

IRC Shanghai. Send by internee from “Camp C YANGCHOW” with purple censormark „Yangchow Civi23A
lian Assembly Center” and seal of censor.
P 2324 China, Central China, 1943, 50 C./5 c., a strip of four canc. „SHANGHAI 27.5.43” on reverse of cover
(flap torn, wrinkles) to Stockholm/Sweden, japanese-german double censorship: japanese censorta20A (4)
pe and german circular mark „Ag” of Vienna censorship dept.
P 2325 China, Central China, 1942, SYS $1 canc. „SHANGHAI 31.1.42” on cover to Geneva/Switzerland,
endorsed „via U.S.S.R. and Turkey”, transit “I(STANBUL 16.4.(43)„ on reverse

P 2326 China, 1942, North China, 4 C. (pair) and 10 C. canc. „TIENTSIN 6.7.3..” on reverse of cover to Harbin/
Manchuko with scarce bilingual Manchuko censorship label

P 2327 China, North China, Hopeh, 194, SYS $2 ovpt. “Hopeh” canc. „Peking 33.10.8” (Oct. 8, 1944) on regis-

tered cover (vert. crease not affecting stamp) via Egypt to Switzerland. Egyptian censortape + tie-mark
and large red „postal Censor” mark, transit on reverse „ANKARA 22.3.45”, arrival „ZÜRICH 16 V 45”
P 2328 China, South China, 1941, framed ovpt. 1 C., 3 C., 8 C. bluish green and four-character ovpt. 2 C., 8
C. orange, 10 C. plus Central China air mail stamp 20 S./$1 canc. „CANTON 16.7.43” on reverse of
registered airmail cover to Tsingtau/North china zone, nice mixed usage of both 8 C. ovpts.
P 2329 1943, WW II Halmahera, Maluku (Moluccas) Islands: official letter (full contents, slightly reduced on
top) from army, Kaede 4257 unit, Yoshioka section, 32 field artillery, regiment 32 division at Halmahera, Kao Bay base, Maluku island to Saitama-ken, Japan. (T)
P 2330 HONG KONG: 1942 (Mar. 2), cover originating in Canton, franked with pair Japanese unoverprinted
10 sen Showa tied by Hong Kong kanji cds, Canton machine cancels front and back (dates not readable), Macau Mar. 7 backstamp, F.-V.F., a most unusual usage.

Hopeh 69
SC 2, 4, 7, 22,
41, 43, 45;
CC3
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P 2331 1944, WW II, Thailand: pictorial letter card sent by „female junior working corps” w. imprinted “mili-

tary mail„ to Limori group redirected Tominaga group, GI-10154 unit, 7th field auxiliary unit command, 39th army command, 18th army Thai expeditionary force. Franked for the 7 Sen letter ratefrom Osaka 19.5.18 (May 18, 1944), showing musical notes of song for „Great Japan Junior Corps”
plus illustrations of military stage support event etc., amazing.
P 2332 1943, WW II, Thailand-Lampan: Japanese military mail from Lampan Thailand, sent from Kanda
group, Hayashi-6020 unit, HQ 53rd commissariat area force to Osaka, Japan. Military air mail double
JSCA MA5
card (1942.8.- issue), question part.
P 2333 Malaya, 1942, 2 C. orange cards ovpt. ”MALAYA 2 cts POSTAGE: Negri Sembilanovpt. „DAI NIPPON
2602 Malaya” canc. „PENANG 2603.6.12” to Kuala Lumpur; Perak ovpt. s. l. ”Dainipponyubin„ canc. JSCA 7MSW12,
7MS29
”Penang 2603.7.24„ to Shonan. Both with violet censormark of Penang; toned.
P 2334 Malaya, 8 C. with kanji-s.l. Dai Nippon on 15 C. ultra canc. „Batu Aran Marai Selangor 2603.8.28” on
registered cover to KL, endorsed „O.G.S.” from „GOVT. CHANDU SHOP, Batu Arang”

P 2335 Malaya, 1942, Negri Sembilan: card 4 C. scarlet with single line ovpt. „Dainipponyubin”, unused mint
(JSCA cat. y30.ooo)

P 2336 Malaya, 1942, Pahang: card 2 C. yellow w. „DAI NIPPON...” ovpt. uprated definitives 4 C., 8 C. canc.

„KUALA LIPIS 4 29 2603” to Shonan. Perak card 2 C. yellow w. sl. „Dainipponyubin” cto LCD „1st
anniversary of surrender of Singapore 1944.2.15”
P 2337 MALAYA: PENANG - 1942, First Anniversary of Great East Asia War cover, Singer Sewing Machines
advertising cover sent from Kota - Penang (Singapore) to Medan with purple Commemorative cancel
on Japanese stamp 17.12.12 (December 12, 1942). Purple censor marks tie censor tape front and
back. Received December 15. Scarce usage.
P 2338 Malaya, 1942, Straits Settlements, KGVI 2 C. ovpt. „DAIN NIPPON 2602 MALAYA” uprated 1st Showa
3 S., 5 S., 8 S., 25 S. canc. LCD war 1st anniversary ”Penang 12.8.2602„ registered to Shonan w.
arrival on reverse
P 2339 Malaya, 1942, Straits Settlements, card KGVI 2 C. green w. small red seal and „POSTAGE PAID MALAYA 2 Cts” in red alongside, unused mint

b

100,-

GA

100,-

GA

70,-

b

60,-

JSCA 7MS19

GA

60,-

JSCA 7MS14,
7MS29

GA

80,-

b

200,-

JSCA 7MS11

GA

70,-

JSCA 7MS1

GA

60,-

b

100,-

b

150,-

GA

100,-

GA

250,-

b

80,-

P 2340 NETHERLANDS EAST INDIES, 1942 ca, registered cover from Galang 18.2.4 to Siantar (18.2.4 Pe-

mantang Siantar receiver on back). Posted with block of 4, 7 ½ct Dancers with Occupation Ovpt
(1S126); black censor box front and back.
P 2341 NETHERLANDS EAST INDIES, ca 1943 registered commercial envelope from Djakarta to Bandoeng,
10 and 40 cent Occupation stamps, postmarked 3.8.04 with red censor box and red censor chop.
Bandoeng receiver 5.8.04 on back,.
2342 1942 (ca.), Bougainville, New Guinea: Japanese military mail card from Hashimoto Oki 7866 unit,
17th army, 8th area army command, south sea-expedition force on Bougainville Island, New Guinea,
sent to Kawagoe-shi, Saitama-ken, Japan. Censored „Miyahara”.
P 2343 1943 (ca.), New Guinea, Buin: Naval military postcard (toning) from Hattori A. Tadokoro group, U196 (No.
131 construction unit), U120 Buin, Bougainville Island, to Kato Zenko, Naka-ku, Nagoya-shi, Japan.

P 2344 North China, 1943, 16 C. (4) and 18 C. (pair) canc. “Peking …10.9” on censored cover via “ANKARA 336 (2), 337
28.XII.43” to Locarno/Switzerland. Hopeh 1 C. used on local cover “Tientsin 1941.12.1” (crease not (2); Hopeh
affecting stamp)
82II

P 2345 Sarawak, 1942, $1 with blue diagonal ovpt. attributed to Niah, an irregular left margin block of 18,

mint never hinged (but 5 w. traces of interleaving paper on reverse), four stamps slight faults and pos.
4 torn 2mm resp. pos. 5 torn 4 mm. - Only one sheet believed to have been overprinted, from the one
lot offered ca. 1960 singles have been sold over the years, but this is the only surviving block. First
time on the market since ca. 1960, exhibition piece. (SG cat. GBP 8100 / JSCA y900.000)
P 2346 Sarawak, 1942, $2 with blue diagonal ovpt. attributed to Niah, a top left corner margin block of
12 (2x6), mint never hinged, two stamps w. slight thins (2x4mm) on reverse, otherwise clean
condition. - Only one sheet believed to have been overprinted, from the one lot offered ca. 1960
singles have been sold over the years, but this is the only surviving block. First time on the market
since ca. 1960, exhibition piece. (SG cat. GBP 6000 / JSCA y600.000)
P 2347 Solomon Islands, Rabaul, 1944: scarce military mail on ppc “mother and daughter„, from 8th area
army is the South Seas, address is Goh 11211 unit, south seas expeditionary force, sent to Shinagawa-ku, Tokyo-fu, Japan.
P 2348 Sumatra, 1942, DEI unoverprinted 5 C. pair canc. commemorative pictorial dater „Perlanaan
17.12.11” on censored cover to Pematang Siantar, unusual usage of unovpt. issues outside Java

SG J21a (18) /
JSCA 51 (18) **/*

3.500,-

SGJ22a (12) /
JSCA 52 (12)

2.500,-

(DEi 286)

**/*

Ak

150,-

b

80,-

GA

500,-

GA

100,-

GA

330,-

P 2349 1943, WW II, Japanese Occupation of Andaman Islands: Japanese military mail from the Andaman

islands sent by naval routing I-II Andaman, I-32 Padang to Sasebo, Japan, from Namitae unit HQ Andaman islands to Kita Saitama-gun, Saitaman-ken, Japan. Censored Matsumoto, dated 18.8.25 =
25. August 1943, clean condition.
P 2350 1945, WW II, Japanese navy - home defence: Navy military mail card from Corvette No. 49 Ohminato
office, Japan, sent to Kita-saitama-gun, Saitama-ken, Japan. The Corvette No. 49 was a costal defence vessel (mine-sweeper) of 745 tons. Received 20.6.7 (7. June 1945).
P 2351 1946, Japanese P.O.W. Rabaul from Army Corporal Hashida Taro, 8th Section, 9th Group, Rabaul,
South Seas Expeditionary Force, censored “HEISHIN”, sent to Ohara Ryoko, Shinobu-machi, Kita Saitama-gun, Saitama-ken, U.S. censormark ”RELEASED BY / CENSORSHIP„
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JAPAN - GANZSACHEN
see also 6518

P 2352 1872, wrapper #1, unused mint, clean condition, pencil signed Eichhorn BPP (JSCA y100.000)
JSCA WR1
2353 1875, small size tebori card 1/2 sen syll. 4,unused mint, tiny hole closed, otherwise clean (JSCA cat.
y50.ooo)

JSCA PC7 84)

P 2354 1876, card 1 Sen blue canc. duplex large bota „Marugame” w. N3B3 21.8.3 (Aug. 3, 1888) alongside
to Kobe w. 21.8.4 arrival, rare bota

2355 1877, UPU 3-5-6 Sen postcards, all ovtp. “mihon” in hiragana. Clean condition.
JSCAFC1-3
P 2356 1879, UPU card 3 Sen canc. „NAGASAKI 6 NOV 95” to Monterey/Mexico, transits Yokohama and SF,
arrival „MONTEREY DIC 4 95”. Violet cachet „FORWARDED BY / BOEDDINGHAUS / NAGASAKI JAPAN” FC5

P 2357 1879, UPU card 2 Sen olive canc. “Kumamoto 25.5.16” via „NAGASAKI 18 MAY 1892” to London,
marked „NA/T” in Nagasaki and „1D F.B.” due charged in London W.C. (June 27 arrivals)

P 2358 1883, weather report wrapper canc. „Zeizumi/Musashi Tokyo-Kanda 22.3.22” (March 22, 1889) to
Dr. Wagener with japanese part of address adjusted

OW1

GA

300,-

GA

60,-

GA
SPEC

500,150,-

GA

400,-

GA

100,-

g

100,-

GA

350,-

GA

250,-

GA

80,-

GA

60,-

GA

120,-

GA

80,-

GA

80,-

GA

500,-

GA
GA

250,400,-

GA

120,-

GA

500,-

GA

80,-

P 2359 1885, thin paper UPU 2+2 Sen reply card uprated 1883 Koban 2 sen red and 1899 Kiku 10 Sen
P 2360
P 2361
P 2362
P 2363

canc. violet „YOKOHAMA 4 JUL 00” registered to Tongres/Belgium and fwd. to „MAESEYCK 3 AOUT
FC6 etc.
1900”, unused reply part uprated 2 Sen red adhering, scarce
1886, koban 1+1 Sen reply card uprated 1899 Kiku 3 Sen, 10 Sen canc. violet „YOKOHAMA 4 JUL
00” registered to Tongres/Belgium and fwd. to „MAESEYCK 3 AOUT 1900”, unused reply part uprated
PC15 etc.
3 Sen adhering, some tonings, unusual
1888/1923, koban envelope 2 Sen uprated earthquake 2 Sen, 5 Sen and Tazawa 1 Sen (2), 2 Sen canc.
„Yokohama-Sakuragi 3.11.22” (Nov. 22, 1928) registered via „YOKOHAMA 22.11.28” to Shanghai/China
(backstamp); also top half only of 2 Sen envelope uprated 1 Sen from same correspondence (T)
1888, card 1 Sen blue uprated Koban 2 Sen carmine canc. brown „Suruga Okitsu 31.8.16” via „YOKOHAMA 17 AUG 98” via Vancouver to ”LONDON SP 16 98”. Underpaid for the 4 Sen rate and marked
„2 1/2 C. CTMS T” at Yokohama resp. !1/2 D F. B.„ at London, some toning
1888, koban card 1 Sen blue uprated silver wedding 2 Sen canc. „YOKOHAMA MEIJI 27 24 VII 1894”
PC14; 69
to Bamberg/Bavaria w. Aug. 24 arrival and messengers chop, some stains

P 2364 1892, UPU reply card 3+3 Sen thick paper uprated koban 1 Sen green canc. „KOBE 25 MAY 98” to
Germany, reply part adhering unused.

P 2365 1892, UPU reply card 3+3 Sen canc. „Tokyo-(Azabu) 30.9.7” via „TOKIO 7 SEP 97 I.J.P.O.” to Germany,
arrivals DILLENBURG and HAIGER, reply part adhering unused, slight horiz. creases

P 2366 1892, UPU card 2 Sen red uprated 5 R. (pair), 1 Sen canc. „Tokyo-Nishikubo 33.5.3” (error day date)

via „TOKIO 2 MAY 00” and „KOBE 3 MAY 00”, „HONG KONG MY 10 00” to Tunis, Africa w. June 12
arrival, unusual destination, colourful
P 2367 1898, UPU double card 4+4 Sen canc. „KEIJO (Seoul) 15.6.13” via „CAHNGCHUN-H 17.3.13” to BelFC15
gium w. arrival „TONGEREN 29 IX 1913”, reply part adhering unused

P 2368 1898, UPU card 4 Sen canc. „Ise Yamada 38.6.2” (June 2, 1905) to Thio/New Caledonia
P 2369 1912, UPU card 4 Sen canc. „teikokuhoterunai 5.8.7” uprated Tazawa 10 Sen for registration, via

”TOKIO 7.8.17„ to Petrograd/Russia, russian censormark in blue, arrival ”PTERTOGRAD 14.8.16„;
same used ”Akasaka 4.6.22„ via ”TOKIO 23.6.15„ to Netherlands and fwd. domestic (soiling)
P 2369A 1912, UPU card 4 Sen with imprint „China (corner crease) canc. ”TSINGTAU 27.10.19 I.J.P.O.„ to LimJSCA ZC7
burg/Lahn, Germany. Two line vermilion ”PASSED BY CENSOR/I.J.P.O. TSINGTAU„

P 2370 1940, UPU card 10 sen canc. slogan marking “Kobe 15.8.6„ (Aug. 6, 1940) to Kassel/Germany,
german censormark

P 2371 1947, INTERNATIONAL REPLY COUPON »Japon« (London design) in a bloc of four, this bloc belongs

to the rarest postal stationery and is a key item of any exhibition collection, the importance and
real value is still very much underestimated, a highlight of every postal stationery or country collection, this offer comes from the collection Eugène Thomas (Président d’honneur du Congrés
IAS
postal universel de Paris 1947), UNIQUE! (MA1)
P 2372 1953, Aerogramm Nr.20 „SPECIMEN” Aufdruck in rot auf Marke und zentral.
Kessler Nr.20

P 2373 1953, Aerogramm Nr.19 mit violettem kopfstehenden Aufdruck nach USA befördert.
Kessler Nr.19
P 2374 1953, Aerogramm Nr.19 mit doppeltem Aufdruck in rot normal und violett kopfstehend nach USA befördert.

P 2375 1953, Aerogramm Nr.15 „SPECIMEN” in japanischer Schrift aufgedruckt.
P 2376 1955, Aerogramm Nr.23 „SPECIMEN” Aufdruck in schwarz auf Marke und zentral.

*/v
GA
GA

Kessler Nr.19d

GA

Kessler Nr.15S

GA

Kessler Nr.23

GA

1.000,120,120,80,120,120,-

JAPAN - BESONDERHEITEN
see also 6811, 7285, 7881, 7913/14

2377 1629, „Iaponia”, coloured copper print map (192x132, whole 235x176), inter p. 631/32 from „Atlas

Minor” (pocket edition of Mercator’s atlas) by Hondius/Jansson of Antwerp, also shows eastcoast of
„Chinarum” with places like „Xanton” or „Laichoy” and the „Oceanus Chinensis”, also „Corea / Caoli„ (M)

240,-
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P 2378 Foreign offices, 1862, stampless folded letter w. „Yokohama le 23 Avril 1862” dateline endorsed „Via

Marseille” to Lyon, transit „SINGAPORE 3 JUN 1862”, vermilion entry marking ”POSS. ANGL. SUEZ A
MARSEILLE„ and Lyon arrival, long text written by H. Gildemeister of L. Kniffler&Co.
P 2379 French Offices, 1866, Napoleon laurée 20 C. (pair), 80 C. canc. „5118” w. „YOKOHAMA BAU FRANCAIS 26 JUL 69” alongside on folded envelope from Ziegler&Co. to Huth/London w. arrival „LONDON
EC 20 SP 69”
P 2380 Foreign offices, 1867, Napoleon laurée 20 C. (8) canc. „anchor” w. blue „YOKOHAMA 10 MARS 67
BAU FRANCAIS” alongside on front cover to Lyons/France, the anchor killer mark (leaned from navy
p.o.) was used as temporarily replacement for the “5118” mark lost in the great fire of Yokohama
(Nov. 1866)
P 2381 Incoming mail, 1868, Great Britain,1 Sh., 4d tied “92„ on folded letter to Yokohama, endorsed „via
Marseilles / via french Packet”, on reverse arrival blue „YOKOHAMA SP 7 70„

b

250,-

b

400,-

d

700,-

b

250,-

b

300,-

b

200,-

b

300,-

b

400,-

b

1.000,-

b

300,-

b

1.600,-

b

200,-

b

2.000,-

b

200,-

b

2.000,-

b

400,-

b

150,-

b

100,-

P 2382 Incoming mail, 1868, Great Britain, QV 2 Sh., 6d and 4d tied “103+LONDON AU 13 69„„ on folded
P 2383
P 2384

P 2385
P 2386

P 2387
P 2388
P 2389

P 2390

P 2391
P 2392

P 2393

P 2394

P 2394A

104

envelope endorsed ”Via Marseille„ to Yokohama (horizontal bend), on reverse ”HONG KONG SP 21
69” and arrival „YOKOHAMA SP 29 69”
Incoming mail, 1868, Great Britain, QV 6d (pair) and 4d tied “19„ on folded letter to Yokohama, on
reverse ”LONDON MY 16 68„, endorsed “french packet”, french transit ”ANG: AMB. CALAIS 17 MAI
68”, arrival „YOKOHAMA 6 JUIL 68”, signed Holcombe.
Incoming mail, 1869, Great Britain, QV 1 S. (2), 6d, 2d tied “106+LONDON 1 B DE 17 69„ on folded
envelope to Yokohama, endorsed ”Via Marseilles and Hong Kong„, on revese transit ”HONG KONG JA
31 70„ and blue arrival ”YOKOHAMA FE 7 70”. Rate is 2.6 for double weight plus 2d late fee as indicted by framed „L2” handstamp. left Marseilles aboard Tanjore, form Suez on the Mooltan, from Galle
on the Orrisa, from HK on the Malacca.
Foreign offices, British, Anglo-French accountancy marking „GB 1 F. 20 C.” on folded envelope encorsed ”Via Marseilles„ from „YOKOHAMA A MY 14 69” via „HONG-KONG C MY 25 69” to Rheims/France,
french entry-, Paris-, TPO- and Rheims arrival markings, blue senders cachet ”CARST. LEIS & Co.„
US offices, 1873, Jefferson 2 C. (pair) and pictorial 12 C. (faults) canc. mute killer w. „YOKOHAMA
JUL 22 JAPAN” alongside on cover to the „Asst Secretary / Protestant Orphan Society” in Dublin/
Ireland, on reverse transit „SAN FRANCISCO 13 AUG” and arrival „DUBLIN SE 1 73”. The 1 C.
pictorial is very rarely seen used by an USPO in Japan.
Incoming mail, 1873, France Ceres 5 C. (2), 40 C. (3) canc. star-18 w. ”PARIS P. D. AMSTERDAM 20
FEVR 73„ alongside on cover (vert. crease ironed out, backflap mostly missing) to “Capitain Lebon à
Yedo, Japon via Brindisi”, arrival „YOKOHAMA 12 AVRIL 73 BAU FRANCAIS” on reverse
French Offices, 1873, Ceres 80 C. (3) canc. „5118” w. „YOKOHAMA 27 OCT 73” alongside on folded letter from Siber&Brennwald to Credito dell’Industia Nazionale in Genova/Italy, on reverse
transits „LIGNE S 25 OCT 73”, Marseille and Genova, signed Calves
1876, Koban 4 Sen green canc. large Bota + N3B2 „Yokohama 15.4.3” (April 3, 1882) on double
weight cover to John Bingham, US. Legation. Sent from „ORIENTAL BANK CORPORATION With the
Agent’s Compliments.” (printing inside flap) with red lacquer seal „Oriental Bank Corporation Yokohama”. Stamp has bottom right security embossing ”ORIENTAL BANK CO....„. Only a handful recorded
43
on cover and may be first report on 4 Sen.
FRENCH OFFICES, 1878 Newspaper wrapper (raughly opened) to Belgium, franked with vertical
pair of France 4c Sage issue (Sc 66 - Type I), prepaying the 8c UPU printed matter rate to Belgium.
Stamps tied by YOKOHAMA / Bau FRANCAIS c.d.s.’s. Despite opening faults, an exceedingly rare
item, as only one other wrapper (to UK) is known sent via the Yokohama Office in 1878.
Incoming mail, 1879, USA 2 C., 3 C. canc. three-ring w. „MARLBOROUGH APR 3” alongside on cover ,
stamp perf. tips and parts of stamp „enhanced” by white ink, arrival on reverse „YOKOHAMA MAY 8
1879”, to Mrs. Mendenhall
FRENCH OFFICES, 1879 Newspaper wrapper to Belgium, franked with horizontal pair of 4c. violet
brown Sage issue (Yv 88), prepaying the GPU printed matter rate to Belgium. Stamps tied by YOKOHAMA / Bau FRANCAIS date stamp, and front showing red INDO-CHINE / PAQ.FR.MODANE
and LIGNE N / PAQ.NO.3 maritime cachets. A extremely rare wrapper (faults), showing scarce
usage of the Sage issue from this French office. (JSDA No. 88)
1886/89, koban three covers with 5 Sen rates to a Reverend in Baltimore/Md. USA: old koban 4 S.,
UPU koban 1 S. both banc. large bota Tokyo plus „TOKIO 23 NOV 1886” alongside; UPU koban 1 S, 2
S. (2) wide perfs. canc. large bota Tokyo plus „TOKIO 30 AUG 1886” alongside; same (one 2 S. RC)
43, 57/58
but narrow perfs. canc. brown 20 mm „TOKIO 23 JAN 1889”
1891, transit mail, Russia 10 K. tied blue „VLADIVOSTOK 23 AUG 1891” to small cover (33 m closed
tear not affecting stamp) via „NAGASAKI 18 SEP 1891” and „YOKOHAMA 21 SEP 1891” to Marseilles/France, on reverse „NAGASAKI 16 SEP 1891” and „VLADIVOSTOK 28 SEP 1891” resp. „MARSEILLE 27 OCT 91” arrival
1892, incoming mail, Russia, 20 K. red/blue tied blue „ST. PETERSBURG 10 MAR 1892„ on registered cover (corner clip) to staff surgeon Popoff aboard Imperial russian frigate „Pamjat Asova„ co /
Russian consul at Nagasaki/Japan, endorsed ”Via Brindisi„ on reverse transits ”BRINDISI 27 3 92„,
”SINGAPORE TOHONG KONG AP 17 92„ and arrival ”NAGASAKI 1 MAY 189„
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P 2395 1899, Kiku 10 Sen pair (each perfin „C C T C„) tied ”YOKOHAMA 28 NOV 02„ to registered cover to
P 2396

P 2397

P 2398
2399

Reichenberg/Bohemia, Austria w. ”REICHENBERG 27 12 02„ arrival on reverse, printed return of
82 (2)
”CHINA & JAPAN TRADING / COMPANY, LIMITED / YOKOHAMA„, scarcer perfin
Incoming mail, Brazil, 1902, R. 300/200 (2) and 100/50 R. tied „RIO DE JANEIRO 29 JAN 1902” on
registered cover endorsed “p. Chili„ to yokohama/Japan, on reverse transits London, Hong Kong and
arrival ”YOOHAMA 31 MAR 02„ w. forwarding slip of Yokohama p.o. (verification of actual address),
slight vertical crase
1903, Kiku 2 S., 3 s., 5 S. canc. „Sannomiya Kobe 36-7-15” (July 15, 1903) on large part of front cover
(backed) inbound from Russia w. 10 K. blue (2) canc. „KAMENEZ-POD. 24 IV 03” to staff of german little
cruiser ”SMS Bussard„ via court post office Berlin, Hong Kong, Nanking, Kobe-Wilhelmshaven and pack
to Schleithal/Thuringia, Germany. Plus a colour ppc showing SMS Bussard in the South Seas. (M)
Incoming mail, Bolivia, 1908, 20 C. tied red ciller w. „Adm. de Correos de Villa bella 9 MAY 08” on
cover (vert. crease)endorsed „via Cochabamba - S. Francisco” to Kobe, on reverse transits Oruro, TPO
Trinidad-Beni, ...atrasc.?, Yokohama and arrival “SannomiyaKobe 41.9.24”, unusual.
1908, zwei Ansichtskarten mit Motiven Japanerinnen im Kimono, je frankiert mit 5 Pf. und gelaufen
über Sibirien nach Deutschland. (T)

b

100,-

b

350,-

b

300,-

b

150,-

Ak

50,-

b

600,-

b

150,-

b/Ak

500,-

b

120,-

b

350,-

Ak

150,-

Ak

50,-

Ak

50,-

Ak

350,-

b

350,-

e

350,-

b

80,-

b

80,-

(*)

Gebot

b

200,-

b

250,-

P 2400 Nanyo (South Sea Mandated Islands), 1914, Tazawa 10 S. (strip-3) canc. „Yokosuka 8.2.2” (Feb. 2,

1919) on registered cover via ”YOKOHAMA 10.2.19„ to Basel/Switzerland. Tied to official business
cover with ”Yokohama” deleted and replaced by „Yap”. Some covers originating form japanese occupied german south sea islands, but postmarked/Handled at Yokosuka p.o. exist. It may be that they
were fwd. by the monthly navy supply ship for the South Sea area. Signed and photo cert. Holcombe
117 (3)
(1999) who wrongly suggests the cancel may be „Yap”
P 2401 Marugame, 1914, early cover ”Marugame 3.12.23” (Dec. 23, 1914) w. brilliant strike of the „SDPDG”,
s.l. “furyoyubin” and „KEZ” plus han of censor „Fukushima” alongside, via ”KOBE 24.12.14„ to Stockholm/Sweden (backstamp), sender Seesoldat O. Dennewitz
P 2402 1915/17, World War I Bando German P.O.W. Camp, Tokushima, 4 items: 2 post cards, a cover and a
JSCA 18
registered cover; one to Japan, others to Germany, F.-V.F. (JSCA 200.000 yen) (M)

P 2403 1915/16, heir apparante 1 1/2 Sen (pair, with perfin of YSB, perfins are rare with comemmoratives),

3 Sen and coronation 3 sen with Tazawa 1 S., 10 S. canc. „TOKIO 14.11.16” on registered censored
cover „per SS Kamakura Maru via New York with Danish Steamer / Direct to Copenhagen”, on reverse YSB paper seal, transit London and arrival Copenhagen. Attractive commercial (T)
P 2404 1915, JAPAN, disaster mail, Tazawa 10 S. canc. „NAGASAKI...” (rest fallen of) on registered cover to
the Netherlands w. „AMSTERDAM 8.8.15” arrival w. on reverse large four line ”Door brand / beschadigt te / Rotterdam / aangekomen„ (Damaged by fire / received at Rotterdam), cover soiled, probably
from torpedoed ship in WWI
P 2405 1915, World War I Bando German P.O.W. Camp, Kumamoto, 2 items: post card to Frankfurt and picJSCA 7
ture post card to Kumamoto, F.-V.F. (JSCA 80.000 yen) (M)
2406 Nanyo, 1915, Tazawa 10 S. with typewritten “I.J.O. Ponape„ cto ”Ponape 4.12.11 Navy mail postal
agency„ on ppc ”Ponape stone bridge„, also vermilion “kan/roku„ mark of postal money order

2407 Nanyo, 1915, fiscal 1 S.. with typewritten “I.J.O. Ponape„ cto ”Ponape 4.12.11 Navy mail postal agency„ on ppc ”Ponape stone bridge„, also vermilion “kan/roku„ mark of postal money order

P 2408 1917, Russia 1 K. imperf. (3) tied ”OTARU 17.12.17„ to ppc with blue ”PAQUEBOT„ alongside to Paris/
P 2409
P 2410
P 2411
P 2412
2413

France. Senders dateline ”13 Decembre Vladivostock„. Underpaid for the 4 k. foreign rate and marked ”T 2 12 ctms.„ but not pursued in France.
1918, framed „PASSED BY CENSOR / No, MOJI.” on stampless envelope marked CTMS/T„ in vermilion w. handwritten “50” from “MOJI 8.5.18„ to Stockholm/Sweden, on reverse british censor tape
and ”STOCKHOLM 20 7 18„ arrival
1925, Asahi special flight Tokyo-Paris by Breguet 19 A.2 plane w. Fuji Deer 4 Sen canc. „TOKYO OSAKA ASAHI 25 7 1925” plus red pictorial cachet of Asahi Newspaper Co. and three french daters, the
152
rarest Japan-Europe pioneer flight, signed P. Breton
1926/29, Carl Lewis Cover ship p.o. cover: Tazawa 1/2 S., 1 1/2 S. with landscapes 2 S., 6 S. tied
landscape type „HEIAN MARU I.J.SEA POST 1.12.1933” to handpainted envelope to USA, on reverse
typewritten „C-3” and „N”, also arrival „WARWICK ST. ANNEX. NY DEC 16 1933”
1929/30, Carl Lewis Cover ship p.o. cover: lake ashi airmail 8 1/2 S. with Tazawa 1/2 S., 1 S. tied
landscape type „TATSUTA MARU I.J.SEA POST 15.12.1933” to handpainted envelope to USA, on reverse typewritten „C-6” and „O”
1930s (ca.), Kwantung leased territory govt. tobacco tax fiscal, „5 units” in greenish blue, a full sheet
of 10 (5x2, three stamps some toning), unused no gum (M)

P 2414 JAPAN/USA: 1931, versuchter ”First Trans-Pacific Non-Stop Flight„ Tokio-Seattle durch Cecil Allen und

Don Moyle, Sonderumschlag (gefaltet und unten kurzer Einriß) mit Frankatur beider Länder und
Stempel „TOKIO” bzw. „SEATTLE OCT 9 1931” (AAMC-Nr 1149)
P 2414A 1931, Japanese Army Pigeon Mail, Trial Pigeon Flight from Shirokiya Dept. Store, Ginza, Tokyo, to
Army Communications Unit, Nakano, Tokyo, then onward transmission to Fukumitsu-cho, Toyamaken, dated 5th December 1931. Original pigeongram still inserted. Detailed description included. (T)
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P 2415 Incoming mail, 1934/37, Germany, two air mail covers to Kobe: 1.55 RM frank canc. „DRESDEN-N

6.7.31” registered with scarce airport p.o. registration label „Dresden Flughafen” via Berlin, Manchouli and Harbin (Siberia route). And 1937, 100 Pf. „FRANKFURT (MAIN) 20.78.37 via Hong Kong and
Shanghai (Singapore route). Mounted on pages written-up in german. (M)
P 2416 1934, Karl Lewis cover: total 10 S. canc. two strikes landscape pictorial dater „ASAMA-MARU I.J.
SEAPOST 9.1.1 1933” to USA

e

100,-

b

100,-

Ak

150,-

Ak

100,-

d

100,-

e

400,-

b

200,-

b

130,-

b

400,-

GA

150,-

GA

110,-

GA

150,-

b

250,-

GA

130,-

GA

110,-

b

300,-

Ak
b

80,200,-

(*)

750,-

MEN

**

130,-

10

Ak

80,-

P 2417 1940, Tokyo Olympic Games (cancelled), two japanese ship ppc with respective PR-imprints: NYK
P 2418
P 2420
2420A
P 2421

Terukuni Maru „XII OLYMPIAD -. TOKYO 1840” (error 8 instaed of 9) used Osaka 1938 to Tokyo. And
blank card of NYK Asama maru with the „1940” imprint cancelled by machine overprint, scarce.
1940, Tokyo Olympic Games (cancelled): mint ppc published by the „General Direction for Tourism” of the
„Japanese State Railways” (french captions) with offices at 39, bould. de Capucines, Paris, mint, showing
a map of Japan/Korea/Taiwan with appr. day distances by ship and train, very clean condition
1940, Tokyo Olympic Games (cancelled): 1937 4 Sen pair tied by two strikes „PAUQEBOT” (of Hong
Kong) to piece of cover w. „XII OLYMPIAD/TOKYO 1940” imprint; also Imperial Hotel Tokyo letter paper
w. red imprint „XII Olympiad in Tokyo 1940” (T)
1940, Tokyo Olympic Games (cancelled): US airmail 50 C. canc. „HONOLULU JUN 9 1939”on clipper
cover westbound via Hong Kong to Switzerland, transit „VICTORIA 21 JU 39”on NYK line envelope
with “XII OLYMPIAD / TOKYO 1940„ imprint deleted by machine ovpt., very scarce
1940, Tokyo Olympic Games (cancelled), 10 S. blue (2) tied „PAQUEBOT PORT-SAID 10 OC 37” on NYK
179 (2)
line envelope with “XII OLYMPIAD / TOKYO 1940„ imprint to Italy (backstamp)

2421A 1942, cover to a U.S. naval Radio Operator captured from “S.S.Vincent”, Eugene B. De Turck, Shang-

2422

2423
P 2423A
P 2424

hai Internment Camp, Barracks No.7, Japanese Field Post Office No.10, Shanghai China. Receiving
camp handstamp and censored by MATSUI. On reverse received 27th March 1944. Also 1943, letter
to the Eugene B. De Turck, sent via Red Cross but returned to sender as ‘Unknown’. Shanghai Internment Camp held very few prisoners, in 1942 346, 1943 319 and 1944 312 internees.
1943, WW2, military mail: from Kaoru Sameya, Yokoyama Unit, Umi 3766 Unit, N. Australasia Despatch
To: Masami Someya, Kawakubo, Takanami-Town, Fukushi-Gun, Hiroshima Prefecture Censored by. Matuoka’ in boxed ‘Yokoyama Unit 3766 Unit’? “...all is well with me. I have not recieved photos of our boys.
Have you sent them? I have not received a letter. How are you?” 2nd October 1943. ‘Umi’ meant 48th
Division in Timor Island. Very Scarce usage of special Military Air Postcard from Timor Island
1943, field post WW II, northern territories, Japanese navy: Japanese military mail card from Ueda,
Sakai unit Sa-11, URA 12378, U26 (Hachijo Jima, Bonin Is.), c/o Yokosuka P.O., 67th independent
mixed brigade command. To Ueda Eiichi, Ueda section, central 38 unit, Ichishi-gun, Mie-ken.
1948, Japanese P.O.W. in U.S.S.R., P.O.W. postcard from Nakakita Yuichiro, c/o P.O.Box 7, Vladivostok
Post Office, U.S.S.R. to his father Wataru, Kita Handa, Nara-shi, Japan, Cancel of Vladivostok P.O. 1-748, and Russian e U.S. Censorship.
1948, WW II Japanese P.O.W. in Russia, censored formula postcard from “Vladivostok 12-1-48”,
Russia to Nara-shi, Japan w. handwritten March 10 arrival

P 2425 WW2, military mail: from Seiji Mochiduki, Yamamoto Party, Ken 16312 Unit c/o Umi 8940 Unit, N. Aus-

tralasia Despatch.To: Zen-ichi Machiduki, Shimojuku, Mansawa-Village, Minamikoma-Gun, Yamannashi
Prefecture.Censored by ‘Yamamoto’?”.Although I told you that I would write to you, I failed to do so. I am
sorry; it is difficult. I have been well and I appreciate your tenderness at home. It is a great memory in
southern island; seeing the stars through the palm trees reminds me of everyone at home.”’Ken’ meant
19th Army, which served for N. Australasia. ‘Umi’ meant 48th Division, which served for 19th Army. As
this card had the address of HQ of 48th Division, this was sent from Dili, East Timor
P 2426 1949, Japanese P.O.W. in U.S.S.R., P.O.W. postcard from Nakakita Yuichiro USSR 7032, handstamp
“USSR CAMP No.7032”, ‘USSR CENSORED’ Postmark Vladivostok to Japan, USA censor.

P 2426A 1949, Japanese P.O.W. in U.S.S.R., Russian P.O.W. postcard from Fujiwara Hiroshi, c/o P.O.Box 7,

Vladivostok, USSR, sent to Nakakita Sumiko, cancel of “VLADIVOSTOK P.O. 7-3-49”, Russian and USA
censor handstamps.

JEMEN
P 2427 1894, HUDEIDA cds. on incoming mail from Constantinopoli with 1 Pia. blie tied by blue cds., clear

cancelled, shortened on top and gum toned on front, light border crease, fine and scarce Yemen /
Turkey forerunner.
2428 1900 (ca.), Ottoman Period: Picture postcard No. 2 of issue L. Tsambazis, Hodeida. Mint 20 para
stamp applied on front.

P 2429 1936, 6 B. ultramarin rs. auf Bedarfsbrief von SANAA via BAGDAD nach DJEDDA (Saudi Arabien).
P 2430 1926, 5 B. black on white laid paper, complete sheet of 20 with margins, no gum as issued, very fine
and scarce! (T)

3 (20)

P 2431 1930, 1 B to 1 I and issue 1931: 1/2 B to 1 I in different colours, totally 17 values with „SPECIMEN” 4 - 20 SPECIimprint, mint NH, rare!

P 2432 1931 (ca.), Picture postcard No. 20 of issue L. Tsambazis, Hodeida, bearing 1/2 B. 1931 stamp, tied
by Hodeida c.d.s. The card is addressed to Germany.
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2433 1931 (ca.), Picture postcard No. 12 of issue L. Tsambazis, Hodeida, bearing 1/2 B. 1931 stamp, tied
by weak Hodeida c.d.s. The card is addressed to Germany.

10

2434 1931 (ca.), unused picture postcard No. 17 of issue L. Tsambazis, Hodeida.
P 2435 1931, dekorative Frankatur mit 20 B. olivgrün auf Einschreibebrief und prov. «R - Zettel» von SANAA
via HODEIDA und ADEN nach BERLIN.

4 (2), 5, 19

P 2436 1931, cover bearing 4 Bochages red of 1930/31 issue, tied by bilingual c.d.s. “SANAA” to Hodeida.
Envelope roughly opened, otherwise fine.

2437 1933, cover bearing 6 Bochages blue of 1930/31 issue, tied by bilingual c.d.s. “SANAA” to USA. Envelope with minor discoloration, otherwise fine.

P 2438 1936, 6 B. ultramarin und 8 B. violett auf Einschreibebrief von SANAA via ADEN und NEW YORK nach
FORT WORTH (T)

16, 17

P 2439 1937, cover bearing pair of 3 Bochages violet of 1930/31 issue, tied by bilingual c.d.s. “SANAA” to
Geneva/Switzerland. Good destination for this issue.

P 2440 1943/56, 4 covers bearing 6 Bogaches of 1931 issue and 6 or 14 Bogaches of 1940 issue to Aden
Camp (3) or India (registered). Partly roughly opened and light patina. Nice quartet.

P 2441 1948, Revenues for defense 2 1/2 Ah. dull violet and 5 B. blueishgrey mint never hinged margin
pairs, fine and scarce

P 2442 1949, 6 B. blau / braunorange und 8 B. purpur / dunkelblau rs. auf Einschreibebrief von SANAA via
TAAZ nach ROM, rs. Ank. Stpl. «ROMA - MINSTERIO AFRICA ITALIANA -»

34, 35

Start
Ak
Ak

80,60,-

b

180,-

b

80,-

b

80,-

b

200,-

b

100,-

b

150,-

**

120,-

b

200,-

b/e

150,80,-

P 2443 1954/56. Two registered air mail covers franked with the 1947 red or black overprint on 1940 and

1942 issues, Mi No.70,71, and 74 as well as No.82. One cover also has a 6b (No 16) and 20 b (No.57
II). One cover has a reg cachet of Hodeida cancelled w. violet Hodeida mark, 50 b in total rate and
transited via Aden to New York. The other has a Hodeida reg. handstamp transited via Taiz and Aden
and 48 B. in total. Interesting covers and very nice condition. Scarce registered.
P 2444 1972, Revolution stamp 21 B. as S/S mint never hinged, not catalogued, very scarce
Bl Mi 1526

P 2445 1980, „World Telecommunication Day”, innerpaneau proof sheet of 75 and 100 fils printed together
respectively 50 stamps per value. At the bottom of the sheet 20 empty fields. (MA1).

1588-89 proof

**
**
**

600,300,100,-

GA

60,-

Kessler Nr.1

GA

2450 1962, Aerogramm Nr.2 ungebraucht mit Markeneindruck 10 Bogaches in rot sowie grünem Aufdruck. Kessler Nr.2
P 2451 1962, Aerogramm Nr.2 als FDC echt gelaufen mit großem violetten Stempel „First Army Postal Ser-

GA

70,70,-

Kessler Nr.2

GA

80,-

57a, 80a

**

150,-

Kessler Nr.3

GA

80,-

57a, 63B

b

600,-

81b

**

800,-

80a

**

150,-

Kessler Nr.6

GA

80,-

*

100,-

g

140,-

P 2446 1993, 200 R. overprints on 10 values, all unmounted mint, very fine. SG cat. 1.300,- GBP
P 2447 1995, Revenue 2 R. green mint never hinged corner margin block of 15, very fine and scarce

SG 133 - 42

**

JEMEN - KÖNIGREICH
2448 1956, Aerogramm Nr.1 ungebraucht mit Markeneindruck in rot 10 Bogaches.
Kessler Nr.1
P 2449 1956, Aerogramm Nr.1 als Einschreiben mit Zusatzfrankatur in die USA über Äthiopien, rückseitig
durch Transitstempel und Ankunftstempel belegt.

vice 1963” und rotem „Delayed in Transit THROUGH ENEMY LINES”

P 2452 1963/64, 1963 provisional issue: 10 Bog. consular fee stamp black/orange, handstamped „YEMEN”

P 2453
P 2454

P 2455
P 2456

and „POSTAGE 1383” in arabic in red with black bar over old inscr. 1964 provisional issued at Qara,
5+5 Bog. consular fee stamp vertical pair dull-purple handstamped across a pair. (S.G. R38, R58 cat
val. 2.600,-- Pounds)
1963, Aerogramm Nr.3 als FDC echt gelaufen in die USA mit blauer Marke 6 Bogaches mit rotem
Aufdruck sowie rotem +4 B. Roter Zusatzstempel „Delayed in Transit THROUGH ENEMY LINES”. Seltenes und dekoratives Exemplar.
1963, Yemen Royalist Mail, cover sent by Lt. Col Bruce Conde - later Fürst von Conde -from „CAMP
MANSUR 14.10.64” via ”JEDDAH Saudi Arabia„ to Ohio, USA, franked with rare consular fee stamp
handstamped „YEMEN” and „Postage 1383” in arabic letters together with stamp from MS ‘Patriotic
war’, red boxed ”R„ cancel, at reverse arrival cancellation ”SIDNEY OHIO NOV 14.1964„.
1964, 5 Bog.Konsulatsdienstmarke im senkrechten Paar mit Handstempelaufdruck des Imam Wappens in Rot-Lila, grüner Aufdruck „Yemen” und Jahreszahl. Am Unterrand schwarzvioletter Balken, die
wohl seltenste Marke des Yemen. Attest Pascal Scheller.
1964, 5 Bog.Konsulatsdienstmarke im waagrechten Paar mit Handstempelaufdruck des Imam Wappens in Rot-Lila, grüner Aufdruck „Yemen” und Jahreszahl. seltene Marke. Attest Pascal Scheller.

P 2457 1966, Aerogramm Nr.6 ungebraucht. Marke wurde auf Aerogrammformular aufgeklebt und mit Stempel + 4B in rot als Zusatzporto versehen.

JORDANIEN
P 2458 1927, New Currency stamp set „Emir Abd Allah Ibn al-Hussain” 2 Mills to 1000 Mills, very fine un-

119-31
used, cat.val. 360,-P 2459 1927, New Currency stamp set „Emir Abd Allah Ibn al-Hussain” 2 Mills to 1000 Mills, very fine cancel119-31
led, cat.val. 450,--
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P 2460 1928/34 two sets: 1928 ‘New constitution’ 2 Mills to 200 Mills with overprint in arabic letters and 132-42, 1551930 ordinary stamp set, 16 Values perf. 14, 3 Mills green and 4 Mills rose perf 12. Cat Val. 340,--

P 2461 1928, ‘New constitution’ cpl. set 2 Mills to 200 Mills with overprint in arabic letters, fine cancelled
„AMMAN”. Cat Val 280,--

Start

170

*

100,-

132-42

g

80,-

g/d

120,-

**/*/v

400,-

143-54

g

150,-

171-184

*

280,-

P 2462 1930/34, ordinary stamp set, 16 Values perf. 14 (Michel A), fine used, 90 Mills left misperforation, 1

Pound on piece with fine strike „AMMAN 6 JY 30 B”, 1939 8 values perf. 13 1/2:13 (Michel D) and
1943 8 values perf. 12 (Michel C), totally 32 values cat. val. 370,-P 2463 1930, Locust campaign, 2 mills to 500 mills - overprinted set in arabic and english - cpl. set in blocks
143-54
of four, one stamp mint, tree stamps mnh per block, KW 1.040,-- (Michel price for *). (MA1).

P 2464 1930, Locust campaign, 2 mills to 500 mills - overprinted set in arabic and english - cpl set fine cancelled. Cat val 460,--

P 2465 1933, Ordinary stamp set ‘historic sites of Jordania’, 1 M. to 1 pound cpl. very fine, neatly mounted
on album leave. (MA1).

P 2466 1939-1947, ordinary stamps „Emir Abd Allah Ibn al-Hussain”, single stamps horizontal pairs and ex 155-170,
block of four, 32 stamps with the better perforations 13 1/2. (Michel D) from 1939

185-92, 202-05 **/*

300,-

P 2467 1939, ordinary stamp set „Emir Abd Allah Ibn al-Hussain” perforation 13 1/2:13 (Michel D), 9 values

including the 3 Mills in two diff. colours. Set in block of four in which one stamp is mint the other three
155D-164D
mnh. (cat val 1.800,-- for *++) MA1.
P 2468 1949, Occupation of Palestine, ‘75th Anniv of Postal Union’, 4 Mills block of four and each stamp with
18 Spec
boxed ‘SPECIMEN’ overprint in red, mint never hinged, very fine. (SG. P31)

**/*/v

700,-

v/SPEC

60,-

b

300,-

GA

150,-

b

80,-

Egypt

b

200,-

Egypt

b

200,-

Egypt

b

200,-

Australia

b

200,-

P 2469 1951, YASSER ARAFAT written airmail cover from Naplus to Rinteln, Germany via Jerusalem (back-

stamp), franked with 5m Palestine (Jordan. Occ.) and three Jordan stamps, tied Naplus cds, and with
large size ‘’A V 2’’ air h/s alongside. A scarce Arafat cover from the known relation to Rinteln.
P 2470 1955. British FIELD POST: Two British registered postal stationery envelopes, large but different sizes,
one is a George VI and one is a QE, sent from Zerka Camp, Arab Legion, 9th regiment, uprated for air
mail tied by FPO 575 and addressed to England. Both having the FPO registration label. Some faults.
Scarce usage. (M)
P 2471 1967, 3 Stück rot-goldene 50 Fils Rundmarken „Seitenportät KENNEDY” mit weiterer Frankatur auf
Lp-R-Brief der Jordan National Bank Amman nach New York, dekoratives Stück.

JORDANIEN - PORTOMARKEN
P 2472 1936 (1.7.), incoming cover from Egypt franked with 5m only with several tax-markings incl. Amman
P 2473

P 2474
P 2475

P 2476

(type I4) endorsed 19mils to pay and postage dues affixed on arrival with fine Amman cds. (10m red,
1m brown and 4m green vert. pair), minor toning nerverthless a very attractive and scarce cover!
1936 (1.8.), incoming cover from Ismailia/Egypt franked with 15m only with tax-marking of Amman
(type I4) endorsed 7mils to pay and postage dues (1m rbrown, 2m orange and 4m green) affixed on
arrival with Amman cds., backstamped Qantara and Cairo (both 1.8.) and Amman (2.8.), very scarce
and attractive cover!
1937 (11.2.), incoming cover from Egypt franked with 15m only with several tax-markings incl. Amman (type I4) endorsed 7mils to pay and postage dues affixed on arrival with Amman cds. (1m brown,
2m orange and 4m green), vertical bend nevertheless a very attractive and scarce cover!
1938 (12.7.), incoming airmail cover from Perth/Australia franked with 1s8d only with several taxmarkings incl. Amman (type I4) endorsed 20mils to pay and postage dues (10m red vertical pair) affixed on arrival with Amman cds., backstamped Alexandria, Qantara (both 24.7.) and Amman (26.7.),
very scarce and attractive cover!
1942/44, Postage due stamps, 20 Mills olive-bistre, perf 12 block of four and 1942 set cancelled
and in block of four with sheet margin. (Michel cat Val. 240,--)

P33C, P35-37 **/*/g

80,-

JORDANIEN - TRANSJORDANIEN
P 2477 AKABA: 1930 (ca.), three orginal black&white fotos of the FORT at Akaba and a letter written ‘Amman,
1.6.32’ about the fotos, scarce historical items

P 2478 AKABA (type D2): 1926/33, nice group of seven stamps mostly optd. Palestine stamps all with violet
or black part cancels of Akaba

P 2479 AMMAN: 1933 (15.2.), pictorial 5m single use on cover from Amman to Haifa/Palestine with arrival
cds. on reverse, some toning around stamp

Ak

120,-

g

120,-

b

120,-

b/Ak

250,-

b

250,-

b

300,-

P 2480 AMMAN-DERAA T.P.O. (type D1): 1934 (22.11.), cover with 3 x 5m stamps used with fine strikes of

Amman-Deraa TPO cds. to Cairo with Amman and Cairo transitmarks on reverse (faults at top left
corner) and a picture postcard with three stamps on picture side used with same postmark (21.7.31)
to Constantinople (corner bend at bottom left)
P 2481 AMMAN-DERAA T.P.O. (type D1): 1939/40, two airmail covers bearing different Emir Abdullah stamps
used with fine Amman-Deraa TPO cds. to England or Scotland with different censor markings incl. one
with Transjordan censorstrip, scarce and attractive cover pair!
P 2482 AMMAN DISTRICT (type D7+R1): 1925 (8.2.), Hejaz optd. coat of arms 5pia. oliva and 1pia. blue used
on large registered cover with blue ‘Amman District cds. and blue registration handstamp addressed
to Stockport/England, backstamped Haifa (10.2.), Haifa-Kantara T.P.O.South (10.2.) and Stockport
(18.2.), folded vertically and marginal faults (T)
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P 2483 AMMAN DISTRICT (type D7+R1): 1925 (19.2.), eight mostly different Hejaz optd. coat of arms stamps

used on registered philatelic cover with blue ‘Amman District cds. and blue registration handstamp
adressed to Alexandria, backstamped Haifa (10.2.), Haifa-Kantara T.P.O.South (10.2.) etc., colourful
cover!
P 2484 AMMAN GPO: 1925 (ca.), Hejaz optd. ornamental stamp used on piece with violet Amman cds. and
ciolet bilingual registration handstamp, very attractive!

b

250,-

d

100,-

b

700,-

b

1.000,-

b

1.000,-

b

250,-

b

250,-

b

500,-

b

500,-

b

400,-

b

400,-

b

400,-

d

400,-

b

250,-

b

250,-

b

120,-

b

120,-

b

120,-

b

120,-

Ak

120,-

P 2485 AMMAN GPO (type D1): 1921 (30.6.), cover with optd. Palestine 1pia. blue used with black negative
P 2486
P 2487

P 2488

P 2489

P 2490
P 2491
P 2492
P 2493
P 2494
P 2495
P 2496
P 2497
P 2498

P 2499
P 2500
P 2501
P 2502

seal pmk. of Amman adressed to Mm. Kirkbride in Suez with transitmarks of Jerusalem (2.7.), Port
Said (5.7.) and Suez (5.7.) on reverse, rare cover!
AMMAN GPO (type D1): 1922 (23.1.), registered cover with a colourful mixture of optd. Palestine
stamps used with violet negative seal pmk. of Amman addressed to Military H.Q. Bir Salem, Palestine
with several transitmarks incl. Jerusalem (25.1.), Ludd (26.1.) and FPO No. 89 (26.1.), rare cover! (T)
AMMAN GPO (type D1): 1922 (16.4.), registered cover bearing four horiz. pairs optd. Palestine 5m
orange used with very fine strikes of the violet negative seal pmk. of Amman addressed to Jerusalem with arrival pmk. on reverse (18.4.), vertical bend (not affecting stamps or postmarks) and
some toning, rare cover! (T)
AMMAN GPO (type D3): 1923 (14.6.), registered cover bearing Hejaz 3pi. brown (2pia. postage +
1pia. registration) used with violet bilinugal pmk. of Amman adressed to Hants redirected within
England, backstamped Jerusalem (16.6.) and Basingstoke (25.6.), part of backflap missing and
some faults at top!
AMMAN GPO (type D3): 1923 (12.9.), large part of registered cover bearing horiz. pair Hejaz 1 1/2pi.
violet (2pia. postage + 1pia. registration) used with very fine strike of violet bilinugal pmk. of Amman
adressed to Oakland/USA, backstamped Jerusalem (15.9.), New York (6.10.) and Oakland (11.10.),
cover stuck on carton with large part of backside missing!
AMMAN GPO (type D4): 1923 (11.11.), Hejaz coat of arms optd. 1pia. blue on cover with violet bilingual Amman cds. adressed to Syria with Damas arrival pmk. on reverse (13.11.), roughly opened
backflap!
AMMAN GPO (type D4, worn state): 1924 (3.2.), Hejaz coat of arms optd. 1 1/2pia. violet single on
cover with violet bilingual Amman cds. (worn state, late usage) adressed to Egypt with transitmarks of
Jerusalem (5.2.) and Cairo (7.2.) on reverse, marginal blemishes!
AMMAN GPO (type D5): 1924 (5.1.), incoming cover from Beyrouth underfranked and with triangular
tax-marking ‘T’ adressed to Amman where optd. Hejaz 1pia. blue was used as Postage Due and cancelled with blue AMMAN pmk., marginal faults nevertheless an attractive cover!
AMMAN GPO (type D6): 1924 (23.3.), Hejaz coat of arms optd. 1pia. blue on cover with violet bilingual Amman cds. adressed to Syria with Damas arrival pmk. on reverse (25.3.), roughly opened through
upper right corner!
AMMAN GPO (type D6): 1924 (29.6.), Hejaz coat of arms horiz. pair of optd. 1/2pia. red on cover with
fine blue bilingual Amman cds. adressed to Damascus with arrival cds. on reverse (1.7.), part of backflap missing otherwise fine!
AMMAN GPO (type D6): 1924 (20.3.), backside of registered cover bearing Hejaz coat of arms optd.
1/2pia. red (single and two pairs) with fine violet bilingual Amman cds. and Jerusalem (22.3.), Port
Said (23.3.) and Cairo (24.3.) transitmarks, wax seals removed otherwise a very attractive part cover!
AMMAN GPO (type D8): 1925 (23.6.), Hejaz optd. coat of arms 1pia. blue single on folded cover
(shortened and faults at top) with violet bilingual Amman cds. adressed to Damascus with arrival
pmk. on reverse (25.6.)
AMMAN GPO (type D8): 1925 (7.10.), Hejaz optd. ornamental 1/2pia. red two singles on cover with
violet bilingual Amman cds. adressed to Jerusalem with arrival pmk. on reverse (10.10.), minor toning
around stamps
AMMAN GPO (type D10 and D11): 1927 (14.7.), incoming cover from India underfranked with taxmarkings and Postage Dues 2m. and 8m. used on arrival with Amman cds. (type D10), and a registered cover (7.12.1929) used from Amman (type D11) with blue/white reg. label adressed to Austria
with Haifa transitmark on reverse (10.12.), nice cover pair
AMMAN GPO (type D11): 1928 (5.4.), local cover from Amman zu Zerka bearing single 5m stamp for
local rate with arrival cds. of same day, and a 1929 (4.6.) stampless official cover from Amman used
to Berne/Switzerland
AMMAN GPO (type I4): 1936 (9.6. and 22.6.), two incoming covers from Omdurman/Sudan to Amman both underfranked with tax-markings incl. Amman (type I4) but no postage due collected as both
Sudan
covers readressed to England, small faults but a very unusual cover pair
AMMAN GPO (type I6): 1945 (8.8.), airmail cover bearing Emir Abdullah 5m orange and 15m blue
only used from Amman to New York with violet censor marking and two-line ‘Insufficiently Prepaid For
Air Mail / Should Be Sent By Ordinary Post.’ instructional marking, scarce cover!
AMMAN GPO (type I10 and I11): 1935 (7.3.), incoming registered airmail picture postcard from Novy
Jicin/Neu Titschen (Czechoslovakia) adressed to Es Salt, unknown so sent to Amman with arrival cds.
(15.3.) and returned to sender with bilingual single-line instructional markings ‘INCONNU’ and ‘RECSSR
TOUR’, unusual card!
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P 2503 AMMAN GPO (type UP2): 1929 (26.5.), cover bearing invalid optd. Palestine stamps used from SALT

(violet cds. beside stamps) with bilingual circular tax-marking ‘T’ used in Amman adressed to San
Francisco with Amman transitmark on reverse (27.5.), unusual philatelic cover
P 2504 AMMAN-MAAN T.P.O. (type D1): 1938 (19.8.), airmail cover bearing Emir Abdullah 2 x 5m used with
fine violet Amman-Maan TPO cds. to England with Amman transitmark on reverse
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P 2505 AMMAN REGISTERED (type R3): 1932 (10.6.), registered cover ‘via Jerusalem’ (11.6.) to England and
P 2506
P 2507
P 2508
P 2509
P 2510
P 2511
P 2512
P 2513
P 2514
P 2515
P 2516
P 2517

P 2518
P 2519

P 2520

1938 (29.8.), registered cover to Beyrouth with Damas (31.8.) and Beyrouth (31.8.) transitmarks,
both covers with blue/white reg. labels, attractive pair!
AMMAN REGISTERED (type R3): 1942 (11.4.) and 1944 (24.10.), two registered covers to Baghdad/
Iraq at different rates with blue/white reg. labels, censor markings of Transjordan and Iraq and arrival
pmk. on reverse, very attractive cover pair!
AMMAN STATION (type D2): 1927/28, two covers bearing optd. Palestine stamps incl. single 5m to
Samakh/Palestine (14.2.28, backflap missing) or 5m + 1pia. to England (1.7.27) both with poor to
good bilingual Amman-Station cds. and Haifa transitmarks on reverse
AMMAN STATION (type D2): 1928 (3.5.), cover bearing optd. Palestine 3m block/6 with two very fine
strikes of bilingual Amman-Station cds. adressed to England with Haifa transitmark on reverse (3.5.),
attractive cover!
AMMAN STATION (type D2): 1933 (28.12.), covers bearing six different pictorials used with good bilingual Amman-Station cds. to England with Amman cds. on reverse, roughly opened at top otherwise
a nice cover!
EL HUSN (type D2): 1926 (11.12.), cover bearing pair and single optd. Palestine 5m orange used
with two very fine strikes of the violet bilingual ‘El Husn’ cds. adressed to Damascus/Syria with
poor arrival pmk. on reverse (14.12.), very attractive and rare cover!
EL HUSN (type D2): 1927 (21.12.), cover bearing Emir Abdullah 10m red and 5m orange used with
very fine strike of violet El Husn cds. adressed to Beyrouth with transitmarks of Damas and Beyrouth
(both 23.12.) on reverse, very attractive cover!
EL HUSN (type D2): 1934/36, two domestic covers each bearing Emir Abdullah 5m orange used with
good to fine strikes of black El Husn cds. adressed both locally adressed to Amman with arrival cds.
on reverse, minor faults nevertheless an attractive pair!
EL ZARQA (type D1): 1924, cover bearing optd. Hejaz coat of arms 1pia. blue used with violet arab
negative seal pmk. of El Zarqa locally used to Betsani with arrival cds. (20.8.24) and transitmark of
Haifa (18.8.) on reverse, minor blemishes nevertheless an attractive cover!
EL ZARQA (type D2): 1927 (18.5.), cover bearing optd. Palestine 5m strip/3 used with violet El Zarqa
cds. ‘By Air to Amman’ to London redirected to Kent with transitmarks of Haifa (20.5.) and Kensington
(30.5.) on reverse, part of backflap missing otherwise a fine cover
EL ZARQA (type D2): 1928/31, two covers bearing Emir Abdullah stamps at 15m or 25m rates both
used with fine black El Zarqa cds. to England and with Amman or Haifa transitmark on reverse, scarce
cover pair
EL ZARQA (type D2): 1928 (4.5.), incoming cover from London underfranked with KGV 1 1/2d brown
adressed to Zerka where two 8m Postage Dues were affixed and cancelled with bilingual ‘El Zarqa’
GB
cds. and transitmark of Haifa (14.5.) on reverse, scarce and unusual cover!
EL ZARQA (type D2): 1935/41, two covers bearing a colourful mixture of Emir Abdullah stamps incl.
airmail cover (20.6.35, minor toning around stamps) to England and censored cover (15.4.41) to
Switzerland with bilingual censorstrip, both used with fine black El Zarqa cds. and transitmarks on
reverse, scarce and attractive cover pair!
EL ZARQA (type D2): 1942 (17.11.), Emir Abdullah 10m red single use on cover with light El Zarqa cds.
adressed to Jerusalem with violet ‘PASSED BY CENSOR / TRANSJORDAN’ marking on front and Amman transitmark (18.11.) on reverse, backflap missing
IRBID (type D2): 1928/42, two covers bearing Emir Abdullah single 5m (25.7.28) used to Amman or
vertical pair 5m (26.9.42) used to Jerusalem with violet double-circle ‘DEPUTY CHIEF FIELD CENSOR’
and Field Post Office 154 (29.9.42) backstamp, minor blemishes neverthless an attratcive and scarce cover pair
IRBID (type D3): 1926 (9.12.), cover bearing optd. Palestine 5m orange used on cover with fine violet
Irbid cds. locally adressed, cover shortened at top and small other faults

P 2521 IRBID (type D3): 1932 (30.9.), Emir Abdullah 5m orange single and vert. pair on cover from EL HUSN
to Bologna/Italy with transitmarks of Irbid (30.9.), Amman (1.10.) and Bologna (10.10.) on reverse

2522 IRBID (type D3): 1937 (10.6.), airmail cover bearing Emir Abdullah 5m + 10m with very fine strike of
Irbid adressed to Southampton, several tonespots

2523 IRBID (type D3): 1939 (26.9.), Emir Abdullah 15m blue single use on cover with good Irbid cds. adres-

sed to Syria with Damas and Aley transitmarks and red/white ‘TRANS-JORDAN / OPENED BY CENSOR
/ Amman No. -3-’ censor label on reverse, minor blemishes
P 2524 IRBID (type D4): 1936 (10.9.), registered cover bearing Emir Abdullah 15m + 20m with blue/white reg.
label used with fine Irbid cds. to Egypt with transitmarks of Amman (12.9.) and Alexandria (16.9.) on reverse, and another cover (18.3.46) with 10m horiz. pair used from Irbid to England, scarce cover pair!
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P 2525 JEBEL AJLUN (type D1): 1923 (29.8.), registered cover bearing optd. Hejaz 1pia. blue horiz. pair

used with fine violet negative seal pmk. of Jebel Ajlun adressed to Egypt with transitmarks of
Haifa (31.8.), Kantara-Haifa TPO South (1.9.) and Cairo (2.9.) on reverse, small faults nevertheless
a rare and attractive cover!

P 2526 JEBEL AJLUN (type D1): 1925 (ca.), optd. Palestine 5m orange (corner fault) with part violet negative
seal pmk. of Jebel Ajlun, scarce postmark!
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P 2527 JEBEL AJLUN (type D2): 1935 (15.1.), Emir Abdullah 1m to 5m (total 15m) used on cover with two fine

strikes of Jebel Ajlun adressed to Bilthoven/Netherlands with Amman transitmark (15.1.) on reverse,
vertical bend nevertheless a scarce and very colourful cover

P 2528 JEBEL AJLUN (type D2): 1936 (16.1.), Emir Abdullah 100m and 90m on registered cover with clear

strike of Jebel Ajlun and blue/white reg. label ‘Ajlun’ used to England with transitmarks of Amman
(18.1.), Jerusalem (19.1.) and Pinner arrival pmk. (29.1.) on reverse, very attractive cover

2529 JEBEL AJLUN (type D2): 1944 (5.8.), Emir Abdullah 20m single and vert. pair on airmail cover with fine

Jebel Ajlun cds. adressed to Edinburgh/Scotland with violet censor marking on front and Amman
transitmark (6.8.) on reverse, fine cover

P 2530 JEBEL AJLUN (type D2): 1945 (17.8.), Emir Abdullah 10m vert. pair on cover with very fine Jebel Ajlun

cds. adressed to Dublin/Ireland with black/blue-green censorstrip and Amman transitmark (19.8.)
on reverse, attractive cover

P 2531 JERASH (type D4): 1929 (25.4.), Emir Abdullah 10m red + 5m orange on cover with three very fine

strikes of red-violet Jerash cds. used to Ohio/USA with transitmarks of Irbid (26.4.) and Haifa (27.4.)
on reverse, part of adressee erased otherwise very fine cover

P 2532 KATRANI (type D2): 1927/34, two stamps with black part cancels of Katrani incl. very fine 5m pictorial stamp, scarce postmark!

2533 KERAK (type D3): 1926, nice group of five optd. Palestine stamps (incl. one pair) all with violet part
cancels of Kerak

P 2534 KERAK (type D4): 1936 (26.4.), registered airmail cover bearing Emir Abdullah 15m blue strip/3 with

very fine strikes of Kerak cds. and blue/white reg. label ‘El-Kerak’ used to London with Amman transitmark (27.4.), and another cover (19.6.38) with 3 x 4m and single 3m stamps used to Seattle/USA
(roughly opened at top), scarce and attractive cover pair!

P 2535 KERAK (type D5): 1934 (20.12.), registered cover bearing four different definitives and blue/white

reg. label adressed to Palestine with transitmarks of Amman (21.12.), Jerusalem (22.12.) and Tul
Karn (23.12.) on reverse, minor toning nevertheless a very attractive cover!

P 2536 MAAN (type D3): 1927 (13.4.), cover with optd. Palestine stamps in blocks/4 (1m brown, 2m yelloow

and 3m blue) with good strikes of Maan used to New Jersey/USA with Amman transitmark (14.4.) on
reverse, nice and scarce cover!

P 2537 MAAN (type D5): 1934 (15.12.), Emir Abdullah 15m blue single on cover with clear Maan cds. used

to USA (shortened at bottom and small tear at bottom, and another cover bearing Emir Abdullah 1m
and 4m strips/3 from Maan (28.12.37) to Liverpool with transitmark of Amman on reverse (tonespots!)

P 2538 MAAN (type D5): 1935 (14.9.), Emir Abdullah 10m red single on picture postcard with clear Maan cds.
used to France with transitmark of Amman (15.9.) on front

P 2539 MAAN (type D5): 1938 (11.7.), Emir Abdullah 15m blue single on cover with clear Maan cds. used to
Egypt with transitmarks of Amman (11.7.) and Cairo (14.7.) on reverse, light vertical bend otherwise
very fine

P 2540 MADABA (type D1): 1925 (9.12.), cut down cover bearing four optd. Palestine stamps used with

two fine strikes of the violet negative seal pmk. of Madaba adressed to USA with Haifa transitmark, and a registered cover (19.3.21) with 5m block/4 on reverse with two fine strikes of same
postmark and unusual large black/white reg. label used to New York with Jerusalem (21.3.) and
New York (11.4.) transitmarks, parts of both covers missing but a rare postmark and usage!

P 2541 MADABA (type D2): 1925 (20.1.), registered cover bearing optd. Hejaz 1pia. blue strip/3 used with

fine oval violet arab pmk. of Madaba adressed to Toledo/USA with transitmarks of Haifa (24.1.), New
York (12.2.) and Toledo (14.2.), minor blemishes nerverthless a rare and attractive cover!

P 2542 MADABA (type D2): 1925 (2.3.), cover bearing optd. Hejaz 1/2pia. red used with fine oval violet arab

pmk. of Madaba adressed to Palestine with transitmarks of Amman (wrong date 3-FEB 1925) and
Haifa (6.3.), rare and attractive cover!

P 2543 MADABA (type D3): 1928 (18.6.), Emir Abdullah 15m blue single use on cover with very fine Madaba

cds. used to England with Amman (18.6.) and Haifa (19.6.) transitmarks on reverse, light diagonal
bend at right side of cover otherwise fine

P 2544 MADABA (type D3): 1934 (18.12.), registered cover bearing pictorial stamps (2 x 10m + 2 x 20m) used

with very fine strikes of black Madaba cds. and blue/white reg. label ‘Madeba’ adressed to Palestine with
Amman (19.12.) and Jerusalem (20.12.) transitmarks on reverse, some toning but looks nice!

P 2545 MADABA (type D3): 1936 (6.2.), registered cover bearing Emir Abdullah 50m and 20m block/4 with

blue/white reg. label from Madaba to England with transitmarks of Amman (6.2.), Jerusalem (8.2.)
and Pinner/England (18.2.), and another cover from Madaba (24.1.40) with single 15m (cut at top)
to London with Transjordan censorstrip, nice cover pair!
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P 2546 MADABA (type D4): 1945 (11.1.), cover franked 210mils (Emir Abdullah 50m pair, 20m two pairs +

single and single 10m) used with fine strikes of Madaba cds. adressed to Buffalo/USA with black/
blue censorstrip, roughly opened at top repaired (front and backside stuck together!) but very attractive looking from front!
2547 MEFRAK (type D2): 1937 (1.7.), cover franked 15mils with a colourful mixture of Emir Abdullah
stamps used with fine strikes of Mefrak cds. adressed to England with Amman transitmark on reverse
(1.7.), roughly opened at top with small part of front missing
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P 2548 MEFRAK (type D2): 1939 (5.12.), registered cover franked 35mils (Emir Abdullah 5m + 3 x 10m) used

P 2549
P 2550
P 2551

P 2552
P 2553

P 2554

P 2555

2556
P 2557

with fine strikes of Mefrak cds. and blue/white reg. label ‘Mafrak’ adressed to Alexandria/Egypt with
censor marking and Transjordan censorstrip, backstamped Amman (5.12.), Jerusalem (7.12.) and
Alexandria (11.12.), some tonespots on front otherwise very fine
MEFRAK (type D2): 1942 (4.8.), Emir Abdullah 10m single on cover from Mefrak to Jerusalem with red/
white censorstrip (tonespots) and another cover (11.10.44) with single 5m (other stamps fallen off) from
Mefrak to Egypt with black/blue censorstrip (heavy faults!), both covers with Amman transitmark
SALT (type D1): 1919 (4.12.), cover bearing single Palestine 1pia. blue used with light black arab
pmk. of Salt adressed to London with transitmarks of Damas (7.12.) and Egypt (11.12.) on reverse,
Palestine
several bends and wrinkles but a scarce cover used during Arab Kingdom administration!
SALT (type D1): 1921 (31.5.), cover bearing optd. Palestine 1pia blue with light violet arab pmk. of
Salt adressed to England with Jerusalem transitmark (2.6.) on reverse, and a part of registered cover
bearing optd. Palestine 5m orange two horiz. pairs with very fine violet arab pmks. of Salt adressed
to England, scarce and attractive!
SALT (type D1): 1921 (13.1.), cover bearing optd. Palestine 5m orange horiz. pair from right margin
with very fine violet arab pmk. of Salt adressed to Jersualem with arrival cds. on front dated 15th January 1921, very scarce and attractive cover!
SALT (type D3): 1930 (7.3.), registered cover bearing Emir Abdullah 2 x 15m blue + single 5m orange
with good Salt cds. and blue/white reg. label ‘Es-Salt’ adressed to Berlin/Germany with transitmarks
of Amman (7.3.), Haifa (8.3.) and Berlin (16./17.3.) on reverse, part of backflap missing otherwise
very fine!
SALT (type D3 and D4): 1943 (16.3.), cover bearing Emir Abdullah 7 x 15m blue with fine Salt cds.
(D3) to USA with red/white censorstrip and Amman transitmark, and another cover (11.3.36) with
colourful mixture of stamps used from Amman to England missent to Salt with clear SALT transitmark
(D4) on both sides, nice cover pair!
SALT (type D4): 1936/44, three covers with Emir Abdullah stamps all used with fine Salt cds. incl.
1936 (7.8.) colourful cover to Beyrouth with Damas and Beyrouth transitmarks, 1944 (9.10.) registered cover with blue/white reg. label ‘Es-Salt’ and violet censor marking to Zerka with Amman transitmark and 1944 (9.10.) cover to Belgium Congo (!) with censor markings incl. single-line ‘CENSURE
CONGO BELGE’ and Amman (12.10.) and Stanleyville (31.10.) transitmarks, very attractive and unusual trio!
STATION H.4 (type D2): 1930 (ca.), Emir Abdullah 2m blue-green used with part cancel showing very
clear ‘H.4’, rare postmark!
TAFILEH (type D2): 1931/34, six stamps with black mostly part cancels of Tafileh incl. very fine 5m
pictorial stamp, scarce postmark!

P 2558 ZERKA (El Zarqa, type D3): 1941 (27.1.), Emir Abdullah 15m blue + 10m red used on registered cover

with blue/white reg. label and Trans-Jordan censorstrip and markings used to Haifa with transitmarks
of Amman (29.1.), Jerusalem and Haifa (both 30.1.) on reverse, minor faults!

KAMBODSCHA
P 2559 1884 cover to France, bearing 10,15c. General Col. Commerce issue, all tied by rare pearled

“Cambodge / Pnom-Penh / Jui “84” cds.-plus one alongside. Routed via Saigon with all transit
and arrival cds. A rare early Cambodian usage.
P 2560 1891, 15 c. pale blue tied by cds. „CORPS D. ARMEES SAIGON 25.AVRIL” to cover with endorsement
Frz. Kol. 50
„Corps Expéditionnaire Du Cambodge” and violet cachet to Angers with arrival mark, toned

2561 1903-05, Four picture postcards with french Indo Chine frankings and PNOMPENH CAMBODGE cancellations, few tiny toned, fine group

P 2562 1951, French indochine airmail stamps 1 P, 2 P and 5 P (issue 1933) b/s on registered cover with

imprint „Royaume de Cambodge - Cabinet de Sa Majeste”, sent from „PHNOM-PENH 31-5 1951” to
194-96, 179
Afferde, Germany.
P 2563 1953, goddess Kinnari miniature sheet set of three, mint never hinged and scarce, Mi. € 270,-Bl. 4/6

2564 1956, King Norodom Suramarit, complete issue in blocs of 4, mint never hinged
66/71 (4)
P 2565 1965, Year of International Cooperation, all 3 not issued values, unperforated from the upper left
corner, mint never hinged, a rare issue!

P 2566 1967/70, Lot von 29 nur verschiedenen Epreuves de Luxe, viele kpl. Ausgaben. (T)
2567 1970, Fishes, not perforated, complete issue in blocs of 4, mint never hinged. Rare!
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P 2568 1975, traditional instruments, not issued stamps, overprinted brown and silver, 5 different values, ex C 432 / H
160, 235, 500, 1000 and 2000 R. in pairs, mint never hinged with usual tropical gum. Mi. 1.250,- € 432 (2)
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1223/29 (2)

**

300,-

A 1272 / 73

**

350,250,-

2569 1975, 5 unverausgabte Werte zu 1R., 7R., 8R., 10R. und 14 R. postfrisch ohne Aufdruck, Gummi wie
üblich leicht getönt, Attestkopie Osper

2570 1975, Khmer-Republik: 2x Olympia-Kleinbogen zu je 4 Marken Montreal 1976 (Herkules), 1x gezähnt,
1x ungezähnt, postfrisch. (T)

P 2571 1989/90, 80 R. Angkor Vat 1989 (Mi. loose 225,- €) and 1000 on 20 R. Football 1990 (Mi. -.-) on 1065 (3), 1153
upfranked registered letter to Ireland, signed Osper. Rare! (T)

u.a.

P 2572 1989/90, 80 R. Angkor Vat 1989 and twice 500 on 10 R. Football 1990 in a vertical pair (Mi. -.-) on 1065, 1152
upfranked registered letter to Ireland, signed Osper. Rare! (T)

Start

(2) u.a.

P 2573 1989/90, twice 35 R. and 100 R. Angkor Vat 1989 (Mi. loose 180,- €) and horizontal strip of 3 of 200 B 665, 1063
on 3 R. Football 1990 (Mi. -.-) upfranked with 1 R. WWII 1985 on a letter to Germany, signed Osper. (2), 1066,
Rare! (T)
1150(3)

P 2574 1989, Angkor Vat, compelte issue on 3 upfranked letters (one registered) to Germany, 35 and 100 R.
twice, Mi. for loose stamps 425,- €. Rare! (T)

1063/66 u.a.

2575 1990, 300 on 5 R. Football 1990 (Mi. -.-) on upfranked letter to Germany, signed Osper. Rare! (T)
1151 u.a.
P 2576 1991, regular issue, Outer Space 1990, overprinted with new value in red, reprint, complete issue in
horizontal pairs, mint never hinged.

P 2577 1992, regular issue, culture of the Khmer, all known 3 values overprinted with new vallue „200” or
„300”, mint never hinged, a very rare issue! Mi. 2.700,- €

P 2578 1992, 200 on 0.50 R. Culture of the Khmer on upfranked letter, very fine, signed Osper. Rare!
C 1272
P 2579 1992, 200 on 3 R. Culture of the Khmer on upfranked letter, very fine, signed Osper, Mi. for loose
stamp 900,- €. Rare!

2580 2011, AIDS, not perforated, complete issue in blocs of 4, mint never hinged. Rare!
P 2581 2011, Fishes, not perforated, complete issue in blocs of 4, mint never hinged. Rare!
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KOREA
see also 2192, 2266/73, 2366

P 2582 1900/03, Ewha 4 Ch. and falcon 5 Ch. (pair) tied „CHEMULPO 2 OCT 04” to registered ppc to

Bostan/USA, transit San Francisco and arrival „OCT 31 1904 Registry Division”, correct rate and
17, 37 (2)
rare usage of the 5 Ch. falcon for registry fee, amateurs item
P 2583 1900/01, card 1 C. uprated 1 C. plum blussoms (2) canc. „CHEMULPO 3 MAY 01” w. austrian
navy hs. „KAISERIN MARIA THERESIA” and s. l. „FELDPOST” to Feldkirch/Austria

P 2584 1900/01, Ewha 2 Ch. old design and 3 Ch. tied „SEOUL 2 AVRIL 04” to domestic cover, vert. bend not
affecting stamps (T)

15, 16

P 2585 1900, 10 Ch purple, perf 11 1/2 with superb french canc. „MASANPO 25 AOUT 03”
20 B
P 2586 1900, stationery card 1 C. blue uprated Ehwa 3 C. orange canc. „SEOUL 6 MAI 01” to Austria, transit

„SHANG-HAI 15 MAI 01”, arrival „GRAZ 20.6.01”, tiny gum/paper remnant on reverse in corner, overall clean condition
P 2587 1901, GENSAN I.J.P.O. auf 1 K. orange als Zusfr. auf 3 K. rot GSK mit «PAQUEBOT», selten.
45 x, P 9

P 2587A 1901, 4 Sn. braun GSK von FUSAN via YOKOHAMA und NAGASAKI nach STETTIN. Selten, small bend
P 2588 1901, UPU card 4 Ch. brown canc. „FUSAN 25 JUIL 02” via japanese „Kankoku Fusan 35.7.25” and

23

P 2591 1902 U.P.U. stationery card 4c brown sent to Wilhelmshaven, cancelled by CHEMULPO cds, French
P.O. Shanghai transit and arrival cds alongside, Very Fine.

P 2592 1903, Falcon Issue, 2re-2wn complete, perforation 13½ x 14, mint full o.g., hinge and some paper
Sc. 39-51

P 2593 1903, Falcon complete set very fresh mint hinged (large hinges at top), Mi. € 1.750,-32
P 2594 1903, french printing UPU card 4 Ch. resp. 1+1 Ch. reply card (this some stains). Plus South Korea,

1946, independence card 5 Ch. w. ”postage fee extra paid/Chongsaein p.o.„ and stamped-in ”195„
making it a 2 W. card, mint
P 2594A 1903, japanische GSK 4 S. violett von FUSAN via OSAKA nach HAMBURG, Nachsendung HERRNHUT. FC 12

P 2594B 1903, 4 Chon red on pink rare REPLY postcard in new design, cancelled per favour “CHEMULPO”, the
reply part is mint, minor toning

H&G PC9

P 2595 1904, 50 Ch olive-green/rose, perf. L 12 1/2, mint with almost full original gum and some small paper remnants, faultless, well centered in F/VF condition. Mi.500€

P 2596 1904, stationery card 1 C. greenish blue (vert. crease, ) canc. „SEOUL No. 1 28 SEPT 04” used local, on
reverse printed message „The American Korean Electric Company wish to inform the Public...”, unusual

GA

GA

P 2589 1901, UPU double card 4+4 Ch. unused mint in pristine condition, scarce thus
P 2590 1901, 50 Ch olive-green/rose, perf. L 11 1/2, fresh color, well centered in F/VF used condition.

remainders at the back, fresh colours, rare appearance in complete sets. (Sc. $1.575)

GA
GA

”KOBE JAPAN 28 JUL 02„ to Germany w. arrival „GREIFSWALD 2.9.02”

Mi.300€

g

45

200,1.200,450,-

GA

400,100,-

g

100,-

GA

200,-

*
*

GA

600,1.100,-

GA

100,500,-

GA

300,-

*

150,-

GA

200,-
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P 2597 1904, stationery card card 1 Ch. blue uprated Ewha 4 Ch. resp. Falcon 4 Ch. canc. „CHEMULPO 18
(6) 04” to german Tsingtao/China

Start
GA

100,-

P 2597A 1905, official presentation album No. 1, the non-for-sale version (300 issued) for distribution to

diplomates, eminent persons ec. with imprint of „teishinsho tsushinkyoku”. Includes originals of
Tae Geuk, Ewha up to 20 Ch. and Falcons 1 Ch.-2 W., japanese reprints of Ewha 50 Ch.-2 W, the
commemorative and photo-reproductions of Muni-i and Falcon 2 Re., also japanese amalgamation commemorative on 8 unnumbered pages. Folder bit bumped and slightly rubbed margins, old
locking clamps instead binding strings but otherwise faultless. Photo-cert. Eichhorn (2013) (S) 3-45 ex
P 2597B 1913, «NINSEN CHOSEN» violetter Stempel auf 2 Sn. grün (Paar) auf AK (Palace Garden .... Keijo), hs.
77 (2)
«SMS Gneisenau .....» nach BERLIN.

*

1.500,-

Ak

120,-

Ak

60,-

(*)

800,-

P 2598 Incoming mail, 1915, to Cheju (Jeju, Quelpart) island: Russia Romanov 4 K. tied railway TPO mark

„PETROGRAD NIKOLAEVSK No. 80 6.10.15”, transit „TSURUGA 7.11.15”, to staff of “Korea Cheju
garrison„
P 2599 1970, Yi-dynasty paintings (3), animals, imperforated, full sheets of 25, unused no gum, few stains in
739/41B (25)
margins (Michel cat. 4500.-) (M)

KOREA-NORD
P 2600 1947, currency: 50 chon and 5 Won banknotes, circulated (creases), pre-1951 notes are scarce. Plus
China Central Reserve Bank 20 fen 1940 and 1943; PR China 1 Y. 1950 and 10 fen 1952, also well
used.

Gebot

P 2601 1948, constitution enforcement 50 Ch. canc. by perfectly clear strike „Hwanghae.. 48.9.21” on cover
to Hungnam city, cover slight fault at left, a rarity (T)

b

500,-

b

60,-

b

100,-

GA
b

Gebot
100,-

b

200,-

b

500,-

b

200,-

b
b

150,60,-

d

80,-

26a

b

70,-

26b

b

70,-

37

b

150,-

26b

b

70,-

29, 46a, 48B,

d

130,-

54b, 49B (2)

Ak

100,-

b

150,-

Ak

100,-

16

P 2602 1949, 6 W. elections (corner faults) canc. „..50.3.3” on domestic registered cover with apted japanese registration label. Plus South Korea, 1948, independence 50 ch. brown-lilac tied Iiri 47.8...” to
domestic cover (tears and creases but about complete), full contents. Pre korean war domestic co19ba; SK 12
vers, except bank covers, are scarce. (T)
P 2603 1949, 6 W. elections canc. „Nampo 50.4.8” on registered cover to Pyongyang, bit unevenly opened
19bA
and slight creases (T)

2604 1949, card national flag 25 chon deep blue used but not cancelled, on reverse long message (DPRK
catalog #9)

pc9

P 2605 1949, 6 W. elections canc. „Taedai 50.7.14” on registered domestic cover (T)
19bA
P 2606 1949, 50 Ch. greyish blue rouletted, a horizontal pair canc. „...49.10.18” on domestic cover (slightly
reduced on top) with arrival „...49.10.19” on reverse

17 (2)

P 2606A 1949, liberation 4th anniversary 1 W. rouletted, small die but image size 29.5x30 mm (the measurements given in MICHEL and Scott are not correct), canc. incomplete „(Pyongyang)... 4.3” on local co25
ver (horizontal crease and coal or carbon copy dust), rare (T)

P 2607 1950/56, registered covers (4) from swiss staff of „Neutral Nations Supervisory Commission for Korea”, from Sinuiju (3) or Manpo (1). One each from Sinuiju and Manpo with senders letter and local
dateline. Two from Sinuiju with bilingual korean/russian registry receipts enclosed. Inc. better issues
88B, 90B etc.
like 1955 people’s army 10 W., 1955 working day set imperf. (T)
P 2608 1950/55, three air mail covers Gaesong-Czechoslovakia sent 1955 inc. better issues 10 W. carmine
59B, 73B etc.
flags imperf., 1953 10 W. 5th anniversary imperf. (T)

P 2609 1950/52, three air mail covers with 75 resp. 95 W. frankings to East Germany
P 2609A 1950/58, two front covers with a variety of mostly 2nd printings (reprints) by air mail to Olomouc/
Czechoslovakia

P 2610 1950, order of merit 1 W. light green, a bottom right corner margin copy, canc. „..50.10.6” on domestic cover (vert. crease not affecting stamp)

P 2611 1950, order of merit 1 W. olive green canc. „Wonsan 50.10.6” on domestic cover to president of Kim
Il Sung university (T)

P 2612 1950, Seoul occupation 1 W. canc. „..50.9.25” on domestic cover (horizontal crease not affecting
stamp) (T)

P 2613 1950, order of merit 1 W. olive green canc. „..50.8.13” on domestic cover to Pyongyang with “50.9.10”
and “50.9.11” backstamps (T)

P 2614 1951/52, six values inc. 1 W. order dark green, 5 W. chop on 6 W. dark blue/red, 10 W. General Tang
Hu Shan ec. on registered front cover used „Chungzin 54.3.31” to CSR

P 2615 1951, 5 W. on 6 W. dark blue/red w. military medal 40 W. imperforated (pair) tied “54.12.15„ to ppc
to Czechoslovakia and forwarded

P 2616 1951, fighting spirit 10 W. imperforated, a horizontal pair canc. “..51.11.24„ on cover (horiz. crease)
to China w. two arrivals ”HANKOW 51.12.11” on reverse, early usage. And 1955, reconstruction 10 W. 51aB (2);
87B (2)
imperf. (2) canc. „...55.2.25” on domestic cover, creases not affecting stamps. (T)

P 2617 1951, 5 W. on 6 W. light blue/brick red w. military medal 40 W. imperforated (2) tied “53.12.9„ to
ppc to Czechoslovakia, Kesan dateline
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P 2618 1952/58, 10 W. pale blue perf. w. 10 W. flag pale scarlet imperf. tied „CHUNGZIn 1.8...” to ppc per 86A, 95B; 52,
surface mail to Gottvaldov-CZ; 5 W. pagoda etc. canc. „55.6.14” on airmail ppc to Brno/CZ.

53, 136B

(“peace message dove” imprint) to Prague/CSR

Ak
GA

150,160,-

53aB (3) etc.

b

120,-

86B (2)

b

80,-

Ak

280,-

GA

80,-

etc.

GA

Gebot

env9

GA

Gebot

GA

Gebot

Ak

Gebot

GA

100,-

Ak

50,-

b

60,-

b

150,-

b

80,-

221 (2)

b

100,-

Bl. 1 (6)

(*)

120,-

GA

Gebot

env16; 172A

GA

Gebot

env.22

GA

Gebot

b

150,-

env24 etc.

GA

Gebot

env27

GA

Gebot

env28

GA

Gebot

GA

80,-

(*)

100,-

GA

60,-

P 2619 1952 (ca.), field post card used, with long text in korean, clean condition
P 2620 1952, 20 Ch. peace propaganda imperf. (3) etc. tied „Chongjin 56.2.5” to registered air mail cover
P 2621 1954, 10 W. reconstruction imperf., a horizontal pair canc. „Chongjin 55.10.20” on surface mail
cover to C.S.R. (T)

P 2623 1957, 20 braun (Paar) bildseitig auf AK bzw. 5 Rn violettbraun, seltene Einschreibekarte von PHYONG
YANG nach BUDAPEST, Ungarn.

P 2624 1957, new years stationery card 10 W. blue uprated three stamps total 85 W. canc. „PHYONGYANG
30.12.57” to Berlin/East-Germany, sender staff of communist Germany embassy (DPRK catalog
#50)

2625 1957, envelope „Standing rocks of sea Kumgang” 10 w. red uprated liberation 10 ch peforated., Li env6; 100A
70 ch. canc. „Junpeng 58.8.10” by air mail to CSR (DPRK catalog #6)

2626 1957, envelope „Moran Hill in Pyongyang” 20 w. yellowish brown canc. „Hamhung 59.4.28” to Berlin/East Germany. On reverse transit ”PYONGYANG 29.4.59„ (DPRK catalog #9)

2627 1957, envelope „Standing rocks of sea Kumgang” 10 w. red uprated five stamps canc. „Unsan
58.9.6” by air mail to Brno/CSR, on verse resealed by brown tape with dater „PHYONGYANG 7.9...”, env6; 140B,
on front large vermilion double circle, probably customs control (DPRK catalog #6)
136B etc.

2628 1958, 20 W. airplane canc. „PHYONGYANG 17.12.58” on official ppc (corner crease(tear) „Morantong
Theatre” to CSR

140C

P 2629 1958, stationery envelope 10 W. „Taedong Bridge” uprated 10 W. olive rouetted canc. „Hamheung
58.8.5” to East Germany, on reverse transit „PHYONGYANG 76.8.58” and arrival „ROSSLAU 28.8.58”
(DPRK catalog #13)

P 2630 1958, friendship with PR China 10 Ch. (top right touched) canc. „PHYONGYANG 15.12.58” on ppc to
Praha/CSR

160B

P 2631 1958, 20 Ch. Sputnik imperforated tied „PHYONGYANG 59.10.29” on surface mail cover to to Schmalkalden/East Germany

P 2632 1957, red cross imperforated 2 W. (block-4), 10 W. with 40 Ch. pavillon imperf. tied „Phyongyang-.. 133B, 131B (4),
58.8.11” on registered printed matter surface mail envelope to Zurich/Switzerland (T)

118B

P 2633 1958, 10 W. ocotogonal pagoda imperf. (pair) canc. “58.8.6„ via ”PHYONGYANG 8.8.58„ on folded
envelope to East Germany, sender ”Hamnam Hungnamso Bougang Chemical Works„ to communist
youth org. of ”VEB German Hydration Works„, Rodleben
137B (2)

2634 1959/60, cattle herding 2 Ch., a vertical pair imperforated at bottom w. 10 Ch. Crataegus (pair) canc. 191U (2),
“Hamhung 60.5.26” on cover (unevenly opened, torn) to East Germany

P 2635 1959, bookfair s/s (6), one toned, other slight tonings on reverse, unused no gum as issued (Michel
cat. 600.-)

P 2636 1959, envelope „14th anniv. of liberation” 10 w. blackish brown uprated truck 10 Ch. canc. „Hamhung 59.10.30” to Berlin/East Germany. On reverse transit ”PYONGYANG 59.10.30„ (DPRK catalog
#18).
env18; 182A

2637 1959, envelope „USSR moon rocket launched” 10 w. Mt. Kumgang (file hole) uprated 10 ch. moon
satellite canc. „PHYONGYANG 21.5.59„ by air mail to Leipzig/East-Germany, (DPRK catalog #16)

2638 1960, envelope „Pyongyang dweilling house„ 20 w. blue (vert. crease) canc. blue ”PHYONGYANG
60.9.22” to Dresden/East-Germany (DPRK catalog #22)

P 2639 1960, card 5 Ch. brown w. imprint „Mt. Panryong, Hamhung) uprated on reverse 40 Ch. canc. „Pyongyang 63.9.7” (DPRK stationery catalog No. 89)

2640 1960, envelope Mt. Kumgang series „Ryonju Pond” 10 w. blackish blue uprated total 35 Ch. canc.
„Sariwon 58.9.6” to Berlin/East Germany (DPRK catalog #24)

2641 1961, envelope „May Day” 10 w. blackish violet (bit unevenly opened) uprated 10 Ch. canc. „Pyongyang 61.5.2” to Halle/East Germany. (DPRK catalog #27)

2642 1961, envelope 16th Anniv of Liberation” 10 w. deep blue uprated10 Ch. 3000-ton press (folded
around edge) canc. „PHYONGYANG 61.10.31” to Berlin/East Germany (DPRK catalog #28)

P 2643 1962, envelope 10 Ch. light blue “slogan bearing tree” canc. “62.5.12” with slogan hs. “6. to 6.30”,
also on reverse with same day arrival on reverse, commercial domestic usage(DPRK catalog 2007
No. 30)
U

P 2644 1970, 5th congress of the labor party, two vertical strips of five ex souvenir sheet 4, including the
scarce 10 Ch. stamp „fight against imperialism” with the fault «SU» instead of «US», without gum as
issued.
965/974

P 2645 1971/72, stationery envelopes (2): 10 Ch. Chongbong Bivouac uprated resp. 40 Ch. Lake Chon uprated plus red hs., both to Jena/East Germany, DPRK catalog #74, #82
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KOREA-SÜD
P 2646 1948, new consitiution, mint never hinged. Mi. 280,- €
37/38
P 2646A 1948, national symbols, complete issue, mint never hinged. Mi. 210,- €
27/28
2647 1949/50, 75 Jahre Weltpostverein (postfrisch) sowie 50 Jahre Beitritt zum Weltpostverein beide
Werte ungebraucht mit Papieranhaftung, (Mi. € 150,--)

**

80,70,-

57, 63/64

**/*

Gebot

Bl. 19, 21

(*)

2.000,-

**

400,-

**

200,-

b

100,-

b

150,-

(*)

450,400,70,-

P 2648 1950, Korean unification, 100 W. Syngman Rhee and 200 W. map s/s, unused no gum as issued,
only 300 issued, very fresh condition (Mi 12.000.-)

**

P 2649 1951, Flaggen der am Krieg teilnehmenden Nationen der UNO, fast kompletter Satz mit 42 Werten

(OHNE Italien I) alle in senkrechten Paaren, postfrisch mit üblicher Zähnung und Gummierung (Austex 95-138 (2)
ralien in grün ein Wert mit gr. Mängel), selten! Mi. € 2.280,-- + (T)
P 2650 1951, Flaggen der am Krieg teilnehmenden Nationen der UNO, fast kompletter Satz mit 42 Werten
ex 95-138
(OHNE Italien I), postfrisch mit üblicher Zähnung und Gummierung, selten! Mi. € 1.140,--

P 2651 1951 strip of three 100W/4W carmine (type Ib) on a cover, tied by native FUSAN to DAEGU datestamp. Nice multiple usage of this stamp.

77

P 2652 1952, Korean War, cover to Fort Monmouth, New Jersey, franked with pair of 300w/20w brown in

combination with 1000w green National symbol 1951 issue. All tied by native Korean datestamp
87, 94
alongside boxed censor cachet. Fine.
P 2653 1954, airmail issue 25 H to 71 H Plane over Seoul, five souvenir sheets, mint without gum, some
Bl. 65 - Bl. 69
minimal stains, otherwise VF, Mi. 3.000,P 2653A 1955, Rotary, alle 3 Blocks tadellos postfrisch ohne Gummi wie verausgabt. Mi. 1500,- €
Bl. 81/83

P 2654 1956, Syngman Rhee, complete issue, mint never hinged. Mi. 220,- €
217/28
P 2655 1956, Präsident Syngman Rhee beide Werte im waagrechten Dreierstreifen, postfrisch (1 Wert zu 55
P 2656
P 2657
2658
P 2659

**
**

H. mit kl. Unebenheiten), selten! Mi. € 660,-- +

217/18 (3)

**

1957, 15 H Christmas souvenir sheet, mint NH, VF, Mi. 1.600,-

Bl. 122

**

1957, 25 H Christmas souvenir sheet, mint NH, VF, Mi. 1.600,-

Bl. 123

**

1957, 40 H+55 H Five years in ITU souvenir sheet, mint NH, VF, Mi. 1.200,-

Bl. 108

**

120,300,300,250,-

**

200,-

Bl. 108

**

240,-

Bl. 109

**

400,60,60,-

1957, Freimarken im fast kompletten Satz mit 13 Werten (OHNE 500 H.) alle in waagrechten Dreierex 243/56 (3)
streifen, postfrisch und selten! Mi. € 1.110,--

P 2660 1957, five years in ITU 40h blue and 55h green imperforate miniature sheet, mint never hinged,
scarce and very fine, Mi. € 1.200,--

P 2661 1957, 50th Anniversary of the Foundation of Boy Scouts miniature sheet, mint never hinged with
minor horizontal bends, rare item! Mi. € 4.200,--

P 2662 1959, 40th anniversary of march-rebellion, block and single stamp, mint never hinged. Mi. 182,- € 288, Bl. 131
P 2662A 1961, airplane/sights, complete issue, mint never hinged. Mi. 200,- €
338/41
2662B 1962, first anniversary of May-Revolution, complete issue and all 3 blocs, mint never hinged. Mi. 347/49, Bl.

**
**

173/75

**

P 2663 1962, national symbols, complete issue, mint never hinged. Mi. 350,- €
352/62
P 2664 1963, national symbols, fiber paper, complete issue, mint never hinged. Mi. 360,- €
381/92
P 2665 1963, Freimarken 50.00 W. Sikawild und 100.00 W. Bronzeglocke jeweils in waagrechten Dreierstrei-

**

210,- €

fen, postfrisch und selten! Mi. € 690,-- +

2665A 1964, sights, complete issue with all 5 blocs, mint never hinged. Mi. 220,- €

391/92 (3)
426/35, Bl.
186/90

**

70,100,120,-

**

150,-

**

70,-

b/d

100,-

d
*

70,Gebot
300,-

b

1.200,-

KUWAIT
P 2666 1922/1943 India used in Kuwait: 1) India KGV. 2r and 4a used with ‘’KUWAIT/M.T.D./1 SE 22’’ cds

on piece. 2) Censored airmail cover to Bombay 1943, franked by India KGVI. 2a6d, tied by ‘’KUWAIT/
PERSIAN GULF/29 OCT 43’’ cds, and with censor strip and marks. 3)+4) Two pieces bearing India
2a6p ‘Dak Bullock Cart’ and three KGVI. stamps (3p, 1a, 3a), respectively, used in 1943 with KUWAIT
cds’s.
P 2667 1922, Kuwait, India used in Kuwait: KGV. 1r, 2r (2) and 5r tied with ‘KUWAIT M.T.D.’ double cds to
three pieces (dated 2. Sep., 21. Sep. and 5. Oct. 22), fine and most decorative, scarce on Rupee vaIndien 86-88
lues.
P 2668 1923, 1/2 d. emerald, double ovp., mint, brownish o.g. SG 275,- pounds.
SG 1 a

P 2669 1923, King Georg V 1/2 a. - 2 rs., complete set with 15 stamps, unused, fine
SG 1-15
P 2670 1934, ZEPPELIN-Argentinienfahrt: Zeppelin picture postcard used from KUWAIT (14 June 1934)
to Pernambuco, Brazil via air mail to London, Stuttgart and from Friedrichshafen (23.6.34) by
Zeppelin to Pernambuco (26.VI.34), franked with KUWAIT ovptd India KGV. 2a airmail stamps
(pair), 3a and 6a (SG 20, 22b, 31), with all the related cds’s and blue ‘’PAR GRAF ZEPPELIN’’ label,
fine (except a few brownish perfs) and very scarce supply mail.
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P 2671 1940, 3 As. ovpt. „KUWAIT” canc. „KUWAIT 30 JAN 40” on cover (some toning) to USA, transit on reverse ”BASRA 31 JAN 40„. Printed return of female MD of Women’s Hospital.

b

80,-

b

150,-

76 (SG 75)(4)

v/**

60,-

SG. 90/92 (3)

**

90,-

215/33 (3)

**

60,-

**

1141-43 var

**

100,100,-

15-16, 20-22

g

200,-

11

g

150,-

g/h

100,-

*

150,-

*

Gebot

b

60,-

*/g
GA

200,280,-

*/g

200,-

Ak

80,-

b

200,-

**

1.700,-

49/53 Zw

**

150,-

97/102

**
b

150,200,-

**

1.500,-

P 2672 1943, Censored cover to Haifa, Palestine, franked on reverse by India (un-overprinted) 3a6d tied
‘’KUWAIT PERSIAN GULF/1 JAN 43’’ cds, sent via Basra (transit cds) with bilingual rectangular framed
‘’.../NOT EXAMINED/IRAQ CENSORSHIP’’ h/s and violet ‘’PALESTINE./PASSED BY/CENSOR/H 11.’’
hexagonal h/s. Roughly opened envelope causing tears at top otherwise fine.

2673 1948, 15r on £1 blue, top left corner block of 4, mint never hinged, lightly toned o.g., fine. (SG
£140++)

P 2674 1951, KGVI definitives 2r. on 2s6d green, 5r. on 5s red and 10r. blue all in vertical strips of three, mint
never hinged, SG. £ 312 +

2675 1964, Sheikh Abdullah Al Salem Al Sabah definitives complete set in horiz. strips of three, mint never
hinged, Mi. € 195,-- +

P 2676 1973, 5 and 15 Fils stamps, commemorative Issue from the set „Century of World Metrolocical Organisation”. Vertical imperf pairs printed by Heraclio Fournier, Vitoria Spain. Neatly mounted on album
leave together with FDC of the set. (MA1).

2677 1987, 25f-150f ‘Housing project Al Qurain’, set not perforated, not registered in the catalogues.

KUWAIT - DIENSTMARKEN
P 2678 1929-33, five KGV. (Wmk Mult Star) Official stamps of 1a, 2a, 12a, 1r and 2r (surcharged ‘KUWAIT’
and ‘SERVICE’) all fine used with Kuwait cds’s, 1a nad 1r lightly toned, fine. (SG about £900)

LABUAN
see also 82

P 2679 1880, 12 c. carmine, surcharged by 8 c. with the original value obliterated by manuscript bar in red,
indistinct red dotted cancel. (SG 11 cat val. 850,--pounds)

P 2680 1880, 12 c. carmine, surcharged by 8 c. with the original value obliterated by manuscript bar in red
with manuscript cancel „PAID”. Additionally 1892 „SIX CENTS” on 16 c. grey and the same stamp with
surch inverted. (SG. 11, 50, 50a)
11, 39, 39var

P 2681 1890, 1th January, issue of British North Borneo Company, 6 c. on 8 c. deep violet and mauve. Nice 28a,b / SG

study on album leave of the handstamped surcharge with surch inverted of the two colours and a 34,34a, 35,
plating study of SG 35 Pos 1-10, detailed description. SG cat.val 673,-- pounds (MA1).
35a, 35i

2682 1896, Jubilee of Cession of Labuan to Gt. Britain set of 6 and additional 1c to 3c with other perforation, mint hinged with minor toning on some values and one 3c with minor thin, SG. ~ £ 380

SG. 83/88 etc.

P 2683 1897 (24.11.), Mount Kinabalu 18c and Estuarine Crocodile 12c of North Borneo optd. ‘Labuan’
used on registered cover with blue ‘LABUAN’ cds. adressed to Tottenham with arrival cds. on reverse
(23.12.) and London transitmark on front (22.12.), scarce and attractive cover!
SG. 96, 98

P 2684 1899-1904, Four complete series mint: 1899 (large) 4 CENTS (9v), 1900-02 (6v), 1902-03 (12v + 8v 83-118 (SG
used), and 1904 (small) 4 cents (9v), fresh, lightly hinged, and fine. (SG about £650)

102-137)

P 2685 1900, unterfrankierte GSK 3 C von „LABUAN 24.3.00” nach Deutschland und mit Nachporto belegt.

LABUAN - PORTOMARKEN
P 2686 1901, Postage Due set mint, plus 5c and 6c both fine used with Labuan cds. 6c mint with thinny spot,
8c with paper remnants on gum, others fine mounted mint, fresh group. (SG £720)

D1-D9

LAOS
P 2687 1905, Haut-Laos picture postcard with french Indo Chine franking 10c. red blue tied by “VIEN-TIANE
29/9/05 LAOS” cds. and arrival mark Calvados alongside, tiny border scratch, fine

P 2688 1952, regular issue, weaver, all 3 values in blocs, 3 registered letters to New York, one upfranked, all
with arrival cancel, used very rare! (T)

18/20

P 2689 1953, Jährliche Eideszeremnoie kompletter Satz von sechs Flugpostmarken bis 100 P. jeweils in
kompletten ungezähnten PROBEDRUCK-Bogen mit 25 Werten in teils unterschiedl. Farben bzw.
Farbkombinationen dabei auch ein paar Leerfelder innerhalb des Bogens (4 P., 6.50 P. und 100 34/39 proof
P.), postfrisch mit teils Gummi- und Randmängeln sowie tw. etwas stockfleckig, selten! (M)
(25)

P 2690 1956, 2500th birthday of Buddha, complete issue in horizontal gutter pairs, gum a little bit tropical,
otherwise mint never hinged. Rare!

P 2691 1959, buddhistic buildings, all 6 different values in stripes of 5 with different colour-proofs, 4 different coulour proofs each strip, mint never hinged (T)

2692 1981/83, air mail covers (5) to CSR inc. Express (T)
P 2693 1985, regular issue, red overprint „1985” on stamps of earlier issues, complete issue, mint never
hinged, certificate Osper, a very rare issue! (T)

801/12
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Start

LIBANON
see also 2492, 4372, 4374, 4524

P 2694 1864, Folded envelope with Turkey 1 Pia. grey on thick paper, wide to very wide margins, tied by light

blue “BATTAL” cancellation, from Beyrouth to Damascus, usual light file fold, very fine and fresh first
Mi. 2 III
issue cover and scarce Lebanon & Syria postal history!

b

800,-

b

300,-

GA

100,-

b

700,-

GA

100,-

b

300,-

GA

300,-

GA

1.200,-

(*)

1.200,-

**

400,-

73K

*

300,-

90DD

*

80,-

**/(*)

250,-

92 var.

**

80,-

92 I

**

130,-

113

*

250,-

110 var.

**

150,-

117 var.

**

120,-

110 var.

**

120,-

*

350,-

*

500,-

**

130,-

**

120,-

137 var.

**

80,-

153 var.

**

400,-

149DD, 151DD

**

150,-

P 2695 1902, SAYDA ISKELESI POSTA SUBESI 1316 (Saida Port, Isfila no.1, RRR) on cover with 1 Pia. clear

cancelled, stamp with minor faults and flaw, cover two times fold, fine and scarce Lebanon postal
history!
P 2696 1904, Turkey PS card 20 Para written in a small town with ms. „via Beroot” crossed out to ”Portsaid”,
tied by Beyrouth cds., to Aden with arrival mark ADEN CAMP, some crease, unusual destination

P 2697 1909, MERDJAOUN 30/6/909 cds. (Isfila no.2, R) on cover with 1 Pia. franking to Oswayo USA with
arrival mark on reverse, private red label later affixed, small flaw on flap, fine

P 2698 1912, BROUMANA (LIBAN) cds. on 20 Pa. rose postal stationery card, clear cancelled, to Damas, full
message on reverse, very fine and scarce Turkey forerunner.

P 2699 1912, Cover with pair 20 Pa. rose tied by violet “ROUMYE (LIBAN)” cds. to USA with arrival mark on

reverse, tiny vertical crease and shortened at left, (Isfila RRR), very scarce and attractive Lebanon &
Turkey forerunner!
P 2700 1914, Three cards with DIMOTICA cds. (Isfila no.3, R) each uprated 10 Para postal stationery cards to
France, fine group

P 2702 1916, 1 Pia. postal stationery envelope tied by all arabic “KEFR....POSTA SUBESI” (Unrecorded by

any catalogue), on reverse transit mark “EMIYOUN 2/1/16” cds. (Isfila RRR) and “Beyrouth 13 7/1/16” (Isfila no.40, R), adressed to USA, some toned crease at border, fine and a cover to reseU
arch for the specialist!
P 2703 1925, Landscapes nine die Proofs with values up to 25 Pia. mounted on thick perforated card
with design essays similar to issued stamps in different colors. Set offered in the market was in
the “PALACE” collections of Egypt in 1954 sold by Harmer, extremely scarce and attractive for
Essays
the first-grade collection!
P 2704 1926, Complete air mail set of 4 stamps up to 10 Pia. with additional green bilingual surcharge “AVI75-78 var.
ON” (SG 75-78 var.), all mint never hinged and signed Sanabria, fine and very scarce.

P 2705 1926, air mail 5 Pia. violet with inverted green bilingual surcharge “AVION”, mint hinged and signed
Sanabria, fine and very scarce.

2706 1926, SECOURS AUX REFUGIES surcharged issue, 25 Pia. + 5 Pia. ultramarine with double surcharge, scarce and attractive error, mint hinged, very fine.

P 2707 1926, SECOURS AUX REFUGIES surcharged issue, eight values with double surcharge, scarce and
attractive errors, all mint hinged except 2 Pia. no gum, very fine group.

2708 1926, SECOURS AUX REFUGIES surcharged issue, 3 Pia. + 1 Pia. (instead of 2 Pia.)brown with surcharge error, mint never hinged, very fine and scarce air mail variety.

P 2709 1926, SECOURS AUX REFUGIES surcharged issue, air mail 3 Pia. + 2 Pia. brown with “2” omitted,
scarce surcharge variety, mint never hinged, very fine, Michel catalogue value 900,- Euro

P 2710 1927, 5.70 Pia auf 2.50 Pia. grünlichblau, Fehldruck anstatt „7.50 Pia”, oben mit anhängendem Teil der
Nachbarmarke mit korrektem Aufdruck, ungebraucht mit Haftspuren, signiert Bühler. Dallay 118 A.

P 2711 1927, Landscapes issue, 4 Pia. on 0,25 Pia. oliveblack Syria with surcharge in black, scarce and attractive error on wrong country, mint never hinged, very fine.

P 2712 1927, AIR MAIL issue, two values 2 Pia. brown Syria with surcharge in black, scarce and attractive
error on wrong country, mint never hinged, very fine.

2713 1927, Landscapes issue, 4 Pia. on 0,25 Pia. oliveblack Syria with surcharge in black on front and
back, scarce and attractive error on wrong country, mint never hinged, few spots, fine.

P 2714 1928, 2 F. to 10 F., four airmail-stamps with red overprint „Republique Libanaise” and green „AVION” Maury 29A
mint LH, rare!, Maury: 2.500,-

-32A

P 2715 1928, airmail stamp 25pi ultramarine optd. in red with airplane and bilingual ‘Republique Libanaise’

and new value ‘15’ in smaller type II, mint hinged and signed Brun, rare stamp! Mi. € 1.300,-- (Yvert
157 II
36 A)
P 2716 1928, Bilingual overprint „Republique Libanaise” on Syria 0,50 Pia instead of Lebanon stamp, mint
105 var.
never hinged (SG 125), very scarce variety.

P 2717 1928, 7,50 Pia. on 3 Pia. brown surcharged instead on 2,50 Pia. greenish-blue, scarce and attractive
error, mint never hinged, very fine.

2718 1928, AIR MAIL issue, 10 Pia. with vertical arabic surcharge in red, scarce and attractive error plus
normal stamp, mint never hinged, very fine.

P 2719 1928, Bilingual red overprint „Republique Libanaise” with airplane on Syria 2 Pia instead of Lebanon
stamp, mint never hinged (SG 141), very scarce variety.

P 2720 1929, AIR MAIL issue, two values 0,50 Pia. and 1 Pia. with double surcharge in black and red, scarce
and attractive errors, mint never hinged, very fine.
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P 2721 1930, Landscapes three imperf values 6 Pia. in different colors, tete beche pairs with bottom stamp
value omitted, mint and some crease, fine and very scarce.

**/(*)

250,-

(*)

250,-

Proof

**

400,-

Proofs

**
b

450,80,-

238-41U

**

80,-

279-81 var

**

150,-

277 K

**

800,-

278 var.

**

800,-

254-57U

**

120,-

FDC

70,-

**

180,-

267-76U

**

140,-

267-76U

**

120,-

296-99U

**

150,-

293,294,296

**
(*)

120,130,80,-

520-23U

**

80,-

Block 8y

(*)

100,-

*

80,-

**

120,-

**/(*)

80,-

363, 364

**

80,-

377-81U (4)

**

800,-

Proofs

**

250,-

398-407U

**

120,-

Proofs

(*)

300,-

**/*

Gebot

**

250,-

*

140,-

P 2722 1930, Landscapes unadopted design vertical stripe of three imperf with values 6 Pia. and 10 Pia. in
orange, top stamp value omitted, mint and tiny toned, fine and extremely scarce.

P 2723 1936, FRANCO LEBANESE TREATY 10 Pia. dark blue imperf block of four, bottom margin with control
mark, mint never hinged, signed Sanabria, fine and scarce!, Dally 6000.- Euro

P 2724 1936, FRANCO LEBANESE TREATY complete set of five values perf, each with margin, mint never
hinged, signed Sanabria, fine and scarce!

P 2725 1936, two R-letters with wonderful colorful franking from Beyrouth to Coomandook/Australia (T)
ex 149/195
P 2726 1938, Medicine complete set of 4 imperf stamps with corner margin, all mint never hinged, fine and
scarce.

P 2727 1942, Medicine Congress three imperf air mail stamps without value and overprint, each with left
margin, mint never hinged, very fine and extremely scarce variety!

P 2728 1942, Medicine Congress 10 Pia. carmine-rose with inverted overprint block of four, corner margin,
mint never hinged, very fine and extremely scarce variety!

P 2729 1942, Medicine Congress 20 Pia. blue without overprint block of four, left margin, mint never hinged,
very fine and extremely scarce variety!

P 2730 1942, Independence complete imperf set of 4 values up to 15 Pia. with corner margin, all mint never
hinged, fine and very scarce!

Start

P 2731 1942, 2 1/2 (red) on 4 P and 12 1/2 P on envelope with double censor-stripes sent from „BEYROUTH

13 V 42“ to New York, in adition a rich franked envelope with censor canc. from Beyrouth (28.5.45)
to Cairo, Egypt.
P 2732 1943, Rückkehr des Staatspräsidenten kompletter Satz zum zweiten jahr der Unabhängigkeit mit
282/91
arabischen Aufdruck in verschied. Farben, postfrisch, Maury 192 A/D + PA 91/96, € 470,--

P 2733 1943, Independence complete set of 10 imperf stamps including air mails, all mint never hinged, fine
and scarce.

2734 1944, Independence complete set of 10 imperf values up to 500 Pia. brown, mint never hinged, fine
and scarce.

P 2735 1945, Complete air mail set of 4 imperf pairs waterfall with margin, all mint never hinged, very fine
and scarce.

2736 1945, Four values printed on gum side including 50 Pia. waterfall offset, mint never hinged, (SG 291,
292, 295), fine and scarce.

2737 1945, Complete set of 8 imperf stamps with margin, all mint never hinged, fine and scarce.
292-99U
2738 1945, Byblos color proof imperf block of four 15 Pia. brown with corner margin, mint, fine and scarce. Proof 292
P 2739 1946-54, Air mail two imperf sets with right margin, mint never hinged, very fine and scarce offer.
346-49U,
P 2740 1946, Victory Issue, MS on thick buff paper with blue incriptions of which only 300 were printed. On
upper right corner little fold. (T).

P 2741 1946, Army 15 Pia. missing red color “V” print, scarce variety, mint hinged, (SG 306) very fine and

404 var.
signed Kessler.
P 2742 1947-48, Jounie five values with double print, mint never hinged, (SG 342-43,375), fine and scarce
361-63DD
group.

2743 1947, Jounie five imperf values up to 50 Pia. brown, all mint, (SG 342-44a,345-47), fine and scarce
group.

2744 1947, Jounie two values 15 P. and 20 P. printed on both sides, mint never hinged, (SG 344, 345), fine
and scarce.

P 2745 1947, RED CROSS complete imperf set of five values up to 100+200 Pia. grey in blocks of four with
margin, all mint never hinged, (SG 358-62), fine and very scarce!

P 2746 1948, Five blocks of four proofs for the unissued Second Arab Lawyer´s Congress on blocks of four,
same design as UNESCO issue Mi.407, all mint never hinged, fine and scarce.

P 2747 1948, UNESCO complete imperf set of 10 values up to 75 Pia. with margin, all mint never hinged, fine
and scarce!

P 2748 1948, Color trial proofs of unissued Arab Lawyer´s Congress, eight imperf gutter pairs printed on
card, mint no gum, fine and very scarce.

2749 1949, 75 Jahre Weltpostverein kompletter Satz (postfrisch) sowie Blockausgabe mit grüner Um- 408/12, Bl.
schrift (kleine Falzspur), Mi. € 113,-- (T)

12a

P 2750 1949, BYBLOS complete set, five imperf blocks of four with corner margin, mint never hinged, fine
and very scarce.

P 2751 1949, Jounie 5 values with double print, all mint hinged, fine and scarce varieties.

416-20U
361-63DD,
365-66DD

**
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P 2752 1949, Independence 8 imperf color trial proofs in unissued colors including air mails as sheetlets (SG

Start

Proofs

**

350,-

502U

*

70,-

**/(*)

80,-

496U

**

80,-

492DD

**

80,-

Bl. 18 II var

(*)

80,-

707 Um

**

150,-

Proof 771-72

(*)

80,-

**/(*)

250,-

*

120,-

b
(*)

1.500,130,-

(*)

100,-

(*)

200,-

b

150,-

(*)

Gebot

b

150,-

b

500,-

b

200,-

**

80,-

(*)

200,-

b

70,-

**

200,-

259 - 260

**

P 2776 1923, Freimarken Schnitterin, 10 Werte von 1½ bis 72 A, einwandfrei postfrisch, Mi. für * €360,-. 248 - 257
P 2777 1934, Allegory complete set to 3p. green (no 5p.) in horizontal strips of three, mint never hinged

**

600,200,-

273/92 (3)

**

300,-

300/25

**

Gebot

265-68), all mint never hinged, fine and scarce.

2753 1949, Cedar of Lebanon 2,5 Pia. violet imperf block of four with corner margin on grey paper, mint
hinged, fine and very scarce.

P 2754 1950-60, Group of Lebanon imperf varieties, six stamps with double prints and surcharges, mint
never hinged, fine and scarce.

2755 1953, Air mail 25 Pia. blue imperf block of four with top margin printed on gum side, mint never hinged, (SG 477) fine and very scarce.

P 2756 1953, Air mail 5 Pia. green double print imperf block of four with corner margin, mint never hinged,
(SG473) fine and very scarce.

P 2757 1959, Sports 100 Pia. imperf souvenir sheet with double surcharge of black color, mint, fine and
scarce.

P 2758 1961, Maameltein 200 Pia. blue horizontal imperf block of eight with corner margin, mint never hinged, fine and very scarce.

2759 1962, Proofs 20 Pia. blue and 30 Pia. rose, two blocks of four imperf on thick paper, mint no gum,
(SG 743-44) fine and scarce.

LIBANON - PORTOMARKEN
P 2760 1928, Group of 12 postage due stamps with inverted or double surcharge, most mnh, fine and attractive group.

LIBANON - ZWANGSZUSCHLAGSMARKEN
P 2761 1945, Revenue surcharged “ARMYSTAMP” 5 Pia. on 30 C. carmine-brown, mint regummed, (SG
T289), fine and scarce.

Zz. 1

MACAU
P 2762 1840, Entire letter from Macao (dated 4th Dec 1840) to Warthill, Aberdeenshire by ship „Louisa

Baillir” bearing on reverse the scarce red framed ‘’INDIA LETTER / KINGSBRIDGE’’ handstamp
(Rob In.2), and GB arrival cds (22nd April 1841). ONLY ONE EXAMPLE OF THIS KINGSBRIDGE
HANDSTAMP IN RED IS RECORDED (by Tabeart).
P 2763 1884, Lot von 9 ungebrauchten Werten o.G., dabei Mi.-Nr. 7a und 7b. (Mi. € 650,-)
1/4, 6/9

P 2764 1888, mint set up to 300 R. orange, 40 R. used, fine unused without gum as issued, 100 R. natural
paper fold, fine and a scarce set, Michel cat. value 600,- Euro

ex 32-41

P 2765 1894, 2 avos on 10 R. green, unused no gum. This surcharge was done in Timor and in error on this
Macau stamp. Rarity.

P 2766 1909 (March 27) American flag illustrated cover / Army-Navy dept., franked with a pair 5C King Carlos

1898 issue, tied by Macao cds, reverse bears transit VICTORIA * HONG KONG cds and arrival datestamp.
2767 1910, 1/2 A bluish green/black, inverted overprint (small bar at top), block of 4, unused, no gum as
139 I (4)
issued.
P 2768 1910, 6 Avos./200 R. bisect (block-6) tied „MACAU 2 AU 10” on reverse of small size registered mourning cover to Hong Kong w. next day arrival, charming

P 2769 1911 registered LAPPA cover to London, bearing 2 copies of the 1902 Provisional 10 avo, tied by cds.

and showing “CUSTOMS LAPPA MAR 28 1911” dispatch, with Hong Kong transit and London receiver
Sc. 135 (2)
cds. A scarce usage of these provisionals!
P 2770 1911, 1 A. on 5 R. (pair, left copy with variety missing “1„) canc. ”MACAU 26 DEZ. 11„ on local cover,
158I, 158
on reverse ”CUSTOMS DEC 26 1911 LAPPA„

2771 1913, Freimarken Schnitterin, 3 Werte auf gestrichenem Papier zu 40 A rotlila/schwarz, 58 A braun/
schwarz auf grün und 76 A braun/schwarz auf rosa, einwandfrei postfrisch.

219 - 221 x

P 2772 1920, 2 avos on 18r/50r light blue, unused no gum. While other surcharges of this kind are fiscals,

this item on 50r was used for a postal tax in 1920. Not in the Michel catalog. (2011 Afinsa PortugueBarata 252
se Colonial catalogue 1.300€)
2773 1922, 10 A blue/black overprint „REPUBLICA” on two covers frontside and reverse via Hong Kong to
London/England
P 2774 1923, Freimarken Schnitterin, 6 Werte auf normalem Papier, einwandfrei postfrisch, Mi. für * €210,- 208y-210y,
214y,216y-217y
.

P 2775 1923, Freimarken Schnitterin, 3 P hellblau/schwarz und 5 P karmin/schwarz, einwandfrei postfrisch,
Luxus, Mi. für * €550,-.

(small faults on one the right 3p. stamp, scarce strips! Mi. € 1.410,-- +

P 2778 1938, port. colonial empire complete set of definitives and airmails (26 stamps), mint never hinged
but small perf. faults on several values incl. 3p. and 5p. (Mi. € 660,--)
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P 2779 1938, port. colonial empire complete set of definitives and airmails (26 stamps), mint never hinged,
300/25

**

200,-

346/57

**

1949, 75 years of UPU 32a lilac/rose in a horizontal strips of three, mint never hinged, Mi. € 300,-- + 359 (3)

**

1950, Holy Year complete set in horizontal strips of three, mint never hinged, Mi. € 225,-- +

360/61 (3)

**

1950, pictorial definitives complete set (except 1p. blue), mint never hinged, Mi. € 320,--

362/69

**

240,80,60,70,-

**

Gebot

**

70,-

451 F II

**

450,-

I

**

467-69

**

505/10, Bl. 1

**

Bl. 1

**

90,90,Gebot
Gebot

Macau 33, 44

GA

60,-

Macau 69

GA

80,-

GA

100,-

GA

250,-

b

1.800,-

g

150,-

scarce set! Mi. € 660,--

P 2780 1948, pictorial definitives complete set, mint never hinged (very minor gum problems on the 5p.), Mi.
€ 1.200,--

P 2781
2782
P 2783
P 2784

Start

1950, pictorial definitives complete set (except 1p. blue), mint never hinged but gum faults! (Mi. €
362/69
320,--)
2785 1951, Conclusion of Holy Year 60a with label in a vertical strip of three, mint never hinged, Mi. € 240,386 Zf. (3)
-+

P 2786 1971, 5 A. im postfrischen Eckrandviererblock mit fehlender Farbe schwarz. “REPUBLICA PORTUGUESA” fehlend, sehr gut erhalten. Michel Katalogwert 1.000,-+

P 2787 1976, Unissued 1p Diocese Macau, mint never hinged, point of white paper flake on gum otherwise
very fine.

P 2788 1977, Complete set of three, mint never hinged, fine. (Mi. 350,- €)
2789 1983, medicinal plants complete set and miniature sheet mint never hinged MNH, Mi. € 275,-2790 1983, Blumen-Block postfrisch, einwandfreie erhaltung, Mi. 250,-

MACAU - GANZSACHEN
2791 1892, two provisional pre-printed reply-postcard with King Louis stamps affixes on both parts (10 r.
green and 30 on 200 r. pale violet), unused, fine

2792 1895, provisional pre-printed reply-postcard with King Luis 5 a. on 30 r. on 200 r. pale violet, affixed
on both parts, unused, fine

P 2793 1897, 20 Reis on Double-Card (formular split) to USA, transit and arrival postmark on the response
card (unused)

MACAU - BESONDERHEITEN
P 2794 1894, incoming mail, UK, registered envelope QV 2 1/2 d. grey (flap torn) uprated QV 1/2d (pair)
canc. „BATH MY 5 94”, transits London and on reverse Hong Kong w. arrival „MACAU 13 JUN 94”

GB U

MALAIISCHE STAATEN - STRAITS SETTLEMENTS
see also 649, 2338/39

P 2795 1837, Straits Settlements boxed “PINANG / POST OFFICE 1837 MR 18” in red on entire letter

send by the “Prince of Wales Island Christian Association” to London via France, boxed “INDIA
LETTER / FALMOUTH” and “30 aug 1837” arrival. A fine examples of this rare Penang postal
marking of which ONLY 9 COVERS RECORDED IN RED.(T)
P 2796 1854 India used Penang: India QV a red (Die I) used with ‘’B/147’’ Bengal type numeral, very fine. (SG
(SG Z21)
£250+)

P 2797 1854 (Dec 31), India 4a blue & red cut square horizontal pair, 1st printing, sheet pos.7+8 tied by

diamonds of dots to right part of an invoice sent from Rautenberg, Schmidt & Co., Singapore to
Canton, China, with unclear strike of red trisected ‘’SINGAPORE...’’ d/s on back. A fresh and fine
pair of the 4a on an interesting partial cover - most attractive. Certificate by Expert Commitee,
India SG 18 (2) b/d
Singapore. (T)
P 2798 1854, India ½a blue, Die I, used with ‘’B/147’’ Bengal type numeral in PENANG, wide margins at left
g
and right, close to touched margins at top and foot, trace of weak vertical crease, still fine. (SG £700) (SG Z20)
P 2799 1854, India 2a green with COMPLETE OUTER FRAMELINES used with ‘’B/172’’ Bengal numeral in
(SG Z64)
g
Singapore, fine with lower part of sheet watermark.

P 2800 1854, Two Indian Lithographs 1a red, Die II, and 2a green used with ‘’B/172’’ in SINGAPORE, 2a with
touched margin at right but three outer framelines, good/fine. (SG about £290)

3.000,250,100,-

g

100,-

g

100,-

g

100,-

b

200,-

b

150,-

P 2801 1855/66, group of six QV stamps used with ‘’B/172’’ Bengal type numeral in SINGAPORE, i.e. 1855

8a carmine on bluish paper, 1856-66 1a, 2a (yellow and orange shade), 4a black, and 8a carmine,
good/fine. (SG about £270)
P 2802 1856/66, group of six QV stamps used with ‘’B/172’’ Bengal type numeral in SINGAPORE, i.e. 2a
(buff and yellow shade), 4a black (2 shades), and 8a carmine (2 shades), good/fine. (SG about £250)

P 2803 1857, India used Singapore: Entire from Singapore to Hong Kong, dated 16th February (inside), fran-

ked with India 1a brown tied by ‘’B/172’’ Bengal type numeral, with red despatch cds (4 MAR. 1857)
and black Hong Kong arrival cds (18 MR 1857) on reverse. 1a stamp with two short perfs otherwise
(SG Z71)
fine. A scarce and attractive cover.
P 2804 1862, stampless entire from Penang to Marseille, from ‘Mathieu & Cie, Pulo-Pinang’ (blue sender
h/s) ‘Via Suez’, with black ‘’PENANG/7/NOV./1862’’ double-ring d/s, black ‘’9’’ tax mark, and red
‘’POSS.ANG.V.SUEZ/25/DEC./62/MARSEILLE’’ arrival double-ring d/s.
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Start

P 2805 1862, India used in: 1856/64 I1/2 a. pale blue die 1, 1 a. brown, 2 a. dull pink, 4a. black and 8

a. carmine die 1 each canc. octogonal „B147” of Penang with vermilion „PENANG / P.O.” dater
alongside, on folded letter to Boston/USA. Endorsed „via Marseilles”, “LONDON PAID JY 14 62„
transit and arrival ”BOSTON JUL 29„ arrival. A superb five colour franking from Penang to the SGZ28-30,
Z34-35
United States. A showpiece for the Exhibitor, cert. BPA (2008)
P 2806 1865, stampless entire from Penang to Marseille, from ‘Mathieu & Cie, Pinang’ (blue sender oval h/s)
‘via Marseille’ (?), with black ‘’PENANG/9/FEB./1865’’ double-ring d/s, black ‘’9’’ tax mark, and red
‘’POSS.ANG.V.SUEZ/13/MARS/65/MARSEILLE’’ arrival double-ring d/s on front, black arrival doublering d/s on back.
P 2807 1867, Crown overprinted 12c on 4a green used with ‘’B/172’’ Singapore numeral and part of blue
7
sender oval, with fresh colours, small perforation imperfections at right, still good. (SG £325)

b

9.000,-

b

150,-

g

100,-

7a

*

3.000,-

Mi. 6 (6), SG
6 (6)

b

20.000,-

10-17 P (2)

(*)

800,-

10-15 (SG
11-16)

b

1.700,-

14 (SG 15)

b

100,-

20 (SG 21)

g

70,-

*

3.500,-

g

60,-

*/(*)

90,-

P 2808 1867, „TWELFE CENTS” and Crown red DOUBLE IMPRINT on 4 C. green, mint LH, VF and attracti- Mi. 7 DD, SG
ve example of this difficult rarity!

P 2809 1867, „EIGHT CENTS” on 2 A. orange, two strips of three on early entire letter written from U.S.S.

P 2810
P 2811

P 2812

P 2813

Wyoming Singapore on 3rd of October 1867 (second month of usage) and sent via „NEW YORK 5
PAID NOV 26” to Lynn, Ms (missent) and forwarded to Chelsea. After arrival from Hong Kong the officer replies to his sister’s letter and writes her that he will shortly travel home via Cape of Good Hope.
One of the most attractive covers of this issue, not being “company mail” with a firm’s h/s. (T)
1867, 2 C. up to 32 C. seven different proofs in issued colours on glazed card overprinted „CANCELLED” in vertical pairs, issued without gum, one 32 C little oxidiced, otherwise VF.
1876, Registered cover from Singapore to England franked with eight 1867-72 adhesives (2c, 4c,
6c, 8c(x3), 12c and 24c = 72c) tied with ‘’B/172’’ Bengal type numeral of Singapore, with part of
boxed ‘’REGISTERED...’’ h/s, red Singapore despatch cds and red London Reg. oval d/s (16 JU
76). Few imperfections as cover fold (affecting wing margin of 4c stamp), minor perf faults at
right, or little stains and creases to cover, but still an attractive item with a scarce 6 COLOUR
FRANKING.
1878, French Ship mail: Entire from Singapore to Bordeaux by French Paquebot, franked with 12c
blue tied by ‘’B/172’’ octogonal numeral, fine strike of earliest Paquebot d/s ‘’POSS.ANGL./PAQ.FR.
No.8/20/MAI/78’’ together with red despatch cds and blue ‘’VIA MARSEILLE’’ straightliner alongside,
blue sender cachet (E.& H. Hinnekindt, Singapore), Marseille transit cds and arrival cds (18 Juin 76)
on reverse. Part of front address destroyed by aggressive ink otherwise fine.
1879, 7c on 32c pale red, perfin ‘’RS&C..’’, used with Singapore circle of squares (Proud K19, in use
from March 1880), lightly toned, good. (SG £190)

P 2814 1879, „Five Cents.” on 8 C orange and „Seven Cents.” on 32 C dull-red, two horizontal pairs and Mi.19,19F/
both right stamps with overprinting-variety: no point after „Cents”, mint LH, very rare printing errors in superb fresh quality!
P 2815 1879, 5c on 8c orange with wing margin at right (some shortend perfs), used with diamond of blue
dots, partially toned, good. (SG £180+)
P 2816 1879, 5c on 8c orange and 7c on 32c pale red both mint (hinged or large part o.g.), plus 2nd copy of
SG 21 unused without gum, few stains/toned perfs otherwise fine. (SG £420)

20,20F, SG20,
20a / 21,21a
19 (SG 20)
19-20 (SG
20-21)

P 2817 1880-84, Group of 7 surcharged stamps, used, with faults/imperfections: 10c on 30c claret (SG 23)

short toned perfs at top, 10 on 30c (SG 35) reperforated at left, the three stamps surcharged 10c
1880-81 (SG 44-46) with short perfs or thinny spot, 1884 8c on 12c (SG 74) with full strike of Singapore double ring h/s, short corner perf at lower right, and 2c on 5c blue (SG 78), toned. (SG £545)
g
P 2818 1880/83, Three mint stamps: 1880 5c on 8c (ovptd SG Type 15), reperforated at bottom, some toning, 1883 2c on 4c, toned, good, and 2c on 12c without gum (possibly removed cancellation). (SG 21III, 45-46
(SG 43, 61, 62) */(*)
£850 or £1085 if SG 62 is unused).
P 2819 1880, 10c on 30c claret, ovpt type (e), wing margin at left, used, lightly toned perfs, still fine. (SG
23 (SG 26)
g
£1800)

P 2820 1880, „10” on 30 C lilac-rose, horizontal pair in SG-type a, mint LH, VF, units are rarely seen in VF Mi. 22 I (2), SG
condition!

33(2)

P 2821 1880, „10” on 30 C lilac-rose, vertical pair in SG-type b, mint LH, VF, units are rarely seen in VF con- Mi. 22 I (2), SG
dition!

34(2)

100,100,450,-

*

800,-

*

800,-

b

200,-

b

230,-

g

250,-

P 2822 1881, Registered cover from Thaiping (Larut), PERAK to Penang, franked on face by Straits 8c orange

tied by oval of bars, ‘’THAIPING/2 MAY./LARUT’’ double-ring despatch d/s and related Reg. cachet on
33 (SG 52)
reverse. Envelope with few marginal faults (opening), some toning. A scarce cover.
P 2823 1881, cover with original contents from Singapore to New York via London (respective cds’s on reverse) and via Naples (endorsed), bearing 1880-81 10c on 12c with ‘’B.M.& Co.’’ perfin (‘Behn, Meyer &
Co., Singapore’, see print on back flap) incomplete single (damaged before usage) plus part of a
further adhesive to compensate for, tied by dumb obliterator, and with red ‘’SINGAPORE/A/MY
26 (SG 45)
26/81/PAID’’ cds alongside.
P 2824 1882-85, Group of 6 stamps surcharged ‘’B’’: 6c lilac with tall ‘’B’’ (SG Type 1), 2c rose, 6c, 8c and
10c with ‘’B’’ in Type 2, as well as 24c (corner damage), all used except 2c (mint with part of gum)
ex 5/22
with Bangkok cds’s mostly. (SG (except 24c of £3000): £510 else)
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Start

P 2824A 1882/83, 8 C. orange (pair) and 2 C. pale rose (pair) canc. grid w. ”PENANG FE 23 87„ alongside on

cover (slight creases and some tone spots in cover margin) endorsed ”Per O&O ‘Nepaul’„ to England
SG52 (2), 63 (2)
w. arrival ”CAMBRIDGE MR 21 87„ on reverse
P 2825 1882, 5c on 4c rose, used with partial stroke of ‘’SINGAPORE’’ double ring-without date-stamp (Proud
24 (SG 47)
K22) and part of blue sender cachet, some toned perfs, good/fine. (SG £375)

b

200,-

g

100,-

b

150,-

g

80,-

g
*

80,100,-

*

120,-

80+80+80c

*

4.500,-

51 (SG 80)

g

100,-

*

80,-

GA

70,-

b

100,-

P 2826 1883 cover, franked with 10c/6c lilac QV (1880/81 issue) sent to Edinburgh, tied by black SINGA-

PORE double circle-no date handstamp, alongside red SINGAPORE/PAID despatch cds. Reverse beSG 44
ars Edinburgh arrival cds.
P 2827 1883, 2c on 32c pale red, surcharged by SG Type 20f, used with part of Singapore double-ring h/s
44 (SG 60)
without date (in used from January 1883), an imperfect perf at foot otherwise good. (SG £325)

P 2828 1883, TWO CENTS on 32c pale red, used with trace of doubly circled d/s and blue ‘’B&Co’’ company
h/s, few shortened perfs at foot otherwise fine. (SG £325)

44 (SG 59)

P 2828A 1883, 2c on 12c blue, mounted mint with original gum, fresh and fine. (SG £400)
46 (SG 62)
P 2829 1884-99, Three mint QV stamps: 1884 8c on 12c brown-purple, 1885 3c on 5c blue, and 1899 2c ex 31b/52 (SG
carmine, all toned, more or less, but useful. (SG for ‘normals’ £712)

75, 82, 98)

P 2830 1884, „8” red on „8 Cents” on 12 C dull purple, single stamp and pair with variety: left stamp with Mi. 51 (3), SG
low „s” of Cents, mint LH (gum slightly toned), very rare plate error!

P 2830A 1884, 8 on 8c on 12c dull purple, used with part of ‘’SINGAPORE P.O.’’ double ring cds, fresh colour,
very fine. (SG £475)

2831 1885-1921 ca: Group of 17 mint stamps, with 13 QV singles including SG 67, for ex., plus 1921 KGV.
2832

2833

P 2834

2835
P 2836

6c block of four with WATERMARK INVERTED (SG 227w), toned gum (more or less), good/fine. (SG
about £320)
1886, QV PS card 3c blue from Singapore (31st May 1886) to Kopenhagen, DENMARK, with small
Singapore double ring obliterator and Singapore cds, and Danish ‘’V./OMB.1/2 7 86’’ and ‘’K./
OMB.1/2 7 86’’ cds’s alongside. Vertical trace of folding otherwise a fine card, and a scarce destination.
1888, Cover from PENANG (4th July) to Cambridge, England ‘Per Extra Mail / Per s/s ‘Teheran’’ (endorsed), franked QV 8c orange (vertical pair, top stamp damaged before usage) and 2c rose horizontal pair tied by ovals of bars and pen-strokes, with Penang despatch cds alongside, and arrival b/s
(5th August). Creasy edges and other minor imperfections but still an attractive cover.
1889 cover to Weinfelden, franked with, pre-cancelled by company security cachet, 4c pale brown +
2x6c lilac QV (all 1883 issue -CA WMK) tied by double circle SINGAPORE no date handstamp, alongside black SINGAPORE cds and French octagonal paquebot “LIGNE N / PAQ.FR.No9” datestamp.
Reverse bears Marseilles transit and Weinfelden arrival cds.
1892 (15.10.), QV 5c blue Registered Letter uprated with four QV definitives commercially used from
SINGAPORE to Leipzig with arrival cds. on reverse, attractive cover!
1894, (3c on) 32c carmine-rose, Wmk Crown CC, variety ‘Surcharge omitted’, unused without
gum, minor traces of toning, fine. (SG £4250)

33, 35 (SG 52,
63) (2)

SG 64, 66
ex SG. 63/93,
RE

b

300,-

GA

80,-

74F (SG 94a)

(*)

1.700,-

GA

60,-

b

200,-

GA

100,-

GA

100,-

GA

100,-

GA

350,-

b

150,-

b

200,-

P 2837 1894, QV 1c PS card from Singapore (5th June) to Hong Kong (arrival b/s) with ‘’T’’ triangle tax mark
and penmarks ‘’4’’ and ‘’10c’’ in blue. A fine and scarce insufficiently franked card to Hong Kong.

P 2838 1894, Used abroad: Chinese red band env (with original contents) to NEI by private arrangement,

P 2839

P 2840
P 2841

P 2842

franked on reverse QV 8c orange (corner fault) tied by squared ‘’SOERABAYA/1/10/1894’’ arrival
cds, red ‘’SOERABAYA’’ s/l alongside, further strike together with native handstamps in red on face,
33 (SG 52)
some surface imperfections. A scarce usage.
1895, QV 3c+3c reply card used Registered to Bordeaux, front part uprated by 5c blue, and both tied
by ‘’SINGAPORE/A/OC 8/95’’ cds, carried by French ship ‘INDUS’, with very fine strike of octogonal
d/s ‘’LIGNE N/PAQ.FR.No.6/8 OCT/95’’, Singapore Reg. cachet alongside, Bordeaux arrival b/s (31
H&G 14
Oct 95). Cards partially separated and few minor stains, still fine. (T)
1896, PENANG-JAPAN: Straits QV 3c PS card used from Penang (Oct 23rd, with sender oval and despatch cds) to Yokohama (Nov 15th) and re-directed to Kobe, via Singapore (Oct 26th) and HangKong (Nov 7th), with all the related datestamps, and Japanese arrival cds’s, fine.
1897. Queen Vivtoria 5c registered envelope, size G, H&G C1, used to Dutch East India. Uprated on
front 8c blue pair cancelled by SINGAPORE DE 4 1897. A Singapore registration handstamp applied.
Also Batavia 9 12 1897 and Semarang 11 12 1897 square circle cancellations. Several notations.
H&G C1
Some light staining and small fault.
1897, 3c Postal Stationery PICTURE card ‘Greetings from Singapore’, used from Singapore (21 Dec
1897) to London, fine, attractive, and very scarce.

P 2843 1899, the three ‘Penny-Provisionals’ tied with ‘’SINGAPORE/JA 11/99’’ cds to local cover, fresh and 75-77 (SG
fine.

106-08)

P 2844 1899, Used abroad: Chinese red band env (with original contents) franked on reverse QV 5c blue tied
by squared ‘’SOERABAYA/23/1/1899’’ cds, further strike alongside, native handstamps in red on
face, minor opening faults, fine. A scarce usage.
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P 2845 1900, QV 1 C. tied „SINGAPORE FE 19 00” to unsealed envelope to Kobe/Japan, backstamp „KOBE
18 MAR 00”, senders hs. „BEHN MEYER & CO. SINGAPORE”

Start
b

70,-

SPEC

300,-

Ak

70,-

P 2846 1902-03, KEVII. complete set of 13 values (including $100) overprinted SPECIMEN, mounted mint,

few stamps with additional hinge marks or little paper remnants adhered at original gum, good to 79-91 (SG
110s-122s)
fine. (SG £1150)
2847 1902, ppc Penang “Goodstraffic on Rivers” with 1c QV, tied by single ring “PENANG” to Austria, minor
patina.

2848 1903/08, PENANG:, two covers single and mult. franking and two postal stationary cards one of them
with additionally franking all directed to Germany.

P 2849 1904-10, KEVII. $25 grey-green & black, mounted mint, trace of diagonal crease through lower part
otherwise fine. (SG £2500)

108 (SG 139)

GA/b

Gebot

*

500,-

b

60,-

b

200,-

GA

60,-

P 2850 1904, KEVII 8 C. w. perfin „B., M. & Co.” canc. „SINGAPORE JA 8 1904” on small envelope to Bohe-

mia/Austria w. arrival „GRULICH 4.2.04” on reverse, sender Steward aboard german steamer ”S. S.
Nürnberg„
P 2851 1905/06, complete Bill of Exchange (frail paper with fissures), issued at Singapore 19 Dec 1905, to
be paid to a company in Calcutta, the fees have been paid by franked 35.80 $ (Straits Settlements)
and 60 r. (10 pieces 6 r. fiscal Foreign Bill), several signatures, endorsements and cancellations. (M) SG 167 (7) ect.
P 2852 1905, MALACCA: QV 3c PS card used from Malacca (dated 11th March 1905, with despatch cds) to
London (6th April) via Singapore (13th March), all related cds’s, fine.

P 2853 1906-12, KEVII. $25 and $500 both overprinted SPECIMEN, mounted mint, the $25 fine, the 136-37 (SG
$500 with some little patches without gum otherwise fine. (SG £4100)

168s-169s)

P 2854 1906-12, KEVII. $25 purple & blue/blue, mounted mint, lightly toned partially, fine. (SG £2750)
136 (SG 168)
P 2855 1906-12, $500 purple & orange ovptd ‘SPECIMEN’, mint lightly hinged, few little remnants of
paper on back, and weak trace of stains on front (right of center), still good/fine. (SG £3500)

137 (SG 169s)

SPEC
*

1.000,800,-

SPEC

1.000,-

P 2856 1906-07, 4c on Labuan 18c, variety ‘FOUR CENTS and bar 1½mm below normal position’, in vertical

pair with normal (space 12½mm/11mm), and three singles with space of 12½mm, 11¾mm and
11mm, resp., all unused with some remnants of gum, few short/missing perfs, good to fine. (SG about £4000)
P 2857 1910, King Edward VII, 500 $ purple/orange, watermark multiple crown CA, overprinted „SPECIMEN”,
without gum, very fine, a rare stamp! SG for * 3.250,- £
P 2858 1910-33, Five high values used fiscally: 1910 KE $500 (with usual punch hole), 1912-23 $25 and
$500, and 1921-33 $25 and $500, various cancellations, godd/fine. (SG £1800 for $500 stamps)

120 (SG 146c)
(2)
SG 169
Specimen
137, 154 u.a.
(SG 169, 215,
et al.)
P 2859 1912-23, KGV. $25 and $500 both ovptd ‘SPECIMEN’, both unused without gum, good. (SG £4650 153-54 (SG
214s-215s)
for mint)

P 2860
P 2861
P 2862
P 2863

(*)

800,-

(*)

800,-

g

400,-

SPEC

1912-23, KGV. $500 used fiscally with part of red $500 seal, fine. (SG £500)

154 (SG 215)

g

1912-23, KGV. $25 purple & blue/blue, mounted mint, lightly toned, fine. (SG £2000)

152 (SG 213)

*

1912-23, KGV. $500 ovptd ‘SPECIMEN’, mint lightly hinged, fine. (SG £3750)

154 (SG 215s)

*

600,120,800,1.200,-

g

80,-

g

200,-

GA

60,-

GA

60,-

GA

70,-

g

100,-

b

200,-

*

200,-

g

100,-

1912-23, KGV. $500 used fiscally with part of red $500 seal, paper folds at lower left (affecting sur154 (SG 215)
face) otherwise fine. (SG £500)

P 2864 1912-23, KGV. $500 two copies of different shades used fiscally with part of red $500 seal, fine. (SG 154 (SG 215)
£1000)

(2)

P 2865 1912. 3 cents rose double card cancelled by part hotel P O cancellation „(SINGA)PORE and ?? HO-

TEL/MAR/--12„ addressed to Colombo, Ceylon. There it received two different cancellations of Colombo, a cds and a straight line machine cancellation of same date 23 MAR, re-directed to Haldummulla,
received 24 MAR. A longer message.
P 2866 1913, PENANG: KGV. 1c PS card uprated insufficiently by KE 1c only, from Penang (29th June) to
London, with large ‘’1D...’’ postage due mark, ‘’T’’ tax h/s, framed ‘’CHARGE NOT PAID/PADDINGTON’’
cachet, and Paddington arrival cds’s (26th July 13), fine.
P 2867 1916 (9th June), KGV. 3c PS card from Singapore (two despatch cds’s) to Cheribon (Java) with ‘’PASSED CENSOR SINGAPORE’’ s/l in violet, some toning (affected by the ink) otherwise fine.
P 2868 1921-33, KGV. $500, Wmk Mult Script CA, used fiscally with red MALACCA $500 seal, small short 174 (SG 240d
F.C.)
paper crack near center due to embossing structure of the seal otherwise fine. (SG £500)

P 2869 1921-33, three documents franked with high KGV. values (Wmk Mult Script CA): $25 and $5 on In-

denture of 1937 with red PENANG seals, 1924 Agreement with 9 stamps of $100 (x2), $25 (x3), $5
(x3) and $1 tied by the related red Singapore seals, and $500 on un-written but signed sheet with red 172-74 (SG
240a-d) et al.
Singapore seal; some stamps with minor perforation faults. (M)
P 2870 1921-33, KGV. $25 (Wmk Mult Script CA), mounted mint, lightly toned, trace of weak diagonal crease
172 (SG 240b)
otherwise fine. (SG £1100)

2871 1921-33, KGV. $25 three used copies of different shades (two of them used with Singapore double 172 (SG 240b)
ring d/s, the third one with ‘General P.O. Singapore’ double ring d/s).
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P 2872 1921-33, KGV. $500 (Wmk Mult Script CA) overprinted ‘SPECIMEN’, mounted mint, lightly toned,
fine. (SG £3500)

Start

174 (SG 240ds) SPEC

1.200,-

2873 1922, 2c ‘MALAYA BORNEO EXHIBITION’ with ovpt variety ‘Oval last ‘O’ in BORNEO’, used with part of

cds, bottom right corner perf incomplete otherwise good. A normal stamp for comparison, partially
toned. (SG £250)
P 2874 1923, KGV 25 $ purple and blue on blue, wm. script CA in block of six on package-paper with postal
double cds „SINGAPORE C 16 MR 1934”, some minor creasing and bottom right stamp with small
tear, a rare and impressible multiple!, cert BPS
2875 1923, King Georg V $ 25 purple and blue, used with clear cds. „SINGAPORE 18.AR.1931”, fine

A174 var. (SG
241b)

g

Mi. 172 (6), SG
240 b (6)
d/v
SG 240 b

g

80,600,80,-

P 2875A 1923, Three copies (incl. pair) of KGV. $25 together with $5, $1, 30c and 6c on piece, tied by strikes
P 2876
P 2877

P 2878
P 2879

of ‘’SINGAPORE H / 2.30 PM / 24 JU / 1930’’ cds, except the 6c (broken paper due to crease) the 172, (SG 240b)
et al.
d
stamps are good/fine. A scarce usage of the $25. (SG £575 for used)
1927, PROOF METER MARK impressions on four pieces with two different Machine types (M.1. - value 2 cents or M.7. - values 1 cent, 4 cents and 6 cents) all dated 24th June 1927 with town name
‘SINGAPORE’, very scarce group ex UPU archives!
d
1930, Airmail cover + contents from Kampong Glam, Singaore to Cheribon, Java via Weltevreden (all
related datestamps), franked on reverse with four copies of KGV. 6c red, with boxed ‘’A1’’, ‘’A2’’, and
‘’B1’’ handstamps alongside, and with scarce airmail label ‘’P. & T. Mail 25 / BY AIR MAIL’’ in greyish
blue on front. Tropically toned but a good and unusual cover.
b
1935 (24.8.), registered airmail cover bearing eight mostly different KGV definitives 2c green to $1
black&red on blue incl. four marginal values with CONTROLS commercially used from SINGAPORE to
ex SG. 219/39
b
Vienna/Austria with arrival cds. on reverse, very unusual and attractive cover! (T)
1938, KGVI. $25 and $100 Revenue stamps, $25 without gum, $100 with toned gum and a lost perf
at top left, good/fine pair.
*/(*)

100,80,-

60,100,800,-

P 2880 1939, MALACCA: Straits KGVI. 15c Registered envelope uprated by 8c grey used from Alor Gajah
(27th Oct) to London, with fine Alor Gajah Reg. label and despatch cds’s on face, Malacca and Singapore transit cds’s on reverse, fine.

GA

80,-

MALAIISCHE STAATEN - JOHOR
see also 632

P 2881 1884, 2 c. pale rose, double overprint, mint copy, with faults. Cert. Sismondo. SG 800,- pounds.
SG 9 a
P 2882 1885, QV 2c pale rose with DOUBLE overprint ‘JOHORE’ in type 6, mint very lightly hinged, scarce
stamp! SG. £ 1.000

*

Gebot

SG. 6a

*

250,-

7 (SG 23) +
Straits

b

1.000,-

25 (SG 41) +

d/b

300,-

30-33 (SG
46-49) +

b

500,-

24, 28 (4)

b

500,-

Ak

100,-

d

60,-

Ak

150,-

b

170,-

b

170,-

b

500,-

P 2883 1895, JOHORE-SINGAPORE COMBINATION COVER to INDIA, franked with Johore 1891 3c tied

P 2884

P 2885

P 2886
P 2887

with ‘’BANDER MAHARANI*MUAR’’ and Crescent & Star h/s in combination with Straits 8c ultramarine (SG 101) tied by ‘’SINGAPORE/AU 5/95’’ cds, red ‘’BANDER MAHARANI/MUAR/4 AU/95’’
despatch cds alongside, Singapore and Tuticorin transit cds’s, Tirumayam arrival cds (17 Aug.),
and small ‘’EXPERIMENTAL P.O./M*261/18 AU/95’’ cds on reverse. Cover toned and with some
marginal faults, but still good. A very scarce combination cover especially from Bandar Maharani.
1896, JOHORE-SINGAPORE COMBINATION MOURNING COVER FRONT to Germany, franked with Johore 1896 3c tied by ‘’JOHORE BAHRU’’ plus Crescent & Star h/s in combination with Singapore QV 8c
ultramarine (used with surface faults) tied with ‘’SINGAPORE/SE 15/96’’ cds, red ‘’JOHORE BAHRU/15 SP/96/PAID’’ cds alongside. An attractive and scarce cover front.
1899, JOHORE-SINGAPORE COMBINATION COVER to Germany, franked with Johore 1896 10c to $1
tied with ‘’JOHORE BAHRU’’ h/s, in combination with Straits 1891 30c on 32c tied by ‘’SINGAPORE/A/
FE 3/99’’ cds, red Reg. cachet alongside, addressed to Baden-Baden and re-directed to Pasing near
Munich with arrival backstamps (26 Feb. 99). Lightly toned otherwise fine. A scarce and attractive
combination franking.
MUAR: 11 April 1904, AR. to England via Singapore 12 April, arriving 7 may. Franked 22cts for 4cts
Imperial rate, 10cts registration fee and 8cts AR. The stamps are cancelled with K3, also struck with
D3, R2 and AR3 (E.R.D.).?
1906, 1 C., 2 C. tied „JOHRE / crown / BAHRU” to ppc „The Palace Johore”, red “JOHORE BAHRU 29
AP 1906„ alongside to Germany, „DRESDEN” arrivals

P 2888 1906, 1 c. (strip-4) and 2 C. (pair) all tied „JOHRE / crown / BAHRU” to front cover to Shanghai, red
“JOHORE BAHRU 3 SP 1906„ alongside

P 2889 1908 postcard sent to Dresden, franked with 3c Sultan Sir Ibrahim (1904 issue) tied by JOHORE/
BAHRU crown postmark, alongside red JOHORE BAHRU cds, Singapore transit and Dresden arrival.

SG 63

P 2890 MUAR: 1909 (29/1) envelope to India, bearing 1904-10 4c (2) clearly tied by circular “BANDAR MA-

HARRANI/Crown/MUAR” (Type K3) and showing Muar c.d.s. (Type D4) with Singapore transit d.s. on
90 (2)
reverse; some light overall discolouration
P 2891 TANGKAK: 1924 (1519) envelope registered to London, bearing 1922 2c and 4c (4) tied by “TANG90 (4), 71
KAK” c.d.s. (Type D3) and showing registration b.s.

P 2892 PENGERANG: 1930s envelope to Japan, bearing 1922 12c tied by “PENGERANG/1” double-ring d.s.
(Type D4). Scarce.??

95

125
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Start

P 2893 KULAI: 1933 (28/10) “red band” envelope to Johore Babru bearing, on reverse, 1922 1c vertical strip

of five clearly tied by “KULAI” double ring d.s. (Type D2) and showing arrival c.d.s. alongside; the en60 (5)
velope a little soiled
2894 1934. Cover franked 5 cent tied by clear MUAR 6 AU/1934 addressed to Batubahat arriving same
day tied by light blue c lear cancellation. Roughly opened at right. Cancellation in excellent conditions.

b

300,-

b

60,-

b

300,-

GA

60,-

b

300,-

b

850,-

b

330,-

**

90,-

b

300,-

Ak

700,-

**

110,-

(3)

**

120,-

SG. 3

*
*

Gebot
100,-

b

300,-

*

Gebot

**

80,-

b

70,-

d

60,-

*/(*)/g

80,-

*/(*)

100,-

*/g

100,-

P 2895 1938, 5 C., 40 C. and 50 C. tied „SCOUDAI 22 MAR 1938” to registered air mail cover to Gagnoa,

Ivory Coast (Cote d’Ivoire), French West Africa. Endorsed „Via Marseilles-Dakar-Air France”, on reverse
transits Johore Bahru, Alexandria/Egypt, Kumasi, Accra, Sekondi, Half Assini (all Gold Coast), Assinie, SG109, 117,
118
“GRAND BASSAM 23 APR 38” (Ivory Coast), unusual destination
P 2896 1939, stationery card 2 C. green (corner crease) uprated margin copies each of 1 C., 2 C., 4 C. and
8 C. canc. „JOHORE BAHRU 14 FE 1939”, attractive

P 2897 SAGIL: 1939 (13/10), envelope to Hawaii, bearing 1922 12c tied by light “SAGIL” double-ring d.s.

(Type D2), showing label at left tied by framed “PASSED BY/32/CENSOR” in violet, some minor fox
95
spotting. Rare.??
P 2898 1941, letter to Singapore franked 8 cts for the local rate; the stamp is cancelled with D2 (E.R.D.), ad112
ditional 2 single cancelled stamps
P 2899 JEMALAUNG: 1948 (9/9), envelope to Kuala Lumpur bearing, on reverse, BMA 10c tied by fine “JEBMA 7
MALAUNG” c.d.s. (Type D4) in violet

P 2900 1949, Sultan Sir Ibrahim definitives complete original set of 15 values (without the later issued ex SG. 133/47
stamps) in horizontal strips of three, mint never hinged, SG. ~ £ 350 +

(3)

MALAIISCHE STAATEN - KEDAH
P 2901 1919, mixed franking of Kedah 1919 2c green (x2) with Straits KGV. 1c black and 4c red on cover

from Baling (6 Oct) to Penang (arrival b/s dated 8 Oct), via ‘Post Office Padang Serai’ (violet oval b/s
18 + Straits
dated ‘OCT 7’), minor stains, fine.
P 2902 1920, 21 C. violet tied “ALOR STAR 28. DEC 1920” to viewside of ppc “Penang Ditch of Fort Cornwallis” sent registered to France, transit SINGAPORE 30 DE 1920”, arrival “ORLEANS 3-2 21”

P 2903 1950/52, Sheaf of Rice and Sultan Badlishah definitives set of 20 values (without 30c, SG. 85a) in ex SG. 76/90
horizontal strips of three, mint never hinged, SG. ~ £ 375 +

(3)

MALAIISCHE STAATEN - KELANTAN
see also 3814

P 2904 1951/52, Sultan Ibrahim definitives set of 19 values (without 8c green and 30c, SG. 68 + 75) in ho- ex SG. 61-81
rizontal strips of three, mint never hinged, SG. ~ £ 500 +

MALAIISCHE STAATEN - PAHANG
see also 2336

2904A 1889, Straits Settlements QV 10c slate optd. PAHANG in type I, mint heavy hinged, toned gum and
horizontal crease, scarce stamp! SG. £ 225

P 2905 1891, 2c on 24c green (SG ovpt type 7), mint lightly hinged with toned original gum. (SG £425)
4II (SG 9)
P 2906 1895, 1 C., 2 C. and 5 C. tied „PAHANG 23 OC 95” on registered cover to Singapore w. No 2 backstamp, attractive UPU-colours tricolore

2906A 1935/41, Sultan Sir Abu Bakar, complete set of 18 and additional the unissued 2c orange and 6c
grey each in blocks of 4, mint hinged with toning on a few stamps, SG 180,- + £

SG 29/46 etc.

P 2907 1950/52, Sultan Sir Abu Bakar definitives set of 20 values (without 30c, SG. 67) in horizontal strips ex SG. 53-73
of three, mint never hinged, SG. ~ £ 330 +

(3)

MALAIISCHE STAATEN - PENANG
see also 3837, 8359

P 2908 1936, „PAQUEBOT PENANG 30 JA 36” on ship-post envelope with German franking 2x5 Pf and 15 Pf.

and cancel „DEUTSCHE SCHIFFSPOST BREMEN-OSTASIEN JUNGFERNREISE 30.1.36” (= German
Ship Post Bremen-East Asia First Travel 30.1.36) sent to Brooklyn, USA
P 2909 Malaya, Japanische Besetzung II WK, Penang, 1942, 15 c. with error „DAI N PPON” w. 10 C. canc. oval JSCA 2M35b /
SG J84b
„PENANG 30 SEP 1942” on piece (JSCA y24.ooo)

MALAIISCHE STAATEN - PERAK
see also 2333

P 2910 1880-91, Group of 14 mint and 4 used QV stamps surcharged, different types mostly, some toning ex 2/13 (ex SG
but acceptable to very fine. (SG about £300-400 as calculated by consignor)

5/59)

P 2911 1880-83, Five 2c stamps with different PERAK overprints: 1880/81 2c brown (Wmk Crown CC) ovptd

SG Types 5 and 6, and 1882-83 2c brown (Wmk Crown CA) and 2c rose (x2), the last one (SG 12)
without gum, othersmounted mint, few imperfections (toned) and SG 6 with faults (perfs, broken pa- 2-4 (SG 5, 6,
10-12)
per in centre) otherwise good/fine. (SG £450)
P 2911A 1882-91, Group of 17 mint or used stamps with various overprints including SG 11 used, SG 28 mint,
ex SG 11/60
and others, all different, and good/fine.
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P 2912 1883, 2 C bright-rose, Wmk. Crown CA, horizontal pair with overprint „PERAK” in type 20 (issue

1891, bold Roman capitals), both fresh colour, mint NH and in VF condition, This pair is an UNIQUE item in private hands, the adjoining pair is in the royal collection ! (see Dr. Wood page 33), ex
Dorning, Beckton & Dr.Wood, RPS cert. (1967)
P 2913 1883, 2 C rose, Wmk. Crown CA, horizontal pair with DOUBLE overprint „PERAK” in type 15 (left
stamp) and type 14 (right stamp), both fresh colour, mint LH and in VF condition, almost certainly
unique item!, BPA cert. (1996)

Mi. 4 (2), SG 23
type 20 (2)

**

10.000,-

*

3.000,-

*

250,-

10II (SG 41)

*

100,-

SG J192c

*

70,-

*

1.400,-

ex SG. 7-27 (3)

**

100,-

SG. 408/23 (3)

**

60,-

30II (4)

**

200,-

g

120,-

*

Gebot

*/**

500,-

GA

80,-

b

70,-

*

150,-

*/g

100,-

*/(*)
*

100,600,1.100,-

b

130,-

b

120,-

d

3.000,-

Mi. 4 DD(2), SG
17a, 18 var
P 2914 1886, 2 C rose, Wmk. Crown CA, with overprint „One CENT PERAK” in type 31 (Stanley Gibbons) re- Mi. 9 V, SG
34 b
spectively type V (Michel), fresh colour, mint LH and in VF condition, RPS cert. (2004)

P 2915 1889, 1c on 2c rose (surcharged by SG Type 38), mounted mint, lightly toned, six perfs at upper left
without gum otherwise fine. (SG £325)

P 2916 Malaya, Japanische Besetzung II WK, General Issues, 1942, small framed seal on Perak: 3 C. with red
ovpt., unused mounted mint (SG GBP 400.-)

MALAIISCHE STAATEN - PERAK-DIENSTMARKEN
P 2917 1890, verical pair 12 C brown-violet with overprint „P.G.S.”, lower stamp showing variety wide Mi. 7, 7 PLF, SG
space between „P.G” and „.S.”, fresh colour, mint LH and in superb condition, a very rare variety! 7, 7a

MALAIISCHE STAATEN - PERLIS
P 2918 1951, Raja Syed Putra definitives complete original set of 15 values (without the later issued stamps)
in horizontal strips of three, mint never hinged, SG. ~ £ 400 +

MALAIISCHE STAATEN - SABAH
2919 1964, definitives of North Borneo optd. SABAH complete set in horiz. or vertical strips of three, mint
never hinged, SG. £ 225 +

P 2920 1977, butterfly 20 C. in gravure printing, a bottom left corner margin block-4, mint never hinged (Michel cat. 1040.-)

MALAIISCHE STAATEN - SARAWAK
see also 114/15, 152, 2345/46

P 2921 Straits used abroad, Sarawak, 1868/1900, four stamps with Sarawak postmarks plus Sarawak
stamp and explanations

P 2922 1889, Sir Charles Brooke 3c purple and blue with DOUBLE surcharge ‘One Cent.’, mint heavy hinged
with toned gum, normal stamp for comparison! SG. £ 750

SG. 22a

P 2922A 1897. 16 C. Rajah Brooke in a block of 30 stamps, the first and the last horizontal row with hinges,

because of some split perforations, the block of 18 stamps in the middle in good condition in mint
never hinged. Some split teeth in the both middle vertical rows and the gum a bit brown toned as
26
usual, but in this form very rare! (T)
P 2923 1930, registration envelope 15 C. blue uprated 4 C. (3) canc. „KUCHING 7 FEB 1930” to Germany w.
arrival „Pößneck 10.3.30” on reverse. Also 1964 ”FORCES AIR MAIL„ cover from Johore to Kuching
marked „T” and violet framed „G.P.O. KUCHING / To pay ... cents”.
P 2924 1946, Registered airmail cover from ‘’KUCHING/27/.../1946’’ to England via Singapore (backstamp),
franked with 1946 ‘Centenary’ 8c-50c plus further ‘Brooke’definitives, few marginal creases, still good. (T) 146-48 et al.

MALAIISCHE STAATEN - SELANGOR
P 2925 1881-82, 2c brown, Wmk Crown CC, overprinted ‘’SELANGOR’’ in type 5, mint with original gum, fresh
and very fine. (SG £250++)

3 (SG 5)

P 2925A 1883-91, Group of 7 stamps with various SELANGOR overprints, mint or used, including SG 23 mint,

SG 28 mint, and others, SG 23 with short tear at top otherwise a fresh and good/fine group. (SG abex SG 23/41
out £480)

P 2926 1887/91, Four unused stamps: Three different mint 1891 2c on 24c (surcharged by SG Types 35, 37 and 7, 9(3) (SG 35,
38), plus 1887 2c unused without gum, all toned (more or less) but still good/fine. (SG about £450)

44, 46, 47)

P 2927 1895, 3 c. dull purple and carmine - £ 2 green and carmine, set with 9 stamps, unused, fine
SG 54-62
P 2928 1895, £ 2 green and carmine, £ 3 green and ochre and £ 5 green and blue, 3 stamps, unused, fine SG 63-65
P 2929 1898, 8c. blue single stamp (missing perf at left bottom corner) of Straits Settlements tied by “KWALA KUBU 25/10/98” cds. on reverse transit marks Klang and Penang, arrival mark India, crease and
minor border faults, fine and scarce

*

P 2930 1911. MISSENT TO SEREMBAN: Cover from Klang, Selangor, 13 JU/1911, franked 3 cents addressed

to Singapore received 16 JU, via Kuala Lumpur 13 JU and Seremban 14 JU.(missent to there). The
cover tatty due to climatic conditions and edge faults.The MISSENT TO SEREMBAN stated to be very
rare! (previously unrecorded?).

P 2931 1941, Three copies of Revenue $25 purple &blue/light blue along with 5 high values of 1935-41

series (incl. $1, $2 and $5) POSTALLY USED on large piece of a Registered parcel or big envelope,
cancelled with ‘’KUALA LUMPUR F.M.S.*REGISTERED/8 MR 1941’’ datestamp. One of the $25
creasy and corner perf fault otherwise fine. AN EXTREMELY SCARCE POSTAL USAGE OF THE $25
46-48 + Rev.
REVENUE STAMP.
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P 2932 Malaya, Japanische Besetzung II WK, General Issues, 1942, small framed seal on Selangor: standing

upright in brown on 5 C., used; standing normal on 5 C. in red resp. on 50 C. in black, unused mounted mint (JSCA y33.ooo)
P 2933 Malaya, Japanische Besetzung II WK, General Issues, 1942, small framed seal on Selangor: in red on
1 C., 2 C. orange, 5 C. resp. in black on 5 C., unused mounted mint resp. 2 C. used (JSCA y52.000)

JSCA 7M79b,
7M98a, 7M107 g/*
JSCA7M76a
etc.
*/g

60,80,-

MALAIISCHE STAATEN - SUNGEI UJONG
P 2934 1887, QV 2c pale rose with DOUBLE opt. ‘SUNGEI UJONG’ in type 27, unused without gum, unlisted
in SG.!

(*)

280,-

g

80,-

b

500,-

GA

Gebot

*/**

100,-

**

200,-

SG 1-8

**

300,-

25 (SG 25a)

g

100,-

Ak

100,-

b

700,-

GA

Gebot

d

60,-

GA

60,-

b

400,-

**

140,-

**

60,-

b

80,-

d

80,-

b

50,-

SG. 42 var.

P 2935 1894, Straits 8c ultramarine used with ‘’SUNGEI UJONG/NO 2(6)/95’’ cds in violet, toned otherwise

fine. A scarce „Used Abroad” with the only cancellation which can be safely taken as applied in Sungei Straits 72 (SG
101)
Ujong in the 1880’s/90’s.

MALAIISCHE STAATEN
P 2936 1846, Consignee’s letter from singapore „per Isabella” and with the rare boxed „SHIP LETTER ST.
MAWES” sent to London with b/s „ST.AUSTELL NO 9 1846” and red arival from Nov. 10’th 1846

2937 1894/96, three postal stationery answer/replay cards, one Labuan QV 3 C. green with add. franking

(ovpt. 1 C. Dyak Chief) to Germany and two North Borneo ‘Lyon’ “State of North Borneo” 1 C. red on
cream with add. franking (1 C. Dyak Chief) respectively 3 C. blue on cream also with add. franking (3
C. Sago Palm) to Germany, all complete with answer card (unused), different condition, fine lot. (T)
P 2938 1904, 5 c carmine/dark green on light yellow paper, left half sheet of sixty pieces with bridge on the
30c (60)
right side, mint/mint never hinged, minimal stained, Mi 960.- Euro ++ (M)

P 2939 1941, nine different definitives incl. 2 x 2c orange (Selangor and Perak), 3 x 3c green (Selangor, Pa-

hang and Negri Sembilan) and 15c ultramarine (Selangor, Negris Sembilan, Pahang and Perak), all in
specimen
horiz. or vertical strips of three perforated SPECIMEN, mint never hinged, scarce strips!

MALAIISCHER STAATENBUND
P 2940 1900, 1 c. dull purple and green - 50 c. green and black with overprint, complete set with 8 stamps,
unused, fine

P 2941 1900, $5 green & pale ultramarine, Wmk Crown CC, used with part of Singapore cds dated Sept
1906, lightly toned otherwise fine. (SG £375)

P 2942 1901, souvenier card „Landing Penang.” registered from TAIPING via Penang, Colombo, London, Pretoria to Kimberley/South Africa 1903

P 2943 1904/05, MIXED FRANKING QUEENSLAND - FEDERATED MALAYAN STATES ON REDIRECTED COVER

TO MEXICO. Australia-Malaya-Mexico: small cover from Queensland w. QV 1d, 2d (pair, one corner
fault) canc. “79” w. “HERBERTST... 17 OC 04” alongside to Singapore, fwd. to Kuala Lumpur, readressed to Chihuahua/Mexico w. FMS 1 C. (pair), 3 C. (pair) canc. “KUALA LUMPUR 22 DEC 1904”, also
taxmark “K.L. T”, six transits on reverse inc. “CHIHUAHUA 4 FEB 05” very spectacular and fine franking.
2944 1907, Fed. Malay States 3c PS card used with ‘’KWALA-...ANGOR/21 NO/07’’ cds to Liege, Belgium
via Kuala Lumpur (b/s dated 22 Nov), Penang (25 Nov) and Sclessin (21 Dec)

P 2945 1927, PROOF METER MARK impressions on three pieces with Machine type M.5. and values 2 cents,

4 cents and 6 cents all dated 18th July 1927 with town name ‘KUALA LUMPUR, F.M.S.’, scarce group
ex UPU archives!
P 2946 1928 The 4c and the 6c ‘Tiger’ PS envelopes used uprated to England: The 4c with F.M.S. 1c (x2) and
2c adhesives from Kuala Lumpur 1934, and the 6c PS env with a 2c adhesive from Telok 1934, minor
H&G B1, B2
opening faults, still a good and attractive pair.
P 2947 1929, „MISSENT / TO TEMERLOH”, unrecorded marking on cover Ipoh-Mentakap/Pahang, w. on reverse FMS 4 C. tied „IPOH”, transit KL 1 JUN 29 resp. „TEMERLOH 3 JU 1929”

P 2948 1934, Tiger definitive $2 green and red/yellow in a vertical strip of three perforated SPECIMEN, mint
never hinged, very scarce strip! SG. ~ £ 350 +

SG. 79s (3)

P 2949 1941, KGVI definitives 2c orange, 3c green and 15c ultramarine (complete ‘set’ issued in 1941) in SG.
vertical strips of three perforated SPECIMEN, mint never hinged, very scarce strips! SG. ~ £ 150 +

294/95+298s
(3)

P 2950 1941, mosque 30 C. (pair) tied „KUALA LUMPUR 22 FEB 1941” to air mail cover to Tehran/Iran, cen-

sor label and tie-mark, transit ”BAGHDAD 8 MCH 1941„, arrival. On reverse blue patriotic label of
”MALAYA PATRIOTIC FUND„.

MALAYSIA
P 2951 1936/65, PROOF METER MARK impressions on eight pieces with different Machine numbers, values

and town names incl. SINGAPORE, KUALA LUMPUR, SELANGOR, IPOH, SEREMBAN, PENANG and
JESSELTON, additional two pieces with PROOF POSTAGE PAID markings of Singapore and Kuala Lumpur (both 1932) and one piece with PROOF POSTAGE DUE marking in blue from Singapore (1940),
very unusual and scarce group ex UPU archives!
2952 1957, 2 C and 4 C on envelope with boxed „PAQUEBOT” sent from „BROOME 7 OC 59” to Westwood,
GB.
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P 2953 1957, 2 C and 4 C on envelope with violet boxed „PAQUEBOT” sent from „DERBY 20 APR 57” to Westwood, GB.

2954 1957, 2 C and 4 C on envelope with boxed „PAQUEBOT” and violet „M.V.GORDON” sent from „CARNAVON 23 APR 57” to Westwood, GB.

2955 1957, 2 C and 4 C on envelope with boxed „PAQUEBOT” sent to Westwood, GB.
P 2956 1965, birds definitives complete set in horizontal strips of three, mint never hinged, SG. £ 210 +
SG. 20/27 (3)
P 2957 1994, Tuanku Jaafar Abdul Rahman 1 RM with heavy MISPLACED horizontal perforation showing
‘MALAYSIA’ at bottom of stamp, including normal stamp for comparison, mint never hinged MNH

537 var.

Start
b

50,-

b
**

50,50,60,-

**

60,-

b

1.100,-

b

400,-

b

80,-

b

120,-

b

80,-

b

200,-

b

200,-

b

150,-

b

100,-

Ak

200,-

b

100,-

b

400,-

b

100,-

b

100,-

(*)/g

100,-

b

600,-

b

MALAYSIA - PORTOMARKEN
P 2958 1924, fine group of 13 indian covers with due stamps of issue 1924 on backside: two covers with
2 C+4 C mixed franking, 2 C + 2x 8 C mixed franking, two covers 8 C single frankings, pair 8 C
multible franking, 8 C+10 C mixed franking, 10 C single franking and five covers with 12 C single
frankings, Mi. 2x 2,3 MiF, 2,4(2) MiF, 4 EF(2),4 (2) MeF, 5,6 MiF, 5 EF, 6 EF(5), CV ca. 2.300,- € (T)

MANDSCHUKO (MANCHUKO)
P 2959 1927/38, correspondence of six covers from French consulate Harbin to Paris: ki-hei overprint covers

(3), Manchuko covers (3). Including ki-hei 1 C., 4 C., 10 c. (pair) canc. „PINGKIANG /Harbin 25.5.32”
(JSCA VNE2, 6, 11x2) during March-July transition period (T)
P 2960 1932, Pu Yi 15 F., 50 F. canc. „Harbin Taowei 12.10.33” on registered cover (seal cut out)to Berlin/
13, 17
Germany w. arrival on reverse, placename in chinese but date digits western style

P 2961 1934/41, covers (5 inc. printed matter) resp. ppc (1) used foreign to US, England, Norway and Yugoslavia (T)

2962 1934/35, covers (3) Harbin-Mukden inc. commemoratives and air mail cover at 19 f. rate, non-philatelic usages (T)

P 2963 1934, 3 C. Liaoyang tower (RC) canc. „Rehe Longhwa 1.10.3” (1934.10.3) on cover (soiled) to Tangshan/

Hopeh, marked circular special dater ”T / Hopeh 23.10.10 / provisionally / Shanhaikwan„, China 1932
due 10 C. orange applied marked ”Hopeh Dawang„ 23.10.10”. On reverse Hopeh daters of ”Tangshan 31; China
Porto 55
23.10.10„ and ”Sinjuntun 23.10.11„. Manchuko stamp treated as invalid by China postal service.
P 2964 1935, 4 f. olive mountains design with mirror offset on reverse, pasted showing reverse plus Liaoyang pagoda 1 1/2 f. (pair) canc. „Harbin Taowai 3.2.28” (Feb. 28, 1936) on local cover. Only one
55 var; 41A (2)
sheet of 100 with the offset was found. Most unusual on cover. (M)
P 2965 1940 registered cover, franked with 3s(x2) white paper (1937/39 issue) with 10s (x3) 1st Showa issue cancelled by “DAIREN 19.8.40 I.N.P.O” sent via Siberia to Germany. Reverse shows German
censor tape and arrival MENGKOFEN cds.

MONGOLEI
P 2966 1926, 50 M. canc. „ULAN BATOR 18.VIII.28” on registered cover to Harbin, marked „T. 40” and on 24; China
reverse chinese dues 20 C. (pair) applied canc. „TIENTSIN 17.8.30”, vert. crease

Porto 48II (2)

P 2966A 1899, 7 K. blue, a interpanneau-pair, canc. „TROITSKOSAVSK 23 VIII 1906” (Hellrigl Type 1b,

1900/09) on registered picture post card (”Sibérie. No. 88 Maryisnk.„ to Svendborg/Denmark. Back
then nearby, and today known as Kyakhta at the border of Mongolia. Unusual.
P 2967 1937, Registered cover with attractive franking and scarce red label alongside, to Switzerland with
49-54
arrival mark on reverse.

NEDSCHD
P 2968 1926 cover, franked with overprinted 2pi Notarial and 1pi Railway Tax stamps, all tied by native cds.

Reverse bears ALEXANDRIA, DJEDDA, and PORT-TAUFIQ transits. A rare cover, showing genuine use of
Sc. 49, 51
these stamps, and an important Saudi Arabian forerunner.
P 2969 1933, Registered commercial imprint cover from DJEDDAH with 3 Pia. olive green and 10 Pia. dark
brown to Germany with arrival mark on reverse, some border crease and tiny flaw, fine and attractive! Sc. 103, 105
P 2970 1934, Commercial imprint cover from JEDDAH with 3 Pia. dark blue to Egypt with transit mark Port
Sc. 79
Taufiq on reverse, some border crease and vertical fold, fine and scarce franking!

NEPAL
see also 1356, 1465

P 2971 Land-Lord Revenue stamps: complete unused set of the three denominations, one Rupee indigo, two

rupees light-green and five rupees red-brown, a further 5 Rup. used with four seal cancellations. These
fiscals were used in the Terai to affix them on petitions to claim land. Very fine and very hard to find.
P 2972 1771, Febr. AD (Bikram.Sambat. 1828/11/4) LAL MOHUR RED SEAL DOCUMENT bearing the seal of
King Prithvi Narayan Shah the founder of unified Nepal. A ‘Lal Mohur’ document was directly issued
by the King rather than just in his name. In the first two and a half lines under the seal all of the honorfic titles of the King will be listened ending with a phrase and followed by six dashes. After the
string af dashes the content of the document: The sister of the King in the region of Kathmandu
Valley has bought 7 ropani ground for the price of 101 rs and 4 Anna. The LAL MOHUR certiefies the
ownership on this ground of the princess. (MA1).
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P 2973 1777, Mai, AD (Bikram.Sambat. 1833/paush/11) LAL MOHUR RED SEAL DOCUMENT bearing the

P 2974

P 2975

P 2976

P 2977

2978

2979

P 2980

P 2981
P 2982

seal of King Pratap Singh Shah, King of Nepal (the eldest sun of the great King Prithvi Narayan Shah
the founder of unified Nepal). A ‘Lal Mohur’ document was directly issued by the King rather than just
in his name. In the first two and a half lines under the seal all of the honorfic titles of the King will be
listended ending with a phrase and followed by six dashes. After the string af dashes the content of
the document; in this case is it the notarization of buying ground and a house (MA1).
1788 Mai, AD (Bikram.Sambat. 1845/Jestha/13), RUKKA RED SEAL DOCUMENT bearing the seal of
King Rana Bahadur Shah, (King of Nepal from 1777 to 1806). A RUKKA Document like this is an
administraion order issued in the name of the King. It begins with a short line of text followed by a
string of dashes. With this document Shri Kurkye Lama was honored for his merits and got lease of
life, at the reverse the signature of Damodar Pandey. (MA1).
1804 - 1849, Two Rukka Documents: 1804, September, AD (Bikram.Sambat. 1861/aswen/12-3)
RUKKA RED SEAL DOCUMENT bearing the seal of Girvan Yuddha Bikram Shah Deva, King of Nepal
(19 October 1797 –20 November 1816). A RUKKA Document like this is an administraion order issued in the name of the King. Enjoy the translation we have added. Second: RUKKA Document issued
under the reign of King Surendra Bikram Shah,King of Nepal between 1847 and 1881. From great
historical interest is the second document because - look at the added translation - it proves the
transition of the real power in Nepal from the Kings to the Prime ministers of the Rana Family which
ruled Nepal from the mid of 19th century until King Tribhuvan returned from exile. (MA1)
1819 (Sambat 1877/9/14/4), Nepal Prephilatelic official documents - „RED SEAL DOCUMENT” such documents bearing the official seal of the King - a red 40 mm circle with a embossed sword proclaimed usually laws, confer land, grants and to convey governmental orders like this one. There
were carried by governmental messengers and so the first official mail was constituted. This document is an official order in the name of the King Ragendra Bir Bikram Saha Devi from January 1819
concernimg the converment of land. (look at the translation) (M)
1821 April, (B.S. 1878/11/Baishak), land revenue certificate, LAL MOHUR RED SEAL DOCUMENT
bearing the seal of King Rajendra Bikram Shah, King of Nepal, he was King of Nepal from 1816 to
1847. This document certifies that somebody named Mansa Rama Upadhava has bought in the far
west of Nepal some land for 400 Rs. (MA1).
1824, Mai AD (B.S. 1881, Jestha 4. Thuesday), RUKKA RED SEAL DOCUMENT bearing the red seal of
King Rajendra Bikram Shah, King of Nepal he was King of Nepal from 1816 to 1847. On back printed
signature from Prime Minister Bhimsen Thapa which had hold the king mostly of the time in isolation.
(with translation) MA1.
1851 Mai. AD (Bikram.Sambat. 1908/Jestha/10)), RUKKA RED SEAL DOCUMENT bearing the seal of
King Surendra Bikram Shah, King of Nepal between 1847 and 1881, the dokument treats the assignment of ground near Palpo Kirat situated at the Mewa river for beneficial use. English and german
translation added. (Ma1).
1877 - 1885 approx., Document with two black seals - upper right the great seal of the Rana Prime
Minister Maharaja Sir Bir Shamsher Jang Bahadur Rana and lower left the smaller black seal of the
Commander-in-Chief, General Dheer Sumshare Jung Bahadur. This seal featured the name and the
titles of the Prime Minister rendered in Devanagari, English, Persian and Tibetan language. The seal
Documents bearing only the seal of the Prime Minister are called „Ek-Chapey„, documents like this
which bear two seals are called „Dui Chapey”. (MA1).
1879, approx, The first postal seal of „Nepal General Post office” on little fragment, - please note: the
same is pictured at a stamp from 1978 we have added for comparison -. In this context it is interesting
that there is a discussion whether in 1878 or 1879 the regular postal service was started.
1881-85 1 Anna ultramarin, imperf, no gum as issued on white wove European paper. (Hellrigel/
1aBa, HV4
Vignola 4b).

b

400,-

b

200,-

b

400,-

b

300,-

b

200,-

b

150,-

b

100,-

b

300,-

d

100,-

(*)

80,-

b

800,-

b

150,-

9Bb, HV 13b

(*)

200,-

6, HV10

b

250,-

H&G 2,12,13

GA

Gebot

P 2983 1881, 1 Anna, dull deep blue on white, wove European paper, very fine impression at native cover

P 2984

P 2985
P 2986
2987
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with fine strike of the standard circular cancellation (Hellriegel Type b 16)from ‘LYANGLYANG’ (Lya)
written by Captain Ranajfat Thapa (a member of the aristocratic Thapa family) .Seal and two cancellations on back. Covers with the first edition are rare.
1883 Oct. AD (Bikram.Sambat. 1939/Jestha/10), RUKKA RED SEAL DOCUMENT bearing the seal of
King Prithvi Bir Bikram Shah, King of Nepal –King of Nepal from 1881 until 1911. This dokument
treats the donation of the Queen. She will give every year the amount of 1.175,-- RS for the benefit of
poor pilgrims to Kasko (Benares). German translation. (MA1).
1886-90. 4 Annas light-green, setting 6, a block of ten from the right sheet margin, pos 4-8/12-16,
very fine. As a matter of form a little scissor cut-in at left side between the two rows be mentioned.
Expertized by Heddergott.
1886, 4 Anna yellow green - early printing on thin to medium paper - very clean impression on very
nice little cover - date unknown - cancelled by square cancellation (1884-1911) from PALPA to Shree
Bandidar Bishnu Baru, octagonal seal cancel on back.
1887/1904, postal stationary cards, the first Post Card 1/2 Anna ‘Crown over crossed Khukris’ vermillion on native paper. 5 different unused cards with different dies of stamp label below, diff. types
of Horse and diff. types of ornaments and text (2 reprints)

1Bb, HV 4a
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P 2988 1889/98, 1 Anna grey-blue, later printing on medium native paper, setting 9-17, block of 20, clear

impressions. Between fourth and fifth column a vertical fold not disturbing the good overall impres7Ba, HV 11
sion of this attractive unit.
P 2989 1889/98, 4 Anna yellow-green, stripe of four, later printing on medium to thick native paper, fair im9Bb, HV 13b
pression, wide margins at all sides.
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80,-
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150,-

HV 11

b
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HV 11

b
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11Aa, HV21

b

13Ab, HV 24

(*)

200,60,-

7B, HV 11

b
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10Ba / HV 14

b

100,-

HV14

b

80,-

16Bb, HV27

b

120,-

7B, HV11

b

150,-

16B

b

100,-

10aB, HV 14

b

80,-

16Ba, HV 27b

b

80,-

16Ba, HV 27B

b

150,-

16Bb, HV 27

b

80,-

b

300,-

b

80,-

b

100,-

P 2990 1889/98, 1 Anna ultramarine, later printing, impression fair on cover with cpl. content cancelled by

very clear strike of the non-standard circular town cancel „GAHAWA I ” (=BIRGANJ). At reverse two
negative datestamps „GAHAWA” and manuscript date B.S. 61/4/31 (=1904 AD), sent to TANGAL
HV11, 7Ba
DARBAR.
P 2991 1892/1993, 1 Anna dark-blue, medium paper, block of eight from top margin, pos 2-3/10-11/187Bc, HV 11d
19/26-27, setting 11, with sheet inscriptions over pos. 2-3

P 2992 1892, one Anna light-blue from the later printing on medium paper, clear impressions to slighty blur-

red, probably setting 9 (1891-1892) on cover from Bajhang with very fine strike of the standard circular cancellation, on reverse negative postmark from BAGLUNG and handwritten date „49/11/22,
further delivery cancellation and a personal red seal from the sender.
2993 1897, (Sambat 54/1/13) one Anna blue from the later printing 1889-98, slightly blurred on native
paper, on cover from SUDA NANDA, PATAN to Lieut. Dev Dutta Upadhaya in RANIJUNG, received datestamp 54.1.15. Mounted on album sheet with detailed information. (MA1).
P 2994 1898-1903, two annas violett, pin-perf, from the blurred printings on native paper of poor quality on
cover from KATHMANDU with Kathmandu cancellation Type III on the reverse classic Datestamp Type
4 (all types Hellrigel/Vignola)
P 2995 1900-03, 1/2 Anna black, pin-perf, vertical pair, setting 3.

P 2996 1901, ( Bikram Sabat: 1958/5/20), one Anna blue - from later printings slighly blurred, affixed to
P 2997
2998
P 2999

P 3000
3001
3002
P 3003
P 3004

3005

back of a cover. Fine strike of the non-standard circular cancel from GAHAWA (=BIRGANJ) and a negative datestamp with handwritten date.
1901, (Bikram.Sambat. 58/1/31), 1 Anna blue, blurred printing 1898/1901 on cover from PALPA fine and very clear strike of the square cancellation with letter ‘PA’ - on reverse Palpa date stamp with
manuscript ‘58/1/31’.
1901, ( Bikram Sabat: 1958/9/14) one Anna blue - from the 1898-08 blurred printing on native paper of poor quality, framelines and center nearly solid with color on native cover from BUTWAL (western Nepal) with fine strike of standard circular cancellation. On back a hand dated negative postmark,
1901, ( Bikram Sabat: 1958/9/14) native cover franked by 1 Anna blue from BUTWAL (western Nepal) with fine strike of standard circular cancellation. On back two clear hand dated negative postmarks from BUTWAL - this type of cancellation shows allways in the upper half the negative resulting
in white characters on black background. The top inscription shows the honorific title ‘SHRI’ flanked
by a crescent and a star
1902, ( Bikram Sabat: 1958/5/20 - 15.July 1902), one Anna blue - from later printings slighly blurred
on cover. Very clear strike of the non-standard circular cancel from GAHAWA (=BIRGANJ) and also very
clear negative datestamp with handwritten date. A very fine desirable cover.
1902, ( Bikram Sabat: 1959/1/27) cover with one Anna blue with fine strike of the GAHAWA (= BIRGANJ) cancel - H/V non standard circular cancellation Type 2 - from Prem Sing, Doti Shal Kot village
to Meerz Suba Saheba, Karnal, Gahawa P.O.
1902, ( Bikram Sabat: 1958/1/22), one Anna blue, blurred printing on native paper of poor quality,
classic non-standard circulation but not readable, on cover to Chateri Kesari Jung. At back negative
postmark with handwritten date.
1903, (Bikram Sabat: 1960/3/2), 1 Anna light blue - on native paper, imperf, clear to slightly blurred
printing but frames recut and very clear (1901-1907 settings) on fine native cover, cancelled by standard circular strike, on back circular cancel with handwritten arrival date.
1903, 1 Anna recut frame variety, light blue on native paper from the 1901-1903 printing on cover
from KUTI (Tibet, Kuti was annexed by Tibet in 1792 but it cames with KERUNG under Nepalese jurisdiction), with seal cancellation (unfortunately not readable), on reverse negative postmark from
CHAUTARA, manuscript marking TATAPANI and Khatmandu arrival canc.
1904, One Anna blue - recut frame variety on native paper, imperf , 1st state, setting 27 on cover with
fine strike of standard circular cancellation of BAITADI.

P 3006 1904, ( Bikram Sabat: 1961/5/)., 4 Anna green from the 1898-08 blurred printing on native paper of

poor quality, framelines and center nearly solid with color on native cover with very clear strike of the
20Ba, HV18b
non-standard Circular cancellation from GAHAWA (BIRGANJ).
3007 1904, ( Bikram Sabat: 1960/5/13 - 27.July 1904), one Anna grey-blue later printing, impressions
slightly blurred, stroked by standard-hexagonal cancellation, not readable, on back very clear Kath10Ba, HV11
mandu Datestamp Type 16. Please note : cover roughly open at right side.
P 3008 1904, ( Bikram Sabat: 1961/4/3 - August 1904), one Anna grey-blue, wide margins - late printing,
impressions in the mid quite blurred - on cover from SAPTARI district (sub P.O Saptari KANCHANPUR)
7Ba, HV11
to Mukhiya Kalidas, Kathmandu. Cancelled by not readable seal.
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3009 1905, one Anna blue, blurred printing on native paper of poor quality, on cover from GAHAWA (later

Birganj) to the ´Granddaughter of Chief Priest (of his Majesty King of Nepal) Dhoke Tole’. Non-standard cancellation of GAHAWA II and late classic datestamp on back. Mounted on album sheet with
HV 14
detailed information. (MA1).
P 3010 1906, ( Bikram Sabat: 1963/5/25 - June 1906), 1 Anna deep-dark-ultramarine shade - recut frame
varity, first state, setting 27 on cover obviously from BUTWAL - fine strike of the standard-circular Mi. 16Bc,
HV27d
cancellation. Clear strike of negative datestamp on reverse.
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30, HV 38b
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3011 1907, (BIKRAM.SABAT 64/8/30 = 1907 AD), 1 Anna ultramarine recut frame variety imperf on natiP 3012
P 3013

P 3014
P 3015

3016
P 3017

P 3018

ve paper, setting 27 on cover from CHISAPANI - illegible seal-cancel on stamp - negative postmark
”CHISAPANI„, manuscript 64/8/30 and KATHMANDU date stamp delivery postmark Type 16.
1907, ( Bikram Sabat: 1964/6/16 - July 1907), 1 Anna deep-dark-blue - recut frame varity, first state,
setting 27 on cover from POKHARA - fine and clear strike of the square cancellation. Negative datestamp also very clear on back, and Kathmandu datestamp Type 16A, received ‘64-6-25’ (= July 1907)
1908, (BIKRAM.SABAT 65/2/12 = 1908 AD), 1 Anna blue recut frame variety imperf on native paper,
setting 27 on cover from BAJURA - postcancel on stamp - negative postmark ”KARNALI„, manuscript
65/2/12 and Nepal delivery postmark. The sender of this letter was Commander-in-Chief Sumsher
Jung Bahadur Rana.
1909 ( Bikram Sabat: 1966/12/) two Anna, violett with fine strike of the negative Postmark (Hellrigel
type d/aa) on wax-sealed native cover.
1912, Printed Document - enrolled length over 1,20 meter - with two black seals - upper right the
great seal of the Rana Prime Minister Maharaja Mayor-General Sir Chandra Shere Jung Bahadur and
lower left the smaller black seal of the Commander-in-Chief, Nepali-General Bhisham Shere Jung
Rana Commander-in-chief. Both seals featured the name and the titles of the Prime Minister rendered in Devanagari, English, Persian and Tibetan language. A spectaculair item (MA1).
1917-19, 2 Annas brown-purple, setting 23, cpl. sheet of 54 cliches, tête-bêche on pos. 8, 9, 15, 19
and 48. With the usual telegraph cancellation, canc. is typ c ‘Large crescent’, telephone Sub-Office II
from which two are very clear strikes. (MA1).
1917-19, 2 Annas magenta (two dif. shades of colour), setting 23, two cpl. sheets of 54 cliches, têtebêche on pos.8, 9, 15, 19 and 48. With the usual telegraph cancellation, canc. is typ c ‘Large crescent’, telephone Sub-Office II mostly very clear strikes. One stamp (Pos. 48) in one sheet at the
bottom touched. (MA1).
1917, 2 Annas lavender, printing on very thin paper, setting 20, a block of four with inverted clichees
at pos 7 and 8, two uncompleted strokes of telegrafic cancellation, type ‘Large crescent’

P 3019 1918, July, 1/2 Anna black special rate on cover from Royal hunting camp. Sent from Magla Nanndan

P 3020

P 3021

P 3022

P 3023
P 3024
P 3025
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from the royal Camp Mangalpur, South-Central Nepal (Chitwan District) to Hari Nanndan c/o Bekha
Lal Joshi, Jyabhal Tole, Kathmandu. The prime minister spent subtantial time of the year with large
entourage at the hunting camps in the Terai. In 1899 a special stamp of 1/2 Anna was introduced for
the letters from and to the annual hunting camps. Manuscript cancel by pencil strokes.
1920er approx., document on fine silk paper from Prime Minister Chandra Shamsher Jang Bahadur
Rana (from 27th. Jun 1901 to 26th Nov 1929) of Nepal with his great black seal - very clear strike - in
four languages Tibeti, Persian, Nepali and English. Thereunder the seal of the ‘Commander in Chief’
General Bhath Shamsher Jang Rana Bahadur. This document measures length approx 2,40 meters
(!), on the lower end of the document some faults otherwiese good apperance. Dcuments like this
which bear two seals are called „Dui Chapey” (MA1).
1925/33 the second Post Card 1/2 Anna ‘Crown over crossed Khukris’ dark-blue on native paper stamp: Die III, Horse: III, Text-Type: upper right line and lower right line nearly even at left end. Cancelled by Sri Pashupati Type b ‘Step Pyramid’ from BIRGANJ II in 1931. From this card only a very few
were issued, rare and difficult to find.
1925-29, 2 Annas brown-red, setting 27, cpl. part-sheet of 35 cliches (Pos.1-32 and 38-40) têtebêche on pos.8, 14, 15, 18, 19 and not visible 48. Setting 27 shows the „cleaned lettering” variety
on Pos 3, 7, 10, 13, 15, 20 etc. This variety may have been the resut fo vigorous cleaning. A rare
setting with the usual telegraph cancellation this fine strikes. (T).
1927/29, Telegrafic period, 2 Annas cinnamon, very thin paper, blurred printing, setting 28. A block
of eight with inverted clichees at pos. 8, 14 and 15. This block originates from the the right upper
corner of the sheet. Cancelled by ‘Large Crescent type’ but rather blurred.
1927/29, Telegrafic period, 4 Annas thin paper, clear to blurred printing, setting 11, bluish green/
bright emerald. A block of four with extremly fine and clear strike of the ‘Large crescent typ’, Telephone Head Office I, examined by Heddergott. (T)
1927-29, 2 Annas dark-cinnamon (dunkel-zimtfarben), setting 29, cpl. sheet of 54 cliches. This setting contains instead of 56 only 54 clichés due to the fact that pos. 1 and 9 shows only a blanc space,
tête-bêche on pos.8, 14, 15, 18, 19 and 48. Setting 29 is is appearently the last setting besides the
two other never issued stamps of the two Anna. A rare setting with the usual telegraph cancellation
but this rather blurred. (MA1)
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P 3026 1927-29, 2 Annas orange-brown, setting 28, cpl. sheet of 55 cliches. This setting contains instead of

56 only 55 clichés due to the fact that pos. 9 shows only a blanc space, tête-bêche on pos.8, 14, 15,
18, 19 and 48, rare setting with the usual telegraph cancellation but this rather blurred. Look also HV
32b, HV 42f
page 146 a similar sheet from the Hellrigl Col. (MA1)
3026A 1928, 1 Anna dark-blue with a modified new design plate II - charactistic for the plate II in comparaison to plate I is undoubtly that the four outer corner squares contain a design like a ”spearhead„
further the smaller inscriptions on all sides and a larger central retangle. Cpl. Sheet of 64 telegraphely used with a very interesting flaw on pos. 5 (not mentioned in Hellrigel/Vignola). The telegraph canc.
is typ c ‘Large crescent’, telephone Sub-Office II. (MA1).
25b, HV 44a
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200,-
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3027 1928/30, 1 Anna Plate II, with new little bit modified design, one cpl. sheet of 64, an uncomplete

sheet of 61 and a part sheet of 32 stamps, all three cancelled by telegraph cancellation (the one
Anna Plate II is unknown with postal cancellation). The two sheet have on the same field. Pos 61 a
25b, HV 44
misprint orginating from a soiling from the press cylinder. (MA1).
P 3028 1928 approx., 1 Anna new Design on cover cancelled by very clear negative seal „SRI ” in the topline
25c, HV44
between crescent and sun but without dateline.

3029 Late 1940 to early sixties approx., unused COURT FEE PAPER in a folded strip of three , black on

native silk paper. The right one in the strip with inverted inner cercle of the lotus flower design. Rare
item. (MA1).
P 3030 1941, fourth Shri Pashupati issue, local printing, 8 paisa rose, block of eight from the lower left sheet
54U
margin, imperf between second and third column, rare this, no gum as issued.
P 3031 1941, fourth Shri Pashupati issue, local printing, 2 paisa brown, block of four from the lower right
52U
margin sheet, totally imperf. gummed, with control cancellation on back.

P 3032 1947, Reg. sealed letter with „BRITISH LEGATION NEPAL“ (26 JUN) from Katmandu to HAIFA (22.7)
P 3033 1947, Apr., (Bikram.Sambat. 2004/12/31), document from Prime Minister Padma Shumsher J.B.R.

3034
3035
P 3036

3037
P 3038

P 3039

3040

3041

concerning the prohibition of the ”Nepal Rastriya Congress„ and of all organisations and movements
sympathizing with the Congress Party. At the upper part the great seal of Prime Minister in Devanagari, English, Persian and Tibetan and lower left the smaller seal of General Mohan Shumsher. With
german translation. (MA1).
mid 20th century approx. Three handwritten documents with interesting seals and cancellations. One
of them with the great black-seal of Prime-Minister Maharaja Mohan Shamsher Jang Bahadur Rana
from 1948. (Ma1).
early 1950er AD, nice document in wonderful condition bearing the seal of King Tribhuhvan Bir Bikram Shah called „Rukka Zodiac Seal” - very clear and readable impression On the reverse further 6
seals (MA1).
Late 1950 to 1960 approx., FISCAL USE OF POSTAGE STAMPS, four fiscal documents on thin native
paper all franked by postage stamps. Each is pen-cancelled (date) as well as punched one of them
franked by 18x 5 Rs from the second Sri Pashupati issue. One of them underwritten by two thum45 and others
prints.(MA1).
Late 1950 early 1960 approx., FISCAL USE OF POSTAGE STAMPS: Three Court Fee papers on thin silk
paper to different rates. Each paper with additional franking of 14,6 Rs, 4,5 Rs. and 3 Rs. Each postex 52-90
age-stamp is seal-cancelled as well as punched. (MA1).
1950, Nov., (Bikram.Sambat. 2007/Kartik/22), document from Prime Minister Mohan Shumsher
J.B.R. with his great black seal - very clear strike - This official document is from very important historical interest. It concerns the situation after the abscondence of King Tribhuvan with his family to India and the proclamation of prince Gyanendra as King which was a younger brother of crown prince
Birendra leaved in the palace. Very fine document folded on very good silk paper. With german explanation. (MA1).
1950 AD, LAL MOHUR RED SEAL DOCUMENT bearing the seal of King Gyanendra Bir Bikram Shah
Dev - Gyanendra was King as child declared by Prime Minister Mohan Shamsher on 7 November
1950 when his Grandfather King Tribhuvan was forced into exil to India, but the land was ruled by the
last Rana Prime Minister. Later after the palace massacre from 2001 he was King for the second
time. (MA1).
1950 Feb. AD (Bikram.Sambat. 2007/Falgun), RUKKA RED SEAL DOCUMENT bearing the seal of
King Tribhuhvan Bir Bikram Shah, the builder of modern Nepal and who brought the reign of the Rana’s to end after his return from Indian exile. This official document is from very important historical
interest because King Tribhuvan proclaimed a new ministry with 5 Rana minister and for the first time
5 minister from the Nepalese Congress Party which was only three years ago forbidden by the Rana’s.
This document shows the seals of the Premier Mohan Shumsher, of General Shumsher and Ganja
Man Singh. (MA1),
1952 AD, nice document in wonderful condition bearing the seal of King Tribhuhvan Bir Bikram Shah
called „Rukka 1915 Zodiac Seal” - very clear and readable impression - In this document Prince Himalay Bir Bikram the second son of King Tribhuvan gets land which was owning by a relegious organisation. On the reverses the seals from Premier Minister Mohan Shah and other personalities.
(MA1).
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P 3042 1957, definitives ‘Kings Crown of Shab-Deb-Dynasty’ complete set in horizontal strips of three, mint
never hinged (small perf. separation on 2r.), scarce strips! Mi. € 420,-- +
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*
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98-109 (3)

3043 1958 AD (B.S. 2015) specimen of the King’s seal. Official register with two seals of later Shri 5 HM
P 3044

P 3045
P 3046
P 3047

King Birendra at left hand the oval seal and at right hand the Zodiac seal with the explanation of his
purpose, a rare item. (MA1).
1960 approx., FISCAL USE OF POSTAGE STAMPS: 75 paisa ‘Kotphi’ court fee paper with the additional
and spectacular franking of 294,26 Rs. ( 58 x 5 Rs from the 1930 Sri Pashupati issue). Each postagestamp ist pen-cancelled (date) as well as punched. On the right and on the lower side of the court feet
paper are fixed further sheets of papers. On the lower ist written the treaty - in unfolded state total
45x64 cm - The underwriter has used is blackended thumb. (MA1).
1960 approx., FISCAL USE OF POSTAGE STAMPS: Document with the spectacular franking of 197,18 Rs.
( 39 x 5 Rs from the 1959 UPU issue). Each postage-stamp is pen-cancelled (date) as well as punched.
In unfolded state total 45x42 cm. A similar item is known from the famous Gupta Collection.(MA1).
1960 approx., FISCAL USE OF POSTAGE STAMPS: Document with the spectacular franking of 161,03
Rs. ( 161 x 1 Rs from the 1959 UPU issue). Each postage-stamp is pen-cancelled (date) as well as
punched. In unfolded state total 45x42 cm. (MA1).
1961, second children’s day 12 p. red orange, a block of four from the upper right sheet margin imperforated. It is known that only 10 imperf sheets were printed, the most rare of modern Nepales issues.

NIEDERLÄNDISCH-INDIEN
P 3048 1836, framed „WANTS BETTER / DIRECTION” on complete folded letter dated „Batavia Nov. 6th
P 3049
P 3050

P 3051

P 3052
3053
P 3054

1835” to England w. “MR 11” and “MR 21” backstamps and „March 23 1836” forwarding note once
address was completed, to „Saddleworth Yorkshire”, quite unusual.
,1858, sehr früher dreiseitig engbeschriebener vorphilatelistischer Faltbrief aus Niederländisch-Indien via Triest und Hamburg, nach Altona, Dänemark, vorderseitig Taxstempel K1 „6 1/2”, diverse
Röthelvermerke und handschriftlich Franco, vertikaler Bug und Randmängel, .
1870, double rate entire letter from „BATAVIA 24/4/1876) via London - red London Paid - to NEW
YORK, arrival on reverse. High 1,70 Gulden franking (50 cent carmine, 10 cent brown-orange a
strip of four and 20 cent, two singles and a pair ) all stamps stroked by killer ‘4’. Faults: the left
10 c. missing two perfs and a little tear, the 50 cents with short perfs at left and one 20 cent
9,12,15
damaged, vertical fold. Nevertheless still fine and rare.
1874, 5+5 cents, deep-violett double postal stationery card joined at left, cpl. card used from „SEMBANE/25/10/1892” to BANGKOK via Singapore Transit „ SINGAPORE OC 3”. Uprated with add. franking of 2 1/2 cents orange, on reverse receiver „BANGKOK 7/11/92” and a further cancellation not
H&G 3a
readable.
1897, Netherlands-India 7 1/2 c. postal stationery card from „MENADO 20.3.” via Tuticorin and Boushir to Tauris with arrival mark and forwarded to Paris with arrival mark, small tears at top, otherwise
fine, rare
1902, „10 CT NED.-INDIE” and 3x „50 CT NED.-INDIE” on envelope (b/s lower flap missing) sent from
„TANDIONGPOERA 26 6 1902” to Natal, S.A., there forwarded to Wartburg S.A. and back to Sumatra.
(T)
1932, Airmail Rarity, 50 cent on 150 cent, orange with inverted surcharge of the new value, mnh but
188K, Yv. 16a
toned gum, signed, certificate Henk Vleeming/BPP (2013). Cat Val Michel 2.500,--

P 3055 1941, stationery-card 3 1/2 C uprated 7 1/2 C sent from „BUITENZORG 18.12.41” to the Central
Camp of Internees in Alas-Valley, rare!

P 3056 1947, great envelope, registered from MAKASAR (Sulawesi) to Den Haag with high franking of 7,06
Gld. On front Cachet „NEGARA INDONESI TIMOER”, spotty wear and some soiling. (T).

320, 347,348

P 3057 1903, 50 C. on 50 C. green/reddish brown, horizontal strip of 3 (left stamp some wrinkling due to

inaccurate gluing of the stamp), rare MULTIPLE FRANKING on cover from ”SEMARANG 19.12.1903”
36 (3)
to Amsterdam, violet ”PER FRENCH MAIL” alongside, arrival mark 12.1.1904 on reverse. (T)

NIEDERLÄND.-INDIEN - DIENSTMARKEN
P 3058 1921, “DIENST.” kopfstehender Aufdruck auf Viererblock 15c. braun mit Streifen, zwei Werte postfrisch, zwei sauber ungebraucht mit Originalgummi, NVPH Kat. 480,- Euro+

NVPH D19a

NIEDERLÄND.-INDIEN - BRANDKASTENMARKEN
P 3059 1921, Brandkastzegels kompletter Satz von sieben Werten sauber ungebraucht mit Originalgummi, NVPH BK1
NVPH Kat. 300,- Euro

NORDBORNEO
see also 6545

P 3060 1883, 8c on 2c, from Transfer A position 7, mint lightly hinged, few toned perfs otherwise fine. (SG
£500)

P 3061 1888-92, Complete series to $10 (½c two shades) mint lightly hinged, some gum imperfections and 25-39 (SG
few short perfs (3c, 6c, 10c, $10) otherwise fine, and fresh. (SG £1150)
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P 3062 1888-92, Plate proof pair of $1 scarlet, imperforated, unused without gum, plus four imperf plate 36 (SG 47a)
proof pairs of 25c, 50c, $1, and $2 each with bars cancel, fresh and fine.

et al.

P 3063 1889, $5 bright purple, mint lightly hinged, toned original gum, short bottom perf otherwise fine. (SG
£350)

38 (SG 49)

P 3064 1900 (ca.), 2 C. ovpt. „British Protectorate” tied „SANDAKAN” to viewsite of ppc „Sandakan, Old Stone
Quarry.” (ed. Philippe & Sons, Sandakan) as printed matter to Oldenburg/Germany
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P 3065 1910 (9.11.), seven definitives 1c to 5c used on reverse of registered mourning cover from LAHAT

DATU to Pöttsching/Hungary (now Burgenland/Austria) with arrival cds. on front (10.12.), very attracex SG. 158/65
tive cover and unusual destination!
P 3066 1919 Red Cross surcharge issue on a registered cover to London, bearing 1c to 24c stamps all tied
SG 214/226
by Jesselton cds. On reverse London arrival. Philatelic but nice. (T)

P 3067 1919 stationery reply double card 1c red, sent to USA, with additional franking of 1c (1897 issue) tied

by Kudat cds. Insufficiently franked and taxed by Kudat PO. & on arrival at New York showing on the
front New York duplex 2c due tax datestamp. On reverse shows Singapore and Hong Kong transit
SG 62
marks, Attractive.
P 3068 1931, ‘North Borneo Company’ 3c, 6c, 25c and $2 each in un-issued colours, surcharged ‘’WATER- ex 216/222
(SG 295/301)
LOW & SONS LTD / SPECIMEN’’, and with small punch hole at lower left, fine.

P 3069 1931, ‘North Borneo Company’ proofs of 3c, 10c, $1 and frame of $5 in issued colours, each in hori- ex 216/223
zontal pairs with marginal (half) punch holes at top or bottom, fine.

(SG 295/302)
proofs

P 3070 1936, 1 C., 10 c. (pair) and 12 C. canc. „SANDAKAN 28 SEP 36” on registered cover (bumped cor-

ners) via „SINGAPORE 5 OCT 36” to Germany, german currency control label tied „HANNOVER”, arrival „HILDESHEIM 2.11.36” (T)
P 3071 North Borneo, Japanische Besetzung II WK, 1942, Jesselton ovpt. in black: 2 C., 8 C., 12 C., 15 C., 20 JSCA 56a, 60a,
62a-65a
C. and 25 C. all used by violet daters (JSCA cat. y 318.000)

P 3072 1948, Monogramm-Ausgabe, drei portogerecht frankierte Briefchen mit Esperanto Emblem, jeweils

von Sandakan nach Augsburg gelaufen, dabei EF 15 C und zwei Buntfrankaturen, Pracht. Seltener
ex 256/64
Bedarf.
P 3073 1950, KGVI pictorial definitives complete set (except the re-issued 50c with corrected inscription) in
SG. 356/70 (3)
horiz. or vertical strips of three, mint never hinged, SG. £ 345 +

NORDBORNEO - PORTOMARKEN
P 3074 1895, Complete Postage Due set of 8 values, 18c without gum, others mint lightly hinged, fresh and 1-8 (SG D1fine. (SG £350)

D11)

OMAN
see also 1453

P 3075 1880’s ca: INDIA USED AT MUSCAT: India QV ½a blue postal stationery envelope from Muscat to

Kurrachee, cancelled by ‘’MUSCAT/FEB 19’’-’’K-5’’ duplex (Martin Type 17), and Kurratchee 2nd Dely
backstamp. Few little stains but still fine. A rare usage.
P 3076 1914 (July), Cover to Bombay franked on reverse with India KGV. ½a tied by Muscat cds, Mandvi arrival cds and oval sender cachet alongside. Front of cover shows paper faults (scratch and hole) otherIndia
wise fine.
P 3077 1947 (Dec 8), PAKISTANI ADMIN.: Small piece bearing India 1940-43 1/2a, 1a and 2a all tied by two
strikes of ‘’MUSCAT/8 DEC 47’’ cds (Donaldson #14A). Top left corner perf of 1/2a missing otherwise
fine. Very scarce usage - Muscat came under Pakistan control from Aug 1947 and Indian stamps were
India
only used until Dec 29th.
P 3078 1966/67, registered cover from „MUSCAT DEC 69” to France franked 3 Baiza (old currency) and the
95, 104
2 Rup (old currency). (T).

P 3079 1966/67, Mixed Currency: registered cover from „MUSCAT 15 AP 70” to Switzerland franked with 20
Baiza (old currency), vertical pair and the rare 50 Baiza (new currency, type II), S.G 101a. (T).

99, 102II

P 3080 1970 7th Mai , bank notes: 1/4 Saidi Riyal (2) and 1/2 Saidi Riyal precursor of the Omani Riyal. Oman

was the last of the emirates which replaced the Gulf Rupee by a national currency. First Printing in
non circulated conservation.
P 3081 1971, registered air mail cover franked with 1/4 Rial (Block of four), 100 Baiza (two pairs) and 5
Ba.without overprint and 20 Ba. stamped by oval „MASKAT REGISTERED”, at revers 5 seal cancellations „The British Bank of the Middle East Muscat”, Rare cover (M)
P 3082 1973, ‘Government Buildings’ 25b and 100b both with DATE OMITTED, blocks of 18, mint never
hinged, fine. (Mi. 14.400,- €) (T)

111, 123, 131,
132
153I-154I (SG
170, 171 var)

P 3083 1978, 40 on 150 B. overprint, bloc of four from right margin, mint never hinged, Mi. 2.000,- €
190 (4)
P 3084 1978, 50 B. on 150 B. Women’s Year, used copy with machine cancellation. Very rare!
191
P 3085 2000, Artist design of the 100 Baisa ‘Yellow Boxfisch’ (Ostracion cubicus) - issued on 12.June 2000

- on reverse signed by artist MAHMOOD RUSHI. Printed by Enschede in Netherland. Very rare, perhaps
483 design
unique. (T).

**
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PAKISTAN
see also 1037/40

P 3087 1947, Luftpostleichtbrief (ohne Wertstempel) frankiert mit 6 A (6 x 1 A rot) aus „KANTALIA 8 APR”- auf

der Rückseite „TEMPORARY P.O. 13 APR 49” - nach Frankreich. Da die Frankatur nicht ausreichte
wurde am Bestimmungsort Nachporto in Höhe von 150 Frs erhoben, dafür wurden 21 Portomarken
4
zu jeweils 10 Frs teils treppenartig auf den Umschlag geklebt.
P 3088 1947, 1 R, red-brown/dark-grey, horizontal pair from left margin, left stamp with overprint, right
14 var
stamp without overprint, gum toned.

P 3089 1947, 1r grey & red-brown bottom marginal with KARACHI LOCAL OVERPRINT INVERTED, mint never
hinged, fine. B.P.A. Certificate. (SG £180++)

14 var

b

70,-

**/p

200,-

**

100,-

**

1.200,-

**
**

100,100,-

g

100,-

b

100,-

**

300,-

**

100,-

**

70,-

GA

300,-

*/**

Gebot

P 3090 1947, All the six Rupee values till 25r each in GUTTER CROSS BLOCKS OF FOUR, very fine un-

mounted mint. A most attractive and scarce short set of these gutter blocks each from the center
14-19 (4)
of the related printing sheet of four panes. (M)
P 3091 1947, Two gutter pairs of 25r slate-violet & purple, one horizontally (trace of folding between first
stamp and gutter), the other vertically (trace of folding through gatter), mint never hinged, of fresh
19 (4)
colours, and very fine.
P 3092 1947, Complete first series of 19 values, mint never hinged, fresh colours, very fine.
1-19

P 3093 1947, Complete first series of 19 values, used with various cancellations, fresh colours, good/very
fine (near to faultless except short perf on 5r).

1-19

P 3094 1947, Two covers franked with high Rupee values: 5r along with 1r and 8a on large part (shortened

and opened three sides) of registered airmail cover from Karachi to Switzerland (arrival b/s) with
provisional Reg. label (originally for Insured mail), and 15r along with 25r CTO by ‘’KARACHI G.P.O./4
18, 19, et al.
JUN 48’’ cds to airmail envelope. A scarce cover pair with fine and fresh Rupee adhesives.
P 3095 1947, 1r vertical marginal pair with Karachi Local ‘PAKISTAN’ overprint at top stamp while bottom
14 var
stamp WITHOUT OVERPRINT, mint never hinged, very fine. B.P.A. Certificate. (SG £650++)

P 3096 1947, 12a lake horizontal strip of three with INVERTED KARACHI OVERPRINT, mint never hinged, fine.
B.P.A. Certificate. (SG from £195 for mint singles) (T)

12 var
P 3097 1948/54, Khyber Pass definitives 15r. blue-green perf. 14 and 25r. violet perf. 13 both in horizontal SG. 42a +
strips of three with margin at left (25r.) or at top (15r.), mint never hinged, SG. £ 226 +
43b (3)

P 3098 1948/49, Handstamps and local overprints on KGVI. postal stationeries: Four 1½a PS envelopes to

Bombay (by airmail), Bikaner (2) or U.S.A. (uprated on back) plus uprated ½a PS card to Lahore, with
various types of PAKISTAN surcharges in black or violet.
3099 1948, definitives to 25r violet 18 different values incl. the scarce 15r. and 25r. stamps, mint hinged
ex SG. 24/43a
or unhinged (9p corner fault), SG. ~ £ 130 +

P 3100 1950, two Indian R-letters with Pakistan franking and border „Pakistan Intern. Industries Fair Karachi„ from RAWALPINDI to Germany (T)

ex 20/43, GA

GA

70,-

b

120,-

**

60,-

**/*

200,-

d

Gebot

**

600,-

*/g

100,-

b

100,-

b

4.000,-

P 3101 1957-64. Three very interesting registered air mail covers from Bahawalpur, Pakistan, sent to Lon-

don, seemingly showing the political development of Bahawalpur’s status. The 1st cover has imprinted ”ON HIS HIGHNESS SERVICE Bahawalpur Government„ and a registration label. The 2nd cover
from 1957 states ON HIS HIGHNESS SERVICE only. The „Bahawalpur Government” is now covered.
The registration label now replaced by a cachet. The 3d cover from 1964 has no pre-printed official
text left at all! Normal Pakistan stamps from the period used on all three covers. A few of higher denominations.A very interesting group. (M)
3102 1958, Coconut Tree 15r. red and deep reddish purple block of eight from lower margin (heavy toned SG. 95 (8) +
gum!) and two very fine IMPERFORATE blocks of four of same stamp, mint never hinged MNH
var.

P 3102A 1960/1999, errors, 4 items with missing colour 1960 Revolution Day used, 1999 ‘Hakim Said’, mnh

missing red colour, ‘Ali Jinnah’ Block of four with print on gummed side also Bangladesh ‘Ustad Khan’
missing red colour. These stamps allways with normal as comparaison.
3103 1960/61, PROOF METER MARK impressions on six pieces (one the value tablet only) with different
Machine numbers, values and different town names of KARACHI, ex UPU archives!

P 3104 1961, ‘Golden mosque’, 2 Rupies, Block of four not perforated from top margin, very nice condition
and rare, (SG. Cat Val 2.000,--)

SG.144a

PAKISTAN - DIENSTMARKEN
P 3105 1947 Officials: Two complete first series of 13 values with Nasik overprints, one series mint lightly
hinged, the other used, fresh and fine. (SG £355) (M)

1-13

P 3106 1948, „AMB STATE”: Great cover adressed to the Nawab Major Sir Mohd.Farid Khan, Nawab of Amb

State (Amb is a village in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa province of Pakistan. Historically it has been the capital of Amb State). This letter is from „The Office The Governor NWFP”, franked by 1 1/2 and two 1 A.
D18, D19
Invitation to the dinner given in Honour of the King of Saudi Arabia on 18. April 1954. (MA1)

PAKISTAN - BAHAWALPUR
P 3107 1947, India KGVI. 1r grey & red-brown with Bahawalpur one line machine overprint tied by ‘’SA-

DIQ-GARH / BAHAWALPUR / 1 SEP 47’’ Bridge Type cds to REGISTERED. A fine and extremely
(SG 14)
scarce cover. Certificated by Phil. Fed. of Pakistan - Expert Committee. (T)
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P 3108 1947, India KGVI. 14a purple with Bahawalpur one line machine overprint tied by ‘’SADIQ-GARH /

BAHAWALPUR / 10 SEP 47’’ Bridge Type cds to REGISTERED cover from Staff Officer to H.H. Sadiq Garh Palace addressed to Baghdad-Ul-Jadid, no further postmarks. A fine and extremely scar(SG 13)
ce cover. Certificated by Phil. Fed. of Pakistan - Expert Committee. (T)
P 3109 1947, India KGVI. 2a vermilion with Bahawalpur one line machine overprint tied by ‘’SADIQ-GARH
/ BAHAWALPUR / .. SEP 47’’ Bridge Type cds to native cover from Personal Office. A fine and re(SG 6)
ally scarce cover. Certificated by Phil. Fed. of Pakistan - Expert Committee. (T)

b

4.000,-

b

3.000,-

b

2.000,-

b

200,-

b

60,-

*

250,-

b
b

200,200,-

b

200,-

**

400,-

Ak

80,-

SG 2

Ak

100,-

15IIC, SG 38

*

350,-

b

100,-

SG. 59

g

2.000,-

2 - 10 and 20 mils, A 3 - 7 and 13 mils and A 4 - 2, 3 and 5 mils) with different dates of December
1930 but all with town name ‘JERUSALEM’ and value tablet only of B 8 (9, 15 and 25 mils) and B 9
(24 mils), very scarce group ex UPU archives!
P 3124 1933, 3 M gelbgrün, EF auf unterfrankiertem Bedarfsbrief von Tel Aviv, 30.11.1933, nach Budapest,
53 u.a.
dort mit 2 x 20 f und 2 x 12 a. 50 f Nachportomarken taxiert. In dieser Form wohl Unikat.

d

80,-

b

P 3110 1947, India KGVI. 3½a with Bahawalpur two line overprint in BLUE-GREEN tied by ‘’SADIQ-GARH

/ BAHAWALPUR / 27 NOV 47’’ Bridge Type cds to sealed cover, fine. This local hand overprint in
blue-green was used in the interim period. A fine and scarce cover. Certificated by Phil. Fed. of
(SG 8)
Pakistan - Expert Committee. (T)
P 3111 1948, 4a orange & brown used on local cover from Bahawalgarh to ‘’AHMED-PUR EAST’’, with double
8 (SG 25)
ring d/s dated 19 AUG 51, fine and scarce.

3112 1949. 10 October, 1st day of issue, Bahawalpur. Two covers with and without overprints both cancelled the first day bearing the whole issue of four values each.

P 3113 1949, Special Presentation Booklet with offical stamps overprinted „SARKARI”. Very rare, only 300
Booklets were printed. (T).

P 3114 1949, Local cover from Cholistan to ‘Mohalla Sahibjadas’ franked with 9p ‘Silver Jubilee’ tied by

‘’CHOLISTAN P.O. No.1/15 DEC 49/BAHAWALPUR-STATE’’ cds. Toned patch on lower left of stamp
24 (SG 41)
otherwise fine.
3115 1950, local cover with 2½a ‘U.P.U.’ from ‘’CHOLISTAN’’ to ‘’BAHAWALNAGAR’’ dated 27 FEB 50, fine. 29A (SG 46)

3116 1950, small local cover franked with 1a ‘Silver Jubilee’ tied by ‘’BAHAWALGARH/25 APR 50/BAHAWALPUR’’ dcds to Cholistan, very fine.

25 (SG 42)

PAKISTAN - BAHAWALPUR-DIENSTMARKEN
P 3117 1933-34, revenue stamps 8 As black-purple, 1 Rp. black-orange and 2 Rs. black-blue. These stamps

were used in 1945 overprinted by Nasik Secure Printers as basis for official stamps. Without overprint (7-9) (SG
O11-O13) var.
very rare, 5 sets in very fine mnh condition. (T).

PALÄSTINA
see also 7323

3118 1918, 3 picture-cards with single frankings 5 Mil to Egypt.
P 3119 1918, 5m on 1p. cobalt-blue, roul. 20, on small postcard tied by Army PO cancellation and commercial label adress to Cairo, tiny flaw at left, fine and scarce, SG catalogue value 1.000 GBP+

P 3120 1920, 27.December 1 Mills sepia with arabic impression in type 2, superb, a rare stamp cat.Val.
1.200,- EUR.

3121 (1920er) The nineteen-twenties approx. A pay order of 50 Palestinian Pounds, bearing 10 mills green
and 50 mills mauve Revenue stamps tied by manuscript (MA1).

P 3122 1921, 20pia. grey with trilingual opt. ‘PALESTINE’ (3rd Jerusalem opt.) perf. 14 very fine used,
rare stamp with Philatelic Foundation certificate (1971), SG. £ 2.500 (Bale 59)

P 3123 1930, PROOF METER MARK impressions on eleven pieces with three different Machine numbers (A

3125
3126
3127
P 3127A

1944, Aerogramm Nr.1 ungebraucht und gebraucht nach England.

Kessler Nr.1

GA

1947, Aerogramm Nr. ungebraucht und gebraucht nach Nairobi (Kenia).

Kessler Nr.2

GA

80,60,60,60,-

1948, Westbanks, Jordanian occupation of Palestina, 50, 10 and 15 Mills overprinted ”PALESTINE„
and two obligatory tax stamps of 20 Mills on cover from „JENIN 19 JY 49” (very clear strike) via NA7,9,11, ZZ7
BLUS (strike on reverse) to USA.

b

100,-

b

120,-

**

750,-

b

150,-

1944, V-mail „Xmas Greetings 1944” mit Abb. „Bethlehem” nach Glasgow/Schottland.

b

PALÄSTINA - PORTOMARKEN
P 3128 1923, underpaid cover from England to Sarafand with tax-markings on front incl. boxed ‘TO PAY / 10

/ MILLIEMES’ and postage dues 8m and 2m used on arrival with fine Sarafand cds. (11.7.) and poor
SG. D2, D4
transitmark of ‘KANTARA HAIFA / T P O NORTH’ (11.7.) on reverse, roughly opened at top!
P 3129 1923, postage due 1m yellow-brown horizontal strip/7 from right margin with the left stamp pair IMPERFORATE BETWEEN and IMPERFORATE between stamp and right margin, mint never hinged MNH
SG. D1b
with some tonespots, SG. £ 1.200 ++
P 3130 1923 (10.7.), underpaid cover from England bearing KGV 1/2d green only adressed to Sarafand with
boxed tax-marking ‘TO PAY / MILLIEMES’ endorsed ‘16’ and vertical pair of 8m violet postage dues
affixed on arrival with fine SARAFAND cds., roughly opened at top with backflap missing etc. nervetheSG. D4 (2)
less an attractive cover
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3130A 1923/1924, issue 1923 1 m.-13 m., complete set with 5 stamps, used, fine plus issue 1924 complete (4 stamps unused)

1-11

Start
g/*

70,-

P 3131 1924, photo PROOF of the six different value shields 1m to 5pia. together on thick card affixed to SG. D6/11
larger card ms. dated ‘6.6.24.’, scarce item!

proof

1.400,-

P 3132 1939 (20.1.), underpaid airmail cover from New York to Tel Aviv with several tax-markings incl. violet

‘T / N.Y. / CENTIMES’ endorsed ‘30’, black boxed ‘TO PAY / MILS’ endorsed ‘14’ and postage due
stamps 10m pale grey and 4m green added on arrival with TEL AVIV cds. dated 3 FE 39, minor ble- SG. D14, D17,
USA
mishes nevertheless a very attractive cover
P 3133 1940 (25.9.), cover from Bat Yam locally adressed with boxed tax-marking ‘’TO PAY / 10 MILS’ for
double deficiency of 5mils, letter refused and returned with postage dues 4m green and 6m orange
used on arrival with Bat Yam cds. dated 10th Nov.40 (toned and some faults), and an underpaid
picture postcard from Egypt (6.3.42) to Tel Aviv with boxed ‘TO PAY / MILS’ endorsed ‘3’ and postage
SG. D 12/15
dues 2m yellow and 1c brown used on arrival with Tel Aviv cds., unusual pair

b

Gebot

b/Ak

120,-

b

180,-

b

120,-

b

120,-

b

120,-

b/Ak

120,-

Ak

120,-

b

120,-

b

120,-

b

120,-

b

100,-

GA

120,-

b

100,-

b

120,-

b

100,-

b

120,-

b

120,-

b

100,-

b

120,-

PALÄSTINA - STEMPEL
3134 ACRE (type D1 state 1): 1920 (24.3. and 28.6.), two covers from England used to Acre with very fine
3135
P 3136
P 3137
P 3138

P 3139

‘OETA EEF / ACRE’ arrival cds. and transitmarks of Haifa incl. one with FPO No. 328 cds. on reverse,
both covers roughly opened at top with part of backflap missing but not affecting the postmarks!
ACRE (type D1 state 2): 1920 (6.7.), cover from England used to Acre with very fine ‘ACRE’ arrival cds.
(20.7., ‘OETA EEF’ removed) and Haifa transitmark (19.7.) on reverse, scarce and attractive cover
ACRE (type D1 state 2): 1920 (16.11.), cover bearing single 1pia dark blue used with fine ‘ACRE’ cds.
(‘OETA EEF’ removed) adressed to Czechoslovakia with Haifa transitmark (20.11.) on reverse, scarce
and attractive cover
ACRE (type D2): 1921 (5.10.), cover with colourful mixture of eight stamps on both sides used with
very fine strikes of ‘Acre’ cds. adressed to London with Haifa transitmark on reverse (6.10.), minor
toning nevertheless an attractive and scarce cover!
ACRE (type D5 and D6): 1946 (30.11.), registered cover franked 25mils used to Haifa with arrival
pmk. of same day used with fine ‘Acre’ cds. (D6), a picture postcard with 2m pair on picture side with
fine but other type of ‘Acre’ cds (D5, 9.8.21) adressed to Sweden and a local cover from Jerusalem
(12.4.37) used to Acre with arrival cds. on reverse (D5), nice trio!
AFFULA (type D2): 1926 (26.4.), picture postcard franked 5mils orange used with very fine strike of
‘AFULE’ cds. locally adressed, picture on reverse ‘Cana of Galilee’, attractive postcard

P 3140 AFFULA (type D2): 1926 (25.3.), cover to Jacksonville/USA franked with single 13mils and used with
very fine strike of ‘AFULE’ cds., some wrinkles and marginal faults

3141 AFFULA (type D3): 1927 (23.2.), cover franked 13mils (10m + 3 x 1m) used with very fine strikes of
‘EL AFFULE’ cds. adressed to Czechoslovakia, attractive cover

P 3142 AFFULA (type D10 and D11): 1933 (18.1.), local cover franked 5mils with very fine ‘EL AFFULE’ cds.

(D10) with backflap missing, and 1937 (24.6.), airmail cover with colourful mixture of stamps used
with very fine ‘Affula’ cds. (D11) to USA with some wrinkles
3143 AFFULA (type D12): 1944 (4.12.) and 1945 (3.9.), cover (fine and printed matter (faults) from Jerusalem both with very fine ‘Affula’ arrival cds. on reverse

P 3144 AFIKIM (type D1 state 2): 1946 (25.12.), air letter 25m used with very fine ‘Afikim’ cds. to London,
minor marginal blemishes

3145 AFIKIM (type D1 state 3): 1946 (29.10.), local cover to Tel Aviv with single 10m grey used with very

fine ‘AFIKIW’ cds. (‘M’ inverted! Latest recorded date) and arrival pmk. of same day, small faults at top
of cover
3146 ALONIM (type D1): 1945 (2.11.), local circular franked 3m green used with very fine ‘Alonim’ cds. to
Haifa with arrival cds. on reverse of same day, vertical bend and minor blemishes but a scarce postmark!
P 3147 ALONIM (type D3 and D5): 1947 (22.9.), local circular franked 3m green used with very fine ‘Alonim’
cds. (D5), and a philatelic postcard bearing 4m and 3m definitives used with very fine but other type
of ‘Alonim’ postmark (D3), attractive pair
P 3148 ASHDOT YAAQOV (type D1): 1945 (3.9.), cover to Gloversville/USA franked 20mils used with very fine
‘Ashdot Yaaqov’ cds., stamps with small perf. faults otherwise a nice cover

P 3149 ASHDOT YAAQOV (type D1): 1947 (23.2.), local cover with single 10m grey used with very fine ‘Ashdot
Yaaqov’ cds. (latest recorded date), shortened at right and some faults

3150 ATHLITH (type D3 and D4): 1941 (31.12.), local cover franked 10mils used with fine ‘Athlith’ cds. (D3)

to Tel Aviv and 1947 (21.5.), circular to Haifa franked 3mils with other type of ‘Athlith’ cds. (D4) adressed to Haifa with arrival pmk. of same day (small faults), nice cover pair (T)
P 3151 BAT YAM (type D1 and D2): 1936 (12.10.), airmail cover from New Philadelphia/USA with fine ‘BEIT
VEGAN’ arrival cds. (D1) on reverse (small faults), and two covers incl. one registered with stamps and
stat. cutouts used with fine ‘BAIT VEGAN’ cds. (25.10.37, D2) and the other with 3m pair and same
postmark locally adressed (8.2.37, earliest recorded date)
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P 3152 BAT YAM (type D3): 1938 (30.9.), pre-printed ‘Local Council Bat-Yam’ cover bearing single 5m orange

used with very fine ‘Bat Yam’ cds. adressed to Jerusalem with single-line ‘RETURN TO’ on front and
several transitmarks on reverse, and a cover from Vienna with Hindenburg stamps (15.11.1938) with
good ‘Bat Yam’ arrival cds. on reverse. minor faults
3153 BAT YAM (type D3 and D4): 1938 (31.3.), cover to England bearing 4m violet and 6m green used with
fine ‘Bat Yam’ cds. (D3) and a registration receipt with same but other type of ‘Bat Yam’ postmark
(14.9.44, D4), the cover with small faults at top

b

120,-

b

120,-

b

120,-

b

120,-

b

100,-

b

100,-

b

250,-

b

250,-

b/Ak

250,-

b

180,-

b

100,-

b

100,-

b

100,-

b

100,-

b

120,-

Ak

120,-

Ak

120,-

b

120,-

Ak

120,-

b

120,-

b/d

200,-

P 3154 BAT YAM (type D4): 1940 (8.2.), underpaid cover from Egypt used to Bat-Jam with censor and tax3155
3156
P 3157
P 3158

P 3159

P 3160

markings incl. boxed ‘TO PAY. / MILS’ endorsed ‘12’ and postage dues 8m rose + 4m green used on
arrival with fine ‘BAT YAM’ cds. (11.2.), some wrinkles and faults
BAT YAM (type D5 and D6): 1941 (16.5.), censored cover bearing single 15m blue used with fine ‘Bat
Yam’ cds. (D6) adressed to San Francisco, and a small printed matter with single 2m blue-green used
with fine ‘BEIT VEGAN’ (12.9.37) cds. (D5), both with faults!
BEER TUVYIA (type D4): 1940 (24.9.), local cover bearing 5m orange and 2m blue-green used with
very fine ‘BEER TUVIYA’ cds.adressed to Haifa with arrival pmk. of same day, vertical bend and minor
blemishes
BEERSHEBA (type D7): 1941 (27.7.), local cover bearing single 10m grey used from Tel Aviv to Beersheba with very fine arrival cds. (31.7.) on front readressed to Bat Yam with several transitmarks and
instructional markings on both sides, minor blemishes
BEISAN (type D3): 1923 (19.5.), underpaid cover used within London then redirected to Jerusalem
with several tax-markings incl. boxed ‘TO PAY / 4 / MILLIEMES’ and postage due 4m red used with
‘Jerusalem’ cds. (29.5.) but handstamped ‘Charge not collected.....’, then finally redirected to Beisan
with another 4d postage due used on arrival with very fine ‘BEISAN’ cds. (9.6.), several transitmarks
on reverse incl. Ludd Junction (30.5.), nice much-travelled cover with small faults
BEISAN (type D3): 1923 (21.6.), underpaid cover from England adressed to Roshpina redirected to
Beersheba and then to Beisan with tax-markings incl. boxed ‘TO PAY / 16 / MILLIEMES’ and postage
dues 8m violet (two singles) used on arrival with fine ‘BEISAN’ cds. (15.7.) and several part transitmarks on reverse due to missing backflap nevertheless an attractive cover!
BEISAN (type D3): 1924 (14.1.), cover with single 13m blue to Boston/USA and postcard with single
8m red (21.6.23) to England both with very fine ‘Beisan’ cds., very attractive and scarce pair

P 3161 BEISAN (type D3): 1927 (1.3.), cover bearing single 5m orange used with very fine ‘Beisan’ cds. to

Jerusalem with Haifa (and Jerusalem backstamps (both 2.3.). roughly opened at right, and a registration receipt with same postmark dated 2AU/32, nice pair
3162 BEISAN (type D3): 1947 (31.7.), airmail cover bearing 10m grey and 15m blue used with very fine
‘Beisan’ cds. to Glasgow, light horiz. and vert. bends not affetcing stamps
3163 BEIT HAKEREM (type D4): 1945 (29.1.), registered cover from Tel Aviv to Beit Hakerem with good arrival cds. on front (31.1.), several faults incl. heavy toning (T)

3164 BENEI BERAQ (type D4 and D5): 1933 (21.4.), cover from Haifa (stamps removed) adressed to Benei

Beraq with fine BNEI BRAK’ arrival cds. on reverse (D5), and a small printed matter with single 5m
orange used to Switzerland with fine ‘BENEI BERAQ’ cds. (D4), nice pair
P 3165 BENEI BERAQ (type D5): 1936 (5.5.) and 1938 (28.2.), cover from Egypt (roughly opened at top) and
a local cover from Tel Aviv both with very fine ‘BNEI BRAK’ arrival postmarks on reverse

P 3166 BENEI BERAQ (type D6 and UP2): 1940 (7.6.), underpaid cover to Bat Yam with boxed ‘TO PAY / MILS’

tax-marking endosed ‘10’ and postage due 10m grey used on arrival, an airmail cover (14.1.46) used
to Lucerne/Switzerland and a small folded cover from Tel Aviv (21.4.42) all with fine to very fine strikes of ‘Benei Beraq’ cds., attractive trio!
3167 BER YACOB (type D2): 1923 (14.12.), picture postcard franked 8mils (5m + 3m) used with very fine
‘Ber Yacob’ pmk. adressed to England, picture on reverse shows a general view of Nazareth, nice
card!
P 3168 BER YACOB (type D2): 1924 (23.4.), picture postcard franked single 8mils used with very fine ‘Ber
Yacob’ pmk. adressed to Northern Ireland, picture on reverse shows a camel caravan, minor toning!

3169 BER YACOB (type D3): 1922 (27.4.), cover franked 13mils (1pia. + 2m + 1m) used with good strikes

of ‘Ber Yacob’ cds. adressed to England (earliest recorded date) with boxed handstamp ‘MINIMUM
LETTER POSTAGE / U.K. to PALESTINE 3D’ on reverse, roughly opened at top and part of backflap
missing
3170 BER YACOB (type D3): 1922 (25.11.), picture postcard franked single 5mils used with fine ‘Ber Yacob’
cds. adressed to England, picture on reverse ‘Church of Nativity Int.’, minor blemishes

P 3171 BETHLEHEM (type D1 state 1): 1920 (12.3.), company cover ‘J. Abraham & Fils’ bearing single 1pia

dark blue used with good ‘BETHLEHEM / O E T A E E F’ cds. adressed to Bremen, little shortened at
top and hinged on reverse otherwise very fine
P 3172 BETHLEHEM (type D1 state 2): 1920 (17.7.), company cover front ‘Kalil Nasser & Fils’ bearing two
5mils orange used with good ‘BETHLEHEM’ cds. (‘O E T A E E F’ removed) adressed to Germany
(faults), and a philatelic O.A.S. cover (14.9.1920) adressed to London with same but very fine postmark (marginal toning!)
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P 3173 BINYAMINA (type D9): 1945 (11.12.), airmail cover franked 40mils used with fine ‘Binyamina’ cds. to
Holland, minor blemishes
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P 3174 (The) DEAD SEA (type D1): 1942 (6.2.), philatelic cover to an australian soldier in Jerusalem with ten

different definitives and very fine strikes of ‘THE DEATH SEA’ pmks. with censor handstamp and arrival pmk. ‘AIF Field PO No.11 (very attractive cover), and a local used picture postcard (6.5.46) bearing
single 3mils green (control ‘2’) with same postmark (small faults)
3175 (The) DEAD SEA (type D1): 1946 (22.3.), registered cover to Jerusalem franked 25mils with very fine
strike of ‘THE DEATH SEA’ pmk. and blue/white prov. reg. label with written ‘DEAD SEA’ and arrival
pmk. of same day on reverse, and another cover franked 10mils used with same postmark (12.3.44)
to Tel Aviv, nice cover pair!
P 3176 EIN HASHOFET (type D4): 1948 (18.1.), air letter 25mils used with very fine ‘Ein Hashofet’ cds. to New
York, small faults

3177 EIN KARIM (type D1): 1947 (25.3.), registered cover franked 25mils (13m + 10m + 2m) used with fine
P 3178
3179

P 3180

3181
3182

‘Ein Karim’ cds. and prov. blue/white reg. label with written ‘Ein Karim’ to Polish Forces in Egypt with
transit and arrival pmks. on reverse, some toning!
EL MAJDAL (type D4): 1928 (9.12.), stampless official OHMS cover used with very fine ‘MAJDAL’ cds.
locally adressed, some faults on reverse
EL MAJDAL (type D4 and D6): 1930 (18.11.), local cover to Tel Aviv franked 5mils used with fine ‘MAJDAL’ (D4) cds. (shortened at left and some toning), and a censored cover (19.10.40) to Port Said
franked 15mils with fine ‘EL MAJDAL’ cds. (D6), several faults incl. repaired tears at bottom through
the stamp!
EL MAJDAL (type D6 and D8): 1945 (22.10.), registered cover to Jaffa franked 25mils and a small
local printed matter (25.10.47) both with very fine ‘EL MAJDAL’ cds. (D6), and a cover from Jerusalem
franked 5mils (27.4.24) adressed to Majdal with transitmarks on reverse Kantara-Haifa TPO South
(28.4.) and very fine ‘MAJDAL’ (D8, 28.4.1924, earliest recorded date, faults!)
EL MASMIYA AL KABIRA (type D2 state 1): 1945 (13.11.), printed matter bearing single 5m orange
used with fine ‘EL MASMIYA ALKABIRA’ cds. adressed to Haifa, some faults and heavy toning but a
rare postmark with the only recorded example on cover!
EL MASMIYA AL KABIRA (type D2 state 2): 1947 (2.6.), printed matter bearing single 3m green used
with fine ‘ELMASMIYA ALKABIRA’ cds. adressed to Haifa, minor blemishes

P 3183 ER RAMLE (type D1 state 3): 1921 (17.2.), 1pia. dark blue single use on cover with fine ‘RAMLEH’ cds.

adressed to Abu Sueir/Egypt with Cairo transitmark on reverse (19.2.), roughly opened at top otherwise fine
P 3184 ER RAMLE (type D2): 1923 (18.4.), underpaid cover from England adressed to R.A.F. HQ in Egypt redirected to Japin and then to Jerusalem, Bir Salem and finally to Ramleh with a large quantity of
transitmarks and tax-markings and postage dues 8m violet, 2m green pair and 1m brown used on
arrival with fine ‘RAMLEH / PALESTINE’ cds. (29.7.), faults as usual for this much-travelled cover!
3185 ER RAMLE (type D6): 1926 (7.9.), cover bearing single 7m used with fine ‘RAMLEH / PALESTINE’ cds.
adressed to England, roughly opened at top and some blemishes

3186 GAZA (type D1 state 1): 1920 (28.5.), philatelic colourful cover franked 15mils (five diff. def.) used
with very fine strikes of ‘O E T A E E F / GAZA’ cds. adressed to London, heavy tonespots!

P 3187 GAZA (type D1 state 2): 1920 (23.9.), picture postcard franked 4mils on picture side used with fine
P 3188
P 3189

P 3190
3191

strikes of ‘GAZA’ cds. (‘O E T A E E F’ removed) adressed to Jaffa with arrival cds. on reverse (25.9.),
some toning
GEVAT (type D1): 1947 (5.5.), local cover to Tel Aviv with fine ‘GEVAT’ cds. (latest recorded date) and
arrival cds. on reverse (6.5.), and a local used picture postcard franked 3mils used with same postmark (20.5.45), picture on reverse ‘Czenstochau. Russ. Kirche’, nice pair
GIVAT BRENNER (type D2 and D5): 1939 (5.2.), airmail cover to Berlin/Germany franked 15mils (2 x
6m + 3m) and a cover (faults) to Richmond/USA franked 20mils (4.1.46) both with fine ‘Givat Brenner’ cds. (D2), and another local printed matter franked 3mils used with same but different type
postmark (13.5.47, D5) adressed to Tel Aviv with arrival cds. on reverse (14.5.), nice trio!
GIVA’TAYIM (type D1): 1947 (12.5.), registered cover to Haifa with very fine ‘Giva’tayim’ cds. and transitmarks of Tel Aviv (12.5.) and Haifa (13.5.) on reverse (minor tonespots), and an air letter 25mils
used with same postmark (28.6.47) to Los Angeles, nice pair
HADERA (type D2): 1921 (5.9.), picture postcard to Leipzig bearing single 5m orange used with fine
‘KHUDEIRA’ cds., picture on reverse ‘Kolonie Mischmar Hajarden’, nice postcard!

P 3192 HAIFA (type D1 state 1): 1919 (15.10.), stampless O.A.S. cover to London with very fine ‘O.E.T.A-E.E.F

/ HAIFA’ cds. (very fine cover) and 1920 (5.6.) postcard from Germany bearing 40pf Germania from
Stuttgart to Haifa with arrival cds. of same type on picture side (heavy toned adress side but very fine
picture side)
P 3193 HAIFA (type D1 state 2): 1921 (22.4.), registered cover to London franked 4pia. and a company cover
‘The New British Drug Co.’ locally used (6.9.20) to Tul Keram franked 5mils, both with fine to very fine
‘HAIFA’ cds. (‘O.E.T.A-E.E.F’ removed) and arrival cds. of same day on reverse, attractive cover pair!
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P 3194 HAIFA (type D4 state 2 and 4): 1919 (18.7.), cover from Cairo/Egypt to Haifa with very fine ‘O E T A /

HAIF’ (‘A’ missing) cds. on reverse (22.7.19), and a registered cover from I.F.P.O. 328 to London with
arrival pmk. and transitmark ‘OET / HAIFA’ (8.1.1920) on reverse, both covers opened three-sides for
display and some faults but scarce Haifa postmarks with the only recorded dates!
P 3195 HAIFA (type D4 state 5): 1920 (11.10.), registered cover from I.F.P.O. 31 at Haifa franked India KGV
1a (single and pair) optd. ‘I.E.F.’ used to Alexandria with arrival cds. (15.10.) and two tranistmarks
‘HAIFA / X’ (11./12..10.20) on reverse, some toning and small faults but scarce Haifa postmark with
the only recorded date!
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3196 HAIFA (type D31): 1921 (29.6.), cover franked 10mils (3m brown pair and 4m red) and a cover front
P 3197

P 3198

P 3199

3200
P 3201

P 3202

3203

3204

P 3205

3206

(3.1.22) franked 15mils (3m brown, 2m green + 1pia. blue) both adressed to England and with fine
to very fine ‘Haifa’ cds., minor toning nevertheless a very colourful pair
HAIFA (type I5): 1940 (5.4.), airmail cover franked 30mils only from Haifa to England with violet boxed
bilingual ‘Weight / Grams / Insufficiently prepaid for air mail’, and an airmail postcard franked 8mils
only from Haifa to Switzerland with same instructional marking, minor blemishes but an attractive
pair
HAIFA (type I6, I10 and I14): 1933 (9.2.), cover from Jerusalem via Haifa to Tiberias endorsed ‘insufficiently adressed’ on reverse and returned via Haifa with violet single-line ‘INSUFFICIENTLY ADRESSED’ (I10, only recorded example!) and boxed ‘UNDELIVERED FOR THE REASON STATED ON THE COVER’ (I6), and a locally used cover within Haifa (4.4.44) overfranked with 24mils (6m block/4)
endorsed ‘found empty’ and violet boxed ‘FOUND WITHOUT CONTENTS AT POST OFFICE HAIFA’ (I14),
very unusual and attractive cover pair!
HAIFA (type I6 and I7 etc.): 1939 (30.11.), censored airmail cover from Haifa to Russia returned to
Üalestine with several instructional markings incl. violet single-line ‘RETURN TO’ and double-line ‘UNDELIVERED FOR THE / REASON STATED ON THE COVER’, and another censored forces cover (30.3.41)
to Haifa endorsed ‘Left’ and returned with several instructional markings, faults as usual for these
much travelled covers!
HAIFA (type I6 and I8): 1926 (17.12.), locally adressed cover franked 5mils with machine cancel of
Haifa endorsed ‘Unknown’ and returned with violet boxed ‘RETURN TO’ and ‘UNDELIVERED FOR THE
REASON STATED ON THE COVER’, vertical bend and part of backflap missing
HAIFA (type I7 and I9): 1940 (14.7.), domestic cover from Tel Aviv to Haifa endorsed ‘unknown’ (minor
blemishes incl. light vert. bend) and 1939 (14.12.) OHMS cover from Jerusalem to Haifa endorsed
‘insufficient adress’, both returned with violet single-line ‘RETURN TO’ and double-line ‘UNDELIVERED
FOR THE / REASON STATED ON THE COVER’, attractive pair! (T)
HAIFA (type I9 and I13): 1933 (4.11.), cover from Copenhagen to Jerusalem redirected to Haifa and
returned to Denmark with violet single-line ‘RETURN TO’ and ‘PARTI’ (I13, only recorded example) and
Haifa transitmark (14.11.), and a registered cover from Tel Aviv (5.2.47) to Haifa endorsed ‘unknown’
and returned on same day with single-line ‘RETURN TO’, both covers with small faults
HAIFA (type I12 and I15): 1938 (6.7.), underpaid cover from England adressed to Haifa with tax-markings incl. boxed ‘TO PAY / MILS’ endorsed ‘10’ and postage due 10m grey used on arrival with fine
‘Haifa’ cds. (9.7.) and violet boxed instructional marking ‘P.T. 514 ISSUED ON ...............’ endorsed
‘9/7’ (I12) on reverse, small faults and large part of backflap missing, and a censored registered cover franked 28mils (16.6.40, metermark) used from Haifa to France with two-line ‘RETURNED TO
SENDER / NO SERVICE’ (I15) on both sides (fine cover), unusual pair!
HAIFA (type R22): 1938 (1.12.), registered cover franked 21mils (6m blue-green strip/3 and single
3m yellow-green) with large double-circle ‘HAIFA REGISTERED’ cds. adressed to Tel Aviv with arrival
cds. on reverse (2.12.), opened three-sides with some faults at top affecting the 6m stamps nevertheless a scarce and attractive cover
HAIFA (type PM4): 1938 (5.4.), local circular franked 2mils with fine ‘Haifa’ cds. but mistaken for a
letter with boxed tax-marking (6mils due) then cancelled and triangular ‘H.A.’ postmark applied beside, and another circular (1943) franked 3mils used with same triangular marking, nice and unusual
pair
HAIFA (type PM5 and PM6): 1947, four local circulars each franked 3mils and cancelled with triangular ‘H.A.’ or ‘HA’ (two each), nice quartet!

P 3207 HAIFA (type PP2): 1924 (17.12.), Parcel card franked 34pia. (20pia., 9pia. + 5pia.) used with very fine

‘HAIFA / M.O.O.’ cds. to Venice/Italywith Alexandria transitmark (22.12.) on reverse, shortened at left
and right and some blemishes nevertheless a scarce and attractive item!
P 3208 HAIFA (type SL3): 1931 (5.2.), printed matter from an Italian ship with stamps cancelled ‘Lloyd Triestino’ put ashore at Haifa (9.2.31) and poor black boxed ‘PAQUEBOT’ adressed to England, and a picture postcard to Germany (ca. 1936) bearing uncancelled british stamps and very fine violet boxed
‘PAQUEBOT’ used at Haifa
P 3209 HAIFA (type SL3 and SL4): 1932 (11.10.), polish ship postcard written in Constantinople with 30gr.
stamp cancelled ‘S/S Poloni...’ put ashore at Haifa with very fine black boxed ‘PAQUEBOT’ (SL3)
adressed to Vienna, and a cover bearing KEVII 1d + 1/2d stamps cancelled with oval purple ‘S/S
......... Beyrouth’ and black single-line ‘PAQUEBOT’ (SL4) with Haifa cds. beside (21.3.38), nice pair!
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P 3210 HAIFA (type UP4): 1924 (22.2.), underpaid cover from London adressed to Sarafand with tax-mar-

P 3211

3212

P 3213

P 3214
P 3215
3216

kings incl. boxed ‘TO PAY / 10 / MILLIEMES’ used at Haifa (6.3.24 transitmark on reverse) and postage dues 8m violet and 2m blue-green used on arrival with ‘Sarafand’ cds. (11.3.24), very attractive
cover!
HAIFA (type UP6): 1943 (1.2.), KGVI 10c stat. postcard used by airmail from Olkalou/KENYA adressed
to Haifa with censor markings, crossed-out airmail label and tax-markings incl. boxed ‘TO PAY / MILS’
endorsed ‘9’ and postage dues 6m orange, 2m yellow and 1m brown used on arrival with very fine
‘Haifa’ (4.3.43) cds. (very attractive and fine card), and an underpaid cover from England (11.5.38)
with tax-markings incl. boxed ‘TO PAY / MILS’ endorsed ‘12’ and postage dues 6m orange horiz. pair
used on arrival with part ‘Haifa’ (13.5.) cds. (wrinkles and large part of backflap missing), unusual
pair
HAIFA (type UP6, UP3 and UP2): 1947 (18.12.), unfranked cover from Haifa to Tel Aviv with tax-markings ‘T’ (UP3) and boxed ‘TO PAY / MILS’ endorsed ‘20’ (UP6) and postage dues 20m used on arrival
with very fine ‘Tel Aviv’ cds. (19.12.), and a censored cover franked 7mils only used from Haifa
(15.8.40) with tax-marking ‘T’ (UP2) adressed to Beyrouth (23.8.) redirected to Tripoli (24.8.) but no
postage due collected, very attractive cover pair!
HAIFA - AHUZAT SAMUEL (type D5): 1947 (16.11.), 13m stat. postcard uprated 9mils for registered
use with very fine ‘AHUZAT SAMUEL / HAIFA’ cds. locally used, a 1943 (25.7.) cover franked 10mils
with same postmark to Jerusalem (arrival cds. on reverse, minor vertical bend) and a 1941 (2.6.)
cover from Egypt (Base Army Post Office 4) with very fine arrival cds. of same type (part of backflap
missing), very attractive trio!
HAIFA - BAT GALIM (type D1): 1939 (24.9.), registered letter 13mils uprated 55mils used with very fine
‘BAT GALIM’ cds. (earliest recorded date) and blue/white reg. label ‘Haifa 14’ by airmail (with written
‘By K.L.M.) to London, fine and scarce cover!
HAIFA - BAT GALIM (type D1): 1942 (9.12.) and 1943 (29.3.), two registered covers franked 25mils
used to Egypt with fine ‘BAT GALIM’ cds. and blue/white reg. labels and several transitmarks on reverse, one cover with roughly opened backflap otherwise a fine and attractive pair!
HAIFA - BAZAAR (type D1): 1929 (6.8.), local cover franked 5mils with good ‘HAIFA / BAZAAR B O’ cds.,
repaired tear at upper left and some faults on backside
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3217 HAIFA - BAZAAR (type D1 and D2): 1929 (9.9.), printed matter franked 3mils used to Lebanon with
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fine ‘HAIFA / BAZAAR B O’ cds. (D1) and transitmarks on reverse (two horiz. bends incl. one through
the stamp), and two ‘Inland Parcel’ certificates (24.2.32 and 25.10.37) both with double-line ‘HAIFA
BAZAAR. B.O’ cds. (D2), unusual trio!
HAIFA - BAZAAR (type D2): 1937 (16.4.), registered cover franked 28mils to Seattle/USA with very fine
double-line ‘HAIFA BAZAAR. B.O’ cds. and transitmarks on reverse, and a local cover ‘Karaman &
Honeini’ (30.7.1934) franked 15mils used with same postmark to Saida/Lebanon with arrival cds. of
same day on reverse, very fine cover pair!
HAIFA - BAZAAR (type D3): 1930 (23.2.), local registered cover franked 18mils with good ‘HAIFA BAZAAR. B.O.’ arrival cds. on reverse (roughly opened at top with repairs), and a cover from Beyrouth
(27.5.30) to Haifa with very fine arrival cds. of same type on reverse
HAIFA - CARMEL AVENUE (type D1): 1924 (12.3.), cover franked 13mils (2 x 5m orange + 3m turquise) to Reutlingen/Germany with very fine ‘CARMEL AVENUE. B.O / HAIFA’ cds., roughly opened, vert.
and horiz. bends (through upper stamps)
HAIFA - CARMEL AVENUE (type D1): 1925 (12.1.), picture postcard franked 8mils adressed to USA
with very fine ‘CARMEL AVENUE. B.O / HAIFA’ cds. (very fine), and a cover (6.4.1925) franked 13mils
used to New York with very fine postmark of same type (marginal faults!)
HAIFA - HADAR HACARMEL (type D1): 1928 (18.7.) and 1929 (14.1.), two local covers to Migdal (latest
recorded date) and Jerusalem both franked 5mils and used with fine ‘HADAR HACARMEL B O / HAIFA’
cds. and arrival postmarks on reverse, small faults
HAIFA - HERTSELIYA STREET (type D1): 1945 (5.6.), registered postcard franked 22mils (blue/white
prov. reg. label without PO name) to Mount Carmel (fine) and a registered cover (16.9.1945) franked
25mils used to Tel Aviv ((faults), both with very fine ‘HERTSELIYA B O’ cds. and transit/arrival postmarks on reverse
HAIFA - HERTSELIYA STREET (type D1): 1946 (4.1.), registered cover franked 25mils used to Tel Aviv
with very fine ‘HERTSELIYA B O’ cds. with Haifa (4.1.) and Tel Aviv (6.1.) transitmarks on reverse, minor
wrinkles and blemishes
HAIFA - HERTSELIYA STREET (type D2): 1946 (18.8.), registered airmail cover franked 125mils (20m
two strips/3 + single 5m) used to Budapest with fine ‘HAIFA / HERTSELIYA ST BO’ cds. with Haifa
(19.8.) and Budapest (20./23.8.) transitmarks on reverse, minor blemishes nevertheless an attractive cover!
HAIFA - HIDJAZ STREET (type D1): 1942 (9.7.), registered cover franked 25mils used to Tel Aviv with
very fine ‘HIDJAZ STREET / HAIFA’ cds. with Haifa and Tel Aviv (both 9.7.) transitmarks on reverse, and
another local registered cover (14.1.1948) franked 25mils with poor postmark of same type., nice
cover pair
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3227 HAIFA - KANTARA TPO: 1921 (25.1.), registered cover from Safed bearing 1pia dark blue and blue/

white reg. label adressed to Alexandria with arrival cds. (28.1.) and ‘KANTARA HAIFA / T P O SOUTH’
(25.1.) transitmark on reverse, minor faults!
P 3228 HAIFA - KANTARA TPO: 1926 (9.2.), official OHMS cover franked 13m blue used with fine ‘HAIFA - KANTARA / T.P.O. SOUTH’ cds. adressed to London
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P 3229 HAIFA - KANTARA TPO (type D4 and UP1 North): 1922 (23.12.), underpaid cover from England to Gaza

with several tax-markings on front incl. boxed ‘TO PAY / MILLIEMES’ endorsed ‘13’ redirected to Egypt
with postage dues 10m and 2m used on arrival with fine Alexandria cds. (3.10.), ‘UNCLAIMED’ on
reverse and returned to England with 3d postage due, backstamped Cairo (3.10.) and ‘KANTARA
HAIFA / T P O NORTH’ (2.10.), minor blemishes but a much travelled and attractive cover!
3230 HAIFA - KANTARA TPO (type D5 state 1 South): 1922 (8.9.), cover franked 13mils used to Stuttgart
with fine ‘KANTARA HAIFA / T P O SOUTH’ cds., vertical not affecting the stamps, nice cover

P 3231 HAIFA - KANTARA TPO (type D5 state 1 South): 1922 (6.11.), registered cover franked 26mils on re3232
P 3233
P 3234

3235
P 3236

P 3237

P 3238

verse (4 x 5m and 6 x 1m) used to Austria with prov. blue/white reg. label endorsed ‘K.H.T.P.O. / B’
and very fine ‘KANTARA HAIFA / T P O SOUTH’ cds., scarce and attractive cover
HAIFA - KANTARA TPO (type D5 state 2 North): 1922 (11.12.), cover from Petah Tikvah to Haifa bearing 3m and 2m stamps on reverse with transitmarks of Haifa, Ludd Junction and poor KANTARA
HAIFA / T P O NORTH’ (all 12.12.), top right corner missing otherwise fine
HAIFA - KANTARA TPO (type D5 state 2 South): 1923 (29.9.) and 1924 (6.5.), two picture postcards
used to Mexico (!) with arrival pmk., both with very fine strikes of ‘KANTARA HAIFA / T P O SOUTH’ cds.,
very attractive pair to an unusual destination!
HAIFA - KANTARA TPO (type D6 state 2 North): 1923 (2.11.), local cover used within England redirected to Jerusalem and then to Sarafand and Tulkarem with tax-markings on front incl. boxed ‘TO PAY /
8 / MILLIEMES’ and postage due 8m used with Jerusalem cds. and violet ‘Charge not collected’
marking and further 8m postage due with Tulkarem cds. (21.11.), backstamped London (3.11.), Jerusalem (14.11.), Ludd Junction (20.11.) and KANTARA HAIFA / T P O NORTH’ (21.11.), small faults nevertheless a very unusual and scarce cover
HAIFA - KANTARA TPO (type D6 state 2 South): 1923 (28.4.), picture postcard bearing two 4m stamps
written in Sarafand used with fine KANTARA HAIFA / T P O SOUTH’ cds. to India, some wrinkles and
blemishes (and faults on picture side)
HAIFA - KANTARA TPO (type D8 North and South): 1923 (28.7.), underpaid cover from England used to
Roshpinna redirected to Sarafand with tax-markings on front incl. boxed ‘TO PAY / 10 / MILLIEMES’ and
postage dues 2m and 8m used on arrival with good Sarafand cds., backstamped ‘KANTARA HAIFA / T P
O NORTH’ (7.8.) and ‘KANTARA HAIFA / T P O SOUTH’ (9.8.), very attractive and scarce cover
HAIFA - KANTARA TPO (type D8 North): 1923 (3.7.), underpaid cover from England with tax-markings
on front incl. boxed ‘TO PAY / 10 / MILLIEMES’ and postage dues 2m and 8m used on arrival with
good Beisan cds. and transitmarks of Haifa (14.7.) and ‘KANTARA HAIFA / T P O NORTH’ (12.7.) on
reverse, some wrinkles and blemishes nevertheless a nice cover
HAIFA - KANTARA TPO (type D13 South): 1925 (13.8.), picture postcard to Germany franked 8mils
(4m horiz. pair) with very fine ‘HAIFA - KANTARA / T.P.O. SOUTH’ cds., very attractive postcard!

3239 HAIFA - KANTARA TPO (type D13 South): 1927 (9.6.) cover to Jerusalem franked 5mils (corner fault)

with very fine ‘HAIFA - KANTARA / T.P.O. SOUTH’ cds. and arrival pmk. on reverse (9.6.), very attractive
cover
3240 HAIFA - KANTARA TPO (type D13 and D14 South): 1927 (18.8.), local cover franked 5mils adressed to
Jerusalem with fine ‘HAIFA - KANTARA / T.P.O. SOUTH’ cds., and another cover franked 7mils used to
England with same but other type of postmark (13.3.1928, latest recorded date), small blemishes
P 3241 HAIFA - KANTARA TPO (type R5 South): 1925 (20.1.), registered letter from Jerusalem franked 33mils
used to England with very fine ‘HAIFA - KANTARA / R / T.P.O. SOUTH’ cds. (21.1.), very attractive cover!

3242 HAIFA - KANTARA TPO (type UP3 North): 1923 (22.5.), underpaid cover from England to Sarafand re-

directed to Beisan with tax-markings on front incl. boxed ‘TO PAY / 8 / MILLIEMES’ and postage due
8m used on arrival with good Beisan cds. (9.6.) and very fine ‘KANTARA HAIFA / T P O NORTH’ (30.5.)
transitmark on reverse, very attractive cover!
P 3243 HAIFA - KANTARA TPO (type UP3 North): 1923 (26.6.), underpaid cover from England to Sarafand with
tax-markings on front incl. boxed ‘TO PAY / 8 / MILLIEMES’ and postage due 2m strip/4 used on arrival with fine Sarafand cds. (5.7.) and good ‘KANTARA HAIFA / T P O NORTH’ (4.7.) transitmark on reverse, roughly opned at top with some faults
P 3244 HAIFA - KANTARA TPO (type UP4 North): 1923 (1.11.), underpaid cover from England to Sarafand redirected to Tulkarem with tax-markings on front incl. boxed ‘TO PAY / 10 / MILLIEMES’ and postage
dues 8m and 2m used on arrival with fine Tulkarem cds. (21.11.) and transitmarks of Ludd Junction
(20.11.) and ‘KANTARA HAIFA / T P O NORTH’ (14.11. and 21.11.) on reverse, some blemishes nevertheless a nice and unusual cover
P 3245 HAIFA - KANTARA TPO (type UP4 North): 1923 (30.8.), underpaid cover from England to Sarafand with
tax-markings on front incl. boxed ‘TO PAY / 10 / MILLIEMES’ and postage dues 8m and 2m used on
arrival with fine Sarafand cds. (12.9.) and very fine ‘KANTARA HAIFA / T P O NORTH’ (10.9.) transitmark on reverse, minor blemishes nevertheless very attractive cover
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P 3246 HAIFA - KANTARA TPO (type UP5 North): 1923 (22.10.), underpaid cover from England with tax-mar-

kings on front incl. boxed ‘TO PAY / 16 / MILLIEMES’ and postage dues 8m horiz. pair used on arrival
with good Sarafand cds. (2.11.) and ‘KANTARA HAIFA / T P O NORTH’ (31.10.) transitmark on reverse,
some blemishes nevertheless a nice and unusual cover
3247 HAIFA - MOUNT CARMEL (type D1): 1929 (9.4.), picture postcard franked 7mils to Berlin/Germany
with good to fine ‘(MO)UNT CARME(L)’ cds., picture on reverse ‘Haifa Palm Grove’, very attractive card
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P 3248 HAIFA - MOUNT CARMEL (type D2 and D3): 1935/47, local used 4m stat. postcard (26.5.37), cover

franked 35mils used to Lebanon (27.3.35) and underpaid airmail cover from Oxford (2.4.47) to Haifa
with tax-marking and postage dues 6m orange and 2m yellow (corner fault), all with very fine doublecircle ‘MOUNT CARMEL’ cds. (D2), and a registered cover (minor faults) from Tel Aviv (26.3.42) to
Mount Carmel with very fine arrival postmark of other type (D3), nice quartet!
3249 HAIFA - NAHLA (type D1): 1938 (9.5.), local circular franked 2mils with fine ‘NAHLA / BO’ cds., several
faults!

3250 HAIFA - NAZARETH STREET (type D1): 1938 (27.1.), registered cover franked 28mils (15m + 13m)
P 3251
3252

P 3253
3254

used to Seattle/USA with very fine ‘NAZARETH STREET B O / A’ cds. and transitmarks of Haifa (27.1.),
New York (7.2.) and Seattle (11.2.) on reverse, very fine and attractive cover!
HAIFA - RAFA TPO (type D4): 1931 (7.9.), picture postcard to Bombay franked 3mils and 1934 (1.10.)
airmail cover to England franked 13mils, both with very fine strikes of ‘HAIFA-RAFA / T.P.O.’ cds., very
attractive pair!
HAIFA - RAFA TPO (type D4 and D5): 1934/36, three covers with ‘HAIFA-RAFA / T.P.O.’ cds. in two different types incl. single 8m to England (25.11.36, D4, latest recorded date), single 13m by airmail to
England (28.9.36, D4) and single 15m to USA (13.3.34, D5, earliest recorded date), minor faults
nevertheless an nice trio!
HAIFA - RAFA TPO (type D5 and D6): 1935 (5.12.), picture postcard franked 8mils (2m + 6m) to Scotland with ‘HAIFA-RAFA / T.P.O.’ cds. (D5) and 1933 (26.12.) local cover franked 5mils to Jerusalem
with ‘RAFA-HAIFA / T.P.O.’ cds. (D6), faults!
HAIFA - RAFA TPO (type D6): 1937 (5.3.), local cover franked 5mils used with poor ‘RAFA-H(AIFA) / T.
(P.O.)’ cds. to Haifa with arrival cds. of same day on reverse, roughly opened at left

P 3255 HAIFA - RAFA TPO (type R3): 1931 (22.11.), registered letter 13m uprated with 7m and 13m for insu-

P 3256
P 3257
3258
3259

rance (red/black ‘Insured’ label) used from Hedera to Germany, transitmarks on reverse incl. Haifa
and very fine ‘RAFA-HAIFA / R / T.P.O.’ (both 23.11.), Brindisi (1.12.) and Berlin (4.12.), wax seals on
front partly fallen off otherwise very fine and attractive
HEBRON (type D1 state 1): 1920 (9.6.), registered colourful cover franked 24mils used to London
with very fine ‘HEBRON / O E T’ cds. and prov. blue/white reg. label, backstamped ‘OETA EEF / JERUSALEM’ (10.6.) and London (22.6.), very attractive cover!
HEBRON (type D1 state 2): 1921 (18.1.), picture postcard with single 4m stamp used to and redirected in Scotland with fine ‘HEBRON’ cds. (‘O E T’ removed), picture on reverse ‘Market of Bethlehem’,
corner and marginal faults!
HEBRON (type D3): 1922 (9.1.), cover to England franked 13mils (1pia. + 3m) used with very fine doublecircle ‘HEBRON’ cds. and an airmail cover (19.12.32) bearing single 20m used to London redirected to
Glasgow with fine postmarks of same type, minor blemishes nevertheless a nice cover pair
HEBRON (type D4): 1938 (7.11.), local cover to Tel Aviv franked 5mils used with very fine ‘HEBRON’
cds. and arrival pmk. on reverse (8.11.), minor blemishes

3260 HEBRON (type D4): 1939 (17.7.), local cover to Jerusalem franked 5mils used with very fine ‘HEBRON’
cds. and arrival pmk. on reverse (20.7.), opened three-sides for display otherwise fine

P 3261 HEBRON (type D6): 1921 (10.8.), picture postcard bearing 4m red on picture side used with very fine
‘HEBRON’ cds. adressed to Jerusalem, picture ‘Hebron - Oak of Abraham’, very nice postcard!

3262 HEFTSIBAH BEIT ALFA (type D2): 1938 (21.2.), airmail cover to Glasgow franked 15mils and 1947
3263
3264
P 3265

3266
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(13.6.) local cover to Tel Aviv (backflap missing) franked 10mils both used with very fine double-circle
‘Heftsibah Beit Alfa’, some blemishes
HEFTSIBAH BEIT ALFA (type D4): 1941 (25.7.), stampless certified official cover from F.P.O. 201 and a
folded circular franked 10mils used from Tel Aviv (28.1.46) both with with good to fine ‘Heftsibah Beit
Alfa’ arrival cds. on reverse, some faults
HERTSELIYA (type D2): 1928 (14.2.), pre-printed cover ‘M. Halperin, Factory of tiles and bricks’ franked 13mils (3m + 2 x 5m) used with good to fine ‘HERZELIA / POSTAL AGENCY’ cds. to Lithuaniawith
arrival cds. on reverse, some wrinkles and blemishes
HERTSELIYA (type D4): 1937 (24.8.), printed matter from Berlin/Germany underpaid with tax-markings incl. boxed ‘TO PAY. / MILS’ endorsed ‘6’ and postage dues 2m yellow and 1m brown horiz. pairs
used on arrival with very fine ‘HERTSLIYA’ cds., and a local cover franked 5mils used with very fine
strike of same postmark and Tel Aviv trilingual machine pmk. ‘Buy Jaffa Orange and Grapefruit’ on
reverse, minor blemishes nevertheless an attractive cover pair
HERTSELIYA (type D5 and D6): 1943 (25.10.), censored cover to Cleveland/USA bearing 10m grey
vert. pair used with fine ‘HERTSELIYA’ cds. (D5), and a censored 8m stat. postcard uprated 5mils
used to Switzerland (24.12.44) with ‘Hertseliya’ postmark of other type (D6), nice pair!
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P 3267 HERTSELIYA (type D8 and D9): 1939 (11.7.), registered cover from Tel Aviv with fine ‘HERTSLIYA’ cds.

3268

P 3269
3270

P 3271

P 3272
P 3273

3274
P 3275
3276

(D8) returned with single-line ‘RETURN TO’ to sender, and an underpaid airmail cover from Ethiopia
(23.3.46) with censor and tax-markings and postage dues 2m yellow strip/3 used on arrival with very
fine ‘HERTSELIYA’ cds. (D9), minor blemishes nevertheless an attractive cover pair!
JAFFA (type D1 state 2 and D3 state 1): 1919 (19.8.), cover to Berne/Switzerland bearing 5m orange
vert. pair with fine ‘OETA EEF / JAFFA’ cds. (D3 state 1), minor wrinkles, and a colourful registered
cover to France (26.10.1920) franked 20mils used with very fine ‘JAFFA’ cds. (D1 state 2,
‘O.E.T.A.-E.E.F.’ removed), both with Port-Said transitmarks on reverse, nice pair!
JAFFA (type D3 state 1): 1919 (4.9.), cover to Berne/Switzerland bearing 5m orange vert. pair (blemishes) and a postcard to France (21.9.1919) bearing single 4m red both with fine ‘OETA EEF / JAFFA’
cds., the postcard with Port-Said (23.9.) and Paris (1.10.) transitmarks on front, nice pair!
JAFFA (type I8, I9, I11 and I15): 1934/38, local used and returned cover from Jaffa and two covers
from Tel Aviv to Jaffa both returned to sender, nice cover trio with several instructional markings incl.
‘GONE AWAY’ (I8), ‘UNKNOWN’ (I15), ‘Returned for the / reason stated on / the cover’ (I9) and ‘RETURN TO’ (I11), some blemishes but unusual covers
JAFFA (type UP4 and UP6): 1937 (8.12.), underpaid cover to England bearing 8mils only with several
tax-markings incl. large ‘T’ (UP4, latest recorded date) and 2d postage due used on arrival (vertical
bend and marginal blemishes), and an underpaid picture postcard from Beyrouth (16.10.24) with
boxed ‘TO PAY / MILLIEMES’ endorsed ‘8’ (UP6) and postage due 8m violet used on arrival with fine
Jaffa cds. (19.10.), horizontal bend through postcard below stamp
JAFFA - AJAMI (type D1): 1921 (31.10.), registered cover to Sweden franked 26mils on reverse (2pia.,
5m + 1m) with arrival pmk. and a picture postcard to Switzerland (6.1.1922) both with fine to very fine
‘AJAMI B O / JAFFA’ cds., minor blemishes
JAFFA - AJAMI (type D1 and D2): 1921 (8.6.), picture postcard to France bearing 2m green + 3m
brwon on picture side with fine ‘AJAMI B O / JAFFA’ cds. (D1), and a pre-printed cover ‘Cliff Hotel - Jaffa’ (21.4.22) bearing 1pia. blue +3m brown used with very fine ‘AJAM B O / JAFFA’ cds., both items
with horizontal or vertical bend nevertheless scarce and very attractive pair!
JAFFA - AJAMI (type D2): 1922 (30.4.), pre-printed cover ‘The Anglo-Egyptian Bank Ltd. Jaffa’ bearing
1pia. blue +3m brown used with very fine ‘AJAM B O / JAFFA’ cds. to Munich/Germany with Jaffa
transitmark on reverse (30.4.), fine and scarce cover
JAFFA - AJAMI (type D4): 1923 (12.8.), regstered cover of the ‘The Anglo-Egyptian Bank Ltd. Jaffa’ bearing
13mils horiz. pair to Basle/Switzerland (light vertical bend) and a postcard bearing single 8m red
(4.2.1925) to Cologne/Germany both with very fine double-circle ‘AJAMI.B.O..JAFFA’ pmk., attractive pair!
JAFFA - AJAMI (type D5): 1928 (6.8.), postcard bearing single 7m red adressed to Germany with very
fine ‘AJAMI.B.O..JAFFA’ cds., fine and scarce!
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3277 JERUSALEM GPO (type D3 state 1 and 2): 1919 (25.7. and 15.12.), two covers franked 1pia. to Ger-

P 3278
P 3279

P 3280

P 3281

3282

P 3283

many or Switzerland both used with good ‘O E T A E E F / JERUSALEM’ cds. (state 1), and another
cover bearing 1pia. used to Berne/Switzerland with same postmark but state 2 (missing ‘A’ in ‘Jerusalem’), several bends and minor blemishes
JERUSALEM GPO (type I9): 1940 (18.6.), censored airmail cover from Jerusalem franked 25mils adressed
to France with scarce violet two-line ‘RETURNED TO SENDER / NO SERVICE’ hs. on reverse (service interrupted due to Italy’s entry into the war), marginal faults and repaired tear at top but a scarce cover
JERUSALEM GPO (type I9 and I4): 1940 (24.5. and 6.6.), two 8m stat. postcards uprated with 2mils
used by airmail from Safad to Casablanca/Maroc both with scarce violet two-line ‘RETURNED TO
SENDER / NO SERVICE’ hs. (service interrupted due to Italy’s entry into the war) and violet ‘RETURN
TO’, one card with vertical bend otherwise fine, very attractive pair!
JERUSALEM GPO (type I23) and DEAD LETTER OFFICE (type D3): 1938 (9.2.), local registered and
A.R. cover franked 18mils used within Jerusalem with several postmarks on both sides, A.R. handstamps on front and violet two-line bilingual (hebrew-arab) handstamp (I23) on reverse (fine cover),
and another cover from Jaffa (1944) to London endorsed ‘Deceased’ with several instructional markings and transitmarks returned to Palestine with ‘JERUSALEM / R.L.O.’ cds. (29.2.) on reverse (opened three-sides for display and small blemishes), unusual cover pair!
JERUSALEM GPO (type I35): 1934 (9.11.), cover from Cairo to Jerusalem and a cover front (1932)
from Egypt to Jerusalem both underpaid with tax-markings incl. boxed ‘TO PAY / MILS’ endorsed with
missing value and postage dues used on arrival in Jerusalem but covers returned or redirected with
boxed ‘CHARGE NOT COLLECTED / FRESH LABEL REQUIRED’ handstamp, faults!
JERUSALEM GPO (type I35): 1937 (12.10.), local cover from Tel Aviv franked 2mils only with tax-markings incl. boxed ‘TO PAY / MILS’ endorsed ‘6’ and 6m postage due used on arrival in Jerusalem
(15.10.) with boxed ‘CHARGE NOT COLLECTED / FRESH LABEL REQUIRED’, vertical bend and some
wrinkles but an unusual and scarce usage
JERUSALEM GPO (type I37): 1945 (5.9.), censored airmail cover originally posted without stamps
from Jerusalem with instruct. marking ‘item is shortpaid ..... / It must be fully prepaid before it / can
be despatched to destination’, returned to sender and franked with 57mils and posted on 17th Sept.
adressed to Czechoslovakia with Prague arrival cds. on reverse (22.9.), small blemishes but an unusual and scarce usage
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P 3284 JERUSALEM GPO (type I58): 1934 (21.2.), registered letter 13m uprated with 15m + 7m stamps for
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insurance used from Jerusalem to Vienna with black boxed ‘Poids_______grms.’ instruct. marking
endorsed ‘15’ and several transitmarks on reverse incl. Cairo (23.2.), Naples (3.3.), Udine (4.3.) and
Vienna (6.3.), minor blemishes nevertheless a very attractive cover!
JERUSALEM GPO (type I61): 1939 (27.6.), airmail cover from Acre to Hollywood franked 10mils only
with boxed bilingual ‘Weight / Grams / Insufficiently prepaid for air mail’ handstamp over airmail label
(latest recorded date) and New York transitmark on reverse, and another airmail cover from Jerusalem (28.10.41) to Istanbul/Turkey franked 20mils only with same handstamp and arrival cds. on reverse, small blemishes
JERUSALEM GPO (type I61 and I46): 1939 (4.6.), airmail cover from Jerusalem to Paris franked
24mils only with boxed bilingual ‘Weight / Grams / Insufficiently prepaid for air mail’ handstamp over
airmail label and arrival pmk. on reverse (12.6.), and another local cover from Jerusalem (5.9.39)
returned with violet two-line ‘UNDELIVERED FOR REASON / STATED.’, both covers with faults but unusual usages
JERUSALEM GPO (type I63): 1945/46, two airmail covers from Jerusalem to New York (23.5.45) franked
40mils only and to Stockholm (9.6.46) franked 50mils only both with boxed ‘INSUFFICIENTLY PREPAID /
BY AIR TO ........... ONLY’ with ‘London’ added in mansucript, earliest and latest recorded dates of usage
of this instructional marking, minor blemishes nevertheless an attractive and unusual cover pair!
JERUSALEM GPO (type R5): 1920 (2.9.), registered cover with colourful franking of 2pia. on reverse
with reg. handstamp on front adressed to Penang, and a registered OHMS cover franked 2pia (2 x
1pia dark blue) with blue/white reg. label adressed to London, both covers with good to fine ‘JERUSALEM / RGD’ cds. and transit and/or arrival postmarks, nice cover pair! (T)
JERUSALEM GPO (type AM3): 1925 (13.11.), ai9rmail cover franked 2pia. (1pia. grey, 4m rose and
6m green) with Jerusalem machine cancel adressed to Baghdad with single-line ‘AIR MAIL’ handstamp on front, scarce and attractive cover!
JERUSALEM GPO (type AM6 and UP23): 1940 (12.9.), censored airmail cover from Jerusalem franked
120mils to New York written ‘per Pacific Airmail’ (Pacific crossed out) and violet single-line handstamp
applied ‘BY AIR TO U.S.A. ONLY’ (AM6) altered in mansucript to ‘Durban’, and another airmail cover
franked 15mils only from Jerusalem (13.1.39) to Alexandira with small boxed ‘T / 20’ handstamp
(UP23) in violet and arrival cds. on reverse (16.1.), both covers with small faults
JERUSALEM GPO (type AR4): 1931 (23.7.), local registered A.R. cover franked 18mils (3m block/4
and two singles) and large ‘A.R. handstamp endorsed ‘Gone Away’ and struck with single-line ‘GONE
AWAY’ on reverse (earliest recorded date), and another registered A.R. cover franked 35mils with
same A.R. handstamp adressed to Carslbad/California with transitmarks of New York (25.3.) and
Carlsbad (29.3.) on reverse, very attractive cover pair!
JERUSALEM GPO (type EXP2): 1938 (5.9.), express cover with metermark and large red/black ‘Post
Office / EXPRESS’ label and very fine ‘JERUSALEM EXPRESS’ cds. on front used to Haifa with arrived
cds. on reverse (6.9., roughly opened at top), and two different uprated stat. postcards with fine ‘JERUSALEM EXPRESS’ cds. (7.8.45 and 31.1.47) used within Jerusalem or to Nazareth with arrival cds.
on front, very attractive trio!
JERUSALEM GPO (type EXP5): 1947 (9.4.), express cover with metermark to Tel Aviv arrived same day,
a registered express cover (13.12.47) to Glasgow (wrinkles!) and a certificate of posting (13.2.48) all
with black single-line ‘EXPRESS’ handstamp including earliest and latest recorded dates, unusual
trio!
JERUSALEM GPO (type HS1): 1922 (17.4. and 1.10.), two covers both franked 13mils used from Jerusalem to England with boxed handstamp on reverse ‘MINIMUM LETTER POSTAGE / U. K. to PALESTINE 3D’, minor blemishes nevertheless an attractive pair
JERUSALEM GPO (type HS1): 1923 (6. and 22.2.), two covers franked 13mils or 2pia. used from Jerusalem to London with boxed handstamp on reverse ‘MINIMUM LETTER POSTAGE / U. K. to PALESTINE 3D’, one cover with vertical bend and the other with backflap missing
JERUSALEM GPO (type PD4): 1922 (12.12.) and 1923 (15.2.), two circulars to USA each franked
5mils in total with 2mils stamp and good to fine red ‘JERUSALEM / PAID 3 MILS’ cds., small bends
and blemishes but a scarce and unusual cover pair!
JERUSALEM GPO (type PD5): 1924 (17.9.), pre-printed cover ‘United Aged Home Moshab Sekenim’
and a folded circular (6.6.1925, latest recorded date) both with good to fine red ‘JERUSALEM / POSTAGE PAID’ cds., scarce pair!
JERUSALEM GPO (type PD8): 1933/42, two covers incl. one from British Red Cross Society, one cover
front and a circular all with good to fine red ‘JERUSALEM / PALESTINE / POSTAGE PAID’ cds. at 2M or
3M rate, minor blemishes nevertheless a nice quartet
JERUSALEM GPO (type PD11): 1929 (27.9.), printed matter to Switzerland with red machine cancel
‘POSTAGE PAID / 3M / JERUSALEM’, and a picture postcard franked 3mils with same but black machine cancel (6.6.30) adressed to Buenos Aires/Argentina, unusual and attractive pair
JERUSALEM GPO (type PM2 and PM7): 1941, circular to Affula franked 3mils cancelled with triangular ‘JERUSALEM’ (PM7) with arrival cds. on reverse, and two pieces from circulars (one with large tear)
each franked 2mils cancelled with triangular ‘JSM’ (PM2), unusual trio!
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P 3301 JERUSALEM GPO (type PP11): 1940 (1.3.), cover from Australia A.P.O. bearing british KGVI stamps

cancelled ‘Div. Supply H.Q.P.O. / S.M. 1’ to England with violet barred cancel beside, and another
cover bearing 10mils used with same violet cancel and Australian Army postmark (9.3.40) beside
adressed to England, some faults
P 3302 JERUSALEM GPO (type UP1 state 1): 1924 (12.7.), underpaid cover from Edinburgh adressed to Jerusalem with tax-markings incl. boxed ‘TO PAY / MILLIEMES’ endorsed ‘10’ and postage dues 8m violet
and 2m blue-green used on arrival (22.7.), very attractive and scarce cover!
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P 3303 JERUSALEM GPO (type UP2 and UP3): 1920 (8.12.), underpaid cover from Scotland adressed to Je-
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rusalem with tax-markings incl. boxed ‘TO PAY / 4 / MILLIEMES’ (UP2) and arrival cds. on reverse
(17.12.), and another underpaid cover from Ireland (28.4.22) to Jerusalem with tax-markings incl.
boxed ‘TO PAY / 8 / MILLIEMES’ (UP3) but adressee has left so returned on 15th May with red boxed
‘UNDELIVERED FOR THE REASON STATED ON THE COVER’ and ‘Jerusalem R.L.O.’ cds. on front (Dead
Letter Office), minor blemiehes nevertheless an attractive pair!
JERUSALEM GPO (type UP10 and UP11): 1938 (7.4.), underpaid cover from England adressed to Jerusalem with tax-markings incl. boxed ‘TO PAY / MILS’ endorsed ‘12’ (UP11) and postage dues 10m
grey and 2m yellow used on arrival (vertical bend between stamps), and a local unpaid circular
(26.4.1930) used within Jerusalem with boxed ‘TO PAY / MILS’ endorsed ‘4’ (UP10) and postage due
affixed on arrival (heavy faults!)
JERUSALEM GPO (type UP19 and UP26): 1939 (21.9.), underfranked and censored cover to Calcutta
with large violet ‘T’ (UP19) endorsed 20 gold centimes to pay converted to 2as. on arrival (2.11), and
two underfranked airmail postcards to Germany (1.6.38) or Austria (8.4.36) franked 8mils only with
small boxed ‘T / 10 CTS’ tax-marking (UP26) but no postage due was collected, minor blemishes but
looks attractive! (T)
JERUSALEM - CITADEL (type D2): 1930 (5.5.), registered cover to Beyrouth franked 26mils (13m vert.
pair) with very fine double-circle ‘CITADEL.B.O. / JERUSALEM’ pmk. and transimarks on reverse incl.
Jerusalem (5.5.), Haifa-Kantara TPO North (6.5.) and Beyrouth (6.5.), and another registered cover to
Vienna/Austria (12.10.1932) franked 28mils (20m + 8m) used with very fine postmark of same type
(roughly opened at top), nice cover pair!
JERUSALEM - DEAD LETTER OFFICE (type D3): 1941 (22.7.), local cover used within Jerusalem with
several instructional markings and transitmarks officially sealed with ‘JERUSALEM / R.L.O.’ cds.
(28.7.), some wrinkles and tonespots
JERUSALEM - GREEK COLONY (type D1): 1930 (4.2.), registered cover to England franked 26mils
(13m horiz. pair) with fine to very fine ‘GREEK COLONY / JERUSALEM’ cds. and blue/white prov. reg.
label (without town name) and transitmarks of Jerusalem (4.2.) and Haifa-Kantara TPO South (5.2.)
on reverse, very scarce postmark on an attractive cover!
JERUSALEM - GREEK COLONY (type D2): 1947 (21.5.), registered letter 15mils uprated 25mils used
to England and a registered cover franked 25mils (13.9.1941) used to Tel Aviv both with good to fine
double-circle ‘GREEK COLONY / JERUSALEM’ pmks., nice pair (T)
JERUSALEM - JAFFA TPO (type D3): 1922 (29.4.), picture postcard to Coblenz/Germany franked 6mils
(3m pair) used with good strike of scarce ‘JERUSALEM JAFFA TPO DOWN / X’ cds, picture on reverse
‘Jerusalem Paulus Hospiz, attractive and scarce postcard
JERUSALEM - JAFFA TPO (type D3): 1925 (19.5.), pre-printed cover ‘A.H.Klonsky, Hebron (Palestine)’
franked 12mils only used with fine strikes of scarce ‘JERUSALEM JAFFA TPO DOWN / X’ cds adressed
to Marseille with tax-marking ‘T and french 45c postage due used on arrival, vertical bend and minor
blemishes nevertheless a very unusual and attractive cover
JERUSALEM - JAFFA TPO (type D3): 1925 (14.8.), cover to Dessau/Germany franked 13mils (2 x 6m
+ 1m) used with good strikes of scarce ‘JERUSALEM JAFFA TPO DOWN / X’ cds and transitmark of
Jaffa (14.8.) on reverse, two vertical bends at left side of cover and marginal blemishes
JERUSALEM - JAFFA TPO (type D3): 1927 (11.11.), cover ‘Casa Nova Jerusalem’ used to Versailles/
France franked 13mils used with fine ‘JERUSALEM JAFFA TPO DOWN / X’ cds., roughly opened at
bottom and part of backflap missing
JERUSALEM - JAFFA TPO (type D4): 1931 (5.12.), picture postcard to Wuppertal/Germany franked
8mils (2m + 6m) and 1934 (14.12.) printed matter to England franked 3mils both used with good to
fine strikes of ‘JERUSALEM-JAFFA / T.P.O.’ cds., nice pair!
JERUSALEM - JAFFA TPO (type D4): 1933 (31.1.), pre-printed cover ‘Salesian Agricultural School of
Beitgemal’ franked 8mils used to England with very fine ‘JERUSALEM-JAFFA / T.P.O.’ cds., spiked and
marginal blemishes
JERUSALEM - JAFFA TPO (type D3): 1926 (6.2.), cover front ‘N. C. Couccoulis, Commission Agent,
Alexandria’ franked 13mils (6m + 4m + 3m) used with fine ‘JERUSALEM JAFFA TPO DOWN / X’ cds. to
England, front only stuck to paper but very colourful!
JERUSALEM - LYDDA TPO (type D6): 1935 (20.9.), airmail cover to England franked 13mils (8m + 5m)
used with fine ‘JERUSALEM LYDDA / T P O’ cds., vertical bend and minor blemishes
JERUSALEM - LYDDA TPO (type D9): 1936 (13.4.), airmail cover to Scotland franked 14mils (3 x 2m +
2 x 4m) used with good strikes of double-circle ‘JSM LYDDA TPO’ cds., vertical and horizontal bend
and roughly opened at top, scarce postmark!
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3319 JERUSALEM - MAHNE YEHUDA (type D1): 1935 (8.12.), registered cover to Haifa franked 18mils (4m

block/4 + single 2m) used with very fine ‘MAHNE YEHUDA B.O. / JERUSALEM’ cds. and transitmarks
of Jerusalem and Haifa both of same day, roughly opened at top (repaired on reverse) and some
toning
P 3320 JERUSALEM - MAHNE YEHUDA (type D3, 2nd period): 1947 (12.9.), registered cover to Copenhagen
bearing single 50mils and a censored airmail cover (3.5.44) to Miami Beach/USA bearing single
100mils both used with very fine ‘MAHNE YEHUDA B.O. JERUSALEM’ cds., small blemishes nevertheless a very attractive cover pair!

3321 JERUSALEM - MEA SHEARIM (type D2): 1920 (3.5.), cover to England bearing two 5mils orange used
with good ‘OETA EEF / MEO SHEORIM JSLM’ cds., rougly opened and re-closed backflap
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P 3322 JERUSALEM - MEA SHEARIM (type D2): 1920 (5.5.), registered cover from Alexandria/Egypt adressed
to Jerusalem backstamped ‘OETA EEF / JERUSALEM’ (7.5.) and ‘OETA EEF / MEO SHEORIM JSLM’
(9.5.), little shortened at top and stuck at top!
3323 JERUSALEM - MEA SHEARIM (type D2): 1920 (19.6.), pre-printed cover ‘General Jewish Orphans
Home for Girls’ adressed to Petersburg/USA franked 2mils with fine ‘OETA EEF / MEO SHEORIM
JSLM’ cds., several faults!
3324 JERUSALEM - MEA SHEARIM (type D3): 1920 (10.8.), cover to Vienna/Austria bearing single 1pia.
dark blue used with fine ‘MEO SHEORIM / JESLM’ cds., several faults!
3325 JERUSALEM - MEA SHEARIM (type D3): 1920 (15.8.), cover to Vienna/Austria bearing single 1pia.
dark blue used with fine ‘MEO SHEORIM / JESLM’ cds., minor marginal blemishes!

3326 JERUSALEM - MEA SHEARIM (type D3): 1920 (25.8.), circular to Pine Bluffs/USA bearing single 2m
green used with very fine ‘MEO SHEORIM / JESLM’ cds., small faults!

P 3327 JERUSALEM - MEA SHEARIM (type D4): 1921 (21.3.), cover to Philadelphia/USA bearing single 1pia.
P 3328
3329

3330
3331
3332
P 3333
3334
P 3335
3336

dark blue used with very fine ‘MEA SHEARIM / JESLM’ cds., minor blemishes incl. large tear through
backflap
JERUSALEM - MEA SHEARIM (type D4): 1921 (7.8.), registered cover to Hamburg/Germany franked
20mils (two pairs 5m orange) used with very fine ‘MEA SHEARIM / JESLM’ cds. and arrival pmk. on
reverse (18.8.), vertical bend and minor blemishes nevertheless a very attractive cover!
JERUSALEM - MEA SHEARIM (type D5): 1932 (3.7.), registered cover to Biddeford/USA franked 28mils
(20m + 8m) used with very fine double-circle ‘MEA SHEARIM / JERUSALEM’ cds. and New York transitmark on reverse (26.7.), and a registered letter (23.11.1923) to Glasgow franed 33mils (1pia. +
13m) used with same postmark, both items with some faults!
JERUSALEM - REHAVIA (type D1 state 5): 1936 (25.8.), registered cover to Tel Aviv franked 18mils
(6m strip/3) used with very fine ‘REHAVIA BO / JSM’ cds. (‘JSM’ inverted, earliest recorded date) and
arrival pmk. on reverse (26.8.), minor blemishes nevertheless a very attractive cover
JERUSALEM - REHAVIA (type D1 state 5): 1937 (28.9.), local cover to Tel Aviv franked single 5m orange used with very fine ‘REHAVIA BO / JSM’ cds. (‘JSM’ inverted) and arrival pmk. of same day on reverse, backflap faults otherwise fine!
KARKUR (type D2): 1932 (11.4.), cover to Wales bearing single 7m red and a stat. postcard 8m red
(26.4.1935) to Berlin-Charlottenburg both with very fine double-circle ‘KERKUR’ cds., the cover with
roughly opened backflap otherwise very fine
KARKUR (type D3): 1937/47, two covers to Tel Aviv incl. registered (28.7.47) franked 26mils (10m
grey and 3m green gutter-pairs!) and normal franked 5m orange both used with very fine double-circle ‘KARKUR’ cds. and arrival postmarks on reverse, very nice cover pair!
KARKUR (type D5 and D6): 1932 (27.2.), lettercard 5m orange used from Lydda Junction and a cover
from England (14.6.32, faults) both with very fine ‘KERKUR’ arrival cds. (D5) on reverse, and another
(faulty) cover from England (6.5.38) with fine ‘KARKUR’ arrival cds. (D6) on reverse
KEFAR BAROUCH (type D1): 1944 (31.7.), cover piece with single 10m grey used in Nahalal and fine
arrival ‘KEFAR BAROUCH’ cds. beside, and a registration receipt (13.8.44) with same postmark, nice
pair!
KEFAR BEHADRAGA (type D2): 1947 (8.10.), local circular franked 3mils used with very fine doublecircle ‘KEFAR BEHADRAGA’ cds., and a registration receipt (18.3.47) with same postmark, nice pair!

3337 KEFAR HASSIDIM (type D1): 1945 (2.4.), postcard franked 7mils (4m + 3m) used with very fine double-circle ‘KEFAR HASSIDIM’ cds. adressed to Haifa without message on reverse, attractive card

3338 KEFAR HASSIDIM (type D1): 1948 (6.1.), local cover bearing single 10m grey used with good doublecircle ‘KEFAR HASSIDIM’ cds., some toning and minor blemishes

3339 KEFAR SAVA (type D3): 1935 (3.2.), cover to Berlin/Germany franked 15mils (3m + 2m three each),

1936 (20.8.) airmail cover to Germany franked 15mils (7m, 4m + 2m pair) and a local cover (8.11.33,
faults) bearing single 5m orange to Jerusalem, all with fine to very fine double-circle ‘KEFAR SAVA’
cds., nice trio
P 3340 KEFAR SAVA (type D4): 1946 (7.2.), airmail cover to England franked 40mils, and two local covers
bearing single 3m (11.9.42, faults) or 7m (26.1.41) to Haifa or Tel Aviv, all with very fine double-circle
‘KEFAR SAVA’ cds., nice trio!
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P 3341 KEFAR SHEMARYAHU (type D1): 1944 (12.9.), airmail cover to Quincy/USA bearing single 100m

(some wrinkles) and 1 stat. postcard 7m violet locally used to Haifa, both with fine to very fine ‘KEFAR
SHEMARYAHU’ cds., attractive pair and a scarce postmark!
3342 KEFAR SHEMARYAHU (type D2): 1947 (11.12.) and 1948 (18.3.), two locally used covers both franked 10mils (incl. one with 7m stat. cutout) and used with good to fine double-circle ‘KEFAR SHEMARYAHU’ pmk., some blemishes
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3343 KEFAR SHEMARYAHU (type D3): 1945 (27.11.), airmail cover to Sweden franked 70mils and 1945
3344
3345
3346
P 3347
3348

(5.11.) airmail cover ‘Via England’ to USA franked 125mils both with fine to very fine ‘KEFAR SHEMARYAHU’ cds., attractive cover pair
KEFAR SIRKIN (type D3): 1945 (1.1.), local cover to Tel Aviv bearing single 10m grey used with very
fine ‘KEFAR SIRKIN’ cds. (earliest recorded date, cover with heavy wrinkles) and an airmail cover to
Philadelphia/USA franked 125mils used with same postmark (minor blemishes)
KEFAR TABOR (type D2): 1947 (9.5.), local circular franked 3mils used to Haifa with very fine ‘KEFAR
TABOR’ cds. and another circular from Tel Aviv (6.6.47) with very fine arrival cds. of same type, both
with small faults nevertheless an attractive pair
KEFAR VITKIN (type D3): 1947 (3.7.), registered cover to Tel Aviv franked 25mils (20m + 5m) used
with fine double-circle ‘KEFAR VITKIN’ pmk. and a cover front bearing single 8m red locally used with
same postmark dated 10th January 1938
KEFAR YEDIDYA (type D3): 1944 (20.9.), registered printed matter to England franked 20mils (5m
orange strip/4) and prov. blue/white reg. label endorsed ‘Jedidia’ and a local circular (1.4.48) franked 3mils both with very fine double-circle ‘KEFAR YEDIDYA’ pmk., minor blemishes
KEFAR YEHOSHUA (type D1 state 1): 1944 (15.6.), local folded cover bearing single 10m grey used
from Tel Aviv with very fine ‘KFAR YEHOSHUA’ cds. beside, scarce postmark!

3349 KEFAR YONA (type D2 and D3): 1947 (2.3.), two local circulars to Haifa each bearing single 3m green
3350
3351
3352
P 3353
P 3354
P 3355
3356

used with good to fine double-circle ‘KEFAR YONA’ pmk. (D2) and both with another fine ‘Kefar Yoma’
cds. (D3) beside and arrival postmarks on reverse, unusual pair!
KFAR ATA (type D1 and D2): 1943 (27.6.), local cover bearing single 10m grey used with light but fine
‘KFAR ATA’ cds. (D1), and a registered cover (12.1.44) franked 25mils used with good double-circle
‘KFAR ATA’ pmk. (D2, fine pmk. on reverse), several wrinkles on the reg. cover otherwise fine
KFAR ATA (type D2 and D3): 1946 (4.1.), airmail cover to South Bend/USA franked 125mils with very
fine double-circle ‘KFAR ATA’ pmk. (D2), and a local cover from Tel Aviv (19.7.46) franked 10mils with
very fine ‘KFAR ATA’ arrival cds. (D3) on reverse, both covers with minor blemishes
LYDDA AIRPORT (type D2): 1947, three covers all with fine to very fine double-circle ‘LYDDA AIR PORT’
pmks. incl. locally registered (18.6.47) to Haifa franked 25mils (small faults), airmail cover (23.8.47)
to Switzerland franked 40mils and a local circular (9.1.47) bearing single 3m, nice trio
LYDDA AIRPORT (type D3): 1947 (26.3.), registered letter from India with very fine ‘LYDDA AIR PORT’
transitmark on reverse, and two picture postcards (10.11. and 24.12.47) used by airmail to USA with
very fine postmarks of same type, attractive trio! (T)
LYDDA JUNCTION (type D1 state 1): 1920 (28.6.), cover bearing three brit. KGV stamps adressed to
London with fine ‘O E T A E E F / L U D D’ cds. and a O.A.S. cover front with same but very fine postmark dated 28th May 1920, scarce postmark!
LYDDA JUNCTION (type D2 state 2): 1921 (6.7.), cover to England bearing single 1pia dark blue and
picture postcard (25.6.1921) to Scotland bearing single 5m orange both used with good ‘L U D D’
cds., nice pair with scarce postmarks!
LYDDA JUNCTION (type D2 state 2): 1921 (18.8.), cover to England bearing single 1pia dark blue used
with good ‘L U D D’ cds., small faults but a scarce postmark

P 3357 LYDDA JUNCTION (type D4): 1922 (24.5.), cover to Berlin/Germany franked 13mils (1m brown, 5m
orange pair and 2m green) used with very fine ‘LUDD / JUNCTION’ cds., colourful and scarce cover

3358 LYDDA JUNCTION (type D5): 1925 (22.9.), pre-printed cover ‘Grand Hotel Nassar, Haifa’ bearing sing-

le 13m blue used with good double-circle ‘LUDD JUNCTION’ pmk. (latest recorded date), roughly
opened at top and marginal blemishes, and a cover front (11.11.24) with single 13m adressed to
England with parts of same postmark
3359 LYDDA JUNCTION (type D9): 192 (31.1.), cover to London franked 17mils (1pia., 4m + 3m) used with
fine ‘LUDD’ cds. (latest recorded date) and London arrival pmk. on reverse (9.2.), some faults incl.
repaired upper left corner
3360 MAOZ HAIYIM (type D1 and D3): 1944 (29.5.), local cover to Tel Aviv franked 10mils with very fine
‘MAOZ HAIM’ cds. (D1) and arrival pmk. of same day on reverse, and another local cover (17.10.47)
bearing single 10m used with good double-circle ‘MAOZ HAIYIM’ pmk. (D3), minor blemishes
P 3361 MEIR SHEFEYA (type D1): 1946 (2.9.), local printed matter bearing 3mils used with very fine of large
double-circle ‘MEIR SHEFEYA’ pmk., and another cover (26.10.46) from a Jewish prisoner in Jerusalem with arrival pmk. of same type on reverse of cover, shortened at top through the stamp and some
toning on both covers
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3362 MERHAVYA (type D2 and D3): 1947 (18.3.), local cover bearing single 10m grey (upper margin with

sheet number) used with very fine double-circle ‘MERHAYA’ pmk. (D2) and a local circular (22.9.47)
bearing single 3m green (control ‘3’) used with very fine ‘MERHAYA’ cds. (D3, latest recorded date),
very attractive cover pair!
P 3363 MESHEK AYELET HASHAHAR (type D1 and D2): 1945 (29.8.), registered cover bearing 50mils vert.
pair used to Switzerland and a postcard (13.9.44) franked 7mils used to Haifa both used with very
fine ‘Meshek Ayelet Hashahar’ cds. (D1) and transitmarks on reverse, and a local printed matter
(8.5.47) with single 3m green and very fine double-circle ‘MESHEK AYELET HASHAHAR’ pmk. (D2) and
Rush Pinna transitmark on reverse (9.5.), very attractive trio!

3364 MESHEK EIN HAROD (type D3): 1929 (22.10.), stat. postcard 7m red used to Berlin-Charlottenburg
with very fine double-circle ‘AIN HAROD’ pmk., scarce and fine!
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3365 MESHEK EIN HAROD (type D5): 1940 (9.10.), local cover franked 7mils violet used with fine ‘MESHEK
P 3366

3367
3368
P 3369
3370
P 3371

EIN HAROD’ cds. and another cover from Haifa (29.7.40) with fine arrival pmk. of same type on reverse, both covers with some faults!
MESHEK YAJUR (type D1): 1945 (22.10.), airmail cover to Glasgow franked 40mils (two pairs 10m
grey) used with very fine double-circle ‘MESHEK YAJUR’ pmk. (minor wrinkles), and a postcard to
Haifa (20.9.44) franked 7mils (incl. 4m control ‘2’) used with same postmark, scarce postmark and
an attractive pair!
MESHEK YAJUR (type D1): 1946 (17.6.) and 1947 (5.6.), two local covers each bearing single 10m
grey used with very fine double-circle ‘MESHEK YAJUR’ pmks. (first and second period) and both covers with arrival cds. of Tel Aviv or Pardess Hanna on reverse, small faults
METULLA (type D3): 1946 (11.9.), airmail cover franked 55mils to Holland and 1941 (25.8.) stat.
postcard 8m red locally used with very fine double-circle ‘METULLA’ pmk., both with vertical bends
and marginal blemishes
MISHMAR HAEMEK (type D2): 1945 (25.4.), express cover to Rehovot franked 40 mils and a local
cover (22.10.46) franked 10mils both with fine ‘MISHMAR HAEMEK’ cds. and arrival postmarks on
reverse, both covers with some faults on reverse
MISHMAR HAEMEK (type D2): 1945 (22.2.), local cover to Tel Aviv bearing 5m orange vert. pair (both
stamps with corner faults) used with very fine ‘MISHMAR HAEMEK’ cds. and Tel Aviv arrival cds. of
same day on reverse, fine and scarce
MIZRA (type D1): 1945/47, postcard to Haifa franked 7mils, local letter franked 10mils and a local
circular franked 3mils all with fine to very fine ‘MIZRA PA’ cds., some faults nevertheless a nice trio

3372 NABLUS (type D1 state 1): 1919 (24.5.), picture postcard bearing 1m and 3m stamps on picture side
with fine ‘NABLUS / O E T’ cds. (earliest recorded date) adressed to France

3373 NABLUS (type D1 state 1): 1920 (30.1.), cover bearing 5m orange vert. pair used with fine ‘NABLUS
3374
3375
P 3376

3377
3378
P 3379
3380
P 3381

150

/ O E T’ cds. to Alexandria with ‘Base Army Post Office’ (1.2.) and Alexandria (2.2.) transitmarks on
reverse, minor marginal blemishes
NABLUS (type D1 state 1): 1920 (8.6.), philatelic cover bearing 1pia dark blue with two very fine strikes of ‘NABLUS / O E T’ cds. adressed to London, backstamped Haifa (9.6.) and London (22.6), toned
margins
NABLUS (type D2): 1924 (10.9.), pre-printed cover ‘Emran Isaac Le Preter Naplouse’ bearing single
5m orange used with good double-circle ‘NABLUS’ pmk. to Haifa with arrival cds. on reverse (11.9.),
several faults!
NABLUS (type D2 and D3): 1936 (29.6.), airmail cover to Glasgow franked 13mils and 1943 (30.10.)
airmail cover to Los Angeles franked 200mils (100m vert. pair) both used with fine ‘NABLUS’ pmk.
(D2), and another airmail cover (28.7.47) to Aden franked 20mils used with another type of ‘Nablus’
cds. (D3), small faults!
NAHALAL (type D4 and D6): 1938 (15.12.), airmail cover from Vienna bearing 50pf + 5pf Hindenburg
stamps with very fine ‘NAHALAL’ arrival cds. (D6) on reverse, and a local circular (27.10.40) franked
2mils used with fine double-circle ‘NAHALAL’ pmk. (D4), some toning nevertheless a nice pair
NAHALAL (type D6 and D7): 1938 (14.12.), local cover to Jerusalem with single 5m orange used with
very fine ‘NAHALAL’ cds. (D6), and another local cover (11.1.1940) franked 5mils used with other type
of ‘NAHALAL’ cds. (D7, earliest recorded date), the later cover with faults otherwise fine
NATHANYA (type EXP1 and UP1): 1942 (4.12.), local express cover to Tel Aviv franked 35mils with balck
boxed ‘EX’ (EXP1) used to Tel Aviv with arrival pmk. of same day on reverse, and an underpaid airmail
cover to England franked 60mils only with large ‘T’ (UP1), unusual and scarce covers but with faults!
NAZARETH (type D1 state 1): 1919 (12.4.), stampless O.A.S. picture postcard used with very fine
‘NAZARETH / O E T’ cds. adressed to England, picture on reverse ‘Cairo - Ataba-el-Khadra Place’, minor toning nevertheless an attractive card
NAZARETH (type D1 state 1): 1919 (29.5.), stampless O.A.S. picture postcard used with very fine
‘NAZARETH / O E T’ cds. adressed to England, picture on reverse ‘Ruins of Capernaum’, very fine and
attractive card
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3382 NAZARETH (type D1 state 1): 1920 (4.6.), philatelic cover bearing 1pia dark blue + 5m orange used

with very fine ‘NAZARETH / O E T’ cds. adressed to London, backstamped Haifa (6.6.) and London
(17.6.), toned margins!
3383 NAZARETH (type D1 state 1): 1920 (8.1.), very amll local cover franked 3mils used with very fine
‘NAZARETH / O E T’ cds., backflap missing and some blemishes
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3384 NAZARETH (type D1 state 2): 1920 (9.9.), picture postcard with single 4m red used on picture side can-

celled per favour with very fine ‘NAZARETH’ cds. (‘O E T’ removed) and Haifa backstamp, and a cover front
with single 1pia. adressed to Switzerland with poor postmark of same type, minor blemishes
3385 NAZARETH (type D1 state 2): 1920 (26.6.), picture postcard with single 5m orange used to Jerusalem
with very fine ‘NAZARETH’ cds. (‘O E T’ removed, earliest recorded date), minor tonespots!

P 3386 NES TSIYONA (type D5): 1935 (11.7.), underpaid airmail cover from London with ms. tax-markings

P 3387
3388

3389

P 3390
3391

‘T60c’ converted to ‘T 30 Mils’ with postage dues 6mils strip/3 and pair used on arrival with very fine
‘NES ZIYONA’ cds. and affixed label about information regarding ‘England-India-Australia’ and ‘England-South Africa’ air mail services, opened three-sides for display, attractive and unusual cover
NUSEIRAT (type D1): 1945 (2.1.), cover from the UNRRA Camp to Egypt franked 20mils and an airmail
cover from same Camp franked 40mils adressed to Bulawayo/Southern Rhodesia redirected to Salisbury, both with fine ‘NUSEIRAT’ cds., small blemishes but very scarce postmark!
PARDESS HANNA (type D2): 1936 (28.12.), registered cover to Jerusalem franked 19mils used with
very fine small double-circle ‘PARDESS HANNA’ pmk., backstamped Haifa-Rafa TPO and Jerusalem
(both 29.12.), small faults at top right corner (roughly opened backflap) otherwise very fine and attractive
PARDESS HANNA (type D2 and D3): 1943 (16.3.), registered cover to Tel Aviv franked 25mils used
with very fine small double-circle ‘PARDESS HANNA’ pmk. (D2), another registered cover (2.12.45) to
New York franked 35mils and a local printed matter (8.9.47) franked 3mils both with very fine ‘Pardess Hanna’ cds. (D3), minor blemishes nevertheless a very nice trio!
PETAH TIQVA (type D1): 1921 (3.3.), small cover to Philadelphia/USA franked 10mils (1m + 3 x 3m)
used with fine ‘PETACH TIKVAH’ cds., backflap missing and vertical bend but looks very attractive
from front!
PETAH TIQVA (type D1): 1921 (17.4.), cover to Philadelphia/USA franked 10mils (2m + 2 x 4m) used
with fine ‘PETACH TIKVAH’ cds., horizontal and vertical bends not affecting stamps or postmarks

3392 PETAH TIQVA (type D1): 1921 (1.5.), cover to Philadelphia/USA franked 10mils (1m + 4m two each)
used with fine ‘PETACH TIKVAH’ cds., several small faults

P 3393 PETAH TIQVA (type D2): 1922 (30.5.), registered cover to Constantinople franked 26mils (2pia., 4m +

3394

P 3395
3396
3397
P 3398
P 3399
3400

2m) and prov. blue/white reg. label (written ‘Petah Tikvah’) used with fine double-circle ‘PETAH TIKVAH’ pmk. and several transitmarks on reverse incl. Ludd, Kantara-Haifa TPO South and Port-Said (all
31.5.) and Galata (8.6.), and another cover (18.10.1923) to USA bearing single 13m blue used with
very fine strike of same postmark, nice cover pair
PETAH TIQVA (type D3 and D4): 1927 (14.8.), postcard to Jaffa franked 4mils used with part ‘PETHAH
TIQVA’ cds. (D3), and two covers to London (3.5.38) franked 10mils (2mil strip/5 with control ‘2’) or
to Tel Aviv (19.8.38, small faults) franked 5mils both with very fine double-circle ‘PETAH TIQVA’ pmks.
(D4), nice trio!
PETAH TIQVA (type D7): 1921 (18.9.), cover to Constantinople franked 1pia. used with very fine ‘PETAH TIKVA’ cds., backstamped Port-Said (21.9.), BPO Constantinople (6.10.) and Galata (7.10.), light
vertical bend and few tonespots
PETAH TIQVA (type R2): 1947 (7.12.), registered airmail cover to Copenhagen franked 95mils (50m +
15m strip/3) used with very fine ‘REGISTERED / PETAHTIQVA’ cds. and Tel Aviv transitmark on reverse
(7.12.), very attractive cover
QALQILYA (type D2): 1937 (25.5.), local cover to Haifa franked 5mils used with fine double-circle
‘QALQILYE’ pmk. and Haifa transitmark of same day on reverse, heavy faults and repairs!
QALQILYA (type D3): 1940 (19.9.), stampless official cover to Tel Aviv with very fine double-circle ‘QALQILYA’ pmk. and arrival cds. on reverse (19.9.), vertical bend at left, and a local circular (22.5.47)
franked 3mils used with very fine postmark of same type and Tulkarm transitmark on reverse (T)
QALQILYA (type D6): 1947 (8.11.), registered letter 15mils uprated with 10m grey used with very fine
‘QALQILYA’ cds. to Haifa with transitmarks of Tulkarm, Jaffa (both 9.11.) and Haifa (10.11.), very attractive envelope
QIRYAT ANAVIM (type D1): 1946 (5.5.), local postcard franked 7mils and 1947 (25.3.) local circular to
Haifa franked 3mils both with very fine ‘QIRYAT ANAVIM’ cds., very attractive pair

3401 QIRYAT HAIM (type D3): 1936 (15.5.), local cover to Safad bearing single 5m orange used with very

fine double-circle ‘KIRYAT HAIM’ pmk. and arrival cds. on reverse (16.5.), marginal faults and some
toning
3402 QIRYAT HAIM (type D4): 1936 (23.12.), local cover bearing single 5m orange used with very fine double-circle ‘QIRYAT HAIM’ pmk., and another cover (14.4.38) to Australia franked 15mils used with
same postmark and Sydney machine cancel on reverse (17.5.), both covers with some blemishes
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P 3403 QIRYAT HAIM (type D5 and D7): 1940 (24.4.), local cover from Tel Aviv franked 5mils used to Qiryat

Haim and redirected to Haifa with several transitmarks on both sides incl. two differnet types of ‘QIRYAT HAIM’ cds. and violet ‘RETURN TO’ hs. on reverse, small faults but looks nice!
3404 RAANANA (type D2): 1931 (22.10.), local cover to Tel Aviv bearing single 5m orange and two airmail
covers to New York franked 100mils (13.8.44) or 126mils (26.1.47) all with very fine double-circle
‘RAANANA’ pmk., the local cover toned and backflap fault and the airmail covers very fine
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3405 RAANANA (type D4): 1946 (22.3.) and 1947 (2.11.), two registered covers to Haifa or Tel Aviv each

franked 25mils with very fine ‘RAANANA’ cds., and another registered cover from Tel Aviv with fine
arrival cds. of same type on reverse, all covers with transitmarks on reverse, minor blemishes nevertheless a nice trio!
3406 RAFA (type D1 state 1): 1920 (5.6.), philatelic registered cover with colourful 2pia. franking used with
very fine ‘OETA EEF / R A F A’ cds. adressed to London , toned margins otherwise fine

3407 RAM ALLAH (type D1 state 2): 1921 (7.3.), cover to Ireland franked with single 1pia. dark blue and
used with very fine ‘RAMALLAH’ cds., marginal faults!

P 3408 RAM ALLAH (type D1 state 2): 1921 (24.1. and 16.2.), two covers to Ireland each franked with single

1pia. dark blue and used with good or fine ‘RAMALLAH’ cds., one cover with faults but scarce postmarks!
3409 RAM ALLAH (type D2 and D3): 1926 (28.8.), cover to St. Louis/USA franked 13mils used with very fine
double-circle ‘RAMALLAH’ pmk. (D2), and another cover to USA (29.11.27) franked 13mils and used
with double-circle ‘RAM ALLAH’ pmk. (D3), marginal blemishes
3410 RAM ALLAH (type D3): 1947 (25.3.), airmail cover to London franked 80mils used with fine doublecircle ‘RAM ALLAH’ pmk., nice cover

P 3411 RAM ALLAH (type D5): 1921 (3.7.), registered cover to london with colourful 2pia. franking used with

3412
3413
3414
3415

very fine ‘RAMALLAH’ cds. and prov. blue/white reg. label (cover with some toning), and another cover
(17.8.1921) to Ireland with redirection bearing single 1pia dark blue used with very fine postmak of
same type and Jerusalem transitmark on reverse (small tear at top and small blemishes)
RAMAT GAN (type D5 and D6): 1948 (23.3.), registered cover to Hungary and 1937 (20.8.) airmail
postcard to Switzerland both with small ‘Ramat Gan’ cds. (D6) and a registered cover from Tel Aviv
(9.3.36) used to Ramat Gan with large arrival cds. (D5), nice trio!
RAMAT HAKOVESH (type D1): 1947 (27.3. and 7.5.), two domestic covers bearing 3m or 10m stamps
used with very fine ‘Ramat Hakovesh’ cds. and Haifa or Tel Aviv arrival pmk. on reverse, one cover
some wrinkles nevertheless a nice cover pair
RAMATAYIM (type D1): 1936 (10.1.), stat. postcard 4mil purple used with very fine ‘RAMATAIM’ cds. to
Haifa, very attractive postcard!
REHOVOT (type D3): 1924 (11.9.), 5m orange single use on cover with very fine ‘Rehovot’ cds. adressed to Jerusalem with arrival pmk. on reverse (12.9.), minor blemishes

3416 REHOVOT (type D4): 1926 (16.9.), 13m blue single use on cover with very fine ‘Rehovot’ cds. adressed to Nürnberg/Germany

3417 REHOVOT (type D7): 1922 (5.7.), 3m brown and 1pia turquise used on cover with fine ‘Rehovot’ cds.
3418

P 3419

3420
P 3421
3422

adressed to New York with Madison Square arrival pmk. on reverse (8.8.), minor blemishes and some
wrinkles
REHOVOT (type D11 and R2): 1947 (3.8.), registered domestic cover bearing 5m orange and 2 x 10m
grey with very fine ‘REGISTERED / REHOVOT’ cds. and transitmarks of Tel Aviv (3.8.) and Petahtiqva
(4.8.) on reverse and another cover to Polish F.P.O. in Egypt with fine ‘Rehovot’ cds. (20.6.47), minor
blemishes nevertheless a nice cover pair
RISHON LE TSIYON (type D2): 1921 (30.8.), registered cover bearing a colourful mixture of six definitives with very fine ‘RISHON-LE-ZION’ cds. and prov. reg. label (without town name) adressed to Italy
with transitmarks of Jaffa (30.8.), Jerusalem (31.8.), Brindisi (5.9.) and Gorizia (7.9.), very fine and
attractive cover!
RISHON LE TSIYON (type D3): 1925 (27.7.), picture postcard bearing single 4m rose and a small cover
(8.9.26) with single 2m yellow both locally used with fine ‘RISHON-LE-ZION’ cds., both items with
faults!
RISHON LE TSIYON (type D6): 1922 (28.3.), picture postcard bearing 2m green and 5m orange used
to France and a cover (9.3.22, some faults) with 4m red vert. pair and 5m single used to San Francisco both with fine strikes of scarce ‘RISHON LE ZION’ cds.
ROSH PINNA (type D2): 1925 (12.5.), small cover bearing 3m turquise and 5m orange horiz. pair with
fine ‘ROSH PINAH’ cds. adressed to Syria with Damas transitmark on reverse(14.5.)

P 3423 SAFAD (type D1 state 1): 1919 (29.5.), cover bearing single 1pia dark blue with fine strike of ‘SAFED’

cds. and boxed ‘E. P. C.’ beside adressed to Switzerland with Alexandria transitmark on reverse (9.6.),,
fine and attractive cover, scarce postmark!
3424 SAFAD (type D1 state 1): 1919 (14.4.), cover bearing single 5m orange with very fine strike of ‘SAFED’
cds. adressed to Jaffa with arrival pmk. on reverse (17.4.), light horizontal bend otherwise fine, scarce
postmark!
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3425 SAFAD (type D1 state 1): 1919 (20.2.), cover bearing single 1pia. with very fine strike of ‘SAFED’ cds.
adressed to Philadelphia, vertical bend and some other faults but a very scarce postmark!
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3426 SAFAD (type D1 state 1): 1919 (2.8.), O.A.S. cover bearing single 1pia dark blue with good strike of
3427
3428
P 3429
P 3430

3431

‘SAFED’ cds. adressed to Jaffa with arrival pmk. on reverse (7.8.), light vertical bend, scarce postmark!
SAFAD (type D2 state 1): 1920 (10.6.), cover bearing single 1pia dark blue with very fine strike of ‘O
E T A E E F / S A F E D’ cds. dated 10th June and another strike of 5th July when sent to London with
Haifa transitmark on reverse (8.7.), some toning but a rare postmark!
SAFAD (type D2 state 2): 1920 (20.7.), registered cover bearing 4m red and 1m brown (four each)
with good strikes of ‘S A F E D’ cds. adressed to London with Haifa transitmark (24.7.) and arrival cds.
(9.8.) on reverse, minor faults but a scarce postmark!
SAFAD (type D3 1st period): 1922 (10.1.), front of a registered letter bearing 4m red, 2m olive and 2m
green with very fine strikes of ‘SAFED’ cds. adressed to London with part of adress crossed out, colourful front!
SAFAD (type D4): 1924 (14.12.), registered cover bearing 6m green and 2m bistre with blue/white
reg. label adressed to New York with several transitmarks on reverse, a cover (11.6.1926) with single
13m blue used to Germany (some wrinkles) and an austrian stat. postcard with 8m red stamp affixed
over stamp imprint used to Switzerland (1.9.24, some toning), all with good to fine ‘SAFAD’ cds., scarce postmark
SAFAD (type D5): 1937/47, two airmail covers to England or Ireland and an uprated stat. postcard
locally used all with good to fine ‘SAFAD’ cds., small faults!

3432 SAFAD (type D7 2nd period): 1933 (16.3.), incoming cover from Brooklyn/USA with very fine ‘SAFED’

3433
3434

3435
P 3436

3437
3438

arrival cds. on reverse dated 5th July 1933 (earliest recorded date) and another local incoming cover
(stamp removed) with good arrival cds. of same type on reverse (5.7.27), both covers with some toning
SAFAD (type D8 and D9): 1924 (6.8.), incoming cover from Tiberias with fine ‘Safad’ arrival cds. on
reverse (D8), and a local express cover (5.8.1946) with fine ‘Safad’ cds. (D9), both covers with some
faults
SAFAD (type AR1): 1926 (18.3.), registered A.R. cover bearing 13m blue vert. pair with fine ‘Safad’
cds., blue/white reg. label and black ‘AR’ handstamp adressed to Altonna/USA with transitmarks of
Haifa (19.3.), New York (3.4.) and Altonna (5.4.) on reverse, roughly opened at left and vertical bend
in centre of cover but very scarce marking and usage!
SAMAKH (type D3): 1944 (6.11.), locally adressed cover bearing single 10m grey and an airmail cover
(24.3.47) with 20m olive vert. pair used to England both with very fine strikes of ‘Samakh’ cds., minor
blemishes
SAMAKH (type D5): 1921 (18.7.), 5m orange and british KGV 1/2d green used together on printed
matter postcard written from a Captain in the R.A. (adress ‘42nd. Pack Battery, Semakh, Palestine,
E.E.F.’) with very fine ‘SEMAKH’ cds. adressed to England, vertical bend and card separated into two
halfs repaired with hinges, rare postmark!
SARAFAND (type D3): 1927 (24.8.), 7m red single use on cover to England and another cover dated
16th June 1923 (part of front cut out and some faults) to England both with fine ‘Sarafand’ cds.,
scarce postmark
SARAFAND (type D4): 1938 (10.6.), cover to England with two 5m orange stamps used with very fine
‘Sarafand’ cds., vertical bend and marginal blemishes

P 3439 SARAFAND (type D6): 1938 (27.12.), registered letter 13m uprated with 10m grey used to Jersey (reg.

label missing and soem blemishes) and an airmail cover (21.2.40) used ‘via Imperial route’ to England both with fine strikes of ‘Sarafand’ cds.
P 3440 SARAFAND (type UP): 1940 (20.2.), unpaid censored cover with very fine ‘Sarafand’ cds. adressed to
Australia with small boxed tax-marking ‘T’ and transitmark of Sydney on reverse but remained untaxed, unusual cover!
P 3441 SARONA (type D2): 1933 (1.3.), registered letter 13m uprated with 15m blue and prov. blue/white
reg. label used to Magdeburg/Germany with arrival cds. on reverse (7.3.) and a picture postcard with
two 2m stamps used to Belgium both with very fine strikes of ‘Sarona’ cds., attractive pair
3442 SDEH NAHUM (type D2): 1947 (6.12.), stampless registered OHMS cover with very fine ‘Sdeh Nahum’
cds. and prov. blue/white reg. label locally adressed, shortened at right otherwise fine

3443 SHEFA AMR (type D2): 1947 (10.12.), airmail cover franked 65mils used with fine ‘Shefa Amr’ cds. to
Brooklyn/USA, some wrinkles!

3444 SHEKHUNAT BOROKHOV (type D3): 1935 (9.4.), locally used postcard bearing two 2m stamps with
good ‘Shekhunat Borokhov’ cds., minor tonespots and corner bend top left

3445 SHEKHUNAT BOROKHOV (type D4): 1940 (7.6.), airmail cover bearing 20m and 5m definitives with

fine small ‘Shekhunat Borokhov’ cds. adressed to New York (air mail crossed out, some toning and
faults), and a small registered piece bearing two stamps with same postmark and blue/white reg.
label
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P 3446 TEL AVIV (type D1): 1920 (29.7.), 1pia blue and 5m orange on cover to London with very fine ‘TEL AVIV
/ JAFFA’ cds., minor blemishes but a scarce postmark!

3447 TEL AVIV (type D1): 1920 (26.7.), incoming cover from Geneve/Switzerland with fine ‘TEL AVIV / JAFFA’
arrival pmk. on reverse cds., minor blemishes but a scarce postmark!
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3448 TEL AVIV (type D1): 1921 (15.8.), registered cover bearing single 2pia olive orange used with fine ‘TEL
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AVIV / JAFFA’ cds. to Berlin/Germany with several transitmarks on reverse incl. Jaffa (16.8.) and Berlin
(3.9.), small faults nevertheless very attractive and scarce
TEL AVIV (type D1): 1921 (27.6.), ‘Tel Aviv Town Council’ pre-printed cover bearing 5m orange used
with fine ‘TEL AVIV / JAFFA’ cds. to Jerusalem with arrival pmk. of same day on reverse, cover little
shortened at right otherwise very fine and attractive, scarce postmark
TEL AVIV (type D28): 1923 (11.12.), registered cover with a nice mixture of five diff. stamps used with
very fine ‘Tel Aviv’ cds. to Gloversville/USA with several backstamps, and another registered cover
with 13m and 5m stamps and same postmark (19.3.26, latest recorded date) to Jerusalem, colourful
covers with small faults
TEL AVIV (type I3, I5 and I23): 1941 (9.2.), censored cover bearing 2 x 4m and 7m def. used from Tel
Aviv to Romania with violet double-line ‘RETURNED TO SENDER / NO SERVICE’ (I5), and a cover from
Jerusalem (9.9.32) to Tel Aviv with boxed ‘UNDELIVERED FOR THE REASON STATED ON THE COVER’
(I23) on front and single-line ‘RETURN TO’ and ‘DECÉDE’ (I3) on reverse (archive holes and some
blemishes), unusual cover pair!
TEL AVIV (type I5 and I7): 1941 (3.4.), registered censored cover bearing 10m grey strip/3 used from
Tel Aviv to Hungary with violet double-line ‘RETURNED TO SENDER / NO SERVICE’ (I5), and a locally
registered cover used within Tel Aviv (9.10.47) with single-line ‘NOT CLAIMED’ (I7) on reverse and returned to sender, minor blemishes nevertheless but an unusual cover pair!
TEL AVIV (type I19): 1938 (20.1.), registered and insured cover bearing 10m and 15m def. used with
oval ‘REGISTERED TEL AVIV’ pmk., blue/white reg. label, red/black ‘Insured’ label and violet doubleline ‘INSURED FR / WEIGHT GR’ instructional marking adressed to Jerusalem with arrival pmk. on
reverse (21.1.), diagonal bend through cover nevertheless attractive and scarce!
TEL AVIV (type I21 and I23): 1942 (11.6.), small local underpaid cover from Jerusalem to Tel Aviv
undelivered and readressed to Jerusalem with tax-markings and postage dues with boxed ‘CHARGE
NOT COLLECTED / FRESH LABEL REQUIRED’ (I21), and another cover from Tel Aviv (14.10.34) to
Jaffa returned with single-line ‘UNKNOWN’ on reverse and boxed ‘UNDELIVERED FOR THE REASON
STATED ON THE COVER’ (I23) on front, some blemishes but an unusual and scarce cover pair!
TEL AVIV (type I23 and I24): 1932/44, two locally adressed covers and one registered cover from
England all returned with several instructional markings incl. different types of boxed or double-line
‘UNDELIVERED FOR THE REASON STATED ON THE COVER’ on front, minor faults nevertheless an attractive and unusual trio!
TEL AVIV (type I25 and I26): 1943/44, three locally adressed registered covers undelivered and returned with several instructional markings incl. different types of violet boxed trilingual ‘Unknown/
Refused/Left/Deceased/Insufficiently adressed’ handstamp, minor blemishes nevertheless an attractive and unusual trio!
TEL AVIV (type I33): 1936/45, three airmail covers to Austria (19.1.36, with ‘found open or damaged’
label closed), to Sweden (20.6.43, censored and red oval ‘O.A.T.’ marking) and to Switzerland
(18.11.45) all with good to fine boxed bilingual instructional marking ‘Weight Poids / Insufficiently
prepaid for air mail’, unusual trio!
TEL AVIV (type AM): 1940 (22.9.), censored airmail cover franked 125mils used from Tel Aviv to Vancouver ensorsed ‘By air Mail via Pacific’ and violet single-line ‘BY AIR TO U.S.A. ONLY’, very attractive
and scarce cover!
TEL AVIV (type AM4): 1945 (24.2.), registered airmail cover from Famagusta/Cyprus to Glasgow with
Tel Aviv transitmark on reverse ((1.3.) and large ‘A.V.2’ on front, roughly opened at top otherwise fine
Cyprus
and scarce cover!
TEL AVIV (type AM4): 1945 (24.1.), registered airmail cover franked 55mils used from Tel Aviv to Cacablanca/Morocco with double censor and large ‘A.V.2’ on front and transitmarks of Tripoli (7.2.) and
Casablanca (16.2.) on reverse, scarce and attractive cover!
TEL AVIV (type EXP2 and EXP3): 1944/45, two covers and one uprated stat. postcard all used with
fine ‘TEL AVIV - EXPRESS’ cds. and large single-line ‘EXPRESS’ to Jerusalem, Haifa or Ramleh with
arrival postmarks on reverse, minor blemishes nevertheless an attractive trio!
TEL AVIV (type PD2): 1932 (27.9.), printed matter to Rishon Le Ziyon with arrival cds. on front and a
locally used folded circular (19.6.36) both with good to fine ‘TEL AVIV / PALESTINE / POSTAGE PAID’
cds. (2 mil.) in red, minor blemishes nevertheless an attractive pair
TEL AVIV (type PD2): 1945/47, two locally used covers and one cover to London all with good ‘TEL
AVIV / PALESTINE / POSTAGE PAID’ cds. (3 mil. or 5 mil.) in red, minor blemishes nevertheless a nice
trio
TEL AVIV (type PD3): 1938/39, two locally used cover fronts and a printed matter to New York all with
very fine ‘TEL AVIV / POSTAGE PAID’ cds. in red, attractive trio!
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3465 TEL AVIV (type PD4): 1942/44, two locally used official folded circulars with very fine ‘TEL AVIV / PALESTINE / POSTAGE PAID’ cds. in red, minor blemishes nevertheless an attractive pair
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3466 TEL AVIV (type PM2 and PM3): 1933/43, four covers or circulars all bearing single 3m yellow-green
P 3467
3468
3469
P 3470

3471
P 3472
P 3473

3474

for printed matter rate cancelled with triangular ‘TLV’ (2) or ‘T.V.’ (2) locally adressed or used to France
or USA , unusual quartet with some faults!
TEL AVIV (type PM3 and PM4): 1945/47, three circulars all bearing single 3m yellow-green for printed
matter rate cancelled with two different types of triangular ‘T.V.’ locally adressed, minor faults nevertheless a nice trio
TEL AVIV (type PM5 and K1): 1946/47, three circulars all bearing single 3m yellow-green for printed
matter rate cancelled with triangular ‘TV’ (2) or with empty triangular (1) locally adressed, minor faults
nevertheless a nice trio
TEL AVIV (type PP3 and M6): 1939/43, cover and folded circular both adressed to USA with 3m or 5m
stamps and fine to very fine ‘TEL AVIV / PARCEL POST’ cds. (PP3) and another locally adressed cover
with very fine ‘TEL-AVIV / POSTAGE / PAID’ machine cancel (M6), attractive trio!
TEL AVIV (type UP3 and UP4): 1930/36, airmail cover to Glasgow and uprated stat. postcard by airmail to Germany both underpaid from Tel Aviv with several tax-markings incl. large ‘T’ (UP2) and a
postcard from South Africa (10.10.38, some toning) to Tel Aviv with circular ‘T 10 CENTIMES’ and
boxed ‘TO PAY / MILS’ endorsed ‘6’ (UP4) and postage dues 4m green and 2m yellow used on arrival
with Tel Aviv cds. dated 18th Oct. 38, nice trio!
TEL AVIV - ALLENBY ROAD (type D2): 1927 (9.1. and 2.10.), two covers bearing single 5m orange to
Jerusalem or a colourful mixture on reverse to Manchester/England both with good to fine ‘TEL AVIV
ALLENBY ROAD B. O.’ cds., small marginal faults
TEL AVIV - DIZENGOFF STREET (type D1): 1938 (4.8.), registered airmail cover franked 33mils used
with very fine ‘DIZENGOFF STREET BO’ cds. (latest recorded date) to Rome/Italy with several transitmarks on reverse, small wrinkles and marginal blemishes
TEL AVIV - HERZL STREET (type D2 and D3): 1946 (23.1.), underpaid airmail cover from London with
several tax-markings incl. boxed ‘TO PAY / MILS’ endorsed ‘80’ with 3 x 20m and 2 x 10m postage
dues affixed on arrival with very fine ‘HERZL ST. B. O. / TEL AVIV’ cds. (D3), and a part of registered
local cover (12.5.39) bearing two definitives with same but other type of postmark (D2, latest recorded date), nice pair
TEL AVIV - LEVANT FAIR (type D3): 1934 (9.5.), local printed matter franked 2m turquise with very fine
‘LEVANT FAIR. TEL AVIV’ cds., light vertical bend otherwise fine

P 3475 TEL AVIV - LEVANT FAIR (type D3): 1934 (30.4.), registered airmail cover from Vienna/Austria franked

S 1.70 adressed to ‘Tel-Aviv, Fair Ground, Pavillon 33’ with fine ‘LEVANT FAIR. TEL AVIV’ arrival cds. on
Austria
reverse, cover shortened at top and small faults
P 3476 TEL AVIV - MEDICAL CONGRESS (type D1): 1934 (26.4.), local philatelic cover bearing single 5m orange with fine ‘TEL AVIV MC’ cds., rare postmark!

P 3477 TEL AVIV - SECOND MACABIA GAMES (type D1): 1935 (7.4.), local philatelic postcard bearing two 2m
P 3478

3479
3480
P 3481
3482

turquise definitives with good to fine ‘SECOND MICCABIAH TEL AVIV’ cds., toned around stamps but a
rare postmark!
TEL AVIV - SHEKHUNAT MONTEFIORI (type D2): 1940 (25.7.), part of an underpaid local circular used
within Tel Aviv with 10m grey postage due with violet boxed ‘Charge not collected / fresh label required’ instructional marking and another 2m yellow and 8m red postage dues used with very fine strike
of ‘Shekhunat Montefiori / Tel Aviv’ cds. dated 25JY/40
TEL AVIV - SHEKHUNAT MONTEFIORI (type D2): 1941 (27.7.), forces cover bearing single 10m grey
with very fine ‘Shekhunat Montefiori / Tel Aviv’ cds. adressed to Jerusalem backstamped Tel Aviv
(27.7.), Field Post Office 201 and Jerusalem (both 28.7.), repaired top left corner otherwise fine
TEL AVIV - TEL NORDAU (type D3): 1945 (7.12.), registered cover franked 25mils to Haifa with arrival
pmk. on reverse (9.12., roughly opened at top) and a registred cover front franked 55mils (16.11.45)
to Belgium both with fine to very fine ‘TEL NORDAU. TEL AVIV’ cds.
TIBERIAS (type D1 state 1): 1919 (12.5.), 1pia dark blue single use on cover with very fine strike of
‘TIBERIAS O. E. T.’ cds. and boxed ‘E.P.C.’ beside adressed to Lucerne/Switzerland with Alexandria
transitmark on reverse (15.5.), vertical bend and some wrinkles but a scarce postmark
TIBERIAS (type D1 state 1): 1920 (6.5.), local cover to Jaffa with good ‘TIBERIAS O. E. T.’ cds. and
arrival pmk. on reverse, faults and repairs but a scarce postmark

P 3483 TIBERIAS (type D1 state 1): 1920 (16.1.), picture postcard with 4m red to Kantara/Egypt used with

very fine strike of ‘TIBERIAS O. E. T.’ cds., picture on reverse ‘Jerusalem von der Westseite’, hinged on
picture side otherwise very fine
3484 TIBERIAS (type D1 state 2 and D2): 1921 (29.3.), picture postcard bearing single 4m red used with
fine ‘TIBERIAS’ cds. (D1, O. E. T. removed) adressed to England (heavy corner bend top right), and a
cover (25.5.23, toned) to Jerusalem and a postcard (4.3.22) to Canada both with good to fine ‘Tiberias’ cds. (D2), nice trio
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3485 TIBERIAS (type D2 and D3): 1934 (13.12.), local cover franked 5mils with fine ‘Tiberias’ cds. (D2), and

two postcards to Austria (10.4.36) franked 8mils or by airmail to Switzerland (25.11.35) franked
10mils both with fine ‘Tiberias’ cds. of other type (D3), nice trio
P 3486 TIBERIAS (type D6): 1921 (12.5.), local postcard franked 5mils with very fine ‘Tiberias’ cds. and a
First Flight cover ‘Cyprus to Palestine’ used to Tiberias with very fine arrival cds. (23.4.32) on front,
Cyprus
violet single-line ‘NOT CLAIMED’ on front and boxed ‘RETURN TO ______’ on reverse, nice pair!

b/Ak

120,-

b/Ak

120,-

b

120,-

b

250,-

b

120,-

b

120,-

b

100,-

b

250,-

b

250,-

b

250,-

b

250,-

b

250,-

b

120,-

b

100,-

b

250,-

b

250,-

b

250,-

b

120,-

b

120,-

3487 TIBERIAS (type D7 and D8): 1940 (24.8.), colourful registered cover with seven diff. definitives used to

India censored and with many transitmarks on reverse and a local printed matter (17.9.47) with single
3m both with fine ‘Tiberias’ cds. (D7), and another registered cover of the Anglo-Palestine Bank Limited
(6.11.46) to Haifa with ‘Tiberias’ cds. of other type (D8), small faults on reverse of covers otherwise fine
P 3488 TUL KARM (type D1 state 1): 1920 (13.1.), O.A.S. cover bearing single 1pia dark blue used with fine
‘OETA EEF / TUL KERAM’ cds. adressed to Alexandria/Egypt with arrival cds. on reverse (15.1.), scarce postmark on a nice cover
P 3489 TUL KARM (type D1 state 3): 1920 (7.9.), local cover from Haifa bearing single 5m orange used to Tul
Karm with fine ‘TUL / KERAM’ cds. (8.9.20), minor blemishes

3490 TUL KARM (type D1 state 4): 1920 (1.10.), local cover from Haifa bearing single 5m orange used to
Tul Karm with fine ‘TUL / KAREM’ cds. (1.10.20, earliest recorded date), minor blemishes

3491 TUL KARM (type D2): 1922 (27.2.), telegram receipt with fine strike of ‘TULKERAM’ cds., small marginal faults

P 3492 TUL KARM (type D3): 1923 (6.11.), underpaid cover from London adressed to Sarafand redirected to

P 3493

P 3494

P 3495

P 3496

3497
P 3498

Tul Karm with tax-markings incl. boxed ‘TO PAY / 10 / MILLIEMES’ and postage dues 8m violet and
2m blue-green used on arrival with very fine ‘TULKAREM’ cds. (21.11.23), backstamped Kantara-Haifa TPO North (15.11. and 21.11.) and Ludd Junction (20.11.), very attractive and scarce cover!
TUL KARM (type D3): 1923 (8.12.), underpaid cover from London adressed to Roshpina redirected to
Sarafand and then to Tul Karm with tax-markings incl. boxed ‘TO PAY / 10 / MILLIEMES’ and postage
dues 4m red and 1m brown (two each) used on arrival with very fine ‘TULKAREM’ cds. (22.12.23),
backstamped Kantara-Haifa TPO North (17.12.), Ludd Junction, Haifa (both 20.12.), Kantara-Haifa
TPO South (19. and 22.12.), minor blemishes nevertheless a very attractive and scarce cover!
TUL KARM (type D3): 1924 (27.5.), underpaid cover from England adressed to Tul Karm with tax-markings incl. boxed ‘TO PAY / 10 / MILLIEMES’ and vert. pairs of postage dues 4m red and 1m brown
used on arrival with very fine ‘TULKAREM’ cds. (9.6.24) and Kantara-Haifa TPO North (9.6.) transitmark on reverse, very attractive and scarce cover!
TUL KARM (type D3 and D9): 1924 (1.1.), underpaid cover from London adressed to Roshpina redirected to Sarafand and then to Tul Karm with tax-markings incl. boxed ‘TO PAY / 10 / MILLIEMES’ and
postage dues 8m violet and 2m blue-green used on arrival with very fine ‘TULKAREM’ cds. (16.1.24),
backstamped Kantara-Haifa TPO North (several dates) and Tulkarem (type D9), roughly opened at top
and some wrinkles nevertheless an attractive and scarce cover!
TUL KARM (type D9): 1924 (21.5.), underpaid cover from Bath/England adressed to Tul Karm with
tax-markings incl. boxed ‘TO PAY / 10 / MILLIEMES’ and postage dues 8m violet and 2m blue-green
affixed on reverse and used on arrival with very fine ‘TULKAREM’ cds. (29.5.24) and Kantara-Haifa
TPO North (29.5.) transitmark, attractive and scarce cover!
YAJUR NESHER (type D4): 1945/47, three airmail covers to France incl. two registered with a nice
mixture of definitives used with very fine ‘Yajur Nesher’ pmks. and the reg. covers with transitmarks
of Haifa and Jerusalem and arrival cds., minor faults nevertheless a nice trio!
YOKNEAM (type D1): 1944 (15.2.), cover bearing 10mils grey used on opening day of the Post Office
with very fine violet double-circle ‘YOKNEAM’ cds. locally adressed

P 3499 ZIKHRON YA’AQOV (type D1 state 1): 1920 (9.6.), cover franked 1pia dark blue used with fine ‘ZAMP 3500

P 3501

3502

P 3503
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MARIN / OETA EEF’ cds. to London with Pal TPO (Jerusalem-Ludd TPO) transitmark on front and Lewisham arrival cds. on reverse (22.6.), some toning!
ZIKHRON YA’AQOV (type D1 state 2): 1920 (22.10.), cover with colourful 10mils franking on reverse
(1m dark brown, 2m green, 3m brown and 4m red) used with very fine ‘ZAMMARIN’ cds. (‘OETA EEF’
removed) to London with Haifa-Kantara TPO South transitmark (23.10.), some tonespots nevertheless an attractive cover!
ZIKHRON YA’AQOV (type D2 and D4): 1921 (4.7.), official cover ‘Waad Leumi (National Council) of the
Jews of Palestine’ from Jerusalem with very fine ‘ZICRON’ arrival cds. (D2) and Haifa transitmark
(5.7.), and another airmail cover franked 13mils used with poor double-circle ‘ZICRON JACOB’ pmk.
(13.3.1923, D4) adressed to to Lithuania with arrival cds. on reverse (26.3.), minor blemishes!
ZIKHRON YA’AQOV (type D5 and D6): 1939 (3.4.), airmail cover franked 10mils used with very fine
‘ZIKHRON YAAQOV’ cds. (D6, earliest recorded date), and another airmail cover franked 10mils used
with fine double-circle ‘ZIKHRON YA’AQOV’ pmk. (10.8.1939, D5, latest recorded date), both covers
adressed to Glasgow, minor marginal blemishes
ZIKHRON YA’AQOV (type D5 and D6): 1939 (3.11.), registered cover franked 18mils used with fine
‘ZIKHRON YAAQOV’ cds. (D6) to Jerusalem backstamped Tel Aviv and Jerusalem (both 5.11.), and
another cover franked 5mils used with double-circle ‘ZIKHRON YA’AQOV’ pmk. (D5, 19.4.40) to Bat
Gan with arrival cds. on reverse (21.4.), nice cover pair
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PHILIPPINEN
see also 1478, 3766, 8351, 8221

P 3504 1844 (Aug 18th), Entire from Manila to London ‘per „Bentinck” with large rect framed ‘’CALCUTTA/
G.P.O./SHIPLETTER/18 NO 18/1844’’ transit h/s in red and red London arrival cds (9th Jan 45) on
back, red boxed ‘’INDIA’’ on face.

b

100,-

b

300,-

g
(*)

130,100,-

GA

2.500,-

d

150,-

d

150,-

d

150,-

d

150,-

d

150,-

b

P 3504A 1848, VP - Brief von MANILA via SINGAPORE per «overland» nach LONDON. Brief gefaltet bzw. Altersspuren

P 3505 1854, 2 Reales green, horizontal pair, wide margins at all side, colour a little bit washed-out, fine
dotted cancel, on reverse old signature. Cat.val 440,--

4

P 3505A 1870/80, interessantes Lot mit Farbandrucken, Farbvarianten, ansehen.
P 3506 1880 UPU surcharge 3c/50c, tied by oval cancel of crosses in association with Manila dispatch
datestamp. Alongside German arrival cds. Extremely rare commercial usage of this stationery. An
additional selection of 10 mint stationery cards showing various typical varieties: broken frames,
different lettering etc. Exceptional lot for students of this early postal stationery card.

P 3506A 1884, Three order forms from Manila adressed to London, Liverpool and Saigon, all with high franking and tied by blue signature mark, fold and tiny border faults, usual punch holes, fine and scarce
group (T)

P 3506B 1884, Order form from Manila, amount 5 Pesos 88 Cmos., with 23 x 25c. dark brown in blocks and
strips, 4 x 2c. and 5c., all tied by blue signature mark, fold and tiny border faults, usual punch holes,
fine and scarce (T)
Sc. 76, 81, 88

3506C 1884, Order form from Manila adressed to Manchester, amount 16 Pesos 1 Cmos., with 23 x 25c.
dark brown in blocks and strips, 3 x 2c., 10c. and 20c., all tied by blue signature mark, fold and tiny Sc. 76, 85,
border faults, usual punch holes, fine and scarce (T)
87, 88

P 3506D 1884, Order form from Manila adressed to Hong Kong, amount 2 Pesos 99 Cmos., with 11 x 25c.
dark brown in strips, 2 x 2c. and 20c., all tied by blue signature mark, fold and tiny border faults,
usual punch holes, fine and scarce (T)
Sc. 76, 87, 88

3506E 1884, Order form from Manila adressed to Barcelona, amount 26 Pesos 65 Cmos., with 26 x 25c.
dark brown in blocks and strips, 3 x 10c. and 5c., all tied by blue signature mark, fold and tiny border
faults, usual punch holes, fine and scarce (T)
Sc. 81, 85, 88

P 3507 1889 registered cover from Manila to St.Louis, franked with 8c oval overprint “Union Gral Universal”
on 2 4/8c ultramarine (1st retouch), a horizontal strip of four all tied by Manila datestamp. Endorsed
“via Hong Kong y San Francisco de California”. On reverse REGISTERED / MAY 10 1889 / San Francisco, Cal. datestamp. Part top flap missing due to rough opening. Rare multiple usage of 8C stamp,
paying triple rate Reg.
Sc. 105 (4)

P 3508 1895, 2 C. blau GSK von MANILA nach HAMBURG, Bedarfskarte.
3509 1897 stationery card 2c blue King Alfonso XIII, sent to Bremen, cancelled by Manila cds, arrival Twist-

GA

800,100,-

ringen cds. Endorsement in red ink “Via Hong Kong”. Scarce usage of this stationery card.

GA

150,-

GA

650,-

Ak
GA

100,Gebot

b

250,-

*
GA

1.600,100,-

g

800,-

b

100,-

e

400,-

e

400,-

P 3509A 1899, USA 1 C. grün als Zusfr. auf 1 C. schwarz GSK mit rs. seltenem Bildzudruck «Bambusmattenträger ...» und «MIL. STA. No. 1 MANILA PHIL. ISLANDS» nach DÜSSELDORF, Nachsendung KARLSBAD. Seltene Bild - GSK.
PC 7

P 3510 1900, 2 C. rot auf Lithokarte (Puente de Espana) mit Duplexstempel «MIL. STA. No. 1 PHILIPPINE ISLANDS MANILA» nach BISCHOFFSZELL, Schweiz.

3511 1900, 2 c. postal stationery double card United States with overprint „PHILIPPINES”, unused, fine
H/G P 22
P 3512 1901, 5 C. ultramarin (Paar) auf Bedarfsbrief von MANILA, rs. blaue Siegelvignette «KAISERLICH
DEUTSCHES KONSULAT * IN MANILA *» an das «Kommando des Kreuzergeschwaders in Shanghai»,
Nachsendung TSINGTAU, selten.
211 (2)

P 3513 1903/04, definitives stamps of USA optd. ‘PHILIPPINES’ complete set to $5 mint heavy hinged
and some gum faults, scarce set with Diena certificate for the Dollar values, Mi. € 3.000,-- (Scott
226/40)
222/35, 236

3514 1904/08, zwei 2 C. schwarz GSK mit Duplex - Stempel MANILA P.I. «4» und «5» nach ESSEN
Scott UX 6 (2)
P 3515 1904, Marshall 1903 issue 5$ green red surcharged PHILIPPINES, tied by face free clear part strike
of MANILA cds., fine and a very scarce stamp, signed Gebr. Senf Leipzig, Michel catalogue value Mi. 235, Sc.
5.000,- Euro
239

P 3516 1907, 16 C. schwarz und 20 C. ockerbraun als Einschreiben von ILOILO via «Canal de Suez» nach
INTERLAKEN, Schweiz.

243, 244

P 3517 1919, photo-card The Aero Club of the Philippines Mis Ruth Law with Nr. 590 C and the first airmail
service used on April 4’th and 5, 1919 with violett triangle-cancel.

P 3518 1925, 11.12. Erstflug Romblon - Manila mit U.S. Militärflugboot auf Ganzsachenkarte mit Zusatzfrankatur. Extrem seltene Pionierflugpost, da nur 8 Belege befördert wurden.
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PORTUGIESISCH-INDIEN
see also 1436

P 3519 1776, COCHIN Dutch Period: Commercial letter dated ‘Cochin December 2nd 1776’ to Lisboa,
endorsed at arrival ‘pela nau da India’ (By India’s vessel) at June 17th 1777.

b

2.000,-

b

8.500,-

b

3.000,-

b

3.000,-

b

750,-

b

8.000,-

b

6.000,-

b

3.000,-

b

3.000,-

b

1.000,-

b

1.000,-

b

1.500,-

b

2.000,-

b

1.200,-

b

2.000,-

b

3.000,-

b

2.500,-

b

10.000,-

P 3520 1820, The Goa Correio Maritimo Cancel: Letter from Goa to Lisboa dated March 13th 1820, be-

aring the ‘’COR°MARITIMO’’ straightliner in black. A fine letter, and a scarce handstamp. ONE OF
ONLY THREE COVERS KNOWN.
P 3521 1820 ca: Outer cover from Goa, transported to Lisboa by ‘’Charrua S. João Magnonimo’’, bearing
the ‘’COR°MARITIMO’’ s/l, rated 800 Reis for a heavy letter.

P 3522 1821 ca: Outer cover from Goa to Lisboa, with ‘’GOA’’ handstamp (in 1821 Correio Maritimo was
changed to Correio de Goa), rated 400 reis. Some creases at left but an early cover bearing the
GOA handstamp.
P 3523 1827, Folded letter from Goa to Lisboa, dated January 12th 1827, with the ‘’COR°MARITIMO’’ handstamp, and rated 80 reis, fine.

P 3524 1839, Third mail from Goa to Lisboa after the new routes and rates of the 1837 Postal Contract

P 3525

P 3526

P 3527

P 3528
P 3529

P 3530

P 3531
P 3532
P 3533

P 3534

P 3535

P 3536
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came into operation: Entire from Goa to Lisboa via Alexandria, dated July 22nd 1839, with ‘’GOA’’
and ‘’PAGOV PORTE/DO COR°’’ handstamps in red, Lisboa ‘’POR ALEXANDRIA’’ h/s and arrival
cds (29th September) in blue. A fine, attractive and scarce letter. (M)
1839, First mail from Goa to Lisboa after the new routes and rates of the 1837 Postal Contract
came into operation: Entire from Goa to Lisboa via Alexandria, dated May 10th 1839, with ‘’GOA’’
and ‘’PAGOV PORTE/DO COR°’’ handstamps in red, Lisboa ‘’POR ALEXANDRIA’’ h/s and arrival
cds (6th July) in blue. A fine, attractive and scarce letter. (M)
1842, Letter from the QUEEN OF SUNDEM to QUEEN MARIA of Portugal, hand carried from Sundem to Goa, posted on February 18th 1842, with postage paid until Alexandria as indicated by
‘’P.P./GOA’’ h/s in red, with ‘’10/LISBOA/4’’ arrival cds and boxed ‘’POR ALEXANDRIA’’ h/s both
in blue, rated ‘’300’’ reis for an Alexandria-Lisboa Mediterranean letter. (M)
1842, Entire letter from Goa to Santarém, inland Portugal in closed bag via Bombay, Suez, Alexandria, Gibraltar to Lisboa, dated October 21st 1842, arrived on December 10th, rated 120 reis
to Lisboa, and 25 reis for inland route. With red ‘’P.P./GOA’’ h/s (Type II) and ‘’10/LISBOA/12’’
arrival backstamps, boxed ‘’POR ALEXANDRIA’’ in blue on face.
1843, Hand carried letter from Goa to Lisboa, endorsed ‘’P.E.F.’’ (hand carried), dated April 25th
1843, with ‘’24 / LISBOA / 7’’ (24th July) blue Lisboa arrival cds, and framed ‘’FRANCA’’ in blue
as it was exempted from tax, fine and attractive.
1843, Entire from Goa to Lisboa endorsed at back ‘No.80’ (pre-payment) and ‘18 11/5 43’ (May
11th), no other despatch mark, with blue ‘’9 LISBOA 7’’ oval arrival dater alongside, boxed ‘’POR
ALEXANDRIA’’, framed ‘’FRANCA’’ and ‘’240’’ (reis) handstamps in blue on face. The tax of 240
reis was crossed out as the addressee was a Member of the Parlament. Endorsed ‘Pelo Vapor de
Mayo’ means ‘By May’s Steamer’. An interesting letter.
1844, Entire from Goa to Lisboa, dated October 22nd, with ‘’P.P./GOA’’ h/s in brown (or faded red)
along with boxed ‘’9/LISBOA/12’’ arrival d/s in blue on reverse, with blue boxed ‘’PAR ALEXANDRIA’’ and blue ‘’120’’ h/s on front. The 120 (reis) was the rate for Mediterranean letter by British
packet up to 1/8 ounce.
1845, The UNIQUE small GOA handstamp ‘’P.P./GOA’’ on reverse of entire letter to Lisboa, dated
August 18th, arrival backstamp (Oct 11th), boxed blue ‘’POR ALEXANDRIA’’ and ‘’120’’ rate h/s
on front.
1847, Heavy letter from Goa (Sep 20th) to Lisboa (Nov 7th) rated 960 reis (m/s) for weight up to
1oz, with ‘’GOA/P.P.’’ h/s and blue boxed arrival d/s on reverse, boxed ‘’POR ALEXANDRIA’’ in
blue on face.
1849, MARGÃO handstamp: Entire from Margão to Lisboa via Goa, dated May 7th 1849, with
small red ‘’Margão//P.P.’’ h/s at left of larger ‘’GOA/P.P.’’ transit h/s in brown on reverse, Lisboa
arrival d/s (July 26th) alongside, blue boxed Alexandria transit h/s and blue ‘’240’’ (reis) h/s (for
a 1,5 to 2/8 oz letter) on front. EARLIEST RECORDED MARGÃO CANCELLATION!
1851, Postage paid to Alexandria with rate inscribed: ‘’P.P. the Alexandria 2-0-12’’ m/s on reverse of entire letter from Goa (written July 14th, dated Goa P.O. July 17th) to Lisboa, with brown
‘’GOA/P.P.’’ h/s on back, boxed ‘’POR ALEXANDRIA’’ and ‘’120’’ tax h/s both in blue along with
‘’LEY DE 20/4 50 - 5 Rs’’ oval h/s on front. ONE OF ONLY TWO LETTERS KNOWN WITH ALEXANDRIA-plus-DATE NOTE.
1851, Postage paid to Alexandria with rate inscribed: ‘’P.P. the Al_n_a 2-2-18’’ m/s on reverse of
entire letter from Goa (dated Aug 22nd) to Lisboa (Oct 27), with brown ‘’GOA/P.P.’’ h/s and blue
arrival oval h/s on back, boxed ‘’POR ALEXANDRIA’’ and ‘’180’’ tax h/s both in blue along with
‘’LEY (DE ...) - 5 Rs’’ oval h/s on front. THE OTHER OF THE TWO LETTERS KNOWN WITH ALEXANDRIA-plus-DATE NOTE.
1855, REGISTERED letter: Entire from Goa to Lisboa sent registered with ‘’SEGURA’’ handstamp,
from Goa with red doubly framed ‘’GOA/P.P.’’ h/s and endorsed ‘Pagou 120 reis’ on back, and on
front with ‘Porto pago até Lisboa’ (paid to Lisbon), ‘Segura’ m/s, boxed ‘’POR ALEXANDRIA’’, framed ‘’FRANCA’’ and ‘’120’’ h/s. One of the scarce Registered pre-philatelic letters from Portuguese colonies. (Only 3 from Brazil, two from India and one from Macao are known up today.)
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P 3537 1857, BICHOLIM P.P.: Postage paid letter from Bardez (March 14th) to Nova Goa by Bicholim mail
with ‘’Bicholim / P.P.’’ handstamp in brown on reverse. Minor opening faults otherwise a fine
letter. ONE OF ONLY TWO LETTERS KNOWN WITH THIS BICHOLIM MARK.

b

4.000,-

b

3.000,-

b

2.000,-

b

4.000,-

b

4.000,-

b

4.000,-

b

4.000,-

b

5.000,-

b

1.500,-

b

1.500,-

b

5.000,-

b

5.000,-

b

2.000,-

b

2.000,-

b

1.500,-

b

2.500,-

b

8.000,-

P 3538 1858, BICHOLIM LIVRE: Letter from Sanquelim (Jan 18th 1858) to Nova Goa through Bicholim
Post Office (endorsed ‘Pello correio de Bicholim’), with red ‘’Bicholim / Livre’’ handstamp in faint
red along with negative sender seal (Administrasao ...) on reverse. THE ONLY LETTER KNOWN
WITH THIS HANDSTAMP.

P 3539 1859/60, The framed ‘’P.BRIT°’’ handstamp on two letters from same correspondence Goa-Arrayolos ‘via-de-Suez’ (m/s) sent December 20th 1859 and October 20th 1860, resp., showing the
rate differences and corresponding markings. For the first one with ‘’150’’ h/s 150 reis were
collected from addressee while for the second one (bearing the boxed ‘’FRANCA’’ h/s and endorsed ‘Pagou porte até Lisboa’) all charges were paid to Lisboa. Both letters with ‘’GOA P.P.’’ despatch and Lisboa arrival backstamps. (M)

P 3540 1859, PONDA P.P.: Entire letter from Ponda (June 27th) to Bombay via Goa, backstamped ‘’Ponda
/ P.P.’’ (Postage Paid) in red, doubly framed ‘’GOA/P.P.’’ in red and ‘Bombay G.P.O.’ arrival cds
(July 6th), red Vengorla transit cds (July 1st) on front, fine and scarce. THE FIRST OF ONLY TWO
LETTERS RECORDED.

P 3541 1859, PONDA P.P.: Entire letter from Mardol near Ponda (Sep 2nd) to Nova Goa, backstamped
‘’Pondá / P.P.’’ (Postage Paid) in red. (Mardol did not have a Post office until 1871, and mail despatched from the next P.O. at Ponda.) A fine and scarce letter. THE LATER OF ONLY TWO LETTERS
RECORDED.

P 3542 1860, MARGÃO LIVRE: Official cover (‘S.N.R.’) from Margão to Governor General of India (or c/o),
dated July 3rd 1860, with ‘’Margão / Livre’’ handstamp in orange-red (denotes free franking for
official mail) on reverse. ONE OF ONLY TWO LETTERS KNOWN.

P 3543 1860, MARGÃO P.P.: Folded cover from Margão (Sep 24th) to Nova Goa (Pangim), with ‘’Margão
/ P.P.’’ handstamp on back showing that the ‘0-0-15’ (m/s) postage was paid. ONE OF ONLY TWO
COVERS KNOWN.

P 3544 1860 (or 1866?), MARGÃO P.N.P.: Letter from Margão (April 21st) to the Secretary of the Governor General of India at Pangim, the capital of Goa’s territory, with black ‘’Margão / P.N.P.’’ (postage not paid) handstamp on reverse. ONE OF ONLY TWO LETTERS KNOWN.

P 3545 1862, Prepaid to Bombay: Folded cover from Goa (Jan 21st 1862) to Lisboa (Feb 23rd) via Bombay, Alexandria and Gibraltar. The sender paid the charge to Bombay only (endorsed ‘Pagou athe
Bombaim’ on reverse) leaving the rate for the Bombay-Lisboa route to the addressee. This unusual covers bears the doubly framed ‘’GOA’’ h/s, reg. number ‘’N 44’ and boxed Lisboa arrival d/s on
reverse, boxed ‘’POR ALEXANDRIA’’ and ‘’150’’ h/s on front.

P 3546 1862, Local cover Goa: Internal folded cover endorsed ‘P.P.’ and ‘30 rs’ (postage paid 30 reis),
with faint red ‘’GOA/P.P.’’ handstamp on reverse. THE ONLY KNOWN LOCAL LETTER FROM THIS
PERIOD.

P 3547 1866, MAPUÇÁ LIVRE: Official letter from Mapuçá (May 19th) to Nova Goa, with red/brown ‘’Mapuçá / Livre’’ handstamp on back, doubly framed ‘’GOA’’ h/s in red on front, fine. ONE OF ONLY
TWO LETTERS KNOWN.

P 3548 1867, MARGÃO P.P.: Folded cover plus letter from Margão (June 23rd) to the Post Office Director
at Pangim, with a request to forward urgently the enclosure, red ‘’Margão’’ and ‘’P.P.’’ handstamps on reverse. ONE OF ONLY TWO COVERS KNOWN.

P 3549 1868, Entire from Goa (June 4th) to Lisboa (July 11th), sent in closed bag via Bombay, fully paid by
sender as the note ‘Pagou 150 reis’ on back and the Lisbon ‘’FRANCA’’ in oval h/s show, with doubly
framed ‘’GOA/P.P.’’ h/s in red and Lisbon arrival d/s on back, boxed ‘’POR ALEXANDRIA’’ on face.

P 3550 1868, Printed matter, dated Bombay May 6th, to Pangim with ‘’GOA’’ and ‘’P.N.P.’’ (Postage Not
Paid) handstamps in black which were crossed out. A very fine and scarce printed matter. (Only
three letters known with the ‘’P.N.P.’’ handstamp!)

P 3551 1869, Receipt of a letter posted in Goa on August 25th 1869, and addressed to Portugal. The
total charge of ‘1/2/18’ (inscribed) for a letter up to 2/4 tolas was paid. Some little stains but a
scarce receipt bearing the doubly framed ‘’GOA’’ handstamp in lilac.

P 3552 1869, Printed matter from Goa (July 27th) to Villa da Feira, Portugal arriving Lisbon September
3rd, endorsed ‘Pagou 20 reis’ on back showing that the charge was paid at Goa, with lilac doubly
framed ‘’GOA/P.P.’’ h/s, Lisboa transit cds and Feira arrival cds on back, boxed ‘’POR ALEXANDRIA’’ and ‘’FRANCA’’ in oval at front. Minor imperfections on back flap and few little stains but a
scarce printed matter (‘O discurso do commisario dos estudos de Goa na abertura das aulas do
lyceu, no.1° de julho de 1869’).

P 3553 1870, MARGÃO P.N.P.: Urgent letter from Margão (Sep 27th) to Mapuçá with ‘’Margão / P.N.P.’’
(postage not paid) handstamp in black with date and ‘20 reis’ m/s on reverse, endorsed ‘P.N.P.’
and ‘urgente’ on front. Minor imperfections but a scarce handstamp. THE LATER OF ONLY TWO
LETTERS RECORDED.
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P 3554 1871, Re-directed cover Goa-Lisboa-Mafra, fully paid (‘Pagou 150 reis’ m/s) at Goa (dated Apr
25th 1871, with doubly framed ‘’GOA/P.P.’’ h/s in lilac) arriving Lisbon (part of arrival b/s, boxed
Alexandria transit h/s and ‘’FRANCA’’ in oval), and re-directed to Mafra (the royal town close to
Lisboa) with boxed ‘’MAFRA’’ handstamp. Envelope not perfect (stainy, right bag flap missing) but
an unusual and scarce cover.

b
g

1.200,180,-

115A

g

100,-

110

b

200,-

48, 142

b

200,-

GA

60,-

b

60,-

b

200,-

b
**

350,200,-

415 (2)

b

100,-

445/52 (3)

**

70,-

*

100,-

GA

50,-

b

450,-

**/g

300,-

**

150,-

Block 12a

**

120,-

65 proof (2)

**

150,-

p/**

240,-

71 proof (2)

**

150,-

341/54 (3)

**

140,-

SPEC

100,-

SPEC

300,-

(*)

380,-

P 3555 1871, Freimarke: Ziffernzeichnung 10 R schwarz, gestempelt, Zähnung etwas unregelmäßig.
1C
P 3555A 1880-81, 1t on 10r green, Perf 12¾, used 1882 with parts of Goa cds, weak brownish gum patches
otherwise fine. (Mi. 360,- €)

P 3556 1881 (ca.), cover to Bombay with 6 R on 25 R, envelope roughly opened (small skip) and minor soiling/small faults as usual.

P 3557 1882 (ca.), cover from DAMAO to Bombay with 5 R black and 4 1/2 R olive, envelope roughly opened
(small skip on upper margin) and light patina as usual.

P 3558 1893, KL I. 6r green on India QV ¼a PS card written on board s/s ‘’Kaveri’’, and sent 15th Nov 1893

from Mormugão O.A. to Birur (Mysore State) via and per railway (H.I.OUT/Set No.3 cds), with all related postmarks. Top right corner of card missing and trace of vertical and horizontal folds, but a very
155 + PS
unusual card.
P 3559 1911, 3x 1 Real bisected on 2 Reis and 3 Reis bisected on 2 T used on envelope from Nova-Goa sent
238 (3), 248
to Poessneck, Germany

P 3560 1917, Registered cover from Nova Goa with red registration label to Zurich Switzerland, several cen-

sor marks and label, arrival mark on reverse, stamps with few toned perfs and light border crease,
fine and very attractive!
P 3561 (1917), frankierter Rotkreuzbrief mit violettem «Commission portugaise des Prisonniers de Guerre
LISBONNE» und grünem Zensurstempel von «INDIA PORTGUESA VERIFICADA (3) CENSURA MILITAR»
272
nach GENEVÊ, Schweiz, selten.
P 3562 1922, Freimarken: Schnitterin, 8 Werte tadellos postfrisch, Mi. für * €140,-.
361 - 368

P 3563 1942, „SERVICE SUSPENDET ..” und „AIR MAIL SERVICE NOT AVAILABLE....” auf Brief von „NOVA GOA
17 OCT 42” mit Paar 9 Tgs. nach Paris, sehr ungewöhnlicher Beleg mit britischer Zensur!,

P 3564 1949, Hl. Maria of Fatima complete set in horizontal strips of three, mint never hinged, scarce strips!
Mi. € 240,-- +

P 3565 1951, Heiliges Jahr 3 R. rotbraun im senkrechten Paar davon die obere Marke nur am Oberrand ge-

zähnt und die untere Marke nur dreiseitig gezähnt, Gummimängel und diagonaler Bug im Unterrand464 var.
bereich, bildseitig sehr dekorativ!

QATAR
3566 1954, Air letter - 6 p. aerogramme from Great Britain (LF7) overprinted with ‘6 Annas’ and 2 black
bars on britsh val. Clear strike „DOHA 12 AP 54”,

P 3567 1961/1966, Mixed currency registered airmail cover, 1 Rupie revalued with 1 Riyal and 20 np from

1961 together on cover from Doha to Netherland, cancelled „REGISTERED 31 JY 68 DOHA QATAR”,
28, 169
rare.
P 3568 1965 FISHES, 22 proofs from Harrison & Sons Ltd London : horizontal pair of the 5 N.P. black color
printing missing, horizontal pair of 1 Ryal, Magenta and Cyanblue printing missing , vertical pairs of 5
N.P. and 2 Ryal magenta, blue and yellow color missing, vertical pair of 2 N.P. magenta, blue and
yellow color missing, vertical pairs of 1 N.P. and 75 N.P magenta, blue and yellow color missing, vertical pairs of 15 N.P. and 3 Ryals magenta, blue and yellow color missing and last vertical pair of the
30 N.P. colors missing. A rare offer neatly mounted on album leaves. (MA1).
P 3568A 1965, Fishes, complete issue wit 17 values perforated and 17 values imperforated, mint never hin72/88 A/B
ged, rare sets!

P 3569 1966, Aufdruckblock „U.N.20th Anniversary” mit Währungsaufdruck 40 Dirham, winzige Auflage,selten.

P 3570 1966, Centenary of ITU 2np. imperforate progressive DIE PROOF vertical pair in BLUE only with additonal two part proofs on right side, mint never hinged

P 3571 1966, ‘Centenary of International Telecommunications’, 2 np. Proof, vertical pair from the upper left
sheet margin, color brown, not perf.

65 proof

P 3572 1966, Centenary of ITU 1r. imperforate progressive DIE PROOF vertical pair in GREEN only with additonal two part proofs on right side, mint never hinged

P 3573 1968, Sheikh Ahmed and country impressions complete set in horiz. or vertical strips of three, mint
never hinged, Mi. € 480,-- +

P 3574 1970 approx., 30 Dirhams Air-letter with design ‘Sheik Ahmed bin Ali al-Thani and Mosque’, at reverse
punched „SPECIMEN”, very rare. Little spoiling at the fold. (T).

P 3575 1979, 50th Anniv of International bureau of Education. Both stamps 35 and 80 d. not perf., mounted
on Harrisson & Sons LTD printers archive card, ovpt. „SPECIMEN”, very rare.

770-71 proof

P 3576 1980, Independancy, 4 values as final progressive proof, size 14,3:20,3 cm, on ungummed paper,
showing the colours of the printing process as stripes at left. Attractive and rare! (T)
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RAS AL KHAIMA
P 3577 1968, 50 Dirham “Marielle Goitschel - Winter Olympic Champions, Grenoble 1968” with UNRECOR-

P 3578

P 3579

P 3580

P 3581

P 3582

DED SURCHARGE “5 DHS” at bottom right and the same in arabic at top left, on piece on fragment of
presumable commercial mail cancelled “RAS AL KHAIMA ...”. An extremely rare stamp that has not
yet been catalogued in Michel, Stanley Gibbons, Scott or Yvert, the small printing of this surcharged
provisional was probably completely used up for commercial mail, only a few copies have been recorded up to date. A VERY RARE STAMP AND ONE OF THE MAJOR RARITY OF RAS AL KHAIMA. The basic
stamp without surcharge is Michel # 253.
1968, 1.50 Riyal “Jean-Claude Killi & Guy Perillat” - Winter Olympic Champions, Grenoble 1968” with
UNRECORDED SURCHARGE “5 DHS” at bottom right and the same in arabic at top left, on piece on
fragment of presumable commercial mail cancelled “RAS AL KHAIMA ...”. An extremely rare and very
fine stamp that has not yet been catalogued in Michel, Stanley Gibbons, Scott or Yvert, the small
printing of this surcharged provisional was probably completely used up for commercial mail, only a
few copies have been recorded up to date. A VERY RARE STAMP AND ONE OF THE MAJOR RARITY OF
RAS AL KHAIMA. The basic stamp without surcharge is Michel # 255.
1968, 1.50r “Winter Olympic Champions, Grenoble 1968” with UNRECORDED SURCHARGE “5 dhs” at
bottom right and the same in arabic at top left, cancelled with two partial strikes of “RAS AL KHAIMA ...”
cds. Horizontal and diagonal crease, and traces of usage otherwise fine. An extremely rare stamp that
has not yet been catalogued in Michel, Stanley Gibbons, Scott or Yvert, the small printing of this surcharged provisional was probably completely used up for commercial mail, only two single example has been
recorded up to date. PROBABLY ONE OF THE RAREST OF ALL GOLF STATES STAMPS AND A MAJOR RARITY OF RAS AL KHAIMAH. The basic stamp without surcharge is Michel # 255.
1968, 1.50r “Winter Olympic Champions, Grenoble 1968” with UNRECORDED SURCHARGE “5 dhs”
at bottom right and the same in arabic at top left, tied by “RAS AL KHAIMA 7.2.70” cds to piece of
airmail cover, missing perf at left and weak stains otherwise fine. An extremely rare stamp that has
not yet been catalogued in Michel, Stanley Gibbons, Scott or Yvert, the small printing of this surcharged provisional was probably completely used up for commercial mail, only two single example has
been recorded up to date. PROBABLY ONE OF THE RAREST OF ALL GOLF STATES STAMPS AND A
MAJOR RARITY OF RAS AL KHAIMAH. The basic stamp without surcharge is Michel # 255.
1968, 1r “Winter Olympic Champions, Grenoble 1968” with UNRECORDED SURCHARGE “5 dhs” at bottom right and the same in arabic at top left, tied by “RAS AL KHAIMA ...71” cds to piece of airmail cover,
missing perf at right and a gap at top covered by a three-perf-piece otherwise fine. An extremely rare
stamp that has not yet been catalogued in Michel, Stanley Gibbons, Scott or Yvert, the small printing of
this surcharged provisional was probably completely used up for commercial mail, only this single example has been recorded up to date. PROBABLY ONE OF THE RAREST OF ALL GOLF STATES STAMPS AND A
MAJOR RARITY OF RAS AL KHAIMAH. The basic stamp without surcharge is Michel # 254.
1969, Printed airmail envelope (Bustan Hotel, Dubai-Trucial States) to Germany franked with pair of the
scarce 1966 5dh on 75np, 1966 15dh on 15np and 1967 40dh ‘Summer Olympics’ tied by ‘’RAS AL
KHAIMA 18.2.69’’ bilingual cds. A fine and extremely scarce commercial cover from this Trucial State. (T)
1971, Sheik Sakr bin Mohammed al-Kasimi 5 dirhams in an imperforate PROOF block of four from
upper left corner, mint never hinged, scarce item!

unrecorded
(org. 253)

d

400,-

unrecorded
(org. 255)

d

400,-

g

500,-

d

500,-

d

500,-

b

200,-

**

1.100,-

**

1.100,-

b

600,-

Ak

400,-

Ak

300,-

GA

300,-

b

300,-

GA

300,-

b

1.000,-

**

200,-

140 (2), 73,
206
P 3583
G 528 proof
(4)
P 3584 1971, definitive 20 dirhams ‘drilling derrick and supply vessel’ in an imperforate PROOF block of H 528 proof
(4)
four from upper left corner, mint never hinged, scarce item!

SAUDI-ARABIEN
P 3585 1902, MEDINE-I MÜNEVERE - 28/5/902 cds. (Isfila no.3) on registered cover with 4 Pia. rate to Istan-

bul with arrival mark on reverse, all arabic oval registration mark alongside, some perf faults and toned perfs, cover toned at border, fine and scarce early registered mail from Saudi Arabia
P 3586 1906, DJIDDE 2/1/906 cds. (Isfila no.5) on postcard „Eve´s Tomb” with 20 Para rate to Wales, transit mark SUEZ, fine and scarce
P 3587 1906, DJIDDE 28/1/906 cds. (Isfila no.5) on postcard „Marchnads de Chapelets” with 20 Para rate
to Wales, transit mark SUEZ, fine and scarce

P 3588 1908, DJEDDA 2/1/908 cds. (Isfila no.6) on 20 Para postal stationery card asking part to Liverpool,
name erased, on reverse attractive senders commercial mark, fine

P 3589 1910, cover with content sent from Medine to Constantinople bearing on reverse 1909 issue 1 pia.
tied by bilingual “MEDINE-I MÜNEVVERE” (C/W Fig.30) postmark alongside Istanbul arrival cds., fine
and rare
P 3590 1914, DJEDDAH 3 - 13/6/14 cds. (Isfila no.9) on 20 Para postal stationery card to Allantown USA, no
transits, fine

P 3591 1914, DJEDDA 2 - 1/2/14 cds. (Isfila no.8) on registered cover via Port Taufiq and Alexandria to

France with arrival mark, opened on three sides for display, commercial green label “MAUFACTURE FRANCAISE” affixed on front, fine and very scarce registered mail
P 3592 1921, Pair 1/2 Pia. red with top margin, double surcharged, both surcharges inverted, all mint never
hinged, part disturbed gum, very fresh and good quality, (SG 24d), signed DG (David Graham), cata17 DD K
logue value 1.300,- GBP
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P 3592A 1921, 1/8 Pia. orangeyellow with top margin, double surcharged, one surcharge inverted, all mint

hinged, very fresh and good quality, (SG 22e), signed DG (David Graham), catalogue value 2.000,GBP
P 3592B 1921, 1/4 Pia. green, double surcharged, one surcharge inverted, mint never hinged with part disturbed gum, very fresh and good quality, (SG 23db), signed DG (David Graham), catalogue value 900,GBP
P 3592C 1921, 1/4 Pia. green, double surcharged block of six with right margin, one surcharge inverted,
all mint never hinged with part disturbed gum, very fresh and good quality, (SG 23db), signed DG
(David Graham), catalogue value 5.400,- GBP
P 3592D 1921, 1/2 Pia. on 1 Pia. brownlilac & 1 Pia. on 1 Pia. brownlilac, each mint hinged, very fresh, 1/2
Pia. tiny thin, (SG 29-30), both signed Wilson, catalogue value 1.000,- Euro+

15 DD K (2)

*

400,-

16 DD K

**

200,-

16 DD K (6)

**

1.300,-

20-21

*

200,-

38 DD K

**

200,-

39 K DD

*

400,-

**

2.600,-

**

1.300,-

**

400,-

b

300,-

*

450,-

b

900,-

**

500,-

**

500,-

b

100,-

*

150,-

**
**

120,80,-

28 (25)

**

800,-

29

**

150,-

Proofs

(*)

140,-

37/41 (2)

**

P 3605 1952, train and camel rider complete set in vertical pairs, mint never hinged, Mi. € 360,-- +
44/48 (2)
P 3606 1953, visit of King Hussein, 1/4 G. carmine, error, vertical pair with kissprint on reverse. (S.G.381

**

90,90,-

**

100,-

(*)

300,-

90U, 91U, 93U

**

350,-

87-100 (3)

**

70,-

ex 103/17 (4)

**

150,-

P 3592E 1921, 1/4 Pa. on 1/8 Pia. chestnut with double overprint one inverted, (SG 47c) signed DG (David
Graham), mint never hinged, very scarce variety, catalogue value 1.000,- GBP

P 3592F 1921, 10 Pia. on 5 Pia. oliv with double overprint one inverted, (SG 49b) signed DG (David Graham),
very scarce variety, catalogue value 1.800,- GBP

P 3592G 1924, Block of four 10 Pia. brownpurple and mauve with blue overprint, (SG 87) full offset on re-

verse, few perfs apart and some spots, extremely scarce and fine showpiece, SG catalogue value
69 (4)
13.000,- GBP
P 3592H 1924, 1/2 Pia. red two pairs with blue overprint, (SG 86) some toned spots, extremely scarce and
68 (4)
fine pairs, SG catalogue value 6.800,- GBP

P 3593 1921, Block of four 1 Pia. blue with corner margin surcharge inverted, all mint never hinged, very
fresh and good quality, (SG 25b), catalogue value 2.200,- GBP+

18 K

P 3593A Incoming mail, 1934, JAPAN, registered cover from „Nagoya 8.9.14” (Sept. 14, 1934„ via ”KOBE” to

„La Mecque, Hedjaz, Arabia„, on reverse transits ?„ALEP”, “DJEDDA” (x2), „MECQUE 21.10.34”, then
fwd. to Egypt via „PORT-TaufIQ 29 OC.33” and „CAIRO 30.10.33”, very unusual
P 3594 1934, First issue complete imperf up to 1 S. dark violet, all mint hinged, very scarce and fine, Michel
1-12U
catalogue value 2.500,- Euro

P 3595 1934, VALEUR DÉCLARÉE cover of 75 Francs send to Bienne, Suisse franked with the high value 10

Piaster dark brown (fine) and 1 Piaster deep violet cancelled by MECQUE 28.12.33 cds. On reverse
ten transit datestamps including Djeddah, Cairo, Alexandria, Port Taufiq and Napoli. The envelope is
Scott 101, 105
a bit toned and lightly soiled otherwise fine. A VERY RARE USAGE OF THE 10 PIASTER ON COVER.
P 3596 1934, Proclamation of Abdul Aziz Bin Saud IMPERFORATED set mint never hinged but small faults on
1-12 B
some values (20g heavy faults), scarce set, Mi. € 2.500,--

P 3597 1934, Proclamation of Abdul Aziz Bin Saud PERFORATED set mint never hinged but small faults on
some values, scarce set, Mi. € 2.500,--

1-12 A

P 3598 1934, Commercial imprint cover from JEDDAH with imperf 3 1/2 G. ultramarine and postal tax stamp

1/2 G. scarlet to Germany with transit mark Port Taufiq on reverse, some border crease, fine and Sc. 142 imp.,
RA1
scarce franking!
P 3599 1936, Charity tax General Hospital 1/8 Pia. scarlet, mint regummed, (SG 345) very scarce and fine,
Zz.2
Michel catalogue value 760,- Euro

P 3599A 1937, complete set of 13 values, mint never hinged, very fine and rare, catalogue value 400,- GBP

SG 329B 342B

P 3600 1945, Visit of King Farouk of Egypt complete set in vertical pairs, mint never hinged, Mi. € 320,-- + 24/27
P 3601 1946, 1/2 G. lilac-rose, complete sheet of 25 stamps in perfect condition, unmounted mint, very
rare! (T)

P 3602 1949, Airliner, 1 G. green, error, block of eight from upper sheet margin with kissprint on reverse.(S.G.
357 var).

P 3603 1949, Air mail color trial proofs 3 G. green, 4 G. rose and 20 G. black, each imperf horiz. pair, mint no
gum, very scarce and fine.

P 3604 1950, 50th anniversary of King Bin Saud’s entry to Riyadh complete set in vertical pairs, mint never
hinged, Mi. € 360,-- +

var).

35 var

P 3607 1960’s/70’s, Trial and colour proofs of unissued 3p, 6p and 8p ‘Rocket’ airmail stamps even three
values together on 5 sheets of different colour combinations, fine and scarce.

P 3608 1960-62, Gas Oil Plant 3 Pia., 4 Pia. and 6 Pia. imperf blocks of four with margin, mint never hinged,
very scarce and fine group.

P 3609 1960/61, Oil refinery part set 1/2pia to 75pia (14 values) all in vertical strips of three, mint never
hinged, Mi. ~ € 300,-- +

P 3610 1960, Convair 440 King Saud 11 different values all in mint never hinged blocks of four incl. 30 Pia.,
50 Pia. and 200 Pia., Michel cat. value € 660,-- +
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P 3611 1960, Wadi Hanifa Dam three values 75 Pia., 100 Pia. & 200 Pia. imperf vertical pairs with bottom

Start

84-86U

**

350,-

84 (4)

**

60,-

83/84 (3)

**

80,-

**

60,-

**

80,-

(*)

500,-

b

100,-

*/g

Gebot

b

100,-

b

60,-

301/05 X (4)

**

90,-

601, SG 1168

**

3620B 1977, Oil 15 H. brown orange gutter block of 6 with shifted perf., scarce and attractive variety
602, SG 1169
P 3620C 1977, Oil 15 H. brown orange gutter block of 6 with shifted perf., scarce and attractive variety
602, SG 1169
3620D 1977, Oil 20 H. dull green orange corner margin block of 10 instead of dark green , scarce and attrac-

**
**

80,150,150,-

603 I, SG 1170

**

150,-

604 I, SG 1171
605 var., SG
1172

**

120,-

**

200,-

**

300,-

**

300,-

**

150,-

**

250,-

SG 1138

**

120,-

Bl. 6 (10)

**

200,-

Bl. 8/10 (3)

**

120,-

Bl. 20 (9)

**

60,-

Bl. 22 (6)

**

1048

**

80,150,-

5/6 (2)

**

100,-

7-15 (3)

**

100,-

margin, all mint never hinged, (SG 425-27) very scarce and fine.

3612 1961, Wadi Hanifa Dam King Saud 75 Pia. mint never hinged bottom right corner block of four with
PLATE NUMBER (SG 426), Michel cat. value € 340,-- +

P 3613 1961, Wadi Hanifa Dam 50pia. black.green/brown and 75pia. brown/grey both in vertical strips of
three, mint never hinged, Mi. € 345,-- +

3614 1963/65, Oil refinery King Saud 6 different values incl. 50 Pia. and 75 Pia. in mint never hinged

blocks of four some with margins and few stamps with minor gum faults (ex SG. 396/409), Michel
ex 88/100 (4)
cat. value € 320,-- +

P 3615 1963/65, King Saud 3 Pia. and 4 Pia. Wadi Hanifa Dam, 2 x 1/2 Pia., 1 Pia. and 3 Pia. Oil refinery

and 2 Pia Convair 440, all in mint never hinged blocks of four some with margins (ex SG. 467/82),
ex 143/56 (4)
Michel cat. value € 404,-- +

P 3616 1964-75, Gas Oil Plant 12 imperf stamps with margin ex SG 396-411 up to 200 Pia., all mint no gum,
very scarce and fine, high catalogue value.

P 3617 1964, 4 Pia dark-blue/emerald ‘Inauguration of King Feisal’ in special folder, issued by Ministry of
Communications with special blue post Mark „ARAFAT”, Rare.

195

3618 1968/72, Falcon complete set of four values, mint lightly hinged (1pia., 10pia. and 20 pia.) or fine
used (4pia.), scarce and fine, (Mi. € 174,-- for **/o)

454/65

P 3619 1971, registered letter sent from „DAMMAM” by HRH ABDUL MOHSEN BIN JALAWI of Saudi Arabia to

a German woman living in TAIZ, Jemen, dated at reverse 17-1-1971, handwritten by HRH, franked by
361X, 495W
3 and 7 Pia. Rare. (T).

P 3619A 1972, official cover from a saudi- arabian ministery to „Desert Locust specialist” („Wüstenheuschre-

cke”) Division of UN Organisation FAO. The cover was forgotten to frank, that why four postage due
P52
stamps of 5 Pia red were charged on reverse, rare cover.

P 3620 1973, Oil refinery King Faisal 5 Pia., 6 Pia. and 9 Pia. in mint never hinged blocks of four the 6 and 9
Pia. from corners (SG. 759/60 + 763), Michel cat. value € 472,-- +

3620A 1977, Oil 10 H. green orange gutter block of 8 with shifted perf. on top margin, scarce and attractive
variety (T)

tive variety (T)

3620E 1977, Oil 25 H. violet orange margin block of 10 with double perf. at bottom, scarce and attractive
variety

P 3620F 1977, Oil 30 H. blue orange block of 6 with large blue spot on bottom right stamp, scarce variety
P 3621 1977, oil rig ‘Al- Khafji’, 40 H, vertical pair from lower sheet margin with sheet inscription. Rare color

error deep-purple and orange instead of dull-claret and orange, not listened in Michel. (S.G. 1174a, 607 color
error
Sc.738A), rare

P 3622 1977, oil rig ‘Al- Khafji’, 55 H. pale turquoise-green and orange, block of six from right sheet margin

with a very impressive vertical paper fold lookin’ like a trident, very scarce, the lower left stamp in the
610 var
block has perf. fault. (S.G. 1177 var).

3623 1977, oil rig ‘Al- Khafji’, 15 H. yellow-brown and orange, spectacular error, block of 6 with ‘bridge’,
totally shifted perforation, scarce (S.G. 1169 var).

602

P 3624 1977, oil rig ‘Al- Khafji’, value unknown, unprinted stamp in block of 10 from the upper sheet margin,
watermarked ‘national coat of arms’ and perforated

3624A 1977, Holy Kaaba 10 H. violet black margin block of 10 with double perf. at bottom, scarce and attractive variety (T)

P 3625 1979, 50th anniversary of the first commemorative stamp, 10 mint never hinged miniature sheets
(SG. 1223), Michel cat. value € 1.100,--

3626 1981, Development of telecommunications, 3 mint never hinged set of three miniature sheets (SG.
1254a), Michel cat. value € 540,--

3627 1985, International Conference on King Abdul Aziz bin Saud, 9 mint never hinged miniature sheets
(SG. 1429), Michel cat. value € 252,--

3628 1988, King Fahd and the two Holy Mosques, 6 mint never hinged miniature sheets incl. one with
some ink flaws on reverse (SG. 1565), Michel cat. value € 390,--

P 3628A 1990, 75 H. Holy Kaaba block of 14 mnh, part black print missing, scarce variety

SAUDI-ARABIEN - DIENSTMARKEN
P 3629 1939, Symbols of power officals 100g. olive-green and 200g. purple both in horizontal pairs, mint
never hinged, Mi. € 390,-- +

P 3630 1961, Ornamental archway officals complete set in horizontal strips of three, mint never hinged, Mi.
€ 420,-- +
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Start

SCHARDSCHA
P 3631 1965, four covers, two from Khor Fakkan, one registered, three covers with KUWEIT transit mark on
reverse, nice frankings. (T).

b

100,-

**

4.500,-

P 3632 1965 (Aug), two Ryals local overprint, various issues of Shaik Saqr with portrait obliterated by

four black bars. The 2 Ryals value was not included in the overprint set (S.G.139-43) because this
value was nearly sold out. Only 3 sheets of 25 were overprinted with 4 bars (as type 19 in SG) and
were found 40 years later. Perhaps the rarest stamp of the Emirates. RRR

P 3633 1971 (Dec), ‘Proclamation of United Arab Emirates’ 25 d to 2 Rs. cpl set in vertical pairs from lower
left sheet margin, perforated, rare, only little quantity issued, not prized in Michel or SG

1392-1398A

p/**

500,-

1392-1398B

p/**

600,-

P 3634 1971 (Dec), ‘Proclamation of United Arab Emirates’ 25 d to 2 Rs. cpl set in vertical pairs from lower
left sheet margin, not perforated, rare, only little quantity issued, not prized in Michel or SG

P 3635 1971 (Dec), last issue two souvenir sheets 3 Ryals „Foundation of the United Arab Emirates”,

original issue on thin, lusterless paper. Not supplied to the trade. (Only the reprints on thick, glosBl. 155-156
sy paper and only cto were supplied). Extrelmy scarce.
P 3636 1972, approx. 4 Ryals Souvenir sheet, not perf. with image of the ruler Sheik Khalid, unrecorded in
all catalogues. Only a few are know. Most of the small issue given away by the ruler, less than 200
sold at the post office, most were bought by a libanese collector who lived later in Sharjah, Most of
the Souvenir Sheets are in bad condition. This is very fine. Brown gum as usual.
P 3637 1972, issue ‘Kennedy’ set and same issue in MS all in imperf proofs with normals for comparison. 896-01 Bl. 98
proof
(T).

**

1.000,-

**

500,-

**

150,-

b

200,-

Ak

80,-

b

150,-

b

200,-

GA

500,-

Ak

60,-

e/Ak

100,-

GA

280,-

v/**
**

100,300,-

b

1.000,-

b

60,-

SINGAPUR
see also 2378, 2842, 3504A, 8342, 8359, 8373, 8876

P 3638 1869, complete folded letter cover with cds SINGAPORE, Ju 26 69, in addition red octogonal d.s.

„POS. AN. V. SUEZ P.F. AMB. MARS”, 1.8.69, on reverse french-german transit t.p.o. „Strassburg-Appenweier”, sent to Rauenberg in Baden, Germany. F/VF condition. Unusual destination for early Singapore letters.
P 3640 1898, QV 3 C. rose tied „SINGAPORE AU 13 98” to ppc „Greetings from Singapore” to Berlin/Germany w. arrival „delivered by p.o. 57 11.9.98”, very early ppc

P 3641 1899, Incoming mail, Germany 10 Pf. „Eickel 6.6.99” on cover adressed to navy ship unit via Berlin

court post office (domestic rate) and rerouted to SMS Gefion, transits Kobe, Hong Kong and „SINGAPORE JY 3 99”, another 10 Pf. added canc. “Imp. German Navy mails No. 1 1/7 99” and returned
P 3642 1899, Incoming mail, Germany 10 Pf. „Wanne 2.6.99” on cover adressed to navy ship unit via Berlin
court post office (domestic rate) and rerouted to another one, transits Kobe, Hong Kong and „SINGAPORE JY 3 99”, another 10 Pf. added canc. “Imp. German Navy mails No. 1 1/7 99” and returned
P 3642A 1902, “GERMAN SEE POST NEW GUINEA BRANCH LINE (SINGAPORE) *a 7/3 02” on 5 Pf. stationery
card from Dr. Otto Dempwolff (tropic-doctor and said researcher) written in Tami (island near Finschhafen) with interesting message from his stay on the island (Februar to April 1902) to councillor
Dempwolff in Hannover (arrival 16.4.02)„DEUSCHE SEEPOST NEU-GUINEA ZWEIGLINIE (SINGAPORE)
*a 7/3 02” auf 5 Pf. GA-Karte von Dr. Otto Dempwolff (Tropenarzt und Sprachforscher), geschrieben
25.2.02 in Tami (Insel bei Finschhafen) mit interessantem Text von seinem Aufenthalt auf der Insel
P8
(Febr. bis April 1902) an Geheimrath Dempwolff in Hannover (AK 16.4.02)
P 3643 1900, QV 3d brown tied „SINGAPORE AU 4 1900” to ppc „Greetings from Singapore” (ed. C. A. Ribeiro & Co., Printers & Stamp Dealers, Singapore) to Germany w. arrival ”SALZUNGEN„

P 3646 1938, KGVI three registered air mail covers Singapore to Paris by KLM (2, both canc. „RAFFLES

INSTN.” with respective R-label) or IAL; also 1910/11, four ppc franked KEVII 3 C. rates canc. Singapore (3, inc. coloured view of “SINGAPORE, South Bridge Road„) and one from Penang (T)
P 3647 1946, Japanese P.O.W. in Singapore, dated 3rd March 1946. Unusual style army postcard from Hori
Seiichi, Hason Department, Southern Malaya Army, Singapore. Handstamped “SERVICE DES PRISONNIERS DE GUERRE” and “PRISONER OF WAR MAIL”, sent to Shinoyama-cho, Taki-gun, Hyogo-ken,
U.S. censored.
P 3648 1962-66, 30c ‘orchid’ marginal block of four showing variety ‘Colour yellow (flowers) omitted’, fine mit 64 var (SG
73a)(4)
never hinged, with normal corner block of four. (SG £520)
P 3649 1969, 150th Anniversary Singapore souvenir sheet, mint never hinged, fine, 700,Bl. 1

SYRIEN
see also 4195, 7326, 8291, 8301, 8304, 8365

P 3650 1856, Folded envelope from TRIEST tied by black cds. and blue commercial mark, ms. “p Vapore”

to Aleppo and on arrival tied by very clear blue oval “AGENZIA DEL LLOYD AUSTRIACO ALEPPO”,
blue crayon tax mark alongside, usual file fold, fine and extremely scarce usage at arrival, fine
Syria postal history, showpiece for an high-grade collection!
P 3650A 1892, Cover front only, two pairs 20 Pa. violet tied by “BAALBEK (SYRIE)” cds. and registration mark
alongside, border flaw and toned perfs, still fine
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P 3651 1896, TELGRAF VE POSTAHANE-I HALEB 1319 (Isfila no.16, R) blue cancellation on telegraph, usual
fold, clear and in this color very scarce Turkey & Syria forerunner (M)

Start
b

200,-

b

600,-

Ak

400,-

b

600,-

b

300,-

b

200,-

b

500,-

Ak

500,-

GA

850,-

116 II a+b

*

200,-

136 DD, 137
DD

g

130,-

116 Ia

*

280,-

143

*

750,-

122 DD

*

60,-

132-34

d

60,-

Rev

**
**

80,60,-

b

60,-

b

350,-

GA

150,-

P 3652 1896, “DEYR TELGRAF VE POSTAHANE-I” (Isfila no.3, Deir ez-Zor) all arabic light violet cancellation on

cover with two 1 Pia. grey blue, transit mark Constantinople and on reverse arrival mark London, few
border crease, extremely scarce Syria & Turkey postal history!
P 3653 1905, BUR AMB DAMAS BEYROUTH 3 (Isfila no.503, RR, Sam-Beyrut Seyyar Merkezi 3) on postcard,
adressed to USA with arrival mark on front, fine and very scarce Turkey Railway & Syria postal history!

P 3654 1909, DEIR (also kown as DIR and DEYR EL ZOR, Isfila & Coles unknown, RRR*) clear light cancella-

P 3655
P 3656

P 3657
P 3658
P 3659

tion on cover with 1 Pia. rate and transit mark TREBIZONDE on reverse to TIFLIS with arrival mark, on
cover probably unique cancellation, showpiece for an advanced Turkey & Syria postal history collection!
1914, HALEP 4 (Isfila no.23, RRR) on stampless official cover with transit mark HOMS 1 (Isfila no.6,
R) to Ankara, blue official seal on reverse, flaw slightly repaired, very scarce cancellations on an attractive cover and fine Turkey & Syria forerunner. (M)
1916, IDLIB (Isfila no.2, RR) on cover to Istanbul with 1 Pia. rate, 20 Para stamp fell down during the
post and there black boxed ISTANBUL censor mark placed, on reverse HALEP 5 (Isfila no.24, R) transit
mark, censor mark “ISTANBUL SANSÜR 2” and red censor label, scarce cancellations on attractive
postal history, fine Turkey & Syria forerunner. (M)
1916 ca., SAM TELGRAF SUBESI (Damas telegraph branch) (Isfila unrecorded) on large receipt, fine
and unique Turkey & Syria forerunner on document, rarity for an advanced collection (M)
1917, BAB (Isfila no.1, RR, today Al Bab) on 1 Pia. blue postal stationery envelope, Beyrouth censor
mark in star & crescent alongside, adressed to Alep with arrival mark on reverse, fine and very scarce
Turkey & Syria postal history!
1920, turkish Reply-Lettercard 1pia dark blue with both parts optd. ‘O. M. F. / Syrie / 2 / PIASTRES’,
LC
very fine unused and very rare stat. item of which only 17 are known to exist, ex collection Gilbert

P 3660 1920, Merson 5 Fr. blau/sämisch mit schwarzen bzw. roten Aufdruck ‘O. M. F. / Syrie / 20 / PIASTP 3661
P 3662
P 3663
P 3664

RES’ in Type II, ungebraucht mit Falz und mehrfach signiert u.a. Scheller, seltene Marken, Mi. € 500,- (Yvert 29/30, € 500,--)
1920, 1 Piaster on 5 C. green and 50 C. on 2 C. brown, each Aleppo provisional double red surcharged with additional small “Ornament”, both used, very scarce pair, (SG 49B, 50B), catalogue value
800 GBP
1920, Merson 5 Fr. blau/sämisch mit schwarzen Aufdruck ‘O. M. F. / Syrie / 20 / PIASTRES’ in Type
I, ungebraucht mit Falz und mehrfach signiert u.a. Calves und Brun, seltene Marke, Mi. € 650,-- (Yvert
24, € 675,--)
1920, Merson 5 Fr. blau/sämisch mit roten Aufdruck ‘O. M. F. / Syrie / 100 / PIASTRES’ sowie eines
kleinen schwarzen Ornamentes, ungebraucht mit Falz und Eckbüge rechts unten, signiert Calves und
Brun, seltene Marke, Mi. € 3.000,-- (Yvert 56A, € 3.150,--)
1920, 2 Piaster on 25 C. red double surcharged block of four, mint hinged part disturbed gum, very
scarce (SG 37) catalogue value 300 GBP

P 3665 1920, Air Mail issue four values each with “POSTE PAR AVION” surcharge in violet together on piece
tied by HALEP cds., (SG 57-59), signed, Michel catalogue value 340 Euro+

P 3666 1920, O.M.F. ms. on reverse of Ottoman / Turkey revenue 10 Pia. orange-brown, plus normal stamp,
each mint never hinged, very scarce and fine pair.

3667 1920, 5 Piaster lilacbrown imperf block of four, mint never hinged, very scarce, (SG K94)
89U (4)
P 3668 1921/22. O.M.F. French occupation. Two covers. A registered from Mersine(Turkey) addressed to
Germany, send via Port-Said, franked 2x O.M.F./Cilicie/5/PIASTRES and 20 paras. Nice reg. handstamp. A second cover cancelled „Beyrouth 3” is franked O.M.F./Syrie/2 PIASTRES and 50 CENTIMES, addressed to USA. Flap missing. (T)
P 3669 1921, TURKEY IN ASIA : KILIS Provisional stamp 1 Pia. violet, perf on three sides, used on cover from
YP 250
Kilis to Alep with arrival mark on front, rough opened on top, fine and very scarce.
P 3670 1921, OMF SYRIE 1 PIA surcharged Turkey 20 Para postal stationery card tied by “AINTAB 1” cds. with
HG 7
manuscript date “5/8/21”, adressed to Baalbek, fine and very scarce

P 3671 AIN-TAB: 1921, turkish 1pia. violet and black with red half-moon opt. and additional black opt. ‘O.

M. F. / Syrie / 2 / PIASTRES’, mint never hinged but some tonespots, scarce stamp signed
Yvert 7
**
Scheller, Yvert 7, € 2.500,-- + (not listed in Michel)
P 3672 ca. 1921, Ganzsachenkarte 10c rot (T.E.O.) mit Überdruck 1 Pia und 50 C auf 10c rot im Paar, dazu
154 (2), 157 (2) b/GA
Brief mit senkr. Paar 1.25 P auf 25c blau, beide von Beyrouth nach Deutschland

P 3673 1921, Air Mail issue 5 Pia. on 1 Fr. with “AVION” inverted surcharge in black, mint hinged, (SG 87a) 174 K
P 3674 1921, Air Mail issue with “AVION” double surcharge in black, mint no gum, (SG 88a)
175 DD
P 3675 1922, Franz. Mandatsgebiet, senkr. 3er-Streifen 50 C a. 10 C braunrot u. waager. Paar 3 Pia a. 60 C

violett/blau, MiF auf Einschreibebrief von Beirut, 1.6.1922, nach Ziegenrück mit deutscher Devisen154(3), 160(2)
zensur. Bedarfserhaltung.

1.000,-

(*)

70,60,80,-

b

100,-

*
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P 3676 1923, 1 Pia. on 20 C. lilacbrown, one stamp with inverted “M” surcharge in black, mint hinged, (SG
72), only three known.

3677 1923, surcharged issue 3 values each with inverted surcharge in black up to 3 Pia. on 60 C., all mh
/ mnh, (SG 70, 81, 82).

156

Start
*

154, 159, 160 **/*

P 3678 1923, surcharged issue six values each with inverted surcharge in black up to 2 Pia. on 40 C., all mint
hinged, few signed, (SG 98,99,102,103,106)

80,60,-

*

60,-

**
(*)

800,150,-

283 DD

**

80,-

283

*

80,-

280K-283K

**

80,-

317 var.

**

200,-

e

100,-

**

120,-

**/*

400,-

*

80,-

**

130,-

**

80,-

**

120,-

**

150,-

325 DD, 325 K

**

80,-

lilac-brown, each with inverted surcharge of airplane, mint never hinged, (SG 235,236,237) fine and 328 K, 329 K,
attractive.
330 K

**

130,-

**

80,-

**/*

80,-

339-55U

**

300,-

ex 386/95

*

500,-

Proofs

**

250,-

**/(*)

140,-

GA

100,-

(*)
**

70,120,80,-

**

130,-

P 3679 1924, Olympic Summer Games Paris 25 C. carmine rose vertical pair with INVERTED overprint ‘SYRIE
/ 1 PIASTRE 25’, mint never hinged and very rare pair! Maury 128, € 1.700,--

228 var. (2)

P 3680 1925, Proof 10 Pia. orangebrown, mounted on perforated card, (SG 186) very scarce and attractive. Proof 274
3681 1925, Air mail 10 Pia. lilacbrown with red double surcharge airplane, mint never hinged, (SG 175b)
scarce and attractive.

P 3682 1925, Air mail 10 Pia. lilacbrown vertical pair with red surcharge airplane at bottom stamp, top stamp
without surcharge, mint hinged, (SG 195ba) scarce and attractive.

3683 1925, Air mail complete set of four values up to 10 Pia. lilacbrown with inverted red surcharge airplane, all mint hinged, (SG 195ba) scarce and attractive.

P 3684 1925, Air mail 25 Pia. ultramarine three singles with red airplane one inverted, one double and one
double with inverted surcharge, mint hinged, (SG 229a, 229b, 229c) scarce and attractive trio.

P 3685 1925, Luftpostbrief Alawiten-Gebiet Lattaquie nach Rayak mit 4 verschiedenen Luftpostmarken mit
Aufdruck frankiert. Der Brief war in der Mitte gefaltet. (T)

P 3686 1926, Air mail unissued 10 Pia. lilacbrown with red surcharge airplane and additional green surcharge “AVION”, mint never hinged, very scarce and attractive

P 3687 1926, Air mail unissued complete set of four values up to 10 Pia. lilacbrown, each with red surcharge
airplane and additional green surcharge “AVION”, mint never hinged, 10 Pia. hinged, 2 Pia. gum toned, very scarce and attractive.

P 3688 1929, 0,50 Pia green with black surcharge instead of red, mint hinged and tiny vertical crease, (SG
230a) fine and attractive.

318 var.

P 3689 1929, EXPOSITION INDUSTRIELLE DAMAS 1929 air mail issue 1 Pia lilac-rose with inverted surcharge

of airplane, 1 Pia lilac-rose with inverted surcharge of script, 1 Pia lilac-rose with double surcharge of
airplane, mint never hinged, (SG 230) fine and attractive.
326 DD, 326 K

3690 1929, Air mail issue 0,50 Pia green with double surcharge, 1 Pia lilac-red with red surcharge instead

of black and 1 Pia. with double surcharge, all mint never hinged with tiny gum spots, (SG 225a, 226) 313 DD, 314
fine and attractive.
DD

P 3691 1929, Air mail issue 2 Pia on 1,25 Pia dark green with inverted surcharge, 2 Pia on 1,25 Pia dark

green with double surcharge of airplane and 2 Pia on 1,25 Pia dark green with double surcharge of
airplane & value, all mint never hinged, (SG 227a) fine and attractive.
315 DD, 315 K

P 3692 1929, EXPOSITION INDUSTRIELLE DAMAS 1929 issue 1 Pia lilac-rose with inverted surcharge, 3 Pia

brown with inverted surcharge and with double surcharge, 1,50 Pia. red with double surcharge, , fine 321K, 321 DD,
and attractive.
319 K, 320 DD

3693 1929, EXPOSITION INDUSTRIELLE DAMAS 1929 air mail issue 0,50 Pia green with inverted surcharge and 0,50 Pia green with double surcharge, mint never hinged, (SG 230) fine and attractive.

P 3694 1929, EXPOSITION INDUSTRIELLE DAMAS 1929 air mail issue 3 Pia brown, 5 Pia. lilac and 10 Pia,

3695 1929, EXPOSITION INDUSTRIELLE DAMAS 1929 air mail issue 5 Pia. lilac, with double surcharge of
airplane, one inverted, mint never hinged, fine and attractive.

329 KD

3696 1929, EXPOSITION INDUSTRIELLE DAMAS 1929 air mail issue 2 Pia brown and 10 Pia, lilac-brown, 327 DD, 330
each with double surcharge of airplane, mh / mnh, fine and attractive.

P 3697 1930-31, Buildings & Landscapes set of 20 imperf values up to 100 Pia. with margin, all mint never
hinged, very scarce offer.

P 3698 1934, Lot von 8 Marken der Flugpost-Ausgabe »10 Jahre Republik« OHNE WERTEINDRUCKE (ohne
Nominale), ungebraucht. (ex Yvert PA 60/69; 1.500,- €)

P 3699 1934, El Maari, Ali Abed & Saladin, six imperf proofs without value, all mint never hinged, very fine
and scarce group.

DD

P 3700 1935, DJEBEL DRUZE a set of four stamps issued to advertise the Druze aspiration for independent
territory in the south of Syria, very scarce.

P 3701 1938, 4 Pia. orange postal stationery envelope used uprated registered tied by “NEBIK” cds. addressed to Argentina with arrival mark on reverse, some toned spots and light vertical crease, fine and
very scarce destination!

P 3702 1940, Landscapes issue five imperf Epreuve de Luxe in printed colors, all mint no gum, very fine, attractive and scarce group.

Proofs

P 3703 1940, Air Mail set of 7 imperf values up to 50 Pia., all mint never hinged, signed, very scarce offer. 449-455 U
3704 1940, Six imperf pairs with right margin 1 Pia. to 50 Pia., all mint never hinged, fine and scarce offer. 443-48 U
P 3705 1940, 10 Pia. blue and 20 Pia. brown, two imperf pairs with corner margin, mint never hinged, very
fine and scarce.
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P 3706 1940, Air mail issue six imperf Epreuve de Luxe in printed colors, all mint no gum, very fine, attractive
and scarce group.

Proofs 450-55

(*)
**

150,150,-

(*)

150,-

b/e

70,-

**

450,-

**
(*)

140,120,-

Proofs Bl. 6,7

**

120,-

510 Um

**
**

700,120,-

537 U (4)

**

140,-

576 U (4)

**

80,-

564-67 var.

**

120,-

564-67 var.

**

120,-

**

120,-

**

140,80,-

P 3707 1942, Color trial proofs on card 10 imperf stamps without value, all mint no gum, very scarce offer. Proofs 456-8
P 3708 1942, Independence issue three imperf Epreuve de Luxe of souvenir sheets in printed colors, all mint
no gum, very fine, attractive and scarce group.

Start

Proofs Bl. 3-5

P 3709 1942. An air mail cover from Lattaquia in 18 Dec 42, addressed to New York via Beyrouth, 22 XII 4.

Received the normal CONTROLE label and a Free French Forces violet mark. Flap a bit torn. Nice
condition otherwise.
P 3710 1943, President & Landscapes issue, 24 imperf stamps, most with margin, all mint never hinged, fine
515U-538U
and very scarce offer.

3711 1943, Damascus issue, four imperf stripes of four with corner margin 5 Pia. to 25 Pia., all mint never
hinged, fine and scarce offer.

586-89 U

P 3712 1944, President two color trials on card 500 Pia. for souvenir sheet, very scarce and fine.
Proofs Bl. 6,7
3713 1944, President two color trials 200 Pia. & 500 Pia. blue for souvenir sheet, tiny spots, mint never
hinged, very scarce and fine.

P 3714 1945, Surcharged revenue 25 Pia. top margin block of six, horizontal imperf, all mint never hinged,
fine attractive and scarce variety.

P 3715 1946-47, Air mail four imperf blocks of four with margin, all mint never hinged, fine and scarce offer.
P 3716 1946, Air mail 300 P. brown imperf block of four print on gum side, mint never hinged, very fine and
scarce variety.

3717 1946, Air mail 50 Pia. on 300 P. brown imperf block of four, mint never hinged with margins, very fine
and scarce variety.

P 3718 1948, Coat of Arms issue errors and varieties, double eagle, single eagle, double stars, all mint never
hinged, few spots, fine and scarce.

P 3719 1948, Coat of Arms issue errors and varieties, double surcharge and imperf, all mint never hinged,
fine and scarce group.

P 3720 1950, G.P.O. issue four imperf blocks of four with corner margin, all mint never hinged, fine and scar- 590-91U,
ce.

594-95U

P 3721 1952, Buildings issue complete set in five imperf blocks of four with top margin, all mint never hinged,
fine and scarce.

612-16U

3722 1952, Buildings issue five imperf pairs up to 100 Pia., all mint never hinged, fine and scarce.
P 3723 1954, Family & Industrie & University issues two complete sets with 14 values in imperf blocks of 629-637U,
3724
3725
P 3726
3727
P 3728

**
**

four, some with margin, all mint never hinged, fine and scarce.

645-49U

1954, Fair issue three imperf color trail blocks of four with margin, fine and scarce.

Proofs 627-28 **/(*)

1955, G.P.O. & Latakia issues five imperf pairs with margin, mint never hinged, fine and scarce.

593-94U,596-98U

**

1955, Fair issue four values complete set in imperf blocks of four with left margin, fine and scarce.

664-667U

**

350,120,80,80,140,-

**

140,-

662-63U

**

80,-

767-69U

**

140,-

Mi. V13-V21

**

200,-

Mi. V27

**

60,-

Essay

(*)

150,-

V 22/24 (3)

**

150,-

39I

**

120,-

b

200,-

1954, Fair issue 50 Pia. two imperf color trail blocks of four with margin, fine and scarce.

**

1955, Air mails & children issues, nine imperf pairs, some with margin, all mint never hinged, fine and
scarce group.

3729 1955, Migration issue complete set in two imperf blocks of four with corner margin, all mint never
hinged, fine and scarce.

P 3730 1958, Damascus Post issue complete set with 3 values in imperf sheetlet blocks of four, all mint
never hinged, fine and scarce.

P 3731 1958, Museum nine values each as block of four, on nine imperf sheetlets, mint never hinged, very
fine, Michel unpriced, very scarce set. (T)

P 3732 1958, Republik Iraq 12 1/2 P. red on imperf sheetlet mint never hinged, very fine, Michel unpriced,
scarce.

SYRIEN - PORTOMARKEN
P 3733 1925, Postage due 0,50 Pia. orangebrown unissued Essay to be released with 1925 pictorals, mounted on perforated card, very scarce and attractive.

SYRIEN - VEREINIGTE ARABISCHE REPUBLIK
P 3734 1958, Kinderhilfe Marken von Syrien mit schwarzen Aufdruck ‘R.A.U.’ in waagrechten Dreierstreifen,
postfrischer seltener Satz, Mi. € 600,-- +

TANNU-TUWA
P 3735 1933, 15 K. auf 6 K. orange, postfrisch mit leicht getöntem Gummi, in guter, fehlerfreier Erhaltung.
(Mi. für ungebraucht: 550,- €)

P 3736 1936, Jubilee of 15 Y. of Tuwenian Republic 5 K, 10 K, 15 K, 25 K, 50 K and 75 K. on registered 80,85,87,99,
letter with „TUWA 9 3 37” and b/s arrival „LUZERN 27 II 37”(M)

102,103
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Start

THAILAND
see also 2824, 6545, 3958/3996

P 3737 1883, Post in Bangkok QV 2 C. overprinted „B” brown wmkd. crown CA, used
Shi. 13
P 3738 1883/1904, selection of clear markings on definitives, on stockcards (T)
P 3739 1883, 1 Sio bric-red in block of 16 from the left margin, all stamps mint NH (!) with full original

g
g

170,150,-

**

1.200,-

g

100,-

b

130,-

*

400,-

(*)

150,-

(*)

120,-

(*)

120,-

(*)

120,-

(*)

200,-

**/*

250,-

b/Ak

800,400,100,-

(*)

100,-

*/g

Gebot

(*)

140,-

GA

100,-

GA

500,-

b

1.200,-

b

Gebot

b

300,-

b

250,-

b

600,-

Sc 76

Ak

200,-

celled by native Bangkok cds., and front shows SINGAPORE transit, LIGNE N maritime cds. of the
French paquebot Annam, plus PORTO CENTRAL arrival cds. A scarce card to an uncommon destination.
P 3766 1902, 10 Pfg. Germania auf AK von NORDHAUSEN nach MANILA PHILIPPINIEN, dort mit violettem
DR 56
«FORWARDED.» via SINGAPORE nach BANGKOK SIAM ! Interessante Irrläuferkarte !

GA

100,-

Ak

150,-

gum, part. separated in left margin and in middle of lower stamps, very rare in this superb condi3 (16)
tion! (T)
P 3740 1883, 1 sa orange two mint stamps and single tied by clear “YASOTHON”, plus few surcharged
Sc. 5 (3)
stamps including pair and strip of three, fine group
P 3741 1887, 12 A. canc. „(BAN)GKOK2 23.4.97” on cover to Paris, transit french mail steamer „LIGNE N
PAQ. FR. No 1 30 AVRIL 98”, stamp corner crease

P 3742 1889, 2 Att on 1 Att on 3 Att blue green, mint hinged with full original gum, few tiny gum spots on top
left perfs, fine and very scarce, Michel catalogue value 2.100,- Euro

A18

P 3743 1889, 1 Att on 3 Att block of 12, three stamps tiny thin, mint no gum, fine and very fresh, a scarce
block

Mi. 17 I
Mi. 22 III, Fraj.
39 C
P 3745 1889, 1 Att on 3 Att block of four, mint no gum, fine and fresh, a scarce block
Mi. 17 I, Fraj.
25 A3
3746 1889, 1 Att on 3 Att block of four, mint no gum, on reverse security mark on one stamp, fine and fresh, Mi. 17 I, Fraj.
25 A3
a scarce block
P 3747 1889, 1 Att on 2 Att block of four, mint no gum, red control mark on reverse, fine and fresh
Mi. 16 I, Fraj.
22 A

P 3744 1889, 1 Atts on 64 Att block of four and pair, mint no gum, fine and fresh

P 3748 1889, 1 Att. on 2 Att. overprint type I, bloc of 4, upper left stamp with double overprint of the value
„1”, upper stamps mint hinged, otherwise mint never hinged

16 I DD

P 3749 1892/94, „4 atts” small type and „4 atts.” big type overprint on 24 A and 2x ”1 Atts.„ big type on 64 20I/20IV, 22III
A, „2 Atts” small two/big type on 64 A on letter from Bangkok to Germany

(2), 23VI

b

P 3750 1893, 3 A green/blue on postal stationery card from BANGKOK to Germany
P 3751 1894/1932, ppc (2, inc. 3 A. on 12 A. as printed matter 1899) resp. covers (2) (T)
P 3752 1894, 1 Att on 64 Att block of 9, mint no gum, fine and very fresh, a scarce block

10, psc

GA

Mi. 22 I, Fraj.
40

3753 1894, 1 AttS. on 64 Att. pair mint hinged and single stamp used, with scarce surcharge variety large
“S”, fine and scarce group for the specialist!

P 3754 1894, 3 Atts on 12 Att block of 9, mint no gum, fine and very fresh, a scarce block

Fraj. 40a
Mi. 24, Fraj.
51 B2

P 3755 1894, ‘’BANGKOK/2/6 2/94’’ cds on 10 Pf. Bavarian incoming postal stationery card cancelled with
Aschaffenburg cds (dated 25th Dez. 1893), fine and scarce.

P 3757 1895, postal card from Hin Lap to Germany, 4a card (H&G 3) cancelled by rare native cds (Type II)

from Krung Kao (Ayutthaya province), with Bangkok cds at left and Bremerhaven arrival cancel, Very
Fine, a rare commercial usage of this card.
P 3758 1897, Weltreisekarte mit 4-Länder-Frankatur Bayern, Fr. Post in Marokko, Brasilien und Thailand
auf der Route München, Saffi, Tanger, Pernambuco und Bangkok nach München befördert, kl.
Mängel
3759 1898, 12 A. violet rose on cover tied by BANGKOK 2 cds. and company-chop to Berlin with arrival
12
mark on reverse, ms. „Via Singapore”, light border toned, fine and scarce

P 3760 1898, Registered cover with pair 12 A. lilac carmine and single 24 A. lilac blue, all tied by “BANGKOK

5” cds. and registration mark with ms. number alongside, on reverse transit marks Milano & Brindisi
Sc. 16, 17
and arrival mark Germany, tiny border toned, fine and scarce
P 3761 1899, cover with 1 A. green, 8 A. green orange and 3 A. / 12 A. lilac carmine, all tied by “BANGKOK
2 - 19/4/99” cds., on reverse arrival mark Germany, tiny border toned and vertical fold, fine and
Sc. 11, 15, 54
scarce
P 3762 1899, definitive series 1 A.-8 A. cpl. (9, inc. all colour variety stamps) canc. „Bangkok.2 17.3.08” on
28/35
registered cover to Munich/Bavaria w. „16 APR.” arrival on reverse, amazing cover

P 3763 1899 issue 2a pair on Lithographed picture postcard of King, sent to Paris, stamps tied by circle
bamboo chop. Very clean and attractive.

P 3764 1902 (Aug.) use of Siam 4atts postal card to Portugal, prepaying the UPU rate to Portugal. Card can-
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P 3767 1902, Registered cover with three stamps 12 A. brown violet & rose, few gum toned perfs, all tied by

“BANGKOK” cds. and bilingual registration mark “BANGKOK 5” alongside, on reverse arrival mark
Sc. 85 (3)
Germany, scratch at cover front, fine and scarce
P 3768 1902, postcard with 4 A. / 12 A. lilac carmine, light cancelled from Bangkok, on front arrival mark
Sc. 55
Germany, fine and scarce

b

200,-

Ak

100,-

b

60,-

Ak

100,-

b

800,-

Ak
g

100,100,-

73

b

2.000,-

94, 95 (3)

b

80,-

60, 86, 90

b

1.000,-

94, 95 (4)

b

400,-

b

130,-

b

300,-

b

Gebot

**
*

120,240,-

*

350,-

b

200,-

b

170,-

b

200,-

e

100,-

b

80,-

b

650,-

b

200,-

b

270,-

P 3769 1905, King 24 A. brown tied full strike “BANGKOK2 5 1 1905” to cover (tonings) to Altona/Germany
(backstamp)

59

P 3770 1907, Incoming Mail: Picture postcard from Java, showing Opium manufactory (Salemba), Batavia

addressed to Engineer at Royal Railway in Bangkok, franked with 5c (with JAVA ovpt) tied by squared
Batavia cds, and sent via Singapore (transit cds), with black as well as blue bilingual Bangkok arrival
cds, fine.
P 3771 1907, stampless cover with red ms. “One Att stamp run / short postage paid / Manit. PO5.„ with „Bangkok, 5 14.12.07” dater alongside. commercial usage on unsealed envelope (staple holes, affixing circular inside; vertical crease) with deleted „Royal Railway Department Bangkok”. Delivery datestamp of
”Bangkok.2 15.12.07„ on reverse.P. O. 5 used this emergency handling only one day, Dec. 14th 1907.
6-7 covers of p.o. 5 are believed to exist. This is the cover ex-Ian McQueen, pictured and explained in his
article in ”Stamp Collecting„ of March, 1982 (copy enclosed with the lot). It seems to be the only cover
where postmaster Manit wrote ”One Att”„ instead ”1 att”. Exhibition item. (T)
P 3772 1907, Rare picture postcard depicting two scenes with the Governor of Korat, franked by 1905-08
47, 50
1att green & yellow and 3att green, sent to Bangkok.
P 3773 1908, King Chualalongkorn 2 pairs and 13 singles up to 20 Tic., fine group
ex Mi. 73 - 78

P 3774 1909, „Bulletin d´Expedition” for 1,25 Kg. with 1 T. green violet on front and 10 stamps surchar-

ged issue 1909 on reverse all tied by clear “BANGKOK 2” cds. to Switzerland with red boxed arrival mark, light vertical fold, fine and very scarce (T)
P 3775 1910, King Chulalongkorn 3 S. (bottom margin strip-3) and 2 S. canc. “Bangkok.2 11.5.12” on reverse of small cover to Germany, triangular framed taxmark “T” with ms. “10 c.” and german “20” (Pf.)
assessed for charge on delivery
P 3776 1910, „Bulletin d´Expedition” for 3 Kg. with two strips of three 14 S. / 9 A. blue, 6 S. / 4 A. red
and 1 T. blue ochre on front all tied by clear “BANGKOK 2” cds. to Switzerland with red boxed arrival mark, two stamps with small perf faults, fine and very scarce (T)
P 3777 1912, 2 S yellow/green and stripe of four 3 S green on letter from CHAIYA via Amsterdam/Holland (25
C surcharge) to Austria, scarce

P 3778 1913 First air mail commemoration cancellation applied on ppc franked with 1912 issue, 3s green.
Address and message in Thai.

P 3779 1913 cover to Germany, franked with pair 2s brown-orange, two 3s green, and single 6s carmine (Sc

140,141,145), all tied by BANGKOK c.d.s.’s. Front shows superb engraving of the ORIENTAL HOTEL. A Sc. 140, 141,
145
scarce and colorful hotel cover.
3780 1913, Surcharged issue 2 S. on 1 A. yellow green and 2 S.. on 8 A. olive black on cover tied by BANG80, 89
KOK 2 cds. to Germany, very fine and scarce.

P 3780A 1914, King Vajiravudh Provisional issue ‘10 Satang’ on 12s black/olive brown in a part pane of 50

stamps, mint never hinged MNH with control marking over 8 stamps on reverse! Mi. € 350,-- ++ (M) 114 (50)

P 3782 1918, 2-5 Baht mit Aufdruck VICTORY, Aufdruck Type 2, tadellos ungebraucht. Mi.670€+
147-49
P 3783 1920, SCOUTS boths sets complete mint hinged with full original gum, 5/6 S. few toned perfs, most
fine to very fine, certificate Scheller 2013, Michel catalogue value 1.590,- Euro

152 - 63

P 3784 1920, cover with 15 S. blue showing perfins “HSBC” (The HONG KONG SHANGHAI BANKING CORPO-

RATION) tied by “BANGKOK” cds., to Sweden with arrival mark on reverse, tiny border toned and
Sc. 168
vertical fold, fine and very scarce
P 3785 1922, 10 S. (strip-3) canc. „CHIENGRAI 26.8.27” on registered cover to Paris, on reverse transits
Bangkok1 resp. 2. Unusual usage from northern Siam.

P 3786 1923, red cross 15 S., 28 S. on 14 S. etc. canc. „BANGKOK 7” on registered cover via „Bangkok,2” to
Germany w. arrival „KONSTANZ 29.8.23” on reverse, scarce R-label „Bangkok 7” (T)

3787 1924, 01.10. Flugpostbrief als Einschreiben Roi Ed - Bangkok und weiter nach Bern. Interessante
Entwertung der Marken durch Stempel mit einem stilisierten Flugzeug. (T)

P 3789 1926, Registered cover with pair 15 S. carmine King Chulalongkorn issue tied by “BANGKOK 2” cds.

and bilingual registration label alongside, on reverse arrival mark Germany, plus cover with strip of
Sc. 192, 195
three 5 S. dark violet to Germany, fine pair
P 3790 1928/41, 20.45 B. franking tied „BANGKOK GPO” to 1948 registered cover to US. Includes pair of 10
B. (one cut in). AV2 Heifetz type 8. US 10 C. due applied and on reverse US repair seal tied by NY
211 (2) etc.
dater, a rarity.
P 3791 1928, 5 S. violet (strip-3) canc. „BANGKOK G.P.O. 4.2.36” on small cover to Paris and fwd., on reverse
transits and framed „VOIE INCONNUE / B”

P 3792 1929, Two covers posted on the South Express with two different scarce ‘Train Letter’ cachets applied
at Penang
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P 3793 1933, Tigerkopf-Aufdruck 5 S auf 6 S dunkelrosa Pfadfinderfonds mit weiterer Siam-Frankatur

auf Erstflugbrief via Imperial Airways First Flight von „BANGKOK 30.12.33” nach Locarno/
154
Schweiz, rs. Ank.-Stpl.

b

1.800,-

b

80,-

b

220,-

b

550,-

b

250,-

b

200,-

b

Gebot

e

150,-

(2)

**

420,-

311/13 (3)

**

80,-

293/94 A (3)

**

300,-

370/73 (3)

**

300,-

857/58 (3)

**

100,-

2791/2

**

350,-

Ak

400,-

Sc. 1, Mi. 1

g

120,-

203

b

Gebot

b

100,-

GA

1.000,-

b

500,-

P 3795 1937, 80 S blue/black on 10 S red postal stationery cover as registered letter with air mail from
CHANDABURI via Bangkok G.P.O. to Germany

206, ps

P 3796 JAPANESE OCCUPATION WW2: from Honsaku Komai, Nishimura Party, Oka 10355 Unit, Thai De-

spatch? To: Kelzan Akiyama, Mashuo Village., Minamikama-Gun, Yamanash Prefecture? Censored
by ‘Aoki’; written on 14th April?? ‘’...It is very hot here as ever... we must serve hard against US and
British in this severe war...” ‘Oka’ meant 7th Area Army, which served in South East Asia ‘10355’
meant Field Automobile Factory at Bangkok

P 3797 JAPANESE FIELD POST: 1943, From Oturo Ikeda (Takashi), HQ of “Karada” 15824 Unit, Thai De-

spatch? To: Kogotome Nishijima, Kitakomatu, Komatu-Village, Iga-Gun, Shigu-Prefecture?. Censored
by “Nakamiche”?? [Translation] How are you grandmother? I think that you are fine after my despatch. I am very well. Do not worry about me please! I suppose that there are many things to do
during my absence and I worry about this but I know that you and Maruhiko will be going to my house.
Please look after yourself. “Karada” meant Independent Mixed 29th Brigade “15824” meant 159th
Battalion of the Brigade. Independent Mixed 29th Brigade was formed on 16 November 1943. Originally 159th Battalion was serving at Chengmai until December 1944. It then moved with other
Battalions to Banbong. In August 1945 this Brigade was in Southern Thailand and Tenaserium. Possibly used at Chengmai, as felt relatively peaceful?.

P 3798 JAPANESE FIELD POST: 1943, From Yasumasa Kanzaki, Hei 10118 Unit, Thai Despatch? To: Keiko

Kanzaki, 4 Saikyocho., Shogeoson, Nagano-City? Censored by Hapiya?? [Translation] I have received
a poem from Mr Sukejior Ohashi in Kyoto, as follows: “According to your words, I go to the land of evil.
Warm wind is blowing in the savage land. Monsters are wandering in the day time. I hear their cry in
the night. In the morning I make tea to dispel the bad atmosphere. In the evening I carry a sword and
shake it in the rain. Injured soldiers admire the power of the sword and don’t think about the battlefield”. As ever, a splendid poem. Nr. 32, 18.9.18 (No. 32, 18 Sept 1943). Marked Manzaki ‘Hei’
meant Inf. 54th Division, which served in Java until September 1943. It was ordered to Burma after
that. Before moving to Burma it served in Thailand for only about one month. ‘10118’ meant Engineer 54th Regiment. As the writer had his own handstamp, he must have been an Officer

P 3799 1943, airmail 10 S. (pair) w. 50 S. (pair) and 25 S. tied ”BANGKOK G.P.O. 23.8.43„ on air mail cover

via Japan to Basle/Switzerland, thail censor mark in violet, japanese censor seal w. tie-mark, air mail 242, 243 (2),
252 (2)
up to Japan. Unevenly opened on top, scarce foreign air mail during WWII

3800 1944, 80 S. blue and 2 B. rose / brown on cover from Bangkok to Germany with censor label at left
tied by blue censor mark “A.C.N. 3931”, fine and unusual

206, 208

P 3801 1946, 1 B. (block-8) and 10 s. strip.4 canc. four strikes large bilingual „TAKUKAPA 23.11.89” via
„BANGKOK G.P.O. 6.12.46” on reverse of air mail cover to Denmark

P 3802 1955, elephant with King Naresuan complete proof set in horizontal marginal pairs (25s two pairs) 311/15 proof
all with small punchhole from printer ‘Waterlow & Sons’, mint never hinged MNH and scarce!

P 3803 1955, elephant with King Naresuan 25s carmine, 80s violet and 1.25b. green each in horizontal
strips of three, mint never hinged, Mi. € 375,-- +

P 3804 1955, King Bhumibol 5b. blue-green/carmine and 10b. blackish brown/lilac both in horizontal strips
of three, mint never hinged, scarce strips! Mi. € 1.290,-- +

P 3805 1961, King Bhumibol 5b. to 25 b. four values in horizontal strips of three, mint never hinged, scarce
strips! Mi. € 1.300,-- +

P 3806 1977, King Bhumibol 50b. and 100b. in horizontal strips of three (the 50b. from lower left corner),
mint never hinged, scarce strips! Mi. € 420,-- +

P 3806A 2009, discount-regular issue, complete issue in complete sheets of 20 stamps, mint never hinged.
Mi. 1.100,- € (M)

THAILAND - STEMPEL
P 3807 Chantaburi:, 1904, 1 A. green tied small size „CHANTABURI 18.10.04” to viewside of ppc to France,
on front large bilingual ”CHANTABURI 8.10.04„ w. negative seal, very scarce, VF

P 3808 1883, 1 sol blue block of four tied by clear “CHIANG KAM, Provinz Pha Yao” (Gmähle type 3, cat. value
750$), fine and very scarce

3809 1933, Commercial cover with 15 S. blue tied by clear “SOUTH EXPRESS” cds. to Germany, tiny spots
and crease, fine

P 3810 DEN JAYA: 1936 (3.4.), King Prajadhipok 10s carmine single on front and 2s brown strip/3 on reverse

of cover with fine violet double-circle ‘DEN JAYA’ cds. adressed to Copenhagen with Bangkok transit199 (3), 202
mark (4.3.), scarce postmark and unusual destination
P 3811 Hilap: 1895, UPU card 4 C. with straight-line type „Hilap” via ”BANGKOK1 31 10 95„ to Technical
University Charlottenburg/Berlin, Germany w. arrival ”9.12.95„, with ”Hilap 24. Oktober 1895„
P
dateline, very scarce marking
P 3812 KEDAH: 1911, Malaiischer Staatenbund FMS 3 C. (corner crumbled but pasted as such) centrally
canc. „Kedah 30-4-1911” (Malaya) on reverse of cover to Penang w. arrival “1 MY” alongside, scarce
SIAM type cancel on cover
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3813 1932, KLM Air Mail cover registered from Bangkok to Zurich with boxed “Late fee paid” alongside, 205, 218, 221,

Start
b

Gebot

Ak

900,-

GA

80,-

GA

100,-

b

200,-

b

200,-

g

100,-

g

80,-

b

900,-

b

Gebot

g

80,-

b

500,-

g

100,-

g

100,-

b

250,-

b

600,-

GA

2.800,-

g

150,-

Sc. 1, Mi. 1

g

P 3829 1883, 1 sol blue block of four tied by clear violet “YASOTHON”, fine and very rare
Sc. 1, Mi. 1
P 3830 1883, 1 sol blue block of four, top right stamp tied by clear violet “MUKDAHAN” (Province Nakhon

g

100,80,-

Sc. 1, Mi. 1

g

90,-

Sc. 1, Mi. 1

g

90,-

Sc. 1, Mi. 1

g

350,-

H&G 2a

GA

Gebot

GA

Gebot

GA

1.700,-

blue registration label tied by boxed “PAR AVION”, light border crease, fine and attractive (T)

222, 223

P 3814 Kota Bharu/Kelantan, Malaya: 1905, 4 S. scarlet tied ”Kota Bharu 21.10.1908 Kelantan.„ to ppc via

”SINGAPORE OC 27 1908” to Helsingfors/Finland. Recorded usage by Gmaehle 1908.7.10- Kelantan
SGZ326
1909.7.15.
P 3815 1900, letter card 12 Atts. canc. „KORAT 16.3.08” to Denmark w. arrival „NAESTVED 13.4.08” on reK
verse, unusual destination

P 3815A 1912, 3 S. green postal stationery card used uprated with 2 S. brown, vertical fold, tied by clear
“LANGSUEN” cds. and octogonal “PBC” censor mark alongside, to Brasil, fine and scarce destination

P 3815B 1926, garuda 15 S. w. King 5 S. violet tied „LANGSUAN” to small cover endorsed „via Tungsong” via
„BANGKOK10” to Germany, oval slogan handstamp alongside, scarce

P 3815C 1926, garuda 15 S. w. King 5 S. violet tied „LANGSUAN” to small cover via „BANGKOK2B 2.3.27”
resp. „10E” to Germany, oval slogan handstamp alongside, scarce

P 3816 1894 ca., “LOPBURI” cds. on 4/12 Atts. carmine / lilac clear cancellation, Gmähle type 4, plus nice
cancelled first issue 1 S., fine and attractive pair

P 3817 1906, “MAKAENG 16/8/06” cds. on 64 Atts. brownorange / lilac clear cancellation, Gmähle type 5,
fine and attractive

14

P 3818 1931.MISSENT TO BANGKOK: Cover from India addressed to Batu Bahat, Johore State, Malaya. Mis-

sent to Bangkok, arriving 14 Nov 31 and rectangular „MISSENT TO BANGKOK” plus „T”applied, however overstroken by pen. „10” in crayon. Forwarded via Singapore and Penang, 19 Nov. A most unusual routing!
3819 1938, Mission Catholique cover with 5 S. violet and 10 S. carmine tied by clear “NORTH EXPRESS”
201, 202
cds. to CZECHOSLOVAKIA, tiny crease and flaw on top, fine

P 3820 1883, 1 sik yellow margin strip of three tied by very clear “NAKHON PHANOM”, fine and very attractive

Sc. 4, Mi. 4

P 3821 1911, Registered cover with 2 S., 6 S. and two pairs 12 S. King Chulalongkorn issue all tied by “PIT-

SANULOKE” cds. and bilingual registration label alongside, on reverse transit mark Bangkok 5 and Sc. 139, 141,
142 (4)
arrival mark Germany, tiny border toned, fine and very attractive!
P 3822 1883, 1 sol blue block of four tied by clear “PHITSANULOK” (Gmähle type 1, cat. value 1.500$), fine
Sc. 1, Mi. 1
and very scarce

P 3823 1883, 1 sol blue block of four tied by clear “PHITSANULOK” (Gmähle type 1, cat. value 1.500$), few
perfs apart, fine and very scarce

Sc. 1, Mi. 1

P 3824 RAHENG: 1906, 12 Att. tied „RAHENG 8-1 1906” on small cover endorsed „Via Kawkeriek and Moul-

mein” (Burmah) to England w. arrival „NEWCASTLE FE 3 06” on reverse. Contents still enclosed w.
printed return „THE BOMBAY BURMAH TRADING CORPORATION LIMITED” and senders place „Laow
States, Rahang via Moulmein Kawkeriek”. Current name of Rahang is Tak, cover from a remote place. 38
P 3825 1906 REDIRECTED, INCOMING & RETURNED : Cover addressed to “S.S. Java„ Malta, bearing Britain,
1d, tied by Poynton cds ”Ja 12„ with Valetta receiver „17th Jan”, forwarded to Hongkong received
12/2 and Singapore ”Feb 28„ endorsed ”Left Ship/Singapore„ re-directed to Bangkok with three
different arrivals. Underpaid with ”T„ handstamp and INCONNU/UNKNOWN in rectangle plus 1/15cin
crayon, and RETOUR/RETURNED plus various notations and rated ”8„ in blue crayon. Extraordinary
SG 219
item!
P 3826 SIEM REAP (Cambodia/Cambodge): bold strike of all native „Siem Reap” dater (near Angkor Wat)
on UPU card 4 Atts. via „BATTAMBONG 21.10.1901” to Paris w. “31.10.01” arrival, minor corner
crease, rarity
P 3827 1883, 1 sik yellow margin two strip of four each tied by very clear “BANGKOK”, single stamps tied by
Sc. 4, Mi. 4
“PATTANI” and pair tied by “NAKHON PHANOM” (crease), fine and very attractive group

P 3828 1883, 1 sol blue block of four, two left stamps tied by clear violet “PATTANI”, two right stamps tied by
clear violet “YASOTHON”, fine and very unusual

Phantom) others tied by “PATTANI” in violet, fine and very unusual

P 3831 1883, 1 sol blue block of four, two top stamps tied by clear violet “MUKDAHAN” (Province Nakhon
Phantom), two bottom stamps tied by clear violet “PATTANI” in violet, fine and unusual

P 3832 1883, 1 sol blue strip of three, two pairs and 14 used stamps with attractive cancellations, fine and
scarce group

3833 1886, 4 Atts. surcharged postal stationery card used with rare “WANG BANG PA IN” (Gmähle type 4)
to Bangrak, fine and attractive

3834 1886, 4 Atts. surcharged postal stationery card used with rare “WANG BANG PA IN” (Gmähle type 4)
to Germany without message, fine and attractive

P 3835 1900, letter card 12 Atts. canc. „PUKET 12 6 02” to Faroe Islands, endorsed „Via Leith. Scotland

Transits „PENANG JU 4 1902”, and on reverse Jy 6 of EDINBURGH resp. LEITH and arrival „.
K
THORSHAVEN 6.7.02”. An incredible destination
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P 3836 1901, Incoming Mail : German Reich 10 Pf. red postal stationery card tied by “CELLE 1/1/01” cds.,

“BANGKOK 1/2/01” transit mark, adressed to Tongkah with transit mark “PUKET” (scarce type), tiny
toned, fine and scarce destination
P 3837 1901, Incoming Mail : Straits Settlements 3c. carmine postal stationery card tied by “B PENANG
MR/13/01” cds., adressed to Puket with arrival mark “PUKET” (scarce type), tiny toned at border, fine
and scarce destination

GA

250,-

GA

200,-

b

600,-

GA

Gebot

H&G 1

GA

60,-

H&G 1

GA

60,-

GA

60,-

GA

800,-

GA

Gebot

GA

250,-

GA

230,-

GA

70,-

H&G A3

GA

Gebot

H&G A4

GA

Gebot

H&G 2c

GA

Gebot

H&G 10

GA

Gebot

H&G A2

GA

Gebot

H&G 18a

GA

Gebot

H&G 18a

GA

Gebot

H&G 19

GA

Gebot

H&G 28

GA

3858 1915, 3 S. green postal stationery card used local, fine and scarce
H&G 20
P 3859 1916, 3 S. green postal stationery card with additional franking tied by Bangkok 2 cds. to Switzerland,

GA

Gebot
Gebot

H&G 34

GA

Gebot

H&G 34

GA

3861 1930, 15 S blue postal stationery envelope to London, tiny crease at right, fine and scarce
H&G B1
P 3862 1943 (?), Letter-sheet unused similar to Letter sheet LS001 (stamp showing King Prajadhipok), 10

GA

Gebot
Gebot

GA

100,-

P 3838 1907, Registered cover with four different issues all tied by “SWANKALOKE” cds. and registration

mark on front, imprint “Royal Railway Department Bangkok.”, few perfs gum toned, on reverse arrival Sc. 17, 75, 76,
78, 83
mark Germany, fine and very attractive!
P 3839 1928, 3 S. green uprated postal stationery card written in Java, Dutch Indie, tied by boxed violet railH&G 55
way cancellation with transit mark to Germany , fine and scarce

THAILAND - GANZSACHEN
see also 4305/6

3840 1883, first issue of postal stationery card 1 Att carmine/yellow, unused with diagonal violett overprint
„SPECIMEN”, Setting B (Thai Phil.Handbook Nr. PC001B2).

P 3841 1883, first issue of postal stationery card 1 Att carmine/yellow, used „Bangkok 2 JAN 22.1909”, with
postal due marking and „T” triangel cancellation Setting B (Thai Phil.Handbook Nr. PC001B5).

P 3842 1883, first issue of postal stationery card 1 Att carmine/yellow with add. franking 3 Att green, used

„Bangkok 1 16.3.1908”, to Munich, Germany with receiver „MÜNCHEN 38 APR 08”, Setting B (Thai
H&G 1 , 50
Phil.Handbook Nr. PC001B2).
P 3843 1885, provisional 4 Atts/1 a. stationery card also ovpt. „Carte Postale Universelle. / Post Card”, vaP var.
riety “Overprint Inverted„, slightly ironed out crease, a major rarity

3844 1899-1903, Two 4 Atts. postal stationery cards, each used with different BANGKOK 2 cds., to Germany, fine pair.

H&G 3

P 3845 1899, scarce postal stationery card 1 1/2 Att red/yellow (similar design as the first issue) but another

portrait of King Chulaconkorn. This card was originally intended to be issued in 1897 but the design
was rejected by the King. A small quantity was issue in error in 1899, recalled und burned in 1903,
late usage from 1903 with add. franking of 5 Atts to Hanau, Germany (Thai Phil.Handbook Nr.
H&G 5, 28I, 33
PC0006).
P 3847 1899, 1 A. grey and 2 A. green tied to card 1 A. „BANGKOK2 6 / 9 00” to Switzerland w. arrival „LAUSANNE 12.X.00”, small rubbings not affecting stamps
P 3848 1900, letter card 12 Atts. canc. „Bangkok.2 14.1.09” to Singapore (transit Jan 26) and fwd to ColomK
bo (backstamp)

P 3849 1901, 10 Atts. brown on blue postal stationery letter card used uprated with 2 A. green to Saigon with
arrival mark on reverse, few light toned spots, fine and very scarce

3850 1902, 12 Atts. green on blue postal stationery letter card to Germany with arrival mark on reverse,
fine and very scarce

P 3851 1908, 4 Atts. surcharged postal stationery card used uprated with 1 Att. with BANGKOK 2 cds. in
blue, to Germany with arrival mark, fine and attractive

3852 1908, 2 Atts. on 1 1/2 Atts. postal stationery card used uprated with 2 Att. clear cancelled by Bangkok cds., to Germany with arrival mark, fine and attractive

3853 1909, 4 Atts. blue postal stationery letter card used uprated with 5 A. carmine to Germany with arrival
mark on reverse, fine and scarce

3854 1911, 1 1/2 Atts. postal stationery card used surcharged and uprated with 3 S. clear cancelled Bangkok 5, used to Germany with full message on reverse, fine.

3855 1911, 1 1/2 Atts. postal stationery card used surcharged and uprated with 3 S. on 3 S. cancelled
Bangkok 5, used to Germany with full message on reverse, fine.

3856 1913, 1 1/2 Atts. postal stationery card used surcharged and uprated with 2 S. brown cancelled
Bangkok 2, used to Germany with full message on reverse, fine.

3857 1914, 5 on 6 S. + 5 on 6 S. postal stationery answering card used complete to Germany with arrival
mark, no message, fine and very scarce

fine and very scarce usage

3860 1918, 3 S. green postal stationery card used uprated with 2 S. brown, tied by Bangkok 1B cds. to USA
with arrival mark, fine and scarce

Satang red this stamp obliterated by a black „bamboo” type cancel and a 10 Satang definitive (King
Ananda Mahidol, Mi. 240) added over it. Extremy rare because this sheet is said to have been sold
out or withdrawn after only a few days. The sheet has inside red horizontal lines to be used as letter
TPH LS-0002
guides. (Thai Phil.Handbook Nr. LS-0002).
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see also 3051, 7498/9, 7680

P 3863 1866, „Quittance” by French Consulate Bangkok for the sum of 125 ticals for medical services rendered by James Campbell, surgeon for the period Oct.1-Dec. 31 1866. Signed by Aubaret and handstamped „CONSULAT DE FRANCE/BANGKOK.” Exceptional early piece. (M)
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500,-

b

600,-

b

600,-

b

400,-

b

230,-

b

90,-

b
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b

100,-

b
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b

Gebot

b
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b

600,-

b
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b
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b

2.500,-

b

100,-

b

2.000,-

P 3864 1883, incoming mail, Germany „Pfennig” 10 pf. (4) and 20 pf. canc. „ALTONA 7 6 83” on cover to

„Bangkok, India’”, on reverse transits „„NAPOLI PORTO 12 6 - 83”, unclear ”BRINDISI„, and red „SINGAPORE PAID JY 4 83„

P 3865 1883, Germany „Pfennig” 10 pf. and 50 pf. canc. „ALTONA 23 3 83” on cover to „Bangkok, Siam, India’”,
on reverse transits „BRINDISI 25 8 - 83” and scarce „PENANG-AND-SINGAPORE PAID AP 20 11”

P 3866 Incoming Mail: 1885, letter from Austria, franked with strip of three 10Kr Arms issue (1883), prepay-

ing the 30Kr letter rate to Siam, prior to its entry into the UPU. Stamps tied by TRIEST cds, and reverse bears Napoli transit and red SINGAPORE/PAID date stamp. A Very Fine and scarce pre-UPU franking to a most uncommon destination.

P 3867 1892. INCOMING from Trieste, Austria. Registered envelope franked 30kr cancelled Trieste 10/1/92
via Brindisi b/s and Bangkok b/s 15 2/92. Scarce usage.

P 3868 INCOMING MAIL, 1901, Erinnerungskarte der belgischen Südpolexpedition von Gerlache, versandt
mit EF 10 C karmin von Mons in Belgien, 7.12.1900, nach Bangkok und innerhalb von Bangkok weitergeleitet. Karte am Unterrand mit geklebtem Einriss, sonst gute Bedarfserhaltung.

P 3869 1907, Reuter’s Telegram envelope used locally with fine strike of „One att stamps run short Postage

paid” plus red signature of postmaster „Fack” with „Bangkok2” and „Bangkok5 14.12.07” daters on
front/reverse

P 3870 1908, INCOMING MAIL, frankierte Ansichtskarte von Tierra del Fuego, Argentinien, mit MiF 4 x 1 C
und 2 C von Rosario de Santa Fe, 23.9.08, via Paris nach Bangkok gelaufen, Ankunftstempel
18.11.08, selten.

3872 1917, Incoming mail cover from Ceylon with censor label on top, arrival mark Bangkok 2, fine and very
scarce

3874 1968, Fieldpost cover from Ubon tied by “AUST. F.P.O. 3/JA/68 - 2 - No stamps available - POSTAGE PAID”,
with transit mark „Caboolture” on reverse and redirected to East Ipswich, scarce Australia fieldpost!

TIBET
see also 722

P 3875 Early 19th Century, AMBAN COVER : a similar cover with the stripped, shaped red-seal of the Emperor
of China in the middle portion of this cover. At back with the received date in Bikram Sabat . Wrinkles
and paperholes as usual but nevertheless a very rare cover for the postal history collection. (MA1).

P 3876 Early 19th Century, AMBAN COVER : at right the stripped brick shaped red-seal of the emperor of

China. This red seal was authorised to be used by the emperor of China. The usage has been found
between the time of the nepaleses Kings Rana Bahadur Shas and Prithvi Bir Bikram Shas. The story
with these covers beginns in 1792, at this time of Bahadur Shah was a war between Nepal and Tibet,
in which Tibet requested military assistance which was granted by the Emperor of China. Nepal had
not the ability to resist such a reat army so it cames to a treaty between Nepal and China and a chinese Ambassy was etablished in LHASA. The ambassy People were called „Tuchyang Tathin Amban”.
And so covers from the ambassy in Lhasa were called ‘Amban Covers’. At the upper portion of the
cover the name of the emperor is written and the lower portion bears the name of the King of Nepal.
This cover is in usual condition with paper partly damaged and wrinkles. Nevertheless a very rare
desirable cover for the great Tibet or Nepal collection. (MA1).
P 3877 Bilingual Loan document from 1852, Feb.17th, of a Nepalese trader, trading in Tibet. From the content „.... I have given the loan of Rs.900/Nine hundred to Tash Shilpaji. The debtor promised to pay
along with its interest at the rate of 9 Rs.....”The document bears two seals of the loaner and the
debtor. Written in Tibetan and Nepalese handwriting. (MA1).

P 3878 TIBETAN-NEPALESE WAR (1858-61), 1918/2/9/ Bikram Sabat.(= May 1861) field cover sent by

Captain Ausat Sing Thapa (a member of the the famous Thapa Family) showing a very clear strike
of the negative seal „Shree Dantakali” from Bishu Dutta.

P 3879 TIBETAN-NEPALESE WAR (1858-61), 1915./7/6/ Bikram Sabat.(= August 1858) field cover sent

by Major Captain Maha Rudra Khatri (a member of the the Khatri Family) from the Nepal-Tibet
border (northern side of Nepal) to the Prince Commanding General Sir Jagat Shamsher Jung Kunwar Rana which was the Commander of South Nepal and one of the five commanding persons at
the second level of the Rana Era Hierarchy. Nice negative seal on reverse.

P 3880 1875, november, (B.S. 1932 KARTIK/11) early prephilatelic commercial letter from a Nepalese trader

to his father living in LALITPUR without any postal markings. The red-black circle seal is the trade
mark of the Nepalese Trader. The letter is unfolded presented. (MA1).

P 3881 TIBETAN-NEPALESE WAR (1858-61), 1916./1/2/4 Bikram Sabat.(= March 1858) field cover sent

by Captain Katak Bahadur Basnayat (from the norther borderside of Nepal to Tibet) to the Prince
Commanding General Sir Jagat Shamsher Jung Kunwar Rana which was the Commander of South
Nepal and one of the five commanding persons at the second level of the Rana Era Hierarchy.
Nice negative seal on back. (MA1)
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P 3882 1902/1908, coiling dragon 1/2 C. resp. 2 C. green canc. full strikes of type 2 „LHASA” resp. „SHIGATZE”, each cert. Dahnke BPP (1975), ex-Wilson
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g
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b
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P 3883 1904, India used in Tibet: Cover (with backseal of the ‘TIBET FRONTIER COMMISSION’) from Lhasa to
India franked India KE 1a vert pair tied by ‘’LHASSA / 18 AU / 04’’ cds, with ‘’BASE-OFFICE/19 AU 04’’
India
transit cds of Siliguri, few marginal creases but still good.
P 3884 1905, INDIA USED IN TIBET: India KEVII. ¼a PS card used with ‘’EXPERIMENTAL P.O./A-28/21 (or
27?) JL/05’’ cds to Ramgarh in India (arrival cds dated 4th Aug.) via Gangtok (28th July transit
cds). This postcard ist almost certainly from Gyantse, as the order to open a temorary P.O. was
sent in February 1905, but it was not listed in April 1905, but was listed in July. This was the only
Indian civilian office in Tibet open 1905, and the card was probably written by a Guard for the
office of the trade mission. An extremely scarce and important item of Tibetian postal history.
P 3885 1912, 1/6 T., a deeply inked copy tied intaglio „GYANTSE” on reverse of incoming cover (corner fault)
from Kalimpong w. KGVI 1 A., transit indian p.o. „GYANSTE 9 AUG 23 TIBET”, to Gorkha office Gyantse,
1 + India
pure commercial usage
P 3886 1912, receipt for a letter from Tsarong to Delek Rapten with violet seal of Shigatse p.o. dated water
mouse year 15th of the 12th month

P 3887 1912, 2/3 T carmine in complete sheet (touched on top) with 12 stamps, two with error „POTSAGE” 4 b (10), 4 b
(on field 6 and 7), used with canc. „LHASA” (typ 8 III), expertise Dahnke

I (2)

3888 1924, Everest Expedition Vignette with right margin, mint no gum, fine
P 3889 1928-35, India used in Tibet: Cover from Gyantse to Nepal franked on reverse with India KGV. 1a tied
‘’GYANTSE/28 JA 35’’ cds, Nepal arrival cds (5 FEB 35) alongside, and three Indian KGV. stamps (two
ovptd SERVICE) on two pieces with Tibet cds’s.
P 3890 1933, 1/2 T. and 2/3 T. canc. „LASA” on cover (unevenly opened) to Gyantse w. on reverse India KGV
3d (strip-4) canc. „KALIMPONG 8 MAR 40”, „GYANTSE 19 MAR 40” arrival

P 3891 1933, 4 T. emerald tied to reverse of registered cover (rugged) by unclear dater to Lhasa
13
P 3892 1933, 4 Trangka apple-green, the superb unused (as issued) complete sheet of 12, Setting II, position 12 replaced, printed on Chinese silky paper with some natural paper flaws. A most unusual and SG 13 Bb, Sc
18a
fine sheet, certificate G. Flack 2008
P 3893 1933, 2/3 Trangka deep grey blue, the superb unused (as issued) complete sheet of 12, Setting III,
SG 10B, Mi 10c
position 1 with large inking flaw. A most unusual and fine sheet, certificate Dahnke BPP

P 3894 1939, 2/3 Tranka prussian-blue - extraordinary fine impression, setting I - together with India King
George V, 3 pies grey and King George VI 1/2 Anna brown on fine censured cover from GYANTSE via
India to USA. The indian stamps stroke by double circle „GYANTSE TIBET 5.DEC.39”, the tibetian
stamp with fine cancellation GYANTSE Type VIII. Two violett censorship canc. „PASSED CENSOR CAL10aB
CUTTA”
P 3895 1940, 4 T. yellow green in complete sheet with 12 stamps and replaced cliche at position 12 (cliche
13 c (11), 13 I
in larger size). Full margins on all sides, used with canc. „LHASA” (typ 8 III), expertise Dahnke.

P 3895A 1948 (ca.), telegraph stamp in orange, a sheet of 4, unused no gum as issued
P 3896 1949/50, late forties/early fifties, 2/3 Tr, 1 Tr, 2 Tr and 4 Tr on overfranked collector’s cover, fine 10b,11aB, 12c,
strokes „LHASA” Type VIII. to Gyantse.

13aB

P 3897 1955, very rare external combination cover - incoming mail - to Dharma Bahadur at Pharijong, Tibet,
using a franking by Nepalese and Tibetan stamps. On front of cover a horizontal pair of 1941, 4 p.
green, not perforated, on back the 2 p Color Error green instead of brown, further two Tibetan stamps,
a vertical pair of the 1/2 T. yellow and one copy 2 T. red an two sides perforated. Both Nepaleses
stamps cancelled by late Pashupati postmark, the Tibetan stamps cancelled „PHARI” the most southerly of the native post offices.
P 3898 1955, very rare external combination cover - incoming mail - to LHASA, Tibet, using a franking by
Nepalese and Tibetan stamps. On front of cover a horizontal pair of 1941, 4 p. green, not perforated
and two copies of the Tibetan adhesive 2 T. red one of them perforated at three sides both cancelled
at PHARI, on reverse the 2 p Color Error green instead of brown., some soling.
3899 1966, TIBET, svedish UPU reply part canc. „LHASA 1966.5.8” to Halmstad/Sweden, no message

Tibet
9Bb,12aA,
Nepal 52F etc. b/p
Tibet
12aA,12aB,
Nepal 52F etc

b

600,-

GA

400,80,-

Ak

320,-

**

100,-

TIMOR
P 3900 WWII: 1945, From Kunio Azuma, Fujisawa Party Umi 5058 Unit, c/o Umi 8940 Unit Northern Austra-

sia Despatch? To: Shizuo Marumoto, Yaguchi, Kuchita-Village, Asa-Gun, Hiroshima Prefecture? Censored by ‘Miyabe’ and ‘Takao Fujisawa’.?? [Translation: I’m sorry for not writing to you for so long.
How are you all? I am fine and everything is going well so do not worry about me. I imagine that you
are helping me by looking after my family.] ‘Umi’ meant Inf. 48th Division, which served on Timor Island from Sept 1942 to August 1945. ‘8940’ meant HQ of lnf. 48th Division at Dili in E. Timor. ‘5058’
meant Tank 48th Regt?.
P 3901 1947, port. colonial empire complete set of definitives and airmails (20 stamps) with black opt. ‘LIA268-V268
BERTACAO’, mint never hinged, very scarce set! Mi. € 350,--
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TRANSKAUKASIEN
P 3902 1923 registered cover to Germany, franked with vertical strip of three and pair 10 kop, plus vertical

strip of three imperforate 1 ruble (Sc 1,8), all tied by BAKU c.d.s.’s. Front shows circular “R” handstamp and Baku Registry label, while reverse bear CHARLOTTENBURG arrival cds. Scarce franking on
Sc. 1 (3), 8 (3)
a Very Fine Registered cover from these short-lived Republics.
P 3902A 1923 (23.4.), Postanweisung über 450.000 Rubel von Agdasch/ Elisab. nach Baku (2.5.), frankiert
mit einem 6er Streifen der 10 Kop Marke mit Stern-Aufdruck. Gute Bedarfserhaltung.
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500,-

b

150,-

b

150,-

1, 3, 7 (12)

b

220,-

1, 5, 7 (15)

b

250,-

2, 4 , 7 (8)

b

180,-

Sc. 3 (12)

b
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b

400,-

b
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b

150,-

b

150,-

b

500,-

5 I, 7

b

300,-

7 (2)

b

120,-

7 (2)

b

120,-

7 (5)

b

200,-

7 (5)

b

170,-

7 (7)

b

180,-

b

100,-

12, 14 (2)

b

200,-

20, 23 (2)

b

100,-

21(2), 24 (5)

b

150,-

P 3902B 1923 (11.6.), Postanweisung über 20.000.000 Rubel von Agdasch/ Elisab. nach Nucha (17.6.), rückP 3903
P 3904
P 3905

P 3906

seitig frankiert mit einem einem senkrechten Paar der 1 Rubel-Marken mit Stern-Aufdruck. Bedarfserhaltung mit Bug durch eine Marke.
1923, 1 Rubel 12 Marken auf Vorder- und Rückseite (2 senkrechte Viererstreifen und 2 Paare) und
je eine 10 Kop. und 25 Kop. Marke auf Postanweisung über 123.200.000 Rub. von “PRISCHIB BAKIN
31.5.23” nach Lenkoran mit Ankunftsstempel 3.6.23. Gute Bedarfserhaltung.
1923, 1 Rubel 15 Marken auf Vorder- und Rückseite und je eine 10 Kop. und 50 Kop. Marke auf
Postanweisung über 155.500.000 Rub. von “PRISCHIB BAKIN 26.5.23” nach Lenkoran mit Ankunftsstempel 28.5.23, gute Bedarfserhaltung.
1923, 1 R. Stern-Aufdruck in senkrechten Streifen vorder- und rückseitig sowie 1 x 10 Kop. auf 7 K.
und 35 Kop. Stern-Aufdruckauf auf Postanweisung über 83.811.000 Rub. nach Baku (30.6.23). Vorderseitig zwei große Siegelstempel. Da im Absendeort offensichtlich kein Poststempel existierte, wurden die Marken handschriftlich am 29. Juni 1923 entwertet. Marken zum Teil durch Randklebung
bedarfsbedingt etwas beschädigt. Interessanter Beleg.
1923 registered cover, franked on reverse with block of twelve 25 kop with star overprint, all tied by
BAKU dispatch and PETROGRAD arrival c.d.s.’s. A rare multiple on cover, signed Milkulski and Jem.

P 3907 1923, 50 K. im Paar mit Stern-Aufdruck und zusätzlichem armenischen Aufdruck und 4 Stück 25 K

auf Postanweisung über 4.575.000 Rub. von PRISCHIB BAKIN 31.5.23 nach Lenkoran mit Ankunfts3 (4), 5 I (2)
stempel 3.6.23. Gute Bedarfserhaltung.
3908 1923, 50 K. Stern-Aufdruck (3er Streifen) rückseitig auf Postanweisung über 8.311.000 Rub. von
5 (3)
AGDASCH Elisew. 3.5.23 nach Baku mit Ankunftsstempel 7.5.23, senkrecht gefaltet.

P 3909 1923, 50 K. Stern-Aufdruck als 6er Block auf Rückseite der Postanweisung über 10.000.000 Rub.
von AGDASCH Elisew. 30.6.23 nach Kuba Bak. Gub. mit Ankunftsstempel 8.7.23.

5 (6)

3910 1923, 50 K. Stern-Aufdruck im senkrechten Paar und 1 R. waagerechtes Paar (waagerecht geknickt

auf Vorder- u. Rückseite geklebt) auf Postanweisung über 30.000.000 Rub. von Belasuwar Bak. Gub.
5 (2), 7 (2)
25.5.23 nach Baku mit Ankunftsstempel 6.6.23.
P 3911 1923, 50 K. Stern-Aufdruck mit zusätzlichem armenischen Aufdruck. 4 Marken auf Postanweisung
5 I (4)
über 2.580.000 Rub. von PRISCHIB BAKIN 2.6.23 nach Lenkoran mit Ankunftsstempel 3.6.23.

P 3912 1923, 50 K. Stern-Aufdruck mit zusätzlichem armenischen Aufdruck und 1 R. auf Postanweisung
über 112.000 Rub. von PRISCHIB BAKIN 12.5.23 nach Lenkoran mit Ankunftsstempel 13.5.23.

3913 1923, 1 R. Stern-Aufdruck auf Postanweisung über 20.000.000 Rub. von Belasuwar Bak. Gub.
5.6.23 nach Baku mit Ankunftsstempel 12.6.23.

3914 1923, 1 R. Stern-Aufdruck (2 Einzelmarken) auf Postanweisung von Boschij ... 16.6.23” nach Baku
mit Ankunftsstempel 18.6.23, senkrecht zweimal gefaltet. (T)

P 3915 1923, 1 R. senkrechter Viererstreifen auf Vorderseite und Einzelmarke rückseitig auf kompletter Tele-

3916
P 3917
P 3918

P 3919

grafischer Postanweisung über 50.000.000 Rub. von “PRISCHIB BAKIN 4.6.23” nach Baku mit Ankunftsstempel 12.6.23, rückseitiger handschriftlicher Vermerk über den Einzug der Zusatzgebühr für
die telegrafische Übermittlung, Bedarfserhaltung. (T)
1923, 1 R. Senkrechter Viererstreifen und rückseitig Einzelmarke auf Postanweisung über
50.000.000 Rub. von “PRISCHIB BAKIN 31.5.23” nach Lenkoran mit Ankunftsstempel 5.6.23. Gute
Bedarfserhaltung.
1923, 1 R. Senkrechter Dreierstreifen und Einzelmarke auf Vorderseite und rückseitig senkrechter
Dreierstreifen auf Postanweisung über 70.000.000 Rub. von “PRISCHIB BAKIN 26.5.23” nach Lenkoran mit Ankunftsstempel 29.5.23. Gute Bedarfserhaltung.
1923, Abschnitt einer Geldanweisung über 100.000.000 Rubel von Baku (5.8.23) mit Empfangsbestätigung vom 9.8.23, frankiert mit verschiedenen Aufdruckmarken (100.000 a. 60 K., 300.000 a. 2
Rbl., 500.000 a. 5 Rbl. ) - Bedarfsmängel. Dazu 2 Inland-Bedarfsbriefe mit Inhalt und Rückschein aus
Baku mit verschiedenen aserbeidschanischen Aufdruckmarken. Marken wahrscheinlich durch chemische Substanzen im Leim verfärbt, trotzdem interessant.
1923, 100.000 auf 60 und 2x 300.000 auf 2 R je breitrandig, rs. auf einschreiben von „BAKU
10.9.23” nach Moskau, links kl. Öffnungsmängel, seltener Beleg! (T)

P 3920 1923, 300.000 R., a horizontal left bottom corner margin pair w. 150.000 R. tied „TIFLIS 3.10.23”
on reverse of cover (bit unevenly opened) to Berlin, sender staff Goldlust & Sohn

P 3921 1923, Zweimal 200.000 (1x Riss) zusammen mit 5-er Bock 500.000 rs. auf R-Brief von „BAKU 27 11
23” nach Moskau.
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P 3922 1923, 500.000 R. (pair) canc. „TIFLIS 6-11.23” on registered cover (unevenly opened at left, small
part missing) to Antwerp/Belgium
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11, 28
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21 (2)

P 3923 1923, 200.000 Rbl. grün und senkrechtes Paar 300.000 Rbl. blau rückseitig auf Einschreibbrief von

Tiflis Bahnhof (27.9.23) nach Rostow (2.10.23). Brief auf der rechten Seite beim Öffnen beschädigt,
21, 22 (2)
trotzdem ansehnliches Bedarfsstück.
P 3924 1923 (May 19) registered cover, sent from Bibi - Eybat to France franked on reverse with 2x1R imperf
+ 50k all star overprint all tied by BIBI-EYBAT BAKIN cds. Paris arrival. Fine and attractive combination
.
P 3925 1923 (Aug. 22), registered cover, sent from Bibi - Eybat to Novo-Nikolayev franked on reverse with 1R
imperf star overprint in combination with pair of surcharge 100,000R-60k all tied by BIBI-EYBAT BAKIN cds. Baku transit and Novo-Nikolayev arrival. Fine and attractive combination .
P 3926 1923, 500.000 R. carmine red, a vertical bottom margin strip.3 tied „BAKU 7.10.23” on reverse of
24 (3)
registered cover to Latvija w. arrival ”RIGA 16.10.23„

P 3927 1923, 2 K., 18 K. canc. „3.11.24” on cover to Paris/France, transit on reverse „TIFLIS 1-2-24”
28, 33
P 3928 1923, 4 Kop. dunkelbraun und rückseitig 9 Kop. dunkelblau (2) auf Postanweisung über 500.000.000
Rub. von Schemacha nach Baku (20.12.23).

P 3929 1923, 4 Kop. dunkelbraun und 18 Kop. blaugrau auf Postanweisung über 515.200.000 Rub. von
Schemacha nach Baku (27.12.23).

3930 1923, 4 Kop. dunkelbraun und 18 Kop. blaugrau auf Postanweisung über 100 Mio. Rub. nach Batum
(13.12.23), Bedarfserhaltung, Marken gering fleckig.

3930A 1923, 18 K. (pair) in mixed franking with USSR 2 K. green (pair) on reverse of cover canc. „Tiflis 31 ..
23” on registered cover to Voucresson/France w. “14-2-24„ arrival, alte use-up

TRUCIAL STAATEN
P 3931 1960/61 (ca.), small group of four 30np. airletters/aerogrammes incl. three unused and one philatelic used from DUBAI (19AP/61) to England, nice quartet!

P 3932 1963 approx., ESSAY SHEET of 42 stamps in pairs for the Emirates Umm-Al-Qiwain, Fujeira and Aj-

man. Similar design as the first issue of Dubai, Litho printed by N.C.R. Joseph Chalhoub. Sheet has
margins at three sides, Rare. (MA1).

VEREINIGTE ARABISCHE EMIRATE
P 3933 1977, Sixth National Day, 50 f. and 150 f. fine used, 150 f. on piece together with 1976 1 Dh. greyish
blue „SHARJAH 8-1-1978”. This set was withdrawn from sale on the day of issue.

96-97

P 3933A 1983, Literature Day, this set was withdrawn one day later due to religious demurs.
160-61
P 3934 1977 (28.12.), aerogramme 90f. ‘Coat of arms’ surcharged ‘75’ in type I with variety ‘slightly slanted H&G AE 26
5’ commercially used from DUBAI to California (T)

I var.

P 3935 2001, Automatenmarke (Mi.-Nr. 1) als portogerechte EF 6.00 Dirhams auf Einschreiben-Ersttags-

brief von „DUBAI 15.9.2001” nach Deutschland, kodiert, Einlieferungsschein liegt bei, GesamtATM 1
auflage nur 143 Stück, RARITÄT.
P 3935A 2006. “Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum”, 150 Dh silver, 350 Dh gold and 750 Dh platinum (2 gramms each) issued by Emiratespost on 20 December 2006, in a box with numbered owner
cards. (M)

VIETNAM
P 3936 1879, „CORR. D. ARM. CHAU DOC 23 JANV 79” in blue on cover with m/s „P.P. Timbre perdu” (porto

paid, stamps lost) and b/s „Correspondance militaire, Le Com(andante) due Fort de Chaudoc” sent
via „SAIGON 26 JANV 79” and „...COL. V. SUEZ PAQ. F.. 23 FEVR. 79” to Vannes, France with b/s arrival 1.3.79, scarce item, possibly unique!
P 3937 1884, „CORPS..ARMEES HAI-PHONG 6.DEC.”, clear cds. on field post cover to St. Quentin with arrival
mark, inside with letter (interesting text), fine

VIETNAM - BESONDERHEITEN
P 3938 1957-8, three covers each to a different Vietnamese lieutenant at 6th Company, 1st Student Battali-

on, T.S.B. [Training Student Battalion], Fort Benning, Georgia, one cover with illustration of Pres. Diem
and franked with Diem 1pi (x2) & 4pi strip of three, another franked with 1951 10pi & 1955 Phoenix
4pi, third franked with on reverse Diem 4pi block of four, rare and early postal history documentation
of the training of Vietnamese in the US, Fine.

VIETNAM-NORD
P 3939 1953, 50 D./5 D.; also service stamps 0,100 THOC on 2 D. brown resp. 5 D. orange, each in bottommargin blocks of four, unused no gum

53 (4) etc.

P 3940 1955, various issues inc. presidents birthday 300 D. canc. „HA-NOI 20-9 57” on cover to Bern/Swit- 14a, 23, 25,
zerland, clean condition

P 3941 1955, 100 D. multicolour and 20 D. pale orange, a top-margin copy, canc. „HA-NOI 3-7 1956” on
printed matter surface envelope to Switzerland, radio amateur correspondence
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P 3942 1956, Railway and Return of the Government, 2 complete issues, without gum as issued. Mi. 480,- € 31/38
P 3942A 1956, government return to Hanoi, 1000 D. violet, a top margin copy tied „HA-NOI 24 12 57” to air
mail cover to Prague/CSR, new year greetings card still enclosed

(*)

160,-

35

b

80,-

60a, 66 etc.

b

150,-

b

300,-

b

450,-

b

240,-

b

150,-

b

120,-

P 3943 1957, october revolution 40th anniversary 1000 D. red etc. canc. „HA-NOI 7-11-57” on air mail cover
to France

Start

P 3944 1969 legal size flown cover to Medical Aid Committee for Vietnam in London franked with on reverse
1966 Communist Party 3xu & 1968 Production 12xu blue strip of six (Mi. #446, 523) tied by HA-NOI
VIETNAM cds’s, ms. “via Phnom Penh” and PHNOM PENH R.P. ARRIVEE bkstp, small tears and addressee’s name scuffed out, bit reduced one end, very rare usage, Fine. (T)

VIETNAM-SÜD
P 3945 1951-2, three flown covers with mixed frankings of Indochina with Vietnam: 1951 (Aug) cover to Lon-

3946

P 3947

3948

P 3949

don franked with Indochina 70c & Vietnam 3pi, 1952 (Jan) cover to USA franked with Indochina 30c
strip of three & Vietnam 3pi, these two with SAIGON RP SUD VIET-NAM cds’s, and 1952 (Jan) cover to
France franked with Indochina 30c & Vietnam 3pi tied by NAM-DINH VIET-NAM cds, mixed frankings
valid 6 Jun 1951 - 31 Mar 1952, all scarce, especially so from Nam-Dinh, F-VF.
1952/56, three covers to USA each with “This article originally mailed in country indicated by postage” two-line handstamp (two styles) and WASHINGTON D.C. cancels (three styles): 1952 flown cover
franked with 10c, 20c, 60c & 3pi, return of American Legation, 1956 cover franked with Airpost 1955
Phoenix 4pi, return of USOM Vietnam U.S. Embassy Saigon, “NO SUCH STREET NUMBER ...” and very
rare “Retour (Return to Writer) Pas De Tell Rue” handstamp, and 1956 cover franked with Republic
50c, 3pi & 5pi, printed return of United States Operations Mission to Vietnam Saigon, nice variety,
three scarce usages, Fine. (T)
1954, registered (label) flown cover to Argentina franked with 1951 3pi & 1954 Crown Prince 20pi
tied by HA-NOI VIET-NAM Jul 9 cds, rare destination and the 20pi rare on cover, Vietnam officially
partitioned Jul 21 and Hanoi just recently occupied by the Communists, ironic use of Prince stamp in
Hanoi, Fine.
1955 (Sep), cover to Vietnam Embassy in Washington DC, franked with on reverse South Vietnam
Independent State Turtle 50c & Airpost 4pi pair tied by partial cds and two TOAN ... BOAN-KET CHUNGQUANH NGO THU THONG boxed slogan handstamps, partial Sep 15 cds on front, early use of Airpost
(issued Sep 7), scarce markings and great destination, Fine.
1955, 1. Jahrestag des Genfer Abkommens 0.30 P. mit Abbildung einer Schildkröte als EPREUVES
98 proof
d’ARTISTE in violett und lilarot mit Signatur, sehr selten!

470,-

P 3950 1955, 1. Jahrestag des Genfer Abkommens 1.50 P. mit Abbildung einer Schildkröte als EPREUVES
d’ARTISTE in dunkelgrün und violett in nicht verwirklichter Zeichnung, sehr selten!

100 proof

700,-

proof

550,-

proof

550,-

P 3951 1955 (ca.), nicht verausgabte 20$ Flugpostmarke mit stilisierter Abbildung als EPREUVES d’ARTISTE
in schwarz mit Signatur, sehr selten!

P 3952 1955 (ca.), nicht verausgabte 25$ Freimarke mit Abbildung ‘Kronprinz Bao Long’ (?) als EPREUVES
d’ARTISTE in dunkelblau mit Signatur, sehr selten!

P 3953 1956, definitives ‘President Ngo Dinh Diem’ complete set in horizontal strips of three, mint never
hinged, Mi. € 330,-- +

111/22 (3)

**

80,-

P 3954 1956, 5 Jahre Mitgliedschaft im Weltpostverein 3$ als EPREUVES d’ARTISTE in dunkelgrün und dun-

kelbraun in nicht verwirklichter Zeichnung dazu eine verausgabte Marke als Vergleichsstück, selten! 110 proof

P 3955 1959, Agrarreform NICHT VERAUSGABTER Wert zu 0.50 D. im senkrechten ungezähnten PROBE- zu 184/87
DRUCK-Randpaar in rot bzw. orange, postfrisch und sehr selten

470,-

proof (2)

**

190,-

6 U var. (50)

**

850,-

**

1.100,-

g

80,-

*/(*)

50,-

**/*

50,-

**

300,-

VIETNAM-SÜD - PORTOMARKEN
P 3956 1952, postage due ‘dragon’ 1$ printed in blue only (missing silver) in a complete IMPERFORATE
sheet of 50 stamps, mint never hinged MNH, scarce! (M)

P 3957 1955/56, postage dues ‘dragon’ six different values (2$, 3$ and 20$ to 100$) in complete IM- 7/8 + 11/14
PERFORATE sheets of 50 stamps, mint never hinged MNH, scarce! (M)

U (50)

THAILAND
see also 2824, 3737/3874, 6545

P 3958 1884, Straits Settlements definitives 5c blue and 6c lilac both with wmk. Crown CA optd. ‘B’, fine

used with part ‘Bangkok’ cds., the 6c with small ink flaw on reverse (top right corner), scarce stamps!
SG. 18/19
SG. £ 300
3959 1887/91, King Chulalongkorn complete set to 64a, unused mint hinged or without gum (8a and 64a),
7-14
Mi. € 200,--

3960 1894, King Chulalongkorn 64a lilac/brown orange surcharged ‘1 Att.’ block of 10, mint never hinged
or hinged with some gum toning!

22 (10)

P 3961 1894, King Chulalongkorn 64a lilac/brown orange surcharged ‘1 Att.’ in a large block of 45, mint

never hinged with some gum toning and red control marking over 4 stamps on reverse, great exhibi22 (45)
tion block and good for studying the surcharge! (T)
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Start

P 3962 1894, King Chulalongkorn 64a lilac/brown orange surcharged ‘2 Atts.’ in a large block of 28, mint

never hinged with some toning and one stamp hinged but great exhibition block and good for studying
23 (28)
the surcharge!
P 3963 1894, King Chulalongkorn 64a lilac/orange surcharged ‘2 Atts.’ in type 2 with additional surcharge
23 var.
on gum side, mint unhinged with small gum faults! (SCTPS. 49e, 7.500 Baht)

**/*

400,-

*

70,-

*

300,-

g

120,-

*/(*)

130,-

47/60

*/(*)

50,-

50 (48)

**

80,-

51 (42)

**

160,-

52

g

60,-

55

g

50,-

61/63 spec.

*

1.200,-

61/63

g

350,-

**/*/
(*)

80,-

g

130,-

g

100,-

**

500,-

g

160,-

b

60,-

g

50,-

**/*

60,-

100/11

g

P 3983 1912, King Vajiravudh definitives complete set to 20b, mint lightly hinged scarce set! Mi. € 1.200,-- 100/11
3984 1912, King Vajiravudh 3s green part pane of 50 stamps, mint never hinged MNH and very fresh! Mi.

*

50,300,-

101 (50)

**

60,-

101 (50)
cds., great exhibition item! (M)
3986 1912, King Vajiravudh 6s red part pane of 50 stamps, mint never hinged MNH and very fresh! Mi. €
102 (50)
250,-- ++ (M)

g

80,-

**

80,-

103 (50)

**

120,-

112 (42)

**

100,-

P 3964 1897, King Chulalongkorn 12a lilac/carmine block of four with DOUBLE SURCHARGE ‘4 Atts.’, mint

hinged with the right stamp pair showing control postmark on reverse, scarce block! (SCTPS 62a,
25 var. (4)
40.000 Baht ++)
P 3965 1899, King Chulalongkorn UNISSUED rejected Die 1a dark olive and 2a olive/red both commercial
used with part PUKET cds., 1a small perf. faults and 2a thin from hinge removing, rare stamps! Mi. €
II-III
350,-- +
P 3966 1899-1904, King Chulalongkorn to the left complete simplified set of 15 values, unused mint hinged
28/42
or without gum (4a only), Mi. € 510,--

3967 1905/08, King Chulalongkorn Wat Jang issue complete simplified set of 14 values, unused mint
hinged or without gum (4a grey/redbrown only), Mi. € 200,--

3968 1905, King Chulalongkorn Wat Jang issue 3a green in a part pane with 48 stamps from upper left
P 3969
P 3970
P 3971
P 3972

corner, mint never hinged MNH with some gum toning, great item for the specialist! Mi. € 240,-- ++
(M)
1905, King Chulalongkorn Wat Jang issue 3a lilac/grey in a part pane with 42 stamps from upper left
corner, mint never hinged MNH with some gum toning, great item for the specialist!! Mi. € 630,-- ++
(M)
1905, King Chulalongkorn Wat Jang issue 4a grey/redbrown in seven blocks of four with different
central bilingual postmarks from Chiengmai, Kalasin, Korat, Maha Sarakam, Supat and Yasotorn (all
in black) and Singburi in blue, very fine condition!
1905, King Chulalongkorn Wat Jang issue 8a black/pale olive in six blocks of four with different mostly central bilingual postmarks from Chaiya, Chiengmai, Maha Sarakam, Makeng, Singora and Yasotorn, very fine condition!
1907, Provisional Fiscal issue complete set 10 Ticals to 40 Ticals green with additional handstamp ‘Specimen.’, mint hinged rare set!

P 3973 1907, Provisional Fiscal issue complete set 10 Ticals to 40 Ticals green very fine used in good condition (20 Ticals one short perf. at bottom), a rare set in any condition! Mi. € 1.100,--

P 3974 1908, King Chulalongkorn Jubilee issue 18a redbrown block of nine frpm lower left corner, toned and

wrinkled gum with 3 stamps partly ungummed and other parts never hinged, scarce block! Mi. €
72 (9)
360,-- +
P 3975 1908, King Chulalongkorn Jubilee issue complete set 1 Tical to 40 Ticals, fine used with very few
73/79
tonespots on 10 and 40 Tic., scarce set! Mi. € 650,--

P 3976 1908, King Chulalongkorn Jubilee issue 10 Ticals brown/carmine horizontal strip of three very fine
used, scarce multiple! Mi. € 330,-- ++

77 (3)

P 3977 1909, King Chulalongkorn Wat Jang issue 3a green surcharged ‘3 Satang’ in a pane of 100 stamps

with left and lower margin, mint never hinged MNH and control marking on gum side, nice and scarce
83 (100)
sheet for study! Mi. € 1.500,-- ++ (M)
P 3978 1909, King Chulalongkorn Provisional surcharge ‘14 Satang’ on 12a lilac/carmine block of four with
92 (4)
very fine commemorative postmark, scarce block! Mi. € 480,-- +
3979 1910 (1.7.), 2s yellow/green ‘Garuda’ issue block of six on local cover with commemorative postmark
94 (6)
‘Silver Jubilee, Universal Postal Union’, minor toning!

3980 1910, King Chulalongkorn ‘Garuda issue’ complete set in blocks of four all with very fine different

central bilingual cancels from Korat, Pakpreo, Nakur Panom, Pachim, Sakon and Bagkok 4’, unusual
94/99 (4)
and scarce blocks!
P 3981 1912, King Vajiravudh definitives part set 2s to 28s (small values complete!) in blocks of four, mint
100/05 (4)
never hinged MNH with 3 lower stamps lightly hinged, scarce blocks! Mi. € 204,-- ++

3982 1912, King Vajiravudh definitives complete set to 20b, very fine used with small faults on 28s and 2b,
Mi. € 220,--

€ 200,-- ++ (M)

3985 1912, King Vajiravudh 3s green part pane of 50 stamps very fine used with clear bilingual ‘RAJABURI’

P 3987 1912, King Vajiravudh 12s black/olive brown part pane of 50 stamps, mint never hinged MNH and
very fresh! Mi. € 350,-- ++ (M)

3988 1914, King Vajiravudh Provisional issue ‘5 Satang’ on 6s dark rose in a part pane of 42 stamps, mint
never hinged MNH with control marking over 5 stamps on reverse! Mi. € 294,-- ++ (M)
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P 3989 1914, King Vajiravudh Provisional issue ‘15 Satang’ on 28s brownish black in a part pane of 48

stamps, mint never hinged MNH with control marking over 9 stamps on reverse! Mi. € 528,-- ++ (M) 115 (48)

P 3990 1915 (ca.), 28s brownish black surcharged ‘15 Satang’ single use on cover from Bangkok to Berlin,
minor wrinkles at top right corner!

115

Start
**

150,-

b

120,-

g

200,-

Ak

250,-

g

250,-

g

200,-

g

120,-

g

50,-

THAILAND - BESONDERHEITEN
see also 3051, 7498/9, 7680

P 3991 1909, King Chulalongkorn provisional issue small group incl. 7 stamps with mostly different BAM-

BOO-CHOPS and six stamps with PRIVATE PERFINS, mixed condition but very unusual and interesting
ex 80/86
study lot!
P 3992 1910, nice group with five OFFICIAL POSTCARDS (no stationeries!) in violet or red to commemorate
the Silver Jubilee of membership of U.P.U. (1885-1910), fine unused!

THAILAND - STEMPEL
P 3993 1887/91, King Chulalongkorn six fine used blocks of four incl. 3 x 12a, 1 x 24a etc. with good postmarks incl. siamese KANCHANABURI, SONGKLA etc. and bilingual UBON and NARN, nice group!

ex 7/13

P 3994 1909, King Chulalongkorn provisional issue nice group with 10 used blocks of four mostly 14 Satang

surcharges with a good variety of postmarks incl. PAKNAMPOH, OODAI, blue RAHENG, KRABIN etc.,
ex 88/93
nice lot!
P 3995 1910, King Chulalongkorn ‘Garuda’ issue 6s carmine in 20 used blocks of four with a nice variety of
postmarks incl. RAHENO, RAJAHURI, ROI ET., PACHIM, LANGSUEN, CHIENGMAI, KAMPENGPET etc.,
96
great study lot! (T)
P 3996 ROI ET.: 1910, King Chulalongkorn ‘Garuda issue’ 28s brownish red block of 15 very fine used with
99 (15)
several bilingual ‘Roi Et.’ cds., scarce and unusual item! Mi. € 120,-- ++
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Zeichenerklärung und Qualitätsbeschreibung
Legend and Quality Description
Legende et description de qualité

**

posƞrisch

mint (never hinged) (MNH)

neuf sans charnière

*

ungebraucht

unused (MH)

neuf avec gomme originale

(*)

ungebraucht ohne Gummi

unused without gum (MNG)

neuf sans gomme

g

gestempelt, Stempel

used, cancell, handstamp (hs.)

oblitéré, cachet

h

handschriŌliche Entwertung

pen-stroke, manuscript (ms.)

trait de plume

x

gefälligkeitsgestempelt

canceled to order

oblitéraƟon de comlaisance

d

Briefstück

on piece

fragment

b

Brief

cover, envelope

leƩre

FDC

ErsƩagsbrief

First Day Cover

leƩre de premier jour

e

Flugpostbrief

air mail cover

leƩre poste aérienne

f

Flugpost

air mail

poste aérienne

Ak

Ansichtskarte, Karte

picture postcard, card

carte-vue, carte illustrée

ETB

ErsƩagsbläƩer

First Day Sheetlets

feuilles premier jour

GA

Ganzsache

postal staƟonery

enƟer postal

Mk

Maximumkarte

maximum card

carte maximum

p

Paar

pair

paire

v

4er Block

block of four

bloc de quatre

s

schön

f (fine)

b (beau)

ss

sehr schön

vf (very fine)

tb (trés beau)

vz

vorzüglich

ef (extremely fine)

superbe

ST

Stempelglanz

Mint State

FDC (fleur de coin)

PP

Polierte PlaƩe

proof

flan bruni

General Auction Conditions
By the submission of bids, the following AucƟons CondiƟons of the AucƟoneer are recognised and accepted:
1. The auction is held public in the name of the auctioneer on his behalf
for his own invoice against immediate payment in Euro.
2. The lot goes to the highest bidder. The Auctioneer reserves the right
to refuse knock down a lot, or to withdraw, recombine and divide lots.
Bidding increments can be seen in the actual auction manual and are
from 5 to 10% and according to the present submitted bid and dependant on the situation.
3. The Auctioneer has the authority to knock down lots pending the permission of the seller. The bidder is bound by his bid for a period of 4
weeks beginning on the day of the knockdown. It is allowed to hammer
an under reserve lot to another limit bidder.
4. The Auctioneer has the right to exclude persons from the auction without giving any reason. Trading and exchange are not allowed in the
Auction rooms.
5. The knockdown is allocated to the highest bidder after the third call.
The Auctioneer has the right to refuse a knockdown for founded reasons
or to make knockdown under reserve. When a bid is refused, the previous bid is valid. When more than one bidder has submitted the highest
bid, the decision will be made by draw. In the case of written bids, the
order of receipt of bids is valid. These bids will be treated with confidence and will only be used to top the previous bid. Telephone bidders must
offer at least the limit price and a written confirmation must be submitted thereafter. In the event of non-reachability, the minimum bid is valid.
Lots, which receive a „counter-bid“, require a minimum bid of 20,- € and
will be knocked down to the highest bid.
6. The Auctioneer receives a premium of 20% of the knockdown price from the buyer plus 2,- € per lot. In the event that the goods are
despatched by post/courier, the postage and insurance amounts will be
charged additionally. Value Added Tax will be added to the knockdown
price as well as to the miscellaneous costs. For purchases from abroad,
which we dispatch directly to a third country (non-EU!), the Value Added
Tax will not be invoiced. This also applies to companies in the EU countries, when the Sales Tax-ID-Number is given (so called inner-community
delivery).
7. The Purchase Order contract between the Auctioneer and the Buyer becomes valid with the knockdown. With this contract, the buyer is
obliged to accept and pay for the goods at the point of sale. In the case
of bidding for a third party, both buyer and third party are liable. The
moment of knockdown, all risks concerning losses or damage are the
responsibility of the buyer. The ownership of the auctioned goods will
only be transferred to the buyer when full payment has been effected.
Bidders making written bids will in general receive a pre-payment invoice
that is due for immediate payment. Only when the invoice has been paid
fully, has the buyer the right to demand possession of the auctioned
goods.
If it is agreed to ship the purchased lots, the purchaser is obliged to
inform the auctioneer in writing for reasons of investigation within ten
weeks after the end of the auction (in case of prepayment: after the
payment of the goods) if the goods to be shipped are not or incompletely
received.
8. All invoices that have not been paid at the latest 14 days after the
auction and/or receipt of the invoice will be subject to interest of 3%.
Furthermore, 1,5% interest per month will be charged, unless the buyer
can prove that only minimal or no damage has been caused. Furthermore, the Auctioneer can decide whether after a set period, compensation
will be charged, due to non-fulfilment. The damages can be regulated
in such a manner that the lots are taken into a future auction and the
debtor is charged the difference between the knockdown bid and the
previous bid as well as all the costs connected with this transaction,
including the additional costs and charges of the Auctioneer. There is no
demand for higher realizations.

9. The objects for auction may be viewed and inspected prior to the auction. These objects will be auctioned in the condition they are in at the
time of auction. The catalogue descriptions were made in the best will
and conscience and do not guarantee any characteristics. The buyer
cannot hold the Auctioneer liable for any faults, on the condition that
the Auctioneer has not committed any acts of negligence. Collections,
lots etc. are excluded from complaints, otherwise the Auctioneer is obliged to hold the Vendor liable for any complaints made within the limited
period of 4 weeks after the auction and which are covered by one year
guarantee.
Complaints of individual lots must be presented on the original auction
lot cards. The complaint lots must be presented in their original condition. This applies to the removal of hinges, submersion in water as
well as chemical treatment. Only the application of sign information by
a member of the Bund Philatelistischer Prüfer e.V. (BPP) will not be regarded as tampering. In the event of complaints, the Auctioneer can demand a written expertise of the respective BPP expert. In the event that
a buyer intends to get an expertise, then he must inform the Auctioneer
of this fact before the Auction. The period for complaint will be prolonged
respectively. However, this does not mean exclusion of prompt payment
for the lots. Any faults, which are obvious at the time of photography, are
excluded from the right of complaint. In the event of claim, the Vendor is
obliged to refund the purchase price as well as knock-down commission.
Any additional claims are not possible.
Descriptions such as „Pracht“, „Kabinett“, „Luxus“ etc. are a subjective
opinion of the Auctioneer and under no circumstance a statement in
regard to trading rules and regulations. Lots which bear the description
„feinst“ or „fein“ may possibly have small faults. Pieces where the value is defined by cancellation are excluded from complaint of any other
defects.
10. Objects dispatched for viewing only include individual lots. These
must be returned to the auction company within 24 hours, whereby our
choice of dispatch must be utilized. Any dangers and costs are for the account of the requesting party. In the event that these lots are not present
in the auction house on the day of auction, then these will be knocked
down in favour of the requesting party one step higher than the highest
bidding price, however at the least for the call-out price.
11. Place of fulfilment is Bietigheim-Bissingen. Place of jurisdiction for
the full trading is Ludwigsburg.
12. Only German Law is valid. The UN Treaty for contacts concerning
international goods sales (CISG) is not applicable.
13. The above conditions are valid in the general sense and also apply to
the post-sales and free sales. The regulations concerning sales in “Fernabsatz“ are not applicable.
14. Should one of the above conditions become invalid, the validity of
the other conditions will remain unchanged.
(This translation of the „Allgemeine Versteigerungsbedingungen“ is
provided for information only; the German text is to be taken as authoritative)
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Steigerungsstufen – Bidding Increments
Die unverbindlichen Steigerungsstufen liegen im Ermessen
des Versteigerers und betragen 5 bis 10 % vom Ausruf:
Wir bieten für Sie bei Geboten wie „bestens“, „höchst“, „kaufen“, „auf jeden Fall“, „bis ultimo“ oder ähnlichen Formulierungen bis zum zehnfachen Ausruf!

The non-commiƩal bidding increments are subject to the
assessment of the aucƟoneer, they are between 5 to 10% of
the bidding price:
We bid on your behalf such as “best“, “at the most“, “buy“, “in
any case“, “without limit“ or similar description up to 10-fold
of the bidding price!

bis / to 100,- €

5,- €

von / from 100,- € bis / to 250,- €

10,- €

von / from 250,- € bis / to 700,- €

20,- €

von / from 700,- € bis / to 1.500,- €

50,- €

von / from 1.500,- € bis / to 3.000,- €

100,- €

von / from 3.000,- € bis / to 10.000,- €

200,- €

ab / over 10.000,- €

500,- €

Zahlungsmöglichkeiten – Payment Options
BANKÜBERWEISUNG / BANK TRANSFER
BegünsƟgster / Beneficiary Name:
AukƟonshaus Christoph Gärtner GmbH & Co. KG

KREDITKARTEN / CREDIT CARDS

Deutsche Bank PGK AG Ludwigsburg

Wie akzepƟeren Zahlungen mit folgenden Kreditkarten:

Myliusstraße 16
DE - 71638 Ludwigsburg

VISA

BLZ / Bank-ID: 604 700 24
Konto Nr. / Account No.: 08880 16
IBAN: DE06 6047 0024 0088 8016 00
BIC: DEUTDEDB604

MASTER CARD

Bei Zahlung mit der Kreditkarte berechnen wir eine Bearbeitungsgebühr von 3% auf die gesamte Rechnungssumme.
Folgende Angaben sind erforderlich:
Karteninhaber, Karten-Nummer, Verfalldatum
3-stellige Sicherheitszahl

Accepted credit cards
Kreissparkasse Ludwigsburg
Schillerplatz 6
DE - 71638 Ludwigsburg
BLZ / Bank-ID: 604 500 50
Konto Nr. / Account No.: 300 162 15
IBAN: DE16 6045 0050 0030 0162 15
BIC: SOLADES1 LBG
Postbank StuƩgart
Posƞach 600464
DE - 70304 StuƩgart
BLZ / Bank-ID: 600 100 70
Konto Nr. / Account No.: 108363 707
IBAN: DE69 6001 0070 0108 3637 07
BIC: PBNKDEFF

VISA

MASTER CARD

For the use of a credit card, a transacƟon fee of 3% is
charged on the invoice total.
Following informaƟon is required:
Credit Card Holder, Card Number, Expiry Date
CVC number

SCHECK / CHEQUE
Bei Zahlung per Scheck erhöhen Sie biƩe den zu
zahlenden Betrag um 15,00 EUR.
Der Versand der Lose erfolgt nach GutschriŌ des Schecks auf
unserem Konto. BiƩe beachten Sie, dass Bankgebühren zu Ihren
Lasten gehen.

If you pay by cheque please add EUR 15,00 (cheque-fee).
Shipment of the lots aŌer credit entry.
Bank fees at your cost.

CG

AUKTIONSAUFTRAG – BID FORM 25. AukƟon / 3. - 7. Juni 2013

Name – name ________________________________________________________________________________ Kunden-Nr. – customer No. ___________________________________
Telefon/Fax – phone/fax __________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Straße – street

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

PLZ / Ort / Land – post code / city / country
e-mail

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

privat – private

Firma / USt-IdNr. – company / VAT number _____________________________________________________________________________

Ich ermächƟge die Firma AukƟonshaus Christoph Gärtner GmbH & Co. KG, BieƟgheim-Bissingen, für mich und auf meine Rechnung die unten aufgeführten
Lose zu den mir bekannten und anerkannten „Allgemeinen Versteigerungsbedingungen“ im AukƟonskatalog bis zu den nachstehenden Preisen zu kaufen.
Ich beauŌrage die Firma AukƟonshaus Christoph Gärtner GmbH & Co. KG, in meinem Namen und auf meine Rechnung, den Versand der Lose an mich vorzunehmen. Die Zusendung der Lose erfolgt grundsätzlich nach Vorauskasse, falls Sie in unserer Kartei nicht anders registriert sind.
I authorize the firm AukƟonshaus Christoph Gärtner GmbH & Co. KG, BieƟgheim-Bissingen, to buy the lots for my account up to the limits stated. I have read
and agree to the „General CondiƟons for aucƟon“ in the AucƟoncatalog. I request the firm AukƟonshaus Christoph Gärtner GmbH & Co. KG to forward the
lots to me and on my account to the above address. Unless otherwise agreed lots will only be dispatched aŌer the receipt of payment in full.

Ich begrenze die Summe meiner Zuschläge (ohne Provision und Spesen) auf:

(Minimum 300,- €)

I limit the sum of my bids (without commission and fees) to:

EUR (10% Toleranz)

_________________________________________________

Wenn notwendig erhöhen Sie meine Gebote wie folgt: – If necessary please increase my bids as following:

10 %

20 %

30 %

_____

%

Gebotslose unter 20,- € werden nicht eingegeben – Minimum bid for lots named as „Gebot“ is 20,- €
Los-Nr. – Lot No.

Gebiet – country

Gebot € – bid €

Los-Nr. – Lot No.

Gebiet – country

Gebot € – bid €

Ich hole die Lose persönlich ab – I will pick up the lots personally

Datum – Date ______________

UnterschriŌ – Signature

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

Referenzen – References: ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Bitte belasten Sie meine Kreditkarte / Please debit the total invoice amount to my credit card
(zzgl. 3 % Kreditkartengebühr /additional 3 % credit card charge)

Karten-Nr./Card No.
Ablaufdatum/expiry date: ______________________________

Kartenprüfnummer (CVC)* :

(* Die Kartenprüfnummer (KPN) wird auch CVC (Card Validation Code) genannt, ist dreistellig und auf die Rückseite Ihrer Kreditkarte gedruckt)

Unterschrift für Kreditkartenzahlung – Signature for credit card payment : ________________________________________________________________

Ich möchte telefonisch bieten. BiƩe kontakƟeren Sie mich rechtzeiƟg. (Mindestgebot für Telefonbieter beträgt 300,- €)
Ich bin unter folgenden Telefonnummern zu erreichen

____________

/ __________________________ oder

____________ / __________________________

I wish to bid by telephone. Please contact me in Ɵme. (Minimum bid for telephone bidders is 300,- €)
I am available under the following telephone numbers
Für diese Lose: / For these lots:

____________

/ __________________________ or

____________

/ __________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Datum – Date: ______________ UnterschriŌ – Signature: _________________________________________________________________________________________
Referenzen – References: __________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Los-Nr. – Lot No.

Kunden-Nr. – customer No.

Los-Nr. – Lot No.

Gebiet – country

Gebot € – bid €

_____________________________

Gebiet – country

Gebot € – bid €

WICHTIGER HINWEIS FÜR UNSERE EU-PRIVATKUNDEN:
Nach Zuschlag eines Loses werden wir Sie für die Versandformalitäten anschreiben. Dies ist auf Grund der gesetzlichen EU-Versandhandelsregelung notwendig.
IMPORTANT NOTE FOR OUR EU-CUSTOMERS:
AŌer knocking down and acceptance of your bid, we will contact you for the special shipping formaliƟes. This is necessary because
of EU legal regulaƟons for distance sales.
NOTE IMPORTANTE POUR NOS CLIENTS PRIVÉS EUROPÉENS:
Après l‘aƩribuƟon d‘un lot, nous vous écrirons pour les formalités d‘expédiƟon. Ceci est nécessaire en raison de disposiƟons légales
communautaires sur la vente par correspondance.

3rd of June 2013 :: 25th AUCTION
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